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Abstract
In this thesis, geometry is used as a basis for conducting experiments aimed at growing
and arranging inorganic minerals on curved interfaces. Mineralisation is directed using
crystalline and liquid-crystalline metallic soaps and surfactant/water systems as
templates.
A review of the history, syntheses, structure and liquid crystallinity of metallic soaps
and other amphiphiles is presented as a foundation to understanding the interfacial
architectures in mesostructured template systems in general.
In this study, a range of metallic soaps of varying chain length and cation type are
synthesised and characterised to find potentially useful templates for mineral growth.
These include alkaline-earth, transition metal, heavy metal and lanthanide soaps. These
are systematically characterised using a variety of analytical techniques, including
chemical analyses, x-ray diffraction (XRD) infrared spectroscopy (IR) and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Their molecular and crystal structures are studied using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), cryo-TEM, electron diffraction (ED), electron
paramagnetic spin resonance (EPR), absorption spectroscopy (UV-VIS), high resolution
laser spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron dispersive x-ray analysis
(EDXA), thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and magnetic measurements. Models for
the molecular and crystal structures of metallic soaps are proposed. The soaps are
predominantly lamellar crystalline or liquid crystalline lamellar rotor phases with tilted
and/or untilted molecular constituents. These display evidence of varying degrees of
headgroup organisation, including superstructuring and polymerisation. A single crystal
structure is presented for a complex of pyridine with cobalt soap. Simple models for
their structure are discussed in terms of their swelling properties in water and oils.
Experiments are also presented to demonstrate the sorbent properties of aluminium
soaps on oil spills.
The thermotropic liquid crystallinity of alkaline earth, transition metal, heavy metal and
lanthanide soaps is investigated in detail. This is done to assess their suitability as
templates, and to document their novel thermotropic behaviour, particularly the
relatively unknown lanthanide soaps. Liquid crystalline behaviours are studied using
high-temperature XRD (HTXRD), hot-stage optical microscopy and DSC. Models for a
liquid crystalline phase progression from crystals to anisotropic liquids are discussed in
terms of theories of self-assembly and interfacial curvature. The terminology required
for this is drawn from various nomenclature systems for amphiphilic crystals and liquid
crystals. General agreement with previous studies is reported for known soaps, while
liquid crystallinity is demonstrated in the lanthanide and some non-lanthanide soaps for
the first time. A general phase progression of crystalline lamellar through liquid
crystalline lamellar to non-lamellar liquid crystalline is discussed in terms of models
concerned with the molecular and crystal structures of the soaps and their phase
transitions via headgroup and chain re-arrangements.
Experiments aimed at guiding growth of metal sulfides using metallic soaps as
templates are described, and a model for this growth is discussed. Metal sulfides have
been successfully grown by reacting crystalline and liquid crystalline transition metal
and heavy metal soaps with H2S gas at room temperature and at elevated temperature.
These have been characterised using XRD, TEM, ED and IR. Sulfide growth is
demonstrated to be restricted and guided by the reacting soap template architecture.
Zinc, cadmium, indium and lead soaps formed confined nanoparticles within the matrix
of their reacting soap template. In contrast, curved and flat sheet-like structures, some
resembling sponges were found in the products of sulfided iron, cobalt, nickel, copper,
tin and bismuth soaps. A model to explain this behaviour is developed in terms of the
crystal and liquid crystal structures of the soaps and the crystal structures of the metal
sulfide particles.

Liquid crystalline iron soaps have been subjected to controlled thermal degradation
yielding magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. Some XRD and TEM evidence has been
found for formation of magnetic mesostructures in heat-treated iron soaps. Models for
the molecular and liquid crystalline structure of iron soaps, their thermotropic phase
progression and eventual conversion to these magnetic products are discussed.
Systematic syntheses of mesoporous silicates from sheeted clays are discussed. The
templates that have been used are cationic surfactants and small, organic molecular
salts. Experiments are reported where a cooperative self-assembly of
surfactant/water/kanemite plus or minus salt and oils yields 'folded sheet materials'
(FSM'S). Templating of kanemite has also been achieved using cobalt cage surfactants.
A theoretical prediction of the specific surface areas and specific volumes of
homologous sets of FSM's gave excellent agreement with measured values. The
geometry and topology of the mesostructures are discussed. A theoretical model is also
discussed regarding the curvature found in the sheets of natural clays , and results of
templating clays and silica using metallic soaps are presented. Experiments and a model
for low temperature nucleation and growth of microporous silicalite-1 are described in
terms of silica templating by water clathrates.
Finally, the problem of finding minimal surface descriptions of crystal networks is
addressed. Combinatoric methods are used to disprove the existence of possible
embeddings of type I and II clathrate networks in non-self intersecting periodic minimal
surfaces. The crystal network of the clathrate silicate, melanophlogite is successfully
embedded in the WI-10 self-intersecting surface. Details of a previously unreported,
genus-25 periodic surface with symmetry Im3m are discussed.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
Directed growth and arrangement of minerals in living things (biomineralisation) has
been 'selected for' over billions of years of evolution, partly because of the protective
and supportive advantage that individual organisms with bones, shells etc., enjoy over
those that do not, and partly from the adequate availability of biomineral ingredients
such as calcium, magnesium, carbonates, phosphates and silicates. The same evolution
has now turned back on itself in the sense that scientists are beginning to understand and
mimic some of the basic principles of biomineralisation in the laboratory.
This thesis is concerned with the use of geometry as a basis for understanding,
designing and creating novel synthetic analogues of biological minerals. In particular
minerals such as metal sulfides, metal oxides and silicates are grown using the subtle
guidance of organic templates. This has resulted in minerals whose shapes resemble the
architecture of biominerals. The surfaces defining these shapes act as natural space
partitions in materials as diverse as biological membranes in cells, interfaces in liquid
crystals and polymers, bones, termite nests, sea shells and corals, rocks in oil reservoirs,
and the distribution of galaxies in the universe. The geometry of these surfaces fall into
three categories - either flat, spherical or saddle-shaped. It is this third form that is of
most interest here, because these saddle shapes can be built up into sponge-like
(hyperbolic) surfaces that continuously fill space, while at the same time partitioning it
into separate domains. Further, a generalised theory of crystal networks is emerging
(e.g., Hyde, 1993) where the bonds and atoms of crystals are completely embedded
within saddle-shaped surfaces - thus offering an alternative, simplified 2-D description
of 3-D networks. The ubiquity of hyperbolic space partitions in materials of all scales,
their usefulness in designing strategies for advanced materials synthesis, and their
elegance in simplifying the description of crystal networks warrants their study here and
in the future.
The conceptual tools used in this thesis are derived from the theories of molecular selfassembly; curvature of interfaces; and mineral templating. The former two theories
were largely formalised in this department over the last two decades. Molecular selfassembly is the process of spontaneous aggregation of separate but identical
amphiphilic molecules (and polymers) into particular forms when they are brought
together. "Curvature of interfaces" here refers to the shape of space partitions (surfaces)
within self-assembled systems of molecules. Templating here refers to the directed
growth of minerals at an interface within a self-assembled molecular system.
A major theme explored here is that by controlling the curved interface in an organic,
self-assembled template material, mineralisation (including the rearrangement of preexisting mineral fragments) can be systematically directed to occur at a template
interface, yielding a mineral shape conforming to the template architecture. In the ideal
case, we could set the organic template curvature, and subsequently mineralise the
interface without changing the curvature or the mineralisation process. In practise,
controlling the interfacial curvature during templating is made more complex by the
interaction of the template with the ingredients for the mineral phase. Often, templating
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experiments are conducted in water, and effects of salinity, pH and other variables also
determine the outcome, e.g. by changing chemical potentials and interfacial
architectures. In some cases, parts from the template molecules form the product
mineral, again complexifying a simple separated progression of self-assembly of
template molecules followed by mineralisation. In other cases self-templating
apparently occurs, without a separate template, leading to minerals with curved internal
interfaces (e.g., in minerals related to kaolin and asbestos). Nonetheless, these
complexities are beginning to be accounted for in cooperative theories of self-assembly
and templating that are explored later.
The motivation for this study came from the desire to synthesise hydrophobic,
mesoporous, high surface-area silicates (i.e., with pore sizes of ca. 40-250Å diameter
and surface areas in excess of 700m2.g-1) using a simple dry template system. Zeolites
(or molecular sieves) are microporous cousins of mesoporous silica, with pores of 520Å diameter. Mesoporous silicates are expected to appreciably extend the number of
applications for molecular sieves in modern industrial processes. For example,
mesporous silica could become useful in the cracking of presently non-crackable heavy
crude hydrocarbons for fuel. Mesoporous molecular sieves are also potentially useful
for storage of hydrogen and for separating mixtures of large molecules such as proteins.
They are beginning to be used for catalytic applications, as nanoscale chemical testtubes, for hosting non-linear optical devices and numerous other applications.
Mesoporous silicates are also useful for testing theoretical ideas concerned with
curvature in condensed matter systems.
This emerging field has dramatically grown after two major discoveries - the synthesis
of FSM mesoporous materials from silica clay /surfactant/water (e.g., Yanagisawa,
1990) and the discovery of M41S mesoporous materials by Beck et al. (1992). More
recently Stucky et al. (1998), have extended the pore size of these periodic silicate
molecular sieves up to about 300Å by using polymer templates. McGrath et al. (1997)
templated silica using a disordered sponge template on length scales up to 350Å.
Initially, the interfaces within liquid crystalline metallic soaps were chosen as templates
to synthesise mesoporous, sponge-like silicates using . A hydrophobic layered clay
mineral was to be set at the liquid crystalline interface, and the soap template molecules
could be burned out later. The novelty of this approach was that it involved only two
ingredients - a soap (in its liquid crystalline state) and a clay - a simplification of the
three components used in the known template systems yielding mesoporous silica.
The first step in this process was to gain a working knowledge of the interfaces within
liquid crystalline phases of pure metal soaps heated beyond their crystalline state. This
required that the room temperature crystal and molecular structures of the soaps be
determined in order to simplify the liquid crystal analyses. Chapters 1-5 of this thesis
are devoted to the history, structure, applications and liquid crystallinity of metal soaps,
with a major goal being to demonstrate the relative potential of particular soaps to be
used as template systems.
Two- (and one-) component templating effects were found in metal soap systems.
Chapters 6 and 7 are devoted to novel two-component and one-component templating
experiments using metal soaps. These chapters document the results and interpretations
of numerous experiments where semiconductors and magnetic metal oxides were
synthesised within the fatty acid matrix of the soap template molecules either by
reaction of the soap with a reactive gas or by controlled thermal decomposition.
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Chapter 8 gives an account of silicate (FSM) templating experiments. These
experiments involved three-component systems of silicate clay/water/surfactant. The
normally flat clay sheets were induced to irreversibly conform to the curvature adopted
by the cooperatively self-assembled surfactant/water/clay systems. The purpose of
investigating FSM syntheses was to gain experience at characterising these novel
mesoporous molecular sieves using multiple methods, and also to examine competing
ideas of FSM formation and geometry in terms of theories of self-assembly and
curvature of interfaces developed in this department.
Chapter 9 is a retreat from the largely experimental emphasis, towards a theoretical look
at mapping crystal networks onto triply periodic hyperbolic surfaces, or saddle-shaped
surfaces that can be repeated by translation to fill space. These are important surfaces
that emerge throughout this thesis, and are elegant solutions to many problems in
theories of self-assembly and curvature of interfaces, and in a sense tie the diverse
subject matter of this study together.

1.1 Introduction to metallic soaps
A metallic soap is a chemical combination of a metallic element with a fatty acid
organic group. In this sense the metallic soaps are a group of salts of organic anions.
The metal is chemically bound to the anionic headgroup of the fatty acid by both ionic
and covalent linkages. The anionic headgroup of a fatty acid molecule consists of a
terminal carboxylate group. This terminal group is the chemically charged end of the
fatty acid. In the case of a fatty acid with a chain length of more than about 6 carbons,
the fatty acid maybe considered as amphiphilic, i.e., it has both a water-loving end
(hydrophilic) and a water-hating end (hydrophobic). The terminal carboxylate group
(hydrophilic group) has a net electronic charge of minus one (-1). The length and
saturation of the fatty acid anion may vary.
Table 1.1 Saturated fatty acids (salts) and their melting points
salt

no.
C's

formic (formate)
acetic (acetate)
propionic (propionate)
butyric (butyrate)
valeric (valerate)
capric (caprate)
heptanoic (heptanoate)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

caprylic (caprylate) (octanoate)
nonoic (nonoate)
caproic (caproate) (decanoate)
undecanoic (undecanoate)
lauric (laurate)
tridecanoic (tricosanoate)

8
9
10
11
12
13

acid
MP
˚C

16.5
31.5

salt

no.
C's

myristic (myristate)
pentadecanoic (pentadecanoate)
palmitic (palmitate)
margaric (margarate)
stearic (stearate)
nonadecanoic (nonodecanoate)
arachidic (arachidate)
(eicosanoate)
heneicosanoic (heneicosanoate)
behenic (behenate)
tricosoic (tricosoate)
lignoceric (lignocerate)
melissic (melissate)

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
30

acid
MP
˚C
58.0
63.0
72.0
75

80
84

Common unsaturated fatty acids salts are the oleates (from oleic acid, MP = 19˚C) and
the linoleates (from linoleic acid, MP = -5˚C) having 1 and 2 double bonds
respectively in a chain of 18 carbons. Palimitoleic acid is the 16 carbon analogue of
oleic acid. Linolenic acid (MP = -11˚C) is commonly referred to as a polyunsaturated
fatty acid, for it has three double bonds.

In a simple model of a pure metallic soap a single multivalent metal must be counter
balanced by one fatty acid group for every electronic charge on the fully ionised metal.
For example a barium soap will ideally have two fatty acid groups chemically linked to
neutralise the doubly charged metal cation, a lanthanum soap will have ideally have
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three chains chemically linked to the metal cation to ensure charge balance. In practise,
some soaps do not form these ideal compositions, and are referred to as basic soaps. For
example an aluminium soap, whose metal has a fully ionised charge of three (Al3+)
could ideally have three carboxylate chains to neutralise the cation's electrostatic
charge. Since most soap syntheses can be carried out in aqueous solution a simple
alternative to this Al3+(RCOO-)3 triple chain aluminium soap is the double chain soap
with an OH- group to complete the charge satisfaction of the metal ion
Al3+(RCOO-)2OH-.
Figure 1.1 Pure soaps and hydroxy soaps

M3+ neutral
soap

M3+ hydroxy
soap

O
H

I thus refer to such a soap as a double chain hydroxy soap. In the case where the metal
ion is, say, a Zr(IV) metal whose pure soap is a quadruple chain soap - a less fatty acid
rich soap maybe the triple chain hydroxy soap. In addition, it is possible to show, and I
do in later sections, that we are not restricted to the two options above for an aluminium
soap. In syntheses of aluminium soaps where the availability of the OH group is high
compared with the availability of fatty acid groups it is likely that we can continuously
vary the proportion of these two ionic groups relative to one another. So in the simplest
case, and in addition to the two options presented above we might expect to be able to
synthesise the single chain, di-hydroxy aluminium soap, and I present evidence later
that this is the case. Furthermore, if this argument is taken to its extreme, no soap need
be deposited at all and we end up with a pure Al(OH)3 compound.
Given the complexity of chemical systems, it is not surprising that these are not the only
soap variants. For example Cu soap is a classical long chain analogue of the "paddlewheel" copper acetate, whose constituent copper atoms share a metallic bond. The
headgroup is really a double atom metal complexed to four bridging carboxylate groups.
A singly charged carboxylate group consists of two oxygens attached to the same
carbon - in effect each oxygen can share this charge equally. That allows a single
carboxylate, and hence a fatty acid or acetate group to bond ionically to both Cu atoms
in the dimeric headgroup.

5
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Figure 1.2 Dimeric (Cu) and trimeric (Fe) soaps

Fe soap trimer
Cu soap dimers
The quadruple charge of two Cu2+ atoms is thus completely satisfied by the distributed
half-charges of the four carboxlyate groups. A simple variant of this are the trimeric
soaps where three metals are bound in the headgroup. Again a more complex soap
maybe constructed by increasing the number of metal atoms beyond three in the central
cluster. This has been shown for Fe, Ru and other systems (e.g., Abrahamson and
Lukaski et al., 1994). The variations on this include mixed metal clusters, and thus I
consider these true mixed metallic soaps as opposed to mixtures of pure mono-metallic
soaps that lack ionic or covalent linkages between monomers. A further variant on the
above systems is multiple metals in the same headgroup whose valencies vary, for
example trimeric Fe(III)-Fe(II)-Fe(III) soaps are known. The inclusion of other
compounds in the headgroup structure of a soap is probable. For example, water maybe
incorporated in between two Co (II) atoms in a Co-H2O-Co dimeric soap derivative
where carboxylate groups bridge the cobalt atoms.
It is clear that the number of stoichiometric possibilities among soaps is large. However
it transpires that most of the soaps formed in aqueous solution can be classed as the
simple, pure soap, that is each molecule of soap formed consists of one metal atom
charge satisfied by the largest possible number of fatty acid radicals. This is most
certainly the case for the alkali earth, and rare earth soaps due to their similar chemical
behaviour - that is each metal ion in both series of elements (Be-Rd; La-Lu) are
essentially spherically symmetric charges whose aqueous complexes allow the ready
displacement of hydroxyl groups in the presence of carboxylate groups under a given
pH range. This is not the case say, for the transition metal ions whose d-group electron
densities occupy far from spherical arrangements. The consequence is that the
formation of hydrates, dimers, trimers etc., is favoured in these (transition metal)
systems because of the less flexible (more highly directed) bonding arrangements in
contrast to, say, the alkaline earth soaps. For example, a transition metal atom that
prefers an octahedral arrangement of its ligands (in coordination complexes) may not be
able to distort its electron distribution to bond only with carboxylate groups in the
presence of other coordinated metal atoms and donor ligands and as a consequence may
form a dimer, water or hydroxyl-bridged dimer, or higher oligomeric species to satisfy
charge balance without excessive steric hindrance. In the case of Al and other and
strongly basic metals (e.g., Si, Sn, Zr, Ti, etc) their affinity with oxygen is so high that
in the presence of hydroxyl groups at a large range of pH's, an anionic carboxylate
group cannot generally displace all of the covalently bound hydroxy groups, so the
resulting soap will be a basic soap - the metal being bound to less than the possible full
complement of fatty acid chains.
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The usual terminology for these soaps is neutral and basic - the neutral being the pure
soap outlined above, and the basic being the hydroxy soaps. In addition to these a
further soap is known - i.e., the acid soap. The acid soap is a 1:1, 2:1 and 1:2
crystallisation of a neutral soap with the corresponding fatty acid, the acid molecule
being readily removed by organic extraction. The acid soap is only reported for
ammonium and alkali metal soaps such as sodium and potassium (e.g., McBain and
Field, 1933; Ralston, 1948; and Ekwall, 1988).
To avoid confusion and to borrow from the useful imagery of the true amphiphilic
systems, I use the term "headgroup" to refer to the combined metal and the carboxylate
groups of the so-formed pure or basic soap, in contrast to the soluble alkali soaps - the
household soaps.
It is important to reiterate the traditional distinction between the usual household-type
soaps (also composed of a metal and fatty acid) and metallic soaps - a metallic soap is
considered, by definition, to be distinct from an alkali soap whose fatty acid group is
bonded to either a sodium, potassium, rubidium or caesium atom or an ammonium
group. The distinction made is one of practical importance - without exception the
metallic soaps are virtually insoluble in hot or cold water, whereas the soaps of the
alkali metals (and of ammonium ions) are readily soluble in hot water above their
respective Krafft temperatures.

7
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Appendix 1.1 A history of metallic soaps
The earliest reports of the use of metallic soaps is as lubricants in the wheels of 1400
B.C Egyptian wheel bearings (e.g., Licata, 1938). The combination of lime (CaO) and
fats applied to the axles produced a reasonably durable lubricant that also had the added
advantage of being water proof - this is the precursor to the modern Ca, Na, or Li
greases and a very early step in the evolution towards understanding that the property of
some greases owe their useful rheological properties to the mesomorphic nature of soap
additives in the right proportions. As far as lubrication goes very little headway was
made in improving the properties of greases until the 19th century - when lead was used
with an oil as a lubricating grease. In the earliest 20th century metallic soaps were
developed in response to the need for more consistent, durable and reliable forms of
lubrication for the emerging world phenomenon - the production line . The Ca-soap
grease was undoubtedly the most important of the early greases for the 20th century
industrialists and continues to play a minor role in percentage of all greases used. Its
modern usage as a grease constituent began about 1854 (Markley, 1961). Lithium
grease is the most important soap in modern greases accounting for some 70% of all
grease used world wide, mainly because it shares the properties of sodium and calcium
greases, i.e., high temperature stability and water-resistance respectively.
Development of soaps during historical times has also followed the need for drying of
oils and resins. Litharge (PbO) was probably used in combination with fats and oils to
produce chemicals in mummification and also in the drying of oils. (Kirk et al., 1950).
Perhaps the soap was employed as an antimicrobial agent or perhaps for its
waterproofing ability, or maybe for its polymerising potential. Since the 19th century
other soaps have been particularly useful in the drying of oils for use in varnishes and
paints. During 1835-1850 in France, industry began to use ZnO as a replacement for
white lead oxide in paints - the drying power of Zn was in contrast to the strong
"through" drying ability of Pb and so a need for new driers had developed. By the turn
of the century cobalt soaps (cobalt napthenates) were generally accepted (as driers) after
half a century of dissatisfaction with lead replacements (i.e., Zn compounds) in paints
(lead acted as a drier). The drying soaps are generally made of transition metal or
cerium napthenates. They are generally active as driers only when the metal in the
particular soap can occupy a number of valence states. The process of oil drying is one
of oxidative polymerisation in which the oil soluble metallic soap can lend its metal to
the process of catalytic conversion of unsaturated oils to polymerised ones in the
presence of oxygen. The carboxylate part of metallic soaps used for driers are not
generally the longer chain fatty acids, as the percentage of metal is higher in, say, a lead
napthenate (e.g., 24%w/w) than in a lead linoleate (e.g., 13%w/w). The development of
driers has probably been in parallel with the long chain fatty acid metallic soaps since
the technologies developed for the manufacture of both in industrial plants is quite
similar.
The history of basic research into metallic soaps is an interesting one. The earliest usage
of the term metallic soap was probably by the industrial chemist Pierre Joseph Macquer
(1718-1784) in 1758, who combined fat oils with a Calyx of lead to produce a "sort of
Metallic Soap" (Kirk et al., 1950; Lockemann, 1960). Carl Wilhelm Scheele (17421786), the great German born Swedish pharmacist, researched organic acids from
around 1768 at his posts in Stockholm, Uppsala and Koeping. He isolated various
organic acids from their organic juices by converting them first to salts of lead or
calcium salts and freeing the separated acids with sulphuric acid. His interest in organic
acids led him to precipitate various lead soaps from litharge and various fats ("oil-
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sweet" - 1783), without explaining the actual saponification process - this was done by
Michel Eugene Chevreul (1786-1889) in 1823. Up until the time of Lavoisier and the
end of the "phlogiston" theory of matter, chemical synthesis was not so much a
quantitative science but an art. Richter (1762-1807) introduced the term stoichiometry
late in the 18th century . De Berthollet (1748-1822) a contemporary and colleague of
Lavoisier and Napoleon's scientific adviser in Egypt and Italy probably is the pioneering
chemist in metallic soap chemistry - he almost certainly obtained quite a pure soap (in
the modern sense) by pouring a metallic solution into a soap solution, just as most of the
soaps produced during the course of my experiments were made (Kirk et al., 1950).
Louis Jacques Thenard (1777-1857), a collaborator with Gay-Lussac, was known to
have worked on the fatty acids in the early 19th century, as did the discoverer of iodine
- the soap and saltpetre manufacturer Bernard Coutois (1777-1838). Scheele had proved
the existence of glycerin in fats but had not explained its connection with the different
fatty acids. The composition of the fats and oils was clarified by Chevreul in his 1823
publication "Chemical researches on fatty matters". Joens Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848),
the discoverer of many elements and arguably father of the modern analytical laboratory
published an improved and universally accepted table of atomic weights of the known
elements in 1826. He found (to his surprise) that the law of chemical proportions
applied to organic compounds and so he could write chemical reactions of all sorts
using the modern symbols for the elements. The great fiery German chemist and
teacher Justus Liebig (1803-1873) realised that hydrogen in acids could be replaced by
metals to form salts. So by the about the mid 19th century the foundations were in place
for the synthesis and analysis of metallic soaps. Impure fatty acids were the sources of
such soaps at this time due to difficulty of separation of fatty acids from each other.
Methods for separating fatty acids from each other have been developed since about that
time by Franz Varrentrap (1815-1877), e.g Varrentrap (1840) and, for example, later by
Jacobson and Holmes (1916) using the differences in solubilities of precipitates of the
fatty acids as lead soaps in various solvents. From that time until the present time the
reasons for making such soaps has changed, as has their corresponding purity, but the
synthesis principles have been quite the same. The more recent history of synthesis is in
the areas of industrial and warfare research (e.g., Napalm was a metal soap/gasoline gel
designed for the devastating incendiary bombs used from the time of World War II).
A selection of the earliest syntheses are - lead, silver and barium oleate by Johann
Gottlieb (1846); silver and barium palmitate by Hermann Schröder (1867); Schön
(1887) reported the synthesis and analysis of barium, calcium, lead, copper, lithium,
manganese, iron and aluminium soaps; cobalt, copper, nickel, tin (and arguably
phosphorous, arsenic and silicon), Kahlenberg (1902); Koenig (1914) reported the
synthesis of cadmium, chromium, copper, cobalt, iron, lead, nickel, manganese,
mercury, tin, zinc palmitates and stearates and the organic addition products of some of
these (Koenig, 1914); Jacobson and Holmes (1916) prepared lithium, magnesium,
beryllium, barium, lead, and silver laurates, myristates, palmitates and stearates; Holde
and Takehara (1925) reported the synthesis of thallium soaps; Whitmore and Lauro
(1930) published a timely account of the synthesis and properties of metallic soaps,
particularly the silver, mercury, lead, zinc, nickel and copper soaps of oleic, stearic,
palmitic, erucic (derived from canola and fish oils) and lauric acids. Boner (1937)
reported the synthesis of aluminium, barium, cadmium, calcium, cerium, chromium,
cobalt, copper, iron, lead, magnesium, manganese, mercury, nickel, silver, strontium,
tin, and zinc soaps; Lawrence (1939) discussed the preparation and purification of
calcium, aluminium, barium, nickel, mercury, lead, iron, cobalt, copper, chromium and
beryllium soaps, and reports uranium and thorium soaps in addition to a large number
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of previously synthesised soaps. (These soaps were generally synthesised from
combining aqueous solutions of metal salts and sodium, potassium or ammonium salts
of fatty acids. The purity of readily available fatty acids salts, was at this time, generally
such that a stearic acid salt, say, was really a mixture of salts of stearic, palmitic and
oleic acids).
However, the structure and the smectic liquid crystalline properties of the metallic soaps
were discovered later than the chemical syntheses: this occurred in the late 19th to early
20th centuries (e.g. Vill, 1992).
O. Lehmann, a (vocal) pioneer in the study of liquid crystals, noted the liquid crystalline
properties ("flussigen-Kristalle") of ammonium oleate (a non-metallic soap) in 1889.
Along the way he also studied thermotropic liquid crystallinity in cholesteryl benzoate
(discovered by Reinitzer in 1888), liquid crystallinity in lecithin-water mixtures, and
proposed that he had found the essence of life itself. Lehmann wanted to get the honour
for the discovery of liquid crystals (pers. comm. Volkmar Vill, 1997). Thus, he said that
his silver iodide was a liquid crystal, and he discovered liquid crystallinity before
Reinitzer. But, normally AgI is not described as a liquid crystal. However the discovery
of mesomorphism in soaps is probably best attributed to Heintz (1855), who described
the mesomorphism of magnesium myristate (repeated in this thesis). The thermotropic
phase behaviour of the metallic soaps was firmly founded by Vorländer (1910), who
showed "double-melting" in many sodium and potassium soaps, using a polarising
microscope with crossed nicols, and observing transitions between anisotropic and
isotropic fields. The double melting phenomena was well known to those who had
studied the melting point of stearine (the triglyceride of stearic acid) in the nineteenth
century, including Chevreul (1823), and others, many of whom assumed it was to be
due to impurities. It was Patrick Duffy at University College, London in 1852 who put
forward the idea that there existed polymorphs of the fat (Duffy, 1852):
"What has been said of the specimen hitherto spoken of, may be summed up by saying that it has
three melting points: it melts at the temperature of the first, solidifies; melts at the temperature of the
second, solidifies; melts at the temperature of the third, and then solidifies only when the temperature
has fallen below all three; and after solidifying here, it may be made to melt again at the first, at the
second, and at the third melting points respectively, solidifying, as before, below all three; and these
changes reproducible in this succession to any extent without the slightest loss or gain of weight".

Duffy entitled his paper "On certain isomeric transformations of fats", an early
realisation of the polymorphic nature of a number of the long chain organic compounds.
Friederich (1913) was the first to demonstrate the scattering of x-rays by a long chain
hydrocarbon to produce an interference ring on film. Georges Friedel (1922) classified
liquid crystals according to their optical textures and deduced that certain mesomorphs
giving focal conic textures in the optical microscope were lamellar in structure - the socalled "smectic" phases (from Greek for soap, σµεγµα)1 . Proof of the lamellar structure
of the soaps was established in 1923, when M. de Broglie and E. Friedel made the first
x-ray diffraction measurements on salts of some oleates, obtaining a layer spacing of
about 43 Å (de Broglie and Friedel, 1923). Later, Müller (1923) and Piper and Grindley
(1923) published the structures of the sodium salts of fatty acids. The latter authors
remarked that the long spacings (of the order of 40 Å) and other lines in their
diffractograms "can be accounted for by assuming that the curds are in the smectic state
1 However, Lawrence (1938) pointed out that the Greeks did not have soap, and the verb smao means I
smear. He stated that the Latin word "sapo" is of German origin, and Pliny states that soap was introduced
to the Romans from the Gauls.
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described by Friedel". The advent of X-ray diffraction allowed the understanding of
these layered substances and much was learned about their room temperature lamellar
structure using this technique. For example the short spacings obtained by Müller
(1923) for the fatty acids (d2 and d3) had the same value independent of chain length.
He suggested that the unit cell was a prism, the length of which was proportional to the
number of CH2 groups within it, and the basal (short) dimensions equal to d2 and d3.
Trillat (1925) reported the long spacings of the Pb soaps, both saturated and unsaturated
- these are the first x-ray measurements on the crystalline metallic soaps. Holde and
Takehara (1925) noted the anomalous melting over 60-70 degrees of the saturated long
chain fatty acid salts of thallium. Walter (1926) published the results of a complete
thermal analysis of the homologous series from thallous formate - thallous stearate. He
showed that the thallous soaps pass through a stable turbid liquid crystalline phase prior
to melting to an isotropic liquid. Piper, Malkin and Austin (1926 or 27) used x-ray
diffraction to demonstrate the polymorphic nature of the long chain fatty acids; they
also reported the long spacing of thallium palmitate. Piper (1929) measured the long
spacings of thallium palmitate and stearate. He also commented on the similarity of
their reflections to those measured by Müller for the fatty acids (Müller, 1923), i.e.,
strong odd orders and weak even orders of the long spacing. (This effect occurs because
the weakly diffracted x-rays from the planes of light methyl groups are out of phase
with the strongly diffracted x-rays from the planes of the more x-ray dense headgroups
(Shearer, 1925). Piper (1929) plotted the d-spacing versus number of carbons to obtain a
straight line for the neutral and acid sodium soaps whose intercept is about 5.5Å - a
direct measure of the headgroup thickness perpendicular to the layers. The slope of the
line was related by Piper to the tilt angle of the chains, assuming approximately
tetrahedral C-C-C angles and C-C bond lengths of about 1.54Å in the hydrocarbon
chains. Thiessen and Spychalski (1931) postulated a three dimensional structure for
sodium soaps based on the long and short spacings of their diffractograms. Malkin
(1931) demonstrated temperature-dependent polymorphism in long-chain methyl and
ethyl esters using x-ray diffraction.
The multiple melting known in tristearin since the 1800's was explained by Clarkson
and Malkin (1934) to be due to several polymorphic crystalline forms - an analogous
situation to the soaps. The structures of the crystalline forms were therefore important in
understanding the liquid crystalline transitions. It was soon realised by Langmuir and
Blodgett (e.g., Blodgett, 1935), Clark and Leppla (1936), and other authors, that the
films built up by the L-B method give exactly the same x-ray lines as the soaps "studied
by the older methods" (Blodgett, 1935).
Lawrence (1938) published a paper on the metal soaps and the gelation of their paraffin
solutions. He reported soaps passing through a plastic stage (stearates of Na, K, Rb, Cs,
Ag, Ca, Mg, Co, Ni, Cu, Mn, U, Fe(III), Cr; oleates of Na, K, Ag, Pb, Hg, Ni, Co, Cu,
Mg, Al, Ba). Lawrence also reported soaps not passing through a plastic stage (stearates
of Li, ammonium, Tl(I), Pb, Zn, Hg, Th, Be). He also stated that due to a lack of
awareness about the "plastic" state of some metallic soaps, melting points have been
reported that are "seriously incorrect, since they are no more than the temperature at
which the substance attains some arbitrary viscosity value required for flow in the
melting point apparatus used". Lawrence reported that Friedel (1922) named the layer
type of liquid crystal "smectic" assuming that soaps were typical of this class of liquid
crystals. "This however, is not so", Lawrence continued. Furthermore, he stated that the
soaps lack the focal-conic structures and Grandjean's terraces of characteristic smectic
substances such as ethyl p-azoxy benzoate. Only thallous soaps of all the soaps
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qualified as a smectic substance according to Lawrence - he preferred the term "plastic"
as the intermediate (thermotropic) phase in the metallic soaps.
Prior to about 1950, further work on thermotropic mesomorphism in soaps seems to
have been concentrated on the phases of the sodium soaps, largely by Vold and
coworkers, McBain (for example McBain and Field, 1933; McBain and Stewart, 1933 including the acid soaps) and Thiessen and coworkers (e.g., Thiessen and Stauff (1936).
One exception to this was the pioneering work of Hermann (1935), who examined the
thermotropic phase behaviour of esterified aromatic phases by x-ray diffraction. This is
the first time "roentgen-rays" had been used to examine the structure of thermotropic
liquid crystals. Vold and Vold (1939) showed successive transformations of anhydrous
sodium palmitate with temperature using dilatometry and optical microscopy. They
concluded that at least five phases changes existed between 70˚C and 300˚C, the
corresponding phases being the curd fibres (<117˚C), "subwaxy" soap (117˚C-135˚C),
"waxy" soap (135˚C-208˚C), "subneat" soap (208˚C-253˚C), "neat" soap (253˚C-292˚C)
and isotropic liquid (> 292˚C). The letter of Chesley (1940) appears to be the first high
temperature study (up to almost 300˚C) of the liquid crystalline sodium palmitate
phases. He reported (and noted) the same transitions as Vold and Vold (1939) had seen
by dilatometry, and in addition reported a phase change at 67˚C. Marjorie Vold (1941)
increased the number of known mesophases occurring prior to melting, by showing the
existence of an additional "superwaxy" phase between the waxy and subneat phases. In
the same article, Vold also showed that binary mixtures formed solid solutions in some
cases and that sodium oleate and behenate lack a neat phase. Vold, Macomper and Vold
(1941) extended this result to the homologous series of sodium soaps using dilatometry,
optical microscopy with a hot stage and with a hot wire. They studied the thermotropic
transitions using calorimetry and optical microscopy and suggested that for the different
soaps (C6-C22), the high temperature phases within a single class (e.g., subneat) were
likely to have identical molecular arrangements. They also found similar behaviour for
potassium stearate and sodium oleate, establishing that such phase behaviour was , to a
limited extent, independent of cation identity and degree of chain saturation. Later that
same year, Robert D. Vold (Vold, 1941) published the heats of transition for anhydrous
sodium soaps, using differential calorimetry up to 340˚C. He concluded that similar of
thermal signals at the successive transitions of sodium myristate, palmitate and stearate
imply that similar structural changes were involved (though the oleate and the laurate
were not so similar). R. Vold also found the relatively large heat effects for transitions
at lower temperature (i.e., curd-waxy and waxy-subwaxy) were chain length dependent,
whereas the relatively small heat change associated with higher temperature transitions
was chain length independent. He concluded that the rich phase behaviour of these
soaps is dependent on chain rearrangements at low temperature and headgroup
rearrangements at higher temperatures. Other high temperature x-ray studies on the
anhydrous sodium palmitates and stearates were presented by DeBretteville and
McBain (1943), Bolduan, McBain and Ross (1943) and Nordsieck, Rosevear and
Ferguson (1948). The latter authors found that the room temperature ω−crystalline phase
(the phase obtained by cooling the anhydrous soap from the subwaxy or higher regions)
changed little below about 117˚C-120˚C. The waxy phases were grouped (subwaxy,
waxy, and superwaxy) due to their similar diffractograms. The long spacing decreased
smoothly, while two diffuse short spaces increased. The neat phases were also grouped
(subneat, neat) on the same basis. A significant jump in the long spacing occurred at the
border with the superwaxy phase, after which the long spacing decreased smoothly with
temperature until melting. The second short spacing disappeared at the superwaxysubneat boundary. Upon melting to the nigre phase (isotropic melt), the long spacing is
still detected, as is the short spacing, indicative of some short-range, 1-D order. Vold,
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Granidine and Vold (1948) reported the polymorphic transitions of calcium stearate and
its monohydrate observed by low-temperature x-ray diffraction and differential thermal
analysis. They found the set of transformations partially analogous to that for sodium
stearate at low temperature, albeit less so at higher temperature, where the importance
of cation binding of the headgroups was already known to be important. Later, in 1955,
Benton and coworkers reported on the mesomorphic behaviour of alkali soaps using
optical and density data for the liquid crystalline phases. They found that the transitions
for the lithium, potassium, rubidium and cesium soaps were less pronounced or nonexistent, suggesting these may have better properties in greases than soaps with more
pronounced phase changes such as the sodium or perhaps calcium soaps. Earlier, in
1949, Vold and Hattiangdi published a significant work on the characterisation of heavy
metal soaps by x-ray diffraction. They synthesised and characterised 25 soaps (stearates
and palmitates) by x-ray diffraction, and demonstrated that most of the soaps could be
identified simply from their diffraction patterns. They reported the variation of position
and intensity of long and short spacings for soaps whose preparation and thermal
history varied. They grouped the soaps accordingly: Zn, Mg, Li, Al: different to each
other and from other soaps; Ca, Sr, Ba; Cd, Hg, Pb; Mn ; Fe, Co, Ni: liquid crystalline
at room temperature as evidenced by a single diffuse short spacing. Hattiangdi, Vold
and Vold (1949) in a subsequent article in the same journal reported exhaustive
differential thermal analysis experiments on the same set of soaps, including transition
temperatures and approximate heats of transitions to polymorphic crystalline, liquid
crystalline and molten phases upon heating and cooling. Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold
correlated the extent of undercooling of the soaps with room temperature x-ray
diffractograms before and after thermal treatment. They found that the soaps of similar
metals behaved in contrast to each other, e.g., soaps of transition metals did not show
the same phase behaviour. The same authors also noted that the mesomorphic
transitions in that work had been mistakenly identified as melting points in the past.
Many authors in the late 40's published on the synthesis, solubility, swelling and gelling
of various metallic soaps in liquid hydrocarbons and on the sorption of hydrocarbon
vapours from air (e.g., Lawrence, 1948; Boner, 1948; Shreve, 1948; Hattiangdi et al.,
1948; Fieser et al., 1946, 768-773; McBain, Mysels and Smith, 1946; Gallay and
Puddington, 1945; Martin and Pink, 1948; Coe, Mysels and Smith, 1948; Rueggeberg,
1948; Mysels and McBain, 1948).
Vold, Hattiangdi and Vold (1949) studied the phase state and thermal transitions of
greases (soaps dispersions in oils). They showed in a number of cases that on heating,
the greases underwent thermal transitions closely related to the liquid crystalline
transitions of the pure soaps, while in others they found "complex solubility relations
involving swelling the soap to form liquid crystalline solutions of oil in soap". The
phase state of the room temperature greases were mainly consistent with dispersions of
soap crystallites in oil. The crystallites in the case of Na, Al soaps were unchanged upon
incorporation of oils, while some changes were detected in the x-ray diffraction patterns
of the Li and Ca soaps in greases. They found that barium soap crystallites in greases
stabilised by barium acetate, were entirely changed consistent with three component
phase behaviour. Boner (1938) had earlier published on the metallic soaps as thickening
agents for mineral oils. Vold and Smith (1950) published an x-ray diffraction study of
the calcium stearate monohydrate-cetane system, where thermal history and
composition were varied. They x-rayed quenched and slow-cooled samples (as they did
in their earlier paper on x-ray diffraction of soaps) to gain information about the high
temperature phase state of the ternary system; they also discussed the complication of
multiple transitions in cooling soap systems. They reported that previously interpreted
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short spacings, so numerous in their earlier papers, were in fact higher orders of the long
spacings. Thus a breakthrough had occurred in the understanding of the short spacings partially through the realisation that soap structures were more correctly described as
crystals with a high degree of stacking disorder (Stosick, 1950a,b) , i.e., successive
layers were rotated with respect to each other. Consequently the interlayer spacing
peaks (00l) remain sharp (due to strong electron density in the planes), the in-plane
peaks (hk0) remain sharp (because in-plane structure is preserved), while (hkl) peaks
disappear (due to misalignments of successive, well structured layers). In collaboration
with Professor Stosick, they were able to index nearly all of the short spacings. They
stated that their failure to index every line could be ascribed to the rare condition where
(hkl) are all non-zero (i.e., a true three dimensional crystal). They also comment on
some other regular distribution of matter along the c-axis that contributes to unusually
high intensity of the very high orders of the long spacing compared with the absent or
weak intensity of middle orders of the same.
During the latter part of the 40's and into the 1950's, soap studies became more
quantitative, in the sense that crystal structures for long-chain compounds were being
solved using a combination of single crystal x-ray diffraction techniques developed
during the previous few decades and a desire to understand the exact structures within
these important crystalline forms. For example Vladimir Vand (1948a,b) of Unilever
published several methods for indexing powder photographs of long-spacing
compounds, while acknowledging the difficulty of growing single crystals. Stosick
(1950a,b) argued that use of these diffractograms were of limited use in phase studies,
because he regarded the solid soap structures as disequilibrium structures, and thus not
in the strictest sense thermodynamical "phases". His opinion that soaps are
disequilibrium phases is historically important (and distinctly incorrect in some cases)
because Stosick worked in the same laboratories as the Volds and Granidine (University
of Southern California, Los Angeles) where he received samples prepared by them. So
perhaps because of his opinion that soaps were inherently out of equilibrium, and his
geographical closeness to the Volds, he catalysed the end of the chapter of metallic soap
research from their laboratory, as very few references could be found by these authors
after that date. At almost the same time in England, Vand, Lomer and Lang (1949)
published a full paper on the crystal structure of potassium caprate. Von Sydow (1956)
published the crystal structures of the many forms of the straight chain carboxylic acids.
The growing fashion for research into the crystal structures of biologically significant
compounds (e.g., proteins such as haemoglobin - Crick, 1956) probably meant that
during the 50's and 60's study of the soaps fell from favour. In addition, at the same
time, academic and industrial researchers found them to be simple examples of a larger
class of "surface active" chemicals or "surfactants", for example dodecyl sulfonic acid
systems (Marsden and McBain, 1948). Whatever the causes, investigations of soaps
slowed after ca. 1950, while structural and chemical studies on non-metal containing
lipids and other surfactant systems grew. For example the triclinic crystal structure of βtrilaurin was published by Vand and Bell (1951); the highly tilted triclinic layered
structure of the branched chain compound 9DL-methyloctadecanoic acid was solved by
Abrahamsson (1956) - one of the earliest structural solutions of long chain branched
fatty acids. In 1963, Kåre Larsson reported on the orthorhombic structure, infrared
spectroscopy, liquid crystallinity and polymorphism of 1,3-diglyceride of 3thiadodecanoic acid (Larsson, 1963). In the same year, the crystal structure and
molecular structure of the A1 form of lauric acid was published by Lomer (1963).
From the 1950's, work focussed on the hydrocarbon chain packing in fatty compounds.
A long chain compound that crystallises in a layer fashion may have one or more layers
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in the unit cell. Within such a cell the chains generally pack with straight axes running
parallel to each other, commonly inclined to the planes of the headgroups, the zig-zag of
methylene groups along any one axis in most cases occurring in a single plane, and the
planes of adjacent chain axes not necessarily parallel. Disregarding the endgroups of the
chains, such a layer itself will have a unit cell, which in relation to the overall unit cell
is termed the subcell, whose features are important in understanding the packing of
hydrocarbon chains in long-chain compounds. The terminology of a subcell for longchain compounds is due to Vand (1951). He showed that by means of a relation
between the structure factors for the subcell and main cell, the structure of the main cell
can be determined through a transformation of the simpler subcell solution. Chapman
(1957) discussed the correlation of the methylene rocking mode in the infrared spectra
of crystalline long chain compounds and concluded that the infrared absorption band in
question splits if the subcell is orthorhombic and is a singlet when the subcell is a
hexagonal packing of chains. In the latter case the chain axes are equidistant and the
chains are free to rotate about their axes, so that the material approaches a melt.
Figure A1.1 Orthorhombic, triclinic and hexagonal subcells
A
B
C

orthorhombic
triclinic
hexagonal
Already in 1932, Müller (1932-) had noted the presence of only a single short spacing
near 4.12 Å in x-ray diffractograms of certain long chain compounds, and correctly
attributed this to a hexagonal subcell packing in which the freely rotating chains axes
were packed in a hexagonal cell approximately 4.7Å apart. Childers (1955) reported
successful use of infrared spectra of sodium soaps to determine proportions in mixtures
of organic acids. Meiklejohn et al. (1957) published the IR spectra of homologous sets
of fatty acids, sodium, barium and silver soaps. They revealed a "rule of two", directly
correlating the number of the so-called "progression bands" for a given soap with the
number of carbons in the chain of the same. These bands are due to CH2 wagging and
occur in the range 7.43-8.47 microns (ca. 1180-1350 cm-1). The (empirical) rule states
that there is one progression band for every two carbons in the hydrocarbon chain
(within the frequency range given above), where the chain is at least 12 carbons long. If
the number of carbons in the chain is odd then the number of progression bands is half
the (number of carbons in the chain + 1). Chapman (1958) discussed the IR spectra of
sodium soaps from the acetate to the stearate, and the effect of heat on the spectra of
anhydrous sodium stearate and palmitate. He discussed vibrations arising from the
carboxylate group, and those from the paraffinic chain.

The vibration bands of the carboxylate group were earlier discussed by Lecomte and
coworkers (e.g., Duval, Lecomte, Douville, 1942). These authors demonstrated that
when ionisation of the carboxyl group occurred, as in many metal-organic acid
compounds they studied, including long chain metallic soaps (e.g., cobalt laurate,
myristate, palmitate, stearate, and sodium stearate), a resonance could occur between
the two C-O bonds, so that the single carbonyl (C=0) resonance disappears, while two
new bands appear between 1610-1550 cm-1 and 1400-1300 cm-1. Chapman identified
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other bands associated with the carboxyl group , based on the work of others (e.g., Ito
and Bernstein, 1956) and bands associated with the paraffinic chains based on infrared
spectra on paraffins, alkylbromides, fatty acids and glycerides. With regards the high
temperature spectra, he interpreted the decrease in intensity of certain absorption bands
as the temperature was raised to close to 100˚C, to be due to flexing and twisting of the
hydrocarbon chains. He stated that above 100˚C and below about 120-130˚C, many
methylene groups are spinning freely about the C-C bonds. Chapman found that the
spectrum of the soap "is entirely liquid-like", on further heating above 120-130˚C,
analogous to the molten fatty acid spectra. He concluded that the methylene groups are
free spinning and the chains are in a liquid state. Upon cooling, Chapman found that the
changes in the IR spectra of the liquid crystalline phase were reversed. This report of
the liquid crystalline phase was crucial to understanding the state of the chains in liquid
crystalline phases.
Other studies using IR spectra include the work on short-chain metal soap analogues
(metal acetates), discussed by Grigorev (1963) in terms of binding of the carboxylate
group with the metal. Karraker (1969) used IR spectroscopy (in conjunction with XRD
and UV-VIS absorption spectroscopy) to distinguish between four separate rare-earth
acetate structures. Holland and Nielsen (1963) used infrared spectroscopy to provide
evidence for a previously seen, but undescribed monoclinic crystal form of fatty acids.
Snyder (1967) published a vibrational study of the chain conformation of the liquid nparrafins and molten polyethylene, discussing in detail the infrared signature of transand gauche bond sequences in liquid hydrocarbon chains.
The lateral packing of hydrocarbon chains has more recently been dealt with in a rather
full way by Abrahamsson et al. (1978), where they introduced the importance of
packing models to understanding the structural role of lipids in biological membranes.
An extensive review of the crystal structures of membrane lipids was published by
Pascher et al. (1992). The authors deal with nomenclature, chain packing, headgroup
packing and molecular conformation of known membrane lipid structures determined
by them and others over the course of several decades.
Prior to these rather advanced structural studies of lipids and lipid analogues, a very
small number of fairly complete crystal structures of metallic soaps had been solved.
For example, the crystal structures of a homologous set of silver soaps were examined
by Vand, Aitken and Campbell (1949) in order to throw light upon the structure of
sodium soaps. They chose silver for its heavier scattering ability, and found a triclinic
unit cell (S.G. P1 or P1 - but noted that other forms of silver stearate existed. They
made the reasonable assumption of the invariance of chain tilt with increasing chain
length to assist their structural analysis. They made this assumption based on the fact
that increments in the long spacings of consecutive members of a homologous series are
extremely sensitive to departures from constant tilt for such a set of compounds. The
crystal structure, optical and mechanical properties of the sodium soaps and acid sodium
soaps were reported by Buerger (1945). Morley and Vand (1949) reported two
structures for the series of strontium soaps - caproate through stearate. Their monoclinic
Form A was obtained by precipitation from an aqueous solution of sodium soap and is
probably in the space group P21/n. Their Form B can be generally be obtained by
heating A. These authors found from plotting the long spacings versus chain length for
each soap, that the two forms had chains with axes perpendicular to the plane of the
layers, but with distinctive headgroup structures. They report the possible existence of
further forms from the x-ray patterns of the myristate and the caproate.
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Stephens and Tucklee (1969) reported the first 3-D crystal structure of a multilayer of
lead stearate built up using the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition method. A detailed
electron diffraction study revealed that the double-chained lead stearate molecules
packed in a layer such that one chain pointed up and away from the layer of headgroups,
and the other chain pointed down and away from the layer of headgroups, each
molecule being on average a cylindrical shape, the molecular packing being thus a
packing of cylinders. This structure showed distinctive (hkl) spacings, where h,k,l were
sometimes simultaneously non-zero, indicating that the structure was a true threedimensional crystal (as for the Ag and Sr soaps), and not a disordered stacking of 2-D
crystals as is the case in many previously reported soaps - apparently the conditions can
be favourable for the growth of 3-D soap crystals - a fact not fully appreciated by
Stosick (1950). Later Bird and Lomer (1972) and then Lomer and Perera (1974a,b)
report the crystal structures of anhydrous copper butyrate, copper decanoate and copper
octanoate grown by three distinct methods. Each structure was found to be triclinic,
crystallising under the P1 space group. Chains were arranged similarly to those in lead
soap crystals reported by Stephens and Tucklee (1969) with respect to the headgroup.
The hydrocarbon chains were packed in triclinic subcells. Each molecule was a dimer,
each copper being octahedrally coordinated to 5 oxygens and another copper, the dimers
being hydrogen bonded to neigbouring carboxylate groups. Further work on the crystal
structures of metallic soaps has been confined to the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition
literature (e.g., Schwartz, 1993), and will be discussed in the section on soap crystal
structures.
An early publication reporting nuclear magnetic resonance (n.m.r.) to study surfactant
mesophases was by Lawson and Flautt (1966) of Procter and Gamble - they concluded
that n.m.r. was a valuable way to study the transitions and phases in liquid crystalline
systems. They easily distinguished crystalline, mesomorphic and isotropic liquid
crystalline phases from each other, and in some instances could distinguish one
mesophase from another. They used line widths versus temperature or surfactant
concentration to delineate phase boundaries. This experimental technique has since been
used widely as a further probe of mesostructures, notably by the Swedish school around
Lindman in Lund.
Arguably, the greatest contribution to the understanding of the liquid crystalline nature
of metallic soaps has been forged by Luzzati and coworkers from the late 1950's until
the present. Until this time the dominant schools led respectively by McBain and
Harkins postulated that the hydrocarbon chains were always rigid and parallel.
Therefore all the phases from micelles to crystals were expected to have a lamellar
structure. Luzzati and coworkers emphasised the incorrectness of this postulate by
stressing that the diffuse XRD band (at d=4.5Å) was the fingerprint of molten chain
phases (the molten chain concept was established just before WWII by Hartley in soap
micelles and during WWII by Schmitt et al. in nerve myelin - see Hartley, 1936; and
Schmitt, Bear and Palmer, 1941). Furthermore the careful analysis of Skoulios and
coworkers regarding the thermotropic phase diagrams of the anhydrous soaps
contributed crucial information regarding the polymorphism of lipids.
An account of the work of Luzzati et al. requires a reiteration of the lyotropic phase
behaviour of the sodium soaps in the late 1950's, established by McBain in the 1910's,
but not dealt with in detail until the novel structural models of Luzzati. The first of their
publications was in 1957, where Luzzati, Mustacchi and Skoulios (1957) discussed the
structures of the lyotropic liquid crystalline "neat" and "middle" soap phases in the
potassium and sodium long chain soap/ water systems at temperatures between 20-
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100˚C. They found that in both phases a weak, diffuse x-ray diffraction band occurs
close to 4.5Å. The middle soap (ca. 40 wt. % soap) was interpreted to have a 2-D
hexagonal packing of cylindrical micelles with the chains pointing into the interior of
the cylinder, each cylinder separated by water making up the remainder of the unit cell.
The neat phase (ca. 70 wt. % soap) they found to be lamellar, like Friedel's smectic
liquid crystals, whereas the hexagonal phase was more like a nematic liquid crystal with
equally spaced rods. They also discussed the swelling of both phases. In 1958, the same
authors extended their results describing new phases they discovered in the phase region
between middle and neat soaps, and presented alternative nomenclature for the lyotropic
liquid crystalline soap phases. Their nomenclature - M: middle soap; L: neat soap;
Intermediate phases - H; complex hexagonal phase (like middle soap but the micelles
are hollow vesicles arranged in a 2-D lattice, water being on the outside and inside of
the parallel hexagonal packing of cylinders; C: Cubic phase - face centred cubic lattice
(confirmed by optical microscopy) of distorted spherical1 micelles; O: deformed middle
soap - intermediate to M and H phases, containing cylinders with elliptical cross
sections. In all the phases they found the single diffuse x-ray diffraction band near 4.5
Å, attributed to the molten nature of the paraffinic tails.
Skoulios and Luzzati (1959) - found that the subwaxy, waxy, superwaxy and subneat
phases could be indexed using a two-dimensional centred rectangular lattice (S.G.
c2mm). Their model structure consisted of a set of parallel ribbons extending to infinity,
packed in a rectangular array. Each ribbon could be likened to a flattened, reverse
wormlike micelle, the headgroups forming the ribbons, the hydrocarbon chains pointing
out into the space in between. Skoulios and Luzzati stated that as the temperature
became higher the aspect ratio of the rectangular cell approached a ratio such that the
cell could almost be indexed as a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice (the structure of
ribbon phases has been re-examined in detail by Hagslätt, 1994). The neat phase alone
gave reflections that were highly temperature dependent. They stated that the negative
coefficient of thermal expansion was consistent with the chains in the molten state as
for rubbery polymers. They found that the structure of the isotropic melt was similar to
the neat phase - long and short diffraction spacings persisted into the melt phase.
Skoulios and Luzzati (1959) claimed the discovery of a new phase in the sodium laurate
system between the superwaxy and subneat phases - a 3-D orthorhombic (Immm)
phase, where polar groups of soaps pack into slightly asymmetric disks, which pile up
in the crystal, the chains filling the remainder.
Spegt and Skoulios (1960) published a note on the high temperature liquid crystalline
phases of anyhdrous calcium stearate - they found two additional phases to the room
temperature phase - the smectic phase above about 115˚C, and a 2-dimensional
hexagonal phase from about 200-350˚C where decomposition set in. The hexagonal
phase was analogous to the middle soap, without any water, and with the polar groups
situated on the cylinder axes so that the hydrocarbon chains point outwards.

1

They required a distortion to polyhedra because the diameter of the micelle required was about 10%
larger than the fully extended hydrocarbon chain.
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Figure A1.2 Lyotropic and thermotropic liquid crystalline soap phases
A

B

C

D

F
E

H
I
G

A. reverse rectangular or ribbon phase (Cmm); B. bicontinuous reverse cubic phase (shown
here with a small fraction of water in polar group region); C. smectic or molten chain lamellar
phase; D. reverse hexagonal phase; E. Immm disc phase; E. middle soap normal hexagonal
phase; F. loci of polar groups in 2D reverse rhombohedral mesh phase; G. loci of polar
groups in 2D reverse rhombohedral mesh phase; H. loci of polar groups in 2D reverse
tetragonal mesh phase; I. complex hexagonal vesicular phase.
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In the first of two papers entitled "La structure des colloides d'association" Luzzati et al.
(1960) discussed the phases of the two-component (alkali-soap/water) system, i.e., the
hexagonal (middle), smectic (neat), rectangular (a newly identified phase from the
phase region between the middle and neat soaps), cubic, complex hexagonal (H) and the
deformed hexagonal intermediate phase (O), summarising their, optical, x-ray
diffraction properties, giving analogous structures amongst other soaps (alkali oleates)
and surfactants SDS/water (H), Na lauryl sulphate (SLS)/water (H), and
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (L, M, C phases).
In their second paper - Husson, Mustacchi and Luzzati (1960) - considered the liquid
crystalline phases of other anionic, cationic and non-ionic surfactant/water systems.
They compared the structures obtained with different amphiphiles (e.g., SLS, Aerosol
MA, CTAB, Arkopal13 (n=13) and Arkopal9(n=9) (polyoxyethyleneglycols of ndegrees of polymerisation) - amongst these non-soap surfactants, all of the previously
known phases were found, though only the SLS system was found to show a great
proportion of these.
In the third paper in the same series Skoulios and Luzzati (1961) described the phases of
the pure sodium soaps above 100˚C, their respective structures and proposed a
mechanism for the stepwise melting of these. The structures discussed in detail were the
"structure a rubans" (ribbon phases) described in their 1957 paper (applicable to the
subwaxy, waxy, superwaxy and subneat phases); the smectic or lamellar structure
corresponding to the anhydrous neat phase, their newly termed "structure a disques"
(Immm disc phase), also first discussed in their 1957 paper, and the melt phase and its
organisation in a manner resembling the neat phase. They explained the thermotropic
phase transitions in terms of the thermal agitation of the chains being balanced against
the cohesion of the headgroups - initially the lamellar phase collapses to ribbons, that
gradually become less wide as the thermal agitation of the chains increase.
Spegt and Skoulios (1962) published the structure of the mesomorphic phases of
magnesium stearate. Below 110˚C, the structure is a lamellar (A) crystalline analogue of
the previously reported calcium soap. Between 110˚C and 190˚C magnesium stearate
forms a 2-D hexagonal phase of cylinders similar to that for calcium soap (B) with
molten chains. A distinct hexagonal phase (C) with similar characteristics to the B
phase was found above 190˚C, but they note that problems occurred with
decomposition of the soap and possible coexistence of a two-phase non-equilibrium
system (B-phase and melt) close to the transition temperature from B to C.
Gallot and Skoulios (1962) used x-ray diffraction to study the polymorphism of the
polar groups of sodium, potassium and lithium soaps in the ribbon phases. They
reported that each ribbon phase (for a given soap) differed from another primarily by
the spatial orientation of the ribbons relative to the unit cell axes. They explained the
appearance of the smectic phase in sodium just prior to the melting point as being
related to the 'melting' of the polar groups, whereas in lithium stearate no transition
from ribbons to lamellae occurred prior to melting. They attributed this difference to the
relatively weak association of lithium soap headgroups.
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Table A1.1 Thermotropic phase terminology and descriptions
Various nomenclatures

crystalline lamellar
subwaxy; waxy; superwaxy;
subneat;ribbon; 2-D
distorted hexagonal
neat; smectic;
3-D disc phases

middle soap ** (deformed)

LM&
S

LMS
&H

rectangular
L
Immm
M (O)

B;C (S&S3)
D(T)‡; E
(S&S3)
M (O)

hexagonal
H

cubic micellar **

C

Sp

LT&G

C1;C2

C1;C2

W&G

H1;H2

H

G

molten chain lamellar
reverse 3D stacked disc
phases

M1

normal 2D hexagonal
(deformed hexagonal)
reverse 2D hexagonal

M2

H

Q

Q

rhombohedral mesh

R

tetragonal mesh

T

description

reverse 2D rectangular and
reverse 2D oblique phases

D1†; D2*;
D3*;
Δ (R)#

F (S&S3)
B;C (S&S1)
(S&S2)

complex hexagonal ** ¥

cubic bicontinuous
intermediate phases (see
other descriptions)

S&S1;
S&S2;
S&S3
A (S&S1)

V1;S
1c
V2

2D hexagonal arrangement
of worm-like vesicles
normal 3D micelles packed
in a cubic array
reverse 3D cubic
mesh; ribbon and
bicontinuous cubic phases
between lamellar and
hexagonal phases
reverse phase with polar
groups on loci of 2D
rhombohedral network
reverse phase with polar
groups on loci of 2D
tetragonal network

‡ later revised to phase T
† face centred orthorhombic
* disorganised face centred orthorhombic
# face centred monoclinic - later revised to phase R
** in lyotropic liquid crystals
¥ the existence of this lyotropic structure is debatable
Authors: LM&S: Luzzati, Mustacchi and Skoulios (1958); LMS&H: Luzzati et al., (1960);
S&S1; S&S2; S&S3: Spegt and Skouios (1962), (1963) and (1964); Sp: Spegt (1964);
LT&G: Luzzati, Tardieu and Gulik-Kryzwicki (1968); G&W: Gray and Winsor (1974)

Spegt and Skoulios (1963) reported the structure of anhydrous cadmium soap
mesophases at elevated temperature. They gave evidence that the low temperature phase
(< about 100˚C) was crystalline according to Stosick's (1950) lamellar structure whose
chains pack perpendicular to the layers of polar groups. They also identified hexagonal
phases (> 100˚C), inferred from the series of XRD reflections with ratios
1:√3:√4:√7:√9).
Spegt and Skoulios (1964) report six phases in the calcium soaps at temperatures from
20˚C-300˚C. A lamellar crystalline form was found below 110˚C, with chains
crystalline and perpendicular to the lamellae. Between about 110˚C and 180˚C, the
structure was reported as a liquid crystalline phase with a face-centred orthorhombic
cell containing stacked discs on which the polar groups were located (phase D comparable with that of the lyotropic sodium laurate phase), and above 180˚C a 2-D
packing of hexagonal cylinders as reported for other soaps (phase F) (decomposition
occurring at about 350˚C). However several intermediate phases occurred - their phase
B is a smectic liquid crystalline phase related to the neat phase of the sodium soaps. It
appeared in the diffractograms of calcium myristate, palmitate, stearate and arachidate
just above the crystalline lamellar phase A, and just prior to the "disc" phase. Phase C (a
temperature dependent phase only found in their Ca myristate system) was related to the
neat phase and interpreted as a lamellar or smectic phase. Their phase E had disordered
chains and diffuse reflections where the former (disc) phase had sharp reflections - they
interpret the similar x-ray diffraction spectra (though more diffuse) and similar specific
mass as indicating a similar phase to the disc phase.
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The thesis of Spegt (1964) presents a more detailed look at the thermotropic phases of
the soaps. His thesis dealt primarily with the structures of some metal soaps, their phase
transitions and some binary soap systems and secondarily with the ternary system
sodium myristate-water-ethylbenzene. Spegt described and designated a number of
phases in magnesium, calcium, strontium, barium, zinc and cadmium soaps, using x-ray
diffraction and specific mass determinations; C1 and C2 : lamellar crystalline phases;
D1, D2, D3 and ∆: disc phases; H1 and H2: 2-dimensional hexagonal cylinder phases;
and Q: a body centred cubic phase. The D1, and by association, the D2 and D3 phases
were assigned later by Luzzati et al. to a tetragonal mesh phase (T), and the ∆ phase to a
rhombohedral mesh phase (R).
The changes in unit cell parameters of the hexagonal phase of calcium stearate system
were investigated by Spegt and Skoulios (1965a) by swelling with organic acids and
paraffins. They found a linear relationship when the square of the swollen lattice
parameter, normalised by the unswollen (i.e., (d/do)2 was plotted against concentration
((1-c)/c). The linear relationship was a general one for the cadmium and calcium soaps
with a range of swelling agents supporting their hypothesis that the structures were
indeed hexagonal packings of cylinders.
Spegt and Skoulios (1965b) presented a comparative study of the crystalline lamellar
structures of some 23 soaps from the set Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn and Cd soaps of lauric,
myristic, palmitic, stearic, arachidic and behenic acids. Long spacings are given and
compared with the results of previous authors. They used plots of long-spacing versus
number of carbons to derive the average increment in long spacing per carbon atom for
several series of soaps and thus the angle of tilt of the chains relative to the lamellae
(calcium: 90˚ ; Cd: 90˚; Sr: 72˚; Zn: 67˚). Two distinct crystal structures for the room
temperature lamellar soap phases were reported, apparently differing only by the
thickness of the polar layer, the C2 structure being more tightly packed in the calcium
soaps, being 2.9Å thick while in the C1 form the polar region was found to be 4.1Å
(compare with the 5-6Å for potassium soaps).
The structure of strontium soaps as a function of temperature was published by the same
authors (Spegt and Skoulios, 1966). The x-ray diffraction study was carried out between
20˚C and 350˚C for the C12-C22 soaps. They found that below about 120˚C the
structure belongs to the crystalline lamellar class (C), while from about 160˚C-210˚C
the structure consists of discs localised on a monoclinic lattice (the Δ phase of Spegt's
thesis and later revised by Luzzati et al. to a rhombohedral mesh phase). From about
210˚C to 260˚C diffraction patterns consistent with a body centred cubic lattice (Q) was
found while above about 260˚C the Sr soaps form into a 2-D hexagonal cylinder phase
(H) seen in previous systems. The nature of the metal ion and its importance in
determining what particular structure a metallic soap will transform to at high
temperature was stated, and an example of a room temperature cubic phase was
mentioned (calcium p-ethylphenyl-ω-undecanoate).
The specific cubic structure was analysed in the paper "Polymorphism of lipids" by
Luzzati and Spegt (1967), where they also mention the same phase was seen in the Basoap by Spegt (1964). The structural model they developed for the cubic phase of the
high temperature Sr and Ba soaps was indexed to the Ia3d spacegroup (No. 230). Their
physical model has polar groups present on finite length rods, each rod belonging to one
of two interwoven, infinite 3-D networks of connected rods, with the hydrocarbon
chains fill the remaining, continuous space in the unit cell. The structure was refined by
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assuming the strontium atoms occupied only those special positions (lying along 2-fold
axes), all others being at odds with the experimental findings. These authors found a
best solution assuming a uniform distribution of strontium ions along each rod. In their
mathematical model each end of a rod was grouped with two other rods, from which it
was separated by a short gap (the short gap was a mathematical "trick" used to avoid
overcrowding at the rod junctions). 24 rods were contained in one unit cell. The rods
defined two infinite three-dimensional networks, mutually interwoven, and otherwise
unconnected. The number of molecules per rod was not found to be an integer. They
argued that this non-integral value represented an average of the number of strontium
atoms per rod over a large volume. The authors conclude that the strontium ions, in
contrast to the paraffin chains were highly ordered, and were ordered similarly (in terms
of cations per unit length of rod) in the higher temperature hexagonal phase.
If the chains and headgroups were both molten, a large negative thermal expansion
coefficient would be observed. However many of the thermotropic phases observed in
the anhydrous metal soaps displayed the diffuse band of the liquid paraffins, but their
lattice dimensions were barely dependent upon temperature. So on these grounds
Luzzati postulated that the chains were molten and the headgroups were crystalline.
This proposed cubic structure was the first explicitly bicontinuous mesostructure
reported. More recently, bicontinuous structures have been studied intensively in a
number of surfactant and surfactant-like lipid/ oil/ water systems (e.g., Fontell, 1990).
They commented that structures such as cubic packing of spheres are very simple cubic
solutions to particular structures in comparison with the complex structure they
proposed. The implication was that other structures maybe as complex.
Luzzati, Tardieu and Gulik-Kryzwicki (1968) reported two new structures found in the
high temperature region of the anhydrous soaps. They used data from Spegt and
Skoulios' earlier work, updating some of the transition temperatures. The structure of
Spegt and Skoulios' former face-centred orthorhombic structures was more accurately
fitted to a body centred tetragonal lattice ("T" - S.G. I422), and their face-centred
monoclinic lattice was more correctly indexed to a rhombohedral lattice ("R" - S.G.
R3m). The rod structure of the previously mentioned cubic lattice is used as an
analogue of the new T and R phases described by these authors, and in fact they argue
that the constancy of the number of cations per unit length of rod in all these structures
independent of chain length and cation strongly suggests the rod-models are correct. In
the T phase the rods are along 2-fold axes parallel to the a and b axes, forming twodimensional planar square networks, the space between filled with the hydrocarbon
chains. Similarly, the R phase consists of rods arranged in hexagons on sheets that are
stacked - this is again a 2-D structure, the paraffin groups filling the remaining space.
Thus the complexity and subtlety of liquid crystalline metal soap structures and their
respective phase transformations were revealed by Luzzati and coworkers more than a
hundred years after the first realisation of multiple melting in triglycerides.
During the 1970's and 1980's and into the 1990's work on the synthesis, physics and
chemistry of the alkali and metallic soaps (and analogue materials) has been continued
by various groups.1
1

For example, Ubbehlode and coworkers (e.g., Duruz, Michels and Ubbehlode, 1971) discussed molten
fatty acid salts as model ionic liquids. Also, studies have been published on the heat capacities of short
chain alkali soaps (e.g., Ngeyi, Westrum and Franzosini, 1986; Franzosini, Ngeyi and Westrum, 1987).
The phase transitions and thermal behaviour studies of alkali soaps have been reported by Franzosini and
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Finally, several reviews and books have been published dealing primarily with the
metallic (or heavy-metal) soaps. These include Elliott (1946); Kirk et al. (1950); Kirk et
al. (1979); Ralston (1948); Markley (1961).
The study of liquid crystallinity started at the time of the pioneering work on fats and
lipids by Chevreul in the early 1800's and slowly co-evolved into an entire scientific
field with the discoveries of lipid polymorphism and liquid crystallinity in the 18th and
early 19th centuries by Duffy, Heintz, Reinitzer, O. Lehmann, Vorlander and G. Friedel,
and though the demands of industry. The development of XRD and colloid science
early this century meant the field (of metallic soaps and liquid crystals) jumped in its
evolutionary heading, for example, through the work of Müller, Piper, Shearer, McBain,
Ekwall, Vold and Vold, Lawrence, Vand and many others. The pinnacles of these
developments of lipid polymorphism was arguably the identification of molten chains in
lipid mesomorphs by Hartley and Schmitt et al. and reinforced later by Luzzati, and the
solution of the cubic phase structure of the anhydrous strontium soaps by Luzzati et al.
These two discoveries stand out as vitally important to our understanding of lipid
polymorphism in general, through their direct and indirect contribution to the modern
theories of biological self-assembly, for the molten chain state is ubiquitous amongst
the lipid mesomorphs and the bicontinuous Ia3d cubic phase is the precedent and
archetypical 3D lipid structure of which many are now known.

coworkers (e.g., cesium soaps -Sanesi et al., 1977; Sanesi and Franzosini, 1984; rubidium soaps - Ferloni,
Zangen and Franzosini, 1977; Cingolani, Sanesi and Franzosini, 1980; lithium soaps - Franzosini et al.,
1977; potassium soaps - Ferloni et al., 1977; potassium soaps - Cingolani et al., 1980). The thermal
behaviour of the thallium soaps have been studied by Meisel et al., 1976. Adeosun and Sime (1976, 1978)
reported the properties of molten lead carboxylates. Mehrotra and coworkers have concentrated their
work upon the synthesis and characterisation of the lanthanide soaps and their solutions in organic
solvents (e.g., Mehrotra et al., 1995; Mehrotra and Gahlaut, 1987; Mehrotra and Gupta, 1993; Mehrotra
and Anis, 1995). Transition metal soaps have been investigated because of their well formed hexagonal
mesophases - e.g., Bardet et al., 1995 - rhodium; Bonnet et al., 1994 - ruthenium; Baxter et al., 1994 chromium, molybdenum, tungsten; Bee et al., 1994; Redondo et al., 1995; and Seghrouchni and Skoulios,
1995 - copper soaps.
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Chapter 2
Syntheses of metallic soaps
2.1 Overview
This chapter begins with a brief look at metallic soaps in their current scientific and
technological setting. The next several sections are devoted to the chemical syntheses of
metallic soaps ands the methods used to characterise these. The most logical way to
deal with these is to classify the soaps according to their general physico-chemical
behaviour. In this respect, the general distinction between the alkaline earth, transition
metal, heavy metal and rare earth elements may be usefully translated to the metallic
soaps. For example Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba soaps tend to be physically and chemically
similar to each other but quite distinct from, say, Fe, Co and Ni soaps. In some instances
this classification breaks down - for example Cd soaps have been classified with the
alkali earth soaps because they display similar liquid crystallinity at high temperature to
Ca and Mg soaps.
2.1.1 Contemporary uses of metallic soaps
The modern term metallic soap is understood to refer to the sparingly soluble or
insoluble salts of saturated and unsaturated, straight-chain and branched, aliphatic
carboxylic acids with 8-22 carbon atoms, as well as the soaps made from alicyclic
napthenic acids. This terminology is the modern industrial terminology for metallic
soaps, whereas the metallic soaps I am mainly concerned with in this thesis are the
straight chain soaps. Nonetheless, the shorter soaps share similar properties to the long
chain soaps, and are manufactured similarly.
The lithium, magnesium, aluminium, calcium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper,
zinc, cadmium and lead soaps are most widely used in industry. The most important
current industrial applications of the metallic soaps are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

driers (oxidative polymerisers) in paints and coatings (e.g., transition metal soaps,
especially Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Pb);
additives to paints for antisettling, wetting, dispersing, matting (Al, Zn, Pb, Zn
waterproofing agents and additives (to cement and other building materials),
because of the hydrophobic nature of the long chain metallic soaps (e.g., lithium,
aluminium, magnesium, calcium, iron, zinc);
processing aids in the rubber industry (e.g., vulcanising catalysts, dispersants,
metal/rubber adhesion promoters - Co, Ni);
as chemical thickeners in greases and as solid lubricants in drawing wire or metal
tubing (e.g., Ba, Al, Ca, Li);
as mold release agents for thermosetting plastics, as UV and thermal stabilizers, as
lubricants in the plastic industries (e.g., Mg, Ca, Zn, Cd);
as catalysts in various chemical industries (transition metal soaps - Mn, Co, Ni etc.);
preservation of textile fibres, paper and wood (e.g., Al, Zn, Ca, Cu);
ingredients in cosmetics and pharmaceuticals - eg., lubricants in tablet pressing, for
consistency in water-free ointments (e.g., Mg, Ca, Zn, Fe);
anticaking agents for powdered substances (e.g., Zn, Mg, Ca, Al);
solid lubricants for drawing wire or metal tubing (e.g., Zn, Al, Ba, Li).
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2.1.2 General synthesis
Metallic soaps may be synthesised by several modes of preparation, commonly
referered to as precipitation, fusion and saponification reactions. The following reaction
summarises the essential reactive chemistry:
R-COO- + Mn+ -------> M(R-COO)n ,
where R is an aliphatic hydrocarbon , M is a metal with charge n+.
Differences in synthetic procedures relate to how the reaction above is ionically
balanced (i.e., choice of salts or acids), in what medium the reaction occurs (aqueous,
organic etc.) and at what temperature. Each process is briefly described below.
1. The double decomposition or precipitation reaction is a reaction between an aqueous
solution of alkali soap and an aqueous solution of metal salt. This reaction will be
discussed in more depth in the next section, as I have precipitated most of the soaps
discussed in this thesis by this method.
2. The fusion or melt process involves the direct reaction of molten fatty acids with
metal oxides, hydroxides, or salts of volatile acids (e.g., carbonates, actetates, formates
etc., ). The following reaction is typical of this process;
R-COOH + Ca(OH)2 -------> Ca(R-COO)2 + H2O, where R is an aliphatic
hydrocarbon.
The fusion process is commonly carried out at high temperature (180˚-300˚C, e.g.,
Markley, 1961) with vigorous agitation to push the reaction close to completion.
Usually the free fatty acid content is higher than in precipitated analogues. The process
is useful for making lead, zinc, copper, cadmium soaps, but not for the alkaline earth
soaps as their rheological properties are such that the continuing reaction is impaired,
probably due to the formation of mesophases.
3. The saponification reaction is analagous to the saponification process of McBain and
others, although a metal salt is used (e.g., CaO or Ca(OH)2) instead of reacting the hot
aqueous/ethanolic solution of fatty acid with sodium hydroxide.
4. Reaction in non-aqueous solvents is carried out to eliminate the problem of
hydrolysis of particularly basic metals such as aluminium. The process involves
reacting, say, aluminium chloride with fatty acids in an appropriate solvent. The solvent
may also be combined with an aqueous preciptation or saponification to continuously
extract the water-insoluble soluble soap, also avoiding hydration problems.
5. Further methods include direct reaction of fatty acids with metals in the presence of
solvents, continuous industrial reactions, reactions of metal salts with fats etc.

2.2 The double decomposition method
This process is the most commonly used in industry and has been used scientifically for
the manufacture of soaps since at least the time of Chevreul (i.e., the early 18th
century). The product so obtained is generally a finely divided fluffy powder. The
method requires two solutions which are mixed together to obtain the precipitated soap.
With the exception of the soap sample labelled Camy2 and silicon soap, all syntheses
were of the double decomposition type, although solvent extraction was used for
making some Fe soaps. The aqueous and metal soap solutions required for the
precipitation reactions are described, in the context of the present synthesis, in the next
two sections.
2.2.1 Metal solutions
Numerous syntheses of metal soaps, approximately 120 in all, were performed. Early
reactions were used to determine useful working stoichiometries and conditions for
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synthesis. Metal chlorides were the preferred source of metal salts used in these
experiments as most metal salts were available in-house in the chloride form, and
consistency of counterion between syntheses was ensured. Purity of the metal salts was
better than 99% for synthesis of rare earth and strontium soaps, while AR grade
(generally >95%) was used for the remaining syntheses. Metal nitrates, acetates and
sulphates were also used when the chloride was not available. Stoichiometries of the
solutions used for the precipitations are given in Table 2.1a,b.
Most though not all metal solutions were made up to be approximately 2x10-2 M, with a
variation of about an order of magnitude (see Table 2.1). Variation in salt concentration
resulted in a slight increase in the pH of the more concentrated solutions, which may be
a source of H+ ions for free acid contamination of the precipitated soap product. In
practise this was found to be the case only for easily hydrolysable metals such as Al, Zr,
Fe, whose metal solutions were always quite acidic (pH2-5). Even then the acid
contamination was dependent upon post precipitation washing and recrystallisation (see
Section 2.4 on soap purity). The metal solutions of some salts (i.e., Bi, Sn, Fe) reacted
so quickly with the water that undoubtedly metal hydroxides/oxides had formed before
mixing with the sodium soap solutions. This need not hinder soap formation, as the
metals hydroxides can react with fatty acids to give basic soaps in these cases.
2.2.2 Alkali soap "solutions"
Soluble soap solutions were predominantly prepared from high grade sodium soaps
(99.9%) obtained commercially and used without further purification. Sodium laurate,
myristate, palmitate and stearate from new and open bottles were used, so minor
atmospheric derived carbonic acid contamination cannot be ruled out. However this is
not considered to have been a hindrance to obtaining pure final products (see Section
2.4 on purity). Sodium caprylate, decanoate and arachidate manafactured 'in-house' by
the saponification method were used as a source for some soaps (lanthanides and cobalt
soaps). In early soap syntheses (i.e., the strontium soaps Srmy1-11; Srpa1; and Srst1-4)
the source of the fatty acid was from sodium soaps prepared by saponification in house
(i.e., Naca, Nade, Namy, Napa, Nast, Naar). These were made from saponification of
ethanolic solutions of the fatty acids with sodium hydroxide, and washing with copious
amounts of water until free of salts. Clear soap dispersions made early in the course of
this study were made using large amounts of EtOH relative to water (as easily separated
soaps were made this way); later it was found that not so much alcohol was required to
obtain a good clear dispersion without any foaming. Alcohol was also used as a purity
control - the solubility of pure fatty acids in alcohol is better than in water, so when the
metal and soap solutions are mixed, any free fatty acids will have a favourable solvent
for extraction from the metallic soap.
Most soap "solutions" were made up at concentrations so that clear liquids were
obtained after stirring magnetically and heating to between 45-65˚C. The concentration
of these soap dispersions were at most 1x10-2 M, most being closer to 5 x 10-3 M(water
plus alcohol). Compare these with some early critical micelle concentrations (Vold and
Vold, 1964) , determined at various temperatures:
sodium laurate:
2.6x10-2 M
sodium palmitate:
2.9x10-2 M
sodium oleate:
2.9x10-2 M.
It is apparent from the soap concentrations in Table 2.1 that the sodium soap solutions
used in the precipitation reactions were either at, just above or just below the CMC for
the various chain lengths. The dilute nature of the micelles, if formed, had little bearing
on the precipitation of the metallic soaps, because the reaction to form metallic soaps
occurs on the outside of the micelle (since sodium soap micelles have their polar groups
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on the micellar exterior). However were the concentration of the soap in solution raised
by several orders of magnitude (to the point where turbidity had set in) then the chance
of occlusion of unwanted species may have occurred- this was not the case for most
precipitations reported here. The clear soap dispersions thus formed were then mixed
with the metal solutions.
2.2.3 Precipitation of metallic soaps
Metallic soaps were generally precipitated by pouring a slight stoichiometric excess of
the metal salt solution slowly into the clear soap dispersion at raised temperature
(typically 50-70˚C) with vigorous stirring. An immediate precipitate usually formed
after the first drop was added, the preciptate becoming thicker as further metal solution
was added, finally producing a heavy precipitate of metallic soap, that due to its
hydrophobicity soon flocculated, leaving a non-turbid mother liquor. In a few cases an
excess of metal salt relative to sodium soap was not added - then the precipitate was
suspended in a slightly cloudy dispersion of remaining sodium soap. The benefit of
adding extra salt is akin to the salting out of organic crystals, and can be understood
partially in terms of sending the reaction as close to completion as possible. The
precipitation of metalllic soaps from solution effectively removes the product from the
reaction, since it is an insoluble solid, thus driving the reaction to completion, given
enough reactants.
The precipitaed soap is strongly coloured in the case of many transition metal soaps and
slightly coloured in the case of rare earth soaps, but are otherwise white. In order for
some soaps like basic aluminium soaps to be successfully precipitated, the pH of the
soap dispersion was adjusted using either NaOH, HCl or H2SO4, the acid chosen to
match the anion of the soluble aluminium salt. Some soaps formed precipitates that did
not flocculate well - in these cases either sodium chloride was added to effect a salting
out, or sometimes cooling or even freezing the mixed solutions aided in obtaining a well
structured flocculant (floc). The benefit of a well structured floc are two-fold. One is
that a well flocculated soap is easy to filter and wash and is thus more readily purified
or decontaminated. Secondly, formation of a well structured floc is an expression of a
reaction that has gone to completion. The chance of trapped, unreacted sodium soap or
any free fatty acids formed at any stage in the process is minimised in a precipitate that
forms an open structured floc. A well structured floc is necessarily quite fine, each
"particle" a soap crystallite or clump of soap crystallites, and occupying much of the
water column in the reaction vessel. It was found that some particularly oleophobic
soaps (e.g., aluminium laurate/oleate) adhered to itself with such tenacity, that it
flocculated into a single, quite dense lump that certainly trapped free fatty acid formed
from the reaction of the low pH metal solution with the sodium soap dispersion.
When neither salting out, cooling or freezing worked (as in the case of Femy1), organic
extraction was attempted using pyridine, the pyridine usually infinitely immiscible with
water separated into a distinct phase containing the iron soap. Upon evaporation of the
solvent the iron soap was ready for washing and drying. The ability of some transition
metal soaps to form tenacious hydrates is well known (e.g., Markley, 1961) - water-inoil emulsions are probably common for transition metal soaps precipitated from
aqueous solution. I essentially used the same synthesis method for all of the different
cations and sodium soaps in the hope that having a constancy of preparation would
yield insight into the mechanisms of soap formation. The surprisingly high quality of
the soaps (see Section 2.4 on purity) is owed in part to the small scale of synthesis. In
most synthesis, about 0.5-1.0g of metal salt were used. This resulted generally in about
1-2 grammes of product, that could be washed with hundreds to thousands of millilitres
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of water and alcohol, an unreasonably costly ratio of washing fluid to metallic soap for
larger scale use. Detailed descriptions of the precipitation reactions are documented in
Section 2.3.
2.2.4 Washing, drying and recrystallisation
Soaps, upon precipitation, occluded unreacted substances that needed to be removed.
The finely structured open floc's formed under favourable conditions (in most cases)
were considered the most amenable to proper cleansing. Occluded substances included
minor to trace amounts of unreacted free fatty acids (formed either by atmospheric
reaction of CO2 and H2O in contact with the stored sodium soap or by reaction of acidic
metal salt solutions with the sodium soap molecules in dipersion) and possibly traces of
unreacted sodium soaps trapped in the very quickly nucleated and grown soap crystal
aggregates. Free fatty acids may have complexed with neutral sodium soaps leading to
the formation of minor acid sodium soap impurities that were kinetically trapped within
the precipitate.
Many syntheses involved washing the precipitate in acetone or ether (e.g., Mehrotra,
Shukla and Chauhan, 1995) to dissolve any free fatty acids from the metallic soap. In
the present experiments, this step was rarely used. Instead, in every case, each soap
(about 1-2g) was first filtered using a vacuum pump to assist the speed, through either
Whatman #1 or #52 filter paper, with a diameter of about 10cm in a funnel with a
capacity of about 100ml. The relatively large area of the funnel filter surface ensured
the all of the soap was filtered fairly evenly and effectively. The washing step was first
accomplished with about half a litre of doubly distilled, deionised water - this step was
intended to remove most of the remaining salts, and the bulk of any unreacted sodium
soaps. Enough water was used to ensure that the pH of the filtrate was neutral (though
not always measured) and that the filtrate showed no signs of containing sodium soap.
The latter condition was readily detected, since even a trace of soap in the filtrate, under
vacuum led to the formation of a froth. A second washing with about 300ml of boiling
water was done, sufficiently hot to transit some soaps into new phases, and to melt
others, but in most cases leaving them unchanged. This step was used to remove any
remaining salt or sodium soap from the precipitate. A final wash with about 300ml of
boiling, doubly distilled EtOH was carried out to remove the trace salts, sodium soaps
and the remaining free fatty acids and acid soaps from the precipitate. In some washing
procedures, a slight cloudiness appeared in the filtrate after the hot water and hot
ethanol washes. The cloudiness of the hot water was probably due to emancipated
sodium soap, freed from the precipitate gaol by the action of the hot, but not cold water.
The cloudiness of the filtrate after hot water washing was probably not due to slight
metallic soap solubility in hot water (given the hydrophobic nature of these soaps - e.g.,
Corkery and Hyde, 1996 - see Appendix 4.1). This is supported by the fact that the
cloudiness reduced with each new filtering step (two or three steps for the hot-boiling
water). The slight cloudiness seen in the filtrate after washing with hot EtOH in some
cases is attributed to the slight solubility of some of these soaps in hot EtOH. The final
EtOH wash was followed up by drawing air through the filtercake until the soap was air
dried, except for those soaps prone to oxidation (cobalt soaps in particular were air
dried without much air being drawn through them).
Some air-dried soaps were then subject to recrystallisation in various solvents. Pyridine,
benzene and toluene were used to recrystallise some soaps for the purpose of
comparison with non recrystallised soaps. Calcium myristate, cerium myristate, tin
myristate, aluminium myristate, chromium myristate and iron myristate were
recrystallised in pyridine; cobalt stearate and cadmium myristate with toluene; and
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copper myristate with benzene. Many of the metallic soaps formed gels with various
solvents, documented by early workers such as Lawrence (1938) and Boner (1937) and
others mentioned in the introduction. Cerium soap formed a gel with pyridine, that
eventually resulted in pure cerium soap after evaporation. Holmium soap did not
dissolve at room temperature in chloroform or 1-methyl-2-pyrolidine, but did gel in
THF. Some of the transition metal soaps from the set cobalt, nickel and manganese
laurates, myristates, palmitates and stearates formed gels in toluene - in pyridine they
formed single crystal addition products (see Appendix 2.5.3 on metal stearate pyridine
complexes). No further studies were performed on the binary soap/solvent systems (but
note that a few papers have been published relatively recently e.g., Akanni et al., 1984;
Upadhyaya, 1993).
In the case of the synthetic sodium soaps, cold washing was used until the pH was
found to be neutral. In some cases it was impossible to wash the final products
effectively due to their resinous nature, for example nickel oleate formed a flocculant
only after freezing. Upon thawing it formed a light green powdery floc, that resulted in
a bright green clear sticky fluid after washing with hot water. The same occurred for
lanthanum caproate and cobalt caproate. In one case - cobalt laurate (Cola3), the
procedure of pouring the metal solution into the soap dispersion was slowed to a period
of a few months by diffusing each solution into each other in a gelatin "gel" in order to
form large single crystals. The crystals of cobalt laurate were intended for single crystal
diffraction experiments, and were not washed at all after removal from the reaction
chamber (see later).
Finally, some soaps were so soluble in hot EtOH that a smaller amount of EtOH was
used, as this was sufficient to remove any trapped, unwanted materials because of the
relatively loosened state of the soap. Most soaps were then dried at 110˚C in air for a
few hours, and bottled and stored either in refrigeration, or in dry atmospheres (over
P2O5) at room temperature prior to characterisation. Some soaps were stored without
refrigeration in sample bottles after drying at 110˚C, while others were stored air dried
without refrigeration. Many soaps became fluid-like at the drying temperature and when
cooled set to glassy wax-like solids. These were later compared with the air-dried
analogues by various techniques. The majority of soaps were not sensitive to storage
conditions, other than becoming slightly moist when stored in contact with humid air or
in some cobalt soaps, slightly oxidised.

2.3 Characterisation
Characterisation was sample dependent, but the following sections describe the
instrumentation and general procedures used to characterise samples. Later in this thesis
characterisations are given within the particular chapters, though they are mentioned
briefly in the following sections.
2.3.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Instrumentation: Philips PW3710 Guinier x-ray diffractometer, Co(Kα) (1.78896Å)
Characterisation procedure: Samples were powdered, and applied to glass slides,
ensuring a constant level height sample to reduce errors. Scans were generally run from
2-80˚2Θ @ 0.05˚ per step, @ 1 sec per step. For low intensity phases some runs were
run from 2-30˚2Θ @ 0.01˚ per step, @ 5 sec per step. In some cases each step was
counted for 20 seconds to improve signal to noise ratio. Measurements were often
repeated up to five times for many lanthanide soap phases, and intensities of the long
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spacings were found to be improved by recrystallisation just below the "melting" point
of the crystalline lamellar phase. This was aided by the use of polarising hot stage
microscopy.
The long spacings were generally obtained by ensuring each successive order (of the
long spacing) converged quickly (after approximately 3-4 orders) to a unique solution.
If the sample was too high relative to the beam in the goniometer, the d-spacings for
successive orders of the long spacing were measured too low and did not converge,
though the error was less at large 2Θ, whereas if the sample was too low, the successive
orders of the long spacing gave d-spacings too high and did not converge. By taking
diffractograms at heights above, below and at the height required for convergence, the
d-space of the long spacing was accurately determined. Silicon was used as an external
standard to ensure precision of all x-ray measurements.
2.3.2 High-T X-ray diffraction (HT-XRD)
Instrumentation: Phillips diffractometer PW3710, Co(Kα) (1.78896Å); In-house hightemperature (<350˚C) stage of aluminium/pyrophyllite heated by an 18V a.c. wound
resistance wire embedded in the stage, regulated by a variac and temperature monitored
via a standardised thermocouple. At 80% power on a 20V circuit the unit maintains a
temperature of 205±1˚C. Sample volume: approximately 0.1 cm3.
Characterisation procedure: Samples were powdered, and pressed into the aluminium
sample depression built into the pyrophyllite block, the powder being levelled at the
height of the aluminium depression edges. Scans were generally either run from 230˚2Θ @ 0.05˚ per step, @ 0.5 sec per step or for some runs from 2-15˚2Θ or 2-30˚2Θ@
0.05˚ per step, @ 1 sec per step. The heating rate of samples was mainly dependent
upon the temperature gap between successive measurements, but was generally around
5-10˚C per minute. Samples were equilibrated for a minimum of two minutes, and up to
several hours prior to measurement. Cooling runs were always measured to ensure
reversibilty, with cooling at the ambient rate to the desired temperature.
2.3.3 Transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction (TEM & TED)
Instrumentation: JEOL400EX; Phillips 430; JEOL2000EX; Hitachi 7100 generally
operating at 400, 300, 200 and 100kV respectively. Samples were prepared by
dispersion in EtOH or water using an ultrasonic bath and then applied to either formvar
or holey carbon grids.
Cryo-TEM was used to image lanthanum and iron myristates at -187˚C. Powdered soap
samples were dispersed onto grids that were then placed into a pre-cooled Oxford
Instruments LN2 cold stage (CT3500) and imaged using the Hitachi 7100.
2.3.4 Infrared spectroscopy (IR)
Infrared spectra of soaps and other samples were obtained between 4000cm-1 and
400cm-1 on a Perkin-Elmer FTIR spectrometer, with resolution of 4cm-1, generally with
16 scans over a minute. Samples were prepared as KBr discs. Scans on the same
instrument between 400cm-1 and 200cm-1 were run using CsI discs.
2.3.5 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Differential scanning calorimetry was generally carried on a Shimadzu DSC-50
instrument in sealed aluminium containers with sample weighing around 1-15mg. The
atmosphere was argon, flowing at 50ml.min-1, and heating rates from 3-10˚Cmin-1.
Samples were generally run up to about 200-350˚C, depending mainly on the optically
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determined or literature reported decomposition temperatures of the particular sample.
For cooling curves, the differential power was monitored at ambient cooling rates down
to room temperature. A silicalite sample was measured in the 20-700˚C range at a
heating rate of 10˚Cmin-1, in an alumina crucible under the same atmosphere. Sample
size was 6.05mg. Indium and zinc were used as temperature and enthalpy standards.
In addition, a Perkin Elmer DSC4 instrument was used for work on some zeolites, and
on some soap/clay composite systems. Sample sizes were from 5-40mg, measured up to
600˚C in carbon crucibles.
TGA was carried out using a Shimadzu TGA-50H machine. Three soap samples were
run: Hopa (12.83mg), Prmy (7.217mg) and Lamy (6.312mg). Each sample was
analysed at a heating rate of 20˚Cmin-1 from 20-900˚C in alumina crucibles in air.
Many soaps and some samples of silicate/lipid complexes were also analysed for total
ash, a method to determine the wt% of metal in the soap. The instrument used was a
Sartorious "analytic" 4 digit balance. Samples were first weighed (mostly between 50500mg) in alumina crucibles that had previously been heated to about 600˚C, cooled to
110˚C and weighed shortly after. The crucible + sample were then heated at 110˚C and
weighed after a few hours to obtain a dry soap weight. The samples + crucibles were
then returned to the oven and either heated at 600˚C overnight and weighed or at 600˚C
overnight and then at 900˚C for 4-6 hours to obtain the "oxide" weight, from which the
percentage metal was determined. Samples were weighed at or above about 60˚C to
avoid rehydration. In isolated cases (e.g., tin soap) the rehydration of samples could be
followed by watching the rapid initial increase in weight of the cooling samples. This
was taken as an indicator of a small amount of impurity, namely - sodium oxide,
undergoing hydration. In the majority of cases the oxides were stable with respect to
their weights upon cooling in the humid Canberra atmosphere (80-90%r.h.), indicative
of little or no sodium impurities in the metallic soaps. (NB., Canberra is usually dry, but
was humid during these gravimetric determinations). In some cases the oxides were not
obtained, rather mixtures of the oxides with hydroxides (after rehydration) and
oxycarbonates in the case of some lanthanum soaps, and carbonates and oxides in the
case of some alkali earth metal soaps. Silver soap required calculation as the metal after
heating. In most other cases pure oxides were obtained, and where two or more possible
phases may have formed (e.g., CuO, Cu2O; Ho2O3; Ho2O3.CO2), x-ray diffraction was
used to postively identify the ashing product. Errors in some cases were quite high, due
partly to low sample weight and high crucible weight/sample weight ratios (most
crucibles weighed around 1-2g).
The same process was used for the determination of pyridine and water in some of the
addition products of transition metal soaps, only lower temperatures were employed.
2.3.6 Microanalysis
Instrumentation: an automatic analyser, Carlo Erba 1106 for C, H, N, O and S analysis;
Dionex Ion chromatography Analyser for Cl.
Procedure: Most rare earth and a selection of other soap samples were analysed for
carbon, hydrogen oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine and sulphur. The samples were stored in a
refrigerator after drying at 110˚C. A few weeks prior to microanalysis, the samples were
dried over a dessicant, and stored that way until just prior to analysis. The absolute error
on all samples is about 0.3wt%. Oxygen analysis was sensitive to the formation of metal
oxides.
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2.3.7 Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and High-T SAXS (HT-SAXS)
Equipment: Kiessig camera, 100-400mm focal length, with an evacuated tube, CuKα
radiation. Accelerating voltage of 25kVand 30mA current. An external sodium oleate
standard was used as a reference. Sample holders were either a 0.7 or 1.0mm glass
capillary tube sealed at both ends or a sandwich of the sample between sealed mica
plates. Exposure times varied from 3-50 hours depending on focal length and signal to
noise requirements; Exposures were recorded on x-ray sensitive film. Electronic
scanning of the negatives was used as an aid to indexing the diffractograms.
2.3.8 Optical microscopy and hot stage microscopy
Instrumentation: Olympus BH2 polarising microscope fitted with a 35mm camera, and
a Mettler FP82HT hot stage and a Mettler FP80HT temperature/time controller unit.
Samples were pressed between a glass slide and cover slip and introduced into the hot
stage at room temperature. The general heating programme used started at 50˚C,
ramping up at either 5 or 10˚C.min-1 up to a final temperature of between 150˚C and
350˚C, depending on the particular soap. In a first set of experiments, optical textures
were noted in detail as the temperature rose, with both crossed polars and without. As
each transition appeared the temperature was levelled and the new phase observed. In
some cases the temperature was lowered until the previous phase reentered up to 30˚C
below the heating phase change. In other cases the the temperature was continued up to
the point at which the phase in view was considered to be an isotropic melt or until
significant decomposition had taken place. Up to three or four runs were made for each
of the soaps. For some soaps whose transition temperatures were known from DSC,
HT-XRD or previous optical work, the sample was held just below the transition point
for a few minutes and then very slowly stepped up until the phase change was more
accurately delineated in terms of temperature. In later experiments this method was
exclusively used to document the textures of the phases of some of the rare-earth, alkali
earth and transition metal soaps, photographically with and without crossed polars. A
530nm gypsum plate was used to increase the colour contrast in the weakly birefringent
phases. The hot stage was calibrated against the melting points of high purity
compounds such as twice recrystallised stearic acid (MP = 72˚C) and phenacetin MR
(MP = 133-136˚C). The absolute error in transition temperatures was no more than ±
2˚C in this range. Transitions temperatures were repeatable to within less than 0.5˚C on
a given sample up to about 270˚C.
2.3.9 Electron paramagnetic spin resonance (EPR)
Variable temperature EPR spectra were obtained on a Varian V-4502 (EPR)
specrometer operating in the X (≈ 9GHz) and Q (≈ 35 GHz) bands of the microwave
spectrum. A helium flow cryostat facilitated measurements at low temperature.
Procedure: Copper myristate was measured by Dr. Richard Bramley, Research School
of Chemistry, ANU, in three batches of experiments. The first was a room temperature
ranging shot at 35 GHz. The second batch of experiments were at 9.25 GHz and at a
range of temperatures up to room temperature. The third series of experiments were at
35 GHz from room temperature to just below 50˚K.
2.3.10 Ultra-violet/visible absorption spectroscopy (UV-VIS)
UV-VIS was mainly performed between about 4100-6700Å using a hand-held Becke
spectroscope having band resolution of about 10-15Å at 5000Å. The samples were
entirely made up of rare earth soaps in their storage bottles. The bottles were placed in a
clamp above a broad-band tungsten lamp and the absorption spectrum of the transmitted
light recorded above the sample by visually indexing peaks using a graduated,
calibrated scale within the spectroscope. The relative intensities of absorptions for a
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given sample were qualitatively estimated, and recorded as darker or lighter shades with
pencil on enlarged paper reproductions of the internal spectroscope scale. Cobalt and
holmium soaps were also measured as thin films on quartz between 3000 and 8000Å
using a Shimadzu UVPC 3101 UV-VIS spectrometer, with about the same resolution as
the Becke spectrometer.
2.3.11 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Instrument: Digital Instruments Nanoscope III was used for contact mode imaging of
selected soap and their derivatives. For low resolution Bi-sulphide imaging, a
piezoelectric scanner with lateral scan area of 30µm x 30µm and vertical range of 4µm
was used. A piezeoelectric scanner with a lateral scan area of 1µm x 1µm and vertical
range of 0.7µm was used for lattice resolution imaging of strontium, cobalt, ytterbium
soaps, and pyridine addition products of copper, cobalt and nickel soaps. Silicon nitride
tips on cantilevers of nominal spring constant 0.18 N.m-1 were used in the low
resolution imaging, and most of the high resolution imaging. High resolution images
were also obtained with a silicon nitride tip on a cantilever having a spring constant of
0.06 N.m-1. In several cases, one and two lattice parameters (of the "in-plane" 2-D soap
crystal structures) were determined by Fourier transformation of the images, and lattice
angles estimated from the same. The angle estimates were subject to drift in the
instrument during the course of successive scans, whereas the lattice constants were less
affected by such drift. The samples were prepared by adhering soap powders to stainless
steel stubs with double-sided tape. Many unsuccessful hours were spent finding
particles with flat areas to scan, but once flat areas were accessed, lattice resolution was
achieved, apparently independent of the soap type.
2.3.12 Nuclear magnetic resonace spectroscopy (NMR)
139La, 13C, and 1H nmr spectra were obtained using a VXR300S spectrometer. The
solvent for the 139La spectra of lanthanum myristate was deuterated pyridine. Standard
was LaCl3.6H2O in D2O.
2.3.13 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), field emission SEM (FESEM)
and energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDXA)
SEM images and EDXA analysis were obtained on three main systems. The first was a
Cambridge S360 scanning electron microscope fitted with a Tracor Northern 5500
EDXA system. The second was a JEOL6400 SEM fitted initially with an ISIS EDXA
(with ATW window) system and later an Oxford Instruments Link Pentaflet EDXA
system. The third system was a Hitachi 2250 SEM fitted with an Oxford Instruments
ISIS EDXA (with ATW window) system. The elemental analysis were generally carried
out at an accelerating voltage of 15kV. Samples were applied to aluminium or carbon
stubs with carbon tape or silver paint and coated with gold for imaging or with carbon
for analysis. Field emission spectroscopy was carried out using an Hitachi 4500 FESEM
at an accelerating voltage of 15kV. The sample was a layered bismuth sulphide-fatty
acid composite, applied to a stub using silver paint to establish a conductive pathway.
No coating was applied.
2.3.14 Surface area analysis
BET and t-plot surface area determinations were made using a Micrometrics Gemini
surface area analyser. Samples were calcined at about 650˚C prior to measurement.
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2.4 General checks of purity
In general, the soaps prepared were synthesised in pure form, free from chemical
contaminants, although notable and interesting exceptions did occur, especially in the
Al soaps and some transition metal soaps. The purity of a soap is somewhat arbitrary.
Consider the following soaps: Acid sodium palmitate; Hydrated calcium dimyristate;
Aluminium dilaurate hydroxide; Aluminium laurate dihydroxide; Strontium
dimyristate; Zr(IV) myristate hydroxide. Their chemical formulae are not fixed as are
simple soaps (e.g., alkali earth and lanthanide soaps and some transition and heavy
metal soaps) having two or three chains to charge balance the two or three charges of
the cation. Many other soaps have additional chemical complexity, either as acid, basic
or hydrated soaps (e.g., basic iron soaps). So chemical purity must be established on the
basis of the desired soap chemical formula.
An additional complication arises - the well known polymorphism of the lipids and
derivatives leads to the possibility of coexistence of structural isomers, and so structural
purity is another consideration.
Chemicals that are considered impurities in the metallic soaps used in these
experiments, and are most likely contaminants to the soaps are:
occluded free fatty acids, sodium soaps, acid sodium soaps and unwanted salts from the
precipitation reaction (sodium chloride, acetate, sulphate or nitrate, or the metal
chlorides, acetates, sulphates and nitrates).
Contamination from all of these was avoided or minimised by more or less careful
procedures outlined in the general synthesis sections above. Purity checks in this study
were based upon the use of various characterising techniques:
1. Direct chemical measurements using EDXA and commercial microanalysis. These
methods allowed a relatively detailed check on individual soap C, H, N, O, S, Cl
proportions and also chemical trends in homologous series of soaps. The microanalysis
data are presented in Table 2.2 and carbon and ash data given in Figure 2.1.
2. Indirect chemical measurements using thermogravimetry to determine oxide weight.
This technique was used to determine the ash weight, and thus the metal content of the
soap. An ideal decomposition reaction is given in Section 5.5.8. The data are given in
Table 2.3, and in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Carbon and ash results - lanthanide soaps
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3. Detection of small amounts of free acids using IR, XRD, DSC and optical
microscopy. Free acids have distinct signatures in XRD traces and IR absorption spectra
of soaps. The XRD long spacings for lamellar free acids are generally less than the long
spacings measured in the lamellar soaps, because the chains are, in most cases, more
inclined in the acids relative to the soaps. Consequently their respective XRD peaks are
generally separated. Typical free acids absorb in the infrared near 1700cm-1, whereas
soaps do not for reasons related to the ionisation of the metal bound, carboxylate
headgroup - explained in more detail in Chapter 3. For example, a strontium soap
(Srmy12) that showed no absorption at 1700cm-1 was ground up with increasing doses
of myristic acid until an absorption due to the free acid was detected in both its IR and
XRD traces. The first sign of free acid was detected in the soap at about 3-4wt% using
IR and at about 0.3-0.5wt% using XRD. Of course these detection limits were subject to
variation, but gave a working guide to the detection limit.
4. Transition temperature matching with that in the literature using DSC, hot stage
optical microscopy and high temperature XRD.
5. Confirmation of a single or multi-phase product using XRD, DSC, hot stage optical
microscopy, and occasionally other techniques such as IR spectroscopy.
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Table 2.2 Microanalysis data lanthanide and non-lanthanide soaps
Sample
Laca
Lade
Lamy
Cemy
Smmy
Tbmy
Dymy
Homy
Tmmy
Ybmy
Lapa
Cepa
Smpa
Tbpa
Dypa
Hopa †
Tmpa
Ybpa
Last
Cest
Smst
Tbst
Dyst
Host
Tmst
Ybst
Laar
Femy1
Cost2 †
Cumy2#
Srmy12
Cdmy2
Snmy2
Bamy1

MW
soap
568.52
652.68
821.01
822.22
832.46
841.03
844.60
847.03
851.03
855.14
905.17
906.38
916.62
925.19
928.76
931.19
935.19
939.30
989.33
990.54
1000.78
1009.35
1012.92
1015.35
1019.35
1023.46
1073.49
1601.8
625.89
518.27
542.35
567.13
573.42
592.07

Ccalc.
50.70
55.21
61.44
61.35
60.60
59.98
59.73
59.56
59.28
58.99
63.69
63.61
62.89
62.31
62.08
61.91
61.65
61.38
65.56
65.48
64.81
64.26
64.03
63.88
63.63
63.37
67.13
62.99
69.09
64.89
62.01
59.30
57.84
56.80

Cfound
48.91
53.64
59.90
59.60
58.92
58.57
57.83
58.18
57.77
57.52
62.58
62.73
61.44
60.82
56.95
59.83
60.44
60.16
64.31
64.65
64.18
63.26
60.24
63.01
62.33
62.27
66.07
61.39
66.52
64.09
61.46
56.27
55.89
56.68

Hcalc.
7.98
8.80
9.94
9.93
9.81
9.71
9.67
9.64
9.59
9.55
10.36
10.34
10.23
10.13
10.09
10.07
10.02
9.98
10.70
10.68
10.57
10.48
10.45
10.42
10.38
10.34
10.99
10.66
11.27
10.50
10.04
9.60
9.36
9.19

Hfound
8.40
9.49
9.92
9.99
10.70
10.19
9.94
10.03
10.62
9.74
11.10
11.01
10.49
10.94
10.27
10.61
11.47
10.81
11.99
12.07
11.56
11.63
10.93
11.32
10.99
11.70
11.91
11.22
12.22
11.43
10.52
10.02
9.54
9.68

Clcalc.

Clfound

0.00
0.00

0.19
0.17

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.16

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.12

0.00
0.00

0.13
0.07

0.00
0.00

0.11
0.11

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.11
0.09
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.13
0.12

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.23
0.86
0.41
0.00

Ocalc.
16.89
14.71
11.69
11.68
11.53
11.41
11.37
11.33
11.28
11.23
10.61
10.59
10.47
10.38
10.34
10.31
10.26
10.22
9.73
9.69
9.59
9.51
9.48
9.45
9.42
9.38
8.94
12.53
10.23
12.35
11.80
11.28
12.38
10.81

Ofound
15.31
13.39
10.68
10.43
10.63
10.17
10.09
10.03
9.09
4.52
9.31
9.29
8.80
9.32
9.05
9.31
8.86
8.26
9.03
8.47
6.87
8.50
8.00
8.14
8.13
4.84
8.46
16.12
12.41
13.17
9.86
12.39
15.46
9.13

Sample
Laca
Lade
Lamy
Cemy
Smmy
Tbmy
Dymy
Homy
Tmmy
Ybmy
Lapa
Cepa
Smpa
Tbpa
Dypa
Hopa
Tmpa
Ybpa
Last
Cest
Smst
Tbst
Dyst
Host
Tmst
Ybst
Laar
Femy1
Cost2
Cumy2
Srmy12
Cdmy2
Snmy2
Bamy1

† Samples Hopa and Cost2 contained 0.12% and 1.11% N respectively. All other samples above were tested
for N but none was detected.
# Sample Cumy2 contained 0.21% S. No other samples were tested for sulfur.
The expected elemental values for all lanthanide soaps were calculated using a ratio of three fatty acids per
metal. All non-lanthanide soaps were calculated assuming neutral soaps with two chains per metal, except
for Femy1 whose formula was assumed to be the basic trimeric soap with six chains and three water
molecules.
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Table 2.3a Lanthanide soaps: ash and volatile data
Sample

MW soap

calculate found
error
%volatiles
error
Sample
d
%oxide
@100-110˚C
%oxide
Laca
568.52
28.65
32.12
1.01
4.49
0.76
Laca
Lade
652.68
24.96
27.58
0.49
4.15
0.38
Lade
Lala
736.85
22.11
23.74
0.62
2.70
0.50
Lala
Cela
738.06
23.32
23.99
0.47
2.84
0.38
Cela
Prla
738.85
23.40
23.14
0.34
5.93
0.27
Prla
Prla
738.85
23.40
22.87
0.27
3.03
0.22
Prla
Smla
748.29
23.30
22.80
1.11
2.28
0.91
Smla
Eula2
749.90
23.46
25.36
1.53
3.50
1.22
Eula2
Dyla
760.44
24.53
32.08
0.59
3.21
0.45
Dyla
Tmla
766.87
25.16
26.38
1.04
3.91
0.82
Tmla
Ybla
770.98
25.56
25.78
0.76
2.91
0.60
Ybla
Lamy
821.01
19.84
23.20
1.45
3.25
1.17
Lamy
Cemy
822.22
20.93
22.03
0.47
Cemy
Prmy
823.01
21.01
21.84
0.44
3.37
0.36
Prmy
Smmy 832.46
20.94
21.73
0.48
4.18
0.39
Smmy
Eumy
834.06
21.10
22.17
0.56
2.42
0.46
Eumy
Tbmy
841.03
22.23
22.82
0.11
3.32
0.09
Tbmy
Dymy
844.60
22.08
23.16
0.21
2.92
0.17
Dymy
Homy
847.03
22.31
22.36
0.39
Homy
Tmmy 851.03
22.67
24.15
0.29
3.22
0.23
Tmmy
Ybmy
855.14
23.04
23.25
0.36
1.79
0.30
Ybmy
Lapa
905.17
18.00
21.11
0.85
6.01
0.70
Lapa
Lapa
905.17
18.00
18.87
0.37
3.05
0.32
Lapa
Cepa
906.38
18.99
20.25
0.54
3.80
0.45
Cepa
Cepa
906.38
18.99
19.32
0.35
3.27
0.29
Cepa
Smpa
916.62
19.02
18.74
0.25
2.57
0.21
Smpa
Tbpa
925.19
20.20
20.02
0.29
3.32
0.24
Tbpa
Dypa
928.76
20.08
25.75
0.38
3.04
0.30
Dypa
Dypa
928.76
20.08
25.05
0.22
2.54
0.18
Dypa
Hopa
931.19
20.29
21.01
0.38
3.17
0.31
Hopa
Tmpa
935.19
20.63
21.29
0.34
3.26
0.28
Tmpa
Ybpa
939.30
20.98
21.56
0.43
2.83
0.36
Ybpa
Last
989.33
16.47
17.13
0.36
1.84
0.30
Last
Cest
990.54
17.38
14.57
0.29
2.50
0.26
Cest
Cest
990.54
17.38
16.92
0.21
2.20
0.18
Cest
Smst
1000.8
17.42
17.55
0.22
1.90
0.18
Smst
Tbst
1009.3
18.52
18.68
0.33
2.54
0.28
Tbst
Dyst
1012.9
18.41
22.37
0.38
2.92
0.31
Dyst
Dyst
1012.9
18.41
21.93
0.18
2.40
0.15
Dyst
Host
1015.3
18.61
18.93
0.21
2.22
0.18
Host
Tmst
1019.3
18.93
19.12
0.19
2.03
0.16
Tmst
Ybst
1023.5
19.25
19.57
0.33
2.60
0.27
Ybst
Laar
1073.5
15.18
16.78
0.44
3.54
0.38
Laar
All tabulated values assumed the neutral lanthanide soap formula of Ln(fatty acid)3 and assumed a pure
oxide product (not the case for La and Dy soaps - see below). Ash products were verified using XRD as
the following i.e., La2O3/La2O2CO3/La(OH)3; CeO2; Pr6O11; Sm2O3; Eu2O3; Tb4O7; Dy2O3;
Ho2O3; Tm2O3; Yb2O3. Expected ash for monobasic Dy(la)2(OH): 32.26%; monobasic Dy(my)2(OH):
29.41%; monobasic Dy(pa)2(OH): 27.02%; monobasic Dy(st)2(OH): 24.98%. Proportions of La soap ash
products varied, the oxycarbonate (La2O2CO3; MW=369.8) and the oxide (La2O3 MW=325.8) were
generally more abundant in the ashed products than was the hydroxide (La(OH)3; MW=189.9). XRD
intensities allowed a rough deconvolution of theses various phases for Lapa (11% hydroxide; 54%
carbonate; and 35% oxide) - giving a theoretical ash value of 19.7%.
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Table 2.3b Non-lanthanide soaps: ash and volatile data
Sample

MW soap

Calculated
Found
error
%volatiles@ error
Oxide %
oxide% *
100-110˚C‡
Alla
260.31/474.61 19.6;10.74†
14.26
0.49
2.10
0.43
Almy1
288.36/498.72 17.68; 10.22† 16.02
3.30
10.40
2.80
Almy2b
288.36
15.81
0.70
2.68
0.60
17.68†
Almy3
498.72/498.72 17.68; 10.22† 13.34
0.16
17.72
0.13
Almy47
709.08
7.859
0.35
20.15
0.31
7.19†
Almy49
498.72
9.091
0.31
10.14
0.28
10.22†
Almy411
78.01/288.36
49.79
0.18
9.24
0.12
65.4;17.7†
Almy5
288.36/498.72 17.68;10.22†
13.04
13.79
42.50
9.50
Almy6
498.72/709.08 10.22;7.19†
8.271
0.58
0.53
0.53
Allaol
524.76
8.392
0.42
2.65
0.39
9.43†
Alol
606.91
7.945
0.13
18.13
0.11
8.40†
AlDS
332.12/585.98 15.35; 8.70†
13.04
0.09
39.93
0.06
Camy
494.81
11.33
13.75
0.67
2.61
0.59
Cast
607.03
9.24
9.714
0.29
2.66
0.26
Mnmypy
509.67‡‡
14.96
14.77
1.22
1.25
1.07
Femy2
1601.8
14.95#
20.74
4.64
2.17
3.84
Femy3
1601.8
14.95#
15.65
0.44
4.84
0.38
Femy4
1601.8
14.95#
19.57
0.86
3.18
0.72
Femy4
1601.8
14.95#
18.19
0.46
4.72
0.39
Femy5
1601.8
14.95#
15.38
0.35
6.08
0.30
Cola1
489.56
16.4
18.48
0.54
3.95
0.46
Comy1
513.66
15.63
15.51
0.72
5.95
0.62
Copa
593.71
13.52
13.56
0.30
11.86
0.26
Cost2
625.89
12.82
13.04
0.75
2.69
0.66
Nimypy
513.44‡‡
14.55
11.79
0.58
Nimypy
513.44‡‡
14.55
15.83
0.51
19.58
0.42
Cumypy
518.27‡‡
13.80;15.35*
17.17
0.46
12.50
0.39
Srmy12
542.35
19.11;27.22*
10.96
8.16
Srst5
654.57
15.83;22.55*
19.72
0.18
<1
0.15
Zrmy
579.96/790.38 21.25; 15.59† 19.32
0.65
1.93
0.55
Rhst11
953.32
13.31;14.15*
14.15
0.42
6.80
0.36
Agmy
335.18
32.18
32.45
0.69
1.08
0.52
Cdmy
567.13
22.64
18.49
0.35
0.69
0.29
Inmy1
586.56
24.49
0.98
1.38
0.79
23.67†
Snmy1
573.42
26.28
19.15
0.82
5.06
0.69
Snmy2
573.42
26.28
33.33
14.49
12.07
10.57
Bamy
592.07
25.89;33.33*
21.18
3.34
<1
2.75
Bast
704.29
21.77;28.02*
24.39
0.23
<1
0.18
† These soaps calculated as basic soaps, the one or two values referring to the expected ash from the
simplest mono-, double or triple hydroxy soaps, i.e.,
Alla - Al(la)(OH)2 and Al(la)2(OH); Almy1 - Al(my)(OH)2 and Al(my)2(OH); Almy2b - Al(my)(OH)2;
Almy3 - Al(my)(OH)2 and Al(my)2(OH); Almy47 - Al(my)3; Almy49 - Al(my)2(OH);
Almy411 - Al(OH)3 and Al(my)(OH)2; Almy5 - Al(my)(OH)2 and Al(my)2(OH); Almy6 Al(my)2(OH) and Al(my)3; Allaol - Al(la)(ol)(OH); Alol - Al(ol)2(OH); AlDS - Al(DS)(OH)2 and
Al(DS)2(OH); In(my)2(OH); Zrmy - Zr(my)2(OH)2 and Zr(my)3(OH). All other soaps calculated as
neutral soaps.
# The iron soaps were calculated as the basic oxo-bridged trimer, Fe3O(my)6(H2O) (see Chapter 7).
* Not all ash products were pure, single phase oxides but were mixed (as shown using XRD) or
undetermined (rhodium soap ash) - in these cases the two values refer to that expected for Cu2O/CuO;
SrO2/SrCO3; Rh2O3/RhO2; BaO/BaCO3. Otherwise ash values calculated assuming following ash
products (confirmed using XRD): Al2O3; CaO; Mn3O4; Fe2O3; Co3O4; NiO; ZrO2; Ag; CdO2; In2O3;
SnO2.
‡ some of these values include evaporation of trapped fatty acids (in Al and Sn soaps) or pyridine
(Cumypy; Nimypy). Mnmypy devolatilised prior to measurement.
‡‡ MW's of these soap complexes are given assuming complete absence of solvates
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Appendix 2.1 Syntheses of alkaline earth soaps Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba
The alkali earth soaps were synthesised first for initial familiarisation with the soap
making process and for the production of sufficient strontium myristate and palmitate
for talc intercalation/swelling/curvature inducing experiments described in Appendix
8.2. The known thermotropic behaviour of the alkaline earth soaps (e.g Luzzati, Tardieu
and Gulik-Kryzwicki, 1968) was taken as a starting point for further investigations of
the (up until now unknown) thermotropism in less studied soaps (e.g., the rare earth
soaps - see Chapter 5 on the thermotropic phases of selected soap systems). Barium and
strontium soaps formedwell defined crystals (see Figure A3.2.1a,b) clearly visible
using a microscope at 40x magnification. The calcium and particularly magnesium
soaps were less well precipitated, in part due to their tendency to form hydrates.
Transition temperatures were in close agreement with those obtained by previous
workers (see Chapter 5), optical microscopy revealing that each soap was a single
phase. XRD and IR spectra showed no signs of free fatty acids, and endothermic peaks
corresponding to free fatty acids or sodium soaps were not observed.
A2.1.1 Magnesium soaps
Magnesium myristate; Mgmy: 26/3/95 - The precipitation of this soap gave a cloudy
dispersed floc, improving in structure (thickening and separating more from the clearing
mother liquor) slightly when cooled. Filtering of the somewhat cloudy precipitate gave
a cloudy filtrate. The precipitate was somewhat soluble in hot ethanol. The sample was
dried in air and stored. XRD and IR showed this soap was a smectic lamellar crystalline
phase at room temperature, free from detectable fatty acid. DSC of the sample stored in
air for two years showed a minor peak corresponding to free myristic acid, probably a
reaction product of atmospheric carbon dioxide, water and the soap. The sample as
prepared was probably a hydrated double-chain neutral soap,
Magnesium stearate; Mgst: 28/3/95 - A minimum of water was initially used in this
experiment in order to avoid the poor floc obtained for the magnesium myristate
system. The reaction of soap and ethanolic metal solutions gave a poor precipitate that
did not floc until cool water was added to the reaction vessel. The sample was dried at
110˚C for a 1-2 hours. The approximate yield was 80%. XRD and IR confirmed this
soap was a pure lamellar smectic crystalline phase free from detectable stearic acid. The
most likely chemical composition of this soap was Mg(st)2.nH2O.
A2.1.2 Calcium soaps
Calcium myristate 1, 2;
Camy1: 26/3/95 - The filtrate was noted to be cloudy after a hot ethanol wash. The soap
was of a sticky consistency. XRD, IR and DSC confirmed this soap was a crystalline
lamellar phase devoid of free acid. DSC phase transformations of this soap (stored over
P2O5 for several weeks) occurred at very similar temperatures and enthalpies
documented by other workers (see Chapter 4). The ash result for this soap was a little
higher than expected, but consistent with a dry soap formula of Ca(my)2. The moisture
content of the hydrated form of this soap was consistent with 0.5 to 1 water molecules
per soap molecule. The XRD pattern contained short spacing reflections that were
consistent with the monohydrated form (Vold, Granidine and Vold, 1948), i.e.,
Ca(my)2.H2O.
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Camy2: 27.3.95 - This soap was made by the saponification reaction of myristic acid
and calcium chloride (in contrast to nearly all other soaps that were made via the double
decomposition reaction). The precipitation occurred immediately the metal solution
contacted the soap dispersion. Some cloudiness was noted in the initial filtrate. Hot
ethanol and hot water washes were repeated several times. The yield was approximately
80%. XRD showed this soap to be a well crystallised lamellar hydrated neutral calcium
soap.
Calcium stearate Cast: This soap was synthesised commercially (BDH Technical
grade calcium stearate) and was washed several times in hot water prior to use. The
XRD short spacings for Cast were remarkably similar to those found by Vold,
Granidine and Vold (1948) for their hydrated and partially dehydrated calcium stearate
(designated I, II and III). The moisture content of this soap (2.7±0.3%), corresponds to
the amount of water required for the monohydrate and identical to that found by the
above authors' structure I. Cast was therefore identified as Ca(st)2.H2O.
A2.1.3 Strontium soaps
Several batches of strontium soaps were made early in this study.
The first batch (March/94) labelled Srmy1 Srpa1 and Srst1 were precipitated from
sodium soaps synthesised during this study (Namy, Napa and Nast). The strontium soap
precipitates were filtered, washed in copious amounts of cold water and dried at 50˚C in
a vacuum oven for 4 hours. The soaps were found to contain less than detectable
amounts of free acids, but did contain about 0.5% of other chain length soaps. These
soaps were analysed using hot stage optical microscopy and hot stage XRD. The
respective transition temperatures and x-ray spacings for each soap were found to be in
general agreement with those reported previously for strontium soaps (e.g., Luzzati,
Tardieu and Gulik-Krzywicki, 1968). Therefore these samples were considered to be of
general formula Sr(fatty acid)2.
A second batch (April/94) of strontium myristate soaps were synthesised in small test
tubes by adding hydrated strontium chloride powder directly to six separate soap
solutions, and then heating these solutions in water baths. These soaps formed were
clearly crystalline, as judged by their forms using optical microscopy. These were
characterised using XRD and found to contain mainly strontium soaps with up to 5-10%
of unreacted strontium chloride. The salt did not affect the transition temperatures.
These soaps were designated Srmy2-Srmy7.
A third batch (August/94) of strontium soaps were synthesised in the same fashion as in
the first batch, but with a more massive outcome. The soaps were precipitated from
boiling solutions of highly pure commercially obtained sodium soap (Sigma 99%) and
(Sigma 99.5%) strontium chloride hexahydrate. The precipitates were boiled, filtered,
washed and finally dried in a vacuum oven for 4 hours at 110˚C. The yield was close to
100% for strontium myristate and 94% for strontium stearate. The products were Srmy8
and Srst2 The dry yield of each soap was 100% for the myristate and 50% for the
stearate.The manufacturers claimed the sodium soaps to be 99% pure. Indeed, by
examining the positions and integrated intensities of the long spacings in XRD patterns
of three strontium soaps, they were all found to contain about 0.5% of their next higher
homologues, i.e., the sodium myristate contained about 0.5% sodium tridecanoate,
sodium palmitate contained about 0.5% sodium margarate and sodium stearate
contained about 0.5% sodium nonadecanoate. In addition smaller amounts (probably
less than 0.1%) of further even and odd higher homologues were found. These soap
contaminants were considered to be of no consequence for the study of soap structures
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or phase transitions because of their similar transition temperatures, low abundance and
occurrences as separate phases, relative to the soap of interest.
These samples were examined using XRD and hot stage microscopy and found to be
pure neutral soaps, with transition temperatures in agreement with previous synthesis.
The fourth set (12/9/94), Srmy9 and Srst3, were synthesised by mixing the reactants at
about 65-70˚C. Stirring and heating was continued for about 15 minutes. The samples
were hot filtered, washed with water and then ether. The myristate was rewashed with
boiling ethanol and dried because it showed split XRD peaks (see next synthesis for
explanation). The dry yields were about 86% and 95% respectively. These samples
were analysed using XRD and optical microscopy and were found to be pure single
phase soaps that showed the same transitions as the previous batches described above.
A fifth batch (5/11/94) of strontium myristate and stearate soaps were prepared, the
soaps labelled as Srmy10, Srmy11 and Srst4. Each of these syntheses was carried out by
heating and stirring the reactants separately until fully dispersed yielding clear liquids.
The solutions were mixed giving immediate precipitates. These were heated with
additional 100-200ml EtOH for 5-10 minutes followed by filtering. Srmy10 was washed
with about 500ml water, then 200ml warm ethanol followed by 100-200ml ether.
Srmy11 and Srst4 were firstly washed with 100ml ethanol, then 100-200ml of ether (the
ether was used in these syntheses to remove free fatty acids). The samples were dried at
110˚C in air for about 6-7 hours. The dry yields were 73% for Srmy11 and 99% for
Srst4. These samples were analysed using XRD and hot stage optical microscopy and
were found to be free from fatty acids and other impurities. They were single phase
compounds that displayed the same thermotropic transitions as reported by Luzzati,
Tardieu and Gulik-Krzywicki (1968).
Srmy10 was not used for experiments because of possible contamination with an
additional lamellar phase associated with the ether wash. This double-lamellar phase
was obtained on a few, but not all occasions when ethanol and ether were used to wash
the precipitated soap. The XRD pattern contained a set of split long spacings out to
beyond the 10th order. This showed that two distinct lamellar phases coexisted (though
these could not be distinguished by optical microscopy at room temperature). There was
no doubt that the thermotropic phase behaviour was affected by the presence of the
second phase, for when part of the sample entered the isotropic cubic phase region
above about 220˚C, a second phase of birefringent, thin, needle-like crystallites
persisted well into the hexagonal phase region of the former. When the sample was
quenched from about 250˚C to room temperature, crystals were clearly nucleated by
these needle-like laths, to the extent that the whole sample assumed a texture of fine
striations, clearly related to these laths. This cooled sample was found to be a poorly
crystallised lamellar phase with only a single set of broadened long spacings
corresponding to the average of the spacings of the unheated sample. The strontium
myristate "split-peak" soap (Srmy10) was found to have spacings of 39.8 and 38.3Å.
The spacings of the precipitated "unsplit" soaps were: Srmy9: 38.3Å; Srst4: 48.0Å.
Clearly the split peaks were composed of one resembling the original spacing and a
longer one. This suggested that the second, longer spacing, corresponded to a phase that
had chains oriented almost perpendicular to its lamellae, rather than inclined at an angle.
The split chain sample could be reverted to the normal soap by boiling in an ethanolwater mix. This sample will not be discussed further, but the concept of chain tilt angle
will be expanded upon in the next chapter. The use of ether in washing samples was
discontinued after the fifth batch of strontium soaps were synthesised.
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Srmy12: 5/3/95 - The precipitated soap from this reaction was boiled in 250ml of hot
ethanol for about 15 minutes, and was hot filtered, giving a shiny filter cake. The yield
after washing and drying was 96%. The sample was analysed by SAX, XRD, IR, DSC,
hot-stage optical microscopy, high temperature XRD, microanalysis, and
thermogravimetry (ashing) and found to be a powder consisting of highly pure, singlephase, anhydrous, lamellar soap crystals (blade-like and about 100-500µm long and 50100µm wide) with an average chemical composition very close to Sr(my)2. The only
detectable impurity was a small amount of residual chlorine, probably bound as sodium
chloride.
Srst5: 29/3/95 - The reaction produced an immediate and well structured floc in a clear
basic mother liquor. The precipitate was easily filtered and washed, some cloudiness
appearing in the filtrate. during initial washings. The dry yield in this synthesis was
about 71%. The sample was characterised by SAX, XRD, IR, DSC, hot stage optical
microscopy and ashing analysis and found to be a crystalline lamellar phase of high
purity, devoid of free acid and other impurities. The soap displayed all of the
documented thermotropic phases (e.g., Spegt, 1964; Luzzati, Tardieu and GulikKryzwicki, 1968), and was used in various templating experiments.
A2.1.4 Barium soaps
Barium myristate; Bamy: 23/5/95 - Barium myristate precipitated immediately,
though a little slow to filter initially, perhaps because of some free acid/acid soap
formation caused by the quite acidic metal-salt solution. The hot-water washing
proceeded more rapidly than the initial filtering, and the final EtOH wash was quick and
yielded a clear filtrate. A yield close to 77% was achieved in this synthesis. An SEM
image (see Figure A3.2.1a,b) of the soap crystals showed that they were essentially flat
monoclinic laths with an interesting etch texture, consistent with the coprecipitation of
perhaps sodium soap within the barium soap or perhaps free acid, and subsequent
removal. The intracrystalline porosity of the soap was greatly increased by this removal
process (and so the density and refractive index must have been lowered). This is
probably analagous to the formation of skeletonised metal carboxylate films of Blodgett
(1935) where intimately mixed soap/fatty acids multilayers were washed with a
hydrocarbon solvent to selectively remove the unreacted acid from the film (also see
Roberts, 1990, pp35). These barium soaps crystals were much larger than the very
rounded Lamy crystals (Figure A3.2.1c). The characterisation of this soap by XRD,
DSC, IR, hot-stage optical microscopy, high temperature XRD, microanalysis and
ashing revealed Bamy to be a pure lamellar crystalline soap, lacking in free fatty acids
and other impurities, and intrinsically prone to the thermotropic phase transitions, first
reported by Spegt (1964).
Barium stearate; Bast 28/3/95: An immediate precipitation occurred upon mixing the
two precursor solutions. The resulting precipitate was found to be in a mother liquor of
pH < 7. The acidity of the metal solution was too great for the unbuffered soap
dispersion. This almost certainly produced free acid and possibly acid sodium soap in
the reaction vessel. Consequently filtering and washing was slow and the yield poor
(approximately 16%). The soap was characterised by XRD, DSC, IR, optical
microscopy and was found to be free from detectable impurities. The chemical analysis
of this sample was consistent with an average formula close to Ba(st)2.
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Appendix 2.2 Syntheses of transition metal soaps
The transition metal soaps are coordination compounds made of transition metals and
carboxylate ligands. The metal-oxygen bonds are partially ionic, and some soaps
contain metal-metal bonds (e.g., Cu-soap). Transition metal soaps are commonly
coloured because of the electronic state of the transition metal bound within the
carboxylate ligands of the fatty acid groups. In the presence of ligands such as
carboxylates (as well as chloride and nitrate anions, water and ammonia molecules etc.),
the normally spherical (in free space) d-electron cloud surrounding transition metal
cations tends to be concentrated in a process of "crystal field splitting" (e.g., see Cotton
and Wilkinson, 1972). The crystal field is commonly split by an amount of energy
corresponding to the wavelength of visible light, so electronic transitions between the
various d-orbital energy states can be fuelled by incident white light, the metal
absorbing a certain colour, say, red, and then appearing blue-green. This is the reason
why many transition metal compounds are coloured. The splitting of electron energy
levels also allows transition metal coordination compounds to exist in what are called
high-spin and low-spin occupancy states. The electrons in the various d-orbitals are
more commonly paired in the low spin state, than in the high spin state. The strength of
the magnetic susceptibility of a transition metal soaps is determined by the number of
unpaired electrons in the d-orbitals. If some d-electrons are unpaired - the compound
will be paramagnetic and will be attracted to a strong hand-held magnet, if they are all
paired, then the compound will not be attracted to a strong hand held magnet.
The potential for changing the crystal field splitting and the pairing of electrons, hence
the magnetic properties, in a transition metal undergoing thermotropic mesomorphism
is then quite easily imagined (e.g., a small rearrangement of headgroup geometry etc.).
The corollary - where a phase change may be induced by either an electric or magnetic
field - offers a number of interesting and exciting possibilities, explored superficially to
date.
The transition metal soaps were synthesised primarily for the solid state reaction of
metallic soap with H2S gas to give metal sulphide/fatty acid complexes, and thereby
obtaining a templated system for the production of nanometre scale semiconductor
structures (see Chapter 6). Secondary reasons for synthesis of these soaps included the
desire to investigate possible synthesis of mesostructured transition metal oxides from
the soaps; to grow single crystals of various transition metal soap derivatives, to find
new liquid crystalline phases and to gain some insight into which soaps might display
electromagnetically sensitive liquid crystallinity.
All of the transition metal soaps, with the exception of zirconium myristate, nickel
oleate and indium myristate, were precipitated as crystalline lamellar or liquid
crystalline smectic phases (see Chapter 5).
A2.2.1 Chromium myristate
Crmy: 24/4/95 - The intention was to make a triple chain soap. The metal chloride
solution was deep bottle-green, indicative of the Cr(III) oxidation state of the cation.
The air-dried precipitate was a light blue powder, but became a dark blue, viscous fluid
when heated above about 100˚C. This fluid became dark green with further heating. The
light sky-blue soap is consistent with a chromium (II) complex (light blue chromium
compound are usually Cr(II) complexes-though a reduction pathway is unclear), and the
green compound is probably the Cr(III) soap. However the light blue product may also
be the soap of the greyish blue Werner complex [Cr(OH)2)6]3+ (Elliott, 1946, pp15). A
pyridine solution of the green soap gelled and evaporated leaving a recrystallised soap.
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Tap water was used in this synthesis and a group of others (Mnmy, Nimy, Snmy1,
Cumy1, Znmy, Smmy, Zrmy) due to a short period when distilled water was not
available. This sample was not chemically analysed.
A2.2.2 Manganese myristate
Mnmy: 24/4/95 - A light pink coloured precipitate was the product of mixing the straw
coloured metal chloride solution with the soap dispersion. A pyridine solution of this
soap was left overnight to yield crystals (see Section 2.4.7. A formula of
Mn(II)(myristate)2 for this soap is consistent with the pink colour and the ashing data
for the pyridine complex made from this soap.
A2.2.3 Iron soaps
The iron (III), and chromium(III) soaps are known to form oxygen bridged trimers
based on infrared and chemical studies (e.g., Semenova et al., 1987; Abrahamson and
Lukaski, 1994) also referred to as bridged triangular µ-oxo species
[Fe3O(RCOO)6(H2O)3]+, where R is a long chain paraffinic moiety. Other types of
cores in these compounds are also known. For example the µ-oxo diiron (III) core (e.g.,
Murray, 1974) and the µ-aqua diiron(II) core (e.g., Hagenand Lachicotte, 1992). These
carboxylate complexes are analogues of certain metalloprotein systems (e.g.,
haemerythrin - Wilkins and Wilkins, 1987).
Femy1: 24/4/95 - Formed from a light yellow/green metallic salt solution, this soap
gave a brown precipitate, that was difficult to filter, possibly due to fine iron hydroxide
particles formed in the metallic solution prior to mixing or perhaps disaggreagated
colloidal iron soap particles. The metallic solution was of an Fe(II) salt, but was
partially oxidised and hydrolysed upon addition to water as judged by the change from
green to yellow/green. The degree of oxidation (using this synthesis method) was
difficult to assess without techniques such as Mössbauer spectroscopy.
Femy2: 27/5/95 - This soap was synthesised from an acidic Fe(II) solution, that
certainly oxidised (judged by its orange colour) before addition to the sodium soap
solution. This soap was synthesised with difficulty, again probably due to the formation
of colloidal iron hydroxides and perhaps dispersed iron soaps. A small amount of
precipitate collected from a blocked (#52) filter paper, when heated up to 120˚C,
became a blood red colour, the solid cooling to a dark, blood-red gum (Femy2120). The
recollected iron soap dipersion was set aside at room temperature for a month, by which
time it had flocculated, allowing filtering and washing in hot water followed by drying.
The resultant soap probably contained a small amount (about 2-3%) free fatty acid, as
assessed from XRD and IR spectroscopy.
Femy3: 25/6/96 - The metal solution used in this synthesis was an oxidised ferrous
sulphate solution. The colour of the solution was noted to change to a milky orange
consistency and colour as it was heated and stirred over a few minutes. A solution of
Fe(III)Cl3 was made up at the same concentration, and was noted to be visually
indistinguishable from the oxidised solution. When the reactants were mixed, an
immediate precipitate occurred, flocculating into small particles. The dispersion was
refrigerated for 30 minutes, filtered and washed. The final soap was a light pink/red
colour. XRD and IR spectra of this soap clearly indicated the presence of a small
amount of free acid within a crystalline lamellar phase.
Femy4: 27/6/96 - The iron (II) solution used in this synthesis was heated to about 40˚C
for 5-8 minutes during which time the solution oxidised, the colour noticeably changing
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from green/yellow towards light orange. The metal solution was quite acidic. The
amount of reactants used was such that for every iron cation, two fatty acid anions were
available. When the two reactants were brought together an immediate light-pink/tan
precipitate formed. The iron soap flocculated and was filtered. The filtering was very
slow due to fine particles blocking the filter paper pores. The filtrate and filter cake
were recollected and filtered again after diluting with extra water. The filtering took
several hours to complete. The final filtrate was clear, the soap in the funnel was
orange/brown and of a sludgy consistency. The soap was washed (slowly) with hot
water, giving a clear filtrate, and with hot ethanol, in which the soap partially dissolved.
A subsequent wash in cold ethanol yielded a clear filtrate. Thus the soap was essentially
insoluble in hot water and cold ethanol. The resultant slightly moist soap was a dull,
yellow/brown colour. XRD, DSC and IR patterns confirmed the pure nature of this
crystalline soap. The XRD peak intensities were very high. The short spacings, although
broad, were resolved into distinct peaks, as would be expected from a crystalline
lamellar soap, rather than the single broad peak of a smectic rotor phase. A small
amount (probably less than 1-2%) free acid was found in this sample. The yellow/brown
colour of this soap (compared with orange/pink-tan colour of Femy3 and Femy5) was
suggestive that some of the Fe(II) ions in the reactant solution were incorporated into
the soap molecules without oxidation. Thus it was likely that Femy4 was a mixed
valence soap similar to Femy1.
Femy5: 27/6/95 - A slightly cloudy, orange coloured Fe(III) chloride solution was used
as the source of metal ions in this soap synthesis experiment. The 50-60˚C reactant
solutions were mixed together, and immediately a brown/orange precipitate was
formed. Further heating was applied to the mixed dispersion to ensure a complete
reaction. The precipitate flocculated, floating on the orange mother liquor (an excess of
iron chloride relative to fatty acid ions ensured that not all of the cations could react to
form a soap - the colour of the mother liquor reflected this excess). This dispersion was
cooled in a refrigerator for about one hour and filtered, yielding a light orange/tan filter
cake (soap) and a cloudy orange filtrate. The soap was washed, and the slightly moist
soap was collected and characterised by XRD. Femy5 was found to be a single phase of
quite pure soap containing a small amount of free fatty acid using XRD and IR
spectroscopy. The hydrocarbon chains of the soap were in free rotational motion as
judged by the single broad XRD peak near 24˚2Θ, and the single chain packing peak
near 720cm-1 of its infrared spectrum. Thus Femy5 was a smectic liquid crystalline
rotor phase at room temperature.
A2.2.4 Cobalt soaps
Cobalt caprylate; Coca: 30/10/95 - The reaction of sodium caprylate solution with
cobalt chloride solution did not result in an immediate precipitate, so the solution was
placed in a refigerator to encourage a precipitate to form. The soap dispersion was
removed from the refrigerator after it became frozen. The solution was thawed at about
30-40˚C, the cobalt soap separating as an apparently molten phase at the bottom of the
container. The discrete rounded purple droplets were left in the mother liquor. A sample
was taken approximately 18 months later, air dried and examined using XRD. The
diffractogram showed an essentially pure soap with a small amount (< approx. 2%) free
acid. The soap displayed quite sharp long and short-spacing reflexions consistent with a
crystalline lamellar soap. The composition was probably Co(ca)2.
Cobalt decanoate; Code1- This sample was prepared by double decomposition in a
gelatine gel (roughly 3.3% gelatin in ca. 200ml water). Sodium decanoate was dispersed
in the water prior to gelation in a glass jar with capacity of about 250ml. When the
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cloudy gel had set, a solution of cobalt chloride was gently poured on top. Diffusion of
the reactants gave a dispersion of cobalt decanoate in gelatin. After several months,
small cobalt decanoate crystals were separated from the gel. The exact starting
stoichiometries were not recorded, however the amount of soap was certainly less than
1g and the amount of cobalt chloride was chosen to assure a complete reaction with
sodium soap.
Cobalt laurate 1-3 ;
Cola1: 18/9/95 - This reaction was performed at room temperature. The soap and metal
solutions were also prepared at room temerpature. The immediate precipitate of cobalt
laurate formed when the reactants were mixed was filtered but not washed. The product
was characterised by XRD only. 10-20% of the sample was found to be free acid.
Cola2: 27/10/95 - This soap was also precipitated at room temperature from solutions
prepared similarly to Cola1. The light purple or berry coloured precipitate was allowed
to flocculate over about two weeks, and was then filtered. The washing procedures
melted the soap to a dark purple, glassy consistency. Neither hot ethanol nor hot water
dissolved this soap. The soap was characterised by XRD only. It is considered likely
that the double chain Co(la)2 soap was formed, devoid of measurable free acid. This is
supported by the lack of melt phase at the free acid melting point as observed using hot
stage optical microscopy.
Cola3: 10/11/95 - This synthesis was an attempt to grow single crystals of cobalt
laurate. The experiment was successful, though the yield of crystals was small (<0.05g).
The experiment was based on the slow diffusion of sodium soap and metal salt solutions
into a gelatine gel. Gelatine was chosen to facilitate easy removal of crystals, once
grown. The choice of reactants was based on the ease with which cobalt laurate could
be crystallised using double decomposition, the colour of cobalt chloride solution
(allowing easy tracking of the diffusion front through the gelatine), and the ability of
dilute sodium laurate solutions to remain dispersed and not form a gel, which would
obviously inhibit diffusion of sodium soap through the gelatin. A gel (3.3 wt% gelatine
in water) was formed inside a glass tube, sandwiched between a single filter paper (for
mechanical support of the gel) at the metal solution end and by 0.2µm polycarbonate
membrane at the soap end (this was for mechanical support of the gel and to stop any
undissolved sodium soap particles from reaching the gelatine). On either side of the
filter membranes was standard laboratory lintless tissue paper to fill the volume at each
end and to thus act as an intermediate diffusion medium delivering the reactants with
nearly equal concentration to the whole area of the ends of the gel. The valves were
opened and the assembly rotated to remove air bubbles. The whole assembly was then
kept at room temperature, and generally motionless for more than two months. After
about 10 days, small (about 0.25-0.5µm) fibrous, dendritic pink/clear crystals were
observed near the sodium laurate end. Some of the crystal fibres were up to 2mm in
length. The onset of crystal formation occurred close to the polycarbonate filter, just
where we would expect the two reactants to have met, given that the diffusivity of the
laurate ion is about 10-12 times smaller than a cobalt ion. After about one month, larger
crystals were observed close to the carbonate filter, as well as further away, and the first
growth of dendritic and platey cobalt soap crystals in the tissue paper was noticed.
Some of the individual dendrite fibres had lengths in excess of 5mm. Six weeks later,
the experiment was stopped and the crystals were washed out with water, filtered and
collected. The crystals grown on the tissue paper were superior quality - they were well
crystallised platelets up to 1 mm by 1mm by 0.1mm. These crystals were examined
using powder XRD and hot stage optical microscopy. They were found to be well
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ordered lamellar crystals, with higher orders of the long spacing out to n=27. The short
spacings were not detected using powder XRD due to the preferential alignment of the
c-axes perpendicular to the flat glass sample holder.
Cobalt myristate; Comy1: 17/6/95 - This soap precipitated immediately the two
reactant solutions were mixed. The resultant fine dispersion closely resembled a
blueberry milkshake or grape coloured soap suspension. After five minutes of stirring
and heating to about 70-80˚C, a dark purple scum formed at the top of the vessel. The
cobalt soap was completely flocculated after cooling in a freezer. The dispersion was
filtered yielding a purple precipitate and a clear solution below. An unwashed sample
was taken (Comy1u). A hot water wash gave a filtrate free from signs of unreacted
sodium soap, except for some late foaming in the second wash. A subsequent hot
ethanol wash resulted in a clear filtrate. The soap was dried at 110˚C for 15 minutes at 400 mbar. The dry yield was 97%. X-ray diffraction showed that this soap was
crystalline and predominantly single phase, except for a small impurity (probably less
than 2% of another cobalt soap). The ash determination was consistent with the ideal
chemical formula - Co(my)2.
Cobalt palmitate; Copa: 30/10/95 - The precipitate formed during this synthesis was
very slow to filter (about an hour), the filtrate was slightly cloudy after filtering. The
XRD and ashing results were consistent with this soap being predominantly single
phase, namely high purity cobalt soap with formula Co(pa)2. A secondary phase was
suspected of also being a cobalt soap - it was found in proportions of less than about 5%
of the total. The sample was stored air-dried. In order to test for magnetic properties, 11.5g of product was suspended on torsion wire over a powerful electromagnet, in a
room free of air currents. Once the magnet was turned on, the sample moved towards
the magnet from its resting point (a blank experiment with an empty sample bottle did
not move towards the magnet). The sample was thus magnetic, a property attributed to
unpaired electrons in the molecular orbitals of the cobalt palmitate.
Cobalt stearate 1-3:
Cost1: 13/4/95 - An immediate berry/purple coloured floc formed immediately upon
mixing the two solutions. This sample was washed with hot water only (not ethanol).
The slightly moist soap was added to about 400ml toluene, giving a slightly cloudy
solution (probably a water in oil -type emulsion). As the temperature of the solution was
increased the colour markedly , but gradually changed from a cloudy pink/purple
through a clear blue-green colour to a non-turbid cobalt blue solution around the boiling
point of the toluene (110˚C). As the solution cooled the colour change was reversed and
set to a pink/purple gel. The gel liquified and again changed colour in the same way
when reheated. The solution was dried to a purple gel in a recrystallisation dish - this
gel losing solvent overnight yielding a purple glass-like substance that was collected
from amongst some fine white precipitate (probably sodium soap) and stored. The yield
from this reaction was high (90-95%). The white crystals changed phase at 110˚C,
while the cobalt soap completely changed phase at 120˚C when submitted to hot stage
microscopy.
Cost2: 28/10/95 - A precipitate formed immediately when the reactants in this synthesis
were brought together. A coarse floc formed from the precipitated soap, although some
fine sediment remained in the mother liquor and inhibited fast filtering (about 20
minutes). The filtrate was a light pink colour due to unreacted cobalt chloride. The
observation of some cloudiness of the filtrate after washing with hot ethanol was
consistent with the slight solubility of this soap in ethanol. The soap was found to be a
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mixture of two soap phases, the predominant phase being a smectic lamellar phase,
having chains in the fluid, rotational state, at right angles to the lamellae. The minor
phase (<10%) was also a lamellar phase, but with tilted chains. The same two phases
were also found in the sample Cost3 in reversed proportions. IR and DSC traces of this
soap showed small peaks corresponding to the presence of minor free fatty acid. The
microanalysis and ash results for this soap were consistent with an average chemical
formula close to Co(st)2 + about 5% free stearic acid. UV-VIS specroscopy revealed
peaks near 360nm and 550nm, the latter extending from 475-625nm, typical for pale red
or purple cobalt (II) complexes in the octahedral coordination state, whereas many
tetrahedral complexes of Co(II) are bright blue, and absorb in the region 600-700nm
(e.g., Cotton and Wilkinson, 1972, pp881).
Cost3: 11/10/96 - This soap was synthesised specifically as a deuterated precursor for
the water-bridged cobalt stearate pyridine complexes described later in this chapter and
in the next chapter. The possibility existed that cobalt soaps (e.g., Cost1, Comy1 etc.)
were precipitated in these aqueous syntheses as hydrated soaps. Because of the small
amount of D2O that was available for this experiment, soluble soap and metal solutions
were made up mainly with ethanol as the solvent, a small amount of D2O being added
as appropriate. The metal solution was prepared as follows. Firstly, hydrated cobalt
chloride (CoCl2.6H2O) was used as a source of metal ions. Ethanol was added to this
powder, yielding a bright blue solution. This indicated the possible formation of a
tetrahedral cobalt(II) coordination complex. Next, D2O was added until the solution
became pink. This is consistent with D2O entering the coordination field of the
tetrahedral cobalt coordination complexes, converting them to octahedral complexes. So
if D2O could be incorporated into the soap as a solvate, it was likely that favourable
circumstances were set up under the procedure just described. The soluble soap solution
was added to the metal solution, and an immediate blue-berry/purple precipitate was
formed. The precipitate flocculated and was easily filtered through #1 filter paper. The
filter cake was purple and fluffy, homogeneous in colour and texture. The precipitate
was washed with 100ml of cold ethanol. The product contained reflective flecks, that
were identified using optical microscopy as single flat soap crystals (0.1-0.2mm in
length) set amongst a less voluminous fraction of amorphous pink aggreagates of
microcrystalalline soap. The yield of soap in this synthesis was about 80%. A portion of
this sample was used to form Costpy3 (see section 2.7.3). Cost3 was found to be free of
stearic acid as no characteristic acid peaks were found in the traces of its DSC or XRD
patterns. Chemical analysis was not performed on this sample, however in light of its
almost identical IR spectrum compared with Cost1 and Cost2, Cost3 was most likely a
double-chain neutral soap.
As previously mentioned, two phases of cobalt soap were found in cobalt soap
syntheses where ethanol was used in the precipitation reaction. When the concentration
of ethanol was increased, the concentration of the second cobalt soap phase also
increased relative to the phase found in predominantly aqueous synthesis. The amount
of time spent heating the reactant solutions was probably critical to the formation of the
second cobalt soap phase, since alcohol was easily evaporated at the temperatures of
these syntheses (ca. 50-70˚C).
A2.2.5 Nickel soaps
Nickel myristate; Nimy: 29/4/95 - This soap was precipitated as a light green
suspension of fine colloids that flocculated poorly. Cooling was used to encourage
formation of an easily filtered solid, but to no avail. The first filtering proceded slowly
(more than half an hour under vacuum), the presence of fine particles clogging the filter
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paper. The solid eventually obtained contained at least 10-20wt% sodium soap that was
removed only after recrystallisation in pyridine. The original soap was not reclaimed
from the recrystallisation as an addition product with pyridine was formed - Nimypy
(see section 2.4.7). The twice-recrystallised, desolvated soap was ashed and the data is
consistent with a formula of Ni(II)(myristate)2 with a few percent of NiO.
Nickel oleate; Niol: 21/7/95 - This soap was difficult to flocculate, so it was frozen and
stored in a freezer for 5 weeks. The solution was warmed to its melting point, a floc
consisting of green granules was easily filtered and washed. The hot water wash
produced a lot of foaming in the vacuum vessel holding the filtrate, and melted the soap
into small round blebs. The hot ethanol wash produced a cloudy filtrate, and further
melted the nickel soap, such that the resinous product impregnated the filter paper from
which it was partially recovered by scraping.
A2.2.6 Copper soaps
Copper myristate 1, 2;
Cumy1: 24/4/95- This soap precipitated immediately and formed a well structured floc,
easily filtered and washed. The soap was a light blue powder.
Cumy2: 14/6/95 - This soap preciptated immediately the reactants were brought
together, forming a floating ropey mass after two minutes of stirring at about 60-70˚C.
This mass was cooled on a water bath prior to filtering. The hot water wash produced a
clear filtrate, while the hot ethanol wash produced a blue cloudy solution, evidence of
the solubility of this soap in hot ethanol. A portion of the soap was heated at 110˚C at 850 millibars for 5 minutes (Cumy2b).
The structure of Cumy2 was investigated by EPR and the soap found to contain a
bridged dimeric Cu-Cu headgroup. Experiments at 9.25 GHz gave convincing evidence
that a triplet (S=1) state was responsible for most of the spectral intensity, consistent
with copper-copper dimers. The principal evidence was a non-Curie transition (intensity
proportional to 1/T) at zero field, indicative of a zero-field splitting at the measured
frequency (9.25 GHz). The presence of a small amount of Cu(II) monomeric soap is
consistent with the room temperature 35 GHz spectrum showing an S=1/2 species. The
experiments at 9.25 GHz were repeated, again showing the presence of the dimer and a
small amount of monomer.
Cumy2 was stored slightly moist, and probably reacted with atmospheric CO2 to give
some free myristic acid as judged by the small infrared absorption at 1700cm-1. Toluene
was used for recrystallisation, the soap being boiled for about half an hour and cooled to
-17˚C at which stage it was cold filtered, the soap collected from the filter paper and
dried in slight vacuum at 110˚C. The purified soap was a glassy, deep blue solid that
was easily powdered. The microanalysis results for this soap (Cumy2) were in
reasonable agreement with the predicted formula of Cu2(my)41. The thermotropic phase
behaviour of this soap was consistent with reports by other authors (see Chapter 5) and
for practical purposes was considered pure.
1

A slight deficiency in carbon (-0.8%), a slight excess of hydrogen (+0.9%) and a slight
excess of oxygen (0.8%) relative to the predicted weight percentages was of the same
magnitude and sign (except oxygen) as the departure from predicted values obtained for
other quite purified soaps. This trend in data might be explained by a systematic
measuring error during commercial microanalysis, or may be a consistent departure
from ideal formula across the range of synthesised soaps.
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A2.2.7 Zinc soaps
Zinc myristate; Znmy: 24/4/95 - This soap formed a white precipitate that was
reasonably easily filtered and washed. The soap displayed sharp diffraction lines from
its (001) spacing (much shorter than most metal myristates) and it appeared from XRD
and IR to be a single crystalline phase, devoid of free acid. No chemical or thermal data
were obtained for this soap. The probable formula for this soap was Zn(my)2, though
the possibility that a basic soap was precipitated cannot be ruled out.
Zinc stearate; Znst: This soap was commercially produced by Aldrich (technical grade
MP=128-130˚C) and used for comparison with soaps prepared in this study. The XRD
trace of this soap was much like that for its myristate analogue, except for a broad low
intensity peak near 40˚2Θ, possibly due to zinc oxide or some industrial filler. No
further characterisation of this soap was made. The manafacturers formula for this soap
was Zn(st)2.
A2.2.8 Zirconium myristate
Zrmy: 24/5/95 - A white precipitate formed when reactants were brought together. The
product was not easily washed or filtered and consequently retained a significant
quantity of free acid (10-20%) within its sticky mass as assessed by the medium
intensity IR peak near 1700cm-1. The air dried product was found to be non-lamellar by
x-ray diffraction. The ashing experiments for this soap were consistent with an idealised
Zr soap formula close to Zr(my)2(OH)2.
A2.2.9 Ruthenium stearate
Rust: 12/7/95 - The metal solution was coloured dark olive/brown, and densely opaque.
The metal and soap solutions were mixed at 70-80˚C, and stirred at this temperature for
a few minutes. The solution was cooled at -18˚C for 2 hours, producing a well
structured floc, with a slight cloudy greyness in the mother liquor. The dispersion was
slowly filtered at -5˚C, yielding a clear filtrate. The ruthenium soap melted to a mattblack film when washed with hot water. Hot ethanol dissolved this soap. The remaining
soap was black until air dried when it became grey then slightly off-white. The soap
was characterised by XRD between 4-20˚ 2Θ, the pattern showing only broad, low
intensity peaks between 3-7˚ 2Θ consistent with a liquid crystalline soap of nonlamellar structure. The soap contained no indication of free acid. It is difficult to say if
this soap was a single, double or triple chain compound. It is known (e.g., Cotton and
Wilkinson, 1972, pp1015-1016) that oxo- and chloro- centred trimers and dimers
having an average cation valence of between 2 and 3 are readily obtained when aqueous
solutions of RuCl3.3H2O are reacted with carboxylic acids. These have two chains per
cation, and are singly charged cationic complexes, and therefore require anionic counter
ions (iron soaps also form cationic complexes - see Chapter 7).
A2.2.10 Rhodium stearate
Rhst: 12/7/95 - This soap was precipitated from a metal solution that was slightly
cloudy and coloured orange/red. The lime-green/orange precipitated soap dispersion
was thawed after freezing, the mother liquor was slightly cloudy. The filtering was
retarded by suspended fine particles blocking the filter paper, and was accomplished in
two steps, a portion of the dispersion filtered each time. The filter cake from the first
filtering was collected and dried (Rhst11). The remaining clear mother liquor contained
a well structured yellow floc. This was filtered, yielding a clear filtrate. Hot water
washing fused but did not dissolve the soap. After washing in hot ethanol, only a small
amount of orange/green soap (Rhst12) remained in the filter funnel (due to appreciable
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soap solubility in the hot EtOH). After the orange filtrate flocculated, it was filtered and
washed with cold water (Rhst13). The soap Rhst11 was recrystallised from hot pyridine
(by evaporation) without complex formation (Rhstpy). All soaps shared broad XRD
peaks corresponding to the same long spacing of a lamellar phase. Rhst11, Rhstpy and
Rhst13 were the same phase of rhodium soap. Rhst12 contained many more short
spacing peaks than the other samples, probably indicative of formation of a mixture of a
rhodium(III) soap and rhodium(II) soap, as is similar to the known product of heating
sodium salts of carboxylic acids with solutions of the starting salt used here (e.g.,
Legzdins et al., 1970). The Rh(II) soap is known to form a dimeric tetracarboxylate
compound containing a metal-metal bond (e.g., Bardet et al., 1995), analogous to the
well known copper-copper dimeric soap. The washed soaps Rhst12 and Rhst13
contained no detectable free acid (using XRD). The rhodium soap Rhst11 (chemically
identical to Rhstpy) was found to be a mixture of about 20-30% free acid and 70-80%
rhodium soap. Ashing of this soap gave an average chemical formula of Rh(st)3.
However it is likely that some of the rhodium(III) ions in the original metal solution
hydrolysed (as evidenced by the cloudy dispersion) prior to soap formation. So given
the initial hydrolysis of some Rh(III) ions, and the approximate ratio of included free
acid (determined from the peak areas in XRD), the most likely formula for Rhstpy,
Rhst11 and Rhst13 was approximately Rh(st)2OH. This result (a basic soap) is
consistent with results obtained in the aqueous synthesis of Fe(III), Al(III), Bi(III) soaps
and other soaps of easily hydrolysed cations.
A2.2.11 Palladium stearate
Pdst 13/7/95 - Little dissolution of the palladium salt occurred until the temperature of
the solution was increased; the solution was a yellow/straw colour at lower temperature,
a deeper brown colour (probably the Pd(II) aquo ion) when heated above about 50˚C.
The frozen precipitated soap dispersion was thawed at room temperature, releasing a
well structured floc into a clear mother liquor, with a small amount of residue deposited
at the bottom of the beaker. The precipitate was filtered and washed in water. Duing the
hot water wash, the soap apparently melted. The XRD pattern of the final product
contained peaks corresponding to free stearic acid and small palladium metal particles,
but no soap. The palladium stearate formed by precipitation was decomposed to its
components when heated with hot water. The ratio of fatty acid to metal was estimated
by measuring the respective peak areas under the diffraction trace (between 2-80˚ 2Θ)
and found to be about 1.1:1. This is consistent with a chemical formula of at least 1
chain per cation, and probably more like a minimum of two chains per cation if the
relative diffracting power of the two constituents are considered.
A2.2.12 Silver myristate
Agmy: 17/6/95 - This soap formed an immediate white precipitate when the reactants
were mixed at about 85˚C. After about five minutes stirring at this temperature, the
silver soap particles flocculated. The solution was cooled in a freezer for 15 minutes
prior to filtering. The well flocc'd solution was filtered through #52 paper. Fine solids
inhibited quick filtering. The first washing with hot water proceeded very quickly (less
than 30 seconds). The second (hot water filter) was so slow I discontinued it after half
the water was filtered to ready the soap for washing with hot ethanol. The hot ethanol
wash started slowly, but filtered through more quickly as the wash progressed, resulting
in a clear filtrate (like that for the water wash). The sample was dried for 30 minutes at
110˚C and -400 millibars. The dry yield was 95.2%. The single phase, crystalline soap
was found to be free from measurable quantities (< 1-2%) of free acid using XRD and
IR spectra. The ashing experiment was in almost exact agreement with the chemical
formula Ag(my). The ash produced at 1000˚C was pure metallic silver.
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A2.2.13 Cadmium myristate
Cdmy1: 12/4/95 - The filtrate from first filtering was somewhat cloudy. Washing with
hot water reduced the cloudiness of the filtrate. Hot ethanol apparently dissolved this
soap. Approximate yield: 90-95%. No sign of free acid was detected in the XRD
spectrum of this soap. Cdmy1 probably contained some sodium soap impurity (less than
a few percent). Cdmy2 was obtained by two successive recrystallisations of this soap
from toluene. XRD, hot-stage XRD, IR and microanalysis of this soap confirmed it to
be of high purity and probable chemical composition: Cd(my)2. Adeosun, Sime and
Sime (1976) synthesised pure cadmium soaps by metathesis (the double decomposition
method) from aqueous alcohol solutions. Adeosun, Sime and Sime stated that the
cadmium soaps of Spegt and Skoulios (1963) were probably basic soaps, as opposed to
the neutral soaps obtained in their study. They concluded this because they found their
cadmium soaps melted around 110-130˚C "with some evidence of the formation of
mesophases close to the melting points", whereas they stated that Spegt and Skoulios'
soaps were "of doubtful purity" and melted above 200˚C. This is at odds with the results
obtained here for Cdmy2, since I found this (neutral) soap to show XRD peaks at 220˚C
(see Chapter 5).
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Appendix 2.3 Syntheses of soaps of the p-group elements - Al; Si; In;
Sn; Tl; Pb; and Bi
The soaps of this group are very lightly shaded either grey (Tl), tan (Sn) or white. These
soaps were synthesised to examine several aspects of soap synthesis and soap
properties. Aluminium, indium and bismuth were all triply charged cations, and as such
their soap formation is interesting. For example, I have looked at questions such as Can a triple chain soap be synthesised in aqueous solution or otherwise?; Can a soap be
synthesised with a variable number of chains?; Do the soaps of this group display novel
phase behaviour?; Can these soaps be used as geometric templates for guiding the
shapes of products during inorganic synthesis?; Can an oil spill be cleaned up by any of
these soaps?. The answer to each of these questions is yes, and the reasons will be
detailed in the following and later sections.
A2.3.1 Aluminium soaps
Aluminium myristate 1-6; Almy1; Almy2; Almy3: 15/5/95 - These syntheses were
carried out by double decomposition in aqueous solution using different aluminium
salts (i.e., basic acetate; chloride and sulphate respectively).
Almy1 was precipitated only when concentrated by evaporation to near dryness, and,
without washing, resulted in a combination of sodium soap, sodium acetate, basic
aluminium soap, and basic aluminium acetate. The average composition (ash
determination) of this soap was close to Almy(OH)2.
The second and third synthesis (Almy2; Almy3) yielded immediate precipitates that
were cooled prior to filtering. Each soap was of average composition close to
Almy(OH)2. X-ray diffraction revealed these soaps to be mixtures of myristic acid and
aluminium and sodium soaps and probably aluminium hydroxides, and were poor
examples of metallic soaps. Quite possibly the pH was so high that hydroxyl ions
(rather than carboxyl ions) preferred associating with the aluminium cations when the
two solutions were mixed. The precipitation was then predominantly the precipitation of
the aluminium hydroxide. The acidic nature of the aluminium salt solutions ensured the
formation of free acid and this may have associated with sodium soap to form acid soap.
An attempt was made to purify Almy2 by boiling in ethanol and water, filtering and
drying in partial vacuum to obtain Almy2b. Almy3 was boiled in pyridine, the insoluble
portion filtered off and recrystallised. These purified soaps (Almy2b, Almy3b) were xray amorphous, with virtually no diffraction in the low angle. The average composition
of Almy3 was in the range Almy(OH)2-Almy2(OH). The sodium soap and fatty acid
free Almy2b sample was of average composition Almy(OH)2.
Almy47, Almy49 and Almy411: 29/8/95;
The aim of these syntheses was to vary the number of chains attached to each
aluminium by varying the respective pH of each soap solution prior to mixing with the
aluminium salt solutions. The respective molar ratios of the metal to soap in each
synthesis was adjusted so that in the best case, the first soap would be a triple chain, the
second a double chain and the third a single chain if all chains were taken up by the
salts in each experiment. The idea of changing the pH was to increase the basicity in
steps so that Almy47 would prefer not to associate with any hydroxyl ions (pH about 7);
Almy49 would form the monobasic or dibasic complex at mid pH (9) and Almy411
would form the dibasic soap or the myristate-free Al(OH)3. In fact the results confirm
that this basic trend was upheld. The ash analysis is consistent with soaps of ideal
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formula close to Al(my)3, Almy2OH, and Almy(OH)2/Al(OH)3 for Almy47, Almy49
and Almy411 respectively.
McBain and McClatchie (1932b) discuss the virtual impossibility of precipitating the
true aluminium tristearate from either aqueous or organic systems - the best they could
obtain was the mono - or di-basic soaps (i.e., the double or single chain basic soaps). In
the light of their findings and others (e.g., Rueggeberg, 1948), it is probable that
Almy47 is not the triple chain soap. So the question arises, what phases are in the soap
Almy47. The answer came from the characteristic diffraction lines for free myristic acid
seen in the XRD spectrum of this soap and lamellar long spacings for a soap phase).
The finding is quite interesting, because the Almy47 precipitate stuck to a teflon stirrer
bar with such tenacity as to suggest a very hydrophobic soap had been precipitated.
Earlier results of McBain and others suggest that the precipitate must have been a
complex of free fatty acids deposited upon colloidal aluminium hydroxide particles and
aluminium soaps in the average ratio of 3 chains per aluminium.
The precipitate fomed gelatinous, semi-transparent balls when washed in hot water. The
hot water and hot ethanol washes produced clear filtrates. The product was found (by
hot-stage optical microscopy) to be a ca. 90% birefrigent/10% isotropic mixed liquid
crystal at room temperature. The soap changed phase at the temperature expected for
the melting point of free fatty acid (56.5˚C). Above that temperature, individual
domains of the second phase became larger than before, with rounded edges, and
marbled birefringent textures in crossed polars. Solvents started to boil off at 86-100˚C
(ethanol and water?). At 106˚C, a phase change occurred, the domain sizes increasing
from 10-4 –10-3m. The melting point was spread over 116-124˚C. Given the mixture of
soap and acid, the ash composition can be reconciled if the precipitate contained a
monobasic, double-chain Al-soap, aluminium hydroxide and free acid.
The same type of precipitate occurred in the case of Almy49. The precipitate in this
synthesis also vehemently stuck to teflon, indicative of its hydrophobicity, and
teflonophility! All filtering and washing stages of this soap resulted in clear filtrates.
The hot water wash resulted in a fluffy white molten mass, that was found to be ca. 30%
isotropic and 70% birefringent (when examined with a polarising light microscope).
The isotropic phase was probably occluded solvents. The XRD pattern of this soap was
very similar to Almy47, except that the lines corresponding to free fatty acid were now
almost absent. The identical broad short spacings for these two soaps suggest that both
Al-soaps were the same phase, and given that the ash results for Almy49 are consistent
with a double chain soap, then this is further support that the soap in Almy47 is in fact a
double chain soap.
Almy411 set to a gel when cooled for an hour, and did not form a precipitate. The
solution was left overnight, and a small flocculate precipitate occurred. The only
characterisation on this precipitate was ashing - very little organic matter was found in
the precipitate. A mixture of mainly aluminium hydroxide and single-chain (di-basic)
aluminium soap is consistent with the ash results for this soap.
Taken together, the observations on Almy47, Almy49 and Almy411 suggest that a
triple-chain soap was not formed, though at lower pH's basic aluminium soaps did form.
The tendency of aluminium to form basic soaps is consistent with the difficulties in
making silicon, zirconium, iron and other soaps of readily hydrolysable cations. The
oleophilic nature of the aluminium soaps must be related to their disordered or molten
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chains, and this must be due to the low melting point of the chains, which is likely due
to steric problems of fitting carboxylates around such a small metal.
Almy5: 1/2/96 - reactants in this synthesis were mixed and gave an immediate white
precipitate that was well dispersed in the solution. The mixing was carried out at 75˚C.
The mixed dispersion was placed in a refrigerator for three hours resulting in a frozen,
homogenous milky-white solid. This was melted in a water bath, giving a floc that was
filtered and washed to obtain a white powder that was stored after air drying. The initial
stoichiometry of this reaction was ideally Al(my)3. Ashing results were inconclusive
due to large errors, but XRD unambiguously showed that this aluminium soap was
similar to its predecessors, Almy47 and Almy49. All three patterns had similar short
spacings, those of Almy5 being a little broadened relative to the other two, and all three
have long spacings that were notably longer than the corresponding sodium soap.
Almy5 had a larger long spacing than either Almy47 or Almy49, and was thus an
aluminium soap of different crystalline structure to its predecessors (Almy47 or
Almy49). The air dried power was a slightly resinous powder, that could be smeared out
into a continuous film on glass.
Almy6: 20/3/96 - This soap was the final aluminium myristate made in this study. A
noteworthy point about the starting sodium soap solution is that it exhibited scattering
probably due to the formation of micelles (above the CMC). Another departure from
usual practise was the addition of the soap to the metal solution rather than vice versa
(as in most other syntheses). The mixed solutions resulted in an immediate precipitate at
45˚C. The pH of the mixed solution was found to be 8-9. The precipitate remained as a
dispersion. The pH was adjusted to just above neutral and extra EtOH was added in
order to attempt to flocculate the dispersion - without success. The dispersion was
cooled in a refrigerator and did not flocculate after cooling to 15˚C. By adjusting the pH
to about 6 with HCl, a very fine floc had formed. The dispersion was returned to the
refrigerator for a few hours, removed, filtered (quickly) and washed (giving a clear
filtrate) once with cold water and air dried at 40˚C. The resultant waxy soap was ashed
to a white powder, whose weight was consistent with the ash weight expected for an
oxidised aluminium soap of composition between a double and a triple chain soap. No
other characterisation was performed on this sample, and in light of former results this
soap was probably a mixture of aluminium hydroxide (formed when the solution was
basic), Al(my)2OH and free myristic acid.
Aluminium laurate; Alla1: 19/3/96 - In all the synthesis of aluminium soaps, the pH of
the aluminium chloride solution was about 3 - therefore the formation of free acid was
high in these systems. When the reactants in this experiment were mixed at about 45˚C,
the final solution was found to be approximately neutral with respect to pH. The
precipitate was poorly flocc'd and filtered so poorly that the dispersion was recollected
and placed in a refrigerator overnight. The second filtering was also very slow, so again
the dispersion was recollected, poured into a separating funnel with about 200ml
acetone and left overnight. A large proportion of the soap was noted to float to the top
of the funnel as small aggregates. The following day the solution was poured into a
filter funnel containing #1 filter paper. This filtered slowly without suction, and the
filtrate was free from cloudiness. The filter cake was left to air dry until the smell of
acetone could no longer be detected. The XRD and IR spectra of this sample were
completely devoid of peaks belonging to free lauric acid, unlike all previous syntheses
of aluminium soaps, probably due to the increased effectiveness of acetone at dissolving
free acid from these particularly sticky soaps. The infrared and XRD spectra confirmed
the smectic nature of this phase - the IR progression bands were essentially absent (see
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Chapter 3), the single IR chain packing peak near 720cm-1 was relatively weak and the
XRD chain packing peak was relatively broad. Ashing results for this soap were
consistent with an average formula approximately midway between Al(la)2(OH) and
Al(la)(OH)2. The similarity of the short spacings of aluminium laurate to those of
Almy47, Almy49 and Almy5 suggest that this sample contained the monobasic soap. If
this was the case, then the ash results are consistent with the sample containing a
mixture of aluminium hydroxides and the monobasic soap. An alternative is that the
average formula Al(la)1.5(OH)1.5 may represent a true phase, for example, where a
complex headgroup of two aluminium cations was bound to three laurate anions and
three hydroxyl groups, or four aluminiums to six laurate groups etc.
Aluminium oleate; Alol: 29/3/96 - The oleate anion in this synthesis was sourced from
soluble potassium oleate. An immediate white precipitate formed when the two reactant
solutions were mixed in amolar ratio of Al:(oleate)2. The so-formed product was well
dispersed in the near-neutral (pH) mother liquor. Addition of 30ml of 3M HCl and 10ml
of 0.1M NaCl produced no better flocculation of the precipitate. The dispersion was
cooled and frozen in a refrigerator and thawed in a water bath at 45˚C. After about 45
minutes a floc was observed in the liquid. The solid soap was a sticky, gummy residue.
This was filtered successfully and dissolved in pyridine (2g of soap/50ml of pyridine).
The pyridine loosened the sticky mass, forming a gel-like phase. Extra pyridine was
added without heat to dissolve the soap. The solution was left overnight to evaporate,
yielding a transparent, yellow/brown resinous material. The ash weight for this soap
was consistent with a formula slightly richer in chains than Al(ol)2(OH). The XRD
pattern for this soap was without any sharp diffraction peaks. Instead, the peaks, and
their positions were virtually identical with those for nickel oleate. Given the similarity
of the physical appearance and the identical x-ray spacings for Alol and Niol, and the
fact that the precipitate was flocculated under acidic conditions, the presence of free
acid in this soap is highly likely. This would explain the ash result. The optical isotropy
of this phase is indicative of a cubic phase formed between the aluminium oleate and
oleic acid, just as in the cubic phase of nickel oleate/oleic acid, described in detail in
Chapter 5.
Aluminium benzoate; Albz: 30/3/96 - potassium benzoate and aluminium chloride
solutions were mixed together in the proportions such that for every aluminium cation
there were three benzoate ions. An immediate precipitate formed, and flocculated into
0.1-0.5mm particles. Cooling to -18˚C for 75 minutes produced a settled precipitate that
filtered with difficulty. Sodium chloride and HCl were added to try and coarsen the
flocculate precipitate. The solution was filtered and washed and the precipitate analysed
under a polarising microscope - the resultant crystals were found to be birefringent laths
with a length to breadth ratio of about 6:1. This sample was ashed and only a negligible
amount of residue was found. The sample lost 99% of its weight by 110˚C, and thus it is
concluded that most of the sample was benzoic acid. The aluminium must have been
filtered off as soluble chloride.
Aluminium laurate/oleate; Allaol: 31/3/96 - This sample was coprecipitated by using
a scaled down version of the synthesis given in Fieser et al. (1946) pp 771. The sodium
soap solution was made up of approximately one aluminium for every two fatty acid
molecules. The molar proportion of sodium soaps was 4.78:1 (sodium laurate: sodium
oleate). The sodium soap solution was adjusted to pH 12-13 with 0.005 moles NaOH.
The reactant solutions were mixed and an immediate precipitate formed. The mother
liquor was slightly cloudy and found to be neutral pH. The precipitate immediately
flocculated into a single floating gel-like ball. The aluminium soap ball crumbled when
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touched. The sample was washed with cold water and dried at 65˚C for 1-2 hours. The
XRD pattern of this soap revealed the dominant product to be a smectic lamellar rotor
phase with disordered chains (see Chapters 3 and 5). This was similar to the previous
XRD of monobasic aluminium laurate (Alla). A small amount of free acid was also
inferred from the sharp shoulder peak near 3.8˚ 2Θ. Aluminium oleate probably
precipitated as a separate, poorly diffracting phase, consistent with the small, broad
peak near 34˚ 2Θ, (a peak seen in the XRD trace of Alol, and not seen in Alla). A
calculation of the percentage ash gave an average chemical formula consistent with this
soap being composed of Al(la)2(OH) and Al(ol)2(OH) in the ratio of about 5:1, and a
small amount of free fatty acids. The dry (110˚C for 2 hours) yield determined for this
experiment was about 102% (7.62g), indicative of excellent soap formation and the
presence of a small salt impurity (probably sodium sulphate) or water of crystallisation
stable above the drying temperature.
Aluminium dodecyl sulphate; AlDS: 31/3/96 - This "soap" was precipitated in order
to test the effectiveness of a non-fatty acid, surfactant salt of aluminium in cleaning up a
mock oil spill. The effectiveness will be discussed in the next chapter. The
stoichiometry of the reactants was set up so that a triple chain aluminium "soap"
(Al(DS)3) might be precipitated. The pH of the sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) solution
was adjusted up from about pH=3-4 with 0.27g NaOH. The reactants were mixed and
the resulting precipitate was a sludge-like, homogeneous, semi-transparent colourless
paste. The precipitate was filtered and dried at about 65˚C for 1-2 hours. The product
was a slightly greasy, semi-transparent, clear/white paste, with a consistency similar to
cold butter. The XRD pattern of this aluminium surfactant was similar to a highly
crystallised metallic soap. A lamellar long spacing could be determined, and several of
its higher order spacings. Chain packing relations were not determined from the XRD,
so it is not unambigusouly known whether the chains were crystallised or molten,
although the complete absence of broad peaks in the XRD pattern of AlDS was
evidence against a molten lamellar phase (smectic liquid crystal). The ash weight for
this compound was consistent with an average formula of Al(DS)1.5(OH)1.5.
A2.3.2 Silicon methyl myristate: Simy: 4/6/95 - This soap was precipitated from
organic solvents (and does not appear in the Tables 2.1b or 2.3b of soap reactants). The
organic synthesis was tried because silicon soaps were not formed from various
attempts at combining tetraethyloxysilane (TEOS) with sodium soap solutions, or by
heating pure silicon and silicon oxide (SiO) with molten fatty acid.
Cumy2 (0.22g) was dissolved in 30ml toluene at about 60˚C, in a fume hood filled with
N2. The solution became clear and blue/green. 0.1 ml of trimethylchlorosilane was
added to the Cumy1 soltion at about 65˚C. An immediate precipitate did not form. The
solution was cooled, and in doing so changed colour from blue/green to bottle green.
When the Cumy/Si(CH3)3Cl solution was removed from the nitrogen atmosphere the
solution (after a few minutes) turned a reddy/green colour, indicative of the following
exchange reaction;
Cu(my)2 + Si(CH3)3Cl -----> (brown/yellow) CuCl2 + Si(CH3)3(my).
The solution was left overnight. The next day the mother liquor was evaporated from a
mixed precipitate of clear, light yellow/gold small (<1mm) crystals amassed in the
middle of the 50ml beaker and red/green copper chloride/copper myristate. After two
days of air storage, the clear crystals were separated and found to be strongly diffracting
using XRD. The XRD pattern revealed two coexisting lamellar structures (36.5 and
31.5 Å long spacings), with successive orders of the long spacing extending to n=28 and
30 for each phase. Ashing of this soap at 970˚C was fairly inaccurate because of the
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small amount ash expected from 0.0130g of Si(CH3)3Cl, the presence of more than one
phase and the contamination of silica by copper oxides. The ash yield was 13±4% ash,
compared with a theoretical yield of ca. 20%.
A2.3.3 Indium myristate
Inmy - 16/5/95 - An immediate precipitate occurred when the soap and salt solutions
were mixed. The precipitate was flocculated by cooling to freezing point, the solution
being filtered just above the melting point when the solution was thawed. The hot wash
in ethanol resulted in a cloudy filtrate, suggesting that this soap was slightly soluble in
hot ethanol. The stoichiometry of this experiment involved just under enough sodium
soap for precipitation of the In(my)3 soap, but the ashing experiment was consistent
with a formula of In(my)2OH. A weak infrared absorption peak at about 1716cm-1 was
indicative of a small amount of free acid in this soap, (however the infrared spectrum
was performed over 14 months after room temperature storage of this soap in a glass
sample bottle). Initial x-ray diffractograms were consistent with a room temperature
cubic liquid crystalline phase (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of the role of either
ethanol or free acid in the phase behaviour of this soap) that transformed to a crystalline
lamellar phase after 2 months (Inmy1a). The crystalline nature of this phase was also
shown by the intense progression bands and orthorhombic packing cell indicated by the
double peak in the 720cm-1 region of its infrared spectra. This soap reacted with H2S
gas to give a yellow solid (see Chapter 6).
A2.3.4 Tin myristate
Snmy1; 24/4/95 - A milky white precipitate was precipitated from an initially cloudy
tin(II) chloride solution. The aqueous chemistry of tin(II) (e.g., Cotton and Wilkinson,
1972, pp330-331) state that Sn2+ is very air sensitive, and its easily oxidisable aqueous
solutions, unless stringently protected from air, will normally contain some Sn(IV).
Like iron soap precipitates, oxidation almost certainly occurred while heating the metal
salt solution, as well as some hydrolysis of the Sn cations. A poor floc made filtering
and washing difficult, and consequently, sodium soap was probably trapped in the final
soap, evidenced by a large percentage of sodium in the quantitative EDXA analysis of
the product obtained when this soap was reacted with H2S gas. The excess of sodium
soap also showed up in the ash results - the expected ash weight was 7% higher than
found. Some degree of purification (Snmy2) was attempted by dissolving Snmy1 in hot
pyridine, filtering the insoluble matter, and recrystallising. Microanalysis revealed an
excess of oxygen in this "purified" soap, and a slight under-estimate of carbon relative
to the predicted percentages for a pure Sn(II)(my)2 compound. Due to very small ash
weight, the percentage of ash found was not significantly higher than expected because
of the relatively large errors of measurement. The soap reacted with H2S gas to give
SnS2. The above observations are consistent with the soap (Snmy2) being a chemical
combination of basic Sn(IV) and Sn(II) myristates and stannic oxides and hydroxides.
XRD also indicated the presence of an acid sodium soap (see Chapter 6 for more
details).
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A2.3.5 Thallium stearate
Tlst; 13/7/95 - This soap was precipitated to check its reported liquid crystallinity (e.g.,
Meisel et al., 1976) by observing its phase changes using DSC. The soap was
precipitated and cooled to freezing point. After thawing the 6 week old frozen thallium
soap dispersion it was filtered and washed through with a little ethanol, the filtrate
immediately being clouded. The soap was washed with hot water, also yielding a
somewhat cloudy filtrate. The soap being appreciably soluble in cold ethanol was not
filtered with hot ethanol. The clouded filtrate was collected and dried down separately,
but not characterised. The XRD trace of this soap confirmed the product of synthesis
was predominantly a single phase of crystlalline lamellar thallium soap, coexisting with
a few percent of two other thallium soaps with their respective fatty acid chains inclined
at slightly different angles to the lamellae than for those in the dominant phase. The
DSC trace of this soap confirmed a complex phase behaviour prior to melting and will
be discussed in the chapter regarding the liquid crystalline phases of soaps. As a check
of purity, the soap entered a mesophase region at the temperature (110˚C) given in
Meisel et al. (1976), the heat of transition (∆H = -12.59 kJ.mol-1) was similar to theirs
(∆H = -11.1 kJ.mol-1), and the onset of melting was found to be about 35˚ lower than
the same authors found for their mesophase-isotropic liquid transition, indicative of
coexisting phases mentioned above lowering the melting temperature of Tlst. This soap
will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
A2.3.6 Lead myristate
Pbmy; 10/7/95 - This soap formed a white precipitate that was easliy filtered and
washed. X-ray diffraction showed this sample contained less than about 1% free acid.
Infrared spectroscopy confirmed this. A single crystalline phase is inferred from the
XRD and IR spectra. The soap reacted with H2S gas to give a lead sulphide/fatty acid
complex that was qualitatively analysed using EDXA and found to be free from sodium.
So it is inferred that the soap, too, was free from sodium. Thus the soap was most likely
the Pb(my)2 phase, but the possibility that the basic soap was formed cannot be ruled
out. A second lead soap (Pbmy2) was prepared under identical conditions.
A2.3.7 Bismuth myristate
Bimy; 10/7/95 - This soap remained largely uncharacterised. Like lead soap, Bimy was
precipitated with a large excess of metal nitrate, compared to that required to form the
desired triple-chain Bi(my)3 soap. The metal nitrate solution was cloudy prior to mixing
with the sodium soap dispersion, indicative of the formation of colloidal, insoluble
bismuth hydroxides, as was seen in the iron and tin soap syntheses. An immediate white
precipitate occurred when the reactants were mixed. The filtered, washed and dried
product was found to be a mixture of very small bismuth oxide or hydroxide particles
(as determined from broad peaks beyond about 30˚ 2Θ), (basic?) bismuth soap and less
than about 5% of free acid using x-ray diffraction. Chemical analysis was not performed
on this sample, so it is not known whether the soap was a single, double or triple chain
soap.
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Appendix 2.4 Syntheses of lanthanide or rare-earth soaps:
La; Ce; Pr; Sm; Eu; Tb; Dy; Ho; Tm; and Yb
Lanthanide soaps remain the most understudied of the metallic soaps, due to their
chemical duplicity. By this I mean that the lanthanide soaps are generally considered to
be quite similar to each other in terms of physical properties. This is probably not the
case, though, as will become apparent from this study. The lanthanide soaps are
probably best divided into the soaps of the elements La, Ce, Pr ± Nd, Pm, Sm and the
elements Eu-Yb (±Er, Lu). The former soaps have a higher first transition temperature
and exhibit richer thermotropic polymorphism than the latter group. The details and
reasons for this will be discussed in Chapter 51 . In order to understand the liquid
crystalline phase behaviour of these soaps, I set out to understand the room temperature
crystalline structure from which the thermotropism is derived. The natural way forward
then, was to study the homologous series of a number of soaps. The findings are
reported in Chapters 3 and 5.
The soaps of the lanthanide or rare earth metals were precipitated from aqueous
solutions of the metals and soaps. The soaps were made in essentially four batches, in
the order myristates, stearates, laurates, palmitates. For the first batch of myristates, I
arranged the stoichiometry of the systems so that the amount of metal was (ideally) just
a little higher than that required to precipitate the Ln(my)3 soaps, about three sodium
myristates for every single lanthanide metal in the reaction vessel. To my surprise, I
found that the XRD patterns for these soaps were very intensely diffracting, singlephase, crystalline and smectic lamellar substances (see Chapter 3) (I was not aware at
the time that triple-chain triglycerides crystallised in lamellar systems by adopting a
splayed-chain or tuning fork arrangement (e.g., Larsson, 1994 - also see Chapters 3 and
4). Rather, I was thinking that the lamellar lanthanide soap phase could be achieved by
assembling double-chain molecules, so I believed I was precipitating the monobasic
Ln(my)2OH soaps, and the cloudiness of the hot ethanol washes was taken as being
indicative of the washing out of the third chain (this is now understood to be slight soap
solubility in hot ethanol). However, all of the chemical analyses (except for some
anomalous data obtained for dysprosium soaps) are consistent with the formation of the
triple-chain soaps. Not knowing this, I changed the starting stoichiometries to obtain the
mono-basic (double-chain) soaps without the apparent excess of soap. This procedure
was adopted for all the stearates (except La and Ce), laurates and palmitates. Later,
realising the soaps were triple-chained, I re-adopted the original stoichiometric ratios
for syntheses of mixed cation, europium and praseodymium soaps. The effect of this
change in stoichiometries had little to no effect on the chemical trends exhibited by the
homologous sets as seen in the plots of the microanalysis and ash data. An imperfect
washing procedure for the palmitates is thought to have resulted in slightly more
contamination from free fatty acids than in other soaps, as is seen in the dip in the trends
of the first transition temperature determined by hot stage optical microscopy.
1

To my knowledge, the liquid crystalline phases of the lanthanide soaps have not been
reported before. Previous authors have reported the melting points of these soaps (see
Chapter 5), without realising the liquid crystalline state of the viscous "melt" before
them. Lawrence (1938) stated this as a problem in other soap systems, although he did
not report on the common cerium soap that was known by other authors at that time
(e.g., Boner, 1937). Boner (1937) described synthesis and some gelling properties of
high and low purity cerium soaps along with soaps of 17 other metals. He found that
cerium was not one of the nine metal soaps that "produced lubricating greases worthy of
consideration" (for industrial applications). It is a little surprising that Hattiangdi, Vold
and Vold (1949) did not include a single rare earth soap in their comprehensive early
study of thermal transitions in metal soaps using differential calorimetry.
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The general findings of IR, XRD and DSC as well as EDAX and UV-VIS spectra
confirm that in general, rare earth soaps were synthesised as high purity, single phase
substances, with probably less than 1-2% of free fatty acids, and very likely with no
occluded sodium soaps or acid sodium soaps.
The purity of all the reactants was of the highest obtainable to ensure high purity soaps
for liquid crystal studies, as well as room temperature structural studies. Attempting to
reconcile the slightly low amount of carbon and slightly high amount of hydrogen and
ash (see Table 2.2 and Table 2.3a) relative to the expected values resulted in frustrated
calculations. For example, we cannot include sodium soap in our list of systematic
impurities, because sodium was not detected by EDXA in the Tb, La, Sm or Ho soaps.
Infrared studies revealed no peaks at 1700cm-1 (characteristic of free fatty acids). In
addition, if myristic acid were the contaminant, we would expect a rise in the carbon
content relative to the expected value. In fact, we see the opposite. DSC and hot stage
optical microscopy studies on the freshly obtained soaps showed the systematic absence
of fatty acid and sodium soap contaminants. So both likely sources of contamination myristic acid and sodium myristate were ruled out as systematic contaminants.
Water was considered an unlikely source of contamination, given the dry conditions
under which these soaps were stored prior to analysis. However if P2O5 did not remove
water of crystallisation, then the carbon content may be explained via this route,
although the hydrogen content is inconsistent with this hypothesis. Thermal analysis at
about 110˚C, showed that the amount of water released by the rare earth soaps (stored in
air for one to two years) was between 2-4 wt% (equivalent to about 1-2 water molecules
per soap molecule depending on the molecular weight of the soap). Somewhat less
water was found using more accurate thermogravimetric analysis on several soaps
(Hopa 1.6%; Prmy; 1.9% and Lamy; 2.0%).
An alternative explanation of the slight discrepancy of microanalysis and ashing data
from that which would be expected for pure triple-chain neutral soaps is that a small
amount (<1-2%) of metal hydroxide (Ln(OH)3) was trapped in the precipitated soaps.
The stability fields of rare earth hydroxides -Ln(OH)3 in Eh-pH space (and for Eh = 0,
in simple aqueous systems), are generally at pH> ca. 8-9 (Lipin and McKay, 1989).
Therefore the presence of hydroxides in these soaps seems reasonable, although it is
more likely that small amounts of the basic soaps (e.g., in ideaised form - Ln(fatty
acid)2(OH) and Ln(fatty acid)2(OH)2) would probably have been the final form of any
lanthanide hydroxide species, given the predominance of the triple-chain soap in these
syntheses, and the reactivity of lanthanide hydroxides.
The binary phase diagrams of Roux et al. (1996), Fernandez-Garcia et al. (1997),
Mirnaya, Bereznitski and Volkov et al. (1996) and Cheda et al. (1991) demonstrates
that at least in some sodium soap/ metal soap and fatty acid/metal soap systems, the
phase behaviour of a (95% metallic soap - 5% sodium soap or fatty acid) mixture shows
nearly the same phase behaviour as the pure metallic soap (except with some transition
temperatures reduced a litlle compared with the pure metallic soap) explained further in
Chapter 5. Thus I have studied the phase behaviour of lanthanide soaps obtained herein
(probably better than 98% pure neutral soaps on average) to gain information about the
phase behaviour of the ideal (100%) pure lanthanide soaps.
Descriptions of the syntheses follow.
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A2.4.1 Lanthanum soaps
Lanthanum caprylate; Laca1: 24/9/95 - A poor floc formed from the cooled
precipitation reaction product of lanthnanum nitrate and sodium caprylate.
Consequently filtering was slow. The filter cake was a shiny, hydrophobic film that
gave clear filtrates when washed with hot water and ethanol. The characterisation
(XRD, IR, DSC, microanalysis, ashing, optical microscopy) of this soap was consistent
with a high purity La(ca)3 single phase compound.
Laca2: 22/7/96 - The reactants in this synthesis were mixed in the ratio suitable for
obtaining a triple chain soap. When the two reactants were mixed, a precipitate of
lanthanum soap collected on the teflon stirrer bar. The solution was placed in a
refrigerator. After 45 minutes the mother liquor had cleared, a well structured flocculate
precipitate had formed in the water column. The soap was stored in its mother liquor.
The soap was not characterised.
Lanthanum decanoate; Lade: 24/9/95 - The precipitate formed during this synthesis
was cooled to form a floc that filtered slowly to give a filter cake that was like Laca - a
shiny film. The filtrates after water and ethanol washing were both clear. The filter cake
retained some dampness after washing, and dried to a shiny film. The characterisation
(XRD, DSC, IR, optical microscopy, microanalysis and ashing) of this soap was
consistent with a single phase soap of formula La(de)3.
Lanthanum laurate; Lala: 24/7/95 - Lanthanum laurate was synthesised in a batch
synthesis along with 7 other laurate soaps (Cela, Smla, Tbla, Dyla, Hola, Tmla, and
Ybla)1. Lanthanum laurate was characterised using XRD, IR, DSC, hot stage optical
microscopy and ashing analysis and found to be a pure smectic lamellar phase free from
detectable impurities. The ashing analysis was found to be consistent with a soap of
chemical formula La(la)3.
Lanthanum myristate1,2;
Lamy1: 25/5/95 - In this sample, hydrated lanthanum nitrate was used in the metal
solution. In Lamy2, the chloride was used. The immediate white precipitate formed in
this synthesis (Lamy1) was easily filtered, though with a little cloudiness due to a slight
deficit of salt required for the triple chain phase. The hot washing produced clear
filtrates, indicative of the insolubility of this phase in hot water and hot ethanol. The
soap was dried at 110˚C for 40-60 minutes without any apparent change in appearance.
The final dry yield was 91%. Soap purity was confirmed using XRD, IR, DSC and
chemical analysis, as well as optical microscopy. The soap was found to be nonmagnetic. Cryo-TEM was successfully used to image this soap (Lamy1) at nm
resolution (see Figure 3.17). A small sample (about 0.05g) of Lamy1 was dissolved in
deuterated pyridine, and subjected to 139La NMR. The soap did not completely dissolve
in the deuterated pyridine, but a spectrum was taken using lanthanum nitrate
hexahydrate in D2O as the NMR standard. The two prominent peaks corresponding to
chemical shifts from the standard were found at scanning frequency of 42.381 MHz.
Two possible interpretations of the data may be made. Firstly, the soap was not fully
1

All of these samples were prepared using typically small amounts of reactants (e.g., about 0.25g metal
salt and 0.3g sodium laurate). Again the rare earth soaps were reacted with about 1.5 times the metal
cations (relative to fatty acid anions) required for the triple chain soaps. The precipitates flocculated well
in all but the Dyla reaction. All soaps were insoluble in hot water, but were soluble in hot ethanol. Some
soaps were only washed in trace amounts of hot ethanol because of the risk of decreasing yield due to hot
ethanol solubility. (Dyla was the only soap amongst these laurate syntheses that was not soluble in hot
ethanol). All of the soaps were dried at 120˚C in air for 1-2 hours and without exception, formed glassy
solids when cooled. None of these samples were analysed using microanalysis.
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"dissolved", so one peak may correspond to the solution state lanthanum environment,
the other being in a gel or sol or solid phase state. However if one peak corresponds to a
non-solution state lanthanum envirnment, then we could expect significant broadening
of the signal, in contrast to the results (two equally wide peaks). A second, more likely
explanation is that the lanthanum soap in solution has two distinct lanthanum sites, and
is therefore a dimeric or polymeric molecule. Support for this idea comes from the
observation that chain-like polymers are known in the crystal structures of the shortchain rare-earth acetate analogues. For example, Lossin and Meyer (1993) report their
Type 2 structure for anhydrous rare earth acetates, where two 8-coordinated holmium
(or Sm-Er, Y) atoms are in different coordination environments within the onedimensional structures built up by bridging acetate ions. The chemical analysis are
consistent Lamy1 having the chemical formula La(my)3.
Lamy2: 5/7/96 - This soap was synthesised using a chloride source of lanthanum ions.
No differences were noted when this soap was contrasted with Lamy1. The synthesis
was standard, an immediate precipitate formed an easily filtered floc. The filtrate was
slightly cloudy, perhaps due to an incomplete reaction. When washed, Lamy2 was
found to be soluble in neither hot water nor hot ethanol. The white soap was heated at
110˚C overnight. XRD was used to show this dry soap was a well crystallised singlephase lamellar soap with probably less than 1-2% free fatty acid.
Lanthanum palmitate; Lapa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - Lanthanum palmitate was
synthesised in a batch of experiments, where palmitates of the metals La, Ce, Sm, Tb,
Ho, Tm and Yb were produced. In all cases, a metal solution containing 0.5g of the
respective metal salt were used. A single soap solution was made up and measured out
according to the stoiciometric requirement of one metal atom per two chains for each
metal solution. This turned out to be an excessive use of metal salt (by a factor of about
1.5 - like in the lanthanide laurates and stearates) since the triple chain soaps were
generally precipitated. In each synthesis, the reactants were mixed at close to their
respective boiling points and the precipitated soap dispersions stirred at this
temperature. The solutions flocculated overnight at room temperature. When they were
filtered, clear filtrates were obtained. The water washing resulted in clear filtrates
(except for Hopa - a slightly cloudy filtrate was formed when washed with hot water).
Hot ethanol slightly dissolved all but lanthanum and dysposium palmitates, the
solubility increasing across the period (La-Yb), except for Dypa. All samples were dried
at about 120˚C in air, only Lapa did not form a glassy solid when cooled.
Lanthanum palmitate (Lapa) was characterised by XRD, DSC, IR, hot stage optical
microscopy, microanalysis and ashing analysis. The results of these investigations
confirmed that this sample formed a single phase lamelllar structure with no detectable
impurities. This non-magnetic phase was probably a triple-chain neutral soap with
chemical formula La(pa)3.
Lanthanum stearate; Last: 22/7/95 - Lanthanum stearate was synthesised in a batch
operation, where 8 rare earth stearate soaps were precipitated (La, Ce, Sm, Tb, Dy, Ho,
Tm, Yb)1.
1

The stoichiometric ratios of reactants were two chains per metal in these syntheses.
The precipitations were all rather similar in that well structured flocs developed when
the reactants were brought together at close to the boiling points of the respective
solutions. The precipitated soaps were heated further in their mother liquors to drive the
double decomposition reactions to their completion. In all but one case (Dyst), the
filtrates were clear after the first filtering steps, and after the hot water washes. All of
the soaps showed slight solubility in hot ethanol, except for Dyst.
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Lanthanum stearate (Last) was dried at 120˚C for about 1-2 hours and remained
powder-like, not fusing or changing its appearance relative to its precipitated form.
XRD, IR, DSC, hot stage optical microscopy, microanalysis and ash analysis confirmed
Last to be a crystalline, single phase lamellar soap with no detectable impurities and a
chemical formula close to La(st)3.
Lanthanum arachidate; Laar: 24/9/95 - In this synthesis, the mixed reactants gave an
immediate precipitate that formed a floc that was easily filtered. The soap was slightly
soluble in hot ethanol. The dried soap was found to be devoid of detectable impurities
using XRD, DSC, IR and optical microscopy. Microanalysis and ashing results are
consistent with the triple chain soap La(ar)3.
A2.4.2 Cerium soaps
Cerium laurate; Cela: 24/7/95 - This soap was found to be slightly yellow (like Cepa)
in contrast to the colourless/white soaps Cemy and Cest, indicating the presence of
Ce(IV) ions. XRD, IR, DSC, hot stage optical microscopy and found to be a smectic
lamellar phase without signs of any other impurity phases. The presence of the Ce(IV)
ion is probably due to the oxidation of Ce(III) during drying. The presence of Ce(IV)
did not noticeably effect the thermal properties of this soap (e.g., the first phase
transition temperature for Cela fitted the trends established by the first transition
temperatures of other soaps - see Chapter 5). The most likely formula for this soap was
Ce(III)(la)3. The impurity Ce(IV) probably occurred in a minor basic soap phase
Ce(IV)(la)3(OH). Magnetism was not detected in this soap.
Cerium myristate; Cemy: 25/5/95 - An immediate, and easily filtered white precipitate
occurred when this synthesis was performed through #52 filter paper. The soap was
found to be slightly soluble in hot ethanol. The soap was dried at 110˚C for 40-60
minutes in air without physical transition. The final dry yield was 74%. The soap was
found to be free from measurable amounts of free fatty acids as determined by XRD,
DSC and IR spectroscopy. No UV-VIS absorption bands occur in the range 4200-7000
Å for cerium. XRD showed a single well crystallised phase. The whiteness of the phase
is indicative of little or no oxidation of Ce(III) starting salt to Ce(IV). This soap was
found to be non-magnetic. The microanalysis and ashing experiments were consistent
with the formula Ce(my)3. The ash formed was the cerric oxide, or ceria - Ce(IV)O2. A
small amount of Cemy was dissolved in pyridine. After a few days this solution gelled
as pyridine evaporated. The gel was found to be birefringent when held between crossed
polarising sheets. The gel flowed when tilted. After 3 more days, and further loss of
pyridine the gel had rigidified. The desolvated soap was collected as Cemypy.
Cerium palmitate; Cepa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - This soap was characterised by XRD,
DSC, microanalysis and ashing analysis, and found to be a chemically pure single phase
smectic lamellar soap. The colour of the soap was slightly yellow, due to the oxidised
Ce(IV) cation. This sample was found to be slightly magnetic. The sample was best
described as a triple chain neutral soap; Ce(III)(pa)3, with a slight impurity of
Ce(IV)(pa)3(OH).
Cerium stearate; Cest - 22/7/95: The details for this soap synthesis are the same as for
lanthanum stearate (Last). The soap was analysed by XRD, DSC, IR, hot stage optical
microscopy and microanalysis and ashing analysis and was found to be pure. The soap
was white and thus free of Ce(IV) oxidation products with their distinctive yellow
colour. A formula of Ce(st)3 is proposed for this soap.
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A2.4.3 Praseodymium soaps
Praseodymium laurate; Prla: 14/9/96 - The metal solution in this synthesis was light
green, and slightly acidic. The two reactant solutions were brought together at 60˚C, the
resulting stirred dispersion had a pH of about 7.5. A well structured floc formed in the
lower 3/4 of the beaker after stirring was stopped, 1 minute after the precipitation of the
soap. The soap was filtered and washed in hot water and hot ethanol, at no stage was the
filtrate clouded due to soluble soap. The yield was 70% (some soap was lost when the
filter paper was punctured). A small portion of this sample was kept unfused for DSC
and IR spectroscopy, the remainder made into a glassy disc by firstly heating beyond its
fusion point (110-140˚C) to a temperature where the viscosity of the sample was low
enough to evenly fill the bottom of a glass sample tube (174˚C), and then cooling
slowly (150 minutes) to 74˚C and then rapidly to room temperature. XRD, IR, DSC,
UV-VIS and optical microscopy were used to determine that this soap was a highly pure
single phase praseodymium soap without detectable free fatty acids or other impurities.
The soap was a lamellar phase similar to the structure found for Eula2f. These results
and the ash weight for this sample were well explained if the chemical formula was
Pr(la)3.
Praseodymium myristate 1, 2; Prmy1: 14/9/96 - The metal chloride solution in this
synthesis was a light lime-green colour. A pale green flocculate precipitate formed
when the reactants were mixed. The final dispersion had a pH slightly above neutral.
The mother liquor was completely clear and colourless, the precipitate settled to the
bottom of the vessel. The soap was easily filtered and washed with cold and hot water.
Hot ethanol may have dissolved a small portion of this sample, but a small hole in the
filter paper is suspected of being the source of a cloudy filtrate towards the end of the
hot EtOH wash. The dry yield was approximately 93%. The soap was attracted to a
strong hand-held magnet, consistent with it being a paramagnetic chemical compound.
XRD, UV-VIS, DSC and optical microscopy confirmed that this soap was essentially
pure, without any other phases other than the crystalline lamellar praseodymium soap.
IR spectroscopy of a quenched, fused sample of this soap contained significant
absorption near 1730cm-1, corresponding to free fatty acid, possibly monomeric. The
ash weight found when the air-dried soap was oxidised is consistent with the chemical
formula Pr(my)3. The percentage ash of this soap was calculated after the silver/grey
product of thermal oxidisation was identified as PrO2 by XRD. A glassy disc of this
sample was prepared by slow cooling a fused disc from 174˚C to 74˚C over the course
of about 150 minutes. The disc was coloured light green and was cloudy, only slightly
transparent.
A2.4.4 Samarium soaps
Samarium laurate; Smla: 24/7/95 - This glassy sample was identified as a single phase
lamellar smectic soap using XRD. DSC, IR, hot stage optical microscopy and ashing
analysis of this sample failed to give any indications of impurities. Thus the sample was
best described as a triple-chain neutral soap with chemical composition Sm(la)3. A
sample (Smla2) was obtained by slow cooling Smla just below its recrystallisation point
as viewed through a polarising microscope. The phase was a tilted chain, smectic phase,
and was also seen in the slowly cooled soaps of terbium and europium laurates.
Samarium myristate; Smmy: 24/4/95 - prepared with less purity than all other rare
earth synthesis. This soap was prepared with about twice as much salt as was needed to
precipitate the pure triple chain soap. The excess salt ensured a good precipitate, but led
to some contamination, as the washing procedure for the nine syntheses carried out on
the 24 April 1995 involved less attention to removal of contaminants compared with the
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remainder of the metal soap precipitations. The colour of the ashed Smmy sample was
slightly darker than the consistent light yellow/pink colour of all other samarium oxide
ashes (e.g., Samarium stearate ash). Qualitative EDXA analysis confirmed the cation
was entirely samarium (sodium was not detected, although a trace of Al was detected in
some portions of the sample - possibly sourced from contact with Al-foil used in
transfer and drying of the soaps). UV-VIS spectroscopy supported the finding that this
was indeed a samarium soap, no absorptions due to other rare earth elements were
found. EDXA analysis showed the soap contained a very small amount of residual
chlorine, in agreement with the microanalysis. The soap showed no signs of being
anything other than a single phase when scrutinised with DSC and hot stage optical
microscopical examination, no signs of myristic acid melting transitions being detected.
This sample was not attracted at all to a strong hand-held magnet, indicative of a
complex having few or no unpaired electrons.
Samarium palmitate; Smpa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - This soap was characterised using
XRD, DSC, UV-VIS, microanalysis and ashing analysis and found to be a lamellar
smectic samarium soap of high purity and probable formula Sm(pa)3.
Samarium stearate; Smst: 22/7/95 - Samarium stearate was dried at 120˚C and formed
a fluid-like phase that set to a clear, glass-like solid containing many air bubbles. The
sample was analysed by XRD, DSC, UV-VIS spectroscopy, hot stage optical
microscopy and found to be a single phase lamellar soap, devoid of detectable
impurities (other than a slight trace of chlorine) and having a probable composition of
Sm(st)3. This sample was not attracted to a strong magnet, like its myristate analogue,
probably for the same reasons stated above for that sample (Smmy).
A2.4.5 Europium soaps
Europium decanoate; Eude: 22/7/96 - Europium soap was precipitated at 45˚C by
reacting nearly neutral soap and salt solutions. The precipitate was easily filtered and
washed in warm water. The soap was washed in hot ethanol yielding a cloudy filtrate.
The sample was air dried and characterised. An X-ray diffraction pattern of this soap
confirmed the purity of this soap. Neither free acid nor any other phase was detected
using this method. The soap was a lamellar crystalline phase, of likely chemical
constitution Eu(de)3.
Europium laurate 1, 2; Eula1: 9/7/96 - This soap formed a very easily filtered
precipitate. Washing in hot water and hot ethanol fused the sample, the hot ethanol
dissolved some of the soap. The sample was split, most of which was fused into a
transparent disc by heating in air at 154˚C for 20 minutes followed by rapid quenching
at room temperature. The remainder was kept air-dried (Eula1ad). The yield was
approximately 82%. The high purity of this lamellar soap was confirmed using XRD,
DSC and IR and UV-VIS spectroscopies. Free acid was not detected in this sample.
Eula2: 22/7/96 - This synthesis was an almost identical repeat of the first europium
laurate synthesis. The yield, however in this experiment was about 51%. The difference
in yield between the repeat experiment yield and the yield obtained in the original
synthesis (Eula1) is best attributed to extra dissolution of europium laurate during the
hot ethanol wash of the latter experiment, possibly due to contrasting temperatures of
the ethanol washing fluids in the two experiments. The XRD pattern of this sample was
devoid of peaks indicative of free acid, and confirmed Eula2 to be a pure lamellar
smectic phase. The ash weight determined for Eula2 was consistent with the chemical
formula Eu(la)3. The ash was identified using XRD as Eu2O3. A small amount of the
soap was examined using hot stage optical microscopy. The sample was heated until
fluidised near 86˚C, held near 80˚C for 3 minutes and then cooled to 70˚C, at which
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temperature recrystallisation was noticed. The temperature of the sample was held at
70˚C for 25 minutes, and then rapidly cooled to room temperature giving Eula2r. The
XRD pattern of this sample is best described as a pattern consistent with a lamellar
smectic rotor phase, but a distinctly different phase to either Eula1 or Eula2. 0.1-0.2g of
Eula2 was heated in air to 125˚C in a few minutes. The sample fluidised and was cooled
ambiently to room temperature over about 10 hours giving Eula2f. The sample was
found to be a new phase, distinct from any of Eula1ad, Eula2 and Eular. Thus
polymorphism has been demonstrated in this series of europium laurates, and the type
of phase found was dependent upon the thermal history of the sample. Analagous
polymorphic forms were found in other lanthanide laurates (Sm, Tb) prepared similarly
by cooling the fused forms at just below their first transition temperatures. Their
structures will be discussed in the next chapter. The UV spectra for this soap was
consistent with Eu being the dominant cation, and showed up slight differences when
compared with the UV-VIS spectra obtained for the hydrated europium chloride source.
The use of high resolution laser spectroscopy for gaining structural information in the
soap was pursued, and will be discussed in Appendix 3.4. All of the above Eula soaps
were found to be weakly magnetic, less so than soaps of Tb, Dy, Ho and Tm, about as
magnetic as Yb soaps and more magnetic than Sm soaps and Cepa.
Europium myristate; Eumy: 28/7/96 - This soap was not soluble in hot water or hot
ethanol. Eumy formed a fluid-like phase when dried for about an hour at 110˚C. X-ray
diffraction was used to show this to be a single phase soap without detectable free acid.
The dry yield was about 83%. The ash analysis was consistent with a chemical formula
Eu(my)3. Most of the sample was fused into a semi-transparent disc at about 160˚C for
about 4 hours (followed by rapid quenching at room temperature) for laser spectroscopy
(6/7/96). The sample showed some signs of decomposition (browning) after the heating,
and this was evident in the infrared spectra showing up to about 5% free fatty acid. The
UV spectra for this soap was similar to that obtained for Eula2. This soap was found to
be magnetic.
A2.4.6 Terbium soaps
Terbium laurate; Tbla: 24/7/95 - This soap was characterised by XRD, IR, DSC and
hot stage optical microscopy. The sample was found to be essentially devoid of
impurities, a slight trace of free acid was detected using IR, and possibly DSC. The soap
was found to be a single phase lamellar smectic soap; probably a triple chain neutral
soap - Tb(la)3. The XRD patterns for a slowly cooled sample contain two distinctly
different lamellar phases. These are analogous to the europium laurate and samarium
laurate slow cooled, tilted smectic rotor phases.
Terbium myristate 1, 2: Tbmy1: 25/5/95 - A nearly neutral metallic salt solution was
added to a soap solution at about pH 9. An immediate precipitate occurred, that filtered
well, giving a clear filtrate. The hot water washing was very fast, in comparison with
other soap syntheses, indicative of a very clean system. The filtrate was completely
clear after washing with hot water, with the slightest hint of some soap being dissolved
during hot ethanol washing. Tbmy2 was obtained when this soap was dried at 110˚C for
about 40-60 minutes, forming a clear glassy gel-like substance that set to a milky solid
containing a large volume of bubbles. The final dry yield was 91%. XRD, DSC, IR,
EDXA, UV-VIS spectra and chemical analysis were consistent with Tbmy1 and Tbmy2
being devoid of both free acid, sodium soap and acid sodium soap. The metallic
black/silver oxide of this soap (and of Tbla, Tbpa and Tbst) formed during ashing at
650˚C was identified by XRD as Tb4O7 and the wt% ash calculated accordingly. This
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was the case for all of the ashed terbium soaps. Tb4O7 is very similar in appearance to
the oxides obtained from ashed praseodymium soaps (PrO2 or Pr6O11) at 650˚C.
Terbium palmitate; Tbpa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - This soap was characterised using
XRD, DSC, IR, UV-VIS, microanalysis and ashing analysis and found to be a lamellar
smectic rotor phase of high purity (although a small amount of residual chlorine was
detected). The probable formula of this magnetic soap was Tb(pa)3.
Terbium stearate; Tbst: 22/7/95 - The precipitate formed a fluid phase between 110˚C
and 120˚C while drying in air. The glass-like phase obtained upon cooling this soap was
analysed by XRD, DSC, IR, UV-VIS, hot stage optical microscopy, microanalysis and
ashing analysis and found to be a pure, single-phase smectic soap (a rotor phase), with a
slight contamination from chlorine (0.11%) and perhaps a little (<0.5% free acid - as
determined from hot stage optical microscopy). This soap was judged to be of high
purity and is best described as being a neutral soap of formula Tb(st)3.
A2.4.7 Dysprosium soaps
Dysprosium laurate; Dyla: 24/7/95 - This soap was anomalous amongst the other
laurates of rare earth cations. The sample was characterised by XRD and found to be a
mixed phase soap with broad diffraction lines corresponding to two poorly ordered
phases, one of them distinctly lamellar. The dual-phase nature of this sample was also
confirmed using optical microscopy - two distinct textures were visible, a fine grained
lamellar texture and a coarser birefringent phase with single domains up to 1 mm
across. No signs of free acid were found using IR spectroscopy. DSC showed this phase
was atypical of other laurates (see Chapter 5). The ashing analysis of this soap was best
explained by a ratio of metal ions to chains significantly closer to two than three.
Samples Dypa and Dyst were found to be similar. Thus Dyla was probably a mixture of
the two soaps Dy(la)2(acetate) and Dy(la)3 - see the description of dysprosium stearate
for an expanded justification of this finding.
Dysprosium myristate; Dymy: 9/7/95 - Dysprosium myristate was precipitated
immediately the reactants were mixed. Cool water was added to floc the precipitate,
additional cooling for 15 minutes achieved this objective. The soap was easily filtered
and washed, all filtrates were clear, and so this soap is fairly insoluble in boiling
ethanol. The soap was dried at 110˚C and 120˚C, not "melting" until the latter
temperature to a bubble filled, glass-like crystalline mass. XRD, optical microscopy and
IR of this soap are consistent with a myristic acid free single phase soap, although DSC
shows a slight change in slope close to the known melting point of pure myristic acid.
The microanalysis and ashing results obtained from this soap are consistent with the
chemical formula Dy(my)3.
Dysprosium palmitate; Dypa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - This soap was characterised by
XRD, DSC, UV-VIS, microanalysis and ashing analysis. The soap was found to be
anomalous in many respects. Its XRD pattern was similar to that of Dyla, i.e., it showed
the probable coexistence of two separate phases: one lamellar, the other non-lamellar,
and with too few peaks to index. The DSC and XRD traces show no signs of free fatty
acids. The chemical analysis indicate a deficit of chains relative to the metal ions,
consistent with the presence of a double chain phase such as Dy(pa)2(acetate). The
lamellar phase in this sample is approximately as abundant as the unidentified phase
and this would suggest that a mixture of the triple-chain soap (Dy(pa)3) with the acetate
soap was obtained during this synthesis.
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Dysprosium stearate; Dyst: 22/7/95 - The precipitated dysprosium stearate did not
form a fluid phase at 120˚C until about 30 minutes after heating at that temperature. The
cooled sample was glass-like and contained many air bubbles. XRD, DSC, UV-VIS,
microanalysis and ashing results were found to be consistent with a soap having a small
amount of free acid impurity. This soap was attracted to a strong magnet, consistent
with having unpaired electrons in its molecular orbitals. In addition, the soap was not a
single phase but probably a mixture of two smectic rotor phases. This was apparent
from the XRD pattern. The microanalysis and ash results are more easily explained if
this sample was, on average, a double-chain, monobasic soap. However, a further
possibility exists, i.e., the possibility that the precipitate was a pseudo-neutral soap, with
two long chains and a third composed of the original acetate ligand - Dy(st)2(ac). This
latter possibilty is considered quite likely, because the acetate counter ion of the metal
source solution is so similar (at the headgroup) to the long chain fatty acid anions.
Furthermore the concentration of the metal solution was 1.5 times that needed for
precipitation of the triple chain soap, so the concentration of acetate ions was high in
this synthesis relative to that in the synthesis of Dymy, where the triple chain soap was
probably formed. In addition, similar results were found for both Dyla and Dypa, where
the metal solution (containing acetate anions) was about 1.5 times that needed for the
triple chain soap. So this sample was probably a coprecipitated, intimate mixture of
Dy(st)3 and Dy(st)2(ac). The and thermotropic phase behaviour of the samples Dyla,
Dypa and Dyst were anomalous among the lanthanide soaps studied, whereas the
behaviour of Dymy was typical of the triple-chain soaps in the latter part of the
lanthanide series. The interesting phase behaviour of the dysprosium soaps will be
considered in more detail in Chapter 5.
A2.4.8 Holmium soaps
Holmium laurate; Hola: 24/7/95 - This precipitated and dried soap was characterised
by XRD, IR, DSC, hot stage optical microscopy and ashing analysis. It was found to be
a single phase lamellar smectic soap probably devoid of free fatty acids and other
impurities. This soap was slow cooled from an isotropic, fluid phase using hot stage
optical microscopy to aid in growing large lamellar crystals for XRD. The
corresponding diffraction pattern showed that the soap had recrystallised with
herringbone orrder in the chains, and was not a smectic rotor phase as originally
obtained (see Chapter 3). Hola was probably a triple-chain soap - Ho(la)3.
Holmium myristate; Homy: 25/5/95 - The rose coloured solution of holmium chloride
formed an instant precipitate with the soap solution to which it was added. The ratio of
holmium salt to sodium soap was slightly in excess of that required to form the triple
chain Ho(my)3 soap. The first filtering and the hot water washing steps resulted in clear
filtrates, while the soap apparently dissolved a little during the hot ethanol wash,
resulting in a cloudy ethanolic filtrate. The sample was dried in an oven at 110˚C with
Tbmy1 and Tmmy1, and took on a similar liquid/gel-like appearance, setting to a glassy
solid that contained some bubbles (less than the soaps Tmmy2 and Tbmy2). The final
dry yield was 91%. The x-ray diffraction data showed no sign of free myristic acid, this
was supported by the absence of the 1700cm-1 absorption band for myristic acid in the
infrared. The EDXA indicated no trace of Na, hence the product contained no sodium
myristate. The DSC data showed no sign of free myristic acid. EDXA and UV
absorption spectrum were typical of a high purity holmium soap. The microanalysis and
ashing experiments supported this finding, a small departure from predicted values
occurring as explained earlier. This soap was a single phase compound and its structure
crystalline and lamellar. Homy was attracted to a hand-held magnet.
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Holmium palmitate; Hopa: 27/8/95 and 28/8/95 - This soap was characterised using
XRD, DSC, UV-VIS, microanalysis and ashing analysis and found to be a lamellar
smectic phase of high purity (although a small amount of residual chlorine and nitrogen
was detected - the source of the nitrogen is unknown but is suspected to have been a
cross contaminant during microanalysis, and thus artefactual). A small amount of
diffraction corresponding to the crystalline lamellar phase was also detected in the XRD
of this soap. The probable formula of this magnetic soap was Ho(pa)3.
Holmium stearate; Host: 22/7/95 - This precipitated sample formed a fluid-like phase
at 120˚C when dried. The cooled, glass-like, pink/yellow soap was examined using
XRD, DSC, UV-VIS, hot stage optical microscopy, microanalysis and ashing analysis.
The sample Host was found to be a single, smectic lamellar holmium soap, with a trace
of contaminant chlorine and no detectable free fatty acids. The chemical analyses of
Host were found to be consistent with a formula Ho(st)3. This soap, along with Homy
was found to be magnetic, a property shared by its source salt Ho(Cl)3.6H2O.
A2.4.9 Thulium soaps
Thulium laurate; Tmla: 24/7/95 - This thulium soap was dried to a phase whose
diffraction pattern was consistent with a single lamellar crystalline phase. DSC, IR, hot
stage optical microscopy and ash analysis were used to characterise this sample. Tmla
was found to be of high purity, though a small amount of melting was observed at the
temperature close to the melting point of the free acid using optical microscopy. The
results are consistent with Tmla being a triple chain neutral soap. Through slow cooling,
aided by optical microscopy, increased intensity of diffraction peaks corresponding to
higher orders of the long spacings of Tmla was achieved. This crystal growing
technique did not significantly alter the positions of the long spacing peaks relative to
the initially obtained soap (a slight shift was detected in the short spacings) nor did it
lead to the formation of other phases corresponding to those tilted chain phases seen in
the europium, samarium and terbium laurates.
Thulium myristate 1, 2; Tmmy1: 25/5/95 - This soap, like all of the rare earth soaps
precipitated immediately the metal solution was added to the soap solution. The soap
was slightly soluble in hot ethanol. The final ethanol wash also aligned small crystallites
so that the filter cake reflected light. The crystalline nature was confirmed by XRD.
Tmmy2 was obtained by drying Tmmy1 at 110˚C in air for 40-60 minutes. The final dry
yield was 89%. The soap formed a similar "molten" viscous phase to Tbmy1, in that it
was a clear, gel-like flowing substance that cooled to a glassy (microcrystalline by
XRD) substance, that was cloudier than the Tbmy1 sample with which it was
simultaneously heated (along with Lamy, Cemy, and Homy). Free acid was not detected
by IR, XRD, but a slight deflection in the DSC trace at about 54˚C, is consistent with a
small amount of free fatty acid being present in the soap (the MP of pure myristic acid
is 58.0˚C). Chemical analysis was consistent with the formula Tm(my)3. XRD and
optical microscopy were used to show this soap was a single crystalline lamellar phase.
Thulium palmitate; Tmpa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - This soap was characterised using
XRD, DSC, IR, UV-VIS, hot stage optical microscopy, microanalysis and ashing
analysis and found to be a lamellar crystalline phase of high purity, with no detectable
free acid and only a trace of residual chlorine. The sample was slow cooled from an
isotropic fluid phase until it started to recrystallise - the sample was then held until it
was fully crystallised before cooling to room temperature. This process did little to the
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diffraction pattern, changing neither the positions or intensities of either the short or
long spacings. The probable formula of this magnetic soap was Tm(pa)3.
Thulium stearate; Tmst: 22/7/95 - The fluid state of this soap at 120˚C was arrested by
cooling, yielding a glassy solid whose diffraction pattern was consistent with a smectic
rotor phase. Further characterisation using DSC, UV-VIS, hot stage optical microscopy
confirmed that this soap was of high purity, the DSC trace showing a slight deflection
near the melting point of free stearic acid. This sample is chemically best described as
Tm(st)3.
A2.4.10 Ytterbium soaps
Ytterbium laurate; Ybla: 24/7/95 - This soap was obtained as a white, glassy solid
after quenching from120˚C. The details for this soap are similar to that for Tmla. The
sample was characterised by XRD, DSC, IR, hot stage optical microscopy and ashing
analysis. The sample was found to be a pure crystalline lamellar phase, of probable
chemical formula Yb(la)3. The sample was slowly cooled from an isotropic fluid phase
while observing using crossed polars in an optical microscope. The intensity of the
higher orders of the long spacings were improved, and not altered in position. Some of
the short spacings were preserved under this recrystallisation process. Other low
intensity short spacing reflections were lost, and new ones appeared - perhaps indicative
of some superstructural rearrangement of the headgroups (see Chapter 3 for a detailed
discussion of the possible superstructuring of headgroups in the lanthanide soaps).
Ytterbium myristate; Ybmy: 9/7/95 - Cooling of the precipitated dispersion for 20
minutes aided in the formation of a floc, although filtering proved that some of the Yb
soap was colloidally dispersed on a scale small enough to pass through #52 paper. The
solution was collected, cooled further and filtered, again obtaining a cloudy filtrate. The
relative lack of Yb salt in this experiment meant that excess sodium soap was present in
the synthesis. The water wash remained clear, but the ethanol wash was stopped short
due to substantial dissolution of the soap. The XRD, IR and DSC traces for this soap
lack any sign of myristic acid. The XRD and optical microscope studies show that this
is a single phase lamellar crystalline soap. Chemical analyses were consistent with a
chemical formula of Yb(my)3. The oxygen analysis was quite low compared with other
rare earth cations (and relative to the expected value), probably due to the higher
basicity of this cation (meaning that this cation probably formed volatile oxides in the
combustion chamber of the microanalysis unit). This is supported by the fact that
oxygen analysis show a reasonably systematic departure from the predicted value across
the period for each of the sets Ln(my)3, Ln(pa)3, Ln(st)3, more so towards the latter end
of the rare earths.
Ytterbium palmitate; Ybpa: 27/8/95 and 28/9/95 - This glass-like solid soap was
characterised using XRD, DSC, UV-VIS, hot stage optical microscopy, microanalysis
and ashing analysis and found to be a pure lamellar crystalline phase of high purity .
The probable formula of this soap was Yb(pa)3. The soap was found to be weakly
magnetic, less so than Tb, Dy, Ha or Tm soap, but possibly more than Sm soaps.
Ytterbium stearate; Ybst: 22/7/95 - This sample was cooled from its 120˚C drying
temperature to a milky white, glassy solid with an XRD trace typical of a single
lamellar phase in the crystalline state. IR, DSC, hot stage optical microscopy,
microanalysis and ashing analysis confirmed that this soap was of high purity. The most
likely chemical formula for this soap was Yb(st)3.
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A2.4.11 Mixed cation rare earth soaps - Pr, Eu and Ho in lanthanum soaps
These soaps were prepared primarily to investigate the spectroscopic phenomena of
spectral hole-burning in solids. As it turned out optical hole burning was
unambiguously demonstrated only in europium soaps see Appendix 3.4.
Praseodymium doped lanthanum laurate; PrLala: 14/9/96 - This soap was prepared
from a metal chloride solution containing 8.6:1 lanthanum:praseodymium. The
reactants were mixed at ca. 78˚C. An instantaneous precipitate, slightly green in colour,
flocculated as soon as stirring was discontinued, the mother liquor otherwise transparent
and non-turbid. The soap was filtered easily, the filtercake forming a shiny,
hydrophobic film in the funnel floor. Washing revealed that this soap was slightly
soluble in hot ethanol. The resultant air dried soap was a very pale green, due to the
included praseodymium, this was also detected using UV-VIS spectroscopy. Small
amounts of this soap could not be attracted toward the same magnet with which other
lanthanide soaps had been attracted, consistent with the lack of magnetism of lanthanum
soaps, and also with the minor amount of magnetic praseodymium soap in the mixed
fatty acid salt. A fused disc was made from this soap by heating 0.190g of air dried
PrLala at 174˚C in a soda glass sample tube until it had fused (the first melting was
noted at 148˚C). The sample was cooled to 74˚C after 150 minutes of ramping between
140˚C and 174˚C. The disc was cloudy, rather than transparent in terms of light
transmission.
Holmium doped lanthanum laurate; HoLala: 24/3/96 - The metal salt solution was a
mixture of 19:1(molar) lanthanum nitrate: holmium chloride. The sodium soap and
metal solutions were brought together at about 50˚C, and an immediate flocculant
precipitate occurred. This precipitate was easily filtered, producing a slightly cloudy
filtrate. The filter cake was washed with hot water yielding a clear filtrate, and then with
hot ethanol - also producing a clear filtrate. The soap was placed in a glass sample tube
in an oven, with the temperature ramped up to 140-147˚C to obtain a fluid-like state.
The soap flowed into a disc shape at the bottom of the sample tube when left for about
30 minutes. This sample was cooled slowly to about 70-80˚C, and then cooled over 1-2
minutes to room temperature. The disc obtained was transparent, and fairly free from
bubbles. EDXA was used to determine the proportion of lanthanum to holmium.
Lanthanum and holmium phosphates were used as standards. A ratio of 22:1 lanthanum:
holmium was detected in this specimen. The cloudy filtrate after the first filtering step
was probably ethanol soluble Ho-laurate being washed out. The EDXA and XRD
patterns, and melting point for this soap were consistent with a solid solution of pure
triple-chain lanthanum and holmium laurates. The formation of a solid solution is
indicated by the lower melting point of this soap (140-143˚C) compared with pure
lanthanum laurate (151-160˚C) and pure holmium laurate (68-70˚C).
Europium doped lanthanum laurate; EuLala1: 27/3/96 - This soap was precipitated
from solutions containing about 80:1 lanthanum: europium. The precipitate was easily
filtered, yielding a clear filtrate, as did subsequent washing with hot water. Hot ethanol
dissolved some of this soap. The soap was melted into a clear disc as for lanthanum
laurate doped with holmium. The melting point was 145˚C-150˚C consistent with a very
small amount of europium laurate (ca. <1%) entering into a solid solution with
lanthanum laurate. This result was in agreement with the failure to detect europium in
this sample using EDXA (although it was detected using laser spectroscopy - see
Appendix 3.4). The XRD pattern, and melting point were consistent with this soap
being essentially La(la)3.
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EuLala2: 27/3/96 - This soap was formed using soluble chloride compounds of both
reactant metal ions (i.e., hydrated LaCl3 and EuCl3) in a molar ratio of 12.3:1 La:Eu.
The precipitation reaction was ideal, the soap so formed being easily collected after
filtering and washing. The filtrate in all steps (including hot ethanol washing) was
transparent and non turbid. The dry yield was approximately 91%. The presence of
europium in this soap was confirmed by qualitative EDXA analysis, the exact ratio of
La:Eu was not determined, but is estimated at abuot 10% Eu. The soap was fused into a
transparent disc at about 146-150˚C, and heated at 165˚C for about 30 minutes. The
sample was then rapidly quenched at room temperature. The sample was most likely a
Eu-doped La(la)3 soap.
Lanthanum myristate doped with europium; EuLamy: 5/7/96 - This soap was
precipitated from solutions containing about 13.4:1 lanthanum: europium. The soap was
well formed from its precipitation reaction, was easily filtered yielding clear filtrates
after washing with hot water and ethanol. The air dried yield was about 90%. EuLamy
was fused in a glass sample tube for laser spectroscopy. This sample was fused along
side a sample tube containing pure Lamy2. The temperature was ramped up to about
160˚C to achieve a suitable fused disc. The mixed cation soap EuLamy fused at least 23˚C before Lamy2 did the same. These samples were rapidly quenched to room
temperature after about 4 hours at 160˚C. The lower melting point of the mixed cation
soap is another example of formation of solid solutions between pure lanthanide soaps.
The mixed cationic nauture of this soap was verified using qualitative EDXA analysis.
It is considered less likely that a dimeric mixed cation soap (e.g., La-Eu(my)6) was
formed in the precipitation reaction. Precipitation of mixtures of pure end-member
soaps (e.g., La(my)3 and Eu(my)3) is more likely for several reasons. Firstly, it is a fact
that solutions of rare earth cations may be separated from each other by fractional
precipitation using fatty acids (e.g., Stoddart and Hill, 1911) - this depends on slight
differences in the basicity of the rare earths (the trend is for increasing basicity across
the period). So if, for example, we have a solution of lanthanum and europium chloride
in approximately equal molar proportions, and we next slowly add exactly enough
soluble soap solution to form insoluble precipitate with just half of the ions in solution,
then the bulk of the precipitate will be europium soap. If any further soluble soap
solution is added, so that lanthanum soap is precipitated, then we obtain, in the same
container, a mixture of europium and lanthanum soaps. So in the synthesis described
above, each of the dopant ions were more basic than lanthanum ions, so that upon
addition of the soluble sodium soap dispersions to the metal solutions, small amounts of
pure dopant soaps (Pr, Eu, Ho) were probably formed first, followed by formation of
insoluble, pure lanthanum soaps. So we then obtained fairly homogenised mixtures of
the pure soaps, that were able to form solid solutions when heated above the chainmelting temperature.
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Appendix 2.5 Syntheses of soap complexes with pyridine
Pyridine was used to recrystallise certain soaps in this study (e.g., Cemy1, Camy1).
However, some transition metal soaps form addition products with pyridine. Koenig
(1914) described the addition products of dry Co, Ni and Cu transition metal soaps with
pyridine. Koenig also described his unsuccessful attempts to crystallise addition
products of dry Pb, Cr, Fe(III), Cd, Mn, Hg and Zn soaps with pyridine, finding that the
cooled or evaporated pyridinic solutions of these soaps formed amorphous sticky
masses that were hard, glassy solids, resembling the original soaps. He found that
pyridine formed two distinct addition products with the copper soap, and a single form
each with the cobalt and nickel soaps. The blue copper complex and red cobalt complex
lost pyridine on exposure to air, the green copper complex was stable for weeks, and the
blue/green nickel complex was stable. His thermal and thermogravimetric analysis
results were consistent with the following chemical formulae and sharp melting points:
Complex
formula
melting point
Blue copper stearate-pyridine
Cu(C17H35COO)2.2C5H5N
n/a
Green copper stearate-pyridine
Cu(C17H35COO)2.C5H5N
87.0
Green copper palmitate-pyridine
Cu(C15H31COO)2.C5H5N
86.6
Red cobalt stearate-pyridine
Co(C17H35COO)2.2C5H5N
70.4
Red cobalt palmitate-pyridine
Co(C15H31COO)2.2C5H5N
64.0
Blue/green nickel stearate-pyridine Ni(C17H35COO)2.2C5H5N
85.4
He therefore showed that these soaps had distinct melting points, in contrast to the
soaps whose fusion temperatures were known to be be decomposed into multiple
melting transitions. A misquote of Koenig's paper has since appeared in Markley
(1961), pp751 who stated that Koenig found a 1:1 addition product of nickel stearate
with pyridine, whereas it was originally reported by Koenig as 1:2 (soap:solvate).
I decided that forming these complexes might offer a way of purifying these transition
metal soaps (as discussed by Lawrence, 1938). In addition, the structures of these soap
complexes had not been solved by Koenig because his syntheses predated the XRD
technique. So I considered single crystal x-ray diffraction of these complexes might
yield some insights into the structures of long chain soaps complexes and by analogy
the soaps.
Single crystal transition metal soap complexes were formed in this study when saturated
solutions of manganese, cobalt, nickel and copper soaps in hot pyridine were
crystallised by evaporation. To my knowledge, manganese soap complexes have not
been previously reported. A full single crystal structural solution was found for the
cobalt stearate pyridine complex and is summarised in the Appendix 3.3.
A2.5.1 Addition products of pyridine with manganese myristate and nickel
myristate
Mnmypy: About 0.5-1g of the manganese soap made in the Mnmy synthesis was
dissolved in approximately 50-100ml of pyridine. The solution was boiled for 10-20
minutes and left to evaporate in a fume cabinet overnight. The product of evaporation
was found to contain light brown/pink crystals (Mnmypye - see Figure A3.2.1f) and a
mixture of microcrystalline and amorphous material of the same colour (Mnmypy1). A
dark brown crusted rim surrounded the evaporation product, and was occasionally
interspersed throught the mixed complex. The crystalline and microcrystalline products
were separately collected and analysed using XRD. The two named samples were found
to be highly diffracting, though they were both cross contaminated with each other. I
was not able to establish whether these samples were crystallographically distinct. The
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samples shared most reflections, but occasionally high intensity peaks in one trace were
absent from the other. The XRD pattern of freshly obtained Mnmypye was found to be
very similar to that for freshly obtained Nimypye. Their structures will be discussed in
Appendix 3.2. IR spectroscopy of Mnmypye stored for about a year showed the absence
of strong absorptions due to pyridine, indicating that this complex was not stable. The
general appearance of the IR spectra of this complex was more like that of a well
formed soap. Firstly, the chain packing peak near 720cm-1 was well defined and
unaccompanied - in the crystalline pyridine complexes of copper, nickel and cobalt
soaps the chain packing peak near 720cm-1 is accompanied by a much stronger singlet
or doublet near 700cm-1. Secondly, IR patterns of lamellar soaps contain well defined
equally spaced absorptions or progression bands in the region 1180-1350cm-1 - these
absorptions are considered to be non-progressive in the IR spectra of the highly
crystalline pyridine complexes of cobalt, nickel and copper due to the complex chain
packing in these structures that will be discussed in Chapter 3. The ash determination
for this complex confirmed the lack of pyridine and was consistent with the chemical
formula Mn(II)(my)2.
Nimypy: This complex was formed from about 0.5g of Nimy heated and dissolved in
150ml pyridine. The Ni-soap/pyridine solution was heated, with stirring, to 90˚C. At
this temperature, an undissolved residue was filtered and found to be sodium soap using
XRD. The clarified mother liquor was then cooled overnight in a fumehood, the
pyridine evaporating giving a crop of blue/green crystalline aggregates about 1mm in
diameter. These crystals were recrystallised a second time using the same method, and
the new crop of crystals were a light blue, and less green than the first crop, most likely
due to the expulsion of small amounts of impurities incorporated in the first synthesis.
Optical microscopy revealed that these were identical crystal forms, the latter crystals
larger than the former. The melting point of the complex was determined using hot
stage optical microscopy, and was found to be between 56˚C and 77˚C. The complex
was characterised by XRD and found to be devoid of myristic acid or uncomplexed
nickel myristate. The infrared spectra obtained for this complex was obtained (about 14
months later), and clearly showed strong absorptions due to the presence of bridging
water groups, pyridine ligands, and a slight trace of free acid (probably less than 2%).
This complex was also analysed using thermal gravimetry. The results were consistent
with a nickel myristate complex having two pyridines and two myristates per cation.
The weight loss determination was not sensitive enough to determine the relative water
content detected by IR spectroscopy. This compound was most likely a µ-H2O-dinickel
(II) tetracarboxylate. The structure of these crystals will be discussed in Appendix 3.2
(also see Figure A3.2.1d).
A2.5.2 Addition products of pyridine with copper myristate
Two distinct addition products were formed in this synthesis, consistent with the
findings of Koenig (1914): a short lived blue complex containing two molecules of
pyridine for every copper atom, and a fairly stable green complex containing one
molecule of pyridine for every copper atom. They were made from Cumy1, a soap with
an identical XRD pattern to the dimeric Cumy2.
Cumypy1: 0.5g of dimeric Cumy1 was dissolved in 150ml of pyridine. The solution
was heated to boiling point and held at that temperature for 15-20 minutes with stirring.
The solution was evaporated overnight yielding a crop of green blade-like, elongate
crystals (length:breadth approximately 10-20:1 - see Figure A3.2.1g) amongst some
blue crystals of similar appearance. The crystals were up to 1 mm in length. These were
separated from each other and analysed using powder XRD as Cumypyg and Cumypyb.
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The XRD patterns for these soaps demonstrated that the samples were mixtures of
lamellar blue and green forms. These lamellar structures will be discussed in Chapter 3.
In addition to these main two phases, several other minor lamellar phases were found.
These were probably less than a few percent of the product. ESR results of Cumy2
showed the existence of a trace of possible monomeric copper soap - it is possible that
pyridine addition products of these monomers also formed in the addition reaction.
After a few weeks of refrigerative storage in air, the blue crystals changed to the green
colour of the Cumypyg crystals. A second crop of these samples was obtained by
recrystallising these original samples from a new solution of pyridine. Again blue and
green crystals were obtained, and again the blue crystals converted after a storage, to the
green crystals. The green crystals also degraded after a storage time of about 2 months the crystals were judged as too poorly diffracting for single crystal analysis. The
degradation was also reflected by a granular relacement texture observed within the
otherwise large single crystals using optical microscopy. The degradation was probably
due to small loss of pyridine, resulting in localised transformations to copper soap.
Wholesale degradation did not occur, as the weight loss obtained when these crystals
were heated to above 110˚C was about what would be expected for a single pyridine per
cation. When these aged green crystals were heated in the microscope, they first
underwent a phase transformation at about 78˚C when the granular birefringent texture,
within the remaining crystal grains filled the crystal boundaries as though the complex
had itself recrystallised. The second transformation at 90˚C was to a melt phase,
induced by loss of pyridine. Soon after melting, a lamellar copper soap recrystallised.
This in turn transformed to the well documented long-chain copper soap liquid
crystalline hexagonal phase (e.g., Bee et al., 1994) at 118˚C. A fresh sample of the
green crystalline form was exposed to H2S forming copper sulphide/fatty acid complex
(see Chapter 6).
Thus it appears that these crystals were identical analogues of the phases seen by
Koenig early this century. However the same claim cannot be made for the cobalt
crystals described below as Koenig (1914) reported that no water had crystallised in his
cobalt soap-pyridine complexes. Perhaps he had crystallised water-free samples.
Alternatively his weight loss experiments may have not been sufficiently sensitive. In
any case, the following cobalt soap complexes are free from metal-metal bonds, rather
their dimeric unit is water bridged.
A2.5.3 Addition products of pyridine with cobalt myristate, cobalt palmitate and
cobalt stearate
These experiments were carried out in several batches. The first batch involved the
dissolution of Cost1 in hot pyridine followed by slow evaporation of the cooling
solution overnight. This procedure was adopted for all subsequent attempts at producing
cobalt soap-pyridine complexes. In most cases about 30-50ml pyridine were used with
about 0.25-0.5g soap in 50 or 100ml beakers. The solutions were heated (at 60-110˚C)
on a magnetic stirrer/hot plate with small teflon stirrer bars until clear solutions were
obtained. The pyridine solutions were generally left to dry overnight in a fume cabinet
under flowing air. Addition products were obtained for the longer chain soaps, whereas
the short chain soaps seemed to form addition products, but soon lost their pyridine to
yield soaps. Descriptions of the dissolution behaviour of the soaps and evaporation
products from their pyridine solutions are given below.
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Costpy1: 1g of Cost1 was heated in 150ml of pyridine for 10-15 minutes, slightly
concentrating the hot solution by evaporation. The solution was removed from the heat
and stirring and a sludgy brown precipitate formed. The remaining mother liquor was
poured into another beaker and stood overnight. The resulting product of evaporation
was a mass of brown/red crystals of about 0.25mm diameter. These were characterised
by single crystal x-ray diffraction and found to be (st)2.(py)2(Co-H2O-Co)(py)2.(st)2
(see Appendix 3.3 for a description of the structure). Amongst the well formed crystals
were a fraction of light pink, rounded amorphous particles. These were removed from
the sample, and the well-crystallised portion was subject to microanalysis and found to
be chemically as expected for the formula given above. IR analysis of these crystals
showed the presence of pyridine absorption bands as well as absorption bands assigned
to bridging water molecules. In addition solution state IR, UV-VIS, NMR and mass
spectroscopy were performed to examine the solution state of this compound. These
data are still being compiled.
Costpy2: Cost2 soap was dissolved fully at raised temperature. As soon as a clear
solution was obtained the sample was removed from the heat and stirring. The product
of evaporation was a brown/red powder of equigranular crystals of uniform size (about
0.25 mm). Pyridine was not detected by smell, suggesting that all pyridine was present
in the crystallised complex. XRD and IR confirmed that these crystals were identical
with those of Costpy1. Cost2 was analysed thermogravimetrically and was found to
contain 19.3±1.5% pyridine (expected: 19.9%) and approximately 2.2±1.7% water
(expected: 1.13%). Pyridine loss was assessed by plotting sample weight versus time
while constantly heating at 85˚C until a level curve was obtained. The water loss was
then assessed by a similar plot at 110˚C.
Costpy2h: This synthesis was a repeat of Costpy2, though with heating for a longer
period. Following evaporation, long crystals (up to 1 mm) formed in radiating clusters.
The smell of pyridine was slight, indicative of desolvation. The melting point obtained
for this complex using hot stage optical microscopy was 71.6˚C.
Costpy3: About 1.2g of Cost3 was placed in a beaker with 80ml pyridine. At 35˚C the
cloudy solution was a purple/berry colour. As the temperature was increased to 85˚C
after 17 minutes, a slightly turbid, blackberry coloured solution was obtained. No
reduction in the cloudiness occurred after a further 28 minutes at 88-94˚C. The turbidity
was presumably due to a small amount of insoluble (fatty acid) matter. The solution was
clarified by filtering, topped up with fresh pyridine, heated to 100˚C for 30 minutes and
removed from the heat source. The solution was then a deep red wine colour, and nonturbid. The Costpy3 crystals were obtained by cooling and evaporating this solution
overnight. The XRD and IR patterns for this complex were identical with those patterns
obtained for both Costpy2 and Costpy1 - and given that the crystal structure had been
solved for Costpy1 (see Appendix 3.3), I was confident that Costpy3 was also a water
bridged dimeric complex. Therefore it was likely that deuterated water had been
successfully incorporated into the structure of this soap - at least partially, given the
ratio of deuterated to protonated water in the synthesis of the precursor cobalt soap
(Cost3 - with approximately 6.2:1 D:H). This ratio was estimated assuming that the
doubly distilled ethanol (the main source of protonated water) used in this experiment
contained about two weight percent water. Mass spectroscopy, nor NMR was not used
to confirm the presence or abscence of deuterium in this sample. Two of three bands
assigned to O-D stretching vibrations were found to absorb at almost identical energies
to those assigned to O-H stretches in the non-deuterated Costpy1 and Costpy2 IR
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spectra. The third of these O-D bands was slightly shifted relative to the third O-H
stretch - the significance of this under investigation.
Colapy: Cobalt laurate (Cola2) dissolved fully in 1-2 minutes at room temperature
without stirring. Pink radial clusters about 1mm radius were obtained upon evaporation.
Each elongate lath was about 0.25mm long. No smell of pyridine was detected. XRD of
this product was much like that of a recrystallised soap, so any addition product, if
formed lost its pyridine very quickly. A few crystals of the Colapy complex could be
seen in the microscope (in small proportion of the total bulk). The melting point of these
complexed crystals was determined using hot stage optical microscopy and found to be
52.0 ˚C.
Comypy: Comy1 dissolved completely after heating and for a longer period than
required for Cola2 to dissolve. The solution was red/pink at first, but as the temperature
was raised to near the boiling point, a deep violet colour was noted. The solution
evaporated yielding a product that was non-uniform in colour and texture. Bright
pink/red small radial clusters about 1mm in diameter were interspersed with lighter
microcrystalline pink and purple films with some internal radial textures. The smell of
pyridine suggested that these crystals were desolvating (since bulk pyridine that was
never incorporated into the crystals would have already evaporated off). XRD and IR
showed that Comy1 was a mixture of a small amount of recrystallised soap and cobalt
myristate-pyridine complex. The melting point of this substance was 61.1˚C. In a
further experiment a solution of cobalt myristate and pyridine was mixed with TEOS
(tetraethyl orthosilicate) obtaining some interesting structures (see Appendix 8.3
regarding silicate templating with soaps).
Costlu1: Cost2 was dissolved in 2,6-lutidine (pyridine with methyl groups on the 2nd
and 6th ring members, where N is number 1), by heating and stirring to give a grey/blue
solution at first, then a dark brown solution at the boiling point. This experiment was
carried out to see if steric hindrance (due to the bulky methyl groups) changed the way
the addition product formed when compared with the addition product with pyridine.
The solution evaporated to a dark/brown purple, sticky, amorphous mass. The XRD
pattern of this resultant product closely resembled a smectic phase of the original soap.
Thus, it seems that the addition of methyl groups in the 2 and 6 positions of the pyridine
molecule where inhibitory to the formation of well crystallised addition products of
lutidine and cobalt stearate in this case.
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Chapter 3
Structural aspects of
metallic soaps - particularly
the lanthanide soap series of
lamellar compounds
3.1 Introduction
It is an established fact that precipitated metallic soaps of saturated fatty acids form
lamellar compounds (e.g., Vold and Hattiangdi, 1949). In this chapter I report results of
experiments into the structural characterisation of lamellar metallic soaps described in
Chapter 2.
Emphasis is placed on the lesser-known lanthanide soaps because my work has been
concentrated upon these soaps. The reason for this bias towards lanthanide soaps is
four-fold, the first is experimental convenience - lanthanide soaps are easily precipitated
in relatively pure form, at high percentage yield using simple syntheses in aqueous
solutions. Secondly, details pertaining to aspects of their structural and liquid crystalline
properties are somewhere between scant, confused and non-existent, and I would like to
fill some of these gaps in understanding the lanthanide soaps. Only the group led by K.
N. Mehrotra in India (Agra University, and the Institute of Basic Sciences, Agra) have
published recently on simple aspects of the structures. They established that these group
of compounds are lamellar triple-chain soaps using XRD, IR and chemical analysis.
However, very few of their reports document specific structural details or discuss, for
example, how these triple-chain compounds pack into lamellar structures - many of
these details are documented and discussed here. To my knowledge, the liquid
crystallinity of the lanthanide soaps has, until now, gone unreported, the liquid
crystalline phases being taken as melt phases. Thirdly, in a comprehensive element-byelement approach to syntheses of metal soaps, as was taken here, a natural bias is set up
because the lanthanide elements (La-Lu) form a large percentage of the total number of
the naturally occurring and non-radioactive metallic elements in the periodic table.
Finally, the electric, magnetic and optical properties of lanthanide soaps combined with
their thermotropic phase behaviour attracted me to the possibilities of novel applications
(in addition to their possible use as templates for synthesis of inorganic mesophases).
Setting this bias aside for the moment, I will present a short summary of the structure of
soaps in general prior to providing the detailed findings and discussions.
3.1.1 Basic structure of metallic soaps
Metallic soaps can be conveniently deconstructed into metal atoms, carboxylic acid
groups and paraffinic chains. Each of these in turn are chemically bonded to each other
and occasionally to other chemical species such as water molecules and hydroxyl
groups. For the sake of a simple model, other chemical species are considered
irrelevant. Bonded together, these main subparts form molecules, whose molecular
topology is considered as the molecular structure, and is dependent upon the way the
metal or metals are bound in the headgroup region defined by the non-chain
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constituents. The structural variants of the hydrocarbon chain portion of the soap relate
to its state of saturation and its intrinsic state of thermal agitation, leading to all-trans
and trans-gauche bonding configurations, that represent crystalline and liquid-like states
of the chains respectively. The remaining intrinsic molecular geometries are the relation
of the chains to the headgroup and to each other (within the same molecule) headgroups may be linked to one or several chains (topology) - a chain may be tilted
and rotated with respect to both the headgroup and the other chain(s) in the case of
crystalline tails, or the average centre of mass of a gauche-bond-rich chain (and its the
torsion directions) may be distributed in different ways relative to the headgroup and
other chains. These "intrinsic" molecular geometrical parameters (connectedness and
geometry) are related to the shaping forces of neighbouring molecules (possibly)
ordered on longer length scales. So the concept of a "molecular shape" is not assessed in
isolation of environmental influences, but represents an average geometric expression of
forces imposed by the surrounds. However, this topologic/geometric classification
allows a convenient distinction between molecular structure and supermolecular
structure or crystal structure. This geometric distinction is blurred, for example, when
hydrogen bonding occurs between separate molecules.
3.1.2 Self-assembly of soaps
Consider the next level of structure in metal soaps - the way these neutrally charged (but
sometimes polarisable) molecules are arranged with respect to each other, when brought
together. The geometry (and topology) of these supermolecular assemblages are
combinations of the geometry (and topology) of the individual molecules. The process
of building super molecular groupings of these individuals is called "self-assembly" (in
self-assembly chains generally pack together with other chains and headgroups pack
with other headgroups). The self-assembly of large numbers of individual soap
molecules occurs according to the theory of self-assembly of amphiphiles (i.e.,
Israelachvili et al. (1976, 1977), describe the universal surfactant packing parameter or
shape parameter - "s", defined as V/al, where "V" is the volume of the molecular unit,
"a" is the cross section area of the headgroup and "l" is the length of the molecule. The
requirement for a lamellar structure (rather than a spherical or sponge-like structure) is
that the intrinsic geometry of the individual molecule be rod shaped (Figure 3.1) or V/al
= 1, so that when, say, Avogadro's number of such rod-shaped molecules are tightly
packed together, a layer is formed, the layer defined by an imaginary sheet spread
across the circular sections of the rod ends. If V/al (for a molecule) is not unity (i.e., the
molecules are shaped like tapered rods or cones), the individual molecules will
assemble into curved bodies with curved surfaces that are inherently non-Euclidean
(e.g., sponges and spheres). Further explanation of such non-Euclidean shapes and their
relationship to the interfaces in liquid crystalline soaps and surfactants is given in
Chapter 5.1, Appendix 8.1 and Appendix 8.2.
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Figure 3.1 The relationship of molecular shape to V/al
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3.13 Polymorphism and the nomenclature of lamellar phases
Self-assembled lamellar structures contain individual molecules in certain geometrical
relation to each other. For lamellar structures composed of a single type of long-chain
molecule, identical molecules form the supermolecular assembly. Each molecule is
related to another through headgroup bonding geometries and topologies. Each
molecule is also related to another through chain-chain interactions arising from the
local geometrical arrangement and conformations of the chains of distinct molecules.
Self assembled amphiphiles show variation in degree and symmetry of molecular
ordering, consequently lamellar phases have been classified according to their
distinctive features. This polymorphic character of amphiphiles (and amphiphile
analogues) was discussed, for example, by Tardieu and Luzzati (1973) where they
described the polymorphic forms of (hen-egg) lecithin-water phases below the Krafft
point ("melting point") of the hydrocarbon chains, with an emphasis on the chain
conformations. They stated "One of the most remarkable characteristics of lipids is their ability to combine in one phase a
periodically ordered long range organisation (in one, two or three dimensions) and a highly disordered
short-range conformation".

The chains may be locally disordered, even "molten" or liquid-like, whereas long-range
order is preserved in the way the headgroups are crystallographically arranged into
various lamellar and non-lamellar patterns. Luzzati et al. established the following
general nomenclature for their phase distinctions; upper case letters referred to the long
range order (i.e., L - one-dimensional, lamellar; H - two-dimensional, hexagonal; P -
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two-dimensional oblique or centred; R - rhombohedral; Q - cubic; and C - three
dimensional crystalline); Greek letters referred to the short range conformation of the
chains (i.e., α - liquid-like; β, β', δ - partly ordered). Tardieu and Luzzati (1973) noted
that the α phases are characterised by their broad x-ray diffraction band near 4.5Å, their
relative physical insensitivity to impurities, and their large negative coefficient of
thermal expansion (as in rubber). The chains are thus highly disordered, but on average
have orientations perpendicular to the lamellae. Lipids with the Lβ and Lβ'
conformations are characterised by a strong and sharp reflection near 4.2Å (in some
cases Lβ phases have additional faint and sharp reflections at 2.4Å and 2.1Å. The Lβ
phase has fully extended chains in rotational disorder (within a cylindrical bounding
volume). The cylinder axes are perpendicular to the lamellae and are arranged in
hexagonal close packing to give a "sub-cell" like that in Figure A1.1c (see Appendix
1.1). The Lβ' phase differs from the former by having tilted rods containing the rotating,
fully extended chains, and a more diffuse x-ray band following (at lower d-space) the
sharp 4.2Å reflection. Tardieu and Luzzati (1973) also described a rippled version of the
Lβ' phase - the Pβ' phase - where lamellae were periodically undulating (15Å amplitude
and 150Å wavelength in their specimen). The Pβ' phase is characterised by several
sharp small angle reflections and reflections otherwise consistent with the Lβ' phase.
The Lδ phase is characterised by two sharp reflections (4.8Å - strong; and 3.4Å - weak)
and additional diffuse bands (with sharp inner edges). They attributed the sharp
reflections to rods ordered in a square array (in which the chains were rotationally
disordered helical coils), and the weak reflections to the lattice of polar groups (their
lecithin lipid was a double chain lipid). The crystalline lamellar phase, C is
characterised by sharp reflections from all spacings between the small-angle and wideangle, indicative of long- and short-range three-dimensional order, the chains fully
extended in the all-trans state. Luzzati et al. identify two types of disorder in the chains
- one is mesomorphic according to Friedel (1922) (i.e., periodic in one or two
dimensions, not three) - where the lack of order in two or one dimensions pertains to the
translational and rotational disorder in the hydrocarbon or headgroup layers, although
they note correlations do occur across layers in the δ phases (across polar layers) and in
β' phases (where terminal methyl groups from adjacent layers interlock). The second
type of disorder Luzzati et al. recognised concerns orientational disorder of the chains,
maximal in the Lβ and Lδ phases, partially present in the Lβ' and Pβ' phases and
virtually absent in the crystalline C phase.
A note on the classification of smectic crystals - this is a separate set of nomenclature
accepted by the liquid crystal research community and defined, for example, in de
Gennes and Prost (1993) and Pershan (1988), but used mainly for rigid molecules. I
introduce this notation here because I can describe most of the findings of this study
using this alternative nomenclature, with the exception of the molten chain phases. The
Smectic A (SmA) structure is a layer structure, each layer containing an essentially
liquid conformation of molecules with no long range order within the layers. The SmA
phase is optically uniaxial and can be chiral. The average orientation of the long axis of
the chains is perpendicular to the layers. In the Smectic C (SmC) the molecules are, on
average, tilted, leading to optical biaxiality. The chiral version of this phase is the
SmC*. The molecules in these phases are not ordered within the plane, unlike the
hexatic Smectic B phase (hexatic SmB) whose constituent molecules are located on a
hexagonal grid, with a large number of defects such that the positional order does not
extend over more than a few 100Å (de Gennes and Prost, 1993), but bond order extends
over macroscopic domains within the layers. The hexatic SmB is optically uniaxial and
has average molecular tilt perpendicular to the lamellae. The oriented 2-D x-ray
diffraction pattern of hexatic SmB contains broadened hexagonally arranged spots
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corresponding to the hexagonal reciprocal lattice of cylindrically shaped molecules
(whereas this is a diffuse ring in the case of the SmA phase). Within the cylinders the
fully extended chains are free to rotate or oscillate around the cylinder axis (cf. Luzzati's
Lβ). If the hexatic-SmB phase is crystallised so that the positional disorder is mostly
eliminated we obtain the "crystalline" Smectic B phase (SmB or CrB). The Smectic F
(SmF) and Smectic I (SmI) phases are tilted equivalents of hexatic SmB, differing from
each other by the tilt direction relative to the hexagonal in-plane arrangement. The
respective crystallised versions of these phases are the Smectic G (SmG or CrG) and
Smectic J (SmJ or CrJ). The Smectic E (SmE or CrE) is similar to the CrB phase in
having molecules perpendicular to the layers. However, CrE differs from CrB by the
packing of molecules in the "chevron" or "herringbone" arrangement - this is where the
zig-zag planes of adjacent fully extended chains are oriented in alternating directions
within the lamellae. The Smectic H (SmH or CrH) and Smectic K (SmK or CrK) are
tilted versions of the CrE. The crystalline phases CrE, CrK and CrH are distinct from
the other crystalline phases in having almost no rotational disorder of the chains. The
crystalline phases denoted Cr have long-range ordering of symmetries in two
dimensions (interlayer, long-range molecular positional ordering), whereas the three
dimensional stacking of these sheets can vary depending upon interlayer correlations the inherently weak interlayer bonding usually results in a quasi-long range ordering in
the third (z) dimension of these phases (e.g., Collett et al., 1985; and Sirota et al., 1987).
The disorder between layers is thus similar to the turbostratism observed in other
layered crystals (e.g., graphite, montmorillonite etc.). Interdigitation of chains in
successive layers results in longer range crystallinity in the z-dimension.
The lamellar phases identified during this study are those noted above, with the
exception of the Pβ' and Lδ phases - ripples were not detected in the metal soaps here
(however a related periodic buckling has been observed, for example, in LangmuirBlodgett multilayer films of cadmium, lead and manganese stearate by Schwartz et al.
(1993) using AFM). The Lα or SmA phase was detected in various alkaline earth (Sr,
Ba), rare earth (La, Ce, Pr) and transition metal (Co) soaps at temperatures above their
respective chain melting points and will be discussed in the next chapter. The focus of
this chapter is on crystalline and disordered crystalline phases of the precipitated rare
earth soaps. The molten chain phases are considered in detail in Chapter 5.
In the following sections of this chapter, I detail how the various characterisation
techniques were used to determine aspects of the room temperature metal soap
structures. The present approach is as above, i.e., the molecular structure is discussed
first followed by the lamellar structures formed from the intrinsically cylindrical-shaped
metal soap molecules when they are built up into supermolecular assemblies.
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3.2 Molecular structure
3.2.1 Carboxylate groups and metal centres
At the heart of an individual metal soap molecule is a carboxylate group (Figure 3.2 )
Figure 3.2 Carboxylate group
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that links the metal to the hydrocarbon tail and may also be involved in hydrogen
bonding between molecules. Duval, Lecomte and Douville et al. (1942) showed that
when the carboxylate group is ionised, the -COO- group is formed, and resonance is
possible between the two C-O bonds. This resonance leads to a splitting of the usual
carbonyl resonance at 1450cm-1 leading to two bands; one between ca. 1530cm-1 and
1610cm-1; and a second between ca. 1300cm-1 and 1460cm-1. These are the
antisymmetric and symmetric stretches of the ionised -COO- group. In the rare earth
and other metal soaps, the single charge is shared between the two oxygens in such a
resonance as was found by, for example, Mehrotra et al. (1995). In a free fatty acid
monomer or dimer, no resonance occurs, as the single charge is isolated on the oxygen
attached to the hydrogen atom, the second oxygen double bonded to the shared carbon,
participating only in hydrogen bonding. The consequence of this lack of resonance is a
signature set of bands in the solid state infrared spectrum of fatty acids. These bands
and their assignments are given below after Mehrotra and Bohra, 1983, Mehrotra et al.
1993, Upadhyaya and Sharma (1993) and Mehrotra, Shukla and Chauhan (1995);
Table 3.1 Carboxylate group absorption bands
3550cm-1
3000-3500cm-1
2640cm-1
1760cm-1
1710cm-1
1410cm-1
910-940cm-1
680-690cm-1
550cm-1

non-hydrogen bonded O-H stretch
broad hydrogen bonded O-H stretch
O-H stretch
monomeric acid C=O carbonyl stretch
dimeric acid C=O carbonyl stretch
C-O stretch; O-H out-of-plane deformation
O-H out-of-plane deformation of dimer
COOH bending (varies with chain length)
COOH wagging (varies with chain length)

The carboxylate absorption bands in soaps are given below;
Table 3.2 Carboxylate absorption bands in soaps
1610-1530cm-1
1400-1450cm-1
930-940cm
620-690cm-1
500-600cm-1

COO- asymmetric stretch
COO- symmetric stretch
COO- deformation
COO- bending (varies with chain length)
COO- wagging (varies with chain length)
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The carboxylate moiety in metal soaps is also involved in the bridging and chelating of
metal centres into complex structures such as dimers, trimers or polymers - these have
been observed in the single crystal structures of the rare earth acetates (e.g., Lossin and
Meyer, 1993; Lossin and Meyer, 1994 and Meyer and Giesecke-Vollmer, 1993) and are
shown schematically in Figure 3.3.
The single charge of a carboxylate is shared between several metal centres in these
structures. The degree of covalency of the carboxylate oxygen - metal bonds was
discussed by Grigor'ev (1963). Grigor'ev examined the infrared spectra of metal acetates
of Groups I and II of the periodic table (including the Group IIb elements, Zn and Cd),
and found that the difference between the vibration frequencies of the COO- symmetric
and asymmetric stretches (∆υsym-asym) was maximal for potassium acetates (171cm-1)
(where the degree of ionicity was highest). Grigor'ev found the difference to be smallest
for Zn acetates (99cm-1) where some degree of covalency between the metal and
oxygen occurred (coincident with the radius of the metal ion, i.e., the smaller ions are
more able to share electrons in covalency with oxygen than larger metals such as
potassium). The differences between the vibration frequencies of the COO- symmetric
and asymmetric stretches obtained here for the rare earth soaps were mostly in the range
of about 80-120cm-1, with no systematic trends or groupings (according to cation or
chain length), indicative of partial covalency of these bonds. The f-electrons of
lanthanide ions are "buried deep below" the valence shells of these ions and are not
available for the type of covalent bonding observed by the outer d-orbitals of the
transition metals, consequently lanthanide ions are generally accepted as being
chemically more like the spherically symmetric alkaline earth ions whose ability to bind
through electrostatics allow binding of ligands from arbitrary directions (whereas
transition metal ions commonly have distinctive preference for (nearly) symmetric
octahedral and tetrahedral coordination). This is probably not the case for Zn(II), Cd(II),
Hg(II) and Ag(I) ions whose d10 electron configurations imparts bonding character
more like that of the alkaline earths. In addition, Karraker reported the ∆υsym-asym
increased through 85-95, 95-105, 95-110cm-1, for monodentate, bidentate and
polymeric acetate ligands coordinated to lanthanide ions. In this study, a number of sets
of symmetric and asymmetric stretches were observed for each individual soap. So the
multiple sets of ligands and the variation in their respective ∆υsym-asym , strongly
suggests that the lanthanide soaps of this study are not simple monomeric soaps, but are
possibly dimeric and perhaps polymeric, in accord with the observations of the single
crystal lanthanide acetates shown above.
Coordination numbers for lanthanide ions are generally larger than 6 (e.g., Cotton and
Wilkinson, 1972), commonly 7, 8 or 9. Figure 3.3 also shows the metals of the
lanthanide acetates are in coordination of 6-10. Karraker deduced coordination numbers
of the metals in hydrous and anhydrous lanthanide acetates using comparative band
shape analysis (UV-VIS absorption), finding that the coordination reduced across the
period from La-Lu acetate consistent with the reduction in size of the metal ions across
the period (the lanthanide contraction). He was able to correlate the change in
coordination for each acetate to the variation in IR signatures and the change in XRD
patterns. He concluded that the hydrous and anhydrous acetates became decreasingly
polymeric across the period. Karraker also concluded that monodentate binding was not
found on the metal ions of larger ionic radius, only on the hydrous metal acetates of SmLu. Upon dehydration, these compounds must at once decrease their coordination
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number, but structural rearrangement to bidentate and polymeric structures would again
fill the coordination sphere.
Lossin et al. found the five anhydrous structures shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3 Anhydrous lanthanide acetate structures
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Structure 1 or Type O is the scandium acetate structure with metals in 6-coordination
forming infinite chains - and is also the structure of the high temperature phase of
structures 3 and 4. Structure 2 is the lanthanum acetate structure, with metals in 10coordination, forming a three-dimensionally connected structure. Structure 3 or Type I is
the lutetium acetate (Tm-Lu) structure with metals in 7 coordination formed into infinite
linear chains stacked parallel to (001). Structure 4 or Type II is the holmium acetate
structure (Sm-Er, Y), with metals in 8 coordination formed into infinite linear chains with
two distinct metal sites. Their fifth structure is typified by praseodymium acetate, where Pr
occupies three crystallographically independent sites in 9 and 10 coordination, linked by
acetate ions into a complex three-dimensional network.

The studies of Karraker, and Lossin et al. demonstrate that the coordination
environment around lanthanide ions in the acetate analogues of soaps is not a simple
matter of three acetate ions per metal. The structures of Lossin et al. show that
carboxylates often link with rare earth metals to form into complex polymeric networks,
only the infinite chains being possible analogues of the lanthanide soaps (since the
chains in soaps are too bulky to allow the three dimensional metal/carboxylate network
found in the acetates)
I detected two distinct structural groupings of the lanthanide soaps (La, Ce, Pr, Sm) and
(Eu, Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, Yb) independent of their hydration state. Samarium and europium
soaps were intermediates in that some soaps belonged to the former group and some to
the latter. The x-ray diffraction patterns of the former group contained short spacings
consistent with a separate structure to those in the latter group (see below). This
structural division may be due - at least in part - to the reasons for structural division
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amongst the hydrated and anhydrous rare earth acetates, i.e., changes in metal
coordination number and ligand bond style. Almost the same division was maintained
upon examination of the high temperature phase behaviour using DSC, hot-stage optical
microscopy and high temperature XRD and SAX (see Chapter 5) - the former grouping
generally displayed richer thermotropic mesomorphism than the latter.
The infrared spectra of the lanthanide soaps revealed a difference in several of the
absorption bands that were also coincident with the above two sets, with europium this
time included in the former set i.e., (La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu) and (Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, Yb). The
specific differences occurred in the -COO- bending and rocking bands near 600-700
cm-1 and the C-C skeletal vibration band near 940-960cm-1 (this band is indexed as a COO- deformation by Mehrotra et al.) (See Section 3.2.2 for more detail regarding
these hydrocarbon bands). The differences are consistent, independent of chain length
for the soaps examined. In the former group the -COO- bending and rocking bands
contain two absorption peaks close to 617cm-1 C and 660cm-1, whereas in the latter
group three peaks occur at 622cm-1, 655cm-1, and 683cm-1. The multiple peaks in this
region are consistent with several styles of carboxylate binding to the headgroup and the
lack of one of these peaks in the former group suggests that their structural difference is
related to the style of carboxylate binding to the metals. Two vibrational modes of CH2
groups adjacent to carboxylates were observed in the spectra of the former group (1410
and 1417cm-1), while only one was observed in the spectra of the latter group (1410cm1). This result indicates that at least two distinct carboxylate binding environments
occur in the former group, and that one of these is distinct from that in the latter. The
other observed changes in the IR spectra occurred as small shifts (5-10cm-1) in the
bands mentioned above and are probably directly associated with the larger changes
seen in the -COO- bending and rocking bands.
3.2.2 Hydrocarbon chains
The nature of the hydrocarbon chains in lanthanide (and other) soaps was investigated
using the dual approach of first determining the details of average individual chains
within average molecules, and second determining the relationship of the chains to the
supermolecular structure. Molecular structure information from chains in the
precipitated soaps (and their dehydrated, fused analogues) can be easily obtained by
examining the infrared and x-ray diffraction spectra obtained from these soaps.
Infrared spectroscopy relies on thermal excitation of molecules into excited states, an
absorption being recorded at the frequency of excitation. The resonant frequencies for
characteristic chain absorptions are tabulated below after Chapman (1957, 1958),
Holland and Nielsen (1963), Snyder (1967) and Mehrotra et al. (1995);
Table 3.3 Infrared absorption bands of paraffinic molecules
2960 cm-1
2920 cm-1
2840-2855 cm-1
1460-1470 cm-1
1410 cm-1
1150-1350 cm-1
920-1110 cm-1
940-960 cm-1
720-900 cm-1
720 cm-1

CH3; C-H asymmetric stretch
CH2; C-H asymmetric stretch
CH2; C-H symmetric stretch
CH2 deformation (scissoring)
CH2 deformation adjacent to -COOCH2 twist and wag progression bands (coupled with carboxyl vibrations)
CH3 deformation (rocking)
C-C skeletal vibrations (mixed with in-plane methyl rocking)
CH2 deformation (rocking)
in-plane CH2 rocking (fundamental)
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Of the vibrational modes listed above several require explanation in the context of the
lanthanide (and other) soaps. The progression bands occurring in the 1150-1350cm-1
band of the spectrum were mentioned in the history section of Chapter 1. These bands
were analysed by Snyder (1967) in respect of liquid n-paraffins - he stated that these
chain-length-dependent vibrations were indicative of either none or a small number of
methyl or methylene groups in gauche conformation near the terminal part of the chain.
He pointed out that for certain vibrations, particularly totally symmetric C-C stretching
and C-C-C bending, there is little change in frequency in going from a fully extended
(all-trans) chain to one having one, two or more gauche bonds, hence making it difficult
to distinguish spectroscopically between fully extended and almost fully extended
conformations.
A distinct correlation was found between these bands and the sharpness of the XRD
band near 4.0-4.5Å and the intensity of the long spacings in all of the saturated long
chain soaps - i.e., as the crystallinity of the soap decreased, so did the intensity of these
bands relative to, say, the carboxylate vibrations. So although the bands were not
indicative of the all-trans conformation, their reduction in intensity was consistent with
fully extended chains becoming more molten. Figure 3.4a shows an IR plot of typical
lanthanide soaps (thulium palmitate (Tmpa) and praseodymium laurate (Prla)) and a
poorly crystallised aluminium soap, aluminium laurate (Alla1).
Figure 3.4a IR spectra of thulium palmitate, praseodymium laurate and
aluminium laurate
praseodymium laurate
progression bands

thulium palmitate

720 cm-1 chain packing peak

aluminium laurate

IR spectra
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cm -1
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The progression bands are easily seen in the spectrum of the former two, not in the latter
(also note the correlation of the amplitude of the progression bands and the peak near
720cm-1 (see below).
Figure 3.4b IR progression bands of various stearate soaps
cobalt stearate

lanthanum stearate

cerium stearate
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Figure 3.4b shows a blow up of the progression band region corresponding to cobalt stearate
and selected lanthanide stearates, illustrating the invariance of this band, when the cation is
varied, for a given length of the hydrocarbon chain.

The fundamental mode of CH2 rocking vibration is at 720cm-1, and this too is not
indicative of an all-trans conformation either, according to Snyder (1967). He states that
for n-paraffins, the in-phase frequency for sequences of four or more trans bonds is
calculated to fall in the region 718-723cm-1. For planar chains this mode is referred to
as the in-plane rocking mode. It is a well established fact that in long chain "crystalline"
compounds, this band is sensitive to the geometry of the hydrocarbon subcell (e.g.,
Chapman, 1957).
The crystalline subcell was discussed in the introductory section and selected subcells
(having parallel chains) were shown in Figure A1.1. The important feature of a subcell
are that the chains are close packed into a relatively small number of possible structures
that form translatable units. In addition to the subcells shown in Figure A1.1, several
other important subcells are known, and these are shown in Figure 3.5.
The orthorhombic, triclinic and hexagonal subcells are by far the most common chain
arrangements in lamellar crystalline (and liquid crystalline) lipids and their analogues
(e.g., metal soaps). A distinction between the orthorhombic and the other two cells is
easily made using IR spectroscopy.
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Figure 3.5 The common subcells (after the review of Abrahamsson et al., 1978).
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Chapman (1957) correlated the appearance of a split band at 719cm-1 and 727cm-1 with
the orthorhombic packing of long chain compounds and reasoned that the split was due
to the alternate packing of the chains within the subcell. In addition he stated that in the
triclinic and hexagonal cells, only a single peak is observed mainly due to the higher
symmetry environment of the chains, and in the case of the hexagonal phase, partly due
to the larger average interchain distance. The higher symmetry is due to all chains
within the subcell being packed with their zig-zag planes parallel, in contrast to those in
the orthorhombic subcell whose planes are mutually perpendicular. Split peaks are also
expected in the IR spectra for other subcells types unknown to Chapman at that time
(e.g., the hybrid HS2 subcell - Abrahamsson et al., 1978). The CH2 scissoring band
near 1470cm-1 is split for the same reason in the spectra of some long chain compounds
(e.g., L-B films of stearic acid and calcium stearate on Ge - Kimura et al., 1986) with
orthorhombic subcells. No splitting was observed in either of these subcell-sensitive
bands in IR spectra obtained for any of the lanthanide soaps, indicating the degeneracy
of the CH2 deformation vibrations within the subcells of all of these soaps. This is
consistent with either the common triclinic cell or other (less common) cells in which
the chains are packed with their respective zig-zag planes parallel (e.g., O|| Abrahamsson et al., 1978).
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Figure 3.6 IR spectra of Ca and Cd myristates.
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Figure 3.6 shows selected IR traces of selected soaps and acids (Cdmy2, Camy1, Znmy1,
Inmy, Hmy - myristic acid) illustrating the splitting of the peaks near 720cm-1 and 1470cm-1.
Further IR spectra are given in Chapters 6 and 7 regarding metal sulfide and oxide formation.

3.3 Crystal structures
Having established some structural details regarding the state of the chains in lanthanide
soaps using infrared spectroscopy, let's examine the lanthanide soap structures using
XRD evidence.
The XRD technique was by far the most intensively used characterisation method for all
of the soaps used in this study, because of the generally good diffracting properties of
the metal (containing) soaps, the availability of machine time and the historical use of
this technique to elicit details pertaining to the in-plane and long axis structures of metal
soaps and other long chain compounds (e.g., see historical section - Appendix 1.1).
3.3.1 Long spacings
I will begin with a brief look at the long spacings of non-lanthanide soaps and acids to
illustrate the common features of their structures as determined using XRD, and to point
out some of the methods used historically to relate, for example, the spacings of a
homologous set of metal soaps to the tilt angle of the chains to the lamellae. I will first
be specific about what the long spacing is. Figure 3.7 illustrates several single soap
molecule in the all-trans conformation, with chains extending either side of a metalcarboxylate headgroup (the "splayed-chain" conformation).
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Figure 3.7 Models for soaps molecules.
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Soap molecules in the all-trans, splayed-chain conformation showing the relation between
the headgroup tilt and molecular axis. A: no headgroup tilt; B: 90˚ headgroup tilt; C: 45˚
headgroup tilt.

The splayed-chain conformation is taken as a simple model to illustrate the idea of a
soap long-spacing. The pertinent geometrical features and parameters are the long axis
drawn through the centre of mass of the molecule, from which all molecular
geometrical parameters are measured: the effective C-C interatomic distance (C-Ceff)
projected onto the long axis; the effective M-O bond length (M-Oeff) projected upon the
long axis; and the effective C-O bond length (C-Oeff) projected onto the long axis. In
the longest form of the molecule (Figure 3.7a) the C-O-M-O-C axis is made coincident
with the long axis. This arrangement gives the maximum possible length of a molecule
in the all-trans state. A significantly shorter model molecule would result if the C-O-MO-C bond axis was perpendicular to the molecular axis (Figure 3.7b). A third most
reasonable model (that maximises metal coordination number) is somewhere between
the two models as shown in (Figure 3.7c). In Table 1 of Abrahamsson et al. (1978), CCeff is implicitly given for a number of long chain compounds with orthorhombic
subcells (polyethylene, n-paraffins, n-alkanes etc.) most of these lie between (2.53/2)
and (2.54/2) Å. So a reasonable working value for C-Ceff, is thus (2.54/2) Å. So the
length of a single (all-trans) tail (T) is given by;
T = 1.27 (N), where N = number of carbons in the chain.
A reasonable value for the C-O bond in hybridised (and non-hybridised) carboxylate
groups is taken from Pauling (1960) to be 1.25Å (the single and double bond distances
in the non hybridised carboxylates are close to 1.36Å and 1.22 Å respectively).
The maximum lengths of some selected metal soap molecules, based on the model in
Figure 3.7c are given in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6 Model and observed spacings
Cation
Mg(II)
Al(III)
Co(II)
Zn(II)
Cd(II)
La(III)

Oct. MO(Å)
2.12
1.93
2.10
2.15
2.35
2.46

Model d(Å) Observed
d(Å)
39.9
39.2
39.6
40.2
39.9
40.2
40.0
33.9
40.4
40.4
40.6
39.6

with the metal oxygen distances taken from the octahedral values given in Shannon and
Prewitt (1969; 1970); the C-C-O and M-O-C angles are taken as 120˚ and 130˚ after the
single crystal structure of a cobalt carboxylate complex (Corkery and Hockless, 1997) ;
and the O-M-O angle is taken as 180˚ to simplify the model (as in octahedral
complexes). The torsions in the C-C-O-M-O-C-C are chosen so that the group of atoms
(C-O-M-O-C) are in the most fully extended conformation in both models. The distance
along the molecular axis across the headgroup (HG) is given by;
HG = 2(1.25cos(25˚) + (M-O)cos(25˚))
= 1.82(1 + (M-O)),
where M-O is the metal oxygen distance in Ångstroms.
A small overlap (OV) exists when the headgroup and the chain are projected onto the
molecular axis, and is approximated as 0.5Å.
The length of the molecule (l) is thus given by; l = 2T + HG - 0.5
The results shown in Table 3.6 show that the model in Figure 3.7c is capable of
explaining the long-spacings obtained by XRD, the one exception being zinc myristate.
In this case the axis is known to be tilted at an angle of 57˚ to the lamellae (Spegt and
Skoulios, 1965), so taking this tilt into account, we find that the predicted spacing is
34.2Å, quite close to the measured spacing of 33.9Å.
Figure 3.7d Molecular assembly of soap molecules with their long axes inclined to
the lamellae

In general, if the axis of the molecule is tilted at an angle Θ to the lamellae in a layered
supermolecular assembly of these molecules (Figure 3.7d), then the layer spacing of
the soap (d) is given by;
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d = l.sinΘ,
so
d = sinΘ [2.54.(N ) + HG - 0.5], where the last term represents the overlap term.
If we fix HG and Θ as constants (k1 and k2) for a given set of soaps (i), then we obtain
di = k1(2.54.Ni) + k3, which is in the form y = mx + b.
So if we plot di versus Ni for two soaps, the slope (m) will be given by
m = (d2 - d1) / (N2 - N1) or
m = [(k1(2.54.N2) - k3) - (k1(2.54.(N1) - k3)] / (N2 - N1)
= [k1(2.54.N2) - k1(2.54.N1)] / (N2 - N1)
= [2.54.k1(N2 - N1)] / (N2-N1)
= 2.54.sinΘ.
The y-intercept is found by setting N=0;
so d0 = k3 = sinΘ [HG - 0.5]
So by finding the d-spacings for a homologous set of long chain compounds differing
only by the number of carbons in their chain and plotting their respective d-spacings
versus number of carbons, then we can directly measure the tilt angle and headgroup
thickness of the lamellar soap.
The XRD spacings of mainly non-lanthanide soaps obtained during this study are
shown in Figure 3.8 and listed in Table 3.7.
Figure 3.8 XRD long-spacings of mainly non-lanthanide soaps
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Table 3.7 Soap spacings corresponding to Figure 3.8
Sample

Naca
Coca
Laca1
Nado1wet
Lade
Nala1
Alla
Cola1
Lala1
Hmy
Limy1a
Namyr
Mgmy
Almy47
Simycu1
Camy1
Crmy1
Mnmy1
Femy1
Comy1
Nimy1
Cumy2
Znmy
Srmy12
Agmy1
Cdmy1
Inmy1
Snmy1
Bamy1
Lamy1a
Pbmy1
Bimy1
Napa1
Copa1
Srpa1
Lapa13
HSt
Nast
Mgst
Cast
Cost2
Znst
Srst5
Rhst13
Bast1
Last1
Tlst
Naar
Laar

long
spacing
d(Å)
22.90
24.61
22.59
27.10
28.87
31.60
28.80
35.50
34.48
31.43
33.11
35.80
39.20
40.20
36.47
39.70
42.70
39.90
40.60
40.20
40.60
37.59
33.90
38.50
38.88
40.40
40.50
39.80
39.30
39.57
40.22
42.20
39.70
44.84
43.08
44.78
39.80
44.50
49.80
46.30
50.40
42.10
48.50
51.00
47.70
49.60
42.90
49.40
54.55

2σ

0.10
0.04
0.18
0.10
0.21
0.10
0.30
0.40
0.05
0.08
0.04
0.20
0.40
0.20
0.03
0.20
0.30
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.20
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.02
0.20
0.20
0.05
0.10
0.06
0.03
0.30
0.20
0.05
0.09
0.07
0.20
0.50
0.30
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.40
0.30
0.05
0.10
0.10
0.06

lines

1-3,5
1-7
1-9
1-6,8-10,11-14,18
1-3
1-3
2-8
2-5,7
4,5,7,8,9,10,12,16,1
1-3
2-5
1-4
1-8,10-14,16-18,21,3
2-5
5-7
4,5,7
5-7
2-5
5-7
2-8
4-6
1-23
1-9,16-26,28
5-7
12,13,17,18,22
5-7
SAX 1-4
3-14
1-13
2-7
2-7
2-5
3-10
2-8
2-7
3,5,7,9
3-9
2-8
2,3,5
2-8
3-12
5-14
4-14

The variations in d-spacing within a particular group of metal myristates, for example,
are probably due to variation in tilt angle of the chains relative to their respective
lamellae. This was shown by Spegt and Skoulios (1965) not only for the zinc soaps
mentioned above but also for strontium soaps, by plotting the variation in d-spacing
versus chain length for several different soaps shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 Variation of long-spacing with chain-length for K, Co, Zn and Sr soaps
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By finding a line of best fit through the data points in Figure 3.9 we are effectively
finding the tilt angle and headgroup thickness. For example the potassium soaps of
Piper (1929) shown here are best fitted to a line of slope 2.054. This translates as a tilt
of 54˚ to the lamellae. The headgroup size is then approximately determined as 6.8Å, in
agreement with the predicted headgroup distance of 6.9Å. This is an interesting result in
that the model assumes a single layer of cations within the headgroup region (Figure
3.10a), when the literature is full of references to alkali soaps having double layers. In
effect, there are two layers of cations, but they are probably overlapping to the extent
that the thickness of the headgroup mimics a single layer. In the case of the cobalt soap,
the tilt is 90˚, and the headgroup is therefore about 5Å across, and we predict about
5.6Å, suggesting that the headgroup region is slightly tilted relative to both the lamellae
and the molecular axis (as in Figure 3.7b).
Figure 3.10 Simple arrangements of single- and double-chain soaps
A

B

C

Two possible packing models are shown for the double-chain neutral soaps in Figure
3.10b and 3.10c. These two models are predictably difficult to distinguish from each
other on the basis of powder XRD results. The first is more like the model for a single
chain potassium soap - a clear (corrugated) pathway exists through the headgroup into
which water can penetrate and swell (e.g., see Figure 1A-C of Appendix 4.1). The
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second model has no such pathway, and is thus not open to swelling. The swelling
properties of soaps are discussed further in Chapter 4 in terms of soap structure.
Returning to the lanthanide soaps, XRD diffractograms of the triple-chain lanthanide
myristates are shown in Figure 3.11, (the data collected as outlined in the methods
section).
Figure 3.11 Powder XRD patterns for the lanthanide myristates
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The most immediately obvious features are the numerous, equally spaced Bragg peaks
due to diffraction from the long spacing of each of these respective soaps. The number
of higher order long-spacing peaks and their respective intensities are approximately
equal for all of these soaps. Also prominent are the peaks corresponding to the
respective short spacings of each of these soaps near 25˚ 2Θ, due to diffraction from the
hydrocarbon subcell of these soaps. A third feature common to most of these
diffractograms are the additional small peaks in the range 14˚ 2Θ to 25˚ 2Θ. The third
set of diffraction peaks are probably a consequence of two-dimensional lattice
formation in the headgroup region of the soaps. I will now consider these three main
features in turn.
The long spacing of the lanthanide soaps were collected as soon as the samples were
prepared and dried. The soaps of the cations La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu were generally XRD'd
as powders because of their higher respective fusing temperatures relative to those of
the group Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, Yb; the latter group XRD'd as glassy films. However some
samples from the former group were prepared as glassy films, and some from the latter
group XRD'd as air dried powders. In general the long spacing of the soaps of longer
chain length (N > 12) were not significantly altered on going from a powder to a glassy
solid. For the lanthanide laurates (N = 12), a small shortening of the long spacing was
detected when the soap Eula2 was fused and quickly cooled.
The long spacings of the lanthanide soaps are listed in Table 3.8, along with the
respective phase assignments, estimated errors and number of higher orders included in
the calculation of the long spacing value.
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Table 3.8 Lanthanide soaps - long spacings and assignment
Sample
Laca1
Lade1
Eude1a
Lala1
Cela12
Prla1fb
Smla12
Smla13
Eula2
Eula2r1
Eula2sc
Tbla12
Tbla13
Dyla12
Hola13
Tmla12
Ybla13
Lamy1a
Cemy14
Prmy1e
Ndmy*
Smmy12
Eumy1a
Tbmy15
Dymy1a
Homy1;1a
Tmmy13
Ybmy13
Lapa13
Cepa12
Prpa*
Smpa12
Tbpa12
Dypa12
Hopa1
Tmpa12
Ybpa1
Last1
Cest12
Smst13;15
Tbst14
Dyst12
Host13
Tmst14
Ybst1
Laar1

measured
d(Å)
22.59
28.87
29.92
34.48
34.57
34.41
34.19
30.37
34.51
30.89
31.97
33.91
30.54
33.48
34.08
34.08
34.01
39.57
39.37
39.66
39.65
39.56
39.64
39.37
39.38
39.28
39.12
38.95
44.78
44.73
44.67
44.60
44.73
44.80
44.42
44.27
44.23
49.60
49.89
49.80
49.60
49.90
49.10
49.35
49.15
54.55

2σ

lines

phase

0.18
0.21
0.05
0.05
0.09
0.06
0.16
0.08
0.05
0.14
0.41
0.10
0.13
0.08
0.08
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.13
0.02
0.08
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.09
0.17
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.13
0.08
0.11
0.18
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.20
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.06

1-7
1-9
1-3,5
2-8
1-7
1-7
1-5
1-5
1-7
1-4
1-5
1-5
1-9
2-5
1-7
1-6
1-7,9,11
3-14
1-9,11,13
2-9
3-7,9,10,23
1-13
1-7
2-8
3-7
1-7
1-8
1-9,12
3-10
2-9
3-13,15
2-8
1-9
1-6
2-8
3-10
2-10
3-12
2-9
5-11,14
2-11
1-3
3-9
4-11
2-7
4-14

smectic rotor
smectic rotor
cryst
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic β-phase
cryst
smectic β-phase
smectic γ-phase
smectic rotor
smectic β-phase
smectic rotor
cryst
cryst
cryst
cryst
cryst
cryst
cryst*
cryst
cryst
smectic rotor
cryst
cryst
cryst
cryst
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
lamellar*
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
cryst
cryst
cryst
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
smectic rotor
cryst
cryst
cryst
cryst

*data from Upadhyaya and Sharma (1993)
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Figure 3.12a Lanthanide soap spacing versus chain length
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Figure 3.12a is a plot of the soap spacings versus number of carbons, for each of the
different cations, Figure 3.12b shows the same data plotted, this time the long spacing
is plotted against the cation. Consider first Figure 3.12a. It is clear that the ten lines
joining data points are free of error bars. These are shown on the figure below (each line
is vertically offset from the former by 5Å to improve visual clarity). This figure is
included to highlight the use of linear fitting and extrapolation to the origin to gain tilt
angle and headgroup size information. The actual linear fits to each of the eight sets of
four data points and two sets of three data points are given in Table 3.9.
Table 3.9 Regression lines of homologous sets of lanthanide soap long spacings
cation
La
Ce
Pr
Sm
Eu*
Tb
Dy
Ho
Tm
Yb

y-intercept
4.18
3.65
3.67
3.14
5.53
2.58
0.88
4.07
3.49
3.56

slope
2.53
2.57
2.57
2.59
2.43
2.62
2.73
2.51
2.55
2.54

points
4
4
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
4

R (fit)
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999
0.9999
0.9995
0.9997
0.9995
0.9997
1.0000
0.9999

tilt
84.91
90.00
90.00
90.00
73.08
90.00
90.00
81.19
90.00
89.99

head group
4.70
4.15
4.17
3.64
6.28
3.08
1.38
4.62
3.99
4.06

Consider the best of these sets, i.e., the sets whose R value (or least squares fit
parameter) are closest to unity. These are the fits of La, Pr, Sm, Tm and Yb. (The
praseodymium palmitate long spacing was taken from Sharma and Upadhyaya, 1993).
The respective soap slopes are 2.53, 2.57, 2.59, 2.55 and 2.54. These numbers are all
consistent with the lanthanide soaps having their hydrocarbon chains perpendicular to
the lamellae of their respective supermolecular assemblies, given a small margin of
error. The intercepts of the extrapolated best fits to these five soaps indicate that the
headgroup size in each of these soaps ranges from about 4.7Å to 3.6Å. The predicted
headgroup size for lanthanum and ytterbium soaps are 6.3Å and 5.9Å respectively
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(according to the model outlined earlier), consistent with a headgroup tilted (close to
45˚) relative to the molecular axis of each of these soaps. The sets of data points for
soaps of Ce, Tb and Ho lead to the same conclusions, i.e., the soaps are in the fully
extended, all-trans state, with headgroups slightly inclined to the molecular axis, itself
perpendicular (or almost) to the lamellae in their respective supermolecular assemblies.
The obviously erroneous intercept and slope for the dysprosium soaps are attributed to
the presence of two phases in these soaps (other than in dysprosium myristate), and the
deleterious effect of this coexistence upon the measured long spacings. The linear fits to
the europium and shorter chain (<12) lanthanide soaps were subject to large errors due
to the probable higher degree of polymorphism of these "lower" soaps.
Figure 3.12b Lanthanide soap spacing versus cation
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In Figure 3.12b we see the same data points (as in Figure 3.12a) with their respective
errors of measurement (standard deviations). The most obvious features are the slight,
but relatively smooth contraction of long spacing across the period from La-Yb, and the
presence of a rogue set of data corresponding to slowly cooled laurates. Firstly, the
slowly cooled samarium, europium and terbium laurates were unique amongst all of the
soaps, in that they showed more than one distinctly different long spacing depending
upon their thermal history. In the case of what I have termed the β- and γ- laurates, the
shortened d-spacing is attributed to a tilt of the molecular chains relative to their former
perpendicular arrangements. The tilt of the various phases are: β-samarium laurate 62.7˚; β-europium laurate - 63.5˚; β-terbium laurate - 64.2˚; and γ-europium laurate 68.8˚.
The vast majority of the data represented in Figure 3.12b are not from these tilted
phases but from the soaps whose molecular axes are perpendicular to the layers.
We can predict that if all of these lanthanide soaps have the same structure (i.e., they
have the same perpendicularly arranged, all-trans chains and the same headgroup
structure) then we should see the well-known lanthanide contraction across the period.
If we calculate the expected contraction across the period, assuming a constant
headgroup tilt of 45˚, we find that the contraction should be about 0.26Å. However
linear fits to the lines gave average lanthanide contractions of 0.72Å for the laurates,
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0.49Å for the myristates, 0.55Å for the palmitates and 0.49Å for the stearates. I attribute
part of the higher than expected contraction in the laurates to the shrinkage of the dspacing in the latter elements in the period when fused. The larger than expected
contraction in the remaining soaps is attributed mainly to an O-M-O bond in the
headgroup being closer to parallel to the molecular axis rather than 45˚ for the average
of the headgroup as assumed for predicting the contraction. The measurement of a clear,
and reproducible average contraction across the period for these soaps is a very good
demonstration of the increasing basicity of the metal ion across the period, assuming
isostructural soaps. On the other hand, if we assume a change in basicity across the
period, and we attribute the contraction mainly to that change, the contraction is then a
very good indicator of isostructurality across the period. I must stress that the
isostructurality to which I refer is strictly structure in effectively one dimension, i.e.,
along the c-axis or equivalently along the z-axis or along the normal to the lamellae. As
far as the complexity of in-plane structure goes, the long spacing is not informative.
However, the short spacings are useful in this context.

3.4 Soap short spacings and two main chain-packing modes crystalline and smectic rotor phases
The short spacings are those spacings that reflect both the arrangement of the chains in
their respective subcells and the arrangement of headgroups within the plane of the
lamellae. As mentioned in the previous sections of this chapter, the determination of a
subcell type is useful for classifying a type of liquid crystalline or crystalline structure
amongst its various sorts. I find two main types of chain packing subcells amongst the
tilted and untilted room-temperature lamellar lanthanide soaps - crystalline and smectic
rotor phases. These are distinguished from each other by their peak positions and widths
in the respective x-ray patterns of the various soaps, and are highly correlated with the
thermal histories of these lamellar phases. Variation does occur leading to hybridised
versions of these two types. Two types of crystalline subcell were identified
(orthorhombic? and hexagonal), and two types of rotor phases (tilted and untilted).
Crystalline soaps of the larger cations (La-Sm) had chain packing cells that were
possibly orthorhombic. Soaps of the smaller cations (Tb-Yb) probably had chains
packed in a hexagonal cell. The crystalline powdered soaps obtained by either
precipitation and drying at 110-120˚C (La, Ce, Pr soaps) or by precipitation and air
drying (Smmy, Tbmyw and Tmmyw). The rotor phases were obtained by cooling fused
soaps.
3.4.1 Crystalline chain-packing peaks
Figure 3.14 shows a plot in this region of a number of soap spectra illustrating the
sharp and intense diffraction peak centred at 4.01-4.04Å (ca. 26˚2Θ) for soaps of the
early lanthanides (La-Sm). In many spectra this peak was accompanied by a weaker,
sharp peak centred between 3.85-3.90Å. The sharpness and intensity of the main peak
was indicative of a well crystallised set of chains in their particular subcell. In assigning
a subcell, the task is made considerably less complex by the perpendicular chains - the
c-dimension of the subcell is given simply as the average distance between alternate
carbons along the molecular axes; i.e., 2.50-2.54Å. The short spacing peaks are then
simultaneously the (hk0) peaks of the subcell and of the full cell of the soap - and the
problem of identifying the cell is reduced to a search for a plane group. Assigning the
former peak (hk) values of (11) and the latter peak (02), and assuming (for the moment)
an orthorhombic cell, we obtain a cell of a = 4.75Å and b = 7.60Å. This gives an
interchain distance equal to the a-dimension, significantly shorter than the 4.9Å required
for free rotation of the chains as in the Lβ or smectic rotor phases (e.g., SmB, SmF
etc.). The choice of a crystalline hexagonal subcell with included angle close to 120˚
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and the peak at 4.01-4.04Å taken as the (hk) = (10) gives a cell of a = 4.65 Å. Neither of
these cells proved entirely satisfactory in explaining the IR and XRD data. For example,
the IR peaks near 720cm-1 and 1470cm-1 were without exception unsplit - ruling out the
orthorhombic cell and favouring the triclinic cell.
The proposal of a distorted hexagonal chain-packing cell for soaps of the heavier
lanthanides (Tb-Yb) arose from the observation of short spacing peaks in the spectra of
Ybmy, Tmmy and Hola with the ratios of ca. 1:√3:√4. The strong, sharp peak near
4.13Å (25˚2Θ) in the traces of air dried Tbmy and Tmmy corresponds to the √3
reflection of this series. The same short spacing peak is broadened in the spectra of the
cooled, fused soaps Ybmy, Tmmy and Hola. Broad, short spacing peaks at d=7.2-7.4Å
(ca. 14˚2Θ) and d=3.6Å (ca. 30˚2Θ) could be indexed to the 1 and √4 reflections
respectively. The large hexagonal cell (with d001=7.2-7.4Å) is attributed to headgroup
superstructuring (see below), with which the chain-packing subcell is commensurate.
The very sharp and numerous short spacing peaks in the spectra of the air-dried soaps
Tbmy and Tmmy suggest that the chains are not hexagonally arranged, but in a
herringbone lattice. This suggests that the soaps of the heavier lanthanides pack with
their chains in a distorted hexagonal array with herringbone order when prepared as airdried samples, but become more hexagonal when quenched from the melt phase.
Molecular resolution atomic force microscopy of quenched Ybst also favoured a cell
with approximately hexagonal symmetry (see Figure 3.16).
3.4.2 Rotor phases
The second type of chain packing subcell almost certainly belongs to the Lβ (hexatic or
crystalline SmB) phase, with a single broad peak centred between 4.10 and 4.20Å. This
peak was found for many of the glassy phases quenched from above their respective
first transition temperatures. The free rotation ascribed to the Lβ phase of n-alkanes
(e.g., Larsson, 1967), is probably hindered by the anchoring action of the headgroups,
so in reality this "rotation" is more like an oscillation, as discussed by Larsson (1994).
The average position of this peak is taken as 4.15Å corresponding to a hexagonal cell of
a = 4.79Å, and an average interchain separation of the same value.
A less common type of chain packing subcell was that belonging to the tilted rotor
phases of the β and γ−laurates. In these soaps the broad chain packing peak was shifted
slightly further towards higher d-spacings (4.18-4.30Å), consistent with the increase in
area of the chain cross section measured in the plane of the lamellae. This phase is thus
either a rotor-type thermotropic smectic F, L, I, G, J, depending upon the crystallinity
and tilt direction of the molecules.
3.4.3 Headgroup superstructures
The other type of short spacing diffraction peaks found in these soaps are illustrated by
the relatively sharp peaks found for many of the powdered soaps and also for many of
the quenched soaps (though broadened) in the region 15-25˚2Θ. These peaks are
attributed to the crystalline arrangements of headgroups into planar groups within the
midsection of a single soap layer. These are then superstructures of the chain packing
arrangement and have been described in other long chain systems by Tardieu, Luzzati
and Reman (1973) for a lecithin-water phase, and in a DPPC-water subgel phase
(Raghunathan and Katsaras, 1995; Takahashi, Hatta and Hatta, 1996). The
superstructure is necessarily commensurate with the underlying chain packing lattice.
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Two distinct superlattices were identified in this study of the lanthanide soaps. The first
of these was found in the powder soaps La, Ce, Pr, Sm, Eu (with d=6.95; 6.20; 5.27;
4.80; 4.04Å). The second type of superlattice (with d=7.30; 6.89; 5.88; 5.35; 4.42;
4.11Å) was found amongst the soaps of the latter elements of the lanthanide period (i.e.,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm, Yb). Representative XRD patterns of these short spacings are given in
Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13 Powder XRD of selected lanthanide soaps
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Figure 3.14 Rotor phase lamellar soaps
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In many soaps these peaks were lost as the temperature was ramped up (see Chapter 5).
Also, several soaps showed the superstructure peaks after quenching from the fluid
(essentially x-ray amorphous) state at 110˚C. The observation of two distinct headgroup
superstructural arrangements in lanthanide soaps is thus attributed to the intrinsic
structural differences in the molecules of the former group (La-Eu) compared with those
of the latter group (Tb-Yb), and not the state of the chains or thermal history. The
sharpness of the headgroup packing peaks do correlate with thermal treatment: an air
dried soap has very sharp headgroup peaks, whereas the quenched samples have
significantly broadened (approximately unshifted) headgroup peaks.
The relationship of the presence of the headgroup peaks to the chain packing peaks is an
interesting one, in that the following relations always held: 1) if the headgroup peaks
were sharp and clearly defined, so were the corresponding chain packing peaks; 2) if the
headgroup peaks were broadened, so were the chain packing peaks; 3) if the headgroup
peaks were very weak or absent, the chain packing peak was broadened and close to
4.15Å; and 4) headgroup packing peaks were absent from the tilted phases.

3.5 Conclusions
These observations suggest that the long chain saturated lanthanide soaps can be
prepared in four distinct lamellar forms stable at room temperature:
1. Crystalline lamellar phases with headgroups and chains in clearly defined crystalline
cells, and the chains perpendicular to the layers (e.g., Laar, Lmy2, Prmy1e, Smmy,
Tbmy and Tmmy of Figure 3.13);
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2. Disordered crystalline phases where the headgroup and chain packing are disordered,
but crystalline, and the chains are perpendicular to the layers (e.g., Hola*, Tmmy*, and
Ybmy* in Figure 3.13);
3. "Locked-in" Lβ or crystalline SmB phases, where the chains are not quite in freerotation, but can rotate if their neighbours rotate in the opposite sense - as in adjacent
rotating cogs in a clock. This phase has chains that are mainly unmolten with average
inclination perpendicular to the lamellae, with no headgroup superstructure in the polar
layers (e.g., the traces in the lower part of Figure 3.14); and
4. Lβ' or smectic rotor phases where the essentially unmolten chains are almost in "free
rotation" (see 3 above), inclined to the lamellae, without headgroup superstructure in the
polar layers (e.g., the traces in the upper part of Figure 3.14).
The crystalline rotor phases above were observed in most of the high temperature
phases of these lanthanide soaps (e.g., see Figure 5.5.20 and Figure 5.5.21). In
addition, the fourth lamellar phase was identified at high temperature in some soaps these reverted to (3), (2) or (1) above when cooled (see Chapter 5 on liquid
crystallinity).
Figure 3.16 Possible in-plane (headgroup and chain) arrangements of the
lanthanide soaps.
side view

plan view

The inset at the top of this figure shows a side view of two triple-chained molecules, and a plan view
representing this same configuration. The four different cells shown here are hypothetical in-plane
representations of self assembled lamellar phases comprised entirely of triple-chained soaps (or other
molecules - like triglycerides).
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Figure 3.17 AFM image of subcell arrangement in the plane of the lamellae of
ytterbium stearate

Figure 3.18 Cryo-TEM image of lamellae in lanthanum myristate soap at ca. 150˚C

The lamellar spacing here is approximately 50Å.
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Appendix 3.1 IR data
Table A3.1.1 IR data for metal soaps and their pyridine complexes
Laca1
3556
3478
3411
3233
2956
2922

Lade
3556
3478
3411
3222
2956
2922

Lala
3556

2856

2856

2856

3422
2956
2922

Cela
3556
3478
3411
3222
2956
2922
2916
2856

Prla

Smla
3558

Eula2f

Eula1

3480
3414

3411

3233
2956
2919

2958
2922

2959
2922

2873
2851

2872
2856

2872

2961
2922

2856

Tbla
3556
3478
3411
3222
2956
2922
2917
2872
2856

Dyla
3556
3478
3411
3244
2956
2922

Hola
3566
3478
3422

Tmla
3556

2956
2922

2956
2922

2872
2856

2872

2872
2856

2733
2644

2733
2644
2478

2356
2344

2359
2333

2022

2344
2167
2022

2733
2656
2500
2356

2644

2967

2956
2922

Cemy
3544
3478
3411
3233
2956
2922

2850

2856

2856

2733
2640
2489

2644
2489

2656

2344

2333

2022
1900

2022
1900

3411

2850
2733
2644

2644

2667

2644

2356

2367

2356

2356

2344
2156
2022
1900

Lamy1

2911

2848
2733

Ybla
3567

2022
1894

2022

2022

2022

2356

Prmy

2957
2924
2916
2872
2853
2849
2733
2633

2356

2356

2022

2144
2033

Smmy
3545
3476
3421
3266
2956
2922

1661

1650

1652

1611

1618

1644
1617
1567

*1533

*1533

1467

1467

1561
1539
*1533
1467
*1454

1644

*1541
*1533
*1525
1467
*1454

*1450
*1446
1406

1339

1402

1339
1311

1683
1644

1633
1617

1562

1560

*1527

*1533

1467
*1456
*1447
1439
1415

1467
*1455

*1539

1467
*1456

*1560
*1540

1467

*1539

1467
*1455

1633
1617
*1572
*1560
1544

1468
*1455

1683

1683

1689

1617

1622

1622

*1542

*1554
*1544
*1535

1556
1544
1538

1467
*1455

1467
*1455

1467
*1455

2872
2856

2654

2733
2656

2354

*1433

1356
1337
1324
1314

1356
1339
1325
*1311

1356
1338
1325
1313

1356

1285

1283

1256

1256

1416

1417

1656
1644
1617

1652
1636
1617

1561
1537

1561

1563
1538
*1531
1527
1467
*1455
*1444
1435
1417
1411
1379
1365
1354
1338
1326
1317

1529
1528
1467
*1455

1446

1446

1435

*1439

*1435

1411

1411

1410

1411

1410

1417

1411

1467
*1455

1411

1416
1411

1379
1356
1338

1356
1336

1356

1356
1335

1356
1335

1356

1338
*1312

*1315

*1311

*1311

*1311

*1313

*1311

*1311

1287

1284

1285

1283

1283

1283

1285

1283

1283

1257

1256

1256

1255

1255

1256

1255

1256

1256

1340

*1306
1272

1656

*1450

*1446
1415
1408
1379

1272

2031

1317
1294

1338
*1326
1318
1294

1272

1655
1635
1616
1564

2022
1744
1722
1661
1615
*1556
*1544

*1529
1467
*1450
1439
1415

1339
1327
1319
1294

1293
1270

1271

1269
1256

3411
3240
2957
2922

2854

1739
1661
1639
1617
1567

Eumy
3556

1467
*1455

1416
1411

*1317
1293

1267

1244

1244

1244

1244

1244

1239
1228
1211

1227

1228

1228

1228

1228

1228

1226

1228

1226

1228

1228

1220

1220

1220

1220

1200

1197

1196

1198

1196

1196

1194

1194

1196

1197

1194

1195

1194

1194

1194

1193

1219
1194

1178
*1106
1073

1177
*1109
1083
1029

1176
*1106
1083
1028

1178
*1110
1082
1029

1178
*1111
1081
1028

*1111
1080
1033

*1111
1081
1028

1174
*1106
1083
1028

1178
*1109
1083
1028

1172
*1107
1083
1028

*1107
1083
1028
1016

*1106
1083
1028

*1111

*1111
1091
1038

1178
*1110
1091
1036

*1110
1090
1038

*1111
1089
1033

989

990
983

992
980

998

992

998

983

978

982

983
*950
*944

*955
*945

982
*956
*944

982
*956
*944

889
872

928
889
872

1183
*1106
1067
1033
1000

*944

1017
989

*944
*939

918
889

833

772

889

894

828

868
844
822

844
822

794
778

794
778

*722

*722
*678
*656
617
594
539

*722

774
744
*722

*678

*678

*678

*622

622
578
539

617

533

*939
918
894
872

539

*938
897
869
845
821
795
777
751
*721
685
*656
*617
537

989

*944
940
*895
872
844
818
794
780

1000

*944

*946
*939

900
872

894
870

*489

406

894
872

891
870

*722
683
*660
*617
589
539

*672
*656
617
594
*539

*938
883

*939
921
883

883

*943
921
888

838

857
836

858
838

889

839

816

818

755
*721

778
757
*722

*656
622

844

844

817

817

817

817

817

817

814

778

*778

778

*780

*779

*779

*722
689
*678
*660
617
580
*539

*722

*722

*721

*722

*722

756
*722

756
*721

814
796
778
757
*722

*683
*656
*622
594
533

683
*652
*622

*684
*656
*624

*655
*618

686
*656
*617

683
*661
*617

533
*511
500

*683
*655
*627
594
533
*517

*678
*655
617

532

*683
*656
*627
594
533
*517

539

538

539

539
517

539

*494

*494

*492

*494

*495
472

434

439

414

*417

*416

*418

494
*472

494
*472

495
471

494
*472

494
472

494
*472

422

*422

425

*422

*422

*422

*422

446

* strongest peaks in a given spectrum

*946
*939

812

*501
495
472
440

406

950

860
839

500
*478
444
428

889
870

844
822

778
756
*722

1033

*494
*472

473

472

472

*422

*420

* 422

*422
*417
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Table A3.1 IR spectra of metal soaps and their complexes (cont.)
Tbmy
3556
3489
3422

Tbmyw
3556
3489
3422

Dymy
3567
3478
3411

Homy
3556
3467
3411

Tmmy
3578
3478
3411

Tmmyw
3556

Ybmy
3556

Lapa

3411

3422

Tbpa
3556
3488
3411

2956
2922

2956
2922

2956
2922
2911

2956
2922
2914

2956
2922
2906

2872

2872

2848
2644
2489

2848
2644
2489

2848
2656

2850
2644

2344

2344

2344

2956
2922

2956
2922

2956
2922

2856
2656

2846
2644
2486

2844
2644

2344

2344

2333

2022

2022

2022

2022

1683

1678

1683

2022
1900
1683

1683
1619
1567

1619
1567

1617

1617

*1542
*1534

*1542
*1534

1556
*1544
1536

*1546
*1539

1467
*1455

1467

1467

1433

*1448
*1433

*1450
*1435

1406

1406

1335
1317
1292

2344
2033

3408
3236
2956
2922

3408

2856

2854

2856

2856

2644

2633

2633

2656

2850
2645

2356

2356

2356

1656

2956
2922

Tbst
3578
3489

Ybst
3544
3478
3411
3233
2956
2922

Laar
3556
3467
3411

2850

2856

2644

2656

2367

2356

2356

2022
1900
1683

2022

1622

1617

2956
2922

2344
2022

2033

1683
1622

1633
1618

1639
1617

1639
1617

*1546
*1539

*1544

*1539

*1544

1561
*1540
1533

*1539

*1539

*1544

1467
*1455

1467

1467
*1452

1467
*1455

1467
*1455

1466
*1458

1467
1455

1468
*1455

1467

*1435

1467
*1455
*1450
*1439

*1439

*1450
*1436

1439

1410

1410

1407

1416
1411

1406

1411

*1446
1417
1411

*1430

1408

1407
1372

1411
1378

1335

1335

1335

1335

1335

1333

1360
1353
1336

1352
1333

*1447
1415
1410
1385
1368
1360
1352
1337
1324

1433

1408

1336

1351
1336

1351
1336
1322

1317
1292

*1317
1294

*1317
1293

*1319
1294

*1319
1294

1317
1293

1317
1300

1318
1298

1319
1299

1303
1285

1319
1303
1283

1320
1303
1285

1303
1284

1274

1276

1276
1265

1264

1264

1264

1256

1255

1255
1246

1245

1245

1245

1226

1226

1226

1226

1239
1222

1206

1208

1207

1206

1204

1187

1188

1188

1187

*1110
1072

*1111
1070

1188
1170
*1106
1071

*1106

*1107
1072
1044

1467
*1457

1656

*1528

1267

1267

1267

1267

1267

1242

1243

1244

1244

1244

1243
1233

1217

1217

1219

1218

1217

1217

1217

1193

1193

1193

1194

1191

1191

1193

*1106
1090
1035

*1108
1090
1054
1034

1178
*1107
1092
1033

996

996

996

996

*950

*950

*952
*944

*954
*946

938

938

*1107
1088
1061
1034

*1107
1088
1061
1034

*1106
1090

1233

1211

1211

1211

1189

1190

*1111

*1107

1190
1175
*1107

1050

1050

1050

1011

1011

1011

*950

972
*956
*946

1033

1028

978
*956
*948

*956
*949
*935

*938

*935

1028

1028

1067
1028

994

989

989

*949
*944

*950

*939

904
889

906
889

906
889

906
889

906
889

905
889

889

894

856
836

856
836

857
836

858
836

857
840

857
840

856
838

846

844
822

817
778
756
*722
*683
*656
622
589
538

817
778
756
*722
*683
*656
*622
589
538

813
780
752
*722
*683
*656
624
594
533

817
780
752
*722
*684
*656
*624
535

817
783
756
*722
*684
*656
*627
595
534

817
783
756
*722
*684
*656
*627
595
534

817
783
752
*722
*683
*656
*626
592
533

*500

*500

*500

*500

*500

*500

*500

889

894

894
878

778
*722
656
*617
590
539
517

779
*722
683
652
*620

*722
683
652
*624
588

811

438
*418

438
*418

906
889
878

759
*722

761
*722

656
*617

656
617
586
539
500

*504

506

449

478
450

*477
454

*417

*417

*417

539

*489

842
828
811
782
761
*722
683
656
*626
594
533

811
783
761
*722
*683
*656
623
589
535

489

456
*418

889
878
844

811
783

*478

*417

*1322
1313
1289
1272

989

889

850

494

433
*417

*1446
1416
1409

*939
914

917
904
889

*1533
*1528
1467

1257

1233

994
*956
*948

1683

2167
2022
1889
1656
1639
1617
1567

1622

1267

433
*417

2956
2922

1683

1242

1035

Cest

1622
*1568
*1556
*1546
*1539

1267

*1106
1090

Last
3563

2956
2922

Tmpa
3556
3478
3411
3233
2956
2922

839

783
750
*722
*656
*617
583
539
517
494
472
429

*417
*406

416
408

417
*408

*406
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Table A3.1 IR spectra of metal soaps and their complexes (cont.)
Mgmy

Mgst

3567
3422
3324
3133
2956
2920

2856

3411
3311
2956
2922

2856

Camy

Cast

3556
3478
3411
3233
3148
2956
2933
2922
2911

3567
3478
3411
3244

2856

Srmy12

Srst5

Srmy12
+ 2Hmy

3556
3478
3411

3556
3478
3411
3233

2956

2956

2956

2922

2922

2922

2922

2874

2874

2872
2856

2844

2844

2856

Bamy

Bamy/
Talc
3678

Bast

Znmy

3556
3478
3411
3233

Znmy+
H2S

Cdmy

Agmy

Pbmy

3422
3222

2956

2956

2956

2956

2956

2956

2956

2959

2922

2919

2922

2922

2921

2922

2922
2911

2924

2872
2851

2875

2872
2856

2874
2856
2844

2945

2644
2456
2344
2022

2022

2844

2844

2844
2670

2644

2644

2333

2356

2633
2511
2344
2022
1900

2656

2636

2633

2356
2022

2367

2356
2020

2633

2022
1900

1890
1774

1633

*1561

1639
1617
*1561

1617
*1578

*1639
1617

*1637

*1472
*1458

*1472
*1461
1432

1428

*1473
*1463
*1437
*1424

*1472

1567
*1556
*1539

*1543
*1517
*1472

*1517
*1472

*1450

*1448

1411
*1406

1411
*1406

*1511
*1472

1466

*1444

*1444

1403

1411
*1406

1338

1332

1320
1294

1378
1350
*1333
1317

1306
1291

1378
1350
1334
1318
1300

1294
1278

1272

1267

1267

1472
1465

1333
1320

1317

1334
1316

*1472
1464
*1433
*1422

1250

1222

1228

1241

1333
1317

1333

1339
1321

*1111

1206
1188

1217

1211

1190

1189

1300
1294
1289
1267

1300
1292
1270

1267

1283
1267

1242

1244

1244

1244

1244

1244

1228

1220

1228

1221

1289

1217

1352
1333

1352
*1333

1334

1311

1317

1312
1288

1240

*1294
1272
1268
1249
1244
1222
1217

*1308
1294
1272

1089

*1111

*1094
1067

1033

*1286
1262

1289
1267

950

*1117

1189

1244

*1117
*1106

*1111
*1093

*1117

1117
*1106

1039

995

989
*961

1033
1022
994

1217

1191

1189

1189
1170

1217
1191

1117

1123
1110
*1093

*1117

*1117

1116

*1094

*1094

1092

1033

*1094
1068
1056
1039

1054
1039

1056
1033

*1037

989

989

994

1000
988
950

*1094
1072

1056
1039

1214
1194
1184

*1094
1066

956

1266

1206
1192

1022
994
*950

1217
1206

*1117

*1418

1237

1183
1160
*1111

*1422
*1411

*1514
1473
1461

1330

1311

1294
1277
1267

1233

1194
1175

*1522
*1508
1472

1402

1255
1249

*1544

*1394
1350

1333

*1561

1540

1432
1410

1411
*1406

*1632

*1556
*1546

*1443

*1395
1378

*1462
*1456

*1412
1417

1894

*1511
*1472

*1470
*1433

2344
2020

*1703
1687
*1633

1640
1617
1583

*1550
*1539

2633
2345
2025

1895

*1630
*1592
*1567

2644
2489
2344
2016

1072
1051
1035

1038

1045

988

988

*1015

950

*950

956
*942

928

933

*906
889

887

889
876

*934
904
894

*933

927

*933

*933

906
889
877

897

*856

851

928
900
890

909
892

*817
809

856

756
*731

778
761

776
750

856

806
782

*809

811

776

778
750

758

650
*633

*717

651
*622

*718
*694
*656
622
*600

*483

*500
488

671

669

*622

622

860
856

774

*718

*719
692

*811

814
783

778
761

753
*744

*717
706

724
*717

819
811

*722

750
*729

778
750

781
751
729

*717

*718
691

*726
*719
689

*717
*703

*546

*594
*544

539

500

*500

672
*669

522

522

*483

*489

*478

*628
613

524
*498

616
549
535
*508
492

*624
*611

*622
*617

522

522
*500

506

*489

498
*465
*451

430

433

414

*417

*456
450

456
439

*422

*428
*417

417

416

417

*417
402

590
*538

498

480

449
433

*578
550

537

475
449

*433
*422

811
783

720
*717

*540
522
500

856

746
*721

*717

906

*817
*811

*931

894

861
850
820
808

783
756
742

933
917

878

861
856
817

906
894

*417
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Table A3.1 IR spectra of metal soaps and their complexes (cont.)
Comy
H2S

2956
2922

Cost1

Cost2

Cost3

3456

3556
3467
3411

3556
3467
3411
3233

2956
2922

2956
2922

2957
2918

Mnmy
py1
3556
3411
3222

2956
2922

Comy
py
3556
3467
3411
3233
3082
2956
2922

Cost
py1
3564
3474
3422

3084
2956
2922

Cost
py2
3564
3474
3410
3245
3077
2956
2922

Cost
py3

Cost
py3a

3411

2956
2922

2956
2922

Nimy
py
3556
3478
3411
3222
3111
3068
2956
2922

Cumy
py
3544
3467
3411
3233

Rhst
py

Niol

3411

3405

Niol+
UV
3544
3478
3411
3233

3173
3044
2956
2922

2956
2922

2980

Niol+
UV2

Niol+
H2S

3394

Cumy

3422

3173
2956
2922

2980
2930

2956
2925

2956
2922

2872
2841
2720
2672
2535
2422

2874
2853

2875
2854

2902
2872
2856

2856

2856

2656

2872
2850

2874
2856

2872
2856

2872
2856

2674

2674

2356

2343

*2415
2343

2415
2343

2022
1939

2032
1932
1880

2032
1932
1880

2032
1928
1866

2856

2628

2872
2856

2025

2020

2856

2856

2874
2856

2644

2633

2356

2322

2349

2000
1944
1889

2020

2043
1914

*1706

*1708

1733
*1711

*1709

1611
*1585
1562
*1542

1620

*1617

1620

*1570

*1583

*1570

2733

2622
2356

2856

2633

2033

2567
2367
*2100
*2033
1928

2830
2720
2670

2856

2656

2633

2043
1914

1861
*1702
1687
*1638

*1700

1700

1700

1738
1711

1711

*1628
*1573

*1589

1683
1640
*1619

*1551

*1556

1580
1563
*1530

*1567

1639
1617
1600
1576
*1561

*1618
1598
1580
1547

*1618

1489

1488

*1622

1550

*1618
1598
1580
1550

*1622

*1617

1486

1487

1486
1470
1456
1448

1484
1467

1472

1444

1450

*1417

*1420
*1411

*1417

1572
1550
1539

*1528

1528
1511

1467
*1472

1467

1467

1467
*1454

*1444
1431
1410

*1428
1411

1434
1410

1467
*1450
1434
*1422

*1406

1352
1338
1324

1329
*1308

*1317
1300

*1303

1359
1351
1335
1321

1469
1456
1443

1468
1456
1444

*1417

*1417

1417

1344

1317

1317

1285
1265

1284
1265

1246

1246

1246

1226

1226

1226

1207
1188

1207
1188

1207
1188

1238

1189

1358
1338
1317
1310

1314
1304

1317
1304

1339

1314

1317

1412

*1414

*1411

1378

1379

1350

1267

1289
1268
1250

1264

1266

1264

1316
1300

1286

1294

1264

1272

1278
1261

1222

1239
1222

1311
*1303

1217

*1299
1273

1261

1273
1244

1239
*1217

*1218

*1219

1218

*1219

*1311

1306

1246
1239

1214

*1411

*1322

1302

1285
1264

*1472
1456
*1444

*1436
*1411

*1380
1368
1333

*1463

1471

*1409

1289
1287
1263

1467
*1453

*1408
*1402

*1399

1350

1467
1456
1444

1488
*1467
1456

1231

1231

*1217
1200

1200

1204

1206

1194
1183

1157
*1107
*1093

*1117

*1111

1163
1145
*1111

*1117
*1092

1072

1071

1072

1037

1038
1029
993
975

993

944

949
933
914

1148
1111
998

1150
1110

1092
*1072

1072

*1039
1011

*1033
1011

889
877

1150
1111

1071

1072

1072

1074

*1038
1010

1039
1011

*1039

*1039
1011
983

*1039
1011

950

950

*908

*909

856

*856

877

914

*922

889
880

894

877

852

850

850

822

827

827

852
825

756
*722

811

812

782
756

549

615
593
544

498

508
480

*756

*722

*700

*611

589
549

756

756

767
756

722

720

722
706
*700

720

1092
1083
1039

1023
989

978

*970
969
946

937
919

937
919

894
872

889

893

894

893

915
892

887

856
839
828
811

828
806
796
771

778
761

761

768

*722
*717
706

768
*742
*722

*723

*721
*721

*694

*697

695

*696

628
*622

630
*624

630
624

*624

539

539

539

540

507

504

533
500

500

500

*475

478

472

*472

652
*633
610

*717

*689
667
*628

622
606

622

*622

*671
622
612

507

550

606

*540
506

480

454

472
453

474

472
453

430
*422

430
*422

430
422

454
443
422

*428
417

402

*1032
1022

*1115

572
533

500
*478

1076
1053

672
650
*628

*623
*612

438
*422

1031

672

472
464

756

717

*672
634
*609

1033

*1078

*1172
1160
*1115
1101

794

*721
705
700

686

*1072

833
818

783
780

*721

1113
1088

867

817
808

*721

1166

1111

909

889

838

727
*720

1172

1113
1089

944

877

758

1163
1156

932

896

825

1156
1117

*969

861
844

1150
1111

1106

961

906
*889
877

1150
1111
998

998
954

940

1156
1117

405

*422

*433
426

450
433

467
450

*455
426

*417

417
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Table A3.1 IR spectra of metal soaps and their complexes (cont.)
Alla

Alla2

Almy6

Zrmy

Inmy1

3695

Inmy
H2S

3467

2959
2923
2853

2956
2922
2874
2856

3400

3411

2959
2921

2956
2922
2874
2856

2853

2667
2656
2355

2367
2022
*1726

3244
2956
2922
2874
2844
2733
2633
2355
2025
1717

*1706
*1634

2956
2921
2872
2856
2670
2345
2025
*1700
*1689
*1638

1636
1617

*1592

*1590

*1588
*1561

*1469

*1470

*1470
*1467
*1456

1431
1414

1567
*1528
1472
*1461

1436
1416

1430
1410

1411
1379
1328

1408
1380
1346
*1326

1254
1226
1177
1119
1079

*1117

*1472
*1466

1405
1379
1350
1329
1310
1282
1264
1240
1217
1191
1178

1380

1120
1090

*1311
1294
1261
1239
1216
1189

1333
1317
1292
1267
1244
1217
1189

1350
1330
*1308
*1287
1260
1239
1215
1190

*1114
1089

*1111
*1094

1125
1108
1093

1076
1049
1039
*989

*988

*988
972
944
*938
911
907

895
877

889
854

844

722

724

815

*820

721

722

817
778
752
*733
*713

*668

727
*720
692

*670
*654

*648
*622
600

*589

588

586

594
544

494

*511
*494
*472
*456
449
*422

406

406

*547
500
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Appendix 3.2 Transition metal soap complexes with pyridine
A3.2.1 A water bridged dinuclear complex of cobalt (II), pyridine and stearic acid
Several syntheses of this complex were described in the experimental section (Costpy1,
Costpy2 and Costpyt3). A single crystal from the former synthesis was examined using
XRD and its crystal structure was directly determined (see Appendix 3.3).
A3.2.2 Powder XRD, IR spectra and SEM images of Mn, Co, Ni and Cu soap
complexes.
In addition to the single crystal structure mentioned above, XRD powder patterns were
obtained of the pyridine addition products of manganese, cobalt, nickel and copper
myristate, and of cobalt laurate. The powder XRD data are summarised in Table
A3.2.1, and SEM pictures of the various complexes are shown in Figure A3.2.1.
Table A3.2.1 Powder XRD data for the pyridine complexes - long and short*
spacings
Mnmypy
38.0±0.2
n=1;4;6;8;12

Nimypy
37.6±0.2 n=1;6

d(Å)
5.18
4.96
4.64
4.53
4.48
4.21
4.13
4.05
3.79
3.49

d(Å)
5.15
4.60
4.44
4.15
3.99
3.73
3.59
3.47
2.96
2.77
2.59

I(rel)
23
27
97
100
69
82
51
22
70
23

I(rel)
24
38
40
100
22
30
20
19
5
7
4

Cumypy**
42.68±0.05
n=12;16;18;20
37.02±0.05
n=4;6;8;10;20
d(Å)
I(rel)
4.99
20
4.85
24
4.54
80
4.41
65
4.01
98
3.83
100
3.67
82
3.44
37
3.20
12

Colapy
32±1 n=1;2

Comypy
41±1 n=1-3

Costpy
44.6±0.6
n=2;4;6;8;10;1
2;16

d(Å)
5.51
5.23
4.87
4.60
4.43
4.32
4.10
3.98
3.87
3.70
3.18

d(Å)
5.54
5.27
4.97

I(rel)
13
9
18

4.43
4.323
4.14
3.98
3.88
3.55
3.18

100
31
34
24
18
14
5

d(Å)
5.49
4.98
4.89
4.81
4.70
4.61
4.41
4.27
4.19
4.14
3.96
3.83
3.55
3.51
3.41
3.29

I(rel)
11
10
14
18
4
<5
16
11
13
36
13

I(rel)
6
22
21
16
4
7
100
42
97
27
34
8
9
7
23
13

* short spacings here includes (hkl) reflections, with h,k and l all non-zero
** two long spacings were detected for this sample

The IR spectra of all these samples were similar (see Table A3.1), except for small
differences in intensities due to slightly different measuring conditions . Amongst the
main features of the IR spectra of these addition complexes (compared with the cobalt
stearate spectra) are the additional peaks assigned to the absorption of pyridine near
3050-3080cm-1(w) 1480-1490cm-1(m-s), 1450cm-1(s), 1038cm-1(s), 756cm-1(s), 625635cm-1(w), 420-430cm-1(w). These are assigned by comparison with those given for
cobalt-pyridine complex Co2(II,III)Cl5(py)5 by Xu et al. (1993). The strong COOasymmetric stretch shifted from a broad peak at 1550-1555cm-1 in the Co soap to near
1615-1625cm-1 in the cobalt complex, with a number of weaker shoulder bands at lower
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frequency (in manganese soap this band was sharp and at 1567cm-1). A shift from
1588cm-1 to 1618cm-1 was observed when copper myristate was complexed with
pyridine, the value of this absorption was 1622cm-1 for a nickel myristate complex, and
was accompanied at 1572cm-1 and 1539cm-1 by less intense, but sharp bands. The
symmetric stretch in the cobalt, manganese and copper soaps was assigned to the strong
band near 1420-1440cm-1. The symmetric stretch shifted to slightly lower frequency
when the soaps were complexed (i.e., 1410-1420cm-1). In light of the structure data for
the cobalt stearate pyridine complex, we would expect two types of symmetric and
antisymmetric stretches. In fact the shoulder band near 1550cm-1 and a weak splitting of
the band at 1410-1420cm-1 are assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretches of
the monodentate carboxylate ligand, since these showed the least movement in going
from the soap to the complex. The µ−carboxylate has a greater included O-C-O angle
and is thus expected to have an asymmetric stretch at a higher frequency and a
symmetric stretch at lower frequency relative to that of the monodentate carboxylate
(e.g., Grigor'ev, 1963). In the case of the copper soap, we know that this is a classical
bridged dimer from electron spin resonance (esr) measurements. Martin and Whitley
(1958) concluded that the magnetic, cryoscopic and spectroscopic behaviour of copper
alkanoates in dioxan and benzene convincingly demonstrated that the compounds
retained their binuclear configuration in solution. However esr measurements of the
green copper myristate pyridine complex (with an average of one pyridine per cation)
synthesised here clearly demonstrate that the copper-copper bond that is present in the
copper soap is not maintained when the soap is crystallised as a complex with pyridine,
and thus a monomeric complex is the likely product. In contrast, Martin and Whitley
stated that the formation of the binuclear solvate occurs in dioxan solution (from
magnetic measurements) and that they had isolated binuclear addition products of the
copper acetate and dioxan, much like the copper soap pyridine complex was obtained.
The large increase in the asymmetric COO- stretch of the cobalt soaps is consistent with
the soap being transformed from a monomeric cobalt carboxylate to a dimeric
soap/pyridine complex. We might expect that the structure of the cobalt acetate may
show whether a monomeric or dimeric carboxylate is expected in soap formation. The
well known copper acetate is usually dimeric (e.g., van Nierkerk and Schoening, 1953a)
whereas the cobalt and nickel acetates are monomeric with monodentate binding
according to van Nierkerk and Schoening (1953b), and have an O-C-O angle of 121.65˚
in the equivalent acetates. This angular value is less than that found in the cobalt soap
pyridine complex (Corkery and Hockless, 1997 - Appendix 3.3), and consistent with a
monomeric precursor soap. Weak-medium COO- bending deformation absorptions
occurred in the spectrum of the cobalt and copper soaps near 670cm-1. In the respective
pyridine complexes of these soaps, these absorptions occurred near 695-705cm-1 (very
strong in all complexes); 670cm-1 (medium in Cumypy; very weak in Costpy spectra)
and 650cm-1 (very weak in Costpy spectra). The presence of several peaks in the cobalt
complex spectra in the region usually assigned to the COO- bending deformation
suggests two distinct carboxylate groups; the strong higher frequency term (695-700cm1) belonging to the more tightly bound bridging dimer, the very weak peak at lower
wavenumber (650 or 670cm-1) to the lesser constrained monodentate carboxylate (the
thermal ellipse of the hydrogen bonded monodentate carboxylate is relatively large -see
Appendix 3.3 - so we would expect a weak absorption band here). The nickel spectra
for these three peaks was identical except that in the nickel myristate pyridine complex
the very strong 700cm-1 peak was split, indicative of a molecular asymmetry (a broken
inversion centre) of the (possibly) dimeric headgroup.
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Figure A3.2.1 Soap crystals and soap-pyridine complex crystals

a: top left - barium myristate crystals; b: top right - barium myristate crystals - note the porous structure
due to free acid removal (see A2.1.4);
c: middle top - lanthanum myristate crystals;
d: lower middle left - nickel myristate pyridine complex; e: lower middle right - cobalt stearate pyridine
complex;
f: bottom left - manganese myristate pyridine complex; g: bottom right - copper myristate pyridine
complex
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The progression bands seen in the spectrum of the soaps were completely different in
the spectra of their respective pyridine complexes. Instead strong sharp peaks at 13141322cm-1, 1217-1222cm-1, 1150-1156cm-1, were found in the spectra of the copper,
nickel and cobalt myristate and stearate complexes. The apparent insensitivity of these
bands to chain length or cation suggests they most likely belong to the entities least
affected by chain length or cation, namely the CH, CH2 and CH3 moieties of the very
well crystallised pyridines and chains. Beyond this region all complexes above shared
strong sharp peaks at 1110cm-1, 1038cm-1, 1071-1078cm-1, 1008-1011cm-1, 756cm-1,
715-723cm-1, 422-433cm-1. The nickel and cobalt complexes also shared a strong
feature with multiple peaks, the strongest being at 922cm-1 for nickel and 910cm-1 for
cobalt, the other peaks in this feature showing a very similar drop in absorption
intensity away from this peak toward 800cm-1. The remaining feature of the cobalt and
nickel complex' spectra are the absorptions due to bridging water in the respective
complexes (i.e., 2415cm-1, 2040cm-1, 1925cm-1, 1878cm-1). These are coincident with
the bands assigned to bridging water by Turpeinen et al. in water bridged acetate
complexes. Costpy3 was synthesised under deuterated conditions to introduce D2O into
the bridging aqua position. The success of this insertion is unknown because all of the
bands were found in almost the same positions except for a very small shift in the fourth
of these bands (the 1878cm-1 band shifted to 1865cm-1). We would expect a shift to
much lower frequency than this if we double the mass of the hydrogen, and perhaps the
shifted peaks are masked by other peaks at lower frequencies. The presence of a large
peak (and several smaller peaks) in the same region of the nickel complex spectrum
suggests that this compound too was a water bridged dimer. The nickel and cobalt
complex spectra were otherwise (almost) identical, adding weight to the hypothesis that
the nickel complex too was a bridged dimer with monodentate and bridging
carboxylates.
The similar XRD results for the manganese and nickel complexes, and the similarity of
their crystal form in respective SEM photographs suggests that these complexes too are
equivalent.
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Appendix 3.3 A water-bridged dinuclear complex of cobalt(II),
pyridine and stearic acid
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Appendix 3.4 Laser spectroscopy of samples of lanthanum laurate
doped with europium laurate and pure europium laurate
Initially, broadband optical excitation spectra in the range 575-590nm were recorded for
laurate samples containing europium, with either different doping levels, or
crystallisation rates. The plots of these spectra are shown in Figure A3.4.1.
Figure A3.4.1 Broadband optical excitation scans of europium soaps
1 europium laurate slow cooled sample

Intensity

2 europium laurate quick cooled sample
3

lanthanum laurate doped with
10% (molar) europium laurate

4

lanthanum laurate doped with
1% (molar) europium laurate

1

2
3
4
575

580
585
laser wavelength (nm)

590

Room temperature, broadband optical excitation spectra of various laurate samples
containing Eu with either different doping levels or crystallisation rates.

Here the intensity of the emitted light (integrated over all wavelengths) is plotted on the
y axis versus the excitation wavelength plotted on the x axis. The main features of this
plot are the correlation between increased emission intensity with increased doping
levels of europium (ca. 1, 10 and 100%); and the splitting of the emission peak from the
slowly cooled pure europium laurate, corresponding to clearly resolvable excitation
wavelengths of ca. 579.8nm and 579.94nm. The cause of this structure was suspected to
be due to separate europium centres within the slowly cooled sample. This
spectroscopic distinction between the slowly cooled and quenched europium laurates
coincided with a structural distinction based on their (contrasting) respective
crystallographic c-axis spacings as determined from XRD - see Chapter 3.
Having established that the spectroscopic character of the slowly cooled sample was
anomalous compared with the quenched and dilute samples, an emission scan was
collected from the slowly cooled europium laurate sample - see Figure A3.4.2.
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Figure A3.4.2 Emission spectra from slow cooled europium laurate
-1
RL - 17247cm (579.80nm)
-1
RL - 17243cm (579.94nm)
difference spectrum

1

Intensity

1
2
3

2

3

576

584

592

600
608
616
emission wavelength (nm)

624

632

Exciting 7F 0 -> 5D0 transition; Probing 5D0->7F 0, 7F 1->72 transitions

In this second set of experiments, the laser excitation wavelength was fixed at the two
wavelengths corresponding to the split peaks in trace 1 of Figure A3.4.1, i.e., with
excitation at 579.8nm (trace 1), and at 579.94nm (trace 2). The difference spectrum
obtained by subtracting trace 2 from trace 1 in Figure A3.4.2 clearly shows that
excitation of the two (7F0->5D0) bands yields distinct differences in the (5D0>7F0,7F1,7F02) transitions back to the groundstate. This behaviour is consistent with the
presence of two separate europium centres.
Figure A3.4.3 Selective excitation spectra for emission wavelengths of 591.5 and
592.5nm
1

-1
Rm- 591.5 nm (16906cm )
-1
Rm- 592.5 nm (16878cm )
difference between two spectra

Intensity

1
2
3

2
3

579

579.5

580
laser wavelength (nm)

580.5

581

Temperature: 4.2˚K. Probing 7F 0->5D0 transition. These spectra were obtained by
plotting emission intensity at the two wavelengths above, while scanning across
the range 579-591nm with the excitation source laser.
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Additional evidence for this hypothesis of two centres is presented above in Figure
A3.4.3. This figure shows a plot of emission intensity at 591.5nm and 592.5nm, for an
excitation range spanning the two 7F0->5D0 transitions for both suspected centres. The
relative intensity of the two components clearly depends upon which emssion line was
being detected, therefore confirming that the sample contained two distinct europium
sites within the soap lattice.
Figure A3.4.4 Energy level structure of europium laurate centres
5D
1

18990.4
18979.6
18961.6

18988
18977
18959

5D
0

17423

17247

7F
2

1184
1009
970

1027
953

7F
1

465
337

443
384
304

0 cm-1

0 cm-1

7F

0

The emission peaks in Figure A3.4.2 and selective excitation peaks measured
separately for the 7F0->5D0 transitions therefore can be assigned to each particular
centre. This analysis is shown in Figure A3.4.4, where the crystal field splitting of the
two separate europium sites for the lowest three multiplets ( 7F0,7F1,7F2) and the excited
multiplets (5D0,5D1) have been obtained. It is important to note that for the first centre,
three 5D1 levels have been identified, while for the second centre, three 7F1 and 5D1
levels have been observed. The complete lifting of degeneracy for these J=1 electronic
states means that the local crystal field, i.e., the local chemical environment, has low
symmetry.
In order to further study the spectroscopic properties of lanthanide soaps with the goal
of elucidating more details of their molecular and crystallographic structure, spectral
hole burning was attempted and successfully demonstrated for both the slow cooled and
quenched stoichiometric europium laurate samples. Spectral hole burning is a term used
to describe the high resolution laser technique of literally making a hole in the optical
absorption spectrum of a substance. This phenomena occurs when a narrow band laser
(Δf ca. 2MHz) of sufficient intensity selectively saturates only part of an
inhomogeneously broadened transition (ΔFWHM ca. 2-1000GHz). The lifetime and
relative depth of these spectral holes depends on temperature and the process of
population transfer the laser causes. This phenomena generally occurs at liquid helium
temperatures. For example, the laser could cause photophysical change and the hole
persists. Alternately, the optical pumping may simply redistribute the excited ions to
electronic and hyperfine states not resonant with the laser and the hole disappears once
the pumping ceases. The major point about hole burning phenomena is that it reveals
the homogeneous structure hidden beneath the inhomogeneous broadening.
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Hole burning has been extensively studied in crystalline and glassy solids that contain
rare earth ions (e.g., Seelbinder and Wright, 1979). In particular, the rare earth elements
Pr, Ho, and Eu have been studied (e.g., Macfarlane, 1987; 1990; Martin et al., 1995;
1998) because of their favourable spectral properties (e.g., active 4f electrons that have
inhomogeneously broadened transitions at convenient tunable laser wavelengths). Good
quality single crystal rare earth doped samples typically have, at liquid helium
temperatures, optical transitions with inhomogeneous broadening of 2-5GHz. Rare earth
glasses on the other hand can have inhomogeneous broadening of ca. 100GHz or more.
The inhomogeneous broadening of the 7F0->5D0 transitions for the two stoichiometric
europium laurate samples measured using a high resolution dye laser (model Coherent
699) was at least 30GHz. Thus the inhomogeneous broadening of the slowly cooled
sample was not shown to be remarkably different to the quenched, pure europium
laurate sample. Furthermore, the magnitude of the inhomogeneous broadening
(>30GHz) is consistent with the local structure near the rare earth ions being glassy.
This glassy character probably reflects a combination of the frozen-in disorder of the
hydrocarbon chains (recall that this sample is somewhat like a frozen liquid crystalline
rotor phase, rather than having chains in well defined crystallographic subcells).
Therefore the phonon modes of the soap lattice will be broadened relative to its
potentially well crystallised herringbone analogues. The disorder of the chains will no
doubt also be reflected in the headgroup arrangements, because of the ionic coupling of
the europium ions to the carboxylate ends of the chains, and so further room for glassy
character arises through the sympathetic disordering of the headgroups by the
disordered tails. Clearly, while the broadband optical spectroscopy suggested the slowly
cooled sample had better overall alignment compared with the quenched sample, the
high resolution laser measurements showed there was still considerable local disorder
remaining. More controlled growth of the sample may result in further reduction in the
inhomogeneous broadening.
Figure A3.4.5 Spectral hole in quenched europium laurate

“Burn and scan” measurement of low power (ca. 10mW) hole in quenched europium laurate
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Figure A3.4.6 Narrow hole superposed over a broad persistent hole in the
spectrum of quenched europium laurate

As mentioned, spectral holeburning was observed in the two pure europium laurate
samples. The results obtained for the quenched sample are shown in Figure A3.4.5 and
Figure A3.4.6. The slowly cooled sample showed similar behaviour. At low laser
power (ca. 10mW), the spectral hole was fairly narrow, but no hyperfine features were
resolved. The spectral hole was measured by a repeated burn and scan technique
whereby the laser was fixed for several seconds burning the hole, then the laser was
quickly scanned (ca. 0.3 seconds) over a range of 1GHz to detect the hole. The size of
the hole was observed to decay over tens of seconds at 1.8˚K. However, the narrowness
of this spectral hole was relatively broad compared with the hole obtained for
EuCl3.6H2O shown in Figure A3.4.7 (Martin et al., 1998). The relative broadening of
this "narrow" hole compared with the particularly "sharp" hole obtained from
EuCl3.6H2O probably arises from two causes. First, the closeness of the side antiholes
in Figure A3.4.5 indicates the maximum hyperfine splittings of the excited 5D0 state in
the europium laurate was <70MHz compared with 140MHz in EuCl3.6H2O. This
smaller side hole/antihole spacing translates to a reduction in resolution of structure.
Second, there could be greater overlap of adjacent homogeneous profiles due to higher
local disorder of the soap lattice.
Figure A3.4.7 Spectral holes in EuCl3.6H20 (after Martin et al., 1998)

The second explanation gains support from the large observed increase in the spectral
hole linewidth when the burn laser power was ca. 100mW. Figure A3.4.6 shows that
the linewidth at high power was at least an order of magnitude larger than at lower
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power, and with a hole lifetime increased to several minutes (rather than a few seconds
at low power). This spectral holeburning behaviour is typical of glasses. In single
crystal rare earth doped materials going from a burn laser power of 10mW to 100mW
generally deepens, but does not greatly affect, the linewidth of a spectral hole. This
again suggests the europium laurate is of a glassy character.
This preliminary analysis of the optical spectroscopy of a set of europium laurate
samples has proved useful in complementing the molecular and crystallographic
structural details obtained using IR and XRD techniques. The spectroscopic evidence
appears to indicate that at least in the slowly cooled sample, two distinct europium sites
occur, and that both of these centres have low symmetry. The two proposed sites
probably belong to the same phase, given that only one set of XRD reflections could be
detected in the corresponding x-ray diffractogram. Recall that several sites have been
noted within the crystallographic unit cells of lanthanide acetates - the short chain
analogues of the compounds studied here (e.g., Lossin and Meyer, 1994 - for more
detail of this see section 3.2). In addition, high resolution laser spectroscopy
measurements, including spectral hole burning have demonstrated that both the slow
and quenched samples probably have substantial glassy character, as judged by
comparison with well crystallised hydrated europium chloride, and by observation of
laser power dependent hole width. These observations are consistent with XRD peak
broadening of the characteristic chain packing mode near 4.2Å corresponding to
smectic liquid crystalline rotor phases with trapped irregularities in the chain packing,
and thus sympathetic headgroup disordering. Further structural analyses of the
lanthanide soaps using the techniques of laser spectroscopy are ongoing, given the
initial positive results reported here.
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Chapter 4
Applications of the properties and structure
of soaps:
Swelling of amphiphiles, and aspects of
Langmuir-Blodgett film structure
4.1 The splayed-conformation in soaps, lipids and analogues
During the course of this thesis, I have been concerned with soap crystal structures and
their ultimate relationship to the almost ubiquitous metallic soap properties such as
mesomorphism and hydrophobicity. In Figure 3.7c I presented a model structure for
double-chain soaps where the paraffinic tails were bonded to the metal ion on opposite
sides, resulting in a "splayed-chain" conformation. The splayed-chain conformation
(also see Figure 3.10c) is a generally poorly acknowledged alternative structural
conformer of long-chain molecules having more than one chain, in contrast to the
widely accepted "hairpin" conformation of double-chain molecules (Figure 3.10b).
This dichotomous classification of multiple-chain amphiphiles into hairpin and splayedchain conformers is naturally generated when we consider all of the possible ways of
packing, for example, single, double, triple chain lipids into layer structures using the
rules of self assembly. A general perusal of the scientific literature devoted to multiplechain amphiphiles reveals that up until now, the hairpin conformation has generally
been accepted as the working structural model. With the exception of a few studies
(e.g., Vold and Hattiangdi, 1949; Stephens and Tuck-Lee, 1969; Lomer and Perera,
1974a, Baberka et al., 1994; Sasanuma and Nakahara, 1995) very little consideration
has been directed towards the splayed chain alternative. I consider that the source of this
bias towards the hairpin model has its roots in the studies of soap and surfactant
research and of Langmuir-Blodgett films. In both of these fields, one can easily find
early papers containing figures where a double chain soap (e.g., calcium stearate) is
represented as a single chain lipid (and thus implicitly in the hairpin conformation),
possibly for expediency (time and ink) and possibly to avoid the natural overcrowding
of a diagram with excessive chains.
Another source of ambiguity pertaining to splayed-chain and hairpin conformers in
soaps and L-B films is the common use of open circles to represent headgroups in
diagrams of their amphiphilic constituents. The ambiguity arises because it is not clear
if the metal is included in the headgroup symbol or not (in this thesis the metal is
included). The convention of using circles for headgroups probably reflects the desire
for simple diagrams, but in some cases probably reflects the uncertainty of molecular
structure near the headgroup.
Since I did not justify the use of the spayed-chain model in Chapter 3, it is appropriate
to give evidence in support of this model in Appendix 4.1 and 4.2. In Appendix 4.1, the
swelling behaviour of lipids and their analogues in water are discussed in terms of the
"splayed-chain" and "hairpin" conformations of amphiphiles, and an implication of this
swelling behaviour is demonstrated using aluminium soaps to soak up mock oil spills on
sand and on salt water (Appendix 4.3). In Appendix 4.2, I discuss the structure of soaps
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and Langmuir-Blodgett (L-B) films in terms of the splayed chain conformation - in
particular identifying long-chain metal carboxylate molecules in built-up L-B films
(multilayers) as probably adopting the splayed-chain conformation.
The splayed-chain molecular arrangement was rejected as the possible structure by
Langmuir, perhaps as early as 1917 in his paper "The constitution and fundamental
properties of solids and liquids. II. Liquids" (Langmuir, 1917), where he discussed the
shapes of film-forming molecules on water. He found that the surface area of the three
saturated fatty acids palmitic, stearic and cerotic all occupied about the same surface
area (21-25Å2), tristearin covered an area exactly three times the area of a stearic acid
molecule and cetyl palmitate took up an area 23Å2. He concluded that each carboxylate
moiety of these molecules was taking up about 23Å2, independent of whether it
occurred in an acid or ester, and virtually independent of the hydrocarbon chain to
which it was bound. In addition to calculating the molecular areas of these fatty acid
compounds at the water interface, he also calculated the length of the molecules
perpendicular to the interface using the known molecular volumes and surface areas. He
found that the molecules oriented themselves in an elongated fashion, vertically with
respect to the surface. The tristearin and stearic acid and palmitic acid molecules were
all about the same length (24-25Å), but the cetyl palmitate was about 41Å. He
concluded that if the length of the palmitic acid part of cetyl palmitate was nearly a
fixed quantity, then the carboxylate was located in the middle of the long molecule, with
chains arranged either side (the first description of any splayed-chain conformation). He
continued to stress that the only part of such a molecule in contact with the water was
the terminal methyl groups, and as such, no monomolecular film could possibly form,
as in a solid paraffin dissolved in benzene and poured onto water forming a thick film
(10-40 molecules thick). So he concluded that the cetyl palmitate must have formed into
a hairpin conformation (the two chains extending away from the carboxylate group at
the water interface), and rather erroneously postulated that the length and area of the
molecule could be explained by a 180˚ C-C-C angle for all of the carbons in the cetyl
palmitate chains. His idea that the cetyl palmitate molecules were in the hairpin
conformation at the interface is reasonable, given that he unambiguously showed that
the tristearin molecules were. However his surface area and molecular length results for
cetyl palmitate are consistent with the splayed chain conformation (although requiring
hydrophobic methyl groups at the air/water interface), and far more likely than the
hairpin conformation, because today we know that the C-C-C angle is approximately
tetrahedral (never 180˚ in saturated chains), so that two chains could not possibly pack
into his measured 23Å2. In any case he made it clear that the only molecular
conformation that would allow monomolecular film formation at the air/water interface
was the hairpin conformation. And thus it was established that monomolecular films at
the air/water interface were hairpin conformers. So when these monolayer films were
transferred to substrates, they were believed to retain their molecular conformation, and
Langmuir never again reported the splayed-chain conformation for molecules in
multilayer films (e.g., Langmuir, 1938). It is perhaps surprising that Langmuir did not
even discuss this conformational possibility despite its statistical probability, especially
considering his quest to understand the "overturning" phenomena (discussed below)
observed in multilayer L-B films (Langmuir, 1938). His consequent acceptance of
wholesale monolayer overturning and his acceptance of head-to-tail arrangements to
explain apparently odd results (e.g., hydrophobicity of layers when he expected
hydrophilicity) through a molecular mechanism (Figure 4.1) reveals his (then)
reluctance to abandon the idea of a bilayer of adjacent headgroups (i.e., the hairpin
conformation).
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Figure 4.1 Monolayer overturning mechanism of Langmuir
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Furthermore, his adherence to the hairpin conformation was in apparent disregard for
the strong arguments for the splayed-chain conformation in triglycerides by Clarkson
and Malkin (1934). Obviously Langmuir et al. believed that the splayed-chain
conformation was unfavourable for film formation. These ideas are discussed in the
Appendixes 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
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Appendix 4.1 On the swelling of amphiphiles in water
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Appendix 4.2 Langmuir-Blodgett (L-B) multilayer films
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Appendix 4.3 Aluminium soaps and their use in laboratory scale oilspill cleanup experiments

A4.3.1 Introduction
Metallic soaps are well known gelling agents of hydrocarbon solvents (e.g., Lawrence,
1938; Boner, 1938), and aluminium soaps are particularly good examples of these gel
forming soaps and have therefore found use as thickening agents in oils for lubricating
greases (e.g., Licata, 1938; BP "Grease", 1992) and in fuels for incendiary weapons of
warfare (e.g., Fieser et al., 1946; Debye, 1954). The powerful adhesive properties of
aluminium soap greases, their excellent water resistance and otherwise comparable
grease forming qualities compared with other metallic soaps, have allowed a continuing
niche for this particular soap in modern industry. I was curious to test whether the
excellent gasoline-gelling properties of selected aluminium soaps could be used to clean
up oil spills. In peaceful regards, it is somewhat unfortunate that the best information
regarding aluminium soap/ hydrocarbon gels is tied up in the post-war military
literature, indicating both the irony of academic excellence in times of warfare and
academic disclosure being second to matters of war. None the less, I briefly review
some of that literature here as well as some work on soap/hydrocarbon gels by
Lawrence, Boner, McBain, Mysels, Smith, Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold so as to establish
some of the reasons why some aluminium soaps gel hydrocarbons better than others.

A4.3.2 Napalm and warfare
In warfare, the military use of aluminium soaps as the gelling agent for gasoline fuels
was not "successfully" achieved until World War II. During World War I -"This 'dud' of
World War I became one of the most potent weapons in the Pacific Operations..... It was
Napalm which did this; the same thickened oil used in incendiary bombs" (U.S.
Secretary of War - R. P. Patterson, 1946).
During World War I liquid incendiaries made up from flammable materials such as
petroleum oils, carbon disulfide, wood-distillation products amongst others were tested
and used but had the undesirable property of excessive dispersion, so these were sorbed
into, for example, cotton waste to lower dispersion (Rueggeberg, 1948). At the start of
World War II, the idea was resurrected, and it was suggested that the M69 bomb be
filled with a gasoline/cotton waste, and later gasoline/cellocotton. The US chemical
Corps (Army Chemical Centre or Chemical Warfare Service eventually decided after
the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbour that more destructive properties of this weapon
were required and looked for alternatives for gasoline gelling agents amongst fatty acid
derivatives (e.g., soaps, amides, waxes and fatty acid esters), polyhydroxy derivatives
(e.g., glycerol compounds, polysaccharides and wood and paper pulps), resinous
derivatives (e.g., shellac and saponified polyacrylates), hydrocarbon derivatives
(paraffin, rubber and petroleum acid salts) and inorganic derivatives (e.g., organosilicon
compounds, bentonite and oil shale). They decided upon sodium stearate, aluminium
salts of mixed fatty acids, polyacrylates and rubber (Rueggeberg, 1948).
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A4.3.3 Napalm constitution and gelling action of aluminium soaps on
hydrocarbons
Typical Napalm gels contained 8-12wt.% soap in gasoline. The saturated acid in
"Napalm" (stricto sensu.) was not palmitic acid as the name suggests, but lauric acid.
The other fatty acids that characterised Napalm were napthenic or oleic acids. The
manufacture, standardisation and stabilisation of Napalm and other incendiary gels are
detailed in the papers of Fieser et al. (1946) and Rueggeberg (1948). It is clear from
their papers that the military-type gasoline gels required a very particular mix of
aluminium soaps in addition to a small amount of free acid. This particular mix of
aluminium soaps (and free acids) was necessary because the gels were required to be
mixed on-site in a warfare situation, without the use of heating to set the gels, a property
seen here as most useful for gelling spilled hydrocarbons at sea, for example. The
average state of the aluminium soaps prior to mixing was a liquid crystalline one, in
which the chains were molten, above the Krafft temperature (at room temperature),
given that the soap formed a full bodied stable gel when mixed at room temperature
with gasoline. This liquid crystalline state can be understood in terms of the lower
effective melting point of unsaturated fatty acid chains compared with saturated ones.
The substitution of napthenic acids (hydrocarbon derived cyclic fatty acids) had the
same effect. However, when pure aluminium oleate or aluminium laurate were used as
gelling agents, heat treatment was required for gel formation. So this suggests that the
coprecipitation of these aluminium soaps from sodium oleate (or napthenate) /laurate
solutions with aluminium sulfate solutions led to cooperative chain melting, through
formation of a eutectic composite solid solution.
Rueggeberg found that the gasoline quality effected the stability of a Napalm gel. Cyclic
hydrocarbons tended to give the highest consistencies, and n-paraffins the lowest - with
80 octane fuels forming ideal gels providing oxidation was accounted for. Fieser et al.
found that full bodied gels formed from the following solvents in the time ratios:
gasoline-1; hexane-9; isooctane-25; benzene-1.5; and cyclohexane-2.
A4.3.4 Soap-in-oil gels and the structure of greases
Lawrence (1948) reported soap-in-oil systems and considered that the dispersion of
soaps in oil was attributed to phase changes in the soap lattice. Lawrence confirmed this
by observing that, upon heating, the temperature at which crystalline metal (and alkali)
soaps passed into the liquid crystalline state (he referred to this as the crystalline to
plastic intermediate phase transition, T2) were systematically quite close to the
corresponding values for the soap-oil transition from a two-phase solid soap and oil (a
paste or suspension of microcrystals in oil) into a single-phase gel. He also noted a
temperature T1, which was the drop point of the gel, and the melting point of the pure
soap mesophase occurred at almost the same temperature for the soap/oil and pure soap.
Lawrence noted that for a given soap and given oil, T1 was virtually invariant over a
large compositional range. In addition he found that the temperature T1 and T2 was
markedly dependent upon both the cation and the chain. For example cobalt soaps have
lower T1 and T2 than Al soaps, and oleates have significantly lower T1 than stearates of
the same metal. He demonstrated that in the liquid crystalline phase, soaps are sticky
(adhering vehemently to glass) and are wetted by oils. Below T2, the crystalline state is
not wetted by oils and does not stick to glass. Below T2 a metastable, microcrystalline
pseudo-gel can occur, and Lawrence suggested that the excellent performance of lithium
greases is in part due to the reversion to a microcrystalline gel in which the crystalline
lithium soap is of a favourable structure to support the oil. In the manufacture of large
batches of aluminium monostearate grease the slow cooling of the soap/oil leads to
appreciable crystal growth and thus to oil/soap separation (failure), which is reversed on
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heating to give a gel and upon quenching to give a microcrystalline structure that held
the oil. He asserted that all greases below T2 were not necessarily metastable, since "it
is obvious that crystallisation at T2 need necessitate no crystal growth - only a change of
the physical properties of the soap particles. Lawrence's observations can be interpreted
to mean that in all respects a soap/oil dispersion quenched from above T2 to well below
T2 is topologically very similar to the true-gel structure of the soap mesophase/oil
system above its respective T2.
Peptisation (or increase of dispersion) was also discussed by Lawrence (1948) - he
noted that polar substances acted as good peptisers, and were used by grease makers to
inhibit syneresis of calcium greases at room temperature (calcium soaps are known to
form hydrates - e.g., Vold, Granidine and Vold, 1948). The polar group of the peptiser
is emulsified within the polar regions of the soap as a complex - the effect of peptising
is to lower T2 and T1 for a given soap/oil system, and to eventually lead to a complete
loss of gel formation, i.e., a point is reached where T2 = T1 . Effective peptisers of longchain soaps in oil systems are cresol, glycol, lactic acids and intermediate alcohols, for
example and also acetic and lactic acids, according to Lawrence. This peptising by
small polar molecules is used in today's "complex greases" (e.g., calcium
acetate/calcium soap/oil), without seriously effecting the thermal stability of the grease.
Lawrence (1948) suggested that the essential condition for all (soap) solubilisation is
that the soap should be in a mesomorphic state, and reported that (the then) recent
literature contained descriptions of soap swelling by oil as a process involving
expansion of a fully crystalline soap lattice, in ignorance of the fact that most of the
work up until then was on potassium soaps in the "soft" soap phase (which we now
know to be the liquid crystalline state). Lawrence finalised his discussion of soap-in-oil
systems by noting that mutual peptisation of soaps (in oil) containing the same fatty
acid but different cations was a general principle. He noted that at the eutectic
composition of say, calcium and cobalt stearates, the peptisation was so great as to
eliminate gelation and to reduce the temperature of the setting point of the grease to the
temperature at which the soaps crystallise (separately) from the oil.
McBain, Mysels and Smith (1946) differentiated between gels and jellies (and sols) to
explain the phases observed in aluminium soap-hydrocarbon systems. They defined gels
as systems of two or more components involving a crystalline phase of swollen soap,
frequently intermeshing regions of a second phase which may be liquid crystalline, a
jelly or a sol. They state that transparent gels are fluke combinations of two phases of
the same refractive index. McBain, Mysels and Smith defined jellies and sols as singlephase, transparent, isotropic, colloidal systems in which there is a smooth transition
from fluid sol to stiff and elastic jelly, neither of these containing swollen crystalline
soap. McBain, Mysels and Smith found that aluminium dilaurate swelled to a point at
room temperature in cyclohexane, after which it no longer swelled until the temperature
was raised. However, they noted that the polymorphic nature of aluminium dilaurate led
to a dichotomy of swelling behaviour, namely, that an "amorphous" form did form a
"jelly" with cyclohexane at room temperature, and showed unlimited swelling, while the
"'original,' more crystalline" form swelled to about 50 times its original volume and
only passed to a jelly upon heating to 40˚C. They state that a further "crystalline form"
imbibed 20 wt.% cyclohexane without any visible signs of swelling, and did not become
a jelly until 48˚C. They discussed a gel-jelly transition temperature and noted that it
varied according to solvent type, with a 2.5% of aluminium dilaurate forming a
transition at 64˚C for isooctane, 50˚C for n-heptane, 40˚C for cyclohexane and 25˚C for
benzene, with a concomitant increase in swelling volume from 4-infinite for iso-octanebenzene. McBain, Mysels and Smith investigated the effect of "modifiers" (e.g.,
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nitrobenzene) on the swelling and transition temperatures from gels to jellies. Their
results are interpreted by me to be much the same as the effect of a peptiser discussed
by Lawrence, lowering the temperature of transition from the gel to the jelly
(Lawrence's T2). McBain, Mysels and Smith noted that an aluminium
dilaurate/cyclohexane gel heated to 50-100˚C passed its gel-jelly transition remained as
a stable and clear jelly and did not reverse to a gel when cooled for months, whereas a
gel heated to just above the jelly formation temperature and then cooled reverted to a
gel slowly. McBain, Mysels and Smith found that amongst the aluminium di-soaps, the
stearates swelled markedly less, the oleates much more than the dilaurate. They all
passed to jellies (1.5-2.5wt%) at the same temperature, though the dioleate rapidly
reverted to the gel when compared with the other soap/cyclohexane systems. They also
noted the swelling behaviour of aluminium dinapthenate and monolaurate and found
that these soaps formed (poor) jellies with cyclohexane above about 90˚C (1.4 and
7.7wt% respectively). McBain, Mysels and Smith stated that if jellies formed they were
thermodynamically stable within the range of Lawrence's T2-T1; above T1 they formed
sols, below T2 they could form gels. They noted that for concentrations of 1.5% or less
in the aluminium dilaurate systems, only the gel and sol seemed to be true stable
thermodynamic phases.
A4.3.5 The polymeric nature of soap-in-oil greases
Boner (1948) described the thixotropic qualities of soap-hydrocarbon systems. He
speculated upon the structure of the soaps (in the greases) under shear, and presented a
polymeric network explanation of the fibrous structures of the soaps in these systems
seen using electron microscopy (e.g., Farrington and Davis, 1936). The polymeric
network he referred to was based upon a cross-linking mechanism where an attraction
between the free carboxylate oxygen of one soap molecule with the metal of the next
occurred. This equates to a charge sharing (resonance) between the two oxygens on one
bridging carboxylate discussed in section 3.2.1 on carboxylate headgroups in soaps.
The polymeric nature of aluminium soaps was generally accepted after the end of World
War II. For example, Fieser et al., 1946 refer to Napalm as "Napalm polymer"
Rueggeberg (1948) reported osmotic pressure measurements on Napalm in gasoline
"solution" had a molecular weight of 160,000-200,000, and attributed the polymeric
structure to a bridging carboxylate structure such as that shown in Figure 3.3.
Rueggeberg considered these polymeric structures to be weakly associated as they could
be broken by water and other low molecular weight polar impurities in the Napalm gels.
The resultant drop in consistency of the Napalm gels can thus be attributed to the
lowering of the T1 and T2 temperatures by peptisation discussed by Lawrence (1948).
This is considered to be a disadvantage in mopping up oil spills in the presence of water
- obviously a decrease in gel stability is undesirable. In addition, Rueggeberg (1948)
noted that Napalm gels were weakened by unsaturated fatty acid oxidation (through
intermediate peroxide formation), thought to be autocatalytic. The oxidation was
increased in the presence of small amounts of manganese, ferrous iron and by cobalt.
The oxidation could be inhibited by typical anti-oxidants such as a-napthol.
A4.3.6 The state of aluminium soaps in soap-in-oil greases
Vold, Hattiangdi and Vold (1949) compared "in-house" synthesised aluminium stearates
(and one mixed palmitate/oleate/stearate) with commercial aluminium stearate greases
by XRD and differential calorimetry. They stated that the soaps appeared to be in
crystalline states at room temperature (more than one short spacing were detected in
XRD consistent with a non-hexagonal arrangement of chains). They found that the
greases prepared from these soaps showed the same spacings superimposed on the
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broad peak near 4.5Å corresponding to the hydrocarbons of the oil part of the grease,
and that the long spacings of the soap and the soap in the grease were not significantly
different. Their differential heating of the soaps and the greases were ambiguous.
Ross and McBain (1946) studied the X-ray diffractograms of aluminium dilaurate and
aluminium distearate. They used the two long spacings (28.1 and 38.4 respectively) and
the known chain lengths (12 and 18 respectively) and the equivalency of the short
spacings (3.85/3.87Å; 4.25/4.30Å; and 4.59/4.59Å) to conclude that the soaps were
homologues and thus the average chain tilt was 48˚ to the normal of the lamellae. They
used the argument that if two sodium stearate molecules were tilted at 48˚ and laid
head-to-head then the average layer spacing should be 38.7Å. They suggested that the
small deficit was conformation that the headgroup was a double layer of cations as in
Figure 3.10b, and hence the soap was in the hairpin conformation (they considered the
splayed-chain alternatives and ruled them out). This is apparently at odds with the
findings reported in the previous section. However, Ross and McBain may have been
correct had they have accounted for the likely dimeric or trimeric nature of the
aluminium soaps. It is quite probable that in the monobasic aluminium soap, the
hydroxide is actually a bridging oxygen. This would explain the large headgroup, and
the non-swelling behaviour of these soaps in water. Ross and McBain stated ". As in the
sodium soaps, the aluminium atoms are arranged in a double row with double
hydrocarbon chains side by side and end to end...", and "..aluminium di-soaps appear to
have a crystal structure analogous to the sodium soaps, that is, the metal atoms are
arranged in a double layer from which the fatty acid radicals extend in opposite
directions, end to end." This is clearly a source of much confusion as to metal
carboxylate structure and function, since the aluminium soaps are not bound to fatty
acid radicals per se but are covalent compounds formed from fatty acid radicals - a
subtle but important distinction. Furthermore, their structural analogy with sodium
soaps was a perhaps poor choice given the swelling behaviour of aluminium and sodium
soaps in water are completely different.
Coe, Mysels and Smith (1948) described two ways in which aluminium soaps could
hold unextracted fatty acids. Given the relevancy of free acid peptisation of soap/oil
systems this is briefly reviewed. The authors distinguished between free acid and bound
molecular acid. The former was defined as acid with about the same activity as pure
acid. The latter was defined as sorbed, and its activity (and solubility) may be as low as
1% of the pure acid. Their studies favour the sorption of bound acid rather than
formation of acid-soap complexes as in the alkali and thallium soaps. The authors
studied aluminium stearate and found that free fatty acid was readily extracted from
their soap (about 6-7% of their total soap weight), whereas about 20wt% of the total
soap weight was found to be bound or molecular acid probably dissolved within the
soap as determined by the distortions in the usual spacings based on their XRD work.
Mysels and McBain (1948) examined the variability and inhomogeneity of aluminium
dilaurate, finding several modifications, namely: 1) "original"; 2) "crystallised"; 3)
"glassy"; 4) "recovered-from-gel"; 5) "recovered-from-jelly" and 6) "lyophilised"
phases. The samples were obtained from 1) precipitation; 2) precipitation, heating and
slow cooling; 3) precipitation, heating and quenching; 4) precipitation and room
temperature gel formation followed by vacuum extraction of solvent; 5) gel formation
and vacuum extraction of solvent; and 6) sol formation followed by freezing and
vacuum solvent extraction respectively. The position of the long spacings in all of these
phases remained constant, the intensities were much reduced in the latter two samples.
The short spacings of the "crystallised" sample were sharp and intense, while the
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"original"; "glassy" and "recovered" samples showed broad, overlapping and intense
short spacings. The "lyophylised" sample was alone in having a broad and very weak
short spacing(s). The major finding of their study was that aluminium dilaurate
recovered from the jelly swelled in an excess of cyclohexane (at room temperature)
without limit, forming a jelly whereas the "recovered-from-gel" phase swelled a little,
forming a gel. The crystalline sample did not swell at all and the lyophylised sample
completely "dissolved", reforming a sol. The other phases showed intermediate
behaviour when added to excess cyclohexane, except the "glassy" which formed a
predominantly jelly phase. They concluded that the various modifications are not true
Gibbsian phases, their differences due to varying orderliness of crystal arrangement or
of crystallite size. Mysels and McBain suggested that an understanding of the
differences in their aluminium soaps may be gained by considering the analogy of
continuously variable particle size (number of monomers) or degree of polymerisation
of the aluminium soaps in the various preparations. Therefore they conclude that the
state of the soaps obtained from each of their procedures formed a continuous structural
spectrum "between a completely crystalline and amorphous extreme".
A4.3.7 Recent work on gel structures
In a recent study, Prost and Rondelez (1991) compare the macroscopic behaviour of
greases to that of rigid gels, in which surfactant molecules aggregate into fibres that
provide the long strands required for stable gel formation with the imbibed oil. The
fibres appear to be cross-linked twisted helices with dimensions approximately 10nm by
5nm laterally and several microns in length. The fibres appear to be ribbon like bilayers
from XRD, and are intertwisted with neighbouring fibres, resulting in cross-linking and
thus gel rigidity. The SAX study of Terech, Volino and Ramasseul (1985) established
that in gels obtained from modified (chiral) steroids in cyclohexane, the fibre network
was made up from chiral double-helices each with a 100Å radial dimension and crosslinked by supercoiling over certain long range distances.
It seems then that gel structure is related to grease structure and that not very much has
advanced in the way of understanding the geometry of these systems since the time of
Lawrence. This is probably due in part to the industrial monopoly on grease
manufacture and structure information, and to the inherently understudied nature of
hyperbolic (sponge-like) geometries (e.g., Hyde, Ninham, Blum, Larsson, Andersson
and Landh, 1997). Indeed these oil/soap gels and jellies must be considered to be
sponge-like since they consist (in the ideal case) of (two) fully connected, mutually
interpenetrating labyrinths filling space. Hyde (1998) considered the topology of
punctured cubic infinite periodic minimal surfaces (IPMS), relating the results to the
topology and geometry of the so-called "sponge" phases. The analogy here is between
the swelling of soap mesophases (that can be considered as periodic hyperbolic
surfaces) with oil to form the so-called disordered "jellies" of McBain above Lawrence's
T2, and punctured hyperbolic surfaces. Assuming that a certain number of defects
(punctures) exist in the unswollen mesophase, then it is reasonable to assume that as the
fraction of oil is increased, the holes in the swelling soap mesophase must grow. At high
solvent fractions, the holes become so large that the remaining soap fraction probably
consists of single ribbon-like bilayers of splayed-chain soap molecules attached to each
other through polymeric carboxylate-bridges yielding the interconnected ribbon
structures reported by Prost and Rondelez.
A4.3.8 Oil spill cleanup
Having introduced aluminium soaps, their gels and jellies and the potential for
aluminium soaps to soak up various hydrocarbons in the presence of water at room
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temperature, it is appropriate to discuss experiments performed here to clean up oil
spills using aluminium soaps.
Conventional oil-spill cleanup techniques rely on burning, dispersants, containment,
sorbents, and high pressure steam hosing of beaches. Spills at sea can be removed to the
atmosphere with very high efficiency by burning, whereas dispersants rely on the
volumetric spreading of oil-in-water emulsions through the water column, to be attacked
by microbial agents. Sorbents such as straw, woodchips, corn husks etc., are used
occasionally to soak up spilled oil. The wholesale poor recovery of life on and near
steam-cleaned contaminated beaches of Prince William Sound after the Exxon Valdez
spill compared with beaches that were left alone is a testament to the failure of this
method as a legitimate cleaning technique. The advantage of recollecting a spilled oil is
to remove the contaminant and thus is usually quite costly, especially when a large
amount of oil is spilled - this is why dispersants are usually used. However booms and
skimmers are used throughout the world for small scale cleanup.
Aluminium soaps form good gels with the lower hydrocarbons, i.e., the gasoline
fraction of crude oils. However, I set out trying to cleanup a crude oil spill. Crude oils
consist mainly of n-and iso-alkanes (paraffins), cyclo-alkanes(napthenes) and aromatics
(resins, asphaltenes and aromatics proper). In addition, sulphur content of oils may be as
high as a few percent. The particular mix of a crude oil can vary - leading to light and
heavy types of crude oils. The major classifications of oils are as follows;
Firstly the unaltered crudes:
Paraffinic oils containing mainly straight chain and iso-alkanes and less than 1%
sulphur; Paraffinic-napthenic oils, containing both linear and cycloalkanes and less than
1% sulphur; Aromatic-intermediate oils, containing less than 50% of saturated
hydrocarbons, and usually more than 1% sulphur;
The former two oils types are usually alter into heavy oils of the aromatic-napthenic
class with less than 1% sulphur, and the latter class into the aromatic-asphaltic class,
that may have as much as 9%sulphur, and a resin and asphaltene content up to about 3060%.
The most common oil type are the aromatic asphaltic oils, and the least mined are oils
of the napthenic class.
A4.3.9 Designing an effective oil-spill sorbent using aluminium soaps as a basis
Noting that aluminium soaps are known to gel with cyclohexane, benzene and isooctane
at room temperature, we might surmise that the whole range of light crude oils can be
gelled at room temperature using a composition similar to Napalm. Recall that
aluminium soaps swelled with longer n-alkanes more poorly than the lighter
hydrocarbons. It would seem reasonable then, that the gelation of heavier crudes is
improved if they contained lighter, more volatile fractions to initialise a good opening of
the soap hydrocarbon chains for incorporation of the less volatile portions of the oil. In
addition, we should also expect that certain polar compounds in the crude oils would act
as peptisers to increase soap dispersion within a spilled oil (and increase oilcontainment). It is envisaged that longer-chain saturated aluminium soap (myristate)
might be more effective than a laurate in the presence of a crude containing a larger
proportion of polar molecules, as the chance of reducing the jelly-sol temperature
(Lawrence's T2) to room temperature is made smaller. We might expect that a heavy
crude oil would be very difficult to contain by gelling with aluminium soaps. The effect
of the water discussed earlier was to decrease the firmness of a gel. This could be
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minimised at sea, by selecting a compromise aluminium soap with the longest paraffin
part (laurate, myristate, palmitate) to enhance waterproofness, but would still allow
room temperature containment. The harmful effects of oxidising agents within the crude
oils could be minimised by including an antioxidant in the soap. The evaporation of
lighter fractions of a crude oil is considered a very great hindrance to effective oil spill
containment using aluminium soaps, and we might envisage that a spill would be more
effectively contained soon after it occurred rather than after an evaporation period.
Finally we might expect that using McBain's technique of solvent extraction from
aluminium soap gels, we might obtain a particularly useful way to reduce the
temperature at which the longer chain aluminium soaps (perhaps even the stearates)
may be successful at swelling heavier crude oils at room temperature, and to reduce the
swelling temperature of the Napalm-like compositions to that perhaps found in the
colder oceans and seas.
So the possibility of tailoring aluminium soaps for oil-spill containment is clear, at least
as an initial exercise. Given the complexity of crude oils compositions, and also the
variable quality of precipitated aluminium soaps, many experiments were carried out on
a North West Shelf (Western Australia) crude oil, and several refined hydrocarbons to
test the practicality of the cleanup process with aluminium soaps. The results are
presented in Table A4.3.1 below.
A4.3.10 Experimental procedure
The general experimental procedure was divided into these two main protocols:
1. Spills on water - A flat crystallising dish (22.1cm wide) was filled with 1.9L of room
temperature water containing 0.35% salt to mimic oceanic values. This filled the dish to
a height of about 5cm. Next, a measured quantity of oil was poured onto the water at
room temperature. A finely divided, powdered soap (either "as-synthesised" or magnetic
soap) was then applied to the spill by sprinkling directly onto the spill. More soap was
added until the desired amount of containment was reached.
2. Spills on sand - The same crystallising dish was filled with dry 300g of glass spheres
(50-90µm) to mimic beach sand. This gave about 1 cm of sand in the bottom of the dish.
Next, oil was spilled over the sand (either moistened or not) and allowed to soak in for a
few minutes. Next a portion of soap was applied directly over the spill. The final step
was to carefully pour water into one side of the horizontal dish away from the spill to
act like a rising water table, pushing the oil up out of the sand and into the soap.
Containment was assessed as for (1), the residue being removed by simply scraping off
or by magnet and the amount of clean sand was weighed.
A number of different spills were performed, and the best 100% containment of crude
oil was by about 10wt% soap in the case of the Almy5 for crude oil on salt water. This
was slightly more efficient than for crude oil contained with magnetite dispersed in the
soaps of aluminium dilaurate and aluminium laurate/oleate. The predicted higher
containment of lower hydrocarbons was confirmed by the successful containment of
dyed hexane, pentane and xylene on salt water, commonly with about 2-6wt% soap. The
soaps generally performed less successfully on pure tetradecane spills, as predicted,
because of the lower solubility of tetradecane in the aluminium soap chains and because
of the lack of volatile fractions found in the crude oil (which probably contained
paraffins of similar size). The effect of 4-8% total (free or bound) fatty acid in the
Almy5 soap correlated with its more effective containment compared with Alla, Allaol
and Almy6, that all contained certainly less than about 1% total (free or bound) fatty
acids.
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The state of the chains also seemed important for more effective containment consistent
with the idea that effective swelling can only occur in the mesomorphic state. For
example, increased containment occurred when Almy5 was pre-swelled with about 5%
tetradecane before application to the spill (Exp. 6) in contrast to Exp.5a. The XRD short
spacings of Almy5 were much broader than those of Almy47 and 49 whose soaps were
clearly crystallised at room temperature, and whose containment efficiency was much
lower than Almy5. The effect of raising the temperature of the water had a marked
improvement on the time and efficiency of swelling relative to a room temperature
system (usually about 20˚C).
Other soap systems also showed swelling behaviour, but no semi-quantitative
assessments of their effectiveness were made, although a general trend seemed to
indicate that the soaps of easily hydrolysable cations were efficient at swelling in oil in
the presence of water (e.g., indium and zirconium soaps). Other soaps swelled in oil in
the presence of water including cerium and iron soaps, although with less efficiency at
spill containment than Inmy or Zrmy, perhaps due to the lack of small amounts of free
acid detected in the indium and zirconium soaps by IR . The earlier aluminium soaps
(Almy1-3) also contained crude oil spills, Almy1 being noteworthy because it contained
a large proportion of sodium soap. Sodium soap by itself dispersed oil (as expected), as
did the aluminium dodecyl sulphate. The Almy1 sample probably contained the oil by
having enough aluminium soap to overcome the dispersion effect of the sodium soap,
perhaps an intimate mixture of sodium/aluminium soap helped wet the oil/water
interface, and so increasing the available area of oil to the aluminium soap.
The quality of the oil/soap gels was such that small globules of the contained oil could
be picked up with a paper skimmed across the surface or with a magnet in the case of
the magnetic gels. The globules could be broken into smaller globules, but these did not
then release their oil to spread over the surface. The globules were wetted somewhat by
water, and this probably reduced the efficiency of recovery and the firmness of the
resulting globules. Over the course of a few days, the crude oil/aluminium soap globules
became more mechanically stable, probably due to oxidative polymerisation of the
crude oil constituents, and due to dehydration.
The results above are in many ways not surprising in light of what we expected, i.e
aluminium soaps with a greater degree of disorder were more effective at soaking up
spilled oils on water; the presence of a peptiser seemed to correlate with the
effectiveness of a soap at soaking up oil in the presence of water (either free acid or
perhaps sodium soap).
Aluminium soaps are fairly biologically benign, because the aluminium is tied up in the
(water) insoluble soap. A testament to this was the growth of a bacteria, without any
seed culture, on the soap/hexane residue skimmed from the surface of experiment.
However, it is probably true that considering that this soap is a metal based soap, then
we are best to configure another less "offensive" soap or analogue to do a similar task.
With the knowledge of splayed-chain lipid architectures, and the desirable cross-linking
formation of weakly polymeric structures in greases, gels and jellies, we can certainly
start to understand at least what a good approach might be to effective oil-spill
containment through the use of liquid crystals.
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Figure A4.3.1 Hypothetical polymeric ribbon structure of polar groups
in a soap-in-oil grease

Table 4.3.1 Selected aluminium soap short-spacings and free acid contents‡
Soap

Alla
Allaol
Alol
Almy2b
Almy47

5.00- 4.71
5.02† 4.81
vw
w/br vw

4.53

4.38
†

s/vbr
s/vbr
s/vbr
s/vbr
w-m w

4.24
†

4.13
†

3.90

3.68
†

Comments

molten soap chains; (<1% acid)
as above; (<1% free acid)
as above (14-16% free acid)
vw
m/br
w/br
molten chains; (<1% free cid)
vw
vw
w-m vs/
m
m/sh disordered crystalline soap
sh
subcell; (16-18% free acid)
Almy49 vw
vw
m/br
w-m m/sh m/br w/sh as above with more soap subcell
disorder; (6-8% free acid)
Almy5
vw
vw
s/vbr w
w
m/sh m/br m/sh molten chains; (4-10% free acid)
Almy6
vw
vw
s/vbr w
w
m/sh s/sh m/sh molten chains; (<1% free acid)
* vbr: very broad; b: broad; sh: sharp; vw: very weak w: weak; m: medium; s: strong; vs: very strong
short spacings in column headers are in Å; † free fatty acid peaks
‡ free acid approximated from combined results of thermal gravimetry, XRD peak heights and IR spectra
w/br

w/br

m/br
s/br vw

* In all experiments in Table A3.4.2 (see facing page), powders were dispersed evenly over oil slicks.
The cleanup statistics quoted refer to the amount of oil contained in small aggregated flocculated particles
or globules that could be easily skimmed from the water, or removed with a magnet in the case of the
magnetic aluminium soaps. The quoted percentages were based on visual estimates and are thus probably
accurate to ±10%. However, this error reduced as the amount of oil contained approached 100%, as it was
quite obvious that no oil remained (except for a very thin, broken up film). The crude oil was a West
Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd sample collected from Well G52 in the Barrow Island Field from the
Windalia producing interval. The method of production was by "gas lift" with no injected chemicals. The
sample was taken from the well head by A Johansen 3/8/85. The sample was stored in a glass container,
mainly in a dark cupboard until used in these experiments. The colour of the oil was light orange/brown,
and the smell of the oil was consistent with a substantial volatile fraction. The oil had a viscosity similar
to that of tetradecane. This crude oil was used in all of the "crude" spills.
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Table A4.3.2 Summary of results of oil-spill cleanup experiments*
Experiment 1. Crude oil spill on salt water.
Depth: 5.2 cm; Width: 22.1 cm; Volume = 1.9L; Salt = 5.6 g; Crude Oil = 10 ml; Soap = Almy5: Particle
size: 10-100µm; Approximate cleanup statistics: 0.4g soap contained 40% of the slick; 0.6g soap
contained 90% of the slick; 0.8g soap contained 100% of the slick.
Experiment 2. Hexane spill on salt water.
All details as for Experiment 1; Approximate cleanup statistics: <1% broke up slick; 1-1.5% aggregated
all of the hexane; 2-3% resulted in complete containment into solid floating cakes.
Experiment 2b. Hexane spill on salt water.
As above, except with Almy6; Approximate cleanup statistics: <1% broke up slick; 4-6% aggregated all
of the hexane; 5-8% for complete containment (as floating slabs)
Experiment 3. Xylene spill on salt water.
The same soap as Exp. 2b; acting on a Xylene spill; Approximate cleanup statistics: <1% broke up slick;
4-5% aggregated 75% of the oil; 6-8% had not contained all of the xylene.
Experiment 4. Hexane spill on wet (saline) sand.
300g of glass spheres (50-90µm); 90 ml salty water -> firm sand did not flow on tilting to 45˚;
10ml Hexane; 0.1g Almy5 soap. Description: Soap completely contained hexane. Formed flaky crust on
surface. All soap removed easily with virtually all sand recovered cleanly.
Experiment 5. Tetradecane spill on salt water.
(3 parallel experiments, with three different soaps: Almy47, Almy49, Almy5)
Experiment 5a. Almy5; Approximate cleanup statistics: 1 wt% -> some agglomeration, slick slightly
broken. 2 wt % -> increased viscosity, edge of slick rounded edges. 4 wt% -> further increase in
viscosity; irregular slick, though still fluid. 6 wt% -> particles swelled immediately upon application;
viscosity up. Small amount of hexane added -> small increase in viscosity; Small amount of aluminium
dilaurate (Alla1) added -> increased viscosity more than hexane, to the point where virtually no flow
observed. 8wt% -> Spill not completely contained but very viscous.
Experiments 5b and 5c. Almy47,49; Approximate cleanup statistics: Not so good results as previously
obtained; particles did not swell so much, and viscosity of slick did not increase as for Almy5 under
otherwise identical conditions.
Experiment 6. Tetradecane spill on salt water.
Soap Almy5 heated with 5.3% tetradecane and cooled, crushed prior to dispersion on spill.
Approximate cleanup statistics: 1.5wt% -> particles swelled and increased viscosity substantially
compared with Experiment 5a. Small amount of hexane hardly effected spill viscosity, but a small amount
of aluminium dilaurate did increase viscosity.
Experiment 7. Crude oil spill on dry sand.
Salt water flushed into system; 10 ml oil in sand; 0.4g soap (0.35g Allaol+0.05g fine magnetite) on sand
above oil. Description: Oil was seen to be drawn into the soap, but in poor yield. Greater yield obtained
when water was flushed into the system forcing the less dense oil to contact soap through buoyancy.
Experiment 8. Crude oil spill on salt water.
Three parallel experiments - 8a; 8b; and 8c different soaps ie., Alla1 for first two, and Almy6; 5ml spills;
0.4g soap; Experiment 8b had small amount of hexane added. Description: Initial increase in viscosity;
No containment of spill.
Experiment 9. Crude oil on salt water. Cleanup with magnetite.
Large dish. 10ml spill; 0.4g Almy5 soap; Soap spiked with 15 wt% coarse magnetite. Magnetite mixed
easily in soap-virtually effortless; Magnetite/soap did not sink. Description: Effectiveness of soap
cleansing ability reduced a little by presence of magnetite; Oil still soaked up by magnetic soap; Strong
magnet on side of dish -> attracted oil spill. Some oil ejected from agglomerates due to pressure of
magnet on contained magnetite particles.
Miscellaneous experiments.
0.5 g Almy2 and 0.5ml crude oil -> soap particles moved erratically as they swelled to contain most of
the oil in a short time. Confirmed in microscope. Added these soaps to slicks;
Almy1 -> soaked up and broke up slick - flocculated; Inmy1 ->as for Almy1; Zrmy1 -> as for Almy1;
Almypye-> soaked up and broke up slick;
Cumypye -> Soaked small amount of oil-did not effect surface tension. Flocculated;
Na-soap-> oil slick became torus, ie wetted sides of vessel. Additional Al soap did not get the oil slick
back. Did not flocculate; Femy1 -> Soaked up slick; Cemy1 -> soaked up slick; flocculated, but did not
break slick.
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Chapter 5
Liquid crystal aspects of precipitated
metallic soaps
thermotropic mesomorphism
5.1 Thermotropic phases
More than 70,000 thermotropic liquid crystals are known, amongst these are the
relatively lesser known thermotropic metal soaps. In this chapter I present a summary of
the high temperature (<200˚C) phase behaviour of homologous sets of lanthanide soaps.
Liquid crystalline lipid phases (and their analogues) are characterised by the liquid state
of their hydrocarbon chains on the atomic scale while at the same time having
translational and/or orientational order at length scales of several molecules. For
instance the Smectic A phase is commonly described as a liquid containing onedimensional density waves, with the wavelength (of the density waves) equal to
approximately two fully extended molecules (e.g., de Gennes and Prost, 1993). 'Solvent'
free systems of lipids and lipid-like molecules exhibit liquid crystalline properties at
elevated temperatures (thermotropics). In lipid/solvent systems (lyotropics), liquid
crystallinity is also commonly observed (e.g., sodium soap/water). Fontell (1978) states
that there is not a sharp distinction between the thermotropic and lyotropic liquid
crystalline systems, although the terminology and way of looking at these systems has
diverged for historical reasons. I note a difference between the two terminologies - the
smectic A and C phases of thermotropic liquid crystalline phases are used for rod-like
molecules whose chains are generally thought to be unmolten. This is discussed below.
The study of mesomorphism of lipids and lipid analogues is part of the much broader
field of study into liquid crystals in general. The geometry and topology of liquid
crystalline structures are arguably best dealt with if we take the approach that the shape
of the individual constituent molecular building blocks governs/determines the type of
supermolecular (liquid crystalline) structure we end up with (e.g., Israelachvili et al.,
1977; Hyde, 1990). This is the same approach outlined in Chapter 3 for understanding
the lamellar phases of the soaps. For instance, recall that the surfactant shape parameter
V/al was equal to unity for a cylindrical shaped molecule. Cylindrical shaped molecules
form calamitic liquid crystals by definition (e.g., Giroud-Godquin and Maitlis, 1991). In
Chapter 3 I discussed how a multitude of such cylindrical molecules, subject to self
assembly, formed the flat layered structures termed lamellar phases (smectics).
Cylindrical molecules may also be self assembled into nematic and cholesteric (if the
molecule is chiral) liquid crystalline phases. To date, however, cholesteric phases have
not been described in metallic soap systems, so their structures are not discussed here
(although one can easily envisage that they will be synthesised using chiral fatty acids).
Nematic phases (e.g., Chandrasekhar, 1992); de Gennes and Prost 1993; Pershan, 1988)
differ from smectic phases by the lack of translational order, i.e., the multitude of
constituent rod-like molecules in nematics are arranged so that they are, on average, all
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pointing in the same direction (or 180˚C out of phase) - as in smectic phases, however
nematics lack a layer structure, such that their molecular arrangement has orientational
order only. Polar molecules in nematics are more easily aligned in magnetic and electric
fields relative to those in smectics due to the lower entropic cost of alignment.
The concept of order/disorder in liquid crystalline materials is fundamental to
understanding their structure and phase behaviour. The ordering varies in degree (i.e.,
between completely ordered to completely disordered) and in spatial (or temporal)
range (e.g., long range or short range order). Three types of order are recognised in
liquid crystalline systems (e.g., after Pershan, 1988):
molecular orientational order (where the degree of molecular alignment is assessed this is the only long range order in nematics); bond-orientational order (e.g., if we take
seven identical circular coins and arrange six of these around the seventh and then build
a crystal from this hexagonal unit without changing the orientation of the hexagon - so
that the hexagon edges are everywhere parallel, then we have long-range bondorientational order - even in the absence of a lattice we can randomly pack coins
together to almost fill the plane (as in hexatic B), maintaining the long range bondorientation order); and positional order (of an indefinite lattice of the type that defines
the 230 space groups of conventional crystallography - long range positional order
equates with large crystals). Rotational order is a hybrid of the above three and was
discussed in Chapter 3 as that type of order associated with the motion around the long
axis of the cylindrical shaped molecules.
In terms of transitions from isotropic liquids through liquid crystals to low defectdensity crystals, an example series of thermotropic transitions where the order increases
is: isotropic melt - nematic - smectic A - hexatic B (lyotropic Lβ) - crystalline.
In addition to one and two-dimensional calamitic liquid crystals, two-dimensional mesh,
two-dimensional discotic and three-dimensional cubic liquid crystalline structures are
known. Polymeric liquid crystalline materials are classed as separate liquid crystalline
phases by some authors (e.g., Giroud-Godquin and Maitlis, 1991) to those mentioned
above, however given that polymeric structures are most likely found amongst the
metallic soaps and analogues (metal thiolates e.g., Baenaet al. , 1992), and the fact that
these phases also show smectic and cubic phases, I suggest that they need not be
considered separately from a geometrical and topological point of view.
Discotic (hexagonal columnar) and cubic phases are found in metallic soap systems, the
hexagonal apparently more common than the cubic structures. Below is a (nonexhaustive) table (Table 5.1.1) containing a representative selection of liquid crystalline
phases determined for a number of metallic (and alkali) soaps. Figure A1.2 illustrates
the structures.
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Table 5.1.1 Selected thermotropic phase transitions for alkali and metal soaps
Soap
Na (laurate)

Transitions (˚C)*
Reference
C1 (100˚) subwaxy (141˚) waxy (183˚)
X-ray data from Skoulios and
superwaxy (200˚) orthorhombic disc phase
Luzzati, 1961
(215˚) subneat (252˚) neat (325˚) IL
Ca (stearate)2
C1 (100˚) C2 (123˚) tetragonal mesh
Luzzati, Tardieu and Gulik(152˚)........(179˚) hexagonal (>350˚) decomposes Kryzwicki, 1968
Sr (myristate)2
C1 (130˚).....(170˚) rhombohedral mesh (197˚)
Luzzati, Tardieu and Gulikcubic (246˚) hexagonal (>400˚) decomposes
Kryzwicki, 1968
Mo (octanoate)2 C1 (105˚) hexagonal ( 116˚)IL
Baxter et al., 1994
Tl (myristate)
C1 (120˚) smectic A or C (187) IL
Meisel et al., 1976
Pb (decanoate)2 C1 (86˚) C2 (98˚) smectic C (111˚) IL
Ellis, 1986
*C1;C2 - lamellar crystalline;.......not fully characterised; IL-optically isotropic liquid;
All non-lamellar phases are reverse phases (i.e., with divergent chains).

Mg, Ca, Sr, Cu, Mo, Ru, Rh, Cr, W soaps have all been demonstrated to exhibit twodimensional columnar discotic (reverse hexagonal) phases upon heating, while cubic
phases have been confirmed in fewer thermotropic soap systems, i.e., Ca, Sr, Ba soaps.
The two dimensional rhombohedral mesh phase has been demonstrated in the
thermotropic phases of strontium soaps whereas the tetragonal mesh phase has been
shown in calcium soaps. The only other confirmed non-smectic mesophase structure is
the two-dimensional ribbon phase seen in the various alkali soaps (e.g., Na, K, Rb, Cs Appendix 1.1).
The geometry of the non-lamellar phases are best understood by examining the
molecular shapes of the individual constituents, and then looking at what
supermolecular geometries and topologies are formed when the molecules are self
assembled. The shape parameter of the molecules has been outlined during the
discussion of lamellar phase structure in Chapter 3. The key parameter discussed with
respect to molecular shape was the surfactant packing parameter V/al (Figure 3.1). If
V/al = 1 for a given molecule, then a large number of such molecules will, under selfassembly, spontaneously form a lamellar phase containing interfaces whose Gaussian
curvature exactly equal to zero.
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Figure 5.1.1 Lines of curvature
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Figure 5.1.1a-f illustrates the concept of curvature in a plane, Gaussian (K) curvature and mean curvature
(M). The point P on each of the cartoons (a-f) is a typical point on each of the curves or surfaces
(interfaces) shown. In Figure 5.1.1a, we define the curvature in a plane (k) to be scalar and equal to 1/R,
where R is the radius of an osculating circle whose local curvature near P is exactly the same as the
instantaneous curvature of the curve C at P. The shape in Figure 5.1.1b is easily seen as a saddle - the
point P on the saddle is a typical point, with two planar curvatures - one convex and the other concave.
We define a convex curve to be positively or negatively curved (depending upon preferred convention),
and a concave curve to be the opposite (i.e., negative or positively curved respectively). At an arbitrary
point on either of these surfaces we can define two principle orthogonal tangent vectors k1e1 and k2e2 to
the surface at P whose magnitudes are the principle curvatures, k1 and k2 where k1 or k2 are the maximal
and minimal curvatures taken from the set of all curves determined in any plane (containing the surface
normal at P) passing through P. So we define two types of curvature at a point (P) on a surface (interface)
to be a function of the two principle curvatures k1 and k2: mean curvature, M = (k1 + k2)/2 and Gaussian
curvature, the product, K = k1.k2. In Figure 5.1.1b we can clearly see that at P the mean curvature is the
sum of a positive and negative term. If the principle curvatures were equal and opposite, then we would
obtain a mean curvature = 0. The Gaussian curvature for a saddle is always negative, given that k1 will
always be positive if k2 is negative and vice versa. In the case of the sphere in Figure 5.1.1c the principle
curvatures are of equal magnitude and sign, thus the mean curvature = k1 = k2, in an ellipsoid k1 ≠ k2. In
any case the mean curvature can never be zero. In addition the Gaussian curvature of a point P on a
sphere (or ellipsoid) is always positive, since both k1 and k2 always have the same sign. In Figure
5.1.1d-f we have three apparently distinct surfaces, but a point P on each of these surfaces has zero
Gaussian curvature, since either k1 or k2 in each of the plane, cone or cylinder is zero. The mean
curvature of the plane is zero, however the mean curvatures of the cylinder and cone are non-zero. In
short, most points on saddles (hyperbolic surfaces) have negative Gaussian curvature and may have zero
mean curvature. All points on spheres and ellipsoids (elliptical surfaces) have positive Gaussian curvature
and always have non-zero mean curvature. Most points on planes, cones or cylinders (parabolic surfaces)
have zero Gaussian curvature, and in the case of the plane - zero mean curvature.
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Now to place this discussion of geometry in the perspective of amphiphilic self
assembly and liquid crystalline geometry and topology we must establish a link between
the packing parameter S (=V/al) and the Gaussian curvature of the interfaces found in
liquid crystalline supermolecular assemblies. The link was established by Hyde (e.g.,
Hyde 1990; 1992; 1996):
Si = (V/al) = 1 ± Mti + 1/3.Kti2
where 'i' refers to the inner or outer hydrophobic domains, and t is the polar and apolar
domain thicknesses . The relationship holds assuming the (sometimes molten) chains
lie, on average, normal to the hydrophobic or hydrophilic interface. If we assume that an
interfacial construct (a film) composed of such amphiphilic molecules has a certain
bending modulus, and that the bending modulus is small, then the global shape of the
self assembled molecules can be read from the plot as shown in Figure 5.1.2 (after
Hyde, 1990).
Figure 5.1.2 Surfactant packing parameter versus concentration
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It is clear that the phase space in this diagram is mainly for lyotropic liquid crystalline
phases. However it is pertinent to highlight this relationship between molecular
geometry and liquid crystalline phase type - as it does extend into the range of
thermotropic liquid crystalline substances at a volume fraction of 1.0.
So for V/al < 1 we have a headgroup area that is larger than the cross section at the end
of the tail group (e.g., Figure 3.1). This is an unlikely situation in ideal thermotropic
metallic soap systems, considering that a molecule in the splayed-chain conformation
has V/al close to one at room temperature. Any subsequent increase in thermal agitation
of the chains (of such a soap) will result in V/al increasing, not decreasing. Thus we are
limited to the right hand side of the heavy line in Figure 5.1.2, corresponding to V/al>1.
Thus it is possible to encounter bilayer sponges and cylinders of water, in addition to
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lamellar phases. The term 'sponge' is a generalised term used to express the hyperbolic
(saddle-shaped) nature of an interfacial film - sponges have a range of topologies
equivalent to the range of topologies of triply periodic minimal surfaces (IPMS1), but
they do not necessarily have the symmetry properties of the crystallographically ordered
IPMS (e.g., Hyde, 1997). This highlights the fact that the surfactant packing parameter
does not necessarily lead to any global symmetry constraints - but leads to overall
topological demarcation within the phase space of Figure 5.1.2. Thus the examples of
two dimensional sponges (meshes) seen in the strontium and calcium soap systems (R
and T phases) lie to the right of the V/al = 1 line. These structures are shown in
simplified form in Figures A1.2g,h.
A celebrated thermotropic phases is the Ia3d cubic phase first found in the strontium
soaps above about 225˚C by Luzzati et al. This was also the first thermotropic cubic
phase to be recognised. The first liquid crystalline cubic phase in any system was also
recognised by Luzzati et al. in the lyotropic systems K-soap/water and
hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide/water at elevated temperatures (Luzzati et al.,
1958). Many further cubic phases have since been found amongst the lyotropics, several
belonging to the spacegroups: Pm3n, Fm3m, Fd3m, Im3m, Pn3m, Ia3d and P4332 (e.g.,
Luzzati, 1996; Hyde, 1996; Seddon & Templer, 1993; Fontell, 1990; and Larsson,
1989). Their ubiquity in lipid systems was stressed by Fontell (1990) in a review in
which he analysed the types of cubic structures and their place and type relative to other
lamellar and hexagonal phases in particular phase diagrams. In many lyotropic systems,
cubic phases lie between "normal" hexagonal and lamellar liquid crystalline phases,
however the discontinuous (alternatively clathrate or micellar) cubic phases are often
found between micellar (lyotropics) and hexagonal phases (e.g., Fontell, 1990; Luzzati,
1996).”Oil-in-water" or "water-in-oil" closed-cage type systems are limited to phases
that crystallise under the space groups Pm3n, Fm3m, Fd3m, Im3m and P63/mmc (e.g.,
Luzzati, 1996; Clerc, 1996).
Hyperbolic surfaces that partition space into two intertwined labyrinths include the
family of intersection-free triply periodic periodic minimal surfaces (IPMS) (Schoen,
1970; Fischer and Koch, 1987; Fogden and Hyde, 1992). These surfaces are highly
symmetric sponges and have been extensively studied by Hyde et al. in terms of their
suitability as idealised interfacial architectures for the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
interfaces discussed above (e.g., see the review of Hyde, 1996 and references therein).
The topologically simplest of these surfaces are the D (diamond), the P and the G
(gyroid) IPMS (e.g., see Hyde et al., 1997). In addition, these three IPMS are very
homogeneous in terms of variation in curvature over their respective surfaces, and thus
represent excellent global assemblies of the local area patches defined by the
headgroups or tailgroups of surfactants (e.g., Hyde, 1990).

1

IPMS are locally saddle-shaped, the saddle being as equally concave as convex at every point on the
surface. IPMS are periodic and can fill space via translation of a unit cell containing the basic surface
element.
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Figure 5.1.3 The Ia3d rod structure of Luzzati and Spegt (1967), and the gyroid
IPMS
a
b

The cubic phase of the strontium soaps can be described by the rod structure described
in the history section of Chapter 1 shown in Figure 5.1.3a.
The alternative IPMS description is the gyroid IPMS. The IPMS description of the Ia3d
cubic lipid liquid crystalline phase (shown in Figure 5.1.3b) has been discussed, for
example, by Hyde, Andersson, Ericsson, Larsson (1984), Larsson (1986) and Fontell
(1990). The two mutually interpenetrating but otherwise unconnected rod lattices
(composed of strontium and carboxylate polar groups) in Luzzati's original model are
the natural loci of headgroups if the hydrophobic interface formed between lipid
tailgroups is like that shown in Figure 5.1.3b. So it can be argued that the structures are
topologically equivalent and the hyperbolic surface description was implicitly
introduced by Luzzati.
So the progression of phases in the strontium soap thermotropic system represent an
excellent vehicle to discuss thermotropic soap phase transitions in general - only the
tetragonal mesh phase (I422) of the calcium soap system is missing. The generic series
on heating is:
Crystalline lamellar - smectic lamellar (rotor phase) - defect lamellar (rhombohedral mesh)
- cubic - hexagonal columnar - melt.

In the metallic soaps, one or all of the liquid crystalline phases may be absent. The
presence of thermotropism in the metallic soaps can be attributed to the attractive forces
between polar headgroups slightly dominating the repulsive terms between these polar
headgroups due to the thermal motion of the molten chains to which each headgroups is
attached. If the headgroup-headgroup attractions are relatively weak, then no liquid
crystalline phase will be seen - zinc soaps do not show liquid crystalline phases.
The headgroup-headgroup interactions have been considered in the room temperature
crystalline and smectic rotor phases in Chapter 3. Recall that the interactions between
headgroups in metallic soaps were considered to be mainly due to hydrogen bonding of
one headgroup to another via bridging carboxylates (and sometimes waters or
hydroxyls). The degree of ionicity/covalency of the inter-headgroup bonds will, in part,
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determine a particular soap's liquid crystalline phase progression. Giroud-Godquin and
Maitlis (1991) note that metallomesogens (metal-containing liquid crystalline phases)
never have metals in (unequivocal) tetrahedral coordination and conclude that the
tetrahedral arrangement of ligands around such a metal may disallow inter-headgroup
attractions. I agree with their hypothesis regarding the tetrahedral arrangement; there are
probably too many steric problems when trying to pack (tetrahedral) metal soaps in
lamellar (or other multimolecular structures) - they would prefer to melt directly to the
liquid. Recall that in transition metal soaps where the headgroup bonds are commonly
arranged in octahedra (e.g., Cu soaps), inter-dimer axial M---O bonds complete the 6fold coordination in these dimeric units, and these are maintained as the chains become
liquid - the result is a liquid crystalline phase. Furthermore, the geometry of the dimers
in the Cu soaps (and Rh, Ru, Pd, Cr, Mo, W soaps) are similar to those of the disc-like
liquid crystal units (discogens) and therefore it is reasonable that they show columnar
type liquid crystalline phase. The columns are comprised of linear chains of M---O
bonded poly-dimers.
The absence of the cubic phase between the lamellar and hexagonal phases in the Cu,
Rh, Ru, W, Cr and W soaps requires a brief comment - its absence may be due to the
directionality of the inter-dimer bonds in the octahedrally coordinated metals in these
soaps - the directionality of the bonds is a discretisation or quantisation of the possible
curvatures that the molecular assemblies may take on, and by chance the set of possible
curvatures excludes the cubic phase. In contrast, the metal-oxygen bonds are not as
directional in strontium, calcium (p ethylphenyl ω undecanoate) and barium soaps that
do transit through a cubic phase before becoming liquid (recall that alkali metals ions
have spherical charge distributions). The lack of directionality within these soaps
impose less quantisation of the possible curvatures accessible to the increasingly
thermally agitated molecules. I therefore suggest that a greater range of curvatures are
available to the alkaline earth soaps upon heating, contingent on the intermolecular
binding remaining strong enough to form aggregates on the way to a truly molten
alkaline earth soap.
This hypothesis explains the richer thermotropic behaviour of the alkaline earth soaps,
but does not explain the lack of a cubic phase in the magnesium and calcium soaps
containing saturated fatty acids. The only real difference between the calcium and
strontium ions (in a chemical sense) is the size of the ion. Calcium has a radius of about
1.0Å whereas strontium is more like 1.2Å. Perhaps this increased ionic size of Sr over
Ca is correlated with the difference in phase progression in, say, the myristates of these
ions. For example, at a given temperature, V/al for an isolated molecule (with liquid
crystalline chains) with a small cation (say, Mg) will be larger than V/al for a molecule
(also with liquid crystalline chains) at the same temperature with a larger cation (say,
Ba). So at least statistically there is a greater chance of finding a cubic phase in the
barium soaps compared with the magnesium soaps. Nobody has reported a cubic phase
in radium soaps, but I speculate that we should find a large region of cubic phase
stability based on the simple trend down the alkaline earth group.
Better prediction of the phase behaviour would be possible if room temperature crystal
structures had been fully solved for these soaps. Unfortunately such crystal structures
are unavailable for the alkaline earth soaps. It is very difficult to understand the
subsequent transitions at higher temperatures without knowledge of the lower
temperature crystal structure. Single crystals of the metallic soaps are inherently
difficult to grow into sizes useful for diffraction (cf. Chapter 3, Appendix 3.2.1). The
small number of reported crystal structures for the metallic soaps are: Cu - Lomer and
Perera, 1968; Pb - Stephens and Tuck-Lee, 1969; Ag - Vand, Aitken and Campbell,
1949; Sr - Morley and Vand, 1949. In these soaps, either the thermotropic phase
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behaviour is limited to a single mesophase (Cu - hexagonal), or the reported structure
fails to give atomic positions, reporting unit cell data only. The field will be
significantly further advanced when aided by additional detailed crystal structure
reports.
The validity of the assumption of first order transitions for many of the thermotropic
soap transitions observed here is offered since this is used to deduce ∆S, from ∆H and
T. The large enthalpy of the chain melting transition and the apparent steep rise of the
heat capacity towards infinity measured here in many soap systems is itself supporting
evidence. Nonetheless the following is a short alternative analysis of strontium soaps.
Navard and Cox (1984) report a technique for discriminating between first and second
order phase transitions using DSC. Although their chosen material was not a soap (N,Nterephthalylidene bis 4-n-butylaniline - TBBA), their findings and techniques are
relevant here. Firstly, their method requires the measurement of the ratio N=h2/h1,
where h1 is the height of the transition peak, and h2 is the height of the same transition
peak determined at twice the heating rate. N is 2 for a second order phase change and is
between 1 and √2 for an isothermal first order phase change1. They note that the
transitions; crystal to liquid crystal; and nematic to isotropic are always first order - and
are thus useful internal standards for assessing the order of other transitions between
liquid crystalline phases. The value of N was determined for the transitions found
during four runs of Srmy12 at heating rates of 3˚C/min, 5˚C/min, 7˚C/min and
10˚C/min (see section 5.2.3). Note that the enthalpy of transitions (crystal-liquid crystal)
for each of these runs were 0.17, 0.17, 0.15, 0.14kJ/mole respectively. These enthalpy
data demonstrate that the relative error in the heat measurements were approximately
±10% about their mean. This error (±10%) roughly translates into the following
analyses, where the transition peak heights are expressed in W/g (because the transition
temperatures are almost identical in separate runs, and errors in the heating rates
contribute negligible error). Additional sources of error (in transition heats and
temperatures) probably arose from the fact that the sample run at 10˚C/min was not
dried in vacuum at 110˚C shortly before analysis, while all the other samples were.
Further, the fastest run recorded an exothermic peak while the slower runs did not.
Values in W/g
Transition

h1 3˚C/min

h2 5˚C/min

h3 7˚C/min

h4

N1 (h3+h2/2h1)

N2 (h4/h2)

10˚C/min

T1 (C2-C3)
0.036
0.041
0.034
0.051
1.04
1.24
T2 (C3-LC1)
2.07
2.39
2.53
3.69
1.19
1.54
T3 (LC1-R3m) 0.056
0.060
0.052
0.030
1.00
0.50
T4(R- Q Ia3d) 0.052
0.054
0.062
0.059
1.12
1.09
T5(QIa3d-Hex) 0.192
0.253
0.277
NA
1.38
NA
Weights: 3˚C/min : 1.9mg; 5˚C/min : 2.2mg; 7˚C/min : 2.4mg; 10˚C/min : 0.9mg; see Table 5.2.4.

The heights of the peaks as a function of heating rate is assumed to be a continuous
function. Therefore I simulate the values at 6˚C/min by averaging the values at 5 and
7˚C/min. The ratio N1 obtained for the ratio of normalised peak heights for the samples
run at 3 and 6˚C/min are in agreement with those obtained by Navard and Cox for the
first order transitions of TBBA (a rigid molecule with butyl groups at either end) and
1

This can be intuitively understood because a second order change yields a simple step in heat capacity,
reflected in the DSC trace as a step in power linearly proportional to the mass and the heating rate. In the
case of a first order transition, the peak area need also be accounted for - and here is the source of the √2
factor (for more details see Navard and Haudin, 1984a,b).
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the original assumption is justified1 . (For example Navard and Cox found that the
crystalline to Smectic G (crystalline rotor phase) transition has N=1.4).
It is worthwhile to briefly compare the entropic magnitude of the first order transitions
assigned above to the various phase changes with transitions observed in other
thermotropic liquid crystalline systems. This comparison is useful in that it provides
some clues to the nature of the hydrocarbon chain packing in various liquid crystal
mesophases of the fatty acids.
Classic thermotropic liquid crystalline systems often consist of stiff rod-like molecules
unlike the flexible polymethylene chains of alkanes and fatty acids. The entropy and
heat changes associated with their thermotropic phases transitions are therefore reduced
compared with melting transitions of fatty acids, whose degrees of freedom (in a
statistical mechanics sense) increase for every distal methyl group added to the chain
(methyls closer to the headgroup are restricted). Therefore, in short chain systems, we
should expect that the transition entropy from the crystalline herringbone to rotor phase
should be of the same order as the entropy for the transition from a rotor phase to the
smectic A or C, since the number of lost degrees of freedom is similar in both cases. For
example Lotke, Desai and Patil (1983) examined the transition enthalpies and
temperatures for ethyl- and butyl-p-(alkoxybenzylidine)-aminobenzoates (considered
here as analogues of single chain lipids) from n=5-7 carbons, and reported the entropies
for the transition SmB-SmA. They found that ∆S for the crystalline to SmB transition to
be 33-67 J/mol.K and for the SmB to SmA transition about 2.8-5.4 J/mol.K. Their
entropy change on transforming directly from a (herringbone) crystalline state to a
molten Smectic A or Smectic C (or Lα) was of the same order as the entropy change on
transforming from a crystal to a rotor phase. In other words, chain melting in their
system contributes little to the overall entropy change from the crystal to the melt,
unlike long chain compounds.
Baena et al. (1992) reported ∆Scryst-SmA for silver thiolates with chain lengths n=12-18
(n=6-8) between 108 and 147 (40-60) J/mol.K, ∆SSmA-cubic for n=4-10 were between
1.2 and 3.9 J/mol.K. In strontium myristate I find ∆S cryst-LC1=214±24 J/mol.K and ∆S
rhomb-cubic=3.9±0.4 J/mol.K and ∆S LC1-rhomb=1.3±0.3 J/mol.K, and the transition from
cubic to hexagonal columnar (silver thiolate) for n=4-10 was between -2.0 and -6.2
J/mol.K. The transition entropies (∆SSmA-cubic) per carbon for the silver thiolate are
about 0.3-0.4 J/mol.K.carbon (for n=4-10). For strontium myristate, with a total of 28
carbons the value of the sum of transition entropies, ∆SLC1-rhomb+∆Srhomb-cubic per
carbon, is about 0.19 J/mol.K.carbon (the cubic phase transition was not seen in the
DSC trace of barium myristate on heating, but was repeatedly detected during cooling
between 160-145˚C - see below).
Lβ or smectic rotor phases (Hexatic SmB, B', SmG, SmH, SmI, etc.), which are
technically liquid crystalline phases commonly transit to other less ordered liquid
crystalline phases Lα (or SmA or SmC) upon heating. For example the heats of such
transitions have been the subject of a study by Wiegeleben et al. (1980) who found that
homologous sets of 2-(4-n-alkylphenyl)-5-(4-n-alkyloxyphenyl)-pyrimidines (short
chain analogues of splayed chain conformers in soaps) underwent a large number of
transitions detectable using DSC, firstly through the rotor phases (SmG, SmF), then to
1

An adjustment for differences in the sample weights was not included here for the sake of simplicity.
Indeed, when weights are accounted for using Navard and Haudin’s (1984) equation 11, N2 for T2(C3LC1) becomes 1.41, almost exactly √2.
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the molten smectic phases (SmA, SmC) and finally through a nematic phase to the
isotropic liquid state. They concluded that compared with all other transitions, the
"melting" process resulted in the largest energy change - they included the transition
from crystalline to rotor phase as a melt process. For example for n=6, 8 and 10, I
calculate entropies (from their enthalpy/temperature) data of 334, 454 and 603 J/mol.K
for the crystalline-SmG transition respectively. However enthalpy values for the SmGSmF are hardly detected (∆S=0.03-0.6 J/mol.K are calculated by me assuming for
comparison sake that the SmG-SmF is first order, which is probably not the case). A
more significant disordering is found for their SmF-SmC (8.05, 23.8 and 36.1 J/mol.K,
respectively). The SmA-SmC transition heats for n=6-8 (noted above for TBBA as
second order) were noted by the authors to be very low, but increased remarkably with
chain length with corresponding entropies (assuming first order transitions) of 1.67,
5.02 and 7.39J/mol.K. The transitions from SmA to nematic were also strongly
disordering phenomena, but less chain length dependent, with ∆S for n=6,8 and 10 of
73.3, 8.9.3 and 100.6J/mol.K. The larger chain length dependent behaviour of their rotor
(SmF) to SmC and SmC-SmA transitions compared to their other transitions suggests
the melting of their chains occurred between the SmF and SmA phases during heating,
in contrast to their claim that the "melting" occurred at the herringbone-SmG transition.
Chains are predominantly unmolten (frozen or predominantly all-trans) in rotor phases,
especially the crystalline rotor phases - SmG (CrG), SmJ(CrJ) or SmB (CrB).
A further example of a thermotropic smectic rotor-molten smectic transition (SmBSmC) was reported by Fanelli et al. (1987). They published a DSC trace for the phase
transitions of N(p-n-heptyloxy benzylidine) p'-n-octylaniline (70.8). The phase transits
from solid crystalline-SmG-SmB-(SmC)-SmA-melt. The area under the DSC trace for
their Smectic B- Smectic A change is approximately an order of magnitude less than
that for the lower temperature transition from crystal-SmG, again demonstrating that the
majority of heat liberated in such classical thermotropic phase transitions occurs without
significant chain melting.
Therefore I distinguish between melting in the thermotropic sense, and the melting of
chains, which is the more important contributor to total entropy change during
transitions of the soaps here, and I adopt the SmA and SmC terminology to imply the
presence of molten chains with a smectic arrangement of molecules (with molecules
untilted and tilted respectively).
Some soap systems have been examined by DSC by various authors. For the sake of
comparison a short discussion of the heats, temperatures and enthalpies of transition of
these various soaps is included here. A selection of these soaps, their transition
temperatures and entropies are tabulated in Table 5.1.2.
The transition from crystalline to a molten chain mesophase (e.g., SmA, SmC, cubic,
discotic hexagonal, nematic etc.) is the most disordering of any of the phase changes
passed through upon heating a long-chain metal soap. So we can be quite sure that the
presence of the very large endotherm in the DSC's of strontium (or other) soaps is
indeed a transition from the crystalline state to a smectic (or fully liquid) state, and NOT
a smectic to smectic (or smectic-fully liquid) transition.
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Table 5.1.2 Table of selected soaps transitions reported by various authors
Soap

Transition

Chain
Temp ˚C
∆H
Temp ˚K
∆H J/mol
length
cal/mol
Mg Palmitate
C1-LC1
16.000
90.000
9390.0
363.16
39288
LC1-LC2?
16.000
115.00
6910.0
388.16
28911
Sr Stearate
C1?-LC1?
18.000
105.00
18560
378.16
77655
LC1?-LC2?
18.000
133.00
2780.0
406.16
11632
Ba Stearate
C1-LC1?
18.000
136.00
24470
409.16
1.0238e+05
LC1?-LC2?
18.000
118.00
18120
391.16
75814
Fe Stearate
LC1-LC2
18.000
69.000
16230
342.16
67906
LC2-LC3?
18.000
101.00
4130.0
374.16
17280
Co Stearate
LC1-LC2?
18.000
59.000
13440
332.16
56233
Ni Stearate
LC1-LC2?
18.000
60.000
11610
333.16
48576
Al(OH)2St
C1?-LC1?
18.000
110.00
750.00
383.16
3138.0
LC1?-LC2?
18.000
142.00
1000.0
415.16
4184.0
Pb Laurate
C1-C2?
12.000
96.040
11365
369.20
47550
C2?-SmC
12.000
105.28
6845.1
378.44
28640
SmC-iso
12.000
105.24
23.901
378.40
100.00
Pb Laurate
C1-SmAorC
12.000
92.040
11544
365.20
48300
SmAorC-Q
12.000
104.04
7122.4
377.20
29800
Q-iso
12.000
108.04
215.11
381.20
900.00
Mn Caprylate
C1-LC1
8.0000
95.840
2939.8
369.00
12300
LC2-iso
8.0000
103.54
1434.0
376.70
6000.0
Mn Decanoate C1-LC1
10.000
101.44
2175.0
374.60
9100.0
LC2-iso
10.000
106.74
3441.7
379.90
14400
Mn Laurate
C1-LC1
12.000
110.34
6094.6
383.50
25500
LC2-iso
12.000
114.54
1075.5
387.70
4500.0
Mn Myristate
C1-LC1
14.000
94.540
979.92
367.70
4100.0
LC2-iso
14.000
112.04
8126.2
385.20
34000
Mn Palmitate
C1-LC1
16.000
99.540
1481.8
372.70
6200.0
LC2-iso
16.000
115.44
8508.6
388.60
35600
Mn Palmitate
C1-LC1
18.000
87.840
1195.0
361.00
5000.0
LC1-LC2
18.000
105.44
1792.5
378.60
7500.0
LC2-iso
18.000
119.04
11138
392.20
46600
Mo Nonoate
C-Hex
9.0000
99.000
19000
372.16
79496
Hex-iso
9.0000
102.00
200.00
375.16
836.80
HV&V - Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold (1949); Ellis - Ellis (1986); A&S - Adeosun and Sime (1976);
Adeosun: Adeosun (1979);Baxter: Baxter (1994).

∆S
J/mol.K
108.18
74.483
205.35
28.638
250.23
193.82
198.46
46.183
169.29
145.80
8.1898
10.078
128.81
75.680
0.27000
132.00
79.100
2.5000
33.500
15.900
24.300
37.900
68.400
11.700
11.100
88.400
16.600
91.600
13.600
197.00
119.00
213.61
2.2305

Ref
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
H,V&V
Ellis
Ellis
Ellis
A&S
A&S
A&S
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Adeosun
Baxter
Baxter
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I now present results of experimental investigations of thermotropic phase behaviour in
metallic soap systems using DSC, x-ray diffraction (XRD and SAX) and optical
microscopy. The experimental techniques used in this study are given in Section 2.3.
The results are grouped according to (i) non-lanthanide soaps and (ii) lanthanide soaps.
While much is already reported concerning group (i), my results are detailed here for
the following reasons:
1) to demonstrate that the techniques I have employed to study these phases are useful
and accurate for determining phase type, transition temperatures and transition
enthalpies (in some cases) by showing consistency with known transitions. Some
previously unreported temperatures and heats of transition are also reported and briefly
discussed in terms of the phase progression crystal -> liquid crystal -> liquid;
2) to establish the liquid crystalline phase behaviour of soaps used in various hightemperature templating experiments reported in Chapters 6-8 (i.e., Cd, Cu, Ni, Fe, Na,
Ca, Sr, Ba, Al and Ag soaps - mainly myristates); and
3) to report some previously unobserved liquid crystalline phases (e.g., cubic phases of
Ni and Al oleates and In and Zr myristates, and unidentified liquid crystalline phases in
Mg myristate, Co laurate, myristate and stearate and Fe myristate systems).
The results of investigations into the phase behaviour of lanthanide soaps are quite
preliminary in terms of unambiguous phase identification of the previously unreported
lanthanide soaps (and some non-lanthanide soaps). Accurate and precise thermal
transition temperatures and enthalpies are reported below, mainly for the various
crystalline-liquid crystalline soap transitions, independent of the uncertainty in phase
identification.

Key to phase terminology in following sections:
C1-C3: herringbone crystalline phases;
rotor phases - lamellar phases with chains predominantly in the all-trans state and rotating or
oscillating along their long axes;
smectic: unidentified lamellar or mesh phase with molten chains;
defect smectic: predominantly lamellar, but containing a small proportion of molecules in a nonlamellar packing - as in a mesh phase, occurring between smectic and cubic or hexagonal phases;
tetrahedral and rhombohedral mesh phases - 2-D phases - see Chapter 1;
cubic phases - 3D, molten chain, optically isotropic phases;
hexagonal phases - 2D, molten chain, discotic, columnar packing of rods;
melt/isotropic liquid - optically isotropic, molecular melt with some residual 1D molecular ordering
(pseudo-nematic);
unidentified phases - molten chain, optically birefringent phases.
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5.2 Alkaline earths
5.2.1 Magnesium soaps
Magnesium myristate:
Figure 5.2.1a-d Optical micrographs of Mgmy

Top left: 70˚C; bottom left: 110˚C; top right 127.4˚C; bottom right: 138.6˚C

differential power (mW)

Figure 5.2.2 DSC trace of Mgmy
0
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-6
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temperature ˚C
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Optical: Crystalline (C1)—105.1-110˚C—smectic—127.4138.6˚C—cubic?—192.9˚C—melt?
DSC: Crystalline (C1) — 75.0˚C—smectic—103.2˚C—cubic?— <195.0˚
Comment: These photographs show that during heating, the phase change C1-smectic is
barely detectable. The viscous phase beyond the smectic phase could be interpreted as a
hexagonal phase by analogy with the previously published results for magnesium
stearate and calcium myristate and stearate. However, the apparent lack of birefringence
of this phase suggest the presence of a cubic phase. XRD was not used to test the
identity of the phase. Magnesium myristate remains unstudied in modern times.
However it is in fact arguably the first identified liquid crystal phase (Heintz, 1855),
although it was originally described as displaying double melting, not liquid
crystallinity!
Magnesium stearate:
Optical (textures were almost identical to those of magnesium myristate and so are not
included here): Crystalline (C1) — 91.6-97.2˚C—smectic—112.7-122.2˚C—>H1?—180.1˚C
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Comment: The change from crystalline to smectic was inferred due to slight rounding of
particles without any other appreciable change - like that seen in the magnesium
myristate. Weak birefringence was seen in the proposed hexagonal phase region.
5.2.2 Calcium soaps
Calcium myristate:
Figure 5.2.3a-d Optical micrographs of Camy

Top left: heated to 90.2˚C - lamellar phase, crossed polars, gypsum plate in;
top right: cooled to 90.0˚C - lamellar phase, crossed polars, gypsum plate in;
bottom left: 144.8˚C - tetragonal phase, crossed polars;
bottom right: cooled to 20˚C from 90˚C - lamellar phase, crossed polars, gypsum plate in.

differential power (mW)

Figure 5.2.4 DSC trace of Camy1
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Optical: Crystalline (C1) —??? —smectic—118.2-123.8˚C—tetragonal—152.5162.5˚C—cubic?—162.5-181.0˚C
DSC: Crystalline (C1)—98.7˚C—rotor
phase—102.3˚C—smectic—108.4˚C—tetragonal—164.0˚C—cubic?—194.6˚C — hexagonal
Comment: The transition temperatures are in very good agreement with those obtained
by Spegt and Skoulios (1964) using x-ray diffraction. The DSC trace shows that the first
major endotherm is a series of three overlapping peaks - the phase identifications are
inferred from Spegt and Skoulios (1964). The entropy change (∆S) for the transition
cubic?-hexagonal: ∆S=2.46J/mol.K.
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differential power (mW)

Calcium stearate:
Figure 5.2.5 DSC trace of Cast
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DSC:Crystalline(C1)—105.3˚C—C2—107.4˚C—Rot—143.7˚C—T—152.9˚C—cubic?—
185.2˚C—H1— >237.3?
Comment: These transition temperatures are very similar to Spegt and Skoulios (1964).
Phase identification taken from Spegt and Skoulios (1964) and Hattiangdi, Vold and
Vold (1949) except the second crystalline phase. The most obvious phase change in the
DSC pattern for this purified commercial soap is the transition at 184˚C
(∆S=7.59J/mol.K). The lower temperature transitions have entropy changes as follows:
R-T; ∆S=0.21J/mol.K; and T-cubic?; ∆S=1.58J/mol.K. The possibility that a cubic-type
phase occurs in the phase region between the T and hexagonal phases has not been
previously hypothesised. Luzzati, Spegt and Skoulios were not able to identify the
phase type in this region because only two (diffuse) reflections were found (at small
angles) in the ratio approx. 1:2 (hence a "pseudo lamellar" name was proposed by
Spegt, 1964) - the short spacing at d=4.5Å spacing typical of molten chains. However it
is well known that cubic phases may show very few reflections (e.g., Fontell, 1990), and
the ratio of the d-spaces is not inconsistent with a cubic phase. Further, optical
microscopy indicates that this (calcium soap) phase is isotropic between 153 and 186˚C.
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5.2.3 Strontium soaps
Strontium myristate:
Figure 5.2.6a-f Optical micrographs of Srmy12

Top left: 100x crossed polars, room temperature lamellar phase; top right: heated to 90˚C;
middle left: rhombohedral phase, 100x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in, heated to 218˚C;
middle right: 200x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in, cooled from rhomb.-cubic phase boundary,
oscillated near 210 -215˚C - rhombohedral and cubic phases; bottom left: 100x, parallel polars,
cooled to 210˚C from 218˚C - cubic to rhombohedral transition; bottom right: 200x, crossedpolars, gypsum plate in, cooled from 290˚C and oscillated near 260˚C - hexagonal phase
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Figure 5.2.7a DSC trace of Srmy12
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Figure 5.2.7b DSC trace of Srst2
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Figure 5.2.8a HTXRD traces of Srmy12
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Optical: Crystalline (C1)—87.5-91.6˚C—Crystalline (C2)—???˚C—Rotor?—134.6136.2˚C—Smectic?—146.3-155.6˚C—Rhombohedral—218.0-224.5˚C—Cubic—250.0260.0˚C—Hexagonal— >290.0˚C—some decomposition
DSC (based on a total of six scans at different rates (3, 5, 7 and 10˚C/min) on Srmy12 and Srmy2):
Crystalline (C1)—92.8˚C—Crystalline (C2)—112.5˚C—Crystalline (C3)—131.0˚C—defect
smectic?—153.3˚C—Rhombohedral—221.7˚C—Cubic—269.7˚C —Hexagonal— >350˚C
XRD: Crystalline (C1)—75-100˚C—Crystalline (C2)—100-125˚C—Crystalline (C3)—130135˚C—defect smectic?—145-155˚C—Rhombohedral—190-225˚C—Cubic
Figure 5.2.8b HTXRD traces of Srmy11
Srmy11
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Comment: The transition temperatures are in good agreement with those reported by
Spegt (1964) and Spegt and Skoulios (1966). They give the following phase sequence:
C1(127˚C).........(169˚C) Rhomb. (220˚C) Cubic (265˚C) Hex.>400˚C. The differences
in phase temperatures between their results and those found here using DSC are
attributed to small variations in the respective synthesis and thermal histories of the
soaps. For example, Baena et al. (1992) reported that the thermotropic behaviour of
silver thiolates are sensitive to their respective synthetic conditions and the thermal
history. The silver thiolates are considered here as analogue compounds ("since their
overall phase behaviour resembles that of the classic soaps" - Baena et al.). Baena et al.
explain that this behavioural sensitivity is owed to the subtle degree and orderliness of
the initial carboxylate-silver polymeric bridges - slight changes in the initial polymeric
covalent network will result in variations. This is also considered to be the case in the
strontium soaps (and in fact in nearly all soaps which have some degree of covalency
and tendency towards polymeric networks excepting a few, e.g., zinc soaps that melt
without displaying mesomorphism).
Hot stage microscopy confirmed a crystalline-crystalline transition in strontium
myristate prior to melting as seen by the change in birefringence without loss of
cleavage planes or crystal form. In addition the birefringent and pseudo-lamellar nature
of the rhombohedral phase was confirmed (from the observation of extinction crosses).
The sample was optically isotropic in the temperature régime previously known to be
cubic, and birefringence was shown above about 165˚C.
High temperature XRD was used mainly to show structural transitions, and to a lesser
extent for phase identification. All of the XRD scans in Figure 5.2.8a were taken in a
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period of 8 minutes. This is likely insufficient time for phase equilibration, but does
indicate that the phase changes are not excessively slow. Many of the strong reflections
belonging to the rhombohedral phase were found to be exactly as found by Luzzati,
Tardieu and Gulik-Kryzwicki (1968), i.e., for Srmy1 at 230˚C: (101); (104); (006);
(012); (009); (00 12) and (00 24). Many of the cubic reflections seen by Luzzati et al.
were also observed for Srmy1, i.e., (211); (220); (321); (400); (420); and (332) and in
addition, peaks not reported by them; i.e., strong reflections at 7.56Å and 7.24Å.
A less sensitive detector was used to examine Srmy11 at temperatures from 20˚C-295˚C
- in the cubic phase region the stronger peaks were unambiguously detected above the
background (see Figure 5.2.8b @ 280˚C) - i.e., (211); (420); (332); (and a few of the
weaker lines could be picked out above the background noise, i.e., (220); (400); (411,
330); (422); (440); (620); (541); (622); and (444). Peaks from the rhombohedral phase
at lower temperatures were indexed as the (003); (101); (110); (006); (220)?; and
(205,116)?. Peaks consistent with the hexagonal phase (in a ratio of 1:√3:√4:√7) were
detected at 290˚C in sample Srmy11. The size of the unit cells of the cubic and
hexagonal liquid crystalline phases of strontium myristate were found to vary little with
temperature. In addition to the molten-chain peak at about 4.5Å, the disc-like packing of
molecules in the hexagonal arrangement leads to an interdisc reflection seen at 4.86Å at
290˚C - this spacing is also observed in the columnar liquid crystalline phase of copper
laurate above about 100˚C at 4.65 Å (e.g., Seghrouchni and Skoulios, 1995) for copper
myristate at 4.8±1Å (See section 5.3.4).
Unit cells were determined for the cubic and hexagonal phases using a non-linear leastsquares program for cell-parameter refinement - "Unit Cell" (Holland and Redfern,
1997):
Table 5.2.1 Observed and fitted HTXRD data for Srmy11(cubic) at 240˚C*
a=63.33±0.58Å
2θ.obs
2θ.calc
res(2θ)
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
res(d)
1
2 1 1
26.32
25.85
0.47•
3.895
3.965
-0.070
2
2 2 0
22.09
22.39
-0.30•
4.641
4.579
0.062
3
4 1 1
14.87
14.93
-0.06
6.897
6.871
0.026
4
4 2 0
14.24
14.16
0.08
7.203
7.243
-0.041
5
3 3 2
13.52
13.50
0.02
7.587
7.597
-0.010
6
4 4 0
11.02
11.19
-0.17
9.312
9.166
0.146
7
5 3 0
10.68
10.86
-0.18
9.609
9.449
0.160
8
6 2 0
9.91
10.01
-0.10
10.357
10.250
0.107
9
5 4 1
9.76
9.77
-0.01
10.517
10.504
0.013
10
6 2 2
9.45
9.55
-0.10
10.863
10.752
0.111
11
4 4 4
9.14
9.14
-0.00
11.232
11.232
0.001
*The large residuals for the first two reflections are most likely due to slight errors in the height of the
specimen in the XRD sample holder. Luzzati et al. reported a cell of 62.6Å at 235˚C. {dependent-variable
residuals >2sd are bulleted}.
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Table 5.2.2 Observed and fitted HTXRD data for Srmy11(hexagonal)* 290˚C
a=29.39±0.35Å; c=4.78±0.38Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
res(d)
1
1 0 0
25.38
25.45
-0.07
2
1 1 0
14.75
14.70
0.05
3
2 0 0
12.81
12.73
0.08•
4
0 0 1
4.78
4.78
0.00
*Spegt and Skoulios (1966) reported the (100) as 24.9Å.

2θ.obs

2θ.calc

res(2θ)

4.039
6.953
8.008
21.571

4.028
6.979
8.061
21.571

0.011
-0.026
-0.053
-0.000

The above results for the high temperature phases of strontium myristate demonstrate
that high temperature phase behaviour may be tracked simply using a small hot stage
fitted to a standard scanning powder diffractometer.
The phase behaviour in the region between the crystalline lamellar and the
rhombohedral phase is still not fully understood. The optical textures and XRD patterns
taken during this study in this region suggest that a two phase mixture between
rhombohedral and a smectic lamellar phases is possible. DSC traces for some strontium
soaps at heating rates from (positive) 5-10˚C/min revealed an exothermic peak in the
region where the rhombohedral phase would be expected from this and previous studies
(see Table 5.2.1 and Figure 5.2.9a) - for the graph of transition temperatures versus
phase-change identity).
Figure 5.2.9a Sr soap transition temperatures
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Baena et al. (1992) report a similar exotherm in their silver thiolate system for the
transition between cubic and hexagonal columnar mesophases, which they interpret as a
headgroup coordination change (silver ions undergoing a coordination transition) - a
change they attributed to the observed rich mesophase behaviour. In the Srmy system I
postulate that the exotherm occurs by something other than a structural-chemical
change. That postulate follows from the following observations. Exactly the same phase
transitions, with equivalent transition temperatures and enthalpies occur on either side
of the region where the exotherm may occur in, independent of whether or not the
exotherm is occasionally seen, independent of whether the exotherm occurs (see Table
5.2.3).
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Table 5.2.3 Sr soap transitions
Transition
C1-C2
C2-C3
C3-LC1
LC1-R3m
R3m-exo
R3m-QIa3d
QIa3d-H
Transition
C1-C2
C2-C3
C3-LC1
LC1-R3m
R3m-exo
R3m-QIa3d
QIa3d-H

T
Srmy2a

∆S
Srmy2a

132.43
154.57

243.90
0.51074

224.16

3.6385

T
Srmy12c
92.800
113.86
131.72
152.97

∆S
Srmy12c
0.23653
1.1822
203.61
1.0350

221.86
272.42

4.0551
7.1168

T
Srmy2b

∆S
Srmy2b

T
Srmy12a
100.13
111.54
128.85
152.58

∆S
Srmy12a
0.51897
0.83573
225.57
1.4038

112.06
131.07
153.77
189.20
215.55
273.22
T
Srmy12d

0.99510
183.54
0.59859
63.563
2.1760

222.23
268.34
T
Srmy12e

4.4930
10.406
∆S
Srmy12e

112.17
130.66
152.72

1.4120
193.94
1.5002

113.87
132.88
155.63

1.2700
213.58
1.3700

223.65
264.16

3.8331

225.93
271.49

3.4800
9.0900

∆S
Srmy12d

T
Srmy12b

∆S
Srmy12b

112.31
131.25
153.00

1.4970
234.42
1.4121

223.03
270.16
T
Srpa
58.290

3.6136
9.9837
∆S
Srpa
1.1390

111.71
144.43
151.12
195.10

153.63
0.28319
47.940
1.8164

T
Srst2
44.160
111.26
128.81
162.91
180.45
202.50
259.27

∆S
Srst2
3.8096
334.15
0.30802
11.867
4.6541
8.6894

So it is likely that the exotherm is related to a particular structure, given that it occurs in
the same part of the phase diagram, and is seen somewhat independent of heating rate
and chain length. It is however unlikely to be a structural chemical change.
The maintenance of the crystalline lamellar phase long-spacing through the chain
melting transition (upon heating) suggests that the phase is possibly a mixed phase
containing a Smectic C (with slightly tilted, molten chains - recall that the crystalline
strontium soap has slightly inclined chains at room temperature). However upon cooling
strontium soaps, a large degree of supercooling often occurs and very little in the way of
heat is liberated through cooling phase transitions from the hexagonal phase region.
Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold (1949) also found this to be the case for strontium stearate
from 200˚C.
Figure 5.2.9b Sr soap transition entropies
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Figure 5.2.9b shows the relative size of the entropy change for the nine separate DSC runs on
four separate strontium soaps. The relative size of the exotherm (assuming, for arguments sake,
a first order phase transition) gives an entropy only comparable to the actual chain melting
process - the most disordering of all the phase transitions during heating. Thus we might argue
that the exothermic transition during heating is very nearly a recrystallisation event.
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Reruns (under identical conditions) of the original DSC samples Srmy12a-c after 18
months confirmed the same phase progression (except the crystal-crystal transition)
with similar amounts of heat liberated at each successive phase change, but a
quantitative comparison is perhaps risky since the strontium soaps show significant
signs of degradation at temperatures above about 300-350˚C. Nevertheless (for short
periods of heating at 300-350˚C), the heats for the crystal-liquid crystal (and cubichexagonal) transition for the repeats at 3 and 7˚C/min are (in kJ/mol): 76.9 and 76.9
(3.38 and 3.68) at 0 and 18 months respectively.
5.2.4 Barium myristate
Figure 5.2.10a DSC trace of Bamy1(03)
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Figure 5.2.10b DSC trace of Bamy(3)
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Figure 5.2.11a XRD traces of Bamy
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DSC (Based on a total of five scans at different rates (3, 5 and 10˚C/min) on Bamy1):
Crystalline (C1)—134.1˚C—Crystalline (C2)—156.9˚C—defect smectic?—>234244˚C?—Cubic— 300˚C
XRD: Crystalline (C1)—150-160˚C—defect smectic?—200-250˚C— Cubic—?
Barium stearate
Figure 5.2.12 DSC trace of Bast
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Comment: Barium myristate - The phase transition from crystalline to liquid crystalline
is very reproducible, and occurs at the same temperature on separate runs or on reruns
of samples. The reversibility of the transformation is also similarly reproducible, and
always occurs at 110-115˚C with almost the same heat as the heating transition (a little
less on 2nd runs of the same sample (as was also noted for barium soaps by Hattiangdi,
Vold and Vold, 1949. The average heat of this transition for five runs of Bamy1
(65±8kJ/mol) is consistent with that found for barium palmitate (67.3kJ/mol) and less
than that found for barium stearate (102.4kJ/mol) by Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold (1949)
(the transition heat found by me for barium stearate is 103.5kJ/mol - identical to that
found by Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold). On heating the crystalline barium myristate, the
first major transition leads to an unidentified phase (e.g., Gulik-Krzywicki, Tardieu and
Luzzati, 1968). Optically the unidentified phase is similar to the unidentified phase in
the strontium myristate phase diagram in that in both systems the transition to liquid
crystalline state is announced by a decrease in birefringence (to almost zero without
rubbing (shearing) the slide), and the crystalline shapes are retained (with slight
rounding). The weakness of the optical anisotropy is possibly due to preferred
orientation of the mesophase. Upon cooling from the cubic phase, distinct birefringence
(in a pattern similar to a smectic) was detected at about 155˚C. The position of the phase
and its XRD signature are consistent with a ”defect smectic” phase (mesh structure like
the rhombohedral or tetragonal phases of strontium and calcium soaps). The heating
transition to the cubic phase is ambiguously detected in DSC, but more readily seen
using optical microscopy and XRD. This is consistent with a second order or very slow
first order transition. The optical transformation is characterised by obvious loss of
angular grain boundaries, giving way to a viscous, fluid-like phase. The XRD signature
is less evident, but reveals a transition at the given temperature. The slowness of this
sample to transit to the cubic phase is in contrast to its cooling behaviour where a
repeatable cubic to defect smectic? transition is reproducibly detected easily using DSC
at 145-150˚C (Figure 5.2.10a), with transition entropy about 0.84 J/mol.K.carbon,
much higher than for the heating transition to the cubic phase in strontium soaps. The
same transition was shifted to about 225˚C when a previously run sample was rerun
indicating sensitivity of the phase transformations to thermal history (Figure 5.2.10b).
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Figure 5.2.13 Entropies corresponding to the main chain-melting transitions for
the various alkaline earth soaps.
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Table 5.2.4 Data corresponding to Figure 5.2.13
Sample

MW

Mgmy
Camy1
Cast
Srmy2a
Srmy12e
Srmy12d
Srmy12a
Srmy12b
Srmy12c
Srpa1
Srst2*
Bamy1
Bast1
TS8*
Bamy1(2)
Bamy1(3)
Bamy1(03)

479.04
494.81
607.03
542.35
542.35
542.35
542.35
542.35
542.35
598.46
654.57
592.07
704.29
592.07
592.07
592.07
592.07

wt
(mg)
4.900
3.200
2.600
0.800
0.900
1.000
1.900
2.400
2.200
1.600
2.600
1.000
5.600
11.000
1.000
1.000
1.400

Temp
( ˚C)
75.028
107.41
109.13
132.43
131.07
130.66
128.85
131.25
131.72
111.71
128.81
155.14
151.44
89.702
153.46
157.49
158.00

Heat
(kJ/g)
-0.16640
-0.18240
-0.15960
-0.18240
-0.13680
-0.14440
-0.16720
-0.17480
-0.15200
-0.09880
-0.20520
-0.09880
-0.14700
-0.01560
-0.09360
-0.12480
-0.11960

Temp
( ˚K)
348.19
380.57
382.29
405.59
404.23
403.82
402.01
404.41
404.88
384.87
401.97
428.30
424.60
362.86
426.62
430.65
431.16

Heat
(kJ/mol)
-79.713
-90.253
-96.882
-98.925
-74.193
-78.315
-90.681
-94.803
-82.437
-59.128
-134.32
-58.497
-103.53
-9.2364
-55.418
-73.890
-70.812

Entropy
(J/mol.K)
228.94
237.15
253.43
243.90
183.54
193.94
225.57
234.42
203.61
153.63
334.15
136.58
243.83
25.454
129.90
171.58
164.24

S/R
27.550
28.538
30.496
29.351
22.087
23.338
27.144
28.210
24.502
18.488
40.210
16.435
29.342
3.0631
15.632
20.647
19.764

Rate
(˚C/min)
10
10
10
10
5
5
3
5
7
5
5
10
10
10
2
3
3
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5.3 Transition metals
5.3.1 Iron soaps
Figure 5.3.1 Optical micrograph of Femy4

Femy4 - molten-chain smectic or hexagonal phase, ca. 120˚C, crossed
polars, gypsum plate in.

differential power (mW)

Figure 5.3.2 DSC trace Femy
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Figures 5.3.3a HTXRD traces Femy (heating and cooling)
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Figures 5.3.3b HTXRD traces Femy4 (heating)

Femy4 (heating) 125˚C
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Optical (Femy4): Rotor phase 1—85-95˚C—smectic C or hexagonal?—155163˚C—isotropic liquid
DSC: Femy4 Rotor phase 1 —68˚C—rotor phase 2 —84˚C—smectic C? or
hexagonal?—158˚C—hexagonal—165˚C ˚C—isotropic liquid
XRD (Femy4):
Rotor phase 1—50-80˚C—rotor phase 2—80-90˚C—Smectic C?—125-150˚C—hexagonal?
—<186˚C
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Intensity (counts)

Figure 5.3.4 HTXRD traces Femy5 (heating and cooling)
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27˚C heating
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2Θ
DSC (Femy5): Rotor phase 1—49˚C—rotor phase 2—69˚C— rotor phase 3?—97˚C—
smectic C?—170-179˚C—isotropic liquid
XRD (Femy5): Rotor phase 1—27-125˚C—smectic?—185-186˚C—hexagonal?
Comment: Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold found a heat of fusion for their ferric palmitate
and stearate of about 41 and 68kJ/mol at 78 and 69˚C respectively. The value found
here for Femy4 is about 33kJ/mol at 82.29˚C, consistent with their results. They did not
look beyond 150˚C, where I find two further small endotherms in the DSC of Femy4.
Lawrence found a melting temperature of 115˚C and a "plastic" to crystalline transition
at 23˚C for his ferric stearate.
The birefringent phases of Femy4 (and Femy5) beyond the main endotherms are quite
possibly molten chain smectic C and hexagonal phases (based upon the optical textures
and XRD patterns). Upon cooling, Femy4 was apparently trapped in a higher
temperature phase. Femy5 did not show this hysteresis when cooled after heating for a
short time, but did when kept at high temperature (180˚C) for several days. This
“trapping” of the high temperature phase was also found to be the case for other iron
soaps and is possibly a result of headgroup polymerisation that consequently limited
chain recrystallisation. More details of the structure, characterisation and conversion of
these soaps to nanoparticulate maghemite are discussed in Chapter 7.
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5.3.2 Cobalt soaps
Figure 5.3.5 Optical phase diagram - cobalt soaps
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Figure 5.3.6 HTXRD heating traces - Cost2
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Figure 5.3.7 DSC trace - Cost2
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Optical: see phase diagram above (Figure 5.3.5).
DSC: (Cost2): Crystalline (C1) —89˚C—smectic C?—105˚C—hexagonal?—150˚C
XRD: (Cost2): Rotor (R1)—>90-105˚C—>rotor (R2)—>90-105˚C—>hexagonal?—115150˚C—> isotropic liquid?—>200˚C
Comment: The phase diagram above for optical transitions of cobalt soaps was
constructed from heating transition data for precipitated soaps, with the exception of
cobalt decanoate that was grown by diffusion of reactants into a gelatine/water gel (in
order to attempt to grow large single crystals), and is suspected to have entrained gel
within its matrix, hence lowering its liquid transition temperature during heating.
Otherwise the trend is clear - a crystalline (rotor) phase is replaced by a liquid
crystalline phase with weak birefringence, the intensity of the birefringence increasing
towards the lower homologues. The optical textures (of the weakly birefringent phase)
are somewhat ambiguous, being consistent, to some extent, with both the confirmed
smectic (praseodymium soaps) and hexagonal phases (copper myristate) examined
optically. Support for the hexagonal liquid crystalline phase comes from the high
temperature XRD where a set of spacings contain peaks found approximately) in the
ratio 1:√3:√4 at 110˚C and 115˚C (26.5Å; 14.7Å and 13.0Å). Figure 5.3.6 shows the
transition from a crystalline phase having a single chain packing peak consistent with a
crystalline hexatic phase (hexatic B). This passes through to the conjectured hexagonal
columnar phase via a possible tilted smectic crystal at 75-90˚C. The long and short
spacings corresponding to cobalt stearate at 25˚, 50˚ and 55˚C are the same. At 75˚C the
long spacing decreases and the chain pacing peak moves to higher d-spacings,
consistent with a tilted crystalline rotor phase (possibly crystalline G or J using smectic
terminology). The tilt and chain packing distance appear to grow with temperature
before transiting to the mesophase.
The transitions prior to chain melting are likely to be second order, since the changes do
not require drastic structural rearrangements, and XRD patterns suggest these changes
are continuous.
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The DSC trace of Figure 5.3.7 is somewhat inconsistent with the optical data. The
discrepancy in the crystal (rotor) to liquid crystal transition temperature determined
optically for cobalt stearate is thought to be due to the weak optical signature of this
transition. Therefore, at least for cobalt stearate, the phase diagram should include a
crystalline rotor to smectic (molten chain) transition prior to the onset of the transition
to the hexagonal phase. For the other soaps, the optical transition from crystalline rotor
to liquid crystalline was slow, birefringence only slowly becoming obvious after further
heating. This may in fact also be indicative of a molten smectic phase between the
crystalline and hexagonal phases. However only the clearly visible transitions are
indicated in Figure 5.3.5. The transition entropy for the phase change at 89˚C is about
200J/mol.K, confirming that the transition is one incorporating chain melting, since a
smectic to smectic transition (neither crystalline) is an order of magnitude less
disordering. The transition at about 105˚C has an associated entropy change of
3.6J/mol.K. Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold (1949) found a comparable transition at 59˚C for
their cobalt stearate with an entropy change of about 170J/mol.K. Lawrence (1939)
reported that cobalt stearate became completely molten at 200˚C below this temperature
it was in a "plastic" (liquid crystalline) state - and could not be cooled to a fully
crystalline state.
In the terminology of smectic mesophases, the room temperature phase is probably best
described as a Crystalline B (CrB) (an untilted rotor phase), because of the single, chain
packing peak near d=4.15Å and the long spacing indicative of an untilted phase. The
tilted phase found in the XRD would then be the tilted equivalent of CrB - either a
crystalline G (CrG or SmG) or crystalline J (CrJ or SmJ). The tilted crystalline phase is
quite a separate phase to the possible smectic evidenced by DSC (smectic A or C between main chain melting peak and minor peak at higher temperature), as it occurs
prior to chain melting. Therefore the most likely transition sequence for cobalt stearate
based on optical, DSC and XRD data is:
Crystalline B-> Crystalline G or J -> Smectic A or C -> Hexagonal columnar -> melt

The transition to the melt is marked in the optical microscope by the slow disappearance
of birefringence and in XRD by the transition to a phase having a peak at approximately
d=30Å, indicative of the one dimensional ordering (characteristic of all the liquid soaps
and liquid lipid-like molecules examined during this study). This is consistent with that
found for molten sodium soaps (e.g., Skoulios and Luzzati, 1959), and with theory (e.g.,
Flory, 1969). The theoretical reason for the peak is based on the fact that the stretched
chain is in a lower energy state than one with many gauche bonds. I will discuss this
with respect to the transition enthalpies and entropies for the lanthanide soaps below.
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In addition to the mesomorphism observed for the pure cobalt soaps, it seems that the
cobalt soap-pyridine complexes (discussed in Chapters 2 and 3) also undergo a small
mesomorphous transition prior to melting. Their phase behaviour has not been studied
in detail but the optical transitions indicate that the mesomorphous region is small:
Optical (Colapy): Crystalline (C1)—52˚C—unidentified birefringent phase—56˚C—
isotropic liquid
Optical (Comypy): Crystalline (C1)—53˚C—unidentified birefringent phase—59˚C—
isotropic liquid
DSC Costpy2: Crystalline (C1) —51.5˚C—Crystalline (C2) —71.9˚C— isotropic
liquid?— >90.0˚C
Comment: Given that liquid crystals rely on headgroup cohesiveness after chain melting
to avoid complete meltdown, it seems reasonable that the liquid crystallinity in these
samples is associated with loss of pyridine, since no possible inter-headgroup
interactions would be otherwise possible (pyridine only has one binding site so could
not be involved in significant intermolecular bonding through the headgroups). Copper
and perhaps nickel myristate-pyridine complexes also behaved in this way, probably for
the same reason, therefore the conjectured liquid crystallinity is that of a (partially?)
desolvated soap with a water-bridged dimeric headgroup. The loss of order calculated
from the DSC for melting the chains of Costpy2 amounts to about 828J/mol.K, by far
the highest entropy change per carbon found for any compound during this study,
consistent with its extremely high crystallinity, compared with other soap-like
compounds, as confirmed using single crystal XRD, and also consistent with an
additional endothermic contribution due to pyridine cleavage from the metal/fatty acid
complex.
5.3.3 Nickel soaps
Optical (Nimy): Crystalline (C1) —90-100˚C—hexagonal? —130-140˚C— isotropic liquid
Optical Nimypy: Crystalline (C1) —66.2-70.3˚C—isotropic liquid? + unidentified liquid
crystalline phase—149˚C—?
Comment: The liquid crystallinity of nickel myristate is almost exactly the same as that
for cobalt myristate, including the slow transition from crystalline to hexagonal?. By
analogy with the cobalt soap behaviour, the slow transition may involve a smectic A or
C intermediate. The weak birefringence of the liquid crystalline phase and its similar
texture to that of the cobalt soaps suggests the two soaps are isostructural. The
contrasting liquid crystallinity of the pyridine complex to the soap indicates that the
soap is not isostructural with the desolvated complex.
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5.3.4 Copper soaps
Copper myristate:
Figure 5.3.8 Optical micrographs of Cumy2

Top left: 100x, 70˚C - lamellar phase; top right: 100x 116.3˚C - lamellar phase;
middle left: 100x, crossed polars, 140.0˚C - hexagonal phase; middle right: 100 or 200x, crossed
polars, 189˚C - hexagonal phase; bottom left: 100 or 200x, crossed polars, 198˚C - hexagonal phase;
bottom right: 100x, cooled from 190.8˚C to room temperature, parallel polars - lamellar phase with
remnant hexagonal textures.
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Figure 5.3.9a HTXRD trace - Cumy2 hexagonal phase at 225˚C
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Figure 5.3.9b HTXRD traces - Cumy2 heating (and cooled to room T)
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Figure 5.3.10 - DSC trace
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Optical: Crystalline (C1) —113.5-116.3˚C—hexagonal—190˚C
DSC: Crystalline (C1) —115.8˚C—hexagonal—200˚C
XRD: Crystalline (C1) —26-90˚C—Crystalline (C2) —105-120˚C—hexagonal—250280˚C—isotropic melt
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Comment: In addition to the molten-chain peak at about 4.5Å, an interdisc reflection1
was seen at d=4.78Å at 120˚C (at d=5.25Å at 225˚C). Interdisc spacings were also
observed by Seghrouchni and Skoulios (1995) at d=4.65 Å in the columnar liquid
crystalline phase of copper laurate above about 100˚C, by Baxter et al. (1994) at about
d=4.7Å for a series of liquid crystalline molybdenum carboxylates, by Bardet et al.
(1995) at ca. d=4.6Å for rhodium carboxylates, and by Baena et al. (1992) at d=5Å for
the hexagonal mesophase of silver thiolates. The temperature dependence of the Cumy2
hexagonal unit cell can be seen in the cell parameter (a) and possibly (c) (see below).
Copper myristate at 120˚C: hexagonal cell - a = 21.76±0.37Å; c=4.78Å
Observed and fitted results: {dependent-variable residuals >2sd are bulleted}
no
1
2
3
4
5
6

h
1
1
2
2
3
0

k
0
1
0
1
0
0

l
0
0
0
0
0
1

d(obs)
18.92
10.76
9.32
7.02
6.52
4.78

d(calc)
18.84
10.88
9.42
7.12
6.28
4.78

res(d)
0.08
-0.12
-0.10
-0.10
0.24•
0.00

2Ø.obs
5.420
9.537
11.015
14.641
15.771
21.571

2Ø.calc
5.442
9.433
10.896
14.431
16.375
21.571

res(2Ø)
-0.022
0.104
0.119
0.210
-0.605
-0.000

Copper myristate at 225˚C: hexagonal cell - a = 22.38±0.18Å; c=5.25Å
no
1
2
3
4
5
6

h
1
1
2
2
3
0

k
0
1
0
1
0
0

l
0
0
0
0
0
1

d(obs)
19.35
11.22
9.70
7.26
6.59
5.25

d(calc)
19.39
11.19
9.70
7.33
6.46
5.25

res(d)
-0.04
0.03
0.01
-0.07•
0.13•
0.00

2Ø.obs
5.299
9.145
10.582
14.154
15.602
19.619

2Ø.calc
5.289
9.168
10.590
14.024
15.913
19.619

res(2Ø)
0.010
-0.022
-0.007
0.131
-0.311
-0.000

Between 250˚C and 280˚C copper myristate degraded and probably did so after melting
(also between 250˚C and 280˚C - see HTXRD’s in Figure 5.3.9b). The XRD trace at
250˚C is broadened, suggesting the degradation commenced between 225˚ and 250˚C.
An additional peak was observed in the XRD patterns of this soap at 210˚, 225˚ and
250˚C (ca. 3˚2Θ; d=33.7Å). The peak may be a superstructure peak due to some sort of
higher arrangement of the hexagonal columns.
The transition enthalpy for the crystalline to liquid crystalline phase change is estimated
to be -54J/mol, almost identical to that expected by linear interpolation the cooling
transition enthalpies given for CuC12 and CuC18 by Seghrouchni and Skoulios (1995).
However, they claim that crystallisation enthalpies for the copper soaps are
unexpectedly high compared with the corresponding melting enthalpies of the same
pure soaps (about 125% higher), which they attribute to the appearance, for kinetic
reasons, of a metastable crystalline form. I find exactly the same transition enthalpy for
both the heating and cooling curves, so no such metastable form exists in the copper
soap prepared during this study. The difference is most likely to be caused by the
induction of a new crystal form when a precipitated copper soap is recrystallised from a
solvent (as is the case for Seghrouchni and Skoulios). The soap I used for DSC was not
the recrystallised version.

1

The interdisc spacing can be visualised by imagining the columns of the hexagonal phase are a stack of
car tyres (discs) - then the interdisc spacing is the tyre to tyre repeat distance.
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5.3.5 Zirconium soap
Zirconium myristate
Figure 5.3.11 Optical micrographs of zirconium myristate/myristic acid

Left image: Zrmy/myristic acid, cooled to room temperature from
119˚C, 40x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; right image: 100x,
otherwise as above.

Optical: Crystalline (C1) —90-100˚C—smectic or hexagonal?—130-135˚C—isotropic melt
This sample was not investigated in detail, in part because of the ease of hydrolysis of
the zirconium(IV) ion in solution when preparing the soap and the presence of some
free fatty acid. Thus the soap composition was only roughly determined as
Zr(my)2(OH)2. The whole sample is therefore a lyotropic system containing dihydroxydouble chain soap and free myristic acid. Indeed, the starting soap did not show a very
well developed lamellar structure, unlike many other soaps. Despite this, the soap
behaved as a single phase during the transitions, and the likely liquid crystalline phase
displayed very pronounced textures which were preserved on cooling to room
temperature. I conjecture that this phase is a hexagonal columnar phase, based on the
similarity of the optical textures to that of the copper soap hexagonal phase. Again the
likelihood of a dimeric (or polymeric) structure is high. In this case the soap is almost
certainly basic thus its dimeric (polymeric) core probably contains µ-oxo or µ-hydroxy
units. Therefore we would expect discogen like mesomorphism, and hence a hexagonal
columnar mesophase is a likely candidate, although neither of the smectic phases, SmA
or SmC could be completely ruled out, since well developed radial fan textures
(characteristic of focal conics and due to a lamellar mesostructure - e.g., Friedel, 1922)
were observed on cooling from the melt to about 119˚C and then to room temperature
(see Figure 5.3.11).
5.3.6 Rhodium stearate
Optical: Crystalline (C1) —70-73˚C—smectic?—75-80˚C—isotropic liquid
Comment: This sample showed a very limited temperature span in which
mesomorphism was detectable. Bardet et al. (1995) showed that their dirhodium
tetracarboxylates (when heated to 100-120˚C) formed hexagonal columnar-type liquid
crystals. The lower temperature of transition found here is in contrast to the results of
Bardet et al. and suggests that the inter-headgroup bonds are relatively weak in this
sample, and therefore the headgroup is probably not dimeric.
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5.3.7 Silver myristate
Figure 5.3.12 Optical micrographs of Agmy

Top left: 98˚C - lamellar phase; top right: 180.1˚C - lamellar phase; bottom left: 187.2˚C, crossed
polars - suspected hexagonal phase (orange colour is due to degradation); bottom right: quenched
from 196˚C to room temperature, crossed polars, gypsum plate in.

Figure 5.3.13 - HTXRD heating traces - Agmy
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Figure 5.3.14 DSC trace - Agmy
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Optical: Crystalline (C1)? —141-147˚C—discolouration—185-190˚C—hexagonal?
DSC: Crystalline (C1) —115.9˚C—smectic
A—164.6˚C—unidentified—178.1˚C—hexagonal—187.7˚C
XRD: Crystalline (C1) —140-185˚C—smectic?
Comment: The DSC data confirm that silver myristate passes through a transition at
about 116˚C to a smectic lamellar phase without significant structural rearrangement of
the headgroups, as is evidenced by the retention of the crystallite form after the
transition (see Figure 5.3.12 top left and right), without significant change in the long
spacing (about 38Å). The transition entropy was relatively low - about 30J/mol.K compared with a typical double chain soap (such as copper soap whose chain melting
transition entropy was measured as140J/mol.K). The low value of the entropy suggests
poor initial chain order of the silver myristate, although this is at odds with the high
crystallinity suggested from the large number of higher orders of the long spacing found
in the room temperature XRD trace. Silver soap is a single chain soap so we might
expect around 70J/mol.K entropy change for a chain melt (using copper soap as a
guide). The shortfall (about 40 J/mol.K) is readily, and reasonably explained by poor
chain order at room temperature. The polymeric silver carboxylate headgroup network
is expected to be largely covalent, imposing higher steric constraints upon chain
packing modes through highly directed silver-oxygen bonding than found in soaps
containing a cation with a spherical binding field like, say, a strontium or cerium. In
silver thiolates Baena et al. noted that an exothermic thermotropic phase transition
occurred due to a silver-oxygen topochemical transition involving a trigonal to linear
silver coordination change. This topochemical transition probably does not occur in
silver myristate, because no exotherms are evident - two endotherms are found above
about 165˚C and relate to a change in the headgroup binding, and probably the chain
disorder accompanying the latter transition. The latter transition gives a more fluid
phase, with birefringent fan textures very similar to textures observed in hexagonal
copper soaps. However the corresponding XRD trace of silver myristate indicates the
phase identity is smectic or defect smectic (mesh). The long spacings of three lamellar
phases were found using at least three orders of the primary reflections in each case.
The first (weak) set belonged to the former smectic A phase from which it had almost
metamorphosed, the second and third sets having long spacings of 33.6Å and 30.8Å
corresponding to tilted smectic C phases (Smectic C1 and Smectic C2). Their
coexistence is either due to degradation (the XRD sample was an orange/brown caked
powder with visible elemental silver at about 150˚C after cooling from 185˚C) or due to
the presence of an incomplete third phase transition - and indeed a third endotherm does
exist in the DSC trace of silver myristate very close to the temperature at which the
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XRD pattern was taken (Agmy was heated from 32˚C to 185˚C in 25 minutes and held
for 6 minutes before cooling).
Overall the silver myristate soap was found to be in a well crystallised layer at room
temperature. The melting transition to a smectic A phase was of lower than expected
entropy, possibly due to poor contact of the sealed aluminium sample container with the
DSC sample holder. Further heating produced slight degradation, and most likely a
SmA-SmC transition followed by a transition to a possible mesh or hexagonal liquid
crystal phase. Degradation was not ubiquitous, as fresh sample could be seen in the
optical microscope confirming the main transitions were not significantly effected by
chemical breakdown.
5.3.8 Cadmium myristate
Figure 5.3.15 HTXRD traces - Cdmy
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XRD: Crystalline (C1) —33-90˚C—Crystalline (C2)?—90-100˚C—hexagonal—220˚C
Comment: The high temperature XRD traces clearly show the transition from the
lamellar to hexagonal phase, marked by the appearance of the (001) peak of the
hexagonal phase at about 24.4Å, slightly larger than the copper myristate hexagonal
mesophase. The unit cell derived from the spacings (1:√3:√4:√9) for Cdmy at 150˚C
are: a=28.23±0.53Å and c=5.1±0.1Å. Spegt and Skoulios (1963) found a similar unit
cell parameter for their cadmium myristate at 150˚C of a=28.5Å. The cell parameter
c=5.14Å represents the interdisc spacing along the columns in this hexagonally
arranged packing of columns. The transition to hexagonal phase is easily detected by
visual observation during heating through the transition temperature - a more fluid
phase results from the chains melting. From the work of Spegt and Skoulios it appears
that the cadmium soaps pass straight from the crystalline to hexagonal liquid crystalline
phase without passing through a smectic lamellar phase such as SmA or SmC.
Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold found that cadmium palmitate and stearate passed through a
major endothermic transition (with
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smaller superimposed peaks) with onsets at 86˚C and 82˚C respectively. The entropy of
transition calculated from their data (164 and 128J/mol.K respectively ) is typical for
metal soap transitions from well crystallised states to liquid crystalline states. The
simultaneous observation of either weak hexagonal and strong lamellar spacings or vice
versa near the transition temperature (by Spegt and Skoulios; Merle et al. (1994) - in
cadmium arachidate L-B films; and by me) is consistent with the model of propagating
sets of linear defects running parallel to the lamellae and to each other, therefore
generating the columnar phase. However this is a second order and continuous process,
given appropriate initial point defects from which the lineaments can grow. The first
order transition is almost certainly due to chain melting, and I propose that only when
the chains have melted is there enough geometrical freedom to allow propagation of the
linear defects through the individual lamellae. In support of this idea of molten chains is
the observation here that the chain packing peak of hexagonal cadmium myristate at
150˚C is 4.4Å - close to the usual figure for molten chains (4.5Å). In addition, Merle et
al., observe a slight decrease (ca. 1Å) on heating cadmium arachidate from room
temperature to 103˚C where initial reflections from the hexagonal phase are just visible
amongst the strong lamellar phase reflections - we would expect a slight decrease of the
long-spacing value as the chains melt because of the fact that a melted chain has at least
one chain-length-diminishing gauche bond travelling up and down the chain (e.g.,
Baena et al.). In fact, although Spegt and Skoulios do not mention it, their X-ray data
for cadmium myristate, palmitate and stearate clearly demonstrate that the d-spacing of
the lamellar structure often decreases slightly prior to complete transition. So I propose
that a very small region of the phase diagram for cadmium soaps should be occupied by
a molten chain smectic phase. Both my XRD observations and those of Merle et al. are
consistent with a pre-melting transition from crystalline to crystalline or crystalline to
rotor phase. I find an expansion of one of the chain packing peaks (110) from 4.00±0.05
to 4.08±.0.05Å on going from 33˚C to 90˚C and to about 4.10Å at 100˚C, without loss
of its orthorhombic cell (the d020 chain packing peak is also retained though
insignificantly shifted from 3.75Å). This may be thermal expansion, and if so would
allow more rotational freedom of the chains prior to melting, semi-consistent with the
assignment of this phase to a smectic rotor phase by Merle et al., but inconsistent with
their conclusion that the phase is a tilted SmF.
All of the evidence seems to indicate that prior to melting, the chains of the cadmium
soaps (and L-B films) undergo subtle second order transitions involving increasingly
larger amplitude rotational oscillations and either a consequential diminution of longspacing or a minor chain tilting up to the chain melting point where a rapid smectic A
(or SmC) to columnar phase transition occurs.
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Figure 5.3.16 Entropies corresponding to the main chain melting transitions for
the various transition metal soaps.
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Table 5.3.17 Data for Figure 5.3.16.
Sample

MW

wt
Temp
Heat
Temp
Heat
Entropy
(mg)
(˚C)
(kJ/g)
(˚K)
(kJ/mol) (J/mol.K)
Femy4* 527.59
1.600
84.0
-0.1064 371.19
-56.136 157.25
Cost2
625.89
2.200
88.930
-0.1140 362.09
-71.351 197.05
Costpy2 1586.2
3.500
76.200
-0.1824 349.36
-289.32 828.14
Cumy2 518.27
3.500
115.76
-0.1040 388.92
-53.900 138.59
Agmy
335.18
3.600
115.91
-0.0352 389.07
-11.808 30.350
* calculated as Femy2(OH) - see Chapter 7 for detailed description of iron soaps.

S/R
18.923
23.712
99.656
16.677
3.6523

Rate
(˚C/min)
10
10
10
10
10

5.4 Soaps of p-group metals

Intensity

5.4.1 Aluminium soaps
Figure 5.4.1 XRD trace of Allaol
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XRD of the proposed monohydroxy soap - aluminium hydroxy laurate oleate (Allaol). The long spacings
of the soap are quite prominent, and so is the broad molten-chain peak between 20-25˚2Θ (d=4.53Å)
(also see Table A4.3.1).
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Figure 5.4.2a DSC traces of Allaol
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Figure 5.4.2b DSC traces of Almy6
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DSC (Almy6): Rotor phase—60.03˚C—smectic A—81.7˚C—smectic?—117136˚C—isotropic liquid
Optical (Almy6): Rotor phase—65-70˚C—smectic A—120-130˚C—isotropic liquid
XRD (Almy6): Crystalline (C1)?—30-80˚C—smectic A—120-155C—isotropic liquid
DSC (Allaol): Rotor phase—31.01˚C—smectic
A—60.6˚C—unidentified—109.3˚C—isotropic liquid
Optical (Allaol): Rotor phase—37-44˚C—smectic?—117-127˚C—isotropic liquid
XRD (Allaol): Rotor phase—30-65˚C—smectic A— >100˚C
Optical (Almy49): Rotor phase—71-81˚C— smectic?—120-140˚C—isotropic liquid
Optical (Alla): Rotor phase—40-56˚C—smectic?—160-167˚C—isotropic liquid
Comment: The aluminium soaps above are grouped together because they behave
similarly when heated and are very close in composition to each other (they are
mixtures of double chain, mono-hydroxy soaps with minor free acid ). The
unambiguous phase progression for all of the above soaps is from the room temperature
lamellar phase denoted here as a rotor phase that is probably best described as an
undercooled tilted rotor lamellar phase with partially molten chains (chain ends), based
on the multiple broad chain packing peaks (as in Figure 5.4.1 (2Θ=20-30˚). In addition,
the room temperature phase (in each of the soaps above) undergoes a transition from the
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disordered rotor phase to a smectic A phase with a relatively small absorption of heat
corresponding to a measured transition entropy of 47 and 54 J/mol.K for Almy6 and
Allaol respectively. We would normally expect two to three times this amount of
disordering occurring at the chain melting transition if the soap was well crystallised.
The relative lack of disordering occurring at this transition is attributed to the already
advanced state of chain disorder in the room temperature phase. Further evidence for
this disorder is seen in the room temperature infrared spectra discussed in Chapter 3 these spectra reveal the poor intensity of bands corresponding to chain packing modes.
In particular the 720cm-1 fundamental CH2 rocking mode and the CH2 twist and wag
progression bands between ca. 1150 and 1320cm-1 are both of equally low intensity in
the IR traces of aluminium myristate (Almy6) and aluminium laurate (Alla) (compared
with the corresponding band in spectra of well crystallised soaps - e.g., barium
myristate).

Optical (Alol): cubic?—120-200˚C—isotropic liquid
Comment: The free fatty acid content of this sample is about 15% based on
thermogravimetry and infrared identification, meaning this sample is lyotropic. The
room temperature diffractogram of this aluminium dioleate/oleic acid binary phase is
very similar to that of nickel oleate, with a tentative assignment to a poorly
ordered liquid crystalline cubic phase -based on its optical isotropy and a mediumstrong, broad, double peak at 29Å and 25Å (possible (211) and (220) reflections of a
cubic phase) with approximate cell edge 71Å. Additional weaker peaks near 15 and 13
Å and 4.5Å support the assignment of this phase as a mesomorphic lyotrope with
molten chains. The hot stage optical microscopy revealed fluid motion increasing as the
temperature approached 200˚C. We would expect some evaporative loss of the oleic
acid in flowing nitrogen (of the optical hot stage set-up) with increasing temperature.
The unchanging anisotropy with increasing temperature (decreasing oleic acid content)
supports the hypothesis that pure aluminium oleate might also be cubic. The relatively
high degree of difficulty of smearing this sample between a microscope slide and cover
slip was particularly noticeable compared with all other soaps (except nickel oleate)
suggestive of a polymeric network of basic aluminium dioleate connected through metal
bridging oxo- groups and cross-linked double bonds from the hydrocarbon chains.

Optical (Almy2b): Crystalline (C1) —50-65˚C—smectic C—170-180˚C—hexagonal
columnar? —280˚C—isotropic liquid
XRD (Almy2b): —?˚C—hexagonal?—220˚C
Comment : This soap was 99% free of fatty acid residues and was chemically assigned
to a dihydroxy soap with a single aliphatic chain, and shows contrasting thermal
behaviour to the double chain aluminium soaps. The room temperature phase is
interpreted to have disordered chains as judged from the broad chain packing peaks near
4.5Å and 3.9Å, and is probably best described as an undercooled, crystalline lamellar
rotor phase (like a tilted SmG or SmJ, with partially molten chains). The sample was
easily smeared between glass above about 50˚C - taken as a transition to a molten chain
smectic A or C. High temperature XRD at 220˚C revealed strong diffraction peaks, the
strongest and sharpest (at d=22Å) was inconsistent with possible smectic phases (too
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short for an (001) and is probably too long and strong for an (002) reflection) although a
broad peak near d=30Å in the 220˚C XRD spectrum suggests a two phase coexistence,
the 30Å peak assigned to a lower temperature SmC phase. The soap was very weakly
birefringent between 170˚C-280˚C. A phase progression from a disordered tilted rotor
phase structure, through a tilted smectic (SmC) to hexagonal columnar phase is
postulated. The higher temperature stability of this aluminium monomyristate
mesophase compared with the double-chain aluminium soaps is probably due to a
higher concentration of polymeric headgroup oxo- (hydroxo-) bridges in this dibasic
soap.
Optical (Almy1): No appreciable difference seen between room T and 200˚C, other than
a very small melt corresponding to free acid?
Optical (Almy3): Rotor phase —55-58˚C—50-80% free fatty acid melt + 20-50%
smectic— >280˚C
Optical (Almy411): Rotor Phase —100-108˚C—smectic?—280˚C
Comment: The three samples above showed obvious melting of coprecipitated free fatty
acid when heated through the melting point of myristic acid. However, any occluded
free acid appeared to melt as a separate phase - otherwise the soaps appeared to behave
as pure mesomorphs. The main point of the inclusion of these data is to show that their
mesomorphism is somewhat insensitive to the free acid given that their aluminium soap
contents are more likely to be comprised of single chain phases (as predicted from their
chemical analyses).
Optical (AlDS): Crystalline (C1)—45-50˚C—smectic—130-135˚C—isotropic liquid
XRD (AlDS): Crystalline (C1)—???˚C—smectic A or C— >120˚C
Comment: Aluminium didodecyl sulfate showed intense birefringence from room
temperature to melting point. The room temperature phase is unambiguously crystalline
as judged from sharp peaks in the chain packing region of its XRD and from sharp
crystalline cleavages observed in the microscope. The crystals were easily deformed
into thin smears when rubbed between glass. The higher temperature smectic phase was
particularly fluid and birefringent with well developed radiating fibrous birefringence
that faded as the phase melted to a true liquid. The XRD pattern of the smectic phase
was very clear with three prominent lamellar peaks in the ratio of 1:2:3, although the
pattern showed an additional strong peak near the primary lamellar peak, also seen in
the room temperature crystal - possibly from true 3D (hkl) planes with h,k and l all nonzero (in contrast to the mainly (00l) and (hk0) reflections for metal salts of fatty acids).
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5.4.2 Indium myristate
Figure 5.4.3 XRD traces of lamellar and cubic indium myristate
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Figure 5.4.4 DSC trace of lamellar indium myristate
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Optical: Crystalline (C1)—100-103˚C—smectic A or C—150-155˚C—isotropic liquid
DSC: Crystalline (C1)—84.3˚C—smectic A—111.3˚C—hexagonal?—128.7˚C—isotropic liquid

Comment: Indium soap mesophases have not been previously reported as far as I am
aware. The original indium soap was precipitated and XRD'd after air drying. The XRD
pattern of the air dried sample (top trace in Figure 5.4.3) was best indexed to a cubic
phase, with prominent peaks given below in addition to a further peak that could not be
unambiguously assigned (d=8.32Å). The chain packing peak for this cubic phase was
not measured. The presence of residual ethanol (water?) from the washing process is
inferred to have caused a lowered melting points of the chains and hence an increase in
V/al, such that a hyperbolic interfacial curvature of the tail-group interface was
favoured.
Indium dimyristate cubic phase: a=63.5±1.0Å
no
1
2
3
4
5*

h k l
2 0 0
2 2 0
4 2 2
4 4 0
ca.√60

d(obs)
31.54
22.48
13.18
11.45
8.35

d(calc)
31.74
22.44
12.96
11.22

res(d)
-0.20
0.04
0.22
0.23

2Ø.obs
3.250
4.561
7.783
8.961

2Ø.calc
3.230
4.568
7.917
9.144

res(2Ø)
0.020
-0.008
-0.134
-0.183

* this peak was not used in the minimisation of residuals calculation, as many indices could be assigned to it.
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After a few months storage the same sample clearly transformed to a crystalline
lamellar structured soap with d=40.5Å (ten orders of the main lamellar spacing were
easily detected) indicating loss of solvent leading to chain crystallisation with a
concomitant reduction in V/al over time. The thermotropic phase progression of the
lamellar indium dimyristate (monohydroxy soap) was optically assessed using a
relatively fast heating rate (20˚C/min) and at 10˚C/min by DSC. The entropy of the first
transition on heating (214J/mol.K) confirms that this soap underwent a chain melting
transition leading to a smectic A or C (the chain tilt is unknown). A further two
transitions upon heating had respective entropy changes of 9.4 and 20.3 J/mol.K. Given
that a smectic phase had already been formed and the fact that a smectic A-C or smectic
C-A transition is a second order change (continuous tilt change), the second
(birefringent) liquid crystalline phase is possibly a defect smectic (mesh phase) or a
hexagonal columnar phase. XRD was not run on the indium dimyristate mesophases to
confirm the structure type.
5.4.3 Thallium stearate
Figure 5.4.5 DSC trace of Tlst
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DSC: crystalline acid soap + crystalline soap (MC+SmE?) —63.1˚C—crystalline acid
soap + crystalline soap (MC+SmB?)—73.9˚C—liquid acid+crystalline (L+
SmB?)—86.1˚C—mesophase + crystalline (SmA or SmC+hexatic
SmB?)—103.3˚C—smectic A or smectic C+crystalline (SmA?+C3)—111.1˚C—smectic A
or C—145.3˚C—isotropic liquid
Comment: The phase behaviour of this sample is complex due to the formation of a
molecular complex (“MC”) of soap and fatty acid. The thermotropic nature of thallium
(I) soaps was demonstrated earlier this century, for example, Lawrence (1938) reported
Grandjean textures corresponding to a smectic phase for thallous soaps). Meisel et al.
(1976) reported the thermal behaviour of a homologous series of thallium (I) soaps,
without phase identification. Cheda et al. (1991) reported the thallium myristate +
myristic acid phase diagram (temperature versus concentration of acid) and showed that
the mixture formed a 1:1 molecular complex (i.e., an acid soap denoted above as
“MC”). The main feature of their phase diagram was the highly endothermic
incongruent melting of the complex at 67.4˚C (∆S=209.9J/mol.K), preceded by a solidsolid transition at 64.5˚C (∆S=26.6J/mol.K), and a eutectic near x=0.12, 2˚C below the
melting temperature of the pure acid. The large decomposition enthalpy of the
molecular complex testifies to the large binding of the acid and soap headgroups. The
thallium soap here shows very similar behaviour as an acid soap/pure soap mixture.
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In the pure myristate soap, Cheda et al. report the enthalpies for two solid-solid
transitions - 45.3˚C (49.9J/mol.K); 104.8˚C (7.6J/mol.K); a solid-mesophase transition 123.1˚C (15.8J/mol.K) and a clearing (melting) transition - 187.5˚C (3.63J/mol.K).
Meisel et al. (1976) reported thermal behaviour of a homologous series of pure thallous
(single valence) soaps (C1-C9, C14, C16 and C18). Their total transition entropy for all
transitions of thallium stearate was 58.6J/mol.K and is in contrast to that found here 85.4J/mol.K. The additional heat absorbed by the sample here is because of the
additional enthalpy associated with incongruent melting of a 1:1 (or 1:2) complex. The
ratio of enthalpies for the incongruent melting of the molecular complex here and the
pure soap indicate that the sample contained about 5-10% acid, consistent with the ratio
of soap to acid soap determined by comparing the integrated peak intensities using XRD
(allowing for the thallium content difference in the two phases). XRD indicates less
than 1-2% of a third phase - possibly a 1:2 (or 1:1) soap:acid phase, as in the alkalimetal acid-soaps (e.g., McBain and Field, 1933) to which thallium soap is closely
related. The lower clearing temperature found here (145˚C) compared with Meisel et al.
for pure soap (171˚C) is also consistent with the lowering of clearing point found by
Cheda et al. for a mixed soap/acid soap system. Cheda et al. also found that at x=0.8-1,
the smectic mesophase and solid coexisted without a third acid phase, indicating that the
liquid acid dissolved in the mesophase as the temperature was increased beyond the
liquid acid + solid phase region. A consequent appearance of a mesophase at lower
temperature (up to about 20˚C lower than for the pure soap) was observed by them. The
peak found here at 86.1˚C is probably due to simultaneous (solid-solid) and
((liquid+solid)-(mesophase+solid)) transitions, based on the phase progression of Cheda
et al. (1991). Meisel et al . (1976) found a solid-mesophase transition temperature of
112˚C for pure thallium stearate, less than a degree above that found here for the
(mesophase+solid)-(mesophase) transition, indicative of only a minor fraction of
coprecipitated acid resulting in the slight transition temperature depression due to
mixing. The lamellar phases of the soap (here) probably progress through the series:
crystalline herringbone—crystalline rotor phase—disordered rotor phase—molten chain smectic.

For example if the chains remained untilted (at room temperature the chains are not
tilted) then this sequence would be SmE-SmB-hexatic SmB-SmA. A smectic C phase
assignment can be made from the tilt angle reported for thallium stearate by Hermann
(1933). The formation of a molecular complex was not seen in any other metallic soap
studied here nor by other authors and has been positively ruled out in lead soaps by
Roux et al. (1996) (see below).
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5.4.4 Lead myristate
Figure 5.4.6 Optical micrographs of Pbmy1 and Pbmy2

Top left: Pbmy1, cooled from melt into “bâtonnet” phase, 100x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in;
top right: Pbmy2 - ca. 108-110˚C, cooling transition from hexagonal to bâtonnet phase, 100x,
partially crossed polars, gypsum plate in; bottom left: Pbmy2 - 112˚C, hexagonal phase (cooled
from melt), 200x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; bottom right: Pbmy2 - ca. 108-110˚C, cooling
transition from hexagonal to bâtonnet phase, 200x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in.

Figure 5.4.7 HTXRD of Pbmy1
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HTXRD of the transition from herringbone lamellar to the melt phase. A second set of lamellar spacings
can be just detected in the 110˚C trace. Note the disappearance of the short spacings between 80˚C 110˚C.
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Figure 5.4.8 HTXRD cooling traces of Pbmy2
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HTXRD patterns of the transition from a herringbone lamellar phase to a hexagonal phase at ca. 110˚C.
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Figure 5.4.9 DSC trace of Pbmy1
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DSC (Pbmy1): Crystalline (C1)—99.3˚C—crystalline (C2)—108.1˚C—isotropic liquid
Optical (Pbmy2*): Crystalline (C1) —96-103˚C—crystalline (C2)—105108˚C—hexagonal—108-115˚C —isotropic liquid
XRD (Pbmy2): Crystalline (C1)—80-105˚C—crystalline (C2)—105110˚C—hexagonal—110-115˚C—isotropic liquid
* repeat synthesis of Pbmy1

Comment: The transition temperatures found here for lead myristate are in very close
agreement with those of Adeosun and Sime (1976) who reported the general phase
progression (using the terminology of Gray and Winsor (1974) to be crystalG(smectic)-V2 (cubic)-isotropic liquid, their reported cubic phase only found in the
lower homologues (below C10), the higher homologues transiting directly from the
crystalline smectic phase to the isotropic liquid. Their assignment to a smectic phase
was based on the observations of bâtonnets growing into a fan texture when cooled
from the phase above it. Their observations are in agreement with those found here for
lead myristate. For example Figure 5.4.6 shows that the growth morphology of this
lamellar phase is consistent with a lamellar phase whose layers are rigid - such a lathlike crystalline form is considered an unlikely form for the molten-chain lamellar phases
to crystallise in. The XRD results obtained here are indicative that this second lamellar
phase has herringbone order (multiple chain packing peaks near d=3.5-4.5Å) and
contain chains tilted to the layer normal (about 20˚). Ellis (1986) reported a phase
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diagram for a set of homologous lead soaps with very similar topology to that of
Adeosun and Sime. In contrast, Ellis gave a general phase progression of:
crystalline 1—crystalline 2—smectic C—isotropic liquid

for the lower homologues; and:
crystalline 1—crystalline 2—isotropic liquid

for the higher homologues. He assigned the second phase to a crystalline smectic phase
(a specific phase identity was not given). Roux et al. (1996) report the phase as a
"condis" or conformationally disordered phase based on their earlier study using FTIR
at increasing temperatures (Sanchez-Arenas et al., Liquid Crystals 1995, 18, 431-441).
An assessment of the degree of disordering using the entropies reported by Ellis and
Adeosun and Sime for the crystalline->crystalline transition of lead myristate
(138J/mol.K and 159J/mol.K respectively) reveals a large degree of chain mobility after
the first transition. Additionally, the second transition is also very disordering
(101J/mol.K and 109J/mol.K respectively) and supports the assignment of the second
transition to a chain melting transition. According to the phase assignments of Roux et
al. and Ellis, the crystalline (herringbone) to disordered crystalline phase transition
involves a large heat absorption, corresponding to a first order disruption of the
conformational order. I consider the relatively high disordering phenomena at each
transition to represent a two step melting of the chains. The only way in which this can
conceivably occur is through a partial chain melting limited by the relatively tight
headgroup packing at the first transition, and completion of chain melting at the second
transition, to either a smectic C (for the lower homologues) or an isotropic melt (for the
higher homologues).
In addition to the smectic phases, I have identified a small region of hexagonal phase
stability in the thermal behaviour of Pbmy2 (synthesised under the same conditions as
Pbmy1). The evidence for this extra mesophase lies in spiral textures observed in the
high temperature lamellar phase on cooling from the hexagonal phase above it, and the
spiral foci were centred on the disclination centres observed in the hexagonal phase.
This texture has been observed during direct transitions from hexagonal columnar
phases to lamellar phases (e.g., McGrath, 1994), and appears to be a good test for the
existence of a hexagonal to lamellar cooling transition in metal soaps, as a similar
preservation of the hexagonal defects were found when the copper and possibly silver
soaps were cooled to lamellar phases. The XRD pattern of the lead myristate hexagonal
phase has a solitary, very sharp and strong peak at 25.0±0.5Å, a position inaccessible to
a lamellar phase within reasonable limits of tilt angle and unlikely to be unaccompanied
by higher order peaks if it did belong to a lamellar diffraction phenomena. The √3 peak
was not found above the background but a small peak corresponding to the √4 peak was
observed amongst the remnant lamellar peaks. In addition, the textures of the hexagonal
phase are consistent with those found in other metallic soap hexagonal phases (e.g.,
molybdenum octanoate - Baxter et al., 1994).
The possibility that the chains can melt over two discontinuous transitions is an
intriguing one, that deserves comment. Levelut et al. (e.g., Baena, 1992) regard a
molten chain as one in which a gauche bond travels up and down the length of a chain
that is otherwise in an all-trans state. This can only occur if the headgroup binding is
sufficiently loose enough for the gauche bond to travel the entire length of the chain.
However, if headgroup packing limits the travel of the gauche bond in an ordered way,
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i.e., the gauche bond (considered as a wave) is reflected, say, half way along the chain
so that the half of the chain closest to the headgroup is in an all-trans, and otherwise
herringbone crystalline state, then we might achieve a 'condis' phase condition with both
crystalline and non-crystalline components.
The discrepancy of phase assignments by various authors indicates that the lead soap
system is somewhat sensitive to minor chemical change. It is quite possible that in the
precipitation of lead soaps from aqueous solution, formation of slightly basic lead soaps
has occurred in some of the reported syntheses (and possibly in Pbmy2 here). Such a
basic lead soap may have contributed to a richer phase behaviour than the pure neutral
lead soap. Such a proposition was not tested here, but is reasonable, considering the
ease with which basic lead soaps can be formed (e.g., Elliott, 1946), and the expected
contrasting thermal behaviour of such a basic soap to the neutral soap.

Sample

Figure 5.4.10 Entropies corresponding to the main chain melting transitions for the
various p-group metal soaps.
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Table 5.4.1 Data for Figure 5.4.10
Sample

MW

wt
(mg)

Temp
(˚C)

Heat
(kJ/g)

Temp
(˚K)

Heat
Entropy
(kJ/mol) (J/mol.K)

S/R

Allaol
Almy6
Inmy
Pbmy
Tlst

524.76
498.72
586.56
661.29
487.85

3.700
3.200
3.200
7.000
6.300

31.007
60.033
84.289
99.315
111.08

-0.0312
-0.0313
-0.1300
-0.0624
-0.0258

304.17
333.19
357.45
372.47
384.24

-16.367
-15.596
-76.253
-41.265
-12.588

6.4753
5.6328
25.671
13.332
3.9422

53.809
46.809
213.33
110.79
32.759

Rate
(˚C/min
)
10
10
10
10
10
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5.5 Lanthanides
The following section contains novel data regarding previously unreported thermotropic
liquid crystalline phase behaviour of the lanthanide soaps. The room temperature
lamellar structures of the lanthanide soaps were discussed in Chapter 3, including the
liquid crystalline Lβ phases (in lyotropic terminology) or crystalline Smectic B (using
thermotropic nomenclature). The liquid crystalline phases observed in the lanthanide
soaps at elevated temperature include (using thermotropic terminology) crystalline
smectic B, liquid crystalline smectic B and Smectic C (tilted chains). Neither cubic nor
hexagonal columnar phases were observed amongst the liquid crystalline lanthanide
soaps. The main phase sequence follows a path through from crystalline at room
temperature up to a temperature where the first of a two step melting of the chains
occurs, the strongest disordering occurring in the second transition. After the second
chain melting transition, the soap forms a classical smectic A or C lamellar phase with
otherwise liquid chains. Beyond the lamellar SmC phase region the soaps melt. Some
soaps show a transition between two variants of the smectic C. Soaps with lighter
(larger) lanthanide ions show less of the double melting and more of the smectic phases.
The soaps of heavier (smaller) lanthanide ions completely melted after a significant
double chain melting transition set. DSC, XRD and optical microscopy confirmed this
general phase sequence as well as secondary subtle rearrangements in both chains and
headgroups during the above mentioned and additional phase transitions.
5.5.1 Results
Figures 5.5.1-5.5.4 La, Ce, Pr and Sm soap phase diagrams
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Figures 5.5.5-5.5.9 Tb, Dy, Ho, Tm and Yb soap phase diagrams
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Figures 5.5.1-5.5.9 The phase transition temperatures and phase identities were determined
by three independent methods: hot-stage polarising optical microscopy, DSC and XRD. The
transition temperatures for post-chain melting transitions were not generally detected using
DSC (see below) and were determined by optical texture recognition and in some cases
confirmed by XRD. For example, in the case of lanthanide soaps, the transition from liquid
crystalline phase to melt phase was not usually detected by DSC transition enthalpies, but
was easily determined optically. I discuss the evidence for each phase transition in the
following sections.
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Table 5.5.1a DSC transition temperatures - lanthanide soaps
Soap

C1 CrB1

C1SmB2

CrB SmB3

CrB - SmC SmC4 SmC'5

CrBIL6

SmB
-IL7

SmC' IL- IL8 Ox.
LC9
147.5
146.2
150.4
146.6
151.6
160.9
178.5
128.3 214.0
130.0
129.3 194.4
140.0 193.0
119.2
124.5

LaC20
98.5
113.4 118.3
LaC18
104.0
110.3 121.3
LaC16
109.2
110.5 119.8
LaC14
100.0
102.7 119.2
LaC12
92.6
98.1
123.4
LaC10
87.7
98.5
122.0
LaC8
83.2
91.4
124.6
CeC18
89.2
107.4 115.0
CeC16
82.4
105.6 112.2
CeC14
98.1
100.3 114.7
CeC12
86.8
97.30 122.5
PrC14
83.9
100.7 ?
PrC12
83.2
89.90 ?
SmC18 95.2
104.1
SmC16 91.4
103.0
SmC14 81.0
90.7
SmC12 75.5
86.9
EuC14
EuC12*
84.7
EuC10* 73.7?
80.2
TbC18
76.2
88.5
104.9
TbC16
77.4
90.5
103.9
TbC14
75.4
92.5
101.5
120.7?
TbC12
79.1
91.2
110.5?
DyC18 82.9
100.8
DyC16 73.1
96.7
DyC14 75.8
94.8
DyC12 60.1
82.2
HoC18
88.2
99.8
HoC16
73.1
96.7
HoC14
79.1
94.8
HoC12
60.1
84.3
TmC18 89.2
98.2
102.8
TmC16 85.6
94.3
98.7
TmC14 78.1
90.4
98.5
TmC12 74.4
82.2
92.2
YbC18
90.1
101.5
YbC16 75.6
87.3
91.3
YbC14 79.1
85.1
93.5
YbC12 66.9
79.0
93.5
Basis for transition temperature assignments: 1 - from small changes in slopes of DSC traces (poorly
detected in La soaps); 2 - from resolved DSC peaks; 3 - from well resolved changes in slopes of DSC
traces (Tb soaps) and from resolved DSC peaks (Tm & Yb soaps) ; 4 - from resolved DSC peaks and
changes in optical textures; 5 - from changes in optical textures; 6,7 - from resolved DSC peaks and loss
of optical birefringence; 8 - from loss of optical birefringence; 9 - oxidation related liquid crystalline
phase deduced from entrance of birefringence (Ce soaps) and from small DSC peaks (Tb soaps).
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Table 5.5.1b DSC transition enthalpies and entropies for lanthanide soaps
Sample

MW

Laca1p
Lade1p
Lala1p
Lamy1p
Lapa1p
Last1p
Laar1p
Lamyclad
Lapa2
Last15
Laar2
Cela1
Cemy1p
Cepa1p
Cest1p
Cest1
Cemy105
Cemy1
Cest1
Prla
Smla1p
Smmy1p
Smpa1p
Smst1p
Smla105
Eula1
Eula1ad
Tbla1p
Tbmy1p
Tbpa1p
Tbst1p
Tbmyw
Dyla1p
Dypa1p
Dyst1p
Dymy1p
Hola1p
Homy1p
Hopa1p
Host1p
Homy05
Tmla1p
Tmmy1p
Tmpa1p
Tmst1p
Tmmyw
Ybla1p
Ybmy1p
Ybpa1p
Ybst1p

568.52
652.68
736.85
821.01
905.17
989.33
1073.5
821.01
905.17
989.33
1073.5
738.06
822.22
906.38
990.54
990.54
822.22
822.22
990.54
738.85
748.29
832.46
916.62
1000.8
748.29
749.90
749.90
756.87
841.03
925.19
1009.3
841.03
760.44
928.76
1012.9
844.60
762.87
847.03
931.19
1015.3
847.03
766.87
851.03
935.19
1019.3
851.03
770.98
855.14
939.30
1023.5

wt
(mg)
0.80
2.00
1.90
6.70
1.50
4.10
2.40
1.90
1.50
3.80
2.40
3.90
6.70
3.30
4.80
2.37
2.30
3.13
2.37
4.60
4.90
3.40
4.70
8.95
6.10
4.70
4.70
2.00
8.60
3.80
7.30
1.70
2.70
3.40
9.20
4.90
6.00
6.80
4.50
5.60
10.3
4.00
7.00
5.60
6.70
3.30
6.80
5.10
2.90
6.10

Temp
(˚C)*
91.36
98.49
98.12
102.72
110.51
110.26
113.42
104.24
122.88
110.51
128.33
92.87
100.27
105.55
107.39
108.92
103.62
99.15
108.92
87.84
82.11
88.26
92.23
95.72
86.37
70.43
111.14
89.88
87.95
99.32
103.85
84.03
79.45
76.88
93.86
93.19
84.27
93.85
96.71
99.84
97.47
81.42
88.93
93.47
95.97
89.12
90.44
95.14
88.63
97.89

Heat
(kJ/g)
-0.060
-0.105
-0.088
-0.126
-0.094
-0.142
-0.110
-0.119
-0.129
-0.137
-0.152
-0.078
-0.132
-0.129
-0.125
-0.129
-0.137
-0.056
-0.129
-0.151
-0.044
-0.156
-0.089
-0.097
-0.056
-0.039
-0.093
-0.095
-0.114
-0.133
-0.125
-0.166
-0.029
-0.041
-0.052
-0.107
-0.105
-0.141
-0.125
-0.125
-0.078
-0.141
-0.129
-0.117
-0.153
-0.161
-0.088
-0.116
-0.146
-0.118

Temp
(˚K)
364.52
371.65
371.28
375.88
383.67
383.42
386.58
377.40
396.04
383.67
401.49
366.03
373.43
378.71
380.55
382.08
376.78
372.31
382.08
361.00
355.27
361.42
365.39
368.88
359.53
343.59
384.30
363.04
361.11
372.48
377.01
357.19
352.61
350.04
367.02
366.35
357.43
367.01
369.87
373.00
370.63
354.58
362.09
366.63
369.13
362.28
363.60
368.30
361.79
371.05

Heat
(kJ/mol)
-34.111
-68.532
-64.843
-103.45
-85.086
-140.48
-118.08
-97.963
-116.95
-135.34
-163.17
-57.569
-108.53
-116.92
-123.82
-127.98
-112.48
-46.167
-127.98
-111.42
-32.925
-129.86
-81.121
-97.078
-42.107
-29.123
-70.101
-71.903
-95.877
-123.05
-126.17
-139.98
-22.053
-38.079
-52.672
-90.372
-80.101
-119.43
-116.40
-126.92
-66.068
-108.13
-109.78
-109.42
-155.96
-137.19
-67.846
-99.196
-137.14
-120.77

Entropy
(kJ/mol.K)
93.579
184.40
174.65
275.21
221.77
366.40
305.46
259.57
295.29
352.75
406.41
157.28
290.64
308.74
325.36
334.95
298.53
124.00
334.95
308.64
92.675
359.32
222.01
263.17
117.12
84.761
182.41
198.06
265.51
330.35
334.66
391.90
62.542
108.79
143.51
246.68
233.24
330.20
318.48
342.28
178.26
304.95
303.19
298.44
422.51
378.67
186.60
269.34
379.05
325.48

S/R
11.261
22.190
21.016
33.118
26.687
44.091
36.758
31.236
35.535
42.449
48.906
18.926
34.975
37.153
39.153
40.307
35.924
14.922
40.307
37.141
11.152
43.239
26.716
31.669
14.093
10.200
21.951
23.834
31.950
39.754
40.272
47.159
7.5261
13.091
17.270
29.685
28.067
39.741
38.325
41.189
21.451
36.697
36.485
35.913
50.843
45.568
22.454
32.411
45.614
39.167

Samples with a terminating "p" in their last two digits of their identification code were stored over P2O5 prior to
calorimetry and were considered dried. Those codes ending in "w" or "ad" refer to air dried samples. The "5" at the
end of a code refers to samples run at 5˚C/min (those codes not ending with "5" refer to samples that were heated at
10˚C/min). All other samples (the minority) were run individually over the course of approximately a year on both
fresh and 1 year old samples. Prla, Smla05 and Eula1 correspond to air dried samples. All of the samples dried by
P2O5 were characterised soon after synthesis using DSC over a small period of time (3 weeks) and after quick
sample preparation. The entropies were calculated by summing the total crystal-> liquid enthalpy and dividing by
either the absolute temperature at the DSC determined chain melting temperature transition. The transition
temperatures here have absolute errors better than ±5˚C, and better than ±1˚C in relative terms within a single run.
The heats of transition were less well constrained than the temperature data, the scatter and magnitude of the heat of
fusion standards (high purity indium and zinc) suggest a relative error of less than 5%, and an absolute error of about
the same magnitude, meaning that the first order transition entropies were determined here to better than ca. 10% in
absolute terms and ca. 5% in relative terms.
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5.5.1 Thermal history and the general phase sequence
The room temperature crystalline phases of the lanthanide soaps (each soap molecule
with 8-20 carbons in each of their three chains) were discussed in Chapter 3. There I
highlighted the fact that these soaps can be trapped or "locked-in" to an energetically
metastable, disordered crystalline phase at room temperature, for example by
recrystallising from the melt. This finding is confirmed here because significantly
higher heats of fusion are found for samples whose thermal history has not included
melt recrystallisation (recrystallisation from a molten-chain state, either liquid or liquid
crystalline. For example the heat of fusion for the air-dried myristates of praseodymium,
samarium, terbium and thulium are similar and all significantly higher than heats of
fusion for "glassy" myristates, including terbium and thulium myristates. Most of the
DSC data represented in Figures 5.5.1-9 and Table 5.5.1a,b were collected from soaps
dried at 100-120˚C, above the chain melting temperatures of the soaps (exceptions were
samarium soaps and the air dried samples). The soaps (in 0.5-2.0 g lots) were generally
quenched from their drying temperature to room temperature, the higher melting
homologues often not forming a glassy mass but remaining a powder. The amount of
conformational order retained in the thermally recrystallised soaps was mainly of the
same magnitude (per carbon) as those soaps that were oven-dried (but otherwise
remained powder-like). This is supported by the roughly linear (horizontal) slope of the
chain melting entropy versus molecular weight found for lanthanide soaps shown
below.
Figure 5.5.10 Chain melting entropy (per carbon) versus molecular weight for the
lanthanide soaps
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Some random scatter in the transition enthalpies is thought to be due to the poorly
quantified trapped disorder of the thermally dried soaps. The laurates were anomalous
in this respect - due to systematically more disorder relative to the longer chain soaps
(see below). The thermal history of the sample did not influence the first order transition
temperatures, but was probably implicated in the variation of magnitude of a second
order (or weakly first order) shoulder commonly preceding the main first order
transitions.
All of the lanthanide soaps from LaC8-C20 through to YbC12-C14 melted in a series of
steps through some or all of the following phases:
Crystalline (C1)—disordered crystalline—disordered rotor phase—smectic C—smectic C'—isotropic
liquid

The various transitions are readily discriminated from each other using a combination of
DSC, XRD and microscopy, by observing the degree of order (conformational and
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orientational) in the molecular chains and the average lattice parameter (i.e., c - related
to the average chain tilt in the molten chain state).
5.5.2 Crystalline lamellar to disordered crystalline rotor phase
The small continuous change in heat capacity during this transition is best attributed to
small numbers of gauche bonds and orientational disorder induced by the increased
thermal agitation of the chains. This first transition is a second order continuous change
in the state of the chains - as judged from the slope change in the DSC curve. The
amount of heat liberated during the transition is small compared with the heat of total
chain fusion (see section 5.5.4). This second order change was not observed in all soaps
and was detected mainly by DSC. Subtle increases in the refractive index at the edge of
polycrystalline soap aggregates was coincident with the DSC onset temperatures
consistent with a genuine transition.
5.5.3 Disordered crystalline rotor phase to disordered (molten) rotor phase
Prior to complete chain melting the now disordered soap can pass through a second
transition into what might be considered a more classic liquid crystalline smectic phase.
Classic in the sense that in some soaps it could be seen to grow out of a melt-like phase
retaining smoothly curved boundaries on the glass slide as it developed a new
birefringence pattern of small focal conics (the lower temperature crystalline rotor phase
did not display these features so markedly during heating). In most cases the texture
change amounted to small particle fusion and smoothing out of domains of small focal
conics. In some cases the texture could be smeared to give a texture more characteristic
of the fully developed smectic as in the SmC' phase of say, praseodymium.
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Figure 5.5.11 Optical micrographs of Prmy and Ybst

Top left: Prmy lamellar phase- 70.0˚C, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; top right: Prmy lamellar
phase - 100.8˚C, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; middle left: Prmy - smectic C, 114.2˚C, parallel
polars; middle right: Prmy - smectic C, 114.2˚C, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; bottom left:
Ybst, microcrystalline lamellar phase, quenched from 98.3˚C to room temperature, 100x, crossed
polars, gypsum plate in; bottom right: Ybst, molten rotor phase, held at 94.4˚C for two minutes,
200x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in.

For example, Yb stearate was heated to 94.4˚C and appeared to lose viscosity without
becoming isotropic. After holding at 94.4˚C for a few minutes the sample was smeared,
giving rise to patches of the aligned texture seen in Figure 5.5.11(bottom right).
The transition was found here to be first order in nature, and the entropy change during
the transition was found to be in excess of anything other than a partial chain melting
transition. The corresponding change in the XRD pattern for some soaps suggests that
the phase is related to a thermotropic smectic B rotor phase, with untilted (or very
nearly untilted) chains (from the d-space*). A single XRD chain-packing peak for this
partially molten phase was found at about 4.2Å for both cerium and praseodymium
myristates (see Figures 5.5.12a and 5.5.13a),
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Figure 5.5.12a HTXRD heating traces of cerium myristate
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Figure 5.5.12b HTXRD heating trace of cerium myristate
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increased from the value of around 4.0Å found for the corresponding peak in their
respective room temperature XRD traces and consistent with the rotor phases found in
lyotropic systems (e.g., Lβ of triglycerides - e.g., Larsson, 1994). The phase change also
results in a loss of the in-plane headgroup superlattice structure discussed in Chapter 3.
The loss of headgroup superstructural ordering in the crystalline phases of
praseodymium and cerium myristates at this transition may have induced the loss of
order in the chains, accounting for the relatively large entropy change (of the same order
as the heat of transition to the fully molten chain state).
In the case of lanthanum soaps, the transition from fully crystalline to the completely
molten-chain liquid-crystalline state occurred over a just a few degrees passing only
briefly through the disordered (or partially molten) crystalline rotor phase - the DSC
patterns clearly show this as a significant but small skewing of the chain melting peak to
lower temperatures. In most other lanthanide soaps two main peaks can be clearly
separated in temperature, and in some cases an assessment of their separate transition
entropies was possible. Yb stearate showed the best separation of chain melting
amongst the lanthanide soaps here - ca. 160 (lower T) and 140 kJ/mol.K (higher T) or a
ratio of 1.1:1. In the even soaps HoC12, HoC14, HoC16 HoC18 the respective ratios of
∆S for the chain melting peaks were 1.37:1; 0.59:1; 0.23:1; and 0.25:1.
The separation of the two chain-melting peaks (in temperature and heat) in the
lanthanide soaps was generally found to be smaller as the chain became longer in a
given homologous series and smaller if the final chain melting temperature was high.
This is particularly noticeable for the soaps of the lighter lanthanides. Lanthanum,
cerium, praseodymium soaps generally showed almost complete overlap of their
respective main DSC peaks, whereas the soaps of Tb-Yb displayed a clear and more
equitable distribution of chain melting between clearly separated transitions. The
decreased separation of melting transitions with increased chain length and lighter
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cations can thus be equated with decreased separation with increased chain melting
temperature.
The observed separation of chain melting into distinct first order transitions is possible
if distinct forms of chain packing exist in distinct layers. Another possibility is that the
sample is a two phase mixture. However the composition of the lanthanide soaps clearly
show that they are sets of chemical homologues, except for the distinct group dysprosium laurate, dysprosium palmitate and dysprosium stearate. So the double
melting may be due to distinct structural isomers. It is difficult to determine whether
these (isomers) are intimately associated, e.g., successive lamellae having alternating
chain-packing modes, or are phase separated. A failed attempt at assignment of a single
in-plane superstructure to the XRD peaks of room temperature crystalline lanthanide
soaps (see Chapter 3) may have been foiled by the appearance of additional peaks due
to coexisting superstructures.
A possible alternative explanation for the observed double melting involves partial
chain melting though the disordering of the chain ends. This is the probable
conformational order of triple chain triglyceride molecules in their α-crystalline state (a
crystalline rotor phase like the thermotropic crystalline smectic B) e.g., Larsson (1994).
The triple chain triglyceride molecule is in a "tuning-fork" (two chains up, one down) or
"splayed-chain" arrangement in the α-crystalline state and has rotational disorder along
otherwise extended chains and some liquid like chain ends, and is particularly stable in
longer chain compounds. One of the (fatty acid) chains is necessarily longer than its
neighbour in the "U" part of the "tuning fork" arrangement of say, α-tristearin, and is
thought to be in a molten state. However this model of chain-end disorder is expected to
result in too little disorder to account for the first chain melting endotherm in, say,
ytterbium stearate, which contributes more than half of the total disorder experienced by
heating the crystalline to totally liquid form.
Another way to incorporate stepwise disorder into the lanthanide soap lattice also
involving partially molten individual chains is by incorporation of, say, a kink bond (GT-G) near the mid-chain, beyond which the chains are otherwise liquid.
However, the slight shortening (about 1.5Å) of the crystalline long spacing measured at
this transition (crystalline rotor-molten rotor) in Ce and Pr myristates is smaller than the
expected shortening (2.13Å) due to the formation of a two kinks (G-T-G) per molecular
length, and is more consistent with the formation, on average, of a single gauche bond
per chain, requiring about 1.6Å shortening of the long-spacing per soap molecule in the
splayed-chain arrangement. The increase in the chain packing peak from d=4.05Å to
4.23Å is indicative of an increased chain cross-section area from about 18.9Å2 to
20.6Å2 per hydrocarbon chain (assuming no defects). The peak remained quite sharp,
indicating good crystallinity of the chains - at least near the headgroups - possibly due
to the fact that these molecules are anchored at the headgroup, and so cannot undergo
complete rotations (in contrast to molecular motions of the n-paraffins). The XRD
determined inter-chain distance in the crystalline rotor phase is 4.9Å, exactly that
accepted for ideal free chain rotations (e.g., Larsson, 1994). The extra chain is directly
associated with the large endotherm observed in the DSC.
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5.5.4 Transition from disordered rotor phase to tilted, molten chain lamellar phase
(SmB-SmC)
The transition to the molten chain state is confirmed by the onset of a very broad chain
packing peak near 4.5-4.6Å in x-ray diffractograms for cerium and praseodymium
myristate and praseodymium laurate. The loss of sharp order in this chain packing peak
and its shift to a significantly higher d-spacing indicates that the headgroups too are in a
somewhat disordered state compared to the crystalline phase at lower temperature. The
increase in the position of the chain packing peak is consistent with an increase in the
volume of the chains, as would be expected as the number of gauche bonds increases.
The change represents a ca. 30% increase in the chain cross-section area relative to the
room temperature crystalline phase, and an average interchain distance of 5.3-5.4Å. The
latter value is larger than that needed for free rotation of all-trans chains (ca. 4.9Å), the
former consistent with the view that the area required for molten chain liquid crystalline
phases is about 24Å2 per hydrocarbon chain if the packing is pseudo-hexagonal (e.g.,
Pascher et al., 1992). [The general rule for chain area assuming a hexagonal packing is
A(Å2)=1.15d(Å)2, where d(Å) is the value of the main short spacing (hk) = (10)]. For
comparison, the area per chain of a crystalline lanthanide soap is about 18.9-19.3Å2
(typical of the values found by Pascher et al., 1992 for well-crystallised membrane
lipids i.e., 18.2-19.7Å2.
The bulk of the total entropy change on heating from crystalline to fully liquid state was
absorbed at this transition in all but the soaps whose melting transition was split into
similarly sized endotherms (e.g., Ybst). The clearly defined chain melting DSC peak
was correlated to a slow change observed in the optical microscope for the soaps of
lighter lanthanides. For example, in La, Ce and Pr myristates and Pr laurate, the soaps
clearly became fully molten chain smectic phases over the course of 5-10˚C during
heating. It is interesting to note that in the lanthanum soaps the first major optical
transition was usually the change from one molten chain phase to another, and the chain
melting transition recorded by DSC was invisible under normal circumstances.
However, the transition could be detected optically by heating very slowly just below
the temperature expected from DSC. At each new temperature step, the cover slip was
rubbed until a transition in the viscosity was detected by observing a change in the
smear texture. Above the DSC melting transition, the soap was easily smeared into large
coherent domains, whereas below the transition the soap resisted smearing. This optical
transition (SmB-SmC) was similar for cerium and praseodymium soaps.
The long spacings of the molten chain lamellar phases seen above the chain melting
temperature are illustrated in Figure 5.5.13 and Figure 5.5.14.
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Figure 5.5.13a HTXRD heating traces of praseodymium myristate
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Figure 5.5.13b HTXRD heating traces of praseodymium myristate
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The trace of praseodymium myristate at 105˚C shows the disappearance of the former
rotor phase (broad peak near 2.8˚ 2Θ and 5.5˚ 2Θ) and the appearance of a set of smaller
long-spacings (28.1±0.3Å) corresponding to a molten chain phase such as a tilted
lamellar SmC or Lα' phase in the various terminologies (see Chapters 3). The tilt here is
calculated as about 45˚. Note that the broad chain packing peak centred near 22˚ 2Θ (Co
Kα) (d=ca. 4.5Å) is almost in the background. At 115˚C a second molten-chain phase is
obvious in the diffractogram, demonstrating the transition between two smectic phases.
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5.5.5 Smectic C to Smectic C' transition
Above the transition temperature for molten chains, the x-ray diffraction patterns of the
La, Ce and Pr soaps displayed further polymorphism (see Figure 5.5.13b and Figure
5.5.14).
Figure 5.5.14 HTXRD heating traces of lanthanum myristate
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The x-ray diffractogram of praseodymium myristate at 115˚C shows the disappearance
of the first tilted smectic and the onset of a new tilted smectic. This is also seen in the
trace of lanthanum myristate at 120˚C, where three phases are present. The coexistence
of these phases is likely due to short thermal equilibration time between XRD runs (120
seconds), and the low thermal conductivity of the samples. The small shoulder peak
near 2.8˚ 2Θ is due to scattering from lamellae of the crystalline phase, the second
shoulder peak near 3.3˚ 2Θ correspond to the long spacing of the first smectic phase
after chain melting and the strong peak near 3.6˚ 2Θ is due to scattering by lamellae of a
second tilted smectic phase, successive lamellae separated by 28.9±0.2Å. The resultant
tilt angles are 36˚ for the first tilted smectic and 42˚ for the second. The tilt angle for
praseodymium myristate at 115˚C was about 46˚, slightly increased (discontinuously)
from the first smectic phase. In praseodymium myristate, a tilt of about 50˚ was found
for this soap at 120˚C. X-ray diffractograms of praseodymium laurate are shown in
Figure 5.5.15.
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Figure 5.5.15 HTXRD heating traces of praseodymium laurate
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Here only one diffraction spacing is measured in the molten-chain state - d=24.5Å,
corresponding to a tilt angle of 45˚. The increase of tilt angle (by about 4˚) at this
transition (SmC-SmC’) is unexpected if we conserve the average headgroup area. This
is because an increase in temperature should also result in an increase of the average
chain cross-sectional area, and so in order to maintain a constant area at the interface the
chains would be expected to become less tilted with respect to the layer normal. So the
transition is likely to be due to a structural rearrangement resulting in significant an
areal expansion of the headgroups.
The re-arrangement here is not due to, say, dehydration since no weight loss was
detected (using TGA) in samples (equilibrated in air) prior to decomposition at around
200˚C (see section 5.5.8 below. This transition (SmC-SmC’) is easily detected using
optical microscopy and is characterised by the onset of fluid motion and the appearance
of streaky, strongly birefringent domains (Figures 5.5.11d; 5.5.16a-c,f) that can be
grown into the mosaic textures shown in Figure 5.5.17a-d.
The transition was rarely detected using DSC carried out at the same heating rate as was
used for optical microscopy (10˚C/min). Indeed, if the transition is due to head-group
re-arrangement, the amount of heat expected to be absorbed at this transition is small,
since changes in the state of the chains contribute most to the observed changes in heat
capacity of the soap.
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Figure 5.5.16 Optical micrographs of Lamy2, Lapa and Cest

Top left: Lamy2 - 120.1˚C, smectic C, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; top right: Lamy2 - 152.3˚C,
smectic C’ immediately prior to melting, 100x, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; middle left: Lapa 126.3˚C, smectic C; crossed polars, gypsum plate in; middle right: Lamy2 - 152.3˚C, immediately
post melting, crossed polars, gypsum plate in; bottom left: Cest - 79.6˚C, lamellar phase, parallel
polars; bottom right: Cest - 124.0˚C, smectic C, crossed polars, gypsum plate in.

The chain-length dependence of this transition is very weak, centred around 120˚C for
lanthanum soaps in Figure 5.5.1. This supports the idea that this transition is due to a
headgroup rearrangement. Recall that the first headgroup rearrangement is due to the
melting of the headgroup at the crystalline to rotor phase boundary (C-CrB). Note that
the rearrangement of headgroups must involve an increase in the average molecular
interfacial area to account for the increased tilt. Therefore, the change likely includes a
change in the site symmetries of the lanthanide ions and also a change in the
carboxylate binding (both of these changes should be easily detected spectroscopically
at the appropriate temperatures, but were not measured in this study). However, recall
that some untilted soaps were slowly cooled from the melt and were crystallised (as
crystalline rotor phases) with tilted chains (see Sm, Eu and Tb laurates in Chapter 3).
This is unambiguous evidence that a headgroup rearrangement is at least possible in
some of the lanthanide soaps, and certainly supports the assignment of the transition
here to such a change.
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Figure 5.5.16 Optical micrographs of Prmy Smectic C’ phase growth textures

Top left and right: crossed polars, gypsum plate in; bottom left: crossed polars;
bottom right: crossed polars, gypsum plate in.

5.5.6 Liquid crystalline to melt phase transitions
The soaps of heavier lanthanide ions (Sm-Yb) did not display the above type of
mesomorphism beyond their respective chain melting temperatures, rather they transited
directly to the melt. This is indicative of weaker inter-headgroup binding in these soaps
compared with soaps of La, Ce and Pr, and correlates with the decrease in size and
decrease in ionic character across the period. This correlation contains a causal link, as
both features of heavier lanthanide ions limit the coordination number and possible
spatial arrangements of carboxylates around the metal. This leads to the possibility of a
relatively lower melting point through exhaustion of (the relatively limited) bonding
possibilities. Final disruption of inter-headgroup ionic linkages through the molecular
whipping action of the increasingly agitated chains then completes the melting process.
The ‘melt’ phase (an optically isotropic, free flowing phase) of the soaps here has a
characteristic spacing that indicates that the chains retain some anisotropy, probably in
the form of short range chain orientational order like that found for nematics. Skoulios
and Luzzati (1959) noted that the diffraction pattern for the melt phase of anhydrous
sodium soaps resembled the pattern for neat phases. The nematic phase peak seen in the
pattern of a 50/50 (molar) mixture of copper laurate (CuC12) and copper lignocerate
(CuC24) (d=25.6Å - Seghrouchni and Skoulios, 1995) is presented here for comparison
with the spacings found for the lanthanide (and other) soaps tabulated below.
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Table 5.5.2 Diffraction maxima for the various molten lanthanide soaps
Soap
Lamy
Cemy
Prmy
Smmy
Eumy
Tbmy
Dymy
Homy
Tmmy
Ybmy
Prla
Femy4
Femy5
Pbmy
Znmy

temperature
(˚C)
180
170
160
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
140
186
186
126
140

spacing
(Å)
29.7±1.4
28.3±1.5
27.9±0.6
25.0±0.3
24.5±0.8
20.7±0.4
20.4±0.7
20.3±0.5
20.1±0.5
20.4±0.7
28.5±2.5
27.6±1.0
27.0±0.9
27.3±0.6
27.1±0.8

The spacings of the molten lanthanide soaps appear to fall into three distinct sets, i.e.,
{La,Ce,Pr}; {Sm,Eu}; and {Tb,Dy,Ho,Tm,Yb}, and the position of the low angle peak
in the former set is similar to that found in the melt phases of the iron, zinc and lead
soaps. The particular division of the lanthanide soaps above is identical to the division
based on their room temperature headgroup superstructures (see Chapter 3). Larsson
(1994) argued for and against a lamellar versus nematic-like structure for the melt phase
of triglycerides, preferring the lamellar structure, based on supporting evidence
including freeze-fracture images of a monoglyceride melt. If we assume a lamellar-like
melt for the soaps of Tb-Yb, then the spacing represents a tilt angle of almost 60˚. This
value seems too high for a disordered melt.
However the data above are reasonably well explained by the formation of lanthanide
carboxylate ionic polymer threads oriented, on-average, like the cylinders in a
hexagonal columnar phase (e.g., copper soap), but otherwise disordered - like a nematic
phase with only short-range ordering of molecular alignments (e.g., like that in Figure
A4.3.1). The hexagonal (hk)=(10) d-spacing found here for copper and cadmium,
strontium and lead soaps were about 19.4Å, 24.4Å, 25.4Å and 25.0Å respectively.
These hexagonal phase d-spacings fall into two groups, both of which are coincident
with the molten Sm-Yb soap spacings. The fact that the (hk)=(10) reflection for these
hexagonal phases span a large range in spite of the fact that the chain length remained
fixed demonstrates that the diameter of the hexagonal columns may vary as the metal is
exchanged, and so we might expect this variation to be found in nematic versions of the
same soaps. Very good supporting evidence for the nematic-like melt structure is
derived from the observation of a nematic phase in a 50:50 mixture of copper laurate
(C12) and copper lignocerate (C22) (Seghrouchni and Skoulios, 1995). These findings
support the claim that soap melts are nematic-like melts.
Adeosun (1978) discussed the ordering in the molten metal soaps in terms of ∆Stotal for
the crystal to liquid transition. He suggested that the larger ∆Stotal values for PbC18 and
ZnC18 (256 and 311kJmol.K respectively) compared with ∆Stotal values for CdC18 and
MnC18 (177 and 152kJmol.K respectively) are likely to be related to the higher degree
of order in the latter two soaps' liquid phase. Adeosun claims the former soaps are like
spherical micelle, whereas the latter soaps form cylindrical micelles in the melt.
Adeosun's proposal was made as a result of viscosity data, DTA measurements and
electrical conductivity and based on models for molten ionic conductors. Their viscosity
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data show that cadmium carboxylate melts are very viscous compared with, say lead
soaps - consistent with the entanglement of wormlike micelles in the former.
Adeosun (1978) concluded that upon melting, metal soaps (including manganese, zinc,
cadmium and lead) conduct by movement of cations. Adeosun developed a simple
dissociation model to explain his data. He considered that the intramolecular binding in
some soaps, including manganese soaps is stronger, and more covalent than in, say, lead
soaps, where both intermolecular and intramolecular binding are more ionic, whether in
the liquid, liquid crystalline or solid state. In contrast to Adeosun’s conduction through
spherical micelles, an ionic soap melt could be envisaged to conduct charge along the
connected headgroup pathways within a molten cubic or hexagonal phase. This makes
more sense than attributing the bulk of the conductivity to the necessary diffusion of
metal ions through spherical micelles of molten lipids. An interesting observation
during this study is that some freshly quenched and powdered soaps sometimes reacted
like a charged dust in their porcelain, alumina or silica crucibles, perhaps indicative of
lingering charge separation obtained in the melt.
A last point of evidence for some residual ordering in the melt phase is the observation
of the odd-even effect (Marcelja, 1974) in the specific heats of liquid lead soaps (C6C20) by Adeosun and Sime (1978). In a complementary way, some liquid-like regions
remain in the crystal when the melt is solidified - for example when the lanthanide
soaps were dried, some soaps trapped in packets of dynamic disorder, broadening their
respective XRD chain packing peaks. The total amount of entropy change we might
then expect for the corresponding total chain-melting transitions is therefore subject to
the variable boundary conditions of 1) degree of melt order; and 2) total disorder in the
crystal. It is clear then that a certain anisotropic ordering remains in the liquid when
metal soaps are melted.
Mapping the entropy change versus chain length for melting homologous series of
lanthanide soaps from their crystalline state (Table 5.5.1) has yielded chain-length
dependent correlations, as expected. The total entropy change is a sum of the positional,
orientational and conformational entropies. The dominant contribution is due to the
conformational term because the number of possible degrees of freedom of a mobile,
but segmented chain is large compared with the orientational and positional terms. For
example, in a simple model, the chain entropy is coupled to the conformational degrees
of freedom of a soap chain which increases as the chain length increases. [Formally,
since S = k ln Ω, where S is entropy, k=Boltzmann's constant, and Ω is essentially the
degrees of freedom or the total number of possible states]. Therefore if we count every
possible conformation, we can predict the approximate entropy change.
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Figure 5.5.18 Trans- and gauche bonds
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The top part of Figure 5.5.18 shows conformations of two successive methylenes in a
carbon chain looking along the C-C bond. Three conformations are possible in carbon
chains - the trans or anti; and two gauche conformations: g- and g+. The energy wells
are relatively deep and are isolated by high energy barriers, high enough to guarantee
that most of the time the occupied states will be one of the three shown. In molten
polymethylenes (e.g., liquid n-alkanes), for example, the minimum energy configuration
is close to the extended state (e.g., Vand, 1953; Ubbelohde, 1965; and Flory, 1969).
This is favoured due to the steric problems associated with consecutive gauche bonds,
and therefore limits the effective increase in degrees of freedom with each added methyl
group to a linear rise. So if we increase a soap's chain length by a single CH2 group, the
number of possible states increases by three, one for each bond type ( g- and g+ or
trans). This increase equates to a value of Ω = 3, and since k = 8.31 J/mol.K, then the
dimensionless value S/k = ln(3) = 1.10 per carbon. Some authors have noted this (linear
increase) with respect to homologous series of metal soaps. A very good example
appears in the paper of Ellis (1986), who plotted ∆Stotal/R and found a line of best fit
for his DSC data corresponding to an increase of 2.Rln3 per carbon, the expected
increase for addition of an extra CH2 group to a double chained soap. Otherwise, this
correlation has been ignored in the thermal studies of other (double-chain) soaps. The
linear fits given below are based on their reported transition temperatures and enthalpies
(including Ellis').
Table 5.5.3 Linear fit parameters for plots of entropy (∆S/R) versus chain length
Chains

Soaps

double
double
quadruple
quadruple
triple
triple

MnC8-C18
PbC6-C18
MoC2-C10
RuC5-C20
LaC8-C20
CeC12-C18

Linear fit
(y=mx+b)
1.3x + 4.6
2.2x - 4.1
0.73x-0.88
2.98x-9.01
2.25x-3.62
3.14x-14.6

R

Author

0.99
0.99
0.93
0.93
0.88
0.88

Adeosun (1979)
Ellis (1986)
Baxter et al. (1994)
Bonnet et al. (1994)
this study
this study

In Table 5.5.3, the "x" in y=mx+b is the number of carbons per chain and y is the
dimensionless entropy (∆S/R). We expect m= 2.2 for the melting of a double chained
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soap, m=3.3 for a triple chain soap and m=4.4 for a quadruple chain soap. These data
show that at shorter chain lengths (Mo soaps), chain elements "feel" the headgroup as
well as their end-chains, and are consequently limited in their melting options and so
show less of an increase in entropy per carbon than predicted for a free chain segment.
The manganese soaps show a particularly slow increase in disorder per chain element
upon melting, consistent with the model of a more highly structured melt (or a more
highly disordered crystal). The latter is less likely, given that Adeosun recrystallised his
manganese soaps from benzene after precipitation, washing and drying - a process
ensuring high crystallinity. The ruthenium soaps also showed less than the expected
increase, although closer to the predicted model value of 4.4 per carbon. Again the
authors used solvent recrystallised starting soaps, so the shortfall must be due to melt
order. Note that the slope (value ca. 3.0) was maintained for the heavier ruthenium
soaps. The lanthanum soaps (with data points n=7) show some degree of either melt
order or initial crystalline disorder and the cerium soap series are roughly as expected.
These sets of soaps showed crystalline headgroup superstructure at room temperature,
so the answer to the shortfall must lie (at least in part) in the liquid ordering (since the
presence of superstructure peaks correlated with sharp chain packing peaks in XRD). In
the case of cerium soap with fewer data points (n=4), the slope cannot be judged at
better than ca. ±0.5 uncertainty, but demonstrates the chain length dependence of the
entropy.
The spread of data in Figure 5.5.19 is larger than the relative heat measurement error
between samples. All samples were run in a period between consistent indium standard
heat measurements (over several weeks) (see Chapter 2 for details of experimental
methods), and in many cases transition temperatures were cross checked by optical and
XRD methods in addition to the internal checks. So the error in the average slope from a
lanthanide soap can probably be judged in terms of the 2σ deviation (95% confidence)
of the slopes given for the individual homologous series shown in the inset of Figure
5.5.19. The slope is then roughly 2.5±0.7, probably significantly lower than what we
might expect (3.3) for a homologous series of triple chain soaps. The deficit relative to
the simple model of chain melting can be in part accounted for by disorder in the
crystals - and partly through the structured melt. The three distinct melt structures
shown by the lanthanide myristates clearly show that this may be another source of
influence on the slope of their respective entropy versus chain length plots compared
with the value expected from the simple statistical mechanics model.
So the various liquid phases of lanthanide soaps are structured as assessed here using
XRD, with chains to some degree ordered compared with the fully liquid state using
DSC, assuming a simple model for that liquid. Lanthanide soaps prepared similarly to
here have been shown to ionically conduct in organic solvents (e.g., Mehrotra, Shukla
and Chauhan, 1993; Koenig, 1914), so the degree of disorder in the pure molten
lanthanide soaps may be linked to the partial dissociation of intra-headgroup bonds (if it
follows that dissociation in organic solvents is analogous to dissociation in the melt).
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Figure 5.5.19 Total transition entropies - lanthanide soaps
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Figure 5.5.19 represents nearly all of the DSC data collected in this study for the lanthanide soaps. The
scatter is largely due to the variation in thermal histories of the individual samples, and the occasional
rogue data point due to a poor contact of the aluminium sample holder with the stage in the calorimeter.
"Lines of best fit" for homologous sets of samples with similar thermal histories are given in the inset,
along with the number of data points used in their calculation. Lanthanum (red) and cerium (green) soap
sets (all samples independent of thermal history) are highlighted with coloured solid circles. The
additional lines are drawn in to give an idea of the spread of the data. Most of the data is best fitted to the
dotted line having slope m=2.6, slightly under what we would expect.

Perhaps the nematic-like structure proposed earlier for these molten soaps is best
explained as a bicontinuous mesh constructed of nematic-like fibres constantly breaking
and reconnecting. This could explain the conductivity of molten metal soaps (e.g.,
Adeosun, 1978) and could also explain the agreement of the hexagonal columnar and
melt lattice parameters for various metal soaps, and could be reasonably explained by
the growth of puncture defects in lamellar phases (e.g., Hyde, 1997) giving rise to
molten bicontinuous sponge-like architectures. In fact it is impossible to say using XRD
whether or not the interfaces in SmC phases of La, Ce and Pr soaps are elliptic or
hyperbolic punctured lamellar phases, but probability arguments favour the presence of
some incipient puncture defects.
5.5.7 Cooling behaviour
The cooling behaviour for many lanthanide soaps duplicated the main features observed
in the DSC traces for the particular soaps upon heating, including the double melting.
The main findings concern the ubiquitous shift of the transitions to lower temperatures,
the general reduction in the magnitude of the transition enthalpy and the splitting of
cooling peaks of some soaps into discrete chain recrystallisation events.
A shift of about 10-30˚C was recorded for the difference between heating and cooling
transitions for most soaps, the cooling transition commonly very sharp, with several
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consecutive exothermic peaks corresponding to the same heating transitions. Sometimes
the twin chain-recrystallisation peaks did not share the chain ordering in the ratio they
did when heated. The lanthanum soaps retained their main single transition, whereas in
cerium soaps, the transitions were split into two distinct chain recrystallisations. In
thulium and samarium stearates, the chain recrystallisation transitions are clearly split
into three significant exotherms, most likely due to the heats of recrystallisation
associated with the transition sequence:
melt – partially molten rotor phase – disordered crystalline rotor phase – crystalline.

Some lanthanum cerium and praseodymium soaps showed a small exothermic, first
order transition from the melt to the their respective SmC phases prior to the onset of
chain recrystallisation. Rarely, none or little heat was evolved in the recrystallisations,
probably due to some decomposition at the maximum DSC temperature of 200˚C. The
majority of soaps evolved significant heat - usually about 50-85% of the energy
absorbed upon heating, occasionally more (e.g., cerium laurate, - 95%; terbium laurate 90%; and samarium laurate 140%). The net gain in energy upon heating and then
cooling the samarium laurate is interesting because we have extracted stored energy
from this structure, and the relatively high enthalpy for this transition may reflect the
formation of the β-crystalline structure, with tilted chains, sometimes observed when
some laurates were cooled slowly (see Chapter 3). Another explanation involves the
heating of an originally disordered crystalline structure and returning it to either a tilted
or untilted crystalline solid upon cooling. Here the ambient return to room temperature
from 200˚C resulted in a cooling rate of about 1˚C/min at the recrystallisation transition.
Optical observations revealed the cooling lanthanide soaps generally transformed
slowly from the melt, confirming the supercooling observed for the same soaps using
DSC. The optical transitions were sometimes more rapid in some soaps than others, but
always shifted to relatively lower temperatures than observed during heating. The
cooling transitions of the La, Ce and Pr soaps from the melt to the SmC phase was
easily detected and in most cases continued to grow until the chains recrystallised at
generally lower temperatures depressed by about 10-20˚C for a particular soap relative
to their respective heating temperatures. The transition was generally followed by a
subtle but distinct loss of sharpness in the liquid crystalline textures, and growth of a
finer lamellar texture showing smectic textures like focal conics and Grandjean terraces
stable to room temperature.
Lanthanide soaps showing wide separation of chain melting peaks on heating could
generally be cooled from the molten-chain state into this phase without further
transitions just a few degrees below their respective melting transition temperatures. For
example thulium laurate, holmium stearate, ytterbium stearate, terbium stearate all show
these features. In the case of ytterbium stearate, the partially molten rotor phase
(intermediate to the crystalline and molten chain phases) is detected optically at a few
degrees below its initial melting point, correlating with the wide separation of the two
chain melting transitions. It was characterised by spherulite growth in roughly
hexagonal domains, and when cooled from this temperature gave an XRD pattern
corresponding to a phase with well developed headgroup super structure.
All of the above soaps showing this behaviour gave headgroup superstructures in the
XRD patterns of their respective cooled soaps. These soaps were cooled under the
microscope just below the melting transition to ensure recrystallisation for XRD. This
implies that the headgroup superstructure reformed after this cooling transition in soaps
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with a wider separation of melting transitions. Recall that the first of these transitions on
heating melted the respective headgroup superstructures, and along with them some of
the chains. Upon cooling these soaps, the headgroup superstructure recrystallised, and
along with it all of the chains. However if the chain-melting transitions were close
together in particular soaps, they generally formed small spherulites surrounded in
isotropically oriented lamellar microcrystallites upon cooling, indicative of growth of
flexible lamellae consistent with a rotor phase or the β- crystalline phase of triglycerides
(e.g., Larsson, 1994). Both of these have flat or close to flat methyl endgoup
topography, and thus do not nucleate growth normal to the layers as does the β'-phase,
whose methyl endgroups are staggered due to a mirror plane between fatty dimers. This
suggests that the recrystallisation of soaps with weak and narrow, or no chain-melting
separation show a chain-recrystallisation transition prior to headgroup superstructure
formation and thus crystallise with relatively molten headgroup superstructures with
mainly crystalline chains, consistent with the disordered room temperature structures
summarised in Chapter 3.
Figures 5.5.20 The general relationships between the various proposed phases
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Figures 5.5.21 Cartoons of the various proposed phases in Figure 5.5.20
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5.5.8 Decomposition of lanthanide soaps
Upadhyaya and Sharma (1993) reported the general decomposition pathway for
praseodymium and neodymium myristates, i.e.,
2Ln (CH3(CH2)nCOO)3 –> Ln2O3 + 3(CH3(CH2)nCO(CH2)nCH3) + 3CO2
myristone

based on thermal studies using TGA, IR and XRD. The TGA traces of 'air-stored'
lanthanide soaps here showed dehydration of physisorbed water between about 85110˚C. Decomposition to volatiles (alkanones and CO2) plus basic soaps, metal
oxycarbonates and metal oxides usually began about 200˚C. The onset of chemical
degradation was marked by a distinctive decomposition smell (when working with the
optical hot stage in flowing nitrogen), frequent discolouration, and obvious weight loss
in respect of the TGA traces for lanthanum myristate, praseodymium myristate and
holmium palmitate. The weight loss continued until the sigmoidal trace flattened to
close to the predicted oxide weight (see Chapter 2) at about 600-650˚C.
Consider a simple model that is stoichiometrically correct, of say two holmium
myristate molecules shown in Figure 5.5.22.
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Figure 5.5.22 Generalised decomposition pathway for lanthanide soaps
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The first step is a dimerisation to a µ-oxo bridged di-holmium tetracarboxylate. This
occurs through cleavage of the two highlighted chains and reaction to form myristone
and CO2, both of which are volatilised, and removed from the weighing vessel. Step 2
in the model involves volatilising the four remaining chains of the dimer, leaving an
oxycarbonate, and, with further heating (step 3), the pure oxide.
Figure 5.5.23 TGA trace of holmium palmitate in air
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The TGA trace of holmium palmitate (Figure 5.5.23), showed a clear division of the
carboxylate chain decomposition into three weight loss events - the first two
corresponded closely to the loss progression shown in steps 1 and 2 of Figure 5.5.22,
and occurred between 200-360˚C and 360-530˚C. The third change (560-600˚C)
corresponded to the decomposition of holmium oxycarbonate (Ho2O3.2CO2 or
Ho2O3.CO2 ) to Ho2O3 and CO2, in either one or two unresolvable loss steps. In
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contrast, the TGA traces of lanthanum and praseodymium myristate showed a relatively
smooth sigmoidal weight loss with increasing temperature over a greater weight loss
range (200-450˚C; and 200-470) than for holmium palmitate, the second change being
complex and less than 10% of the total weight loss, indicative of simultaneous chain
decomposition and oxycarbonate formation. In some ashed lanthanum soaps, the
hydroxide and the oxycarbonate were found after heating to 650˚C, in agreement with
the TGA trace of lanthanum myristate whose final oxycarbonate to oxide transition
occurred at close to 670˚C. The oxycarbonate to oxide transition was also detected in
the trace of praseodymium myristate (530-600˚C), perhaps coincident with oxidation
from the predominantly trivalent to tetravalent ion.
The remainder of decomposition experiments here were by ashing experiments at either
650 or 1000˚C. These measurements were also conducted in air, so the highest possible
oxides formed - i.e., cerium soaps decomposed with oxidation to CeO2, and
praseodymium and terbium soaps decomposed with oxidation to the non stoichiometric
Pr6O11 and Tb4O7 phases. This led to the unambiguous identification of CeO2, Tb4O7,
and Pr6O11. The majority of the lanthanide oxides did not oxidise beyond their trivalent
state, and transformed to their M(III) oxides as confirmed by XRD (Table 5.5.4).The
lanthanum oxides were found to convert from the oxide to the hydroxide within a few
hours exposure to humid air.
Table 5.5.4 Lanthanide oxides obtained during this study from the decomposition
of lanthanide soaps (650˚C) - XRD identification.
Soap

oxide or
other

structure

space
group

unit cell

colour

comment

La
La

hex.
hex.

P-3m1
P63/mmc

powder
powder

hex.
cubic

P63/m
Fm3m

3.94; 6.14
4.09;
16.01
3.82; 6.55
5.41

white
white

La
Ce

La2O3
La2O2.
CO3
La(OH)3
CeO2

Pr

Pr6O11

cubic

Fm3m

5.48

glass

Sm

Sm2O3

cubic

Ia3

10.94

Eu

Eu2O3

cubic

Ia3

10.87

Tb

Tb4O7

cubic

Fm3m

5.29

Dy

Dy2O3

cubic

Ia3

10.7

Ho

Ho2O3

cubic

Ia3

10.57

metallic
black
light
orange
light tan/
yellow
metallic
black
light
yell/green
tan/ orange

Tm

Tm2O3

cubic

Ia3

10.48

glass

Yb

Yb2O3

cubic

Ia3

10.45

light
yell/green
white

strongly
magnetic
strongly
magnetic
strongly
magnetic
magnetic

glass

magnetic

white
powder
tan/ yellow glass

glass
glass
glass
glass
glass

mixture
mixture
mixture
non
magnetic
weakly
magnetic
weakly
magnetic
magnetic
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The cubic structures show the distinctive lanthanide contraction that the long spacings
of the soaps also displayed (see Chapter 3). Here the contraction can be seen in the dspacings of the Ia3 cubic lanthanide oxides (obtained from soap decomposition during
this study), and corresponds to an average contraction of about 0.9Å across the period
from La-Lu. Note that the Fm3m unit cell dimensions are about half the Ia3 cell
dimensions, and that these roughly fall into the same contraction sequence. The cells
were derived from the XRD traces and are accurate to better than ±0.05Å. The magnetic
properties were qualitatively tested with a rare-earth alloy magnet. "Strongly magnetic"
meant that the sample moved when brought close to the magnet; whereas "non magnetic" refers to the failure of the magnet to pick up the particles on contact.
Cerium soaps are unique amongst these soaps in that its oxidation reaction to the Ce(IV)
state was observed using microscopy at 200˚C, and possibly occurs at lower
temperature (as low as 170˚C) according to XRD data. Recall the high temperature
XRD traces for cerium myristate (Figure 5.5.12). This figure shows the strong and
sharp diffraction can be observed in the trace for 190˚C, and the best indexing is to two
lamellar lattices with different spacings (d=35.7Å; and d=29.6Å), perhaps indicative of
a ripple-lamellar phase (e.g., Larsson, 1994). The stoichiometry of the phase could be
difficult to estimate, since the phase is associated with high temperatures close to the
decomposition temperatures. The sharpness of the peak suggests excellent phase
formation, and the optical microscopy confirms the slow halt of fluidity in the molten
Ce(III) soap and the ubiquitous reappearance of birefringence, throughout the sample,
but strongly developed at the former droplet edges, suggestive of a phase transformation
instigated by chemical breakdown. This behaviour was seen repeatedly when fresh
Ce(III) soaps of any chain length were heated to just above 200˚C. This was not seen in
any other lanthanide soap, and so this isolated soap behaviour is likely related to the
strong reducing ability of Ce(III) metal soaps particularly in light of the mobility of ions
in the molten triple chain Ce(III) soap. The association of this phase with oxidation and
decomposition makes it an unattractive phase to study. Nonetheless it is remarkable that
the soap can melt and then return to a liquid crystalline phase at higher temperature.
The decomposition of the soaps here have been shown to generally take place above
about 200˚C, well after melting. The decomposition reactions proceed in steps by loss
of chains and carbon dioxide up to about 450˚C, yielding lanthanide oxycarbonates that
also lost carbon dioxide to give the oxides. The oxidisable cations (Ce, Pr, Tb) formed
phases with stoichiometries closer to the Ln(IV) oxides. La2O3 was not completely
formed in some ashed lanthanum soaps at 650˚C. Instead mixed signals were detected
in the XRD patterns of these lanthanum soaps, consistent with the wide temperature
stability of La2O2. CO3 (up to 670˚C for the lanthanum myristate run here), and the
quick reaction of La2O3 with atmospheric moisture to form the hydroxide.
5.6 Conclusions
The two main findings in this study of the liquid crystallinity of the metal soaps
involves the general good agreement with other liquid crystal studies of soaps of
alkaline-earth metals, transition metals and heavy metals. In some cases new phases
have been studied - i.e., indium soap. Furthermore, the diverse range of soaps studied
here have allowed some general patterns to emerge with respect to their mesophase
behaviour (see below). This translates to the previously unstudied lanthanide soaps - for
example in the distinction between the soaps of lighter and heavier lanthanide elements,
and in the general phase progression due to increasing degrees of chain disorder.
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Liquid crystallinity and metal soaps are in some respects synonymous, both historically
and intrinsically. The two fields parted ways when Reinitzer and O. Lehmann
discovered cholesterol benzoate and the scientific interest in non-cholesteric, nonmolten chain liquid crystals declined. The two fields were rejoined when Luzzati and
coworkers reported their understanding of the intrinsically molten state of chains in the
neat phase of sodium soap and the alkaline earth soaps. A synthesis of the various
terminologies used to describe the findings here is presented below as a vehicle to
generalise the description of thermotropic behaviour in the metal soaps.
The terminology of lipid crystal structures clarified in detail by Abrahamsson et al.,
allows for a full description of possible chain packings in crystalline soaps, including
headgroup superstructures. Simple chain subcells are easily distinguished by powder xray diffraction and IR spectra. Vital chemical and geometric parameters, such as
headgroup areas and bond strengths and directions (inherent to the individual molecules
from which the bulk liquid crystalline structure is composed) may be assessed.
Thermotropic terminologies (e.g., SmB, SmA etc.) break down when the chains begin
to melt, and do not adequately account for the variety of chain-packing subcells (e.g.,
only SmE, SmH and SmK compared with the various subcells and hybrid subcells of
Abrahamsson et al. ). However they are useful in describing the increasing disorder in
crystalline to rotor phase transitions, particularly the loss of long-range bond
orientational order on going from the crystalline rotor phase with crystalline chains to
the liquid crystalline rotor phase with crystalline chains.
The terminology of Luzzati et al. best fits the purpose of describing the non-lamellar
liquid crystalline lipids, because the molten chains are accounted for. Luzzati's
terminology is equally well suited for the molten chain lamellar phases of metal soaps,
providing headgroup changes are accounted for, and these are to some extent accounted
for in his lyotropic Lα terminology, where headgroup area can vary with the properties
of the lyotrope, but do not really address the headgroup structures.
Suitable terminology for headgroup changes involve descriptions of the metal oxygen
networks in terms of, say, distortable metal-oxygen coordination polyhedra. Some metal
soaps form linear chains while others may form sheets. Some soaps have covalent
linkages, others are more ionic.
Importantly, the metal soaps of long chain, common natural fatty acids, contain
networks of connected multivalent metals that remain connected when the chains melt
until final disruption and/or eventual decomposition. The chains pass through various
degrees of molecular disordering prior to this final molten state - the transitions initially
involve a gradual loosening of the chain packing, along with a gradual loosening of the
headgroup structure and superstructure. This occurs through formation of dynamic
disorder, predominantly in the conformation of the chain ends and the oscillatory
disorder about the length of the chain (rotor motion) resulting in slightly increased chain
cross-section area, and slightly decreased chain length. The chain motions are amplified
with increased temperature, mainly in the form of rotor motions, but also with minor
conformational disorder. The average chain cross-sectional area increases
concomitantly with increasing disorder, leading to a gradually increased V/al, and
increasing loss of bond orientational order. If V/al, at some temperature increases very
quickly, the gradual disordering of the chains may lead to an unstable lamellar phase
due to mismatched area between the polar groups and chains, and a phase change to
either a hexagonal phase or a lamellar phase with increased interfacial area will take
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place. At this transition, the induction of interfacial curvature is critically dependent
upon the metal-oxygen network. Changes in metal-oxygen coordination style may lead
to increased area of the headgroup layer and formation of a smectic A or C phase. In the
heavier lanthanides soaps (La, Ce, Pr) this is particularly favourable given the larger
number of coordination configurations compared with octahedral transition metals.
However, as Hyde (1997) pointed out, the defected or punctured smectic phase
(topologically hyperbolic) would account for slight area mismatches of the chains over
the heads through formation of localised sheets with negative Gaussian curvature - and
would still retain many of the properties of a true topologically flat structured lamellar
phase such as x-ray signature, smectic optical textures etc.
If the interfacial area mismatch is not resolved, the technique developed for relating
changes in the interfacial curvature to V/al is the key to understanding the progression
of phases in the metallic soaps, as long as the headgroup connectivity and geometry is
accounted for. For example the occurrence of the hexagonal phase in copper soaps
immediately after the crystalline lamellar phase highlights the restriction of possibilities
that is placed over the phase progression predicted using the phase diagram of 5.1.2
(i.e., lamellar-mesh-sponge-rod phase-melt). By restriction of possibilities, I mean that
the limited choice of metal-oxygen coordination possibilities results in a quantisation of
the otherwise continuous curvatures accessible as we otherwise continuously increase
V/al. The anisotropic binding of metal and oxygen in the dimeric copper soap
hexagonal mesophase imposes an anisotropic motion upon the molten chains.
All of the above transitions in metal soaps will retain defects and so the concepts of
thermodynamical disorder and the geometric and topological expressions of this order
need be considered all the while.
So the concepts for a useful terminology for soap liquid crystal transformations must be
drawn from many scientific dialects, and these will be used in Chapters 6-9 to describe
the self-assembly and curvature of interfaces in soap/sulfide/oxide and
surfactant/water/silicate systems.
In the next chapter I present the results and interpretations of using soaps as templates
for the directed growth of a range of metal sulfides (and oxides).
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Chapter 6
Derivatives of metallic soaps:
synthesis of metal sulphides and oxides
6.1 Templating with soaps - semiconductors
A general goal of material scientists has been to construct inorganic phases with
restricted maximum dimensions in order to alter the bulk properties of the material in
question. The possibility of achieving this aim with the "soft" guidance of organic
monolayers, multilayers or bulk liquid crystalline phases constitutes an exciting subfield
of soft condensed matter that has been active over the last decade or so. The concept of
gently arranging inorganic molecules in required geometries contrasts starkly with other
approaches involving high temperature, high voltage deposition techniques. Careful
selection of materials for this soft guidance is therefore critical to the success of the
undertaking since the idea is to push a synthesis a little further in the same direction that
it was tending towards. Therein lies the basis of this discussion of metal sulfide
templating with fatty acids and their metal salts. Here the analogous "push" is guidance
of the growth of semiconductor particles in the direction of the layers naturally formed
in selected self-assembled soaps.
The selection of a material with a natural tendency for layered growth is thus an obvious
choice if we want to grow 2D semiconductors (in that respect we are at the opposite end
of the spectrum to that of material synthesis via brute force, high energy techniques to
grow samples of microscopic dimensions). The desire is to not use any more force than
necessary to achieve the desired templated growth in two dimensions.
Arguably, we will fall short of our goal to make 2-D inorganic phases if the material has
little tendency for layer growth, or if we choose too loose a confinement field for
growth in the case of materials with less potential for lamellar growth. Biological
systems have no doubt overcome this by natural selection of complex confinement
systems e.g., the golgi and endoplasmic reticulum of say, osteoblasts which can operate
at or near optimal "softness" resulting in the replacement of the fatty parts of lamellar
calcium soaps (produced by lipolysis) with phosphates in the bone formation process
(e.g., Takahashi et al., 1994), even though calcium phosphates are inherently non-layer
forming minerals. Unfortunately, I have no systematic analogous "soft" procedure for
induction of lamellar structures in inorganic phases. But I do offer some insight into
aspects of tailoring inorganic materials with some tendency for layer growth into
lamellar phases through the use of some simple metal sulfide examples.
The idea of matching the layer-structure of metal containing inorganic phases with the
layer structures of self assembled mono- or multilayers is not new (e.g., the metal
halides of Pike et al., 1993; 1994a,b). Fendler and Meldrum (1995) showed that the
"soft" approach to templating could also be taken if the desired result was oriented
growth of inherently non-lamellar crystals several unit cells thick (e.g., CdS, PbSe)
through favourable epitaxial matching of the inorganic and organic phases rather than
growth of monolayer films.
The approach to guided growth here is based, to some extent, upon matching both the
average lamellar forming properties of the structure-inducing template with the growing
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inorganic phase. However this is the first of two requirements, perhaps each tradeable
(to some degree) for the other - the second requirement, and the (suggested) key to
layered growth is to match the density of supply of building material (metal ions) with
the demand for building material, at the local scale, for only then will the template
remain structurally intact and the "soft" mechanism remain viable.
The conceptual approach here is expected to be applicable to layered (or somewhat
anisotropic - as opposed to cubic) metal oxides, hydroxides etc., as well as to
chalcogenides and halides. The analogy of molecular scale chemical engineering with
an economic supply/demand concept seems obvious enough - if we haven't enough
material, we cannot hope to build a continuous sheet. However this concept does seem
to have been largely ignored, or if not disregarded, poorly quantified.
The results and interpretations of experiments relating to growth of FeS, CoS, NiS, ZnS,
Ag2S, CdS, In2S3, SnS2, PbS and Bi2S3 nanoparticles and sheets (possibly wires and
tubules) are reported here for the reaction of a range of solid and liquid crystalline metal
carboxylate soaps with hydrogen sulfide gas. Selected reactions were characterised
mainly by XRD and IR spectroscopy to track key structural and chemical parameters
such as the state of the hydrocarbon chains and the formation of free fatty acid
molecules. These parameters are also useful in tracking the related process of sulfiding
Langmuir-Blodgett (L-B) multilayer films of metal carboxylates. The potential for
superstructuring simple inorganic semiconductors with non-lamellar templates such as a
cubic, liquid crystalline metal oleate are examined.
ZnS, Ag2S, CdS, In2S3, PbS, Bi2S3 were unambiguously identified amongst the
products using electron and x-ray diffraction - these were imaged as discrete particles
and sheets 4-2000nm. Sulfides of iron, cobalt, nickel and tin were formed, probably as
sheets and particles that were tentatively assigned to Cu2S, CuS, FeS, CoS, NiS and
SnS2 and/or SnS, however their characterisation was hindered by relatively low XRD
intensity compared with the products of the former set, despite their obvious reaction
with H2S as determined using XRD and IR to characterise the chains and carboxylates
in their respective systems.
Basic (as opposed to neutral) soaps were used as the starting materials in the iron,
indium, tin and bismuth systems - and in the case of tin and bismuth soaps, the degree
of hydrolysis of their respective metals was certainly so high that their compositions
were intimate mixtures of metal oxides and basic soaps prior to sulfiding. A sulfided
mixed sodium/tin soap was also examined.
Materials scientists have had a general lack of success in synthesising continuous (nonparticulate) sheets of cadmium sulfide in built-up L-B films of saturated fatty acid salts
- and not from lack of trying (so called Q-state nanoparticles are generally formed, e.g.,
Furlong et al., 1993; Fendler and Meldrum, 1995; Yamaki et al., 1997). Some of the
expected difficulties to be encountered during the growth of continuous monolayers of
metal sulfides within the ionic layers of L-B films are discussed below in terms of a
material supply/demand balance concept.
I propose that simple inorganic semiconductors (e.g., β-CdS and ZnTe, TiO2) with
highly symmetric, three-dimensionally (3-D) cubic crystal structures, are unlikely to be
incorporated as monolayers between saturated fatty acid layers in soaps or multilayer LB films, because crystal growth is expected to occur, without significant guidance from
the fatty acid groups, in all directions, i.e., crystals grow as discrete particles because of
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the high crystal symmetry and the correlated short-fall of local supply of cations to the
growing crystals.
On the other hand, simple inorganic semiconductors with highly anisotropic, one or two
dimensionally (1-D or 2-D) connected crystal structures (e.g., chain sulfides such as
Bi2S3 or layered materials such as InTe and CdI2) are considered good candidates for
monolayer formation in soaps and multilayer L-B films because their growth is
compatible with the geometry of the fatty acid layers.
Some simple (non-cubic) inorganic semiconductors (that are otherwise 3-D connected
in their respective bulk crystal form), with crystal structures intermediate (in terms of
growth anisotropy) to the 2-D and 3-D structures above (e.g., hexagonal α-CdS), are
considered to be likely candidates for monolayer formation in soaps or multilayer L-B
films, because of the possibility of preferred (anisotropic) growth in two directions
within the fatty acid sheet-like templates.
The potential for growth of more exotic semiconductor structures (sponge-like
architectures) via metal soap sulfiding is also discussed below.

6.2 Introduction to soaps and their reaction with H2S
6.2.1 Aspects of the molecular and crystal structures of soaps, and their
characteristic XRD and IR signatures
The M-O bonds in many (neutral) metal carboxylates are partially ionic (as assessed
using IR - see the discussion of IR properties of soaps in Chapter 3) and from this
(ionicity) arises their reactivity with H2S. The M-O bonds in soaps display varying
degrees of covalency depending upon the metal (e.g., magnesium soaps have more ionic
character than zinc soaps). The reactivity of soaps with H2S is expected to be lower in
metal carboxylates whose M-O bonds have more covalent character. The splitting of
infrared bands corresponding to symmetric and asymmetric stretches of the COOgroups is lower in the more covalent soaps. A larger splitting equates with less
degeneracy of the individual C-O spring constants - a positive indicator of increased MO covalency through preferred binding of one of the carboxylate oxygens to a metal
relative to the other carboxylate oxygen. The alkali soaps, alkaline earth soaps and rare
earth soaps, although being primarily ionic in character, do not give stable metal
sulfides when reacted with H2S.
Additionally, and in contrast to the clays and other layer forming materials, the MO6
octahedra (or MO4 tetrahedra etc.) in metal soaps are isolated, or island-like with
respect to neighbouring MO2 polyhedra, and are in some cases cross-linked by bridging
carboxylate groups into chains and/or sheets. This arises from the limited choices
imposed by the stoichiometry of most soaps - i.e., one metal for every two chains. The
area in the plane occupied by one metal must necessarily equal the area of one chain for
a neutral metal soap with a divalent cation, with one chain pointing up and one down,
on average, as is common. (The structures of Lomer and Perera, 1974 are, to the authors
knowledge, the only divalent neutral metal soap structures published where the in-plane
structure have been considered). Similarly, very few reports of the metal coordination of
L-B fatty acid salts of divalent metals are available (e.g., Stephens and Tuck-Lee, 1969;
Takeuchi, et al., 1994; Sasanuma, et al., 1994; Baberka et al., 1994). Several other
studies go some of the way to solving the in-plane metal-oxygen coordination problem
for metal soaps and L-B films (e.g., Morley and Vand, 1949; Vand, Aitken and
Campbell, 1949; Prakash, et al., 1984; Maccioni et al., 1995; Tippman-Krayer et al.,
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1992). It is this very deficit of in-plane metals density in soaps relative to their
complementary metal sulfide that can lead to discrete particle formation, instead of the
highly sought after continuous sheets of semiconductors.
6.2.2 Sulfides and L-B Films
Y-type multilayer L-B films of neutral metal carboxylates are commonly constructed by
a deposition process involving the building up of multiple monolayers by careful,
successive dipping of a prepared substrate through a compressed fatty acid monolayer
both into and out of a pH-controlled, aqueous subphase containing metal ions (e.g.,
Roberts, 1990 and references therein). The supermolecular structure within such soformed films is a lamellar one, analogous to bulk metal soaps, with individual lamellae
of polar groups sandwiched between layers of paraffinic chains. Individual molecules
within both metal soaps and their L-B multilayer film equivalents have been shown to
exist in the "splayed-chain" conformation (e.g., Corkery and Hyde, 1996 and references
therein), with one tail up and one down, and a long axis length (l) of approximated by
l(Å)=2(2.54(n)+(M-O)), where n is the number of carbons per chain; e.g., a cadmium
arachidate (C20) molecule with M-OCd-O=2.35Å will have l= 2(1.27(20)+2.35)=55.5Å.
The structural similarity between metal soaps and L-B multilayers is also expressed on
the larger scale - i.e., soap crystals can be grown to macroscopic size, matching the well
developed single crystal (multidomain) nature of L-B multilayer films. For example,
soap crystals have been regularly synthesised with platey or tabular habit, near perfect
(hkl)=(001) cleavage and sometimes strong cleavage along (hkl) or (hk0) (cf. lead
stearate films of Stephens and Tuck-Lee, 1969 and lead carboxylate crystals of
González-Tejera et al., 1995). These layer-structured soap crystals have in-plane
dimensions of microns to mm and thicknesses of hundreds of nanometres to microns
depending upon synthesis conditions. These dimensions imply that the vast majority of
metal carboxylate molecules in soaps reside inside well developed (L-B-like) layers
with large ratios of crystal-width to monolayer-thickness, as in their L-B counterparts.
6.2.3 Monolayer formation of sulfides in soaps and L-B films
After a discussion and presentation of the experimental findings below, a model is
presented for the formation of sulfides within the ionic layer of soaps and L-B films.
However, a simple working model is outlined first, to keep in mind while reading the
experimental section.
6.2.4 Model for monolayer growth
A requirement for monolayer mineral formation is that the diffusion of the chemically
active gas (e.g., H2S) must occur more quickly than any non-lamellar rearrangement of
the fatty acid chains. Given that H2S diffusion will be slower through the chains, the
likely nucleation of sulfides must proceed through chemical attack on a crystal edge,
along the polar layer. The diffusion of gas into the soap, once initiated, is expected to
proceed through swelling the interface between the new formed sulfide and fatty acids.
At the same time H2S diffuses into the ionic layer of the soap, metal cations are
expected to be mobilised along the same interface. Charge balance across the
carboxylate/metal sulfide gap is expected to be locally in a state of dynamic equilibrium
due to ion migration. Growth of sulfides occurs soon after gas exposure.
If the particular activation energies for semiconductor crystal growth varies for different
faces, mobile cations will be preferentially diffused to the lower energy face, this to
some extent will be skewed by the rigidity of the chain packing. So in the case of say, a
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cubic CdS crystal, the radial distribution of Cd ions within a layer, is expected to be like
a slightly flattened sphere, drawn out along the polar layer, but otherwise growing in a
symmetric fashion.
The subsequent geometry of CdS nanoparticles and fatty acid molecules is a swollen
acid (swollen with a roughly spherical CdS nanocluster coated in a layer of soap), the
surfactant packing parameter, v/al (Hyde, 1990), here corresponds to that of a lyotropic
reverse micelle. In the case of Cd soap reacted with, say, HI(g)), the growth of CdI2
along the layers is favoured because of the relatively lower activation energy of edge
growth expected along the layer. 3-D growth is not favoured because of mechanical
confinement, and lack of strong bonding (only van der Waals bonds occur between
successive CdI2 layers in multilayered crystals). The influence on monolayer growth by
epitaxial guidance from fatty acid layers is not considered to be important in these types
of layered systems for two reasons;
1) the fatty acid/layer-semiconductor interface is a soft van der Waals interaction; and
2) the sulfide probably crystallises before or simultaneously with chain reorganisation.
In the case of anisotropic, low symmetry (non-lamellar) crystal growth, confinement of
the inorganic phase to a monolayer is expected to be rarer than monolayer formation by
preferentially layered minerals, since the growth surfaces exposed to the fatty acid side
are charged (unlike selectively oriented CdI2, MoS2 crystals etc.) and are subject to the
restrictive boundary conditions of the adhering fatty acids (as soaps). Monolayer growth
of anisotropic, non-lamellar crystals probably occurs only under the conditions that the
highest energy growth face is parallel to the lamellar confinement space, and if there
exists favourable epitaxy at the interface between the reacting soap and the
semiconductor.
In the case where a balanced charge per surface area is not achieved in the plane, and/or
epitaxial relations result in stressed interfaces, rolling up of the inorganic monolayer
could lead to formation of stable, organic-free semiconductor tubules coated in a
monolayer of soap and acid.

6.3 Experimental
6.3.1 Reaction of the soaps with H2S gas
The sulfiding reaction was carried out by reacting sub-gram (0.1-0.5g) quantities of
metal soaps with H2S in a 1L glass reactor at room temperature. Suspended stainless
steel mesh baskets were used to contain the powdered metal soaps above the H2S source
in the container. The H2S was sourced from the reaction:
Na2S+H2SO4 -> H2S + Na+ + SO42-.

Enough sodium sulfide was added to the acid solution to cause mild bubbling, and an
immediate colour change in the indicator cadmium or copper soap flakes floated upon
the water surface. This was accompanied by formation of the milky white sodium
sulfate dispersion in the mother liquor.
The reactions were left until fully reacted, sometimes requiring a recharge of the source
materials to generate more gas - the complete (or nearly complete) reaction was easily
confirmed by sample colour (for selected indicator soaps) or by following the reaction
using XRD. In most cases the reaction had gone to completion (or nearly so) after
several recharges of the chamber.
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No attempt was made to control the humidity, temperature or pressure in the low
temperature vessel, other than keeping the procedure approximately constant for all
soaps reacted this way.
After the reaction was complete, the samples were stored overnight in the same
(opened) vessel in a fumehood with flowing air.
In the case of the room temperature run of cadmium soap and unpurified tin soap (see
below), H2S gas was sourced from a slow reaction (6 days) of about 5-10g ball-milled
lead sulfide with a stoichiometric amount of H2SO4.
Sulfiding during heating was performed by sandwiching powdered soaps between
cleaved mica sheets, the heat applied by clamping these sheets between wound coils to
which an AC voltage was applied. The temperature was monitored in blank runs before
and after sulfiding, and noting the voltage required for a given temperature. The heating
elements were exact copies of that used for running HTXRD scans. Some
contamination from the mica sandwich could not be avoided.
Powder XRD analysis, generally in the range 2-110˚2Θ was performed within a few
hours of removing the aerated samples from the reaction vessel. The metal sulfide/fatty
acid complexes were dispersed in ethanol using sonication and applied dropwise to
TEM holey-carbon grids and left to evaporate. TEM and electron diffraction analysis
was performed with a 100kV Hitachi 7100.
Similar reactions were performed above using HCl, HBr and HI instead of H2S, many
soaps showing signs of reaction with the acid vapours (dramatic colour and texture
changes etc.). The products were not characterised however, other than noting obvious
visible changes. This limited positive result is noted here because it highlights the
obvious generality of producing fatty acid encapsulated metal halides as well as
chalcogenides, and perhaps points the way towards similar syntheses of metal arsenides
and phosphides (e.g., GaAs).
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6.4 Results
Table 6.1 Precursor metal soap phases and some of their relevant characteristics
long
space
(Å)

tilt (θ)

subcell
type

size
(Å)

brown
lam. R
/red/
yellow
dk brown hex. LC
purple
lam. C

40.3

0

hex.

a=4.8

27.7
40.2

–
0

hex.
orth.

bright
green
blue

cubic LC

72

–

hex.

a=5.0
a=7.7;
b=5.1
a=5.1

lam. C

37.6

ca. 20

tri.

CuC14
Cu(II) (my)2
blue
CuC14py Cu(II) (my)2 (py) grn

hex. LC
lam.C

21.8
37.0

–
ca. 20

8

ZnC14

Zn(II) (my)2

white

lam. C

33.9

ca. 30

9
10

AgC14
CdC14

Ag(I)my
Cd(II) (my)2

white
white

lam. C
lam. C

38.9
40.4

ca. 15
0

11
12

CdC14
InC14

Cd(II) (my)2
In(III)(my)2OH

white
white

hex. LC
lam. C

28.2
40.5

–
0

13

SnC14

Sn(II,IV) (my)2

tan

lam. C

39.8

0

14

Pb14

Pb(II) (my)2

white

lam. C

40.2

0

#

Soap

Formula

colour

1

FeC14

Fe(II).O.
2Fe(III)(my)6

2
3

FeC14
CoC14

""
Co(II) (my)2

4

NiC18

Ni(II) (ol)2

5

CuC14

Cu(II) (my)2

6
7

structure
**

d=3.9;
d=4.2
hex. a=5.2
orth?. a=4.7;
b=7.7
tri.
d=4.0;
d=4.6
tri.
d=4.7
orth. a=4.06;
b=3.75
hex. a=5.1
orth. a=5.2;
b=7.3
orth. a=5.0;
b=7.4
orth. a=5.0;
b=7.4
hex. a=4.8

chain
crosssection
area (Å2)
20.0

21.6
19.5
22.9
18.2*
23.4
18.1
18.2*
18.2*
18.2
22.4
18.9
18.4
18.4

15 BiC14
Bi(III) (my)2OH white
lam. R
42.2
0
20.2
* based on an average triclinic cell
** lam. R - lamellar rotor phase; lam. C - herringbone crystalline phase; hex. LC - hexagonal liquid
crystalline phase.
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Table 6.2 Primary reaction products (natural names)*
#

assignment

1
2
3

mackinawite
mackinawite
Comackinawite
millerite
chalcocite/
covellite
chalcocite/
covellite
chalcocite/
covellite
sphalerite
acanthite

4
5
6
7
8
9

10 hawleyite/
greenockite
11 hawleyite
12 α-indium
sulfide
13 herzenbergite
14 galena

formula
FeS
FeS
CoS

colour

structure

black
black
black

tet.P4/nmm
tet.P4/nmm
tet.P4/nmm

NiS
Cu2S
CuS
Cu2S
CuS
Cu2S
CuS
ZnS
Ag2S

black
dark green

rhomb. R3m
mono. P21/c
hex.P63/mmc
mono. P21/c
hex.P63/mmc
mono. P21/c
hex.P63/mmc
cubic F43m
mono. P21/n

CdS
CdS
CdS
In2S3

yellow

SnS
PbS

dark green
dark green
white
brown/gold

orange
yellow

cubic F43m
hex.P63/mc
cubic.F43m
cubic F43m

size (nm) from
TEM
100-1000
100-1000
300-2000

comments

100-1000
???
???
???
???
10-20x50-100
???
3-6
10-20
100-1000
10-40
10-20x100-500
5-10
5-15

sheets
particles
particles?
particles
particles?
particles
particles?
particles
particles fused
into wires
particles
wires
particles
particles

tan/gold
orth. Pbnm
>1000
yellow/red/
cubic Fm3m
4-8
black
15 bismuthinite
Bi2S3 black/silver
orth. Pbnm
50-100
*each reaction product in this table are from the equivalent row in Table 6.1.

sheets
sheets
sheets

sheets
particles
sheets
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Table 6.3 Fatty acid characterisation - post sulfiding
Soap

measured IR peak
d-space
1700
(Å)
cm-1

IR peaks
1470 and
720cm-1

Subcell
size
(Å) #

Crystal
form of
free acid¥

1

FeC14

31.6 ±0.2 -

-

α;C

2

31.6 ±0.2 -

-

α;C

34.9

18.3

22.3

3

FeC14
HT
CoC14

31.6±0.1

1702

α;C

34.9

18.2

22.2

4

NiC18

-

23.6

23.6?

CuC14

1710;
1738;
weaker
post react
-

-

5

15.5
33.5

18.7**
18.4

19.4
22.1

CuC14
HT
CuC14
Py

-

-

α;C

33.8

18.4

22.1

-

-

triclinic;
a=4.98;
b=7.38
a=4.96;
b=7.40
a=4.96;
b=7.34
triclinic

γ;A
α;C

6

26.9 ±0.5
str
30.0±0.5
wk
*37.1
±0.04;
32.1±0.2
32.0±0.2

1471/68
727/19
1462;
720 wk

a=4.97;
b=7.36
a=4.97;
b=7.38
a=4.95;
b=7.36
a=5.22
(d=4.37
d=2.99)

Tilt of Areasub Areainchains
plane
(θ)‡
(Å2)
(Å2)††
34.9
18.3
22.3

α;C; γ;A

35.1
15.8

18.2

22.2

1703

a=4.97;
b=7.38
triclinic
a=4.97;
b=7.38
no acid
detected
via XRD
a=4.95;
b=7.36
a=4.96;
b=7.34
a=4.94;
b=7.36

α;C

34.9

18.3

22.3

γ;A
α;C

15.5
34.9

18.7**
18.3

19.4
22.3

-

-

-

-

α;C

35.1

18.2

22.2

α;C
α;C##

10.9
35.4
-

18.2
18.2

22.3
22.3?

a=4.97;
b=7.38

α;C

34.9

18.3

22.3

7

8

ZnC14†

*31.5±
0.1
37.1±
0.04
31.6±0.1

9
10

AgC14
CdC14

37.1±0.2
31.6±0.1

-

1472/65
725/19
-

11

CdC14
HT

-

-

12

InC14 †

no acid
detected
via XRD
31.5±0.1

1705

13

31.4±0.1

1723

14

SnC14
Py ‡‡
PbC14

-

15

BiC14

no long
spacings
detected
31.6±0.2

1472/65
725/720
1472/65
716/22
-

-

-

* predominant type of acid formed
† very small soap indicator at 1540 cm-1 (zinc); 1545cm-1 (indium)
** from data for dodecanoic acid A1-form Abrahamsson et al. (1978)
‡ θ calculated as deviation from normal to lamellae for various forms of myristic acid acids assuming a
constant molecular length of 38.5Å
†† calculated using Areasub. (cos(θ))-1
‡‡ the free acid of the product was accompanied by additional long-chain compounds (see text)
# triclinic subcells reflections d=4.63; 4.49; 4.13; 3.85; 3.66 ± 0.03Å
## assignment based on short spacing positions only
¥ alpha (α) myristic acid is equivalent to the C- form of myristic acid; γ - myristic acid is equivalent to
the A-form of myristic acid
str - strong; wk - weak.
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6.4.1 Iron soap (Femy4) - H2S
The area per cation quoted in Table 6.1 for iron soap was dependent upon the Fe:chain
ratio, and was reasonably well determined here. The complexity of iron soaps (in
general) arises from the large number of degrees of chemical and structural freedom
possible during synthesis (mixed valent compounds; hydroxyl and water binding).
However several stable iron soap forms were isolated here, probably as trimers (or
possibly dimers), and without significant free acid contamination. The monomeric iron
soap was an unlikely product of aqueous metal soap synthesis in the presence of oxygen
in light of reports of trimeric iron carboxylates synthesised under similar conditions to
those here (e.g., Abrahamsson and Lukaski, 1994 and Popescu, 1996). A full discussion
of the iron soaps is given in Chapter 7.
The soap was sulfided in two states: the air dried state; and cooled from about 180˚C.
The reaction of the soap with H2S was immediate, the soap darkening upon exposure to
the sulfide gas, becoming black after 24 hours. A second iron soap (Femy1) of similar
chemical formula and colour and with similar XRD and IR patterns to Femy4 was also
sulfided yielding a black product soon after exposure. IR was not used to characterise
the sulfided products of iron soaps.
Figure 6.1a Lamellar iron soap before and after sulfiding
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Figure 6.1b Hexatic iron soap before and after sulfiding
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The appearance of fatty acid (XRD) peaks in the products (Figure 6.1a top), in addition
to the disappearance of the soap long spacing confirmed that the reaction must have
produced a metal sulfide. The reaction product was easily attracted to a magnet, and
degraded slowly in air becoming light red, rather than the dark black before oxidation.
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Of all the iron sulfides possible, mackinawite appears to best fit the very broad and very
weak XRD peaks at or close to 5.03Å; 2.97Å; 2.30Å; 1.83Å; and 1.56Å - these
correspond to most of the stronger peaks expected for mackinawite; i.e., (001); (101);
(111); (200); (211).
Some cubic greigite was possibly formed given the availability of both Fe(II) and
Fe(III) in the precursor. However only weak peaks are found near those expected
(Hallberg, 1972) for greigite d=5.69Å, 3.53Å and 1.75Å indicative of its minor
concentration in the product, if present at all. Neither smythite nor pyrite peaks were
present; nor were peaks corresponding to the iron sulfide phases Fe-6 and Fe-8 of
Hallberg (1972).
The formation of mackinawite (an Fe(II) mineral) from a mixed valence basic soap
requires an Fe(III) to Fe(II) reduction during the course of the reaction. This is
conceivable, given the large excess of H2S and the ability of sulfur to vary its effective
oxidation state.
Figure 6.2 TEM image of sulfided Femy1

Figure 6.2 is a typical texture found (using TEM) while examining the product obtained
from the lamellar phase of the soap at room temperature. The sheets appear to be rolled
up. However when the soap was cooled from a (nematic-like or liquid-like) phase at
180˚C and the trapped liquid crystalline phase was subsequently sulfided, small
particles were found, and sheet-like structures were rare.
6.4.2 Cobalt soap - H2S
Chemical, XRD and IR analysis of a homologous series (C8,C10,C12,C14,C16,C18) of
cobalt soaps during the course of this work has revealed that aqueous synthesis allows
for precipitation of neutral cobalt soaps with reproducible character (see Chapter 2 synthesis; and Chapter 5 - liquid crystallinity).
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Figure 6.3 XRD traces of Cost2 before and after sulfiding
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Air dried cobalt soap reacted with H2S to give an unidentified black sulfide with very
weak and very broad diffraction at 3.0-3.3Å; 2.4-2.7; 1.93-1.98Å and 1.70-1.75Å. The
long spacing of the acid was a little shorter (31.6±0.1Å) than expected for the C-form
(32.60Å - Piper, et al., 1929). This shortening is consistent with slightly more inclined
molecular tilt (34.9˚) compared with the same parameter (32.2˚) for the standard C form
of myristic acid (as determined using Piper's spacings, and a molecular length of 38.5Å
derived from the same paper). The available PDF (1992) file (8- 786) for α-myristic
acid (C-form) has the (001)=32.6Å; (002)=16.1Å; (003)=10.5Å; (005)=6.3Å;
(008)=3.93; and (009)=3.51Å. These converge to a long spacing of 31.6Å calculated
from their (009) reflection (their decreasing error was probably due to the sample being
a fraction of a millimetre too low in the sample holder), and so the spacing determined
here seems to be in agreement with that expected for the C-form of myristic acid.
The XRD trace of the product clearly shows the reaction consumed most of the soap
releasing free crystalline α-myristic acid (C form) fatty acid with a hydrocarbon subcell
a=4.95Å (100); b=7.36Å (010); and c=2.54Å (001). IR strongly suggests the acid to be
well crystallised (sharp strong progression bands 1150-1350cm-1) in the dimeric form
(νCOO 1700cm-1) with an orthorhombic subcell (asymmetric peaks near 1470cm-1 and
720cm-1). The area per molecule in the basal (001) plane of the subcell is 18.2Å2. The
tilt results in an increased area per molecule (22.2Å2) in the plane of the lamellae since
the subcell is also tilted with respect to the layers. A tilt towards the (100) direction
would result in an in plane (100) of 6.03Å.
Neither x-ray or electron diffraction of this soap revealed the identity of the cobalt
sulfide product. A 1mm shard of pressed sulfide/fatty acid complex was attracted to a
strong hand-held magnet. XRD peaks of the probable sulfide were too broad and weak
to index. TEM images showed that the main product dispersed on the grid was large
particles up to the order of a micron. The particles shown in Figure 6.4 are clearly
sheet-like, and were found to be a little sensitive to the 100kV beam, although many
orders of persistent diffraction spots (not indexed) could be easily seen even after
several minutes of beam illumination.
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Figure 6.4 TEM image of diffusion paths in sulfided cobalt soap

The multiple layers seen in this image are split by a branching network of material-free,
apparently connected ribbon-like lineaments. The texture within the layers was very
homogeneous, and lattice fringes were not observed in HRTEM mode (lattice fringes
were obvious in images of many other particle forming sulfides (e.g., In2S3) under
similar viewing conditions. However, in reciprocal space, strong diffraction spots were
imaged that could be indexed to a plane orthorhombic cell (2.36Å by 9.25Å).
Despite the relatively large area of the diffraction (ca. 200-300nm spot), a powder
pattern with rings was not dominant, rather a pattern more closely resembling single
crystals rotated with respect to each other. Therefore the sheets appeared to be
crystalline and continuous within layers, although any layer to layer correlation was
rotationally disordered. Some ring-like diffraction maxima could be seen that consisted
of fairly discrete spots (ca. in decreasing order of intensity; 3.17Å; 1.91Å; 1.64Å;
1.43Å; and 1.24Å). These correlate poorly with cubic cobalt sulfide linnaeite (expected
in order of relative intensities 2.85Å; 1.67Å; 2.36Å; 1.82Å; 3.34Å; 1.23Å), and worse
with cubic cattierite (CoS2 - pyrite group), cobalt pentlandite (Co9S8 - ) and other
sulfides such as CoS and Co6S5.
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Lamellar cobalt soap, like lamellar iron soap reacted to give very weak and broad
diffraction maxima, unlike the nano-particulate sulfides formed from other soaps, like
say, zinc sulfide. This and the TEM observations were consistent with very thin layer
sulfide formation, as was concluded by Luo et al. 1994 for their sulfided cobalt stearate
L-B Y-type multilayer. However, the formation of a monolayer is not favoured by the
observation of the dimeric fatty acid peak near 1700 cm-1 since this indicates that the
sulfide cannot have been resident between fatty acid headgroups that are hydrogen
bonded in the standard ring dimer. We might however expect a sideways bonded
dimeric peak near 1720 cm-1 if the monolayer split the polar groups of a bilayer of
head-to-head fatty acids (as is found in acid/soaps - see section 6.4.9 on tin soap).
However, the point may be reconciled in two ways. The first is if the fatty acid layer
immediately adjacent to the sulfide mono- or multilayer was a monolayer of ionically
bound fatty acid (soap) - then the fatty acid need not display anything but bulk
properties typical of the ring dimer - this would have resulted in a lower sulfur to metal
ratio than otherwise expected for a pure sulfide/fatty acid complex. In this case, a small
amount of soap was detected using IR (a weak shoulder near 1500cm-1). The second
possibility is if the sulfide formed a van der Waals type layered structure with its
(practically) uncharged face in the plane of the bilayer lamellae - then the chains could
have absorbed tail first to the initial soap layer, and the acid headgroups could have still
been dimerised in the ring fashion.
Independent of the nature of fatty acid arrangement in the former cobalt soap, it appears
that guidance of the fatty acid layers has perhaps stabilised a cobalt version of a layer
structured sulfide. Diffusion, since related to growth, appears to have been controlled by
soap layers, the sulfide maintaining crystalline coherency over domains of up to 1001000nm.
Interestingly, the edges of a particularly thick, but otherwise typically textured particle
gave discrete but blurred selected area diffraction spots closely matching the spacings
for the larger areas. However the corresponding image texture (Figure 6.5) was cellular,
with a characteristic cell size of 40-60Å, very much like seen in poorly crystallised
mesoporous molecular sieves (e.g., MCM-41 or FSM-18).
Figure 6.5 TEM image of sulfided cobalt soap
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This cell texture appeared to grade continuously into the flat texture (over 10-100nm)
through increasingly larger cells. The former texture is consistent with the formation of
porous (hyperbolic) sheets.
The possibility that the crystalline sheet was warped from a flat layer into a porous
structure is considered reasonable since the cell texture was seen to grade into the
lamellar material. However the observation of discrete diffraction spots from the cell
texture material is puzzling. Perhaps the spots arose from locally "flat" areas of
otherwise curved CoS sheets.
6.4.3 Cubic Nickel Oleate - H2S
The millerite synthesised here does appear to have been directed by the fatty acid,
demonstrating inorganic mineralisation via template assisted growth.
Clear green nickel oleate used in experiments here contained free fatty acid to the extent
of about 10-20% (molar). The soap/acid mixture (not an acid soap complex) reacted
immediately with H2S to give a black oily product.
The precursor lyotropic soap/acid mixture strongly resisted shear when rubbed between
glass slides (by hand). The soap mixture was optically homogeneous and isotropic and
showed strong low angle diffraction; these two observations support a cubic mesophase
interpretation of its molecular self assembled structure.
Figure 6.6 XRD traces of nickel oleate/oleic acid before and after sulfiding
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The chains remain in the same fully molten state through sulfiding, although the
viscosity was reduced to the extent that the acid/nickel sulfide complex was easily
smeared much like a standard lithium grease on a glass slide. A small (almost
insignificant) shift in both position and intensity of the strong, broad diffraction maxima
of the precursor was noted after sulfiding this phase (29±1.0Å shifted to 27±1.0Å).
Weak broad diffraction maxima near 6-10˚2Θ (i.e., 16Å and 13Å) overlap in this region,
in both the pre- and post-sulfided phases. However a tentative cubic indexing may be
made by comparison with a clear, straw coloured, optically isotropic aluminium oleate
with an almost identical XRD pattern and viscosity, and fatty acid content. In the XRD
spectrum of the aluminium soap/acid mixture, slightly more detail was observed, i.e., in
addition to broad (analogous) peaks at 29Å (strong), 15Å (weak) and 13Å (weak),
aluminium oleate had a well developed shoulder near 25Å.
Such a cubic phase maybe related to Luzzati's strontium myristate cubic phase (Luzzati
and Spegt, 1967 - see Chapter 5) with Ia3d symmetry. Within a unit cell of cubic
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strontium myristate, the hydrophobic interface (i.e., the locus of terminal methyl
groups) scribes a 3-periodic hyperbolic surface topologically equivalent to the gyroid
minimal surface (e.g see Figure 5.1.3b). The indexing for the nickel and aluminium
oleate phases was uncertain, as the peaks were weak and their positions poorly
constrained. However, for a body centred cell, the ratio of the cell edge (ca. 70Å) to the
chain length (taken here as 14.3Å from the hexagonal phase of strontium stearate) - 4.9
- is in agreement with the ratio we would expect for a genus 5, 3-periodic minimal
surface (Hyde and Engblom, 1996), and consistent with the Gyroid (note that of all
possible 3-periodic hyperbolic surfaces, the Gyroid surface is believed to be most
favoured when curvature variation of the liquid crystalline hydrophobic interface is
maximally reduced through energy minimisation e.g., Hyde, 1997).
Table 6.4 Body centred cubic indexing of strontium stearate, aluminium oleate
and nickel oleate phases (Å)
(hkl)

Q-Sr-stearate†

Al-oleate/oleic
Ni-oleate/oleic
NiS/oleic acid
acid
acid
(Å)
(Å)
(Å)
(Å)
(100)*
69.7*
70**w dubious
72*
67*
(211)
28.5 s
29 s
29 s
27 s
(220)
24.6 w
25 m
(24) vw
(420);(332)
15.6 m;14.9 w
16 w
15 w
15 w
(440)
12.3 m
13 w
13 w
13 w
vw, very weak; w, weak; m medium; s strong
* not observed
** a suspicious reflection using SAXS was measured at ca. 70Å for this phase and may indicate a
distortion away from a centrosymmetric cell.
† Data for Sr-stearate cubic phase from Luzzati and Spegt, 1967; Intensities from cubic strontium
myristate at 240˚C (see Chapter 5).

Visual inspection of the progress of sulfiding showed the reaction was immediate and
apparently completed within a few minutes (the product was obtained after several
hours of exposure, after several recharges of the H2S gas). However, less than 50% of
the soap reacted, due its low permeability. The metal sulfide phase portion the product
was very difficult to characterise, since x-ray diffraction revealed only a very broad
weak sulfide peak in the region 40-50˚ 2Θ, and no signs of sharp peaks corresponding to
lamellar oleic acid. In addition, the sulfided sample was difficult to disperse in ethanol
for application onto a TEM grid because of its oiliness. A well sonicated, acetone
dispersion of the sulfided phase proved to be a more successful method for depositing
material on a TEM grid, however this process probably destroyed any mesophase
structure through harsh solvent and sonic action. Imaging of the presulfided phase was
not successful, even after attempting acetone dispersions due to the stickiness of the
sample.
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Figure 6.7 TEM image of sulfided nickel oleate

Positive phase identification of flat lying, but distorted and apparently defected millerite
sheets, some with curled edges, offsets, and Moiré fringes (reflecting internal strain),
was made (see Figure 6.7). The majority of identified particles were (slightly beam
sensitive) millerite sheets oriented with their (001) axis parallel to the optic axis. Edge
on views of these sheets gave 10Å spacings consistent with the expected c spacing
(c=9.6Å; PDF (1992) - 12-41), and consistent with multiple layers (rather than
monolayer) formation between fatty acid bilayers. Alternative stacking order (twin sets
of hexagonal spots rotated 30˚ to each other) was common in the electron diffraction
patterns of many millerite crystals, although equally many were found with single
patterns (e.g., Figure 6.7). The proportion of well crystallised millerite is conjectured to
have been quite low, because the XRD patterns were nearly devoid of wide angle
reflections. However, in TEM imaging mode, at least 20% of the sample was made up
of thin millerite sheets on average from 100-1000nm in width. This apparently
contradictory observation of, on one hand, excellent electron diffraction from common
millerite sheets, and, on the other hand, poor XRD diffraction in the region expected for
millerite reflections may indicate that the millerite sheets were curved (templated by the
cubic soap matrix) in the bulk specimen prior to acetone dispersion and sonication, and
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flattened out to some extent when extracted from the fatty acid matrix. Curved sheets
are expected to have broadened diffraction due to the small chance of constructive
interference of the diffracted x-rays.
The remaining part of the sample consisted of similar sized particles whose electron
diffraction patterns were rings, and the images showed fairly homogenous beam
absorption, with rare areas having isolated small particles (10-20 nm) with unidentified
(ca. 6.5Å) lattice fringes. The diffuse rings were consistent with diffraction from very
fine millerite (d=3.03Å strong - (101); 2.47Å medium - (220); 2.18Å weak (211); 1.82Å
medium (131) or (410)).
IR spectra before and after sulfiding revealed a curious anomaly (see Table A3.1
pp116). The fatty acid peak near 1700cm-1, was expected to become more prominent
during the reaction, but instead, decreased in intensity relative to the asymmetric C-O
vibrations between 1530cm-1 and 1630cm-1. This may be explained if the destruction of
the free fatty acid (liberated from the soap during the reaction) was catalysed by nickel
in, or out of the presence of H2S, and if the remaining soap was not reacted. Other
possibilities cannot be discounted. In fact a large degree of chemical complexity is
expected in the nickel oleate/oleic acid/hydrogen sulfide system. For example, the
double bond half way along the chains is prone to chemical attack, leading to
polymerisation of the chains either by autocatalysis or by H2S initiation (metallic soap
are known to be catalyse the "drying" of oils, by oxidative polymerisation of double
bonds in oils of unsaturated acids (see Chapter 1 or Kirk, 1979). Transition metal soaps
like cobalt and nickel and manganese are excellent oil "driers" (some fire precautions
must be taken when handling some metal soaps that are finely divided dusts since
autocatalysis can be spontaneous and highly endothermic). A small IR band near 3100
cm-1 in the spectrum of the precursor, was assigned to a cis- or trans- double bond (RHC=CH-R stretch - similar to Attygalle et al., 1995), and was not present in the product
spectrum. This supports the loss of unsaturation in the chains during the sulfiding
reaction.
The precursor may have partially polymerised prior to sulfiding, given the chemical
potential of the soap for self-polymerisation and the small size of the double bond
indicator peak near 3100cm-1. The high viscosity of the soap may have been a direct
result of polymeric cross-links formed between adjacent chains prior to sulfiding. Any
degree of polymerisation would have aided the formation of template directed growth,
i.e., by formation of nanoparticulate nickel sulfides along the proposed intertwined duo
of three dimensionally connected rod networks constrained within the cubic phase.
Support for a cubic sulfide mesostructure is primarily because the soap/acid precursor
was optically isotropic, and both the precursor and product were strongly diffracting in
the XRD small angle; and, in addition, (the soap) appeared to react fully (in outer parts
of the sample) when immersed in a H2S atmosphere. The cubic interpretation requires
that the sulfide/fatty acid phase was a reverse (cubic) phase, with its locus of methyl
endgroups either packed on the outside of spheres (reverse micelles) or decorating an
IPMS. H2S would be relatively slow to diffuse into reverse micelles within the
precursor, so the reverse IPMS model is favoured here for explaining the fast reaction,
as it allows for continuous ion diffusion paths, whereas these are discontinuous in the
micellar case.
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Free oleic acid is lamellar, and no lamellar peaks were detected in the XRD spectrum of
the black product even after several months storage. This is indicative of trapped acid
dissolved into the molten chains of the cubic organic fraction, lending weight to the
interpretation that the black product consisted of very thin (sub nanometre) millerite
sheets in intimate geometric association with the mesophase, especially considering the
XRD patterns before and after sulfiding (Figure 6.6) were structural metaphors of each
other, and hardly swollen or otherwise affected (except for the very small decreases in
d-space).
The observation of plentiful millerite sheets using TEM suggests lamellar template
assisted growth. Millerite is a common alteration mineral of other nickel minerals, and
may have formed from an initial cubic phase distribution of sub-unit cell nickel sulfides
by 'co-nucleating' with lamellar oleic acid. By 'co-nucleation', I mean that fortuitous
epitaxial lattice matching of the basal hexagonal face of millerite with either a
hexagonal or orthorhombic oleic acid headgroup network resulted in spontaneous local
decomposition of the cubic sulfide/acid complex into very thin (perhaps curved) crystals
of lamellar oleic acid and lamellar millerite, without appreciably destroying the bulk of
the former partially polymerised cubic phase.
An alternative is that millerite formed on cubic-phase domain boundaries. Diffusion
along, and subsequent sulfide formation on domain boundary interfaces (where
lamellar-like constraints could have been imposed) is also considered a feasible route to
sheet-like millerite formation. This scenario would have required that the remaining
sulfide/acid cubic phase remained intact to explain the (relatively unchanged) XRD
peaks.
It is difficult to explain the retention of the cubic structure while also explaining the
simultaneous formation of millerite unless the two materials retained the original cubic
phase mesostructure. For example, oleic acid (derived from the soap) may have been
bound ionically to the surface of millerite crystals during the reaction through
carboxylate ligation by surficial nickel ions on residually charged faces of newly
formed millerite crystals forming a type of (cubic) mesostructured gel.
The IR asymmetric stretch (1628cm-1) assigned to a monodentate carboxylate in the
product spectrum (Niol+H2S - see Table A3.1 pp116) was more intense than in the
precursor spectrum, consistent with fatty acid - metal sulfide ionic binding in the
product. Such a complex would also be consistent with the grease like nature of the
product. Furthermore millerite has perfect cleavage in several directions and commonly
forms as slender capillary crystals elongated on (0001) (Anthony et al., 1990) - this
might result in formation of chain- or ribbon-like units of sulfide/acid complex under
shear, rather than sheets. This is quite similar to the model proposed later for sulfided
bismuth soap (see below).
No matter how poor the determination of a particular cubic phase identity, it was
reasonably well established that the bulk of the sample was cubic before and after
sulfiding. During sulfiding, nickel sulfide and oleic acid formed quickly, initially the
sulfide was probably dispersed, later forming larger millerite sheets. The optical
isotropy of the precursor, and the relatively large amount of thin millerite sheets and
amorphous millerite found in the product using TEM, and the XRD results all can be
used as evidence to suggest that the post sulfided product was a cubic millerite/oleic
acid complex. Infrared spectra indicated that the free oleic acid expected to have been
formed during metal sulfide formation was recomplexed with thin millerite crystals.
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Figure 6.8 Projection of the unit cell of millerite along c
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An exciting possibility arises from the fact that single crystals of millerite can be
helically twisted about (0001) (e.g., Dana, 1961; Anthony et al., 1990). Millerite
contains rods of NinSn running parallel to the c axis. There are three such rods per unit
cell (see Figure 6.8), and presumably these rods become helically coiled around each
other, perhaps to compensate defects (e.g., missing Ni atoms or Fe for Ni substitutions).
So if monodispersed helical millerite could be encouraged to simultaneously arrange
like the rod-like molecules of a cholesteric liquid crystalline phase, very interesting
electrical and magnetic properties would be expected. However, the linear density
(atoms per Å) of cations along a single rod of the nickel sulfide (ca. 1 nickel per 1.1Å)
is much greater than for the nickel oleate (taking Luzzati's values for strontium stearate
of about 1 strontium per 2Å), so the rods would be locally disconnected, unless further
supply of nickel atoms to growing crystals could be achieved.
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6.4.4 Copper soap - H2S
Figure 6.9 XRD traces of copper sulfide formation from copper soaps
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The (hkl) reflections are covellite (CuS) peaks, e.g., the (110) near 56˚2Θ. All other peaks
in the three upper traces belong to fatty acids unless labelled otherwise. Some peaks have
been clipped for clarity. Soaps and the pyridine complex were sulfided at the temperatures
indicated on the plot.
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Copper soap was sulfided in three separate forms - as a room temperature lamellar
phase, as the higher temperature (ca. 150˚C) hexagonal columnar liquid crystalline
phase and as a well crystallised lamellar pyridine solvate of the original lamellar soap.
The powder XRD patterns (Figure 6.9) revealed that the types of chalcogenide products
were similar in all three cases, and best described as complex (intimate) mixtures of
covellite (CuS) with chalcocite (Cu2S), although in proportions apparently dictated by
the nature of the precursor phase (See Table 6.5 ). Only the product of sulfiding the
copper soap pyridine complex product was examined using TEM (Figure 6.10).
Figure 6.10 TEM images of twinned crystals in sulfided copper soap pyridine
complex

The presence of other XRD peaks in the product spectra were attributed to other
members of a chemical series between covellite and chalcocite1 .

1

Covellite: CuS - a mainly secondary mineral; widespread in copper deposits; commonly foliated, with
flexible sheets. Covellite consists of two triple-layers, each triple-layer is made of CuS4 corner sharing
tetrahedra sandwiching a layer of corner sharing CuS3 triangles. Successive triple layers are connected by
weak S-S bonds, so that the mineral has perfect basal cleavage, like talc or graphite.
Yarrowite; Cu9S8 - occurs naturally as a weathering-produced lamellar replacement mineral of anilite
and djurleite. Yarrowite is structurally similar to covellite in that the c dimension of yarrowite is close to
quadruple that of covellite; Spionkopite; Cu39S28 - as for yarrowite other than the a and c dimensions;
here the a and c values are simple multiples of those for covellite); Geerite; Cu8S5 - a platey or encoating
replacement mineral naturally associated with spionkopite; Anilite; Cu7S4 - primary mineral , deforms to
digenite during grinding; twinning hard to detect but very common, stable below about 70˚C;
Digenite; Cu9S5 - forms under a wide range of conditions, often intergrown with other sulfides and
associated with chalcocite and djurleite. Forms a solid solution with chalcocite. Transforms to cubic
phase above 81˚C; Roxbyite; Cu9S5 - a low temperature alteration product of djurleite in which it is
intimately and epitaxially intergrown. Roxybyite has 128 formula units per single crystallographic cell.
Transforms to digenite between 50 and 70˚C (Ref PDF-2, 1992); Djurleite; Cu31S16 - secondary
prismatic or thick tabular mineral associated with digenite, anilite and chalcocite; commonly twinned on
(110); structurally similar to chalcocite; and Chalcocite; Cu2S - an important secondary mineral in low
grade oxidised copper deposits; occurs in prismatic or tabular form and is commonly twinned on (110)
giving stellate forms. At room temperature chalcocite is a complex monoclinic crystal with 48 CuS2
groups per unit cell - 1/3 of its copper is in triangular interstices within hexagonally close-packed sulfur
layers (forming trigonal sheets similar to those found in covellite), and 2/3 of the copper are in three-fold
coordination between the close packed sulfur layers. Chalcocite is therefore not a layered mineral, in the
sense of having weak inter-layer bonds, but is a layered mineral in the diffraction sense, and has very
similar x-ray diffraction maxima to covellite. Details for the mineral descriptions above were compiled
after Anthony et al., 1990; Wuensch, 1974; Craig and Scott, 1974; and Goble, 1985.
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The series is covellite (Cv), yarrowite (Ya), spionkopite (Sp), geerite (Ge), annalite
(An), digenite (Dg), roxbyite (Rx), djurleite (Dj) and chalcocite (Ch).
Of the three main structure types represented above (i.e., chalcocite, anilite and
covellite), anilite was the least likely to have been present in the three products, since
many of its strongest peaks were not found. The covellite sheet structure (shared by
several of the minerals above - i.e., Ya, Sp, Ge) was probably the dominant structure
formed in these experiments on copper soaps. In the case of the sulfided liquid
crystalline sample, the peak at 8.15Å was unique (amongst the above copper sulfides) to
the (002) of covellite (not spionkopite or yarrowite), and its higher than expected
relative intensity indicated alignment of sheet like particles (when the fresh sample was
smeared between glass slides in preparing the XRD powder slide). Distinct peaks were
also found that were unique to the layered covellite superstructures - spionkopite and
yarrowite - this was the case in all three sulfided copper soap samples, supporting a
lamellar template directed growth of copper sulfides by an organic layered phase.
Representative TEM images (Figure 6.10) of the sulfided pyridine complex revealed
that most of the sample dispersed on the TEM grid was made up of twinned elongate
crystals with angular outlines and plentiful lattice fringes of ca. 12, 12.5 and 15Å. These
twinned crystals were commonly fused into 3-D random meshes of hundreds of
elongate particles, and coated in an amorphous material.
When other parts of the TEM grid were examined in imaging mode, some of those
elongate particles appeared to be more rounded and were aligned parallel in small
clusters with the same spacing (ca. 12Å, 12.5Å, 15Å). In other areas of the grid, less
common sheet like domains (50-150nm) with wavy, but otherwise aligned Moiré
fringes appeared to be broken up into dense mats of smaller particles, (10-20nm) that
encrusted the form of what appeared to be a former soap particle. Electron diffraction of
the sheet structured material was ambiguous, but revealed a disordered single crystal
pattern of small arcs of discrete diffraction maxima (d=3.7, 2.11, 1.67, 1.33, 1.18 and
0.97Å) indicative of (limited) rotational disorder between the postulated sheets (see
Figure 6.11).
Figure 6.11 TEM image of sheet-like particles in sulfided copper soap pyridine
complex
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The observation of a large number of discrete twinned crystals was more consistent with
a chalcocite type structure than a covellite like structure for the product here. The lattice
fringes (12-15Å) of these apparently twinned particles were difficult to assign to a
known copper sulfide, and may be reflecting a superstructure or intergrowth of various
copper sulfide species of the chalcocite type. The sheet-like material may have been an
intergrown form of an essentially covellite (layer) type structure.
Copper soap sulfided at 150˚C
The copper soap sulfided at 150˚C displayed sharper XRD peaks than the copper sulfide
products of the lamellar soaps, indicative of the preferential formation of relatively
larger or more crystalline sulfide particles when sulfiding took place in the hexagonal
liquid crystal state (see section 5.3.4 for a detailed description of the hexagonal
mesophase). In addition, the higher temperature of sulfiding meant that some lower
temperature copper sulfides could not form initially (e.g., Djurleite, Annalite,
monoclinic chalcocite (e.g., see Craig and Scott, 1974), but could have formed upon
cooling by replacement.
Fatty acids were seen to evaporate off the sample as soon as the high temperature
sulfiding reaction took place, and this escape of free acid may have destroyed some of
the templating effect gained using the hexagonal liquid crystalline array stable at this
temperature. Mica from the sandwich heater unit contaminated the sample to some
extent and may have encouraged epitaxial growth of covellite through alignment of
their basal hexagonal nets, and thereby providing an explanation for the stronger than
expected covellite layer reflection (002) in this heated sample.
Table 6.5 XRD results for sulfided copper soaps and copper soap complex
(hkl) & ID Code
(002) Cv or Mica
(101) Cv or Dg
(102) Cv or Sp or Ya
(103) Cv
Sp or Ya
(006) Cv; (240) Ch
Ch (-3 1 5) Rx or Dj
?
(105) Cv; (422)Ch
?
?
(008) Cv
(630) Ch or Dg
(110) Cv; (106) Ch

Hex. liquid
crystal
8.15 medium
3.17 weak
3.05 strong
2.81 strong

Lamellar soap

Lamellar
complex

3.17 weak
3.06 strong
2.81 strong

3.22 weak
3.07 strong
2.81 strong
2.77 medium

2.73 strong

2.73 medium
2.62 medium
2.62 weak
2.35 weak
2.35 weak
2.31 weak
2.31 weak
2.24 weak
2.24 weak
2.25 weak
2.15 weak
2.05 weak
2.05 weak
1.97 weak
1.97 weak
1.97 medium
1.90 strong
1.89 very
1.89 very
strong
strong
Sp
1.83 weak
(108) Cv
1.73 medium
1.74 medium
1.73 medium
Ya or Sp
1.61 weak
(116) Cv
1.56 medium
1.55 weak
1.56 medium
Sp
1.43 medium
1.45 weak
1.43 weak
Legend: Cv - covellite; Ch - chalcocite; Dg - digenite; Rx - roxbyite; Sp - spionkopite; Ya - yarrowite.

The nature of the fatty acid crystal formed after sulfiding was subject to variation
between these samples. For example, the lamellar soap, when sulfided, mainly formed
the γ-acid, whereas the high temperature sample formed α-acid only, and the pyridine
complex formed both, although mainly the α-form. The triclinic subcell of the initial
lamellar copper soap and probable triclinic cell for the pyridine complex may have been
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retained to some extent during sulfiding by way of a simple release of the cation from
the soap (upon reaction) without recrystallisation of the chains. No correlation was
found between the state of the chains and the type of sulfide formed.
The copper sulfides formed here were from copper-copper dimers in the case of the
lamellar and molten soaps, and as monomeric units in the solvated soap. Magnetic
measurements support this assertion (see Appendix 3.2, pp119). These differences in
starting conditions (between samples) may have caused initial differences between
products, but as the reactions proceeded, these were less likely to be important since the
products conceivably continued to react with H2S until the entire assemblage of copper
sulfides was more and more enriched in sulfur. This scenario of progressive
transformation from a chalcocite rich to a covellite rich product through complex
intermediates is reasonable since the XRD and TEM evidence points towards
coexistence of complex mixtures of the various copper sulfides, and complete
consumption of the soap in the case of the low temperature runs.
Therefore, layer guidance of covellite is expected to have been restricted due to
formation of early chalcocite structures that damaged much of the layered soap
structures. The role of templating by the liquid crystalline hexagonal columns was
difficult to distinguish from the lamellar phases, but appeared to induce larger crystals.
However this effect cannot be confidently attributed to the hexagonal phase guidance
alone, since Mica contamination may also have had this effect.
6.4.5 Zinc soap - H2S
The sulfiding reaction produced very small (2-4nm) sphalerite (ZnS) particles with very
homogeneous size and shape distributions (Figure 6.12).
Figure 6.12 TEM images of nanoparticulate curled sheets in sulfided zinc soap

Analyses of the sample with both electron diffraction and XRD (Figure 6.13)
techniques revealed no sulfide products other than sphalerite.
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Figure 6.13 XRD traces of zinc soap and its sulfided product
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Figure 6.14 IR traces of zinc soap and its sulfided product
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These IR traces clearly show the loss of the carboxyl symmetric stretching vibration
(1430-1500cm-1) typical of the ionised headgroup in the soap giving way to the
characteristic COO- stretch of free (ring-dimerised) fatty acid at 1700cm-1. Additional
split fatty acid peaks near 1470cm-1 and 720cm-1 are consistent with fatty acid chains
packed in an orthorhombic subcell. Only a residual amount of soap remained in the
product after sulfiding as indicated by the low intensity of the symmetric stretch
corresponding to ionised carboxylate near 1540cm-1. Otherwise the reaction went to
completion (as assessed using XRD and IR), with the formation of broad zinc sulfide
peaks and α-myristic acid.
A higher level of organisation was apparent in sheet-like structures (100-1000nm) that
were quite typical hosts of the particles examined using TEM. The sheets were
comprised of essentially monodispersed 2-4nm ZnS particles, and were contorted in a
way suggestive of their sheet-like form (Figure 6.12). However, the sheets were
distinctly made of discrete particles.
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Interestingly, the product was so well dispersed in ethanol solution during sonication, so
as to produce a stable colloidal suspension of fine sulfide particles.
6.4.6 Ag Soap - H2S
Pure silver soap reacted quickly with H2S. The dull yellow/brown product gained a
poor metallic lustre when rubbed between glass slides, indicative of some preferential
alignment of Ag2S particles. XRD (Figure 6.15) shows the product to be acanthite
(multiple overlapping broad peaks) and mostly γ-myristic acid.
Figure 6.15 XRD traces of silver soap and its sulfided product
acid
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Figure 6.16 TEM image of sulfided silver soap

TEM imaging (Figure 6.16) revealed that the sulfide product was acanthite in clusters
of many particles agglutinated into straight branches of otherwise mesh or sponge-like
networks (acanthite is after the Greek ακανθα for thorn in allusion to the shape of the
crystals - e.g., Dana, 1961). So it appears that the product displayed a similar
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morphology (although on a nanometric scale) to archetypal natural acanthite. This
suggests that the paraffinic lamellae had either no or little templating effect on the
sulfide growth.
However, the unusual occurrence of the γ-myristic acid (triclinic subcell) in the product
rather than the more commonly found α-myristic acid (orthorhombic subcell) found
amongst sulfided soaps here, and the shear-induced metallic lustre suggest that the fatty
acid molecules and the silver sulfide particles crystallised in a somewhat interdependent
fashion, e.g., through preferential growth of fused acanthite networks within particular
layers, in a sort of mesh structure. HRTEM images revealed that the silver sulfide
particles were probably discrete (10-50nm) and very rarely obviously crystalline
(although Moiré fringes were observed in some particles). These were fused (probably
by fatty acid) into larger linear sponge-like networks (up to several microns in length
and with tunnel apertures having a coherent length scale (of a few particle diameters)
over most of the observed sample. The surface area of the product is expected to be very
high, due to its apparently high porosity and permeability (however no such area
measurement was done).
The overall texture of the sulfided soap appeared to be consistent with silver sulfide
replacement of rod-shaped, sponge-like precursors. The observations support the idea of
partial template assisted growth of silver sulfide as mesh-like networks of layers that
fused with those in other layers to form sponges. However, the sulfide itself appeared to
co-direct the fatty acid crystal structure and gross morphology. The competing interests
of fatty acid-directed sulfide growth versus sulfide-directed fatty acid growth may have
met a balance by forming a porous, open network - a natural solution, since then both
phases were equally templated by each other. On the other hand, both the precursor
silver soap and the product myristic acid contained triclinic subcells (like lamellar
copper soap), suggesting that a templating effect on the fatty acid by the sulfide may not
necessarily have been operative.
An important issue arises here. Do the hydrocarbon chains melt during H2S treatment of
soaps (in general)? If not, then it is difficult to see how paraffinic chains could
otherwise rearrange into an orthorhombic or any other subcell (in their respective
cases). However, if the chains do melt when a soap reacts with H2S, then the
entrapment of the γ-myristic acid phase is best explained by restrictive conditions
imposed by the metal sulfide.
The triclinic subcell to orthorhombic subcell transition noted for the zinc myristate-H2S
reaction above certainly confirms that the zinc soap's hydrocarbon chains rearranged
during that particular reaction, and therefore strongly indicates that the chains also
melted during the reaction, since that particular subcell transformation required a 90˚
rotation of half of the zig-zag planes of the chains - an unlikely occurrence without
creation of enough space for axial chain rotation, and if this was achieved, it is
conceivable that wholesale (localised) chain melting could have also occurred (locally)
during that and other soap/H2S reactions.
6.4.7 Cd soap - H2S
Cadmium soap was reacted at room temperature in the lamellar state, and at 150˚C in
the liquid crystalline hexagonal columnar state. The cubic cadmium sulfide hawleyite
was the major sulfide produced in this reaction, with minor hexagonal greenockite
(Figure 6.17).
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Figure 6.17 XRD and HTXRD traces of cadmium soap and its sulfided product
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These traces were all recorded at room temperature, except for the trace labelled HTXRD
(hexagonal mesophase pre-sulfiding showing small angle peaks in the ratio 1:√4:√7 and a
broad peak near 23˚2Θ corresponding to molten chains).

The syntheses at 25˚C and at 150˚C were both quick. The white soap sulfided at room
temperature immediately yielded a yellow product that was easily dispersed in EtOH.
The reaction of the clear, fluid, liquid crystalline cadmium soap at 150˚C immediately
yielded an orange product accompanied by a simultaneous white puff of evaporating
free acid.
TEM images (not shown) were obtained of the CdS formed from the lamellar soap (at
low H2S concentration over 10 days) that showed relatively large, polydispersed
crystals (5-20nm). In contrast the soap sulfided at 150˚C gave an orange product (as
opposed to yellow for the room temperature version) comprised of very small particles
(see Figure 6.18) mostly in the range 4-7nm. Electron diffraction showed the presence
of hexagonal CdS in the room temperature product but not in the higher temperature
product, suggesting an epitaxial template function in the cooler system was absent in the
latter (if temperature did not effect the product directly).
Figure 6.18 TEM image of sulfided cadmium soap
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At 150˚C and ambient pressure, myristic acid is not stable as a solid, and therefore, by
definition, cannot have functioned as a solid template, suggesting that the hexagonal
cadmium sulfide phase (produced in greater relative abundance at room temperature)
was induced through favourable epitaxy with a crystalline subcell.
6.4.8 In soap - H2S
The reaction went to completion as judged by the XRD and IR traces of the precursor
and product (Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20). Yellow, cubic α-In2S3 formed from the
well crystallised lamellar indium soap. A small absorption due to ionised carboxylate
groups was evident in the IR spectra of the product (at 1545 cm-1), indicative of minor
soap, assigned to ionised acid groups attached to surficial indium ions on the sulfide
particles.
Figure 6.19 XRD traces of indium soap and its sulfided product
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Figure 6.20 IR traces of indium soap and its sulfided product
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Particles were small and fairly monodispersed (mostly in the range 3-5nm - Figure
6.21). The colour of bulk cubic In2S3 is quoted as red/black (e.g., PDF (1992) 5-731;
Weast (1975) - Handbook of Chemistry and Physics). In contrast, the yellow colour
found here indicates possible absorption band shifting due to the small particle size (an
exciton shift) and/or formation of a chemically related phase e.g., a cation rich or
deficient phase - colour centres, or possibly an oxysulfide with a similar XRD pattern to
cubic In2S3.
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Figure 6.21 TEM image of sulfided indium soap

The bulk acid was comprised of standard ring-dimers in the α-crystalline form. Particles
were agglomerated into sheet-like structures that displayed curled edges and rolled up
sections, suggesting the particles formed in the layer from which their cations were
sourced, supporting a template role of the initial paraffinic layers.
The broadened XRD peak assigned to the (111) was shifted to a larger d-space than
predicted from the other spacings or from the bulk cubic compound (e.g., PDF (1992) 5731). This axial strain may be due to expansion of the layers of cubic close packed
sulfur (oriented on (111)) - the source of the stress maybe related to the small particle
size, or to extra cations between the sulfur layers or to surface tension.
6.4.9 Sn soap - H2S
The layered sulfide berndtite (SnS2) was probably formed during this reaction. The
precipitated, unpurified precursor material was a mixture of minor basic Sn soap,
colloidal tin oxide, sodium myristate, free α-myristic acid and the 1:2 molecular
complex of sodium myristate/myristic acid (Figure 6.22a,b).
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Figure 6.22a XRD traces of tin soap and its sulfided product
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Figure 6.22b XRD traces of tin soap and its sulfided product
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The bottom trace (almost pure SnO2) illustrates the peaks expected for tin oxide (from ash
analysis of Snmy1) - some of these can be seen as broadened peaks in the upper traces. The
short trace (Snmypye) corresponds to the purified precursor ; Snmy1 - is the mixed
precursor; SnS6594 is the mixed product (of sulfiding); Snmypyh2s is the purified product.
Note the (101) broad 'amorphous' oxide peak in the trace of the mixed precursor has lost
most of its intensity in the mixed product - indicative of oxide conversion to sulfide. Circles
correspond to the peaks of the tin sulfide phase; # represent possible sodium tin oxide
phases; and the square marks a broad peak due to the silica glass support slide.

Free α-myristic acid with a small amount of sodium soap were separated from a cloudy,
hot pyridine solution of the mixed precursor - this was confirmed using XRD. The
slightly cream coloured, purified solid obtained by evaporating the filtered mother
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liquor contained colloidal tin oxide (broad peak centred near 32˚2θ) that passed through
the 11µm filter paper, acid sodium soap. Qualitative EDXA before and after purification
confirmed the presence of tin and sodium in both samples. The relative proportion of
sodium to tin was smaller in the purified soap - calcined samples of each of these
showed that the main product was well crystallised cassiterite(SnO2); a minor amount
of a phase tentatively assigned to a sodium-tin oxide (Na2Sn2O5) was present in the
calcined version of the mixed precursor, but not the calcined purified sample.
C, H and O analysis of the extracted material supported an average chemical
composition close to Sn(myristate)2.2H2O1 (Tables 2.2 and 2.3b gives the predicted
composition for the anhydrous neutral stannous soap). However, a substantial portion of
the tin in this sample was probably colloidal tin oxide entrained within a matrix of acid
soap, so the ideal hydrated Sn(II) myristate formulation does not represent the actuality.
In addition, any tin soap formed would probably have been the basic soap, and a further
complication of the chemical makeup was sourced from the presence of some sodium in
this sample (probably less than 20% (molar) of total metal content from the rough
EDXA analysis.
Basic tin soaps in the precursor samples
The basic tin soap here was identified as having a long spacing of 39.8±0.2 in the mixed
precursor and 40.7±0.1Å in the purified form, with overtones detected to n=6, and n=8
respectively. The concentration of the tin soap in the precursor was quite low, and the
peaks were small. In the purified material, these long spacing peaks were much
stronger, consistent with its concentration by preferential dissolution in pyridine relative
to more polar substances like free acid, sodium soap and acid soaps. The chain packing
of this phase was tentatively assigned to a hexagonal cell, because of the uncertainties
arising from very broad, and very weak diffraction observed in the chain-packing region
near d=4.0-4.5Å.
The probable explanation for the lack of chain packing peaks in the XRD pattern of the
purified precursor is attributed to the overwhelming effect of x-ray absorption due to the
heavy tin atoms - the relative absorption was less in the unpurified precursor with less
percentage tin.
Sodium soap in the precursor samples
Sodium soap (long space d=34.3±0.2Å and orthorhombic short spacings: 4.21Å; 3.89Å)
occurred in the mixed precursor as a distinct phase. Sodium soap is polymorphic and its
XRD signature varies primarily with moisture content and thermal history2 .
1

Purified tin myristate microanalysis results - calculated and found; C - 55.2, 55.9; H - 9.59, 9.54; O 15.8, 15.5; Cl - 0, 0.41; Sn - 19.5, 19.1 (by difference). Ash results (ash calculated as SnO2): calculated:
24.8%; found (mixed soap) - 19.2± 0.8%; found (purified soap) - 25±1% (calculated values assumed
formula of Sn(my)2. 2H2O)
2 A brief gleaning of the literature confirmed that sodium soaps form the following chemico-structural
variants: α, β, γ, ε, ζ, ξ, δ, κ, µ, ρ, σ, ω, (e.g., Vold, Granidine and Schott, 1952; McBain, Bolduan and
Ross, 1943; Piper et al., 1923; Thiessen and Spychalski, 1931; Ferguson, Rosevear and Norsdiek, 1947;
Norsdiek, Rosevear and Ferguson, 1948; Stosick, 1950; Buerger, 1945). The long spacings for the various
forms of sodium myristates fall approximately in the range 34Å to 39Å. The 34.3±0.2Å long spacing
assigned to sodium soap here was closest to the sodium myristate long spacing described by Thiessen and
Spychalski (1931) - 33.9Å, and quite similar to the spacing found for the potassium myristate described
by Piper (1929) - 33.95Å. The probability that the 34Å phase found here was not a sodium soap seems
unlikely given that sodium was detected in abundance especially in the unpurified precursor, and that
neither of the various forms of acid-sodium myristates (α−1:1 - 38.9Å; β−1:1 ca. 41Å - Bueger, 1945; cf.
1:1 ca. 41Å - Piper, 1929) nor of the α− or γ - forms of myristic acids suitably matched the long spacing
observed here. The intermediate β-form of myristic acid is considered unlikely since it would be difficult
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Stannic oxide - Sn(IV)O2 in the precursor samples
Very broad and weak XRD peaks were detected in the XRD spectrum of the mixed
precursor that were consistent with the rutile structured colloidal tin(IV) oxide phase cassiterite - SnO2. These were assigned as follows:
d(Å)
3.37Å
2.68Å
2.37Å
2.28Å
1.78Å
1.66Å
1.41Å
1.20Å

hkl
110
101
200
111
211
220
301
321

Synthesis of basic and neutral tin soap - analogues from two previous studies
Petridis and Bakas (1997) studied aqueous tin(II) chloride solutions (pH 2.8) in aerated
dispersions of montmorillonite clay. They found that their Sn(II) chloride solution
underwent extensive oxidation (to the extent of about 75%) yielding abundant Sn(IV)
species. Concomitant hydrolysis and condensation (of the tin species) led to the
formation of Sn(IV)O2 precipitated on the external surface of clay particles, while
unoxidised Sn(II) was intercalated between the clay sheets. They concluded that the µ3hydroxo-Sn(II) trimer (similar to the µ3-oxo-iron compounds in Chapter 7) was the
main species in the precursor solution, and in the exchange and oxidation/condensation
reactions (preserved as the reduced Sn(II) form to the extent of about 25%).
The analogous material to the clay here was the protonated acid or acid soap, formed
upon precipitation during soap synthesis. By analogy, most of the tin here probably
hydrolysed/oxidised and condensed as Sn(IV) oxide onto the surface of the (various)
fatty acid containing species (i.e., free acid; Na and Sn soaps; acid/soap), while some tin
intercalated into the interlayer spaces (of self assembled acids) to form tin(II) soaps
comprised of the trimeric cation. Positive identification of the tin soap was not made.
However a basic hydroxo or water bridged trimeric soap involving a Sn(II)3(OH)42+
core or a similar moiety involving both Sn(II) and Sn(IV) is considered a reasonable
possibility in light of the similar aqueous oligomeric complexes formed by iron,
aluminium, etc.
Donaldson and Jelen (1968) published a systematic study of a number of normal and
complex tin(II) derivatives of monocarboxylic acids (short chains). They experimented
with tin carboxylates and tricarboxylatostannates using Mössbauer spectroscopy and
noted that the chemical shifts (related to the s- electron density at the nucleus) were
consistent with largely covalent bonding in tin(II) carboxylates (although they stated
this with some qualifications). All of their crystalline tin(II) carboxylates were fibrous
in nature, which they attributed to the formation of carboxylate-bridged long chains of
distorted, pyramidally-coordinated tin atoms in (stable) three-coordination (with a lone
pair of electrons at the apex of the pyramid). Mössbauer spectra were not measured here
but would be useful for studying tin (and iron) soaps.

to explain why both α- and β- acids were coprecipitated in the initial mixed precursor. No XRD spacings
were found that corresponded to those expected for the 1:2 acid sodium soap first reported by McBain
and Field (1933), and again recently by Lynch et al. (1996). So the possibility remains that this 34Å
phase maybe the 1:2 acid soap, and less likely the β-myristic acid.
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IR spectra of the tin soap precursors
A COO- asymmetric stretch at 1723cm-1, typical of sideways bonded dimers was seen
in the IR spectrum of the purified precursor and assigned to the 2:1 acid-soap complex.
Split bands near 1470cm-1 and 716cm-1 were assigned to an orthorhombic subcell, and
consistent with the same acid soap. Strong bands near 1434cm-1, 1415cm-1; and
1385cm-1 were also found by Lynch et al. (1996) in their acid soap as well as strong
progression bands (here 1331cm-1 -1191cm-1 typical of C14 chains).
Additional broad absorptions centred near 3415cm-1 and 1620cm-1 here were assigned
to absorbed water or hydroxyls, while a broad, strong absorption at 602cm-1 was
assigned to the various Sn-O-Sn and Sn-O modes of colloidal tin oxide phase and
possibly tin soap (e.g., Severin and Ledford, 1995). Weaker sharp peaks near 1574;
1557; 1538; 1455cm-1 were assigned to the tin (II and/or IV) soap component. The
relative weak absorption at 1620cm-1 is more consistent with hydroxyls rather than
water groups, supporting a basic tin soap bridged by hydroxyl groups.
An IR spectrum of the extracted precursor run 2 years later was consistent with an acid
soap identical to the 2:1 acid:sodium soap discussed by Lynch et al, 1996, with some
small contributions due to ionised carboxylate groups (of basic tin soap). An XRD of
the same material run 2 years later confirmed no change had taken place, validating the
comparison of the recent IR spectra, with the older XRD data, and confirming the
relative stability of the phases.
Please note that acid soaps crystallise exceptionally well compared with neutral soaps,
and so their presence will dominate a spectrum, especially XRD, but also IR if present
as even a minor, but significant component of a mixture with, say, tin soap.
Reaction of the tin soaps with H2S
The reaction of the mixed soap with H2S was quick. A light brown, slightly metallic
sulfide was produced immediately, consistent with formation of berndtite. The sharp
and intense low angle reflections observed in the XRD pattern of the product were
assigned to a mixture of a 2:1 acid:Na soap complex (d=37.75±0.04Å) with free α−acid
(d=31.4±0.1Å). The observed spacing for the 2:1 acid soap was in excellent agreement
with the predicted spacing of d=37.75Å (after Lynch et al., 1996). The hydrocarbon
subcell reflections were consistent with an orthorhombic cell - as expected for the acid
and the acid soap. The disappearance of long and short spacing peaks corresponding to
both the tin and sodium soap during the sulfiding reaction supports the idea that
additional acid soap formed by the combination of the sodium soap with acid from the
tin soap. The intensity of the distinctive broad and weak peaks found in the XRD
pattern of the mixed precursor were attenuated to such an extent as to suggest that they
were reacted out of existence. A particularly clear point of evidence here is the loss of
the 3.37Å peak (cassiterite - (110)) and the domination of the wide angle pattern in the
product by weak and broad yet quite distinctive diffraction maxima centred near 2.63.2Å (see below).
Qualitative EDXA of the mixed product showed Na, Sn and S comprised most of the
(inorganic fraction of the) sample, and in roughly similar proportions (±20%). Amongst
possible tin sulfides formed here (e.g., SnS, Sn2S3, SnS2), the XRD pattern of the
mixed product was best fitted to berndtite, Sn(IV)S2 (CdI2 structure) or herzenbergite
Sn(II)S (GeS structure).
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Possible assignments of tin sulfide after H2S reacted with the unpurified sample
Observed d(Å)
2.6-3.2
1.8-1.7
ca. 1.55
ca. 1.45
1.3-1.1

Observed peak
broad/strong
broad/strong
broad/weak
broad/weak
broad/weak

Berndtite
100;002?; 101
110;111
112
004?
113;203;210; 005;211;114; 212

Herzenbergite
021;101;111;040;131
211;112;122
142
202;212
023;341; 133;312; 143

The intensities here are relative to the other sulfide peaks. Otherwise their integrated
peak areas were very weak relative to, say, the peaks due to the acid soap.
Significantly, the expected very strong layer spacing reflection for Berndtite (001) and
the expected strong (002) reflection for herzenbergite were either weak or absent in the
XRD pattern of the product obtained from the mixed soap. Interference from any
unreacted precursor oxide phase, the poor intensity of the product sulfides (none
detected above background in the sulfided pure soap) and the wide angle reflections due
to the various other organic species necessarily limited the confidence of the above
assignments.
Reaction of the purified soap with H2S
The pyridine extract reacted only partially and more slowly with H2S than did the
mixed soap as assessed by the lesser degree of colour change relative to that noted for
the unpurified soap reaction. None the less, free acid formed upon reaction of the
extracted precursor with H2S, probably sourced from the basic tin soap that was
consumed during this reaction. Acid soap did not appear to be either consumed or
produced in this reaction. Three sets of long spacings were found in the XRD pattern of
the product - 40.7±0.2Å; 37.9±0.2; and 31.7±0.2Å - these were assigned to the basic tin
soap (possibly reacted to a tin sulfide lamellar mesostructure); 2:1 acid sodium
myristate and free myristic acid respectively. Additional distinctive, yet weak and broad
wide angle peaks at 3.37Å; 2.65Å and 1.80Å were assigned to the (110); (101) and
(211) of casitterite respectively, confirming that the oxide phase had not reacted with
the H2S gas in this scheme.
Explanation of the higher reactivity of the mixed precursor with H2S
The extra reactivity of the mixed soap (to H2S) relative to the extracted soap, taken in
conjunction with the formation of acid soap from the mixed precursor, is good evidence
that not only were various tin, hydrogen and sulfide species mobilised in the bulk
sample, but so were sodium ions, and probably to the extent that they aided permeation
of H2S to the high surface area tin oxides embedded in a paraffin matrix and so
consequently catalysed the reaction to form tin sulfides. This is conceivable, given that
tin(IV) oxide is a well known high performance ionic conductor, and that the sodium
content of the extracted precursor was relatively low.
Observation of the sulfided products using TEM
The bulk of the sample deposited upon the TEM grid displayed three main textures
gradational to each other - i.e., the crumpled sheets of Figure 6.23 (left image) roundededged to globular particles - resembling tightly contorted or broken up aggregates of
these sheets; and porous random mesh or sponge-like regions of amorphous
interconnected sheets and ribbons, with 20-100nm irregular voids. Each of these three
types had typical lateral dimensions in the range 50nm-1000nm, and were observed to
be similar in both the product of mixed and extracted soaps.
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Figure 6.23 TEM images of sulfided tin soap

The surface of the former two texture types were found to be decorated with small (510nm) platey particles (some showing Moiré fringes), probably within sheets of fatty
acids or acid soaps as large as several microns. In regions that displayed latter of the
three textures, discrete decorating particles could not be detected and the sheets (grading
to globules) appeared to be continuous. These sheet-like structures (particulate or not)
gave broad, strong electron diffraction rings near 3.1Å and 2.0Å (possibly the (100) and
(102) of berndtite, but could be indexed to a number of phases including herzenbergite
or possibly the acid soap, but probably not cassiterite, neutral α-acid nor 2:1 acid soap.
Many globular particles contained curved, and defected lattice fringes (ca. 5-6Å - (001)
- berndtite?). These fringe sets continuously outlined curved sample boundaries over
10-20nm on occasions. Sometimes a single fringe could be seen to terminate in a wedge
formed by two other (otherwise parallel) fringes, sometimes the fringes fanned out
before terminating, indicating the flexibility of lamellae in this material, and supporting
the layered nature of the sulfide. Diffraction yielded diffuse rings sometimes made up of
rings of weak spots that faded during photography. One globular particle "exploded" in
the beam yielding a myriad of smaller polygonal particles (most 20-50nm diameter) some of these displayed roughly hexagonal forms, although the majority of these did
not display lattice fringes - fewer formed elongate particles (5-10nm x 30-80nm) with
fringes of 5.5-6.0Å consistent with the (001) of hexagonal berndtite. Diffraction from a
number of these particles gave strong rings of spots assignable to Berndtite (PDF (1992)
23-677): i.e., 3.0Å - (002); 2.0Å - (003); 1.7Å - (111); 1.4Å - (202); (004)?; 1.3Å (113); and 1.2Å - (005).
Intercalated oxide phase
A remarkable TEM finding is shown in Figure 6.23 (right image) of the extracted soap.
This image supports the finding of a ca. 40Å intercalated phase (possibly tin
sulfide/fatty acid or an unreacted oxide intercalate). This fringe spacing was unique
amongst particles examined here (probably in part due to the small chance of finding a
lamellar particle edge on) - unfortunately no chemical information was obtained from it.
However, its broad, diffuse, radially symmetric electron diffraction maxima
photographed as rings centred near 2.0Å (very strong - on the edge of the over-exposed
central spot); 1.5Å (medium) ; 1.3Å (very strong); and 1.0Å (weak) were typical of
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patterns obtained from samples of each texture type and probably corresponded to
amorphous fatty acid - but fatty acid alone is unlikely to have stabilised the lamellar
structure in Figure 6.23 (right image) and cannot explain the marked stripes of bimodal
electron density distribution, strongly suggesting that an amorphous inorganic tin oxide
intercalate may have formed in the interlayer spaces of this particle and therefore
stabilised the lamellar structure, resulting in the observed lamellae. Perhaps even more
remarkable is the result of calcining this sample at 650˚C and 1000˚C.
Figure 6.24 XRD trace of the calcined, purified precursor tin soap sample
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The striking XRD pattern in Figure 6.24 shows a mesostructured lamellar signature that
has been preserved with an interlayer distance of 40Å. A substantial portion of the
amorphous tin oxide was converted to cassiterite (SnO2). However some of the tin
oxide is suspected to have remained in the amorphous state (right arrow), possibly
defining the layers that were expected to collapse during calcination, but did not,
suggestive of a crosslinked lamellar structure, like a pillared clay. The left hand arrow
marks the broad diffraction due to the glass slide supporting the sample. The
mesostructured lamellar phase of the calcined product was not observed despite a
specific search for the phase using bright field TEM imaging at 300kV, and electron
diffraction scanning at 5m focal length. This failure can be attributed to the relatively
low yield of the meso-lamellar phase, the small sample size, and the probable
unfavourable orientation of the layers in this phase relative to the beam. Full
characterisation of this phase was not possible prior to completion of this thesis. Further
oxide phases are discussed in Chapter 7 (iron oxides), and Chapter 8 (silicates).
In summary then, it is clear that the samples reacted with H2S. The layered mineral
berndtite (SnS2) was most likely synthesised. The product formed was metallic lightbrown (as expected for berndtite). Sulfur was detected in abundance in the outgassed
products using EDXA, demonstrating the reaction almost certainly resulted in metal
sulfide formation. Small particles with a (hkl) = (001) of 5.5-6.0Å were common in
TEM of the product, consistent with berndtite. However, wide angle XRD peaks not
assigned to the unreacted tin oxide nanoparticles could be indexed to either berndtite or
herzenbergite. The assessment of any templating effect by lamellar soaps or acids upon
the sulfide phase was complicated, in this case (and in bismuth soap-H2S), by the
presence of the metal oxide phase - therefore the particles in the crumpled sheets could
not be positively assigned to the oxide or the sulfide.
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The frequent observation of contorted (5.5-6.0Å) fringes (Figure 6.23 inset) in and
around larger particles suggests that growth was guided along lamellae of the former
soap, the sulfide breaking up into particles oriented with their CdI2 type layers parallel
to those of its template. The particulate crumpled sheets could therefore quite possibly
contain ordered arrays of these sulfide particles.
6.4.10 Pb-soap - H2S
Figure 6.25 TEM image of sulfided lead soap

Cubic PbS nanoparticles (ca. 5nm) Figure 6.25 were produced during this synthesis.
The lead soap precursor reacted immediately with H2S, becoming a dull yellow/red
colour initially, gradually changing to dull black as the reaction continued. The mound
of powdered soap in the suspended basket fused to form a surface crust somewhat
impermeable to H2S, suggesting that the fatty acid chains fused to cause the effect.
Further reaction did not result in a full conversion of the soap, since (unreacted) soap
peaks, in addition to the product α-acid and galena peaks were found in the XRD
spectra of the product (see Figure 6.26).
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Figure 6.26 XRD traces of lead soap and its sulfided product
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The colour change during the reaction probably reflected an average growth in particle
size, from very small (<1-2nm) to 2-4nm for the final product. This observation could
be alternatively explained by the formation of non-stoichiometric defects (colour
centres) in the incipient lead sulfide crystallites, or both (colour centres and exciton
shift). TEM imaging, XRD and electron diffraction confirmed that nanoparticles of
galena were the bulk of the non-acid product.
Figure 6.25 shows short rod-like (3nm x 7nm) lead sulfide particles, somewhat oriented
over a hole in the TEM grid. Their growth anisotropy suggests preferred nucleation and
growth from a particular face along a particular axis, possibly the (111) if epitaxially
induced by a hexagonal network (of soap or acid), or the (110) or (100) if induced by an
orthorhombic network. (NB., both the lead soap and α-acid have orthorhombic chain
packing subcells).
This synthesis may be grouped together with the other syntheses whose sulfide products
crystallised as very small cubic nanoparticles with either the NaCl, wurtzite, or
sphalerite crystal structures - i.e., β-ZnS, β-CdS and αIn2S3.
6.4.11 Bi soap - H2S
The number of chains per cation in the precursor soap was not determined chemically or
gravimetrically, but was probably less than three (the common valence of bismuth ions)
due to the likely association of the Bi3+ ion with NO3 anions during aqueous syntheses
of the precursor. This association is known to give all members of the set [Bi
(NO3)(H2O)n]2+.... [Bi(NO3) 4]-. (e.g., Cotton and Wilkinson, 1972, pp 394). The single
set of XRD long spacings observed for this sample suggested that the soap contained
only one of the members of the fore mentioned set, possibly the [Bi (NO3)(H2O)n]2+
core, which would result in a double-chain nitrate soap.
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Figure 6.27 XRD traces of the bismuth soap and its sulfided product
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The XRD pattern of the precursor (Figure 6.27 bottom) was consistent with a lamellar,
basic Bi(III) soap, together with a significant fraction of coprecipitated monoclinic
bismite - Bi2O3 and/or Bi(OH)3 (the oxide and hydroxide are both soluble in acid
solution but insoluble in alkali solution). Figure 6.27 (bottom) shows the assignments
of the oxide peaks according to PDF (1992) 41-1449. The peaks do not exactly match
those of the PDF (1992) file, and might be reasonably explained as a distorted
(tetragonal?) version of Bi2O3, since the broad peak near 33˚2Θ is best indexed to the
tetragonal phase:
Observed d(Å)
3.25Å
2.71Å
2.52Å
1.93Å
1.72Å
1.64Å
1.58Å

assignment
(120)
(121;-122)
(031)
(041)
(-321)
(-241;-224)
(051; 024)

Poor crystallinity was indicated by the relatively severe attenuation of higher orders
reflections of the Bi-soap (001) reflection compared with other soaps synthesised here
(e.g., Cd-soap). The hexagonal chain packing peak (marked c.p) indicated some
rotational disorder of the individual chains about their long axes. Sharp peaks at
13.53Å, 6.78Å, 6.09Å, 4.52Å, 3.30Å, and 2.12Å were either residual hydrated bismuth
(III) nitrate similar to PDF (1992) 12-148 Bi(III)(NO3)3.5H2O) or free acid, both
characterised by remarkably similar (thus indistinguishable) wide angle spacings.
Figure 6.27 (top) shows that both the soap and oxide (hydroxide) phase were consumed
during the reaction with H2S. A dull black product that formed quickly from its
precursor and was subsequently identified as bismuthinite (Bi2S3 - stibnite structure), a
layered sulfide mineral. Figure 6.28 (left) shows a representative TEM image obtained
from an ethanol dispersion of the sample. The particles were found to be generally thin
lamellar sheets (100-1000nm diameter), oriented with their respective lamellae parallel
to the grid.
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Figure 6.28 TEM and FESEM images of sulfided bismuth soap

The bulk, powdered sample was sheared between glass microscope slides, aligning the
sulfide ribbons over several square centimetres, yielding a macroscopically continuous
sheet with a metallic lustre akin to graphite or molybdenite, though with specular
reflectivity indicative of a fine microstructure of the order of the wavelength of light.
The sheared sample was imaged using high resolution FESEM (Figure 6.28 - right),
and AFM (not shown) revealing large sheets (50-1000nm) somewhat decorated with
thin (20-100nm) fissures and fractures, amongst smaller sheet-like fragments (20100nm). Reasonably sharp FESEM images were obtained at high magnification
(250,000x) using an accelerating voltage of 15keV on an uncoated, shear aligned
sample, demonstrating the electrical conductivity of the material in this state.
The oxide (or hydroxide) phase in the precursor was also converted to bismuthinite, and
perhaps a large number of the sheet structures observed using TEM were sourced from
these oxides, making assessment of the role of the soap or acid as a template
ambiguous. However, the reaction consumed all of the detectable soap, and since the
sheet structures were typical of the product, templated growth of the sulfide must be
considered a strong possibility.

6.5 A diffusion model for growth of layered semi-conductors in soap
Reaction:

H2S + M(II)(C13COO)2 -> M(II)S + 2H+ + 2(C13COO-).

Figure 6.29 Model for sulfide formation in lamellar soaps
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In this hypothetical model, the porosity of soaps (with respect to H2S) is considered to
be initially dominated by crystallographic disclinations, dislocations and topological
defects within the soap, involving holes and interlayer connections. The H2S gas is fed
to the metal bearing cationic layers along which it can permeate and react (Figure
6.29). The cationic layer is considered to be a dilatable and contractible volume for
diffusive ionic migration of the various hydrogen, metal and sulfide species - but only
in the presence of excess H2S. The reaction and growth is initiated at various defect
sites (assumed to be homogeneously) distributed in the cationic planes of the multilayered soap crystals.
Possible migration of growth centres may occur initially because significant
permeability of ions over and around relatively small nuclei ensures the reaction/back
reaction occurs, until an equilibrium nuclei density is achieved (at least locally). The
initial connectedness of the defects is assumed to be such that the supply of H2S gas to
the layers is sufficient to enable a reaction with all of the volume initially. Porosity and
permeability decreases as the reaction proceeds due to mineralised areas becoming
increasingly effective as blocking agents to ion migration. Diffusion through the
otherwise crystalline chains is considered insignificant, except at sites of an active chain
phase transition, where reorganisation of chain domain boundaries can alter the
potential flow and/or diffusion paths.
In this model, growth (on average) is considered to be controlled both by diffusive
supply of H2S gas and the supply of metal ions. Monolayer growth is assumed to be
critically controlled by matching the (areal) supply of metal ions with (areal) demand
for metal ions by growing crystals. The supply of metal ions to an actively growing
crystal is assumed to be, on average, sourced from a variable area immediately
surrounding the nucleation site in the same layer. The average initial metal supply is
equivalent to the in-plane surface area per cation in the soap phase, and this is in general
represented by the range of areas given in Table 6.1, and is determined largely by the
chain packing subcell, the size of the metal cation being a second order determinant.
Thus the supply density of cations in most metal soaps and multilayer films will fall in
the range of one cation per ca. 18-22Å2.
The demand for cations by, for example, a growing metal sulfide crystal (initially with
thickness = 1 unit cell) can be quantified by assuming, for the moment, that the required
cation density for semiconductor formation is approximately equivalent to the inverse of
the area of the unit cell projected into the plane of the polar layer (Asemi) divided by the
number of cations per unit cell (N). So the 2D demand density = N/Asemi or the area per
cation required (for a given crystal) is Asemi/N. The projection of the unit cell into the
plane of the metal supply will vary somewhat depending upon the degree of asymmetry
of the 3D unit cell. For convenience, the 2D density of the semiconductor projected into
the plane is taken as corresponding to a2/N for cubic and tetragonal crystals, √3.a2/2N
for hexagonal crystals, a.b/N for orthorhombic crystals and a.bsinβ/N for monoclinic
crystals, where a,b and β are unit cell parameters. Triclinic cells are not encountered
amongst the sulfide products here but could be treated similarly.
Of course the area per cation of a given unit cell projected into the layer of the former
soap polar layer is subject to variation according to orientation. This will vary slightly
with crystal orientation due to the way the areal density is defined. In those cases where
the semiconductor crystallises under tetragonal, orthorhombic, or monoclinic space
groups, the basal (001) face is assumed to lie parallel to the former layer of soap
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cations. This is justified for the particular low symmetry, layer forming sulfides here,
since the (001) face is parallel to lamellae of their inherently layered crystal structures.
A range of areas per cation per unit cell (Asemi) are given in Table 6.6 for various
semiconductors, including all of the semiconductor particles and sheets made here. A
comparison of supply versus demand of cations is included in the form of the ratio of
2D cation area for the soap and the semiconductor, Amis. A similar ratio is the square
root of the areal ratio, representing a type of radial misfit parameter, Rmis.
Table 6.6 Cation areas for various semiconductors
Semiconductor

Structure
type

Asemi
(Å2)

Amis
=Asoap/Asemi
(Å2)
1.03
1.16**
1.28
1.17
1.53**
1.59**
1.60**
1.64**
1.85**
2.11
2.57‡
2.09
2.16**
2.15
2.33
2.88
2.49
1.30
2.95
3.33
4.03
4.04
4.24
5.70#
9.26#

Rmis
=√(Asoap/Asemi)
(Å2)
1.01
1.08
1.13
1.08
1.24
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.36
1.45
1.60
1.45
1.47
1.47
1.53
1.70
1.58
1.14
1.72
1.82
2.01
2.01
2.06
2.39
3.04

† PbI2
hex. CdI2
17.93
Sb2S3
orth. Sb2S3
15.89
Bi2S3
orth. Sb2S3
15.75
† CdI2
hex. CdI2
15.57
SnS
orth. GeS
12.11
ZrS2
hex. CdI2
11.60
SnS2
hex. CdI2
11.53
GeS
orth. GeS
11.25
TiS2
hex. CdI2
10.01
In2S3
cub. ZnS
8.97
NiS
hex. NiS
8.90
PbS
cub. NaCl
8.81
*Mg(OH)2
hex. CdI2
8.58
CdS
cub. ZnS
8.46
*PbO
tet. PbO
7.89
ZnS
cub. ZnS
7.31
CdS
hex. ZnS
7.31
Ag2S
mono. Ag2S 7.23
FeS
tet. PbO
6.77
ZnS
hex. ZnS
6.32
*ZnI2
hex. CdCl2
5.21
*†CdBr2
hex. CdCl2
4.50
*†CdCl2
hex. CdCl2
4.29
Cu2S
mono. Cu2S 3.38
CuS
orth. CuS
2.08
† synthesised but not characterised in detail
* included for comparison with sulfide semiconductors
** a value of Asoap=18.5Å2 assumed for these soaps
‡ cubic mesomorphous soap phase?
# from copper soap-pyridine complex
The data for the in plane area per cation (Asoap) were based upon the tilt angle (Θ) and area-per-chain
data given in Table 6.1 using the relation Asoap=(chain area/cos(Θ))/2N, where N is the number of
cations per chain in the soap. The crystallographic data for sulfide a,b,β were obtained from West (1984)
and from PDF (1992).

The immediately obvious deficiency of local cation supply for most of these sulfides is
a strikingly simple explanation of why say, cadmium arachidate, when sulfided, always
forms discrete particles - the misfit parameter in the fifth column of Table 6.6 clearly
shows that, cadmium cations must diffuse, on average, a relatively long distance to, say,
a growing cubic cadmium sulfide nucleus simply to form a monolayer, whereas lead
iodide has a very small linear mismatch of 1% (cubic CdS has a 47% linear mismatch)
thus requiring, on average, very little diffusion of cations for local growth. For example,
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the average linear cation diffusion distance required to continue growing a one unit cell
thick particle of PbI2 with a radius 4000Å is approximately 40Å, whereas for cubic
CdS, the average linear diffusion distance to a growing 27Å radius particle is also about
40Å.
If the sulfide does not remain as a monolayer due to growth normal to the layer (more
probable in inherently 3-D connected cubic crystals rather than 2-D lamellar crystals),
then the radial diffusion distance becomes √n.Rmis for n monolayers stacked within the
growing particle. So for a cubic CdS particle two unit cells thick, the 47% radial misfit
would become a 108% radial misfit. A circular CdS particle roughly 20Å radius
equivalent to 6 unit cells thick (and roughly equivalent to the size obtained here for
cubic CdS) has a linear misfit of √6*1.47*20 = 72Å. Therefore, on average, the exterior
cations of a hypothetical 40Å diameter β-CdS nanoparticle were sourced from an
effective in-plane distance of about 52Å from the idealised circular growth face, giving
a CdS coverage of about 7.7% of the former soap from which its cations were sourced.
The diffusion distance must at some stage become so large and/or the layers must
become so disrupted by particle growth in the direction normal to them, that the sulfide
and cation feed ceases, and the particle is effectively isolated from further growth. This
is not expected to be a problem in the lead iodide case, for if diffusion can occur in an
intra-layer fashion over distances of about 52Å (as hypothetically argued for the β-CdS
example in the preceding paragraph), and the sulfide grows predominantly as a mono
layer, then we might expect to form lead iodide particles up to about 1µm (larger if
elongated), covering about 97% of the area of the former soap.
Figure 6.30 TEM image of CdS grown on an L-B monolayer (Fendler and
Meldrum, 1995)

Fendler and Meldrum (1995) reported epitaxial growth of PbS and PbSe under arachidic
acid monolayers. We would predict an areal coverage of about 8% for 35.6Å thick PbS
particles (6 unit cells), or about 50% coverage for monolayer sulfide particles. Fendler
and Meldrums' hexagonal CdS growth experiment produced particles with (flat) rodlike morphology (Figure 6.30) and thickness of 4nm (about 6 unit cells thick). This
thickness equates with an areal coverage of about 6.7% of the former soap. Their
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particle size (elongate laths; 500-3000Å by 50-150Å) suggest a linear cation diffusion
distance of up to about 500Å along the monolayer to the growing edge of their crystals
(towards the end of their synthesis), much more than found here for the small cubic CdS
nanoparticles grown in soap. This (back-calculated) relatively large diffusion length in
the monolayer system is possibly due to a combination of the ease of diffusion on a
monolayer as opposed to between restrictive soap layers and also due to the long range
crystalline order in the monolayer as opposed to the more disordered crystalline nature
of soaps.
Layered sulfides, halides, etc., appear to be more likely to be directed into layer growth
because of their relatively low chance of growth normal to their own or the soaps layers
(a very similar point was made by Pike et al., 1994). Where van der Waals type layer
sulfides, halides etc., can form in a given system, their formation is probably favoured
relative to more three dimensionally connected phases. Where van der Waals type
structures cannot form due to the simple absence of a stable lamellar phase, a low
symmetry, but 3-D connected inorganic network could form thin sheets (e.g., millerite
in the nickel soap - H2S system), and probably would be favoured over a cubic phase
given the choice in a particular system. Inorganic phases with cubic crystal structures
are considered the least likely candidates for template directed growth due to their
unfavourably high symmetry and isometric growth habits.

6.6 Conclusions
The reaction of bulk soaps with H2S to form some known and some previously
unreported nanostructures is clearly demonstrated here. The process is in many respects
analogous to the formation of similar structures from L-B films and monolayers.
Sulfided soaps therefore can be used to complement and supplement the findings of
researchers interested in templating semiconducting nanoparticles using L-B films. In
addition, bulk preparations of metal soaps and other long chain metal salts can be
designed using the ideas outlined here to form reactive (polymerised) liquid crystalline
phases, within which a unique environment for nanoparticle templating might be
tailored - an impossibility in very thin films, whose limited intrinsic dimensionality
disallows construction of 3-D mesophase templates. Polymerisation of the precursor
phase has been discussed above, and examined by others for CdS (e.g., Scoberg, Grieser
and Furlong, 1991; Peng et al., 1994; Lin, Cates and Bianconi, 1994). Reaction of metal
soaps with oxidants and reductants such as H2O2, Cl2, H2, H2NOH (hydrazine) etc.,
may also prove to be efficient pathways to bulk synthesis of nanoparticulate and
mesostructured oxides and metallic compounds.
The ideas presented here should form a basis for future experimental work on the
reaction of long-chain metal carboxylates with H2S. A particularly interesting line of
experimentation would include a wider study of the reaction of metal soap mesophases
with H2S. The deficit of metal in soaps relative to their inorganic products after
sulfiding will remain a major disadvantage of using simple metal soaps, because the
overall tendency is to form isolated particles. Novel mesostructured semiconductors can
still be expected, particularly if the cation supply deficit is accounted for. This might be
best achieved through a combination of polymerisation of the metal bearing mesophase
to alleviate structure collapse during the reaction, and by selecting novel metal binding
headgroups to increase the initial cation density at the reaction interface.
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Appendix 6.1 X-ray and electron diffraction results
The following set of tables document the observed and calculated spacings of some
metal sulfide structures identified here, using either XRD or electron diffraction. The
structures were refined using "Unit Cell" software (Holland and Redfern, 1997) by
minimising the sum of squares of residuals in d spacing. The cell parameters are quoted
with their 95% confidence.
Some refinements are quite poor, and this is reflected in the quoted error of the cell
parameter and the residuals of the d-spacings. However, all refinements are included to
for consistency. An "n" in the "d(obs)" column indicates that electron diffraction peaks
were normalised to that value prior to refinement. "High T" in the sample title indicates
the soap was sulfided in the liquid crystalline state.
The "Unit Cell" software required input of crystal system, d-spacings, (hkl) values and
the radiation wavelength. The d-spacings were input in Å units with two figures after
the decimal place. The "Unit Cell" software output calculated d-spacings (in Å) with 5
fixed figures after the decimal place in calculated d-spacings as a result of using
λ = 1.78896Å (CoKα).
Table A6.1.1 Hexagonal NiS tem
a=9.72±0.11Å
c=3.26±0.08Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 0
4.85
2
1 0 1
3.07
3
3 0 0
2.77
4
0 2 1
2.55
5
4 1 0
1.87
6
4 0 1
1.79
7
3 3 0
1.64
8
6 0 0
1.42
9
5 2 0
1.38
10
0 4 2
1.24

d(calc)
4.85973
3.04195
2.80576
2.57846
1.83680
1.76837
1.61991
1.40288
1.34785
1.28923

res(d)
-0.00973
0.02805
-0.03576
-0.02846
0.03320
0.02163
0.02009
0.01712
0.03215
-0.04923•

2θ.obs
21.256
33.879
37.679
41.070
57.153
59.962
66.106
78.088
80.808
92.333

2θ.calc
21.213
34.201
37.181
40.596
58.284
60.772
67.033
79.226
83.156
87.865

res(2θ)
0.043
-0.322
0.498
0.473
-1.131
-0.810
-0.927
-1.139
-2.348
4.468

Table A6.1.2 Unknown cubic structure NiS tem
a=7.69±0.12Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
1
1 0 0
7.79
7.69160
2
2 0 0
3.77
3.84580
3
2 1 1
3.07
3.14008
4
2 2 1
2.55
2.56387
5
3 2 1
2.00
2.05567
6
3 3 0
1.79
1.81293
7
4 4 2
1.24
1.28193

res(d)
0.09840•
-0.07580
-0.07008
-0.01387
-0.05567
-0.02293
-0.04193

2θ.obs
13.187
27.450
33.879
41.070
53.133
59.962
92.333

2θ.calc
13.356
26.899
33.101
40.838
51.587
59.127
88.495

res(2θ)
-0.169
0.551
0.778
0.232
1.547
0.834
3.838

Table A6.1.3 High T hexagonal CuS xrd
a=3.80±0.01Å
c=16.31±0.04Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
1
0 0 2
8.15
8.15574
2
1 0 1
3.22
3.22206
3
1 0 2
3.06
3.04857
4
1 0 3
2.81
2.81281
5
0 0 6
2.73
2.71858
6
1 0 5
2.31
2.31541
7
0 0 8
2.05
2.03893
8
1 1 0
1.90
1.89765
9
1 0 8
1.73
1.73263
10
1 1 6
1.56
1.55605
11
2 0 3
1.56
1.57312

res(d)
-0.00574
-0.00206
0.01143•
-0.00281
0.01142•
-0.0054
0.01107•
0.00235
-0.00263
0.00395
-0.01312•

2θ.obs
12.602
32.257
33.993
37.123
38.252
45.563
51.740
56.170
62.268
69.973
69.973

2θ.calc
12.593
32.235
34.124
37.084
38.419
45.451
52.042
56.246
62.163
70.177
69.306

res(2θ)
0.009
0.021
-0.131
0.038
-0.167
0.113
-0.302
-0.076
0.105
-0.204
0.668
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Table A6.1.4 Monoclinic Cu2S xrd (sulfided Cumy1)
a=14.99±0.82Å
b=11.94± 0.37Å
c=13.52±0.25Å
beta=115.78±3.02˚
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
res(d)
1
2 4 0
2.73000
2.73016
-0.00016
2
-3 1 5
2.62000
2.62041
-0.00041
3
4 2 2
2.31000
2.32358
-0.01358•
4
-3 1 6
2.21000
2.21433
-0.00433
5
6 3 0
1.97000
1.95834
0.01166•
6
1 0 6
1.90000
1.88960
0.01040•

2θ.obs
38.252
39.925
45.563
47.750
54.008
56.170

2θ.calc
38.250
39.918
45.282
47.651
54.356
56.507

res(2θ)
0.002
0.006
0.281
0.099
-0.348
-0.337

Table A6.1.5 Monoclinic Cu2S tem (sulfided Cumypy)
a=15.29±33.76Å
b=11.82±5.08Å
c=13.37±6.04Å
beta=115.53±76.90˚
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
res(d)
1
2 1 2
3.62
3.61924
0.00076
2
1 3 2
3.04
3.05062
-0.01062•
3
1 4 2
2.53
2.51956
0.01044•
4
-3 1 6
2.19
2.19021
-0.00021
5
1 0 6
1.88n
1.87798
0.00202

2θ.obs
28.611
34.224
41.409
48.214
56.821

2θ.calc
28.617
34.101
41.589
48.209
56.888

res(2θ)
-0.006
0.123
-0.180
0.005
-0.067

Table A6.1.6 Cubic ZnS xrd
a=5.42±0.07Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 1
3.15
2
2 0 0
2.70
3
2 2 0
1.89
4
3 1 1
1.63

d(calc)
3.12674
2.70784
1.91473
1.63289

res(d)
0.02326•
-0.00784
-0.02473•
-0.00289

2θ.obs
32.994
38.694
56.494
66.564

2θ.calc
33.246
38.578
55.700
66.431

res(2θ)
-0.253
0.116
0.794
0.133

Table A6.1.7 Cubic ZnS tem
a=5.42±0.04Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 1
3.12n
2
2 2 0
1.94
3
3 1 1
1.65
4
4 0 0
1.37
5
3 3 1
1.25
6
4 2 0
1.18
7
5 1 1
1.04
8
4 4 0
0.94
9
5 3 1
0.92
10
6 2 0
0.85

d(calc)
3.13053
1.91705
1.63487
1.35556
1.24395
1.21245
1.04351
0.95852
0.91653
0.85733

res(d)
-0.01053
0.02295•
0.01513
0.01444
0.00605
-0.03245•
-0.00351
-0.01852
0.00347
-0.00733

2θ.obs
33.320
54.913
65.655
81.522
91.382
98.582
118.650
144.193
152.947
NAN(001)

2θ.calc
33.205
55.627
66.340
82.578
91.955
95.080
118.004
137.873
154.816
NAN(001)

res(2θ)
0.115
-0.714
-0.686
-1.057
-0.573
3.503
0.647
6.319
-1.869
NAN(001)
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Table A6.1.8 Monoclinic Ag2S xrd
a=4.21±0.03Å
b=6.95±0.06Å
c=7.85±0.07Å
beta=99.39±0.63˚
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
-1 1 1
3.42
2
1 1 1
3.09
3
-1 1 2
2.84
4
-1 2 1
2.61
5
1 2 1
2.43
6
-1 0 3
2.38
7
0 3 1
2.22
8
1 2 2
2.11
9
2 0 0
2.07
10
-1 3 1
2.00
11
-1 2 3
1.96
12
0 1 4
1.85
13
-2 1 3
1.71
14
-1 3 4
1.44

d(calc)
3.42754
3.08007
2.82807
2.60611
2.44321
2.37284
2.21932
2.09554
2.07838
1.99696
1.95955
1.86447
1.71120
1.45771

res(d)
-0.00754
0.00993
0.01193
0.00389
-0.01321•
0.00716
0.00068
0.01446•
-0.00838
0.00304
0.00045
-0.01447•
-0.00120
-0.01771•

2θ.obs
30.323
33.653
36.717
40.084
43.197
44.151
47.522
50.165
51.204
53.133
54.306
57.829
63.079
76.803

2θ.calc
30.255
33.765
36.877
40.147
42.952
44.292
47.537
50.536
50.983
53.221
54.319
57.338
63.030
75.703

res(2θ)
0.068
-0.112
-0.160
-0.062
0.245
-0.140
-0.015
-0.370
0.221
-0.087
-0.013
0.491
0.050
1.100

Table A6.1.9 Low T cubic CdS tem
a=5.82±0.09Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 1
3.33
2
2 2 0
2.07
3
3 1 1
1.780
4
3 3 1
1.37
5
4 2 2
1.18

d(calc)
3.36109
2.05824
1.75527
1.33556
1.18833

res(d)
-0.03109
0.01176
0.02473
0.03444•
-0.00833

2θ.obs
31.163
51.204
60.333
81.522
98.582

2θ.calc
30.868
51.518
61.274
84.094
97.654

res(2θ)
0.296
-0.314
-0.940
-2.572
0.929

Table A6.1.10
a=4.11±0.03Å
c=6.77±0.10Å
no
h
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
2
6
1

d(calc)
3.55987
3.15132
2.45398
1.90696
1.39792
1.26635

res(d)
-0.00987
0.01168
0.01002
-0.00696
0.00008
-0.01035

2θ.obs
29.188
32.854
42.571
56.170
79.558
90.823

2θ.calc
29.105
32.979
42.754
55.947
79.563
89.877

res(2θ)
0.083
-0.125
-0.182
0.223
-0.005
0.946

d(calc)
3.36886
2.06300
1.75933
1.45876
1.33865
1.30475
1.19107
1.12295

res(d)
-0.00886
-0.00200
-0.00233
0.00724
0.00735
0.02425•
-0.00807
-0.00395

2θ.obs
30.878
51.444
61.207
75.201
83.295
84.605
98.245
106.137

2θ.calc
30.795
51.390
61.117
75.639
83.856
86.559
97.352
105.602

res(2θ)
0.083
0.053
0.090
-0.439
-0.561
-1.953
0.893
0.535

Low T hexagonal CdS xrd:

k
0
0
0
0
0
0

l
0
1
2
3
3
5

d(obs)
3.55
3.16
2.46
1.90
1.40
1.26

Table A6.1.11 Low T cubic CdS xrd
a=5.84±0.03Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 1
3.36
2
2 2 0
2.06
3
3 1 1
1.76
4
4 0 0
1.47
5
3 3 1
1.35
6
4 2 0
1.33
7
4 2 2
1.18
8
5 1 1
1.12
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Table A6.1.12
a=5.91±0.03Å
no
h
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
3
5
4
6
5
7
5

HighT cubic CdS tem

Table A6.1.13
a=5.82±0.02Å
no
h
1
1
2
2
3
3

HighT cubic CdS xrd

Table A6.1.14
a=4.35±8.51Å
c=6.77±6.98Å
no
h
1
1
2
2
3
1

HighT hexagonal CdS tem

Table A6.1.15
a=5.48±0.14Å
no
h
1
1
2
2
3
2
4
2
5
4
6
4
7
5

Cubic In2S3 tem

Table A6.1.16
a=5.41±0.19Å
no
h
1
1
2
2
3
2

Cubic In2S3 xrd

k
1
2
1
3
2
1
3

d(calc)
3.41154
2.08914
1.78162
1.35561
1.20616
1.13718
0.99880

res(d)
0.01846•
-0.01914•
-0.00162
-0.00561
-0.00616
0.00282
-0.00880

2θ.obs
30.233
51.204
60.333
82.994
96.387
103.373
129.248

2θ.calc
30.400
50.701
60.273
82.575
95.734
103.733
127.160

res(2θ)
-0.167
0.502
0.061
0.419
0.653
-0.360
2.088

d(calc)
3.36258
2.05915
1.75605

res(d)
-0.00258
0.00085
0.00395•

2θ.obs
30.878
51.471
61.092

2θ.calc
30.854
51.493
61.244

res(2θ)
0.024
-0.023
-0.152

d(calc)
1.93620
1.44574
1.27462

res(d)
0.01380
-0.00574
-0.01462

2θ.obs
54.607
76.803
90.454

2θ.calc
55.029
76.443
89.137

res(2θ)
-0.422
0.360
1.317

d(calc)
3.16477
2.74077
1.93802
1.58239
1.37039
1.22571
1.05492

res(d)
0.09523•
-0.07077•
-0.03802
-0.03239
-0.01039
-0.01571
0.04508

2θ.obs
27.334
33.535
47.833
59.597
68.996
79.076
88.894

2θ.calc
28.173
32.645
46.838
58.258
68.400
77.869
93.802

res(2θ)
-0.839
0.891
0.995
1.339
0.596
1.207
-4.907

d(obs)
3.16
2.67
1.90

d(calc)
3.12283
2.70445
1.91234

res(d)
0.03717
-0.03445
-0.01234

2θ.obs
28.217
33.535
47.833

2θ.calc
28.560
33.096
47.506

res(2θ)
-0.343
0.440
0.328

Table A6.1.17 Cubic PbS tem
a=6.01±0.09Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 1
3.48
2
2 0 0
2.96n
3
2 2 0
2.18
4
3 1 1
1.80
5
4 0 0
1.54
6
3 3 1
1.37
7
4 2 0
1.31

d(calc)
3.46934
3.00454
2.12453
1.81181
1.50227
1.37858
1.34367

res(d)
0.01066
-0.04454•
0.05547•
-0.01181
0.03773
-0.00858
-0.03367

2θ.obs
29.788
35.178
48.449
59.595
71.018
81.522
86.127

2θ.calc
29.882
34.640
49.799
59.168
73.085
80.909
83.472

res(2θ)
-0.094
0.538
-1.350
0.427
-2.067
0.613
2.655

k
1
2
1

k
0
0
0

k
1
0
2
2
0
2
1

k
1
0
2

l
1
0
1
1
2
1
1

l
1
0
1

l
3
3
5

l
1
0
0
2
0
0
1

l
1
0
0

d(obs)
3.43
2.07n
1.78
1.35
1.20
1.14
0.99
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d(obs)
3.36
2.06
1.76

d(obs)
1.95
1.44
1.26

d(obs)
3.26
2.67
1.90n
1.55
1.36
1.21
1.10
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Table A6.1.18 Cubic PbS xrd
a=5.94±0.01Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
1
1 1 1
3.43
2
2 0 0
2.97
3
2 2 0
2.11
4
3 1 1
1.79
5
2 2 2
1.72
6
4 0 0
1.48
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d(calc)
3.43178
2.97201
2.10153
1.79219
1.71589
1.48600

res(d)
-0.00178
-0.00201
0.00847•
-0.00219
0.00411
-0.00600

2θ.obs
30.233
35.056
50.165
59.962
62.671
74.368

2θ.calc
30.217
35.032
50.382
59.881
62.838
74.017

res(2θ)
0.016
0.024
-0.216
0.081
-0.167
0.351

Table A6.1.19 Orthorhombic Bi2S3 xrd
a=11.20±0.31Å
b=11.28±0.08Å
c=3.98±0.08Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
1
1 3 0
3.57
3.56543
2
2 1 1
3.11
3.11918
3
2 2 1
2.83
2.81332
4
3 0 1
2.72
2.72373
5
2 4 0
2.52
2.51924
6
4 3 1
1.96
1.95628
7
0 6 0
1.87
1.88057
8
3 5 1
1.73
1.73773

res(d)
0.00457
-0.00918
0.01668•
-0.00373
0.00076
0.00372
-0.01057
-0.00773

2θ.obs
29.021
33.430
36.851
38.398
41.581
54.306
57.153
62.268

2θ.calc
29.059
33.329
37.077
38.344
41.594
54.418
56.802
61.960

res(2θ)
-0.038
0.101
-0.226
0.055
-0.013
-0.112
0.351
0.308

Table A6.1.20 Orthorhombic Bi2S3 tem
a=11.16±0.20Å
b=11.240.14Å
c=4.05±0.08Å
no
h k l
d(obs)
d(calc)
1
1 3 0
3.55
3.55184
2
2 1 1
3.15
3.14472
3
2 2 1
2.82
2.82993
4
5 1 0
2.19
2.18991
5
3 5 1
1.76
1.73756
6
7 2 1
1.43
1.43450

res(d)
-0.00384
0.00528
-0.01093
0.00109
0.01844•
-0.00450

2θ.obs
29.205
32.994
37.000
48.190
61.246
77.439

2θ.calc
29.172
33.051
36.852
48.216
61.967
77.151

res(2θ)
0.032
-0.057
0.148
-0.026
-0.721
0.288
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Chapter 7
Basic iron soaps: their structure and
conversion to
ultra-small magnetic particles
7.1 Introduction
The molecular and crystal structures of basic iron soaps1 are explored here in terms of
the known and accessible literature, and in terms of the most likely molecular structure
for basic iron soaps - the trimeric form, mainly as ferric soap, but probably with some
contribution from the ferrous iron in the guise of the mixed valent trimer. The role of
water as a possible bridging moiety, linking otherwise separate molecules in the
headgroup regions of these soaps is also assessed. The controlled thermal degradation of
1

Iron soaps are commercially produced by the double decomposition method (e.g., Kirk et al., 1977),
although iron oxides can be reacted with fatty acids to give low quality soaps containing unreacted
oxides. The earliest reference I have found to iron soap was Fe2(C18H33O2)4 (Schön, 1887), although
soap scums made from iron solutions or oxide slurries and (sodium) soaps or fats have probably been
used as lubricants and waterproofing agents since ancient times given the availability of fats and iron
oxides that can be reacted to give iron soaps. Koenig (1914) synthesised iron soap for solubility
experiments. Whitmore and Lauro (1930) in reviewing metal soaps in general, stated that iron (and zinc,
nickel, cobalt, and chromium) soaps were used for waterproofing leather and canvas, and in colouring
varnishes, and also suggested their use as a source of dietary iron. McBain and McClatchie (1932), Boner
(1937) and Lawrence (1938) and Elliott (1946) briefly discussed iron (amongst other metal) soaps in
respect of their behaviour with organic solvents. Elliott (1946) discussed iron soap in his monograph on
alkaline-earth and heavy metal soaps, commenting on the mediocre capacity of iron soaps as "driers" of
polymerisable oils (compared with other soaps).
Vold and Hattiangdi (1949) and Hattiangdi, Vold and Vold (1949) studied many metal soaps including
ferric soap - using XRD and differential thermal analysis. They noted that the hydrolysibility of iron
soaps (iron being a weak base in solution) made distinguishing between neutral and partially hydrolysed
soaps such as FeO(Str).H(Str) or Fe(OH)(Str)2.H(Str) impossible using gross analytical techniques. They
found ferric stearate to be a lamellar liquid crystalline phase at room temperature (d-spacing=46.5Å; from
5 orders of the main peak) with a single broad chain packing peak at 4.15Å, and minor shoulders at 3.99Å
and 3.79Å. Their thermal analysis (up to 150˚C) recorded the ferric stearate chain melting transition as a
complex endothermic peak starting at 69˚C (41.3kJ/mol) with an additional transition superimposed on
the peak of the chain melting at 101˚C (4.26kJ/mol) and possibly at 105˚C.
Iron soaps have appeared in various reviews of fatty acid salts and metal soaps e.g., by Ralston (1948),
Kirk (1950), Markley (1961) and Kirk (1977). The common thread running through these reviews is that
ferric soaps are excellent polymerisation catalysts (particularly above ambient temperatures), but their
(commercial) use was/is limited because of their dark (red/brown) colour.
More recently, non-esterified fatty acids were shown by Simpson and Peters (1987) to catalyse rapid
transport of Fe2+ across model lipid bilayers (in biologically reasonable quantities), and their data was
well fitted if a single Fe ion was complexed with 3 or 4 fatty acids, indicative of Fe transport as Fe3+.
Synthesis and characterisation of iron (and chromium) stearate compounds (predominantly as trimers)
have recently been discussed by Semenova et al. (1987); Nakamoto, Katada and Sano (1990);
Abrahamsson and Lukaski (1994) (see discussion of structure of iron soaps below), and in the form of
ferric (±ferrous) stearate Langmuir-Blodgett multilayers by Pomerantz et al., 1982; Giesse et al. (1993);
Bruinsma and Stroeve (1994); Ando et al. (1995) and Popescu et al. (1996).
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liquid crystalline iron soaps has yielded nanometric magnetic particles and possible
mesostructured magnetic iron oxides. This process is a novel example of onecomponent liquid crystalline templating.
7.1.1 Iron soap structures - monomeric, dimeric species
Monomeric iron carboxylate compounds formed from aqueous solutions have been
rarely or never reported, probably because they do not exist. Rapid hydrolysis of
monomeric iron (II or III) ions in aqueous solution quickly leads to condensation to the
common trimeric forms. The dimeric form is apparently not reported amongst the long
chain fatty acid salts of iron, but has been reported for short chain carboxylates salts of
Fe(II and III) (see below). The trimeric form is considered in more detail later.
Diiron carboxylate moieties are important oxygen transporters in biological systems as
they form the cores of non-heme iron proteins such as hemerythrin (Hr), found in many
marine invertebrates (e.g., Shiemke, 1986). O2 can bind to the deoxy form of a Hr
monomer containing a central Fe(II)-O-Fe(II) core, oxidising the Fe(II)'s to Fe(III)'s and
reducing the oxygen to the peroxide to form oxyHr for transport. Binuclear oxo- and
hydroxo-bridged iron(III) complexes were reviewed by Murray (1974), Wilkins and
Wilkins (1987) and Kurtz (1990). Hagen and Lachicotte and Kittaygorodskiy have
studied and modelled aspects of the diiron hemerythrin core (e.g., Hagen and
Lachicotte, 1992) including distinction of hydroxo and aqua bridging modes (e.g.,
Lachicotte, Kittaygorodskiy and Hagen, 1993). Their model of the reduced form is
based on two carboxylate groups bridging a Fe-H2O-Fe centre, and two further RCOOgroups bound monodentate fashion, one to each Fe and hydrogen bonded to the central
O, forming the diiron µ-aqua bis(µ-carboxylato) core (see Figure 7.1), with tmen
(tetramethyl diaminoethane) completing the octahedral coordination of each metal. A
similar core has been reported for a dicobalt µ-aqua bis(µ-stearato) pyridine complex by
Corkery and Hockless (1997), and for a copper complex by Uekusa, Ohba and Tokii
(1995).
Figure 7.1 Dimeric iron carboxylate core
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The characteristic IR vibration modes commonly used to characterise the Fe-O-Fe
centre of these oxo-bridged dimers, according to Murray (1974) and Kurtz (1990),
occur in the region ca. 820-840 cm-1 and 725-885cm-1 respectively, bands not observed
for soaps here.
7.1.2 Iron soap structures - trimeric species
Trimeric structures of iron stearates have been obtained and described by Montri and
Cannon (1985); Meesuk, et al. (1987); Semenova et al. (1987); Abrahamsson and
Lukaski (1994); and Popescu et al. (1996). The bulk trimeric soaps prepared by
Abrahamson and Lukaski were examined by IR, 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopies and
TGA/DSC thermal analysis. They prepared their various compounds under a range of
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conditions from ethanolic aqueous solutions of iron(II) sulfate in contact with air - as
simple stoichiometric mixes (their 'A' route) (almost identical to the synthesis route here
for Femy1-4); under intestinal conditions (pH varied from 0.7-8.0 as an analogue to
iron/fatty acid mixture into the intestine) - their ''B' route; and with a competitive anion
(iron citrate was used instead as the iron source of iron sulfate) - their 'C' route. In
addition they obtained various commercial iron soaps FeSt2 and FeSt3 for comparison,
being suspicious of the manufacturers claims about structure and stoichiometry. Their
studies established that all of their samples contained the "ubiquitous" bridged
triangular µ-oxo species [Fe3O(RCOO)6H2O)3]+ despite the manufacturers claims that
the FeSt2 and FeSt3 soaps were double-chained, neutral ferrous and triple-chained,
neutral ferric forms respectively. In addition Abrahamson and Lukaski stated that
commercial samples labelled monohydroxy soaps, i.e., claimed to be Fe(OH)St2, were
probably trimeric bridged complexes as well. They gave three possible formulations
that fitted their general experimental findings in which seven chains were attached to a
central core of a triangularly µ3-oxo-bridged Fe(III)' clusters and a fourth model
(neutral complex) having a mixed (Fe(II),2Fe(III)) core attached to six chains to explain
the commercial FeSt2 compound.
Figure 7.2 Trimeric iron soaps
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Figure 7.2a shows the core of Abrahamsson and Lukaski structures I and II (basic trimeric ferric soaps
with stearate and sulfate counterions respectively). Figure 7.2b shows their neutral, mixed valent trimer
attributed to "FeSt2". Figure 7.2c shows a third possible neutral compound proposed here. Note that A &
L's neutral structure is identical to Popescu et al.'s proposed structure for ferric stearate molecules within
their L-B film. In that case, six chains (not seven) were attached to the central core, which, in the lamellar
structure formed during the course of their L-B film deposition (and confirmed by XRD), were divided so
that three (chains) pointed up and three pointed down, as in the splayed chain arrangement (e.g., see
Appendix 4.1&4.2 in Chapter 4).
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The characteristic IR signatures determined for the trimeric stearate soaps by various
authors are summarised in Table 7.1 for comparison with the IR data obtained here.
Table 7.1 Main IR stretches (4000-400cm-1) for trimeric oxo-bridged iron soaps
Compound
P
A (A not B or C); FeSt2;FeSt3
Y
A;P;Y;FeSt2;FeSt3
A;P;Y;FeSt2;FeSt3
P
A;P;Y;FeSt2;FeSt3
A
FeSt2;FeSt3
A;P;Y
A;FeSt3;P;Y
C;FeSt2
A;FeSt2;FeSt3;Y
A;P;FeSt2;FeSt3
Y (incorrectly assigned - see
below)
A;FeSt2;FeSt3
Y(incorrectly assigned - see
below)
A
A;Y
A;Y
Y
A;Y;P
A;P
P
P;Y
A
A;FeSt2;FeSt3
A;FeSt2;FeSt3
A;FeSt2;
A;FeSt2;FeSt3;S
P; (FeSt2)
A;FeSt3
FeSt2
FeSt2; (FeSt3)
FeSt3
FeSt3
A;FeSt2
FeSt3
A;FeSt2;FeSt3
FeSt2
A;FeSt3
A;FeSt2
FeSt3

wavenumber (cm-1)
3300-3500
3482
3435
2954-2960
2916-2930
2880
2849-2860
1720
1710-1715
1594;1586
1573-1585
1522-1536
1520
1463-1470
1443-1456
1453
1411-1420
1383
1374-1380
1310-1320
1112-1116
970
721-725
668-679
615
604-605
582-585
476-478
456-463
426-428
386-394
380 (381)
369-370
353
345 (341)
320
312
300-303
258
238-240
228
215-220
199-208
186

assignment
νH2O
νH2O
νasCH (CH3)
νasCH (CH2)
νsCH (CH3)
νsCH (CH2)
ν(C=O)
νas(COO)
νas(COO)
δ(H2O)
δ(H2O)?
δas(CH2)n
νs(COO)
δ(CH2)
νs(COO)
δs(CH2)n
tω(CH3)n
νsC-C + δ(OH)
tω(CH2)n;ρ(CH2)n
δ(OCO)
π(COO)
νas(Fe3O)
νas(Fe3O)

νd(FeO4); (?)
νd(FeO4)
νd(FeO4); (free acid)
free acid
δs(Fe2O)
free acid
δ(OFeO)
free acid?

A; "A, B and C" Models of Abrahamsson and Lukaski, 1994; FeSt2 and FeSt3 - from Abrahamsson and
Lukaski, 1994; P - Popescu et al., 1996; Y - compound "IV" of Yakubov et al., 1985 (myristate); S Yakubov's compound IV in Semonova et al., 1987 - (Abrahamsson and Lukaski noted that assignments
by Yakubov et al., and Semenova et al., were based on analogous acetates which have since been revised
- see Meesuk, Jayasooriaya and Cannon, 1987; and Montri and Cannon, 1985) - see Table7.10.

Table 7.2 Main IR peaks of iron oxy compounds *
Compound
Band 1
Band2
Band3
Band4
Fe3O4
570; 570-580; 580 450
390; 375-400
γ-Fe2O3
640; 640-560b
575
400; 450
305
*after Table 1 of Bewick, Kalaji and Larramona (1991) (and references therein); also see Schwertmann
and Cornell (1991).
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7.1.3 Nano-structured metal oxide formation
To this authors best knowledge, conversion of iron soaps to maghemite, magnetite or
hematite has not been previously reported, although the parallel idea of producing metal
oxides from pyrolysed films of metal soap containing L-B films is not new. For
example, Amm et al. (1993) fabricated "ultrathin" lanthanide oxide films after
annealing yttrium, lanthanum and erbium arachidate L-B multilayers at above 300˚C their average particle size falling in the range of 50-100nm. Taylor and Lambi (1994)
reported the preparation of ZnO films after heat treatment of Zn stearate L-B films at
250˚C in flowing N2.
Nanosized magnetic iron oxide particles have been discussed by Bee et al. (1995) who
reported the aqueous synthesis of very fine magnetite particles in the presence of a
capping ligand (citrate ions) similar to the carboxylate capping most likely contributing
to limiting crystal growth in the syntheses here. Mild thermal treatment converted these
to maghemite particles.
Nanophase iron oxide/hydroxide minerals particles have been postulated as the
predominant components of the Martian regolith (e.g., Banin et al., 1993) - their
nanocrystalline size attributed to isolation of iron oxides within clay particles, and hence
effectively blocking substantial particle growth. Here the role of lamellar or alternative
mesostructures formed by the bulky fatty acids is discussed as the agent for restriction
of particle growth, through geometrical densification of the trimeric headgroups during
condensation of iron soap to iron oxide nanoparticles resulting in a similar restriction of
growth, as is inferred to occur in the presence of clays or capping ligands, or indeed as
occurs in the growth of nanometric metal sulfide particles via the treatment of metal
soaps with H2S gas (see Chapter 6).

7.2 Experimental
7.2.1 Syntheses of iron soaps
Syntheses of the iron soaps were described in Chapter 2. To review briefly, Femy1 and
Femy2 were precipitated using the double decomposition method (using oxidised
ferrous sulfate solutions) in warm (ca. 50˚C) aqueous solution yielding soaps that were
purified by washing with water (Femy1) and ethanol (Femy1 and Femy2), followed by
extraction into pyridine and recrystallisation. Femy3 and Femy4 were prepared by the
same precipitation method as the former soaps, giving trimeric soaps that were purified
by washing in water and ethanol only. Femy5 was prepared from ferric solution, washed
with water and ethanol and used without solvent extraction. All samples were stored as
powders in their air dried state, and characterised as such. Characteristic XRD, IR and
weight loss experiments showed that the iron soaps retained their properties over a
period of up to 2 years.
7.2.2 Syntheses of iron oxide nanoparticles
Qualitative experiments were performed with 0.05-0.5g samples of powdered soaps that
were heated either on aluminium foil or on glass microscope slides for ca. 15-30 hours
either in vacuo or air (1 atmosphere). These samples became viscous brown fluids that
strongly adhered to their substrates above their respective chain melting points (ca. 7090˚C), and remained as smectic phases if cooled from below their respective lamellarhexagonal transition. Similarly samples adhered to their substrate when cooled from the
mesophase or melt, and were dark brown. Weight loss, other than due to evaporation of
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loosely absorbed water, was negligible for samples heated below their decomposition at
about 180˚C.
Samples that were heated beyond their decomposition point became glassy black, and
peeled away from their substrate, often developing shrinkage cracks, and mass loss due
to escape of volatiles derived from the decomposed soaps.

7.3 Results
7.3.1 Chemical analyses
Table 7.3 Microanalysis results for Femy4
Element
found
expected
Fe*
11.14
10.46
O
16.12
15.98
C
61.39
62.99
H
11.22
10.57
Cl
0.13
0.00
* by difference
(values accurate to ca. 0.3% absolute)
Trimeric iron soap (for neutral basic trimeric Fe(II,III,III) soap)
Fe(III)3 O [(CH3)(CH2)12COO]6 [H2O]3 MW = 1601.8

Table 7.4 Ash and moisture contents determined for iron soaps
Soap

Ash (crucible)

Femy1
Femy2
Femy3
Femy4

16.71±0.3*
20.74±4.64
15.65±0.44
19.57±0.86
18.19±0.46
15.38±0.35

Ash
(TGA)**

Moisture
(crucible)
–
2.17±3.84
4.84±0.38
3.18±0.72
4.72±0.39
6.08±0.30

Moisture
(TGA)**

20.02†
3.32†
12.61††
Femy5
14.50†;
1.62† 1.81††
14.68††
Expected ash weight based on neutral basic trimeric Fe(II,III,III) soap: 14.95%
* by difference from microanalysis
** TGA errors better than ca. 3% of quoted value
† in flowing oxygen (see below)
†† in flowing argon
Ash determined by weight difference (measured to 0.1mg; approximate errors calculated assuming ca.
0.5mg measurement error) of oven dried (110˚C) soap versus soap ashed at 1000˚C and weighed as
hematite (Fe2O3) - ash identity confirmed as pure hematite by XRD. Moisture by difference of air
dried versus oven dried soap. . Dry sample sizes (ashing in 2-7g crucibles): Femy2 - 13.5mg; Femy3 131.6mg; Femy4(1st) - 70.0mg; Femy4 (2nd) - 129.2mg; Femy5 - 165.2mg. TGA sample weights:
Femy4(Ar) - 4.623mg; Femy4(O2) 5.16mg; Femy5(Ar) - 6.45mg; Femy5(O2) - 7.23mg
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7.3.2 XRD results

Intensity (counts)

Figure 7.3a XRD patterns for lamellar iron soaps
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Note the differences in the chain-packing peaks near 25˚2Θ. See Figure 7.6a and Table 7.5
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Figure 7.3b XRD pattern for hexagonal columnar mesophase in iron soaps
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The peak near 22˚2Θ is assigned to an inter-trimer repeat unit - see Figure 7.9a. Also see Table 7.6
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Figure 7.3c XRD patterns for nematic-like iron soaps
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Note the single mesophase peak near 3˚2 Θ, and the broad chain-packing peak near 23-24˚2Θ
(see Table 7.7 and Figure 7.6c)

Figure 7.3d XRD traces with maghemite and hematite peaks
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“Grown-up” maghemite particles. Note the low-angle diffraction maxima corresponding to an
iron-containing mesophase, the broad peaks corresponding to chain-packing, minor hematite
and traces of other iron oxides.
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Figure 7.3e High resolution XRD trace of “grown-up” maghemite (Femy1)
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The peaks are indexed according to tetragonal maghemite. Cubic indices appear within parentheses.
Note that some peaks can be indexed to a tetragonal cell, but not to a cubic cell (see Table7.8 and
Table 7.13 and Figure 7.6d - cf. Table 7.12)

Table 7.5 Long and short spacings of lamellar iron soaps at 25˚C & 125˚C
Soap
Femy1
Femy2
Femy3
Femy4

Long (Å)
40.8±0.2;n=6
39.0±1.0;n=5
39.9±0.1;n=6
40.3±0.1;n=7

Main Short (Å)
4.14±0.05
4.18±0.05
4.25±0.05 3.84±0.05
4.16±0.05

Femy5
39.9±0.1;n=6
4.12±0.05
* all weak and very broad unless otherwise denoted as Sp - or sharp

Other (Å)*
3.32; 2.20; 1.49
3.32; 2.68; 2.20
4.06; 4.24; 3.54; 2.68Sp;
2.20; 2.20Sp??
3.32; 2.12

Table 7.6 Long and short XRD spacings of the suspected hexagonal mesophase
obtained from iron soaps cooled from 150˚C or ca. 180˚C to 25˚, and at scans
measured at 125˚C and 170˚C
Soap
Femy2#

Femy3 (cooled from
150˚C)
Femy4 **

Long
21.3±0.4St;
12.3±0.5Md;
11.2±0.2Md
21.6±0.4 St; 12.5±0.4
Md; 10.8±0.4 Md;

Short
4.18±0.05 Br

Other
3.86Sh

4.17±0.05 Br

7.9 Wk-Md;2.97;
2.81;2.54;2.18;1.60;
1.49

21.2±0.5; 12.1±0.5;
4.30±0.05 Br
11.2±0.5
Femy5##
21.6±0.4 St; 13.0±0.2
4.86±0.05 Wk-Md;
4.28 Sh; 3.30 Br; 2.81
Md; 11.4±0.2 Md;
4.18±0.05 Br
Sp; 2.54 Br; 2.24; 2.16;
8.6±0.2; 7.5±0.2
2.08 Sp
Femy4†
22.3±0.5
4.5±0.1 Br
Femy5†
23.1±0.4
4.5±0.1 Br
# minor phase that coexisted with the lamellar phase at room temperature
** minor phase that coexisted with trapped nematic-like phase (see Table 7.7)
## see Figure 7.3b
† XRD at 125˚C (scanned from 2-30˚2Θ)
All peaks weak unless otherwise noted
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Table 7.7 Long and short XRD spacings of iron soaps cooled from ca. 185˚C to 25˚
and at 185˚C *
Soap
Femy1
Femy2
Femy4**

Sample
Femy1s19
MFMY2120
Mag1Jun30

Long
31.5±1.0 St
30.8±0.5 St
31.2±1.4 St

Short
4.34±0.05 Br
4.30±0.05 Br
4.30±0.05 Br

Other
2.75 Br
2.55 Br
2.81Sp; 2.69; 2.54 Br; 1.99 Sp;
1.70Br; 1.63 Br;1.49Br

Femy5
Mag2Jun30
33.5±1.0
4.49±0.05 Br
Femy4†
Femy186h
27.7±1.5 St 4.55±0.05 Br
Femy5†
Fem5186h
27.4±1.5 St 4.58±0.05 Br
* Soaps without significant Maghemite XRD peaks.
** also coexisted with trapped hexagonal phase (see Table 7.6)
All peaks weak unless otherwise noted
Sp - sharp; Br - broad; St strong; Md - medium

Table 7.8 Observed and fitted* XRD results for tetragonal maghemite after Femy1
a=8.35±0.01 Å; c=25.08±0.04 Å
no h
k
l
dobs (Å)

dcalc (Å)

residual
(Å)
1
1
0
1
7.924
7.919
0.005
2
1
1
3
4.817
4.821
-0.004
3
1
0
5
4.300
4.300
0.000
4
2
0
3
3.727
3.734
-0.007
5
2
0
6
2.950
2.953
-0.003
6
1
1
9
2.524
2.520
0.004
7
2
0
9
2.320
2.318
0.002
8
0
0
12 2.088
2.090
-0.002
9
2
1
12 1.821
1.824
-0.003
10 2
2
12 1.707
1.706
0.001
11 1
1
15 1.607
1.609
-0.002
12 4
0
12 1.478
1.477
0.001
13 2
0
18 1.325
1.322
0.003
14 3
3
15 1.277
1.274
0.003
15 4
4
12 1.200
1.205
-0.005
16 6
2
12 1.119
1.116
0.003
17 3
1
21 1.092
1.088
0.004
* cell parameters and d-spacings were calculated using
"Unit Cell" (Holland and Redfern, 1997)

7.3.3 Thermal Analysis
Figure 7.4 TGA and DSC traces of selected iron soaps
100
1

3

80

6
4

TGA:
Red - Femy5 in oxygen
Blue - Femy5 in argon

5
7

DSC:
Red - Femy3 in argon
Blue - Femy4 in argon

% Weight

2

60

40
8
9

20

0

1 0

0

100

200

300
400
Temperature (˚C)

500

1 1

600

700
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Table 7.9a TGA weight loss for Femy5
#

T (˚C)

1
2

60
ca. 80

3

100-110

4

145-165

TGA%
wt loss
(O2)

(1-3)
1.62

TGA %
wt loss
(Ar)

(1-3) 1.81

Assignment

Premelt endotherm and onset of water loss
Chain melting; first order transition from crystalline
rotor to SmC (or double transition to SmC via molten
smectic rotor) or hexagonal phase
Final loss of loosely absorbed water

Smectic C to hexagonal mesophase transition
(Femy3,4)
5
180-200
Onset of iron oxide formation and transition from
soap mesophase to anisotropic melt transition and/or
degradation with minor (soap) volatilisation
6
220
Onset of rapid water and hydroxyl loss; Onset of
significant chain degradation/ volatilisation (H2O,
CO2, CO?)
7
280
(6-7)
Final loss of inter-trimer water and hydroxyls; Onset
13.13
of rapid chain degradation/ volatilisation - myristone
evaporation?
8
320-330
(7-8)
Onset of chain degradation slow-down; End of rapid
56.24
chain degradation/volatilisation
9
350-370
(8-9) 7.24 Final stage of chain degradation and volatilisation in
argon; Final stage of iron oxide (hematite) formation
in oxygen atmosphere
10
540
(9-10)
Onset of iron oxide/hydrate/hydroxide (carbonate?)
2.62
decomposition??
11
600
(5-11)
(10-11)
Final stage of iron oxide (hematite?) formation in
82.96
3.44
argon*
* total weight loss for TGA runs given in Table 7.4

Table 7.9b DSC data*
Sample
Femy1

Femy2

Femy3

Femy4

Femy5

Temp
49.9
57.0
82.3
172; 181; 189
50.7; 63.5; 69
79.0
189.8
59.5
74.2

Heat absorbed J/g
2.7

100.7
153
48; 68
84.0
158
165
49
69.0; 81.3

51.2
3.8

76.8
ca. 20
50.0
22.1
51.2

94.8
11.5
<1
ca. 51

97
ca. 51
170; 179
total of < 2
* boldface type highlights main endothermic peaks

Comment
2nd order
Chain melting
2nd order
Chain melting

These two chain
melting peaks
total 102 J/g
2nd order
Chain Melting

2nd order
These two chain
melting peaks
total 102 J/g

Femy2

1411 w/m sh

1411 w/m sh

Femy4

1540 vs

500 w

452 vw

428 w sp

499 w sp

452 vw

427 w sp

540 w

427 w sp

500 w sp

580 br w/m 594-600 br m

542 w

580 w

428 w sp

483 m/w

600-622 br m/s

665 w

867-889 w sp
722 m sp

889 vw

722 m sp

889 vw

720 m sp

672 w sp

1089 w

670 vw

1115 m sp

1113 m

1089 w

1115 m
1088 w

1117 m
1092 w
1069 br m
1020 w
890 vw
721 m sp

672vw
664vw

1312
1288
1267
1243
1217
1193

1320 m

1320 w
1332
1312
1288
1266
1241
1216
1192

1320 m
1332
1312
1288
1265
1241
1216
1192

1411 w sh

1467 m sp
1450 s

428 w sp

480-500 w

600 br m/s

672 m sp

722 m sp

889 vw

1028 br w

1092 w

1111 m

1320 w
1332
1312
1288
1264
1240
1215
1192

1411 w sh

1467 m sp
1450 s

1533 m

1583 vs

414 w sp

450 m br

600 s br

719 vw sp

1069 m br

1165 w sh
1154 w sp
1111 w sp

see Figure
7.5b

1411 vw
1383 w sh ?
1319 vw

1439 vw

1530 w
1467 vw

1617 w sh

1617 w sh
1580 vs

1637 m sp
1617 s sp
1590 w sh
1576 w sh
1561 s sp

1639 vw sh

1633 mw sh

Mag 1

1710 w

1778 vw

Femy5

1710 w

1711 vw

1778 vw

2956m sp, 2922 vs sp,
2872w sp, 2856 s sp

3556, 3478, 3467, 3422 *

1411 w sh

1467 m sp
1450 s

1540 s

1580 vs

1722 w
1706 w
1639 w sh
1617 w sh

Femy3

1320 m
1332
1312
1288
1265
1241
1216
1192

1453 s sp

1520 s
1467 m sp
1453 s sp

1467 m sp

1533 vs

1590 s sh

15801590 w sh

1563 s

1632 vs

1633

2956m sp, 2922 vs sp,
2872w sp, 2856 s sp

3480 s br

Femy1
Mag41d

410 w ?

482 m br

611 m br

670 w sp

720 w sp

889 vw sp

1115 m sp

1311 m

415 w ?

436 w sp

470 w br

601 m br

668 w sp

721 w sp

877 w

1115 m

1168 vw

weak
and hidden in noise

1380? vw sh
1315 m

1444 vs sp
1410 vw sh

1411 vw sh

1540 vs

1580 m-s sh

1710 w

1778 vw sp

Mag 2d

1467 vw
1440-1450 vs sp

1540 vs

1580 m-s sh

1611 w sh

1716 m sp

2956m sp, 2922 vs sp,
2872w sp, 2856 s sp

3556, 3478, 3467, 3422 *

Assignment

COO- wag

antisymmetric Fe3O stretch

COO- bend

fundamental CH 2 rock

CH3 rock

CH2 twist and wag
progression bands

CH2 adjacent COOH
CH3 , C-H rock

CH2 scissor deformation
COO- symmetric stretch

H-O-H bend - water

COO- antisymmetric stretch

H-O-H bend - water

myristic acid C=0 stretch

CH3 and CH 2 symmetric and
antisymmetric stretches

O-H stretch - water or hydroxyl
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7.3.4 IR spectra

Table 7.10 Infrared data for iron soaps and heat treated soaps (see Figures 7.5a,b)
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Figure 7.5a IR spectra of iron soaps
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Figure 7.5b IR spectra of iron soap and heat treated soap - progression bands
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7.3.5 TEM and electron diffraction
Figure 7.6a Cryo-TEM images of lamellar soap crystallites (Femy1 and Femy5)

Left image: Pure Femy1 particle imaged at ca. -150˚C, showing triangular growth morphology,
indicative of three dimensional crystallisation. Right image: Pure Femy5 particle imaged at ca. -150˚C,
also showing a triangular growth habit. The electron diffraction pattern was taken at low beam intensity,
soon after the particle was imaged. The diffraction pattern faded soon after. A hexagonal arrangement of
spots can be seen in this image. XRD patterns for these soaps are given in Figure 7.3a.

Figure 7.6b Small maghemite particles grown from soap mesophase (Femy2)

These (non-cryo) TEM images are of typical small maghemite (or magnetite) particles in a former soap
matrix, and are from different areas in the same micrograph. These were long enough for significant
particle growth. The small black spots are maghemite (or magnetite - as confirmed by the inset powder
electron diffraction pattern). In some areas of these images, rough alignments occur between localised
magnetic particles suggesting that the mesophase was pseudomorphed by the magnetic particles. The
sample was heated in air, first at 120˚C for several hours, then at ca. 180˚C for about 12-15 hours. The
soap precursor had an XRD pattern similar to that in Figure 7.3b.
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Figure 7.6c Random maghemite particles after the anisotropic melt of Femy1

The small, randomly scattered black areas were confirmed as either maghemite or magnetite particles
(from the inset electron diffraction pattern). The images were obtained from different parts of the same
micrograph (obtained without cryo techniques). These particles were obtained by mild decomposition of
iron soap above its melting temperature (in the “nematic-like’ melt phase - see Figure 7.3c), for less time
than required to grow larger particles (see next image).

Figure 7.6d - “Grown-up” maghemite after Femy1

TEM image of “grown-up” maghemite or magnetite particles. This sample was prepared by heating iron
soap (Femy1) for several days above its decomposition temperature (ca. 190-200˚C). The electron
diffraction pattern confirmed the identity of these particles (see inset).
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Table 7.11 Electron diffraction results from Femy1 & 5 soap particles at -150˚C
40

5.53

41

5.56
5.40

45

5.80
5.48

47

51

52

53

57
19.7
16.9
13.2
12.2

2.28

2.85
2.31
1.84

2.32
1.85

23

3.26
2.81
2.29

2.81
2.29
1.93

24

25

28

29

31

33

13.1

5.51

5.51
5.43

5.38

4.89

36

38

13.7

5.38
5.10

5.51
5.46
5.10
5.04

5.29
5.09

5.26

5.38
5.35
5.09
4.93

5.51

5.53
5.48

3.70
3.28
2.85
2.72
2.30
1.82

2.80
2.29
1.97
1.84
1.58

1.36

3.70

3.70

3.39
3.35

2.82
2.26
1.91

2.66
2.30
1.82

3.48
3.29

2.72

2.73

2.23

2.23
1.82
1.68

2.72

2.02
1.77
1.67

3.30
2.81
2.70
2.28
2.18

2.75
2.21
2.01
1.77

1.72

3.39
3.20

3.20

2.79

2.79

2.26

2.31

1.72
1.68

1.83
1.70

1.39

1.32

3.44
2.89
2.85
2.53
2.30

1.34

1.32

5.45

5.63
5.45

4.95
3.52
3.46
3.18
2.82
2.75

3.48
3.34
3.18
2.83

3.24
2.87
2.81

2.30

2.31

2.32

1.82
1.72

1.84
1.70

1.85

1.39

1.49
1.38

1.57
1.45

1.36

5.51
5.20

4.64

1.58
1.28

22

6.57
5.48
5.31

4.55
3.69

2.79

21

5.61
5.48

5.24
5.13

3.46
3.16
2.81

58

1.74

1.35

1.28

Numbers in the first row are electron micrograph numbers minus their ‘24-’ prefix. Micrographs 2440-58
correspond to Femy1; micrographs 2421-38 correspond to Femy5

Table 7.12 Electron diffraction results from tetragonal maghemite particles
Sample
Mag1/2443
after Femy1

spacing
3.01
2.54
2.09
1.60
1.48
1.28
1.10

intensity
med
v. str
med
med
str
wk
med

Mag2
2585/90/83/93
after Femy2

2.95
2.52
2.08
1.62
1.47
1.01

v. wk
str
med
v. wk
med
v. wk

hkl †
2 0 6 (2 0 2)
1 1 9 (1 1 3)
0 0 12 (0 0 4)
1 1 15 (1 1 5)
4 0 12 (4 0 4)
3 3 15 (3 3 5)
6 2 12? (3 1 7)

2 0 6 (2 0 2)
1 1 9 (1 1 3)
0 0 12 (0 0 4)
1 1 15 (1 1 5)
4 0 12 (4 0 4)
0 0 24; 2 2 24
(0 0 8); (6 6 0)?
0.90
v. wk
? (6 6 4)?
† (hkl) indices for cubic maghemite are given in parentheses

Table 7.13 XRD peak broadening and crystallite size from Scherrer equation
sample
Mag1*

(hkl)†
d(Å)
2Θ
FWHM (˚2Θ)
size (Å)
2 0 6 (2 2 0)
2.953
35.266
0.952
116.05
1 1 9 (3 1 1)
2.521
41.567
1.204
91.019
0 0 12 (4 0 0)
2.090
50.670
1.419
78.853
1 1 15 (5 1 1)
1.610
67.500
1.564
77.698
4 0 12 (4 4 0)
1.478
74.510
1.336
97.237
Mag5**
1 1 9 (3 1 1)
2.532
41.368
1.425
75.404
4 0 12 (4 4 0)
1.485
74.055
1.738
72.274
* determined using continuous scan from 2-110˚2Θ, 0.02˚ step size, 5 seconds per step (7.5 hour scan)
** determined using stepped scan 2-80˚2Θ, 0.05˚ step size, 1 second per step (26 minute scan)
† (hkl) indices for cubic maghemite are given in parentheses
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7.4 Discussion of results
7.4.1 Soap syntheses and products - molecular structures
Similar XRD long and short spacings, DSC/TGA transition/degradation temperatures,
IR spectra and products of thermal treatment point to a common phase type in each
soap, with some limited variation between samples
IR showed the soaps Femy1-5 to be very similar, Femy1 and Femy2 and to a lesser
extent Femy4 having extra absorption maxima near 1630cm-1 consistent with either
coordinated water in excess of that in the other soaps or monodentate fatty acid binding
but probably not pyridine (no smell of pyridine was found when these soaps were
heated).
The same division of soaps was found using DSC - Femy1,2 and 4 were very similar,
and Femy3 and 5 were clearly a distinct set of their own. A double chain-melting
transition was recorded for Femy3 and Femy5 heated in Ar - whereas when Femy1,2
and Femy4 were heated in Ar, a single chain melting transition was recorded, the
doublet appearing in the latter set as a weak pre-chain melting second order (or weakly
first order) endotherm in addition to the main chain melting endotherm. The post chain
melting transitions indicates that Femy1 and Femy2 were similar soaps, and so were
Femy3 and Femy5 alike each other, whereas Femy4 appeared to fit best with the latter
pair. Obvious decomposition of the soaps was indicated in Femy1,3 and 5, not in
Femy2 or Femy4.
XRD long spacings indicate that all of the soaps were similar except Femy2, whose
coexistence with what is probably a higher temperature phase (probably the same phase
detected above the respective chain melting points of Femy4 and Femy5) is another
example of variation amongst these soaps. The XRD short spacings of Femy1,2, 4 and 5
were all similar, and indicative of loosely packed chains in oscillatory motion about
their respective long axes, but otherwise in the all-trans state - Femy2 and 4 having
some secondary structure indicative of slightly less oscillatory disorder, more akin to an
almost molten triclinic chain packing subcell. The short spacings of Femy3 can be
indexed to a somewhat disordered orthorhombic subcell, again demonstrating variation
amongst the similar soaps.
The soaps were probably all trimeric predominantly ferric soaps, although Femy2 was
highly coloured (vivid orange/red/yellow) indicative of a mixed Fe(III,III,II) trimer Femy1 and Femy4 may have also contained a small amount of the ferrous ion, judging
by their colours, which were somewhat intermediate to Femy2 and the two light
brown/tan to light pink/orange, undoubtedly ferric soaps - Femy3 and 5. The ash
analyses showed this division also, with far less accuracy due to errors associated with
small sample weights.
In any case, the time at which the soap solution was added to the oxidising Fe(II)
solution was not standardised here, nor was the temperature of the solutions or the exact
stoichiometries, so some variation in Fe(II) fraction and/or soap type was reasonably
expected.
The possibility that these compounds were synthesised as monomers can be confidently
ruled out by the fact that the difference in assigned vibration frequencies (see Table
7.10) of the asymmetric and symmetric carboxylate stretches are more consistent with a
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bridging mode as discussed by Abrahamson and Lukaski (1994) (also see Nakamoto,
1986, pp248-251). Additionally, these soaps probably were not prepared with a µ-oxo
dimeric core given the lack of broad and strong IR absorption between 820-840cm-1
(Murray, 1977), and 725-885cm-1 (Kurtz, 1990). The only positive structural models for
iron soaps (either bulk soaps or as L-B films) appear to contain the trimeric cores as
discussed above, and shown in Figure 7.2.
The lack of confirmation of the monomeric or dimeric cores for these soaps support
their classification as trimeric (or higher) clusters bound by fatty acids. Higher order
oxo-iron clusters are known but rarely form in aqueous solution (those that do are
discussed by Burger and Klüfers (1997) - Fe14 ; and Powell et al., 1996 - Fe17 and
Fe19). Such higher clusters are not thought to be significant contributors to the samples
obtained here because they would require much lower fatty acid to iron ratios than
observed (since more iron atoms are not available for fatty acid binding - however some
contribution from higher clusters may explain the higher than expected ash weight
found for Femy4 (possibly Femy2). In addition, TEM images of Femy1 and Femy5
obtained at -150˚C were virtually devoid of contrast variation at the length scale
expected for clusters intercalated between fatty acid layers (see Figure 7.6a).
Furthermore, if we take Femy5, for example, and assume that impurity levels were low
(i.e., the product was essentially a single phase) then the lamellar structure of the soap
combined with an ash content of ca. 15% requires that each Fe must occupy, on
average, an in-plane area of approximately 20-23Å2, the cross section of a single chain
in partial oscillatory motion about its long axis but otherwise in an all-trans state (e.g.,
Larsson, 1994) as is suggested by the hexagonal chain packing peak in the wide angle
XRD spectra of these soaps (except Femy3). Such an open structured in-plane iron
density is probably too low for a somewhat condensed phase like an oxide cluster, given
the measured stoichiometry. For comparison, the in-plane (001) cation density of a
typical condensed mineral like hexagonal ferrihydrite (Fe5HO8.4H2O) is obtained by
dividing its in-plane area (obtained using a=5.08Å) by the number of cations (5) - i.e.,
about 4.5Å2 per cation - obviously too dense to explain the data here. Given that local
cation density in clusters (such as Fe14, Fe17, Fe19 - Heath et al., 1996; Burger and
Klüfers, 1997) will be intermediate between the condensed infinite crystals like
ferrihydrite and the trimeric model, so we can reasonably assume that the observed data
is better explained by a trimer than a cluster of the order of ca. Fe14 or greater.
7.4.2 Impurities in Femy1-5
Impurities in iron soaps included trace amounts of fatty acids, other minor iron soaps
and minor coprecipitated nanoparticulate iron oxides and/or hydroxides. The samples
appeared to be single soap phases (or mixed phases with almost identical diffraction
patterns), as the possible coexisting alternative soap structures were at levels below the
detection limit of powder XRD. Femy3 was the only sample that gave significant extra
diffraction in the wide angle that was probably coprecipitated α-Fe2O3 (or possibly
akaganeite - β-FeOOH) mixed intimately within the soap. Minor accessory magnetite
(Fe3O4) was found using TEM imaging mode upon Femy2; other minor phases whose
respective x-ray diffraction peaks were consistent with the peaks in column 4 of Table
7.5 include ferrihydrite, akaganeite, hematite and magnetite. The ash results for Femy4
(and possibly Femy2) were significantly higher than predicted, and this may reflect the
formation of accessory condensed iron oxide nanophases.
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Little evidence was found to suggest that these soaps contained more than one
predominant soap phase each. Single and well defined chain melting peaks in the DSC
traces of Femy1,2 and 4 support this - the similarity of double melting curves in the
DSC traces of Femy3 and Femy5 (from DSC) suggest a mixed soap system is
improbable, and hot stage polarising microscopy of Femy5 also suggests single phase
behaviour. Single sets of XRD long spacings dominated each spectrum (except Femy2)
supporting this single soap phase hypothesis. The shorter (long) spacings found in the
room temperature XRD spectrum corresponding to Femy2 can be likened to the high
temperature ca. 21-22 Å phase (probably a hexagonal mesophase) found after cooling
Femy3 and Femy5 from temperatures below that required to trap the ca. 27-31Å phase.
High temperature XRD spectra recorded for Femy4 and Femy5 suggest that the
hexagonal mesophase is stable at elevated temperatures also.
The arguments above establish that the soaps Femy1-5 are quite probably reasonably
pure compounds, that share similar chemical, spectral, structural and thermal properties
with each other and with those of previous studies, and are thus likely to be long-chain
oxo-bridged trimeric molecules. However, the observed variation amongst the set of
five soaps tend to suggest that each soap has subtle structural and chemical peculiarities
not shared by every other soap, consistent with the expected sensitivity of iron soaps to
a whole range of parameters during their respective syntheses. The noted variations in
soap character here probably arise from variations in headgroup charge, water content,
counterion type (myristate, chloride, sulfate etc.), degree of inter-headgroup
polymerisation - all of which can be accommodated by small changes in the basic
trimeric headgroup structure model.

7.5 Simple models for the crystalline unit cell of trimeric iron soaps
7.5.1 The fully polymerised headgroup model
The "fully polymerised headgroup" (FPHG) model is illustrated in Figure 7.7. It is
intended as a first order approximation to the real structure of the headgroups for
lamellar iron soaps containing the oxo-bridged trimeric moiety. It is not a unique model
structure, and alternatives are discussed below. This model features the simplest, most
symmetric combination of trimers that reproduce the area per hydrocarbon chain
measured by experiment.
The model structure is based on the hypotheses that individual iron soap trimers will
condense to infinite sheet structures when in close enough contact to each other (as they
are in this model).
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Figure 7.7 Fully polymerised headgroup model (FPHG)
A

B

white: oxygen
black: iron
red: water
mirror plane

12.16Å

FPHG model* Molecular formula: Fe3O(CH3(CH2)12COO)6.1.5H2O MW = 1574.77 Daltons
Unit Cell: hexagonal; a=12.16Å [12.67Å]; c=40.0Å [40.0Å]; Z=2
Area per chain in headgroup plane: 21.34Å2 [23.17Å2]
Fe–µ3O:
1.93Å [1.93Å]
Fe–µ2O (water):
1.93Å [2.12Å]
Fe–µ3O–Fe (trimer):
120˚ [120˚]
µ3O–Fe–µ2O (water)
110˚ [110˚]
* values in"[..]" correspond to the model with Fe-Owater distance of 2.12Å, and are included to show the
sensitivity of the model to the Fe–µ2O (water) distance, probably the least constrained parameter here.

The FPHG model has a lamellar structure (with a 40Å repeat) containing coplanar (flat)
trimeric cores linked into infinite sheets via water molecules, each such polar layer
sandwiched between layers of chains. Each trimer has six hydrocarbon chains, each
with three pointing up and vertically away from the plane of the headgroups, and six
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pointing down, vertically away from the headgroups, in a splayed chain arrangement
(see Appendix 4.1 in Chapter 4). The plane group of the polar layer is p6mm. The space
group depends upon the chain packing and the stacking of successive layers - if the
mirror planes shown in Figure 7.7b are maintained between the chains in the zdirection, the spacegroup would be P6mmm, however such a packing of chains is
considered unlikely and is discussed below.
7.5.2 What was assumed in the building of the FPHG model?
The main assumption was that the in-plane structure was dominated by the headgroup
arrangement rather than the chains (hence the terminal "HG" on the model designation
code). Model structures whose chains dominate the headgroup arrangement (e.g., FPC
model) are considered later.
The second assumption, already mentioned, and alluded to in the name, was that the
normally separate molecules polymerise through bridging water groups to form infinite
sheets of linked trimers - if individual water capped trimers are brought into contact via
self-assembly, half of the coordinated waters would be geometrically well placed to
condense in a process yielding µ2-aquo-bridged trimers ("poly-trimers") and free water.
Thirdly, and for initial simplicity (that could be relaxed later) the unit cell of the model
was assumed to be of the highest possible symmetry suitable for constructing planar
tilings with inherently triangular building blocks.
Fourthly, any charge held by an individual trimer (e.g., a fully ferric trimer with a
charge of positive one) was assumed to be balanced by a counterion that was either ,
randomly placed in the headgroup plane (floating) or bridging charged trimers (in the
place of water molecules shown in Figure 7.7). This assumption implies that chargebalanced, fully-ferric trimeric headgroups each have six chains - at odds with Lukaski
and Abrahamsons’ model (I) for fully-ferric trimers with seven chains, including a longchain fatty acid counterion. They argued for the longer chain counterion on the basis of
stoichiometry and a small IR vibration at or near 1700cm-1 , and the lack of any other
evidence supporting a smaller counterion. A similar weak IR peak was also found in the
spectra of Femy3, Femy5 and possibly Femy4 although attributed here to residual free
acid occurring as a separate phase (based on stoichiometric arguments - see below).
Trimers with small counterions are known (e.g., Semenova et al., 1987; Popescu et al.,
1996), and were discussed and ruled out as possible structures in Abrahamson and
Lukaski's study (their Model II) because of the better fit of their data to the trimer with
seven chains (including a stearate counterion), rather than a trimer with six chains and a
small counterion. A possible in-plane crystal structure for their molecule with seven
chains is discussed below.
The final assumption in constructing the FPHG model was that the crystallographic
arrangement of the chains are to some extent disordered, so as to accommodate a
geometrically reasonable chain packing subcell. If the symmetry of the headgroup cell
(plane group p6mm) was maintained by the chains, mirror planes would necessarily
divide the six chains attached to one trimer of the cell from the other - an inefficient
packing mode for (cylindrically shaped) chains in oscillatory motion about their
respective long axes, and a packing mode considered to be an unlikely arrangement however, if some random disordering was assumed, involving breakage of the mirror
planes between chains, the headgroup arrangement could still be maintained and the
packing of chains could then be, on-average, like the hexagonal cell expected for a rotor
phase - strong diffraction could still occur from the headgroups, given the larger
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scattering factors of iron and oxygen relative to carbon and hydrogen. Distortion of the
headgroup arrangement shown in Figure 7.7 due to packing demands from the chains
leads to the next series of models presented and discussed below.

7.5.3 Construction of alternative crystal structure models for lamellar
trimeric iron soaps based on a fixed hexagonal chain packing subcell
The "non-polymerised" or NPC model, the "partially polymerised (chain)" or
PPC model, the "fully polymerised" or FPC models (FPC1 and FPC2), and
the "seven-chain" or 7C models.
Figure 7.8a-e shows the five simplest, in-plane representations (NPC; PPC; FPC1&2;
7C) of iron soap structures that can be built by firstly assuming that saturated,
cylindrically-shaped chains pack into hexagonal subcells, each vertically inclined to the
lamellae, and with an inter-chain spacing of 4.85Å (corresponding to a 4.2Å chain
packing diffraction peak). Once the (construction) plane was tiled with chains in the
hexagonal subcell, single, triangular headgroup units were dependently allocated to sets
of three neighbouring chains (hence the Chain-dependent procedure - and the "C"
terminating the model designation codes) so that a full, crystallographic tiling of the
plane was achieved, with no exceptions to the rule of three chains per headgroup (in fact
there are six chains per headgroup - however three point up, and three down, thus only
three need be shown or used for construction).
The advantage to this chain dependent model construction scheme relative to the
headgroup dependent model is that the chains are satisfied in terms of efficient
hexagonal crystallographic orderliness by definition, with the headgroups complying to
the self-assembly forces of the chains. In contrast to the FPHG model, these models
assume a fully conformable headgroup layer.
Figure 7.8a The non-polymerised (NPC model)

a=8.4Å
b=8.4Å
γ=120˚

A single open circle represent two hydrocarbon chains, one pointing up and one down. The chains
are fixed on a hexagonal grid, and each chain has some freedom of rotation along its long axis.
The left image shows the unit cell formed by open triangles representing the trimeric core of the
iron soap. In the right image, filled triangles also represent trimeric cores. The open triangle in the
right image shows an alternative closer placing of a trimeric unit (an arrangement found in the
PPC and FPC models below). This illustrates the relatively large inter-trimer distance of the NPC
building blocks relative to those in the PPC and FPC models.

Given these construction rules, and assuming a hexagonal cell and no polymerisation,
the smallest cell achievable is he NPC model shown in Figure 7.8a. In this case plenty
of space surrounds each trimer, and consequently trimer polymerisation through
bridging modes is unlikely because of sufficient separation of neighbouring molecules.
The closest approach of iron atoms on neighbouring trimers is relatively large at 5.76Å
(using Fe-µ3O=1.93Å) compared with 3.16Å (3.48)Å for the FPHG model.
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Figure 7.8b The partially polymerised model (PPC)

a=8.4Å
b=15.4Å
γ = 90˚

In this figure, circles represent chains, triangles represent trimers (as in Figure 7.8a) and bold straight
lines represent bridging water molecules. The unit cell is shown at left. In the right image model water
bridges connect trimers into chains. The lower portion of the figure shows the chains sliding to give
closer contacts for the remaining non-bridged trimer bonding sites (as in Figures 7.8c&d below).

The next simplest variation of the chain-packing dependent models, occurs when we
alternate the orientation of the triangular headgroup units as shown in Figure 7.8b - the
PPC model. Condensation of the trimeric groups into linear polymers might now be
achieved through bridging groups (water, chlorine etc.) across the Fe-Fe gap calculated
here to be 3.98Å. If this was a water bridge, the average H-O-H angle required would be
close to 180˚, however the angle could be reduced by separating the linear trimer
polymers (through some small chain packing distortions). Alternatively, polyatomic
anions like sulfate or nitrate groups could play the roles of bridging modes.
In a liquid crystalline phase, such linear structures would be highly prone to
displacements as is shown in Figure 7.8b (e.g., the fourth row) and in doing so could
bring iron atoms on neighbouring linear polymers into close enough contact (also 3.98Å
for a uniform fatty acid chain spacing of 4.85Å) to fully condense into the infinite-sheet,
polymeric variants (the FPC1&2 models) shown in Figures 7.8c&d.
Figure 7.8c The fully polymerised model, variant 1 (FPC1)

a=9.70Å
b=14.55
γ=120˚

Open circles are chains, triangles are trimers and straight lines are bridging water molecules. The slide of
trimer-chains shown in Figure 7.8b leads to the model shown at right, with trimers in close contact
allowing full water bridging resulting in a sheet.
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Figure 7.8d The fully polymerised model, variant 2 (FPC2)

a=16.8Å
b=15.4Å
γ=90˚

Circles are chains, triangles are trimers and bold lines are water (or other bridging)
molecules. Compare this model with FPC1.

Models FPC1&2 are topological brethren with the model FPHG shown in Figure 7.7,
although this is not very obvious at first sight because of the relatively large distortions
of the chain dependent structures relative to the regular 6-rings of trimers in the
headgroup dependent model.
In these partially or fully polymerised structures, cross-linking of neighbouring trimers
is geometrically more favourable if larger anions bridge neighbours, such as the sulfates
or nitrates as mentioned, or in theory - by a fatty acid anion - metamorphosed from a
state of being "intratrimer bidentate" to one of "intertrimer bridging", with one of its
attachment points on the original trimer being filled by a water molecule. However, this
latter bridging mode (yielding a completely new set of variants), is considered
improbable given the likely stability of the bidentate carboxylates in the
[Fe3O(RCOO)6] headgroup.
Figure 7.8e The seven chain model (7C)

a=7.27Å
γ
b=17.49Å
=103.9˚

Figure 7.8e illustrates the simplest possible unit cell of a lamellar rotor phase made up of
[Fe3O(RCOO)6]+[RCOO]- units. The drawing at right is a simplified oblique view of the same
model, and is intended to demonstrate how the extra chain may be accommodated through
formation of a complementary stacking involving an inversion of alternate units forming "ditrimeric" molecular complexes (similar to what is proposed for the splayed chain arrangement in
triple-chain triglycerides (e.g., Larsson, 1994) and rare-earth soaps (see Appendix 4.1 and 4.2 in
Chapter 4). The inversion here is like stacking an inverted chair on the seat of an upright chair.
Compare the right image here with the inset in Figure 3.15. The closest separation of the "ditrimers" in the 7C model are illustrated by small filled circles.
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The (undistorted) inter-trimer distances are short enough (3.98Å) that polymerisation of
this phase (through bridging waters etc.) is conceivable, but unlikely because each Fe3O
triangular group is probably displaced away from its position shown here, towards the
seventh chain, in order to accommodate the geometric demands of an extra tail, in
agreement with the three waters per molecule in Model I of Abrahamson and Lukaskii.e., [Fe3O(RCOO)6]+[RCOO]- .3H2O (e.g., see Figure 7.2a). Their fully ferric trimeric
Model III involved replacing one of the coordinated waters with a monodentate stearate
anion. Their seven-chain, dihydrate molecule could be described using the same
dimerism, and basic crystal lattice as shown in Figure 7.8e, if the "di-trimers" remained
unbridged by water molecules.
The crystal structures of iron soaps are therefore probably limited to combinations and
hybrids of the five simple models i.e., FPHG, NPC, PPC, FPC(1&2), and 7C.

7.6 Reproduction of observations by models
7.6.1 XRD Long spacing
The observed XRD long spacing of ca. 40Å was easy to build into each model - this
figure is obtained for many soaps (cation independent) whose (C14) chains are fully
extended (or very close to fully extended) either side of a monolayer of cations in the
headgroup region of the molecular constituents (e.g., lanthanide myristates, cadmium
myristate - see Chapter 3 regarding soap structures). The long spacing was largely
unchanged on going from a herringbone arrangement of the soap chains to one which
has more rotational disorder, as the chain remains on average close to the all-trans state
(see Chapter 3 regarding crystalline soap structures and Chapter 5 regarding liquid
crystalline phases of soaps).
7.6.2 XRD short spacing, area per hydrocarbon chain, and the liquid crystalline
rotor phase
The area per fatty acid group projected onto the polar layer of the chain-dependent
models was based on an ideal rotor phase with (cylindrical, untilted) chains separated,
on average, by 4.85Å, and packed into a hexagonal cell. These models (i.e., NPC, PPC,
FPC1 and FPC2) therefore reproduced the measured cells of all the rotor phase soaps
almost by definition. The disordered orthorhombic cell proposed for Femy3
corresponds to a small squashing of the rotor phase hexagonal cell in one direction, and
so could be reproduced from a slightly distorted chain arrangement in any of the chain
dependent models.
The area per chain in the FPHG model structure was set at approximately 21.3Å2
(measured - 20.4Å2) by the hexagonal geometry, and the assumed bond lengths
(angles). Crystalline lipids often have chain cross sectional areas of ca. 18-20Å2, and
molten, conformationally disordered chains have a cross sectional area from 25-30Å2
(e.g., Abrahamsson et al., 1978; Pascher, et al., 1992, Larsson, 1994). Therefore, the
chains of the polymerised model structure were sufficiently loosely packed for
rotational disorder, and sufficiently constrained so as to avoid full scale melting - This is
akin to a model rotor phase with a predicted broadened chain packing peak of 4.2Å.
This matches the measured single, broadened chain packing peak at ca. 4.2Å, typical
for "crystalline" rotor phases (e.g., Larsson, 1994; Pershan, 1988; also Chapter 5).
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This matching of the FPHG model and the measured area per chain is considered
reasonable supporting evidence for the model, if we accept that the trimers can
polymerise through formation of bridging waters. The assumptions of bond angles and
lengths do not change this correlation of modelled and observed too much (due to the
small variations). Recall that the other models assumed a reasonable chain packing
parameter from the start, so their fit (of area per chain) was always going to be good.
However in the FPHG model, the chains were accounted for as a final step, not the first
- the simplest hexagonal tiling of the plane with trimers of a given size, bridged by
waters of a reasonable dimension satisfactorily reproduces the area per chain measured
by XRD - in favour of the FPHG model? The fact that all models reproduce the 4.2Å
peak, suggests however, that all models are equally likely.
The lack of XRD spacings corresponding to (hk0) reflections of the in-plane ordering of
trimers maybe due to peak broadening induced by randomly scattered microdomains of
herringbone units only a few 10's of Angstroms across (possibly with the effect of
nucleating three-dimensional crystallisation - as suggested by the crystalline forms
observed in the cryo-TEM images of Femy1). Furthermore, any dynamic disorder of the
chains could be propagated through the headgroups via mechanical coupling, leading to
symmetry breaking of headgroup order, yielding coexisting microdomains of the
structures (or other variations) illustrated in Figure 7.8, again leading to broadened and
weak (hk0) reflections.
7.6.3 Ash weights
The ash weight of about 15% was predicted using all of the models here except the 7C
model (8.7% ash was expected). The findings (see Table 7.4) are therefore best
explained here by the six-chained trimers: the observed values for several of the soaps
were within error of the predicted value, Femy2 was just out of range and Femy4 was
certainly too high. The observed variation in the stoichiometry of the soaps, was best
attributed to the formation of nanoparticulate iron oxides (including clusters) during
precipitation of the soaps. Other explanations, such as contamination by free fatty acids,
would have yielded lower expected ash weights, not the observed higher values.
Therefore the 7C model was ruled out here. However distinction between the remaining
various soap models on the basis of stoichiometry was not possible.
7.6.4 Nature of the trimeric cores
The conditions were varied for each soap synthesis, and this probably led to some soaps
with a positive core that required a counterion, and soaps with a mixed valency core that
required no such counterion. The presence of a counterion was considered to be more
likely for the suspected pure Fe(III) soaps - i.e., Femy3 and Femy5, less so for Femy 1
and Femy4 and probably not the case for Femy2. The latter is most likely a mixed
valent trimer - recall its intense colour, indicative of intervalence charge transfer.
Charge compensation (in addition to coordination satisfaction of the octahedral irons) is
required to stabilise the [Fe(III)3O(RCOO-)6]+ cores proposed here for the pure ferric
soaps. Charge compensation is accomplished in the models by the substitution of
bridging hydroxyls, chlorides or sulfates for the inter-trimer bridging waters (in contrast
to the charge compensation by long chain fatty acid anions - described by Abrahamson
and Lukaski, 1994). Femy2 probably has the [(Fe(II).Fe(III)2)O(RCOO-)6]0 neutral core
and is consequently free of counterions, as proposed by Abrahamson and Lukaski for
their commercially obtained "FeSt2", . In the trimeric soaps with a charged core, (small)
counterions could alternatively reside within the hexagonal domains, ("floating")
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roughly in the plane of the headgroups, with the trimers completely bridged by waters.
In either of these charge compensating modes (bridging/coordinating or floating), the
(random) distribution of these counterions could lead to further disordering of the
crystal structure in the plane- a further reason for the lack of wide-angle XRD peaks
associated with the in-plane structure.
Note that the expected (hematite) ash for these myristate variants ( e.g., with a floating
counterion - [Fe(III)3O(C13COO-)6]+.1.5H2O.[OH]- ; or a bridging counterion [Fe(III)3O(C13COO-)6]+.1H2O.[Cl]-; ) involving hydroxyls, chlorides or sulfates ranges
from ca. 14.8-15.2% - not a lot for distinction on the basis of gravimetry.
7.6.5 Infrared spectra
Using previous studies as a basis (e.g., Nakamoto, 1978), Femy1 and Femy2 were
apparently rich in lattice water (i.e., water crystallised in a lattice rather than water
weakly absorbed via H-bonding), as indicated by the strong absorptions corresponding
to antisymmetric and symmetric O-H stretches between 3200-3550cm-1 and H-O-H
bending at about 1630cm-1. Popescu assigned a band at 1530cm-1 to a δH2O vibration
of their trimeric ferric stearates (charge balanced by a floating? chloride) - they did not
state that they observed any vibration at 1630cm-1. The band (1520-1536cm-1) was also
observed by Abrahamson and Lukaski in all of their samples, but they did not go into
any great detail to as to its assignment other than to suggest it was not due to
carboxylate vibrations, more likely to CH2 vibrations (although this too is not entirely
clear from their descriptions). The 1530cm-1 band was observed as a strong band in all
soaps here, with little variation in position, but quite a lot of variation in relative
intensity on going from one soap to the next. This is suggestive of variation in the
relative amounts of the type of water Popescu et al.'s assigned to this band. Support for
the fact that this 1530cm-1 band is due to water vibrations of some sort comes indirectly
from Abrahamson and Lukaski, who, although describing a molecular structure with
coordinated waters, failed to specifically report any single vibrational band to this
water, yet accounted quite well for every observed band (in this authors assessment)
except for the 1530cm-1 band.
If we accept the higher frequency band (1630cm-1) as due to simply-coordinated (nonbridging water), the far higher intensity of this band in Femy2 is consistent with a high
concentration of coordinated/non-bridging water, as expected for neutral headgroups,
and charged headgroups with floating counterions. (The presence of
coordinated/bridging counterions is expected to result in much less lattice water
absorption intensity arising from the headgroup resonances). The strong absorption
associated with the same band in Femy1 is consistent with a high degree of lattice water
too. Given that the "seven-chain" model was ruled out on stoichiometric grounds, the
weak 1630cm-1 band in the soaps Femy3-5 was probably not due to a monodentate
myristate ions, but more consistent with far less lattice water and more coordinated
counterions (e.g., OH-, possibly SO42-, Cl-).
The IR data in the ca.1530-1630cm-1 range varied between iron soap samples,
consistent with structural variation between these soaps. Given the almost certain
presence of bound water in these samples, this structure variation maybe due to
contrasting water binding styles between soaps.
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7.6.6 Electron diffraction and the model structure
The electron diffraction patterns of the iron soaps at -150˚C show distinct crystallinity
in the form of discrete diffraction spots at "wide-angles" suggestive of the detection of
individual crystalline domains. The patterns of at least twenty different crystals in two
separate soaps (Femy1,5) confirmed the separate soaps diffracted similarly (despite the
spectral and thermal differences), and that within each soap, the crystals were quite
similar, as judged from several recurring spacings. However these soap crystals appear
to be disordered in various ways - i.e., streaking of diffraction spots was frequently
observed - possibly due to turbostratism (common in layered materials including soaps)
or perhaps due to the recording of lattice melting during the course of the exposure (the
diffraction patterns disappeared after only 10-20 seconds at low intensity and at -150˚C
and appeared not to be streaked initially, admittedly at low intensities). Variations in the
relative intensities of several (independent) reflections occurred when observing one
(approximately flat lying) crystal and then moving to the next - consistent with
structural variance imposed upon the basic structure type. Powder-like patterns were
also observed from single particles with an apparently single-crystal sheet-like
morphology, again a testament to the possible presence of turbostratism and/or
microdomain formation.
An analysis of the electron diffraction spacings showed that up to four orders of the 5.35.6Å phase were not unusual in any one pattern, with several patterns having higher
orders missing. Some rare patterns appeared to be truly single domain, but relatively
little structural detail was gleaned from these other than the single line of spots with a
highest order spacing of ca. 5.45±0.15Å were found. However three cases were found
where the diffraction appeared to be distinctively hexagonal around the central spot
(e.g., Figure 7.6a) but the unfavourable combination of structural variance/disorder and
beam sensitivity led to simultaneous extinction of higher orders, and other independent
reflections so the assignment of the in-plane structure to a hexagonal phase using
electron diffraction was not positive, rather supportive.
The observed electron diffraction spacings shown in Table 7.11 clearly show the lines
in the ratio 1:√4:√9:√16. An additional reflection was observed throughout these data
sets corresponding to d=2.2-2.3Å, or approximately 1:√6 of the reflection at ca. 5.45Å.
Now for a plane hexagonal structure, we should find a 1:√7 reflection. If we allow a
distortion in a single crystallographic direction (a or b) or of the angle (γ), then we could
postulate say that the observed √6 reflection is that of a distorted hexagonal structure
(distorted from the 1:√7) , but we must also account for a 1:√3 reflection - and this is
possibly observed as a scattered bunch of reflections at d=3.2-3.5Å.
The match of observed with predicted reflections assuming a plane hexagonal cell is
subject to inaccuracies and imprecision, in part because of the (too) few (and scattered)
electron diffraction peaks, and also due to the uncertainty of possible (hkl) reflections
being present in addition to the (hk0) (and rare 00l). However, if we take 5.3Å (the
lower limit of the first major reflection) as the (hk)=(20) of a hexagonal cell, a cell size
of a=12.2Å is calculated - the same cell size predicted from the FPHG model (using a
Fe-water bond length of 1.93Å). None of the other models adequately reproduced the
found electron diffraction spacings in this way (including the 7C model). However, this
agreement may have been a coincidence, for unless extinction of the "longer"
reflections between d=5.3-12.2Å can be explained, their absence in the electron
diffraction pattern suggests another (smaller) structure was responsible. An analysis of
the structure factors for a unit cell (a=12.16Å; b=12.16Å;c=40.0Å;γ=120˚) made up
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entirely of layers comprised of iron atoms only (as arranged in the FPHG model)
demonstrated that the absences of (hk0) reflections with d=5.3-12.2Å could not be
explained by destructive interference of hypothetical scattered x-rays from within this
simple, model unit cell.
One way of effectively halving the unit cell (in a and b) (thus eliminating the (hk0)
spacings with d=5.3-12.2Å), could be achieved by offsetting model atoms in every
other soap layer by a/2 and b/2 - this way, the d=5.3-5.6Å reflection would be the
largest theoretical (hk0) spacing of such a hexagonal cell (100), and consistent with the
observations, given some leeway for distortions and disorder. Another possible structure
incorporating the trimeric unit, and having a small cell edge is the NPC model shown in
Figure 7.8a. Triangular shaped particles of Femy1 clearly suggest that their in-plane
crystal system is close to (trigonal) hexagonal (with γ = ca. 115˚ assuming an
approximately flat lying position on the TEM grid - see Figure 7.4a). Several attempts
to generate the observed reflections using small distortions of the NPC cell and the
angles gleaned from the TEM images failed.
Disorder and distortions are the likely cause of the discrepancy between the true and
hypothetical structures, and a single, crystallographically well-defined structure for
these iron soaps is unlikely to emerge.
7.6.7 Disorder in the model of the room temperature soaps
Disorder in the soaps may be due to having:
1) chains in rotational disorder, with the trimers sympathetically (through mechanical
coupling), and dynamically, displaced from their rest positions shown in the models;
2) crystalline domains as very small units (10-20Å), and in a constant state of flux due
to the making and breaking of iron-water bonds (for the polymerised cases);
3) charge balancing counterions in random positions, and in constant motion; and
4) rotational disordering of one layer relative to the next (turbostratism).
7.6.8 Thermal behaviour below the decomposition temperature
It is important to distinguish long-chain (say, C8-C30) liquid crystalline phases with
rotating chains from those with molten chains. The latter contain conformational
disorder in the form of rotations around C-C bonds and are several orders of magnitude
more disordered than the former (all-trans) chain (see Chapter 5).
The very observation of molten chain liquid crystalline phases (independent of their
respective phase identity) amongst iron soaps implies inter-trimer headgroup binding, a
role played by coordinated water at room temperature in the polymerised soaps or by
hydrogen bonding between water molecules in the non-polymerised model. Water is
probably not released below temperatures of about 180˚-200˚C, beyond which all of
these soaps were found to degrade (some with melting), and detected by the onset of
mass loss measured gravimetrically or made apparent by the exothermic deflection of
the respective DSC trace. The decomposition converted the inorganic fraction of the
soaps to maghemite (and/or magnetite).
The cohesiveness of the liquid crystalline phase immediately above the chain melting
temperature was almost certainly due to the presence of intertrimer bonding through
hydrogen bonds and/or coordination bonds (of course, this role could be played by
water or by hydroxyl, chlorine, sulfate groups etc.). The postulated trimers of the
various iron soaps are inherently disc-like in their shape, and so are amenable to the
formation of discotic or columnar hexagonal mesophases, above their respective chain
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melting temperatures. A model for the hexagonal phase is shown in Figure 7.9a,b. Xray diffraction evidence for the hexagonal phase is given in Table 7.6. The hexagonal
phase melts to a nematic-like phase, and loses its water about the same temperature,
decomposing to maghemite and an organic residue.

7.7 Decomposition of soaps by loss of volatiles, breakdown of
carboxylate groups and eventual conversion to maghemite and
myristone
7.7.1 General decomposition of iron soaps
The iron soaps here decomposed as soon as water was released. Water loss leads to
condensation of trimers, ultimately forming maghemite (if water were not lost, iron
would be satisfied in a coordination sense, and would not require the oxygen of a
neighbouring trimer to fulfil that role). TGA analysis of Femy4 and 5 were performed in
flowing oxygen to determine ash weight (as hematite) and to determine weight loss and
hence degradation onset. The results for Femy5 are tabulated in Table 7.9a and plotted
in Figure 7.4. The trace of the reaction in argon contains clearer weight loss events, but
the initial decomposition temperature is essentially the same at around 180-200˚C.
It is very interesting to note that the core of the mixed valent trimeric structure is easily
broken down into Fe3O.O3 or equivalently Fe2O3.FeO or Fe3O4, if a single oxygen
from the previously bound carboxylate groups is left on each of the trimeric iron atoms,
with the production of myristone and CO2. Such a thermal breakdown of a soap with a
mixed valent core in an inert atmosphere is easily balanced as illustrated in the
following equation (and is similar to the breakdown of other soaps (e.g., Upadhyaya and
Sharma, 1993):
Fe3O(CH3(CH2)12COO)6.nH2O –>
Fe3O4 + 3CH3(CH2)12CO(CH2)12CH3 + 3CO2 + nH2O

1

The carboxylate chains cleave, leaving µ-CO2 groups and oxygen atoms attached to the
trimeric core. The resultant core then has an average formula of Fe3O4.(CO2)3, which
can be (intuitively) equated with carbon dioxide solvates of wustite and hematite or
similar to a complex of siderite and ferric oxy carbonate (see below) i.e.,
FeO.CO2.Fe2O3.(CO2)2
The balanced equation for decomposition of the fully ferric soap (with charged
headgroup) in air is as follows (a hydroxide form is presented):
2Fe3O(CH3(CH2)12COO)6.OH.nH2O –>
3Fe2O3 + 6CH3(CH2)12CO(CH2)12CH3 + 6CO2 + (n+1)H2O

2

The decomposition pathway of the fully ferric soap heated in Ar, can be most easily
explained by a multistep process (similar to that shown in Figure 5.5.22) involving:
1) initial dimerisation of the Fe3O core by µ-OH group(s);
2) cleavage of half of the carboxylates at the C1-C2 bond, leaving three µ-CO2 groups
for each former trimer;
3) cleavage of the other half of the carboxylates at one of their respective C-O bonds
(the other oxygen remaining with the departing carboxylate fragment), leaving three
oxygen atoms per former trimer (in addition to the µ3-O), and also leaving an OH group
for each trimer. This gives a moiety with an average formula of Fe6O8.(OH)2.(CO2)6;
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4) cleavage of hydroxyl groups to give an oxygen (which stays) and a water (which
leaves) yielding Fe6O9.(CO2)6 or Fe2O3.(CO2)2 ; and
5) stepwise removal of two carbon dioxide molecules eventually yielding pure Fe2O3.
From the TGA of Femy5 in Ar, the last, prominent weight loss event is exactly what is
expected for loss of a single CO2 molecule from a ferric oxy carbonate sample of
average formula Fe2O3.CO2. This transformation was not found in the trace of the TGA
for the same soap heated in O2 - it appears that oxygen destabilises the Fe(III)oxy
carbonate, and so too does vacuum heating, since maghemite was produced from
Femy1 at 190-200˚C in vacuo.
7.7.2 Heat treatment and conversion to maghemite
When samples were heated for extended periods in their respective mesophases, above
about 180˚C, magnetic particles were grown and these are shown in Figure 7.6d.
Initially the heating was intended to drive off remaining solvent (pyridine) from Femy1
to yield a pure soap, but it was found that the soap degraded yielding a homogeneous,
magnetic, shiny, brittle, black organic glass containing what was initially thought to be
a dispersion of fine grained magnetite because of its XRD spectrum and black colour.
Subsequently, weak XRD peaks (additional to those from a cubic cell) were indexed to
tetragonal maghemite (see Figure 7.3e and Tables 7.8 & 7.13; cf. Table 7.12), with
crystal edges, ctet=3ccub (and an almost identical spinel cubic subcell to magnetite and
cubic maghemite). The tetragonal indexing is taken as reasonable evidence that the final
state of the iron was predominantly ferric, not ferrous, at least for the product of heating
Femy1. This is argued on the basis that the (ctet=3ccub) tetragonal form arises due to
ordering of cation vacancies - vacancies necessarily induced in the spinel, since not as
many iron atoms are needed to balance the charges due to oxygen.
The initial heating, carried out in vacuo with the sample of Femy1 on aluminium foil,
gave magnetic nanoparticles. The aim of subsequent syntheses, was to reproduce these
magnetic particles.
Thermal degradation of iron soaps to produce nanoparticles of maghemite is a robust
process in the sense of repeatability under a range of experimental circumstances,
including some variation amongst the soap precursors. There is no need for treatment of
the soaps with pyridine, nor Al-foil in order to produce maghemite particles.
There was a stage during the study where successful syntheses were thought to require
heating on Al-foil, because the product was thought to be magnetite - a mixture of
ferrous and ferric ions (made from pure ferric soaps), and so a liquid state thermite
reaction was proposed where Al ions diffused into the soap, reducing some of the
Fe(III) to Fe(II), and forming Al2O3. The attempt to confirm or disprove this hypothesis
was thwarted by small amounts of remaining samples and the fact that when
simultaneous control experiments were run on both glass and Al-foil at or around 180185˚C with soaps on both glass and aluminium, no XRD peaks (like those in Figure
7.3d) could be detected in the products at all. In these control runs it appeared that the
heating was slightly too cool for large particle growth, although small
maghemite/magnetite particles were detected by TEM and electron diffraction, along
with a ca. 30-32Å XRD peak.
One set of controls was run at ca. 185-190˚C in air where Femy3 was heated on glass
and Al. XRD showed more growth of Maghemite occurred in the sample heated on Al.
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This is now though to be due to the lowering of the degradation temperature of the soap
on aluminium relative to that of glass.
When samples were heated for 24-48 hours at or just above the decomposition point of
the particular soap, growth of magnetic particles subsequently occurred, at the expense
of the small angle peak formed at lower temperatures. The initial particles were about
20-30Å diameter, about the same size as their separation according to the small angle
peak found in the XRD traces of the soaps heated to just below the temperature where
decomposition was indicated by DSC or TGA. The particles could be grown up to about
70-100Å after 24-48 hours of heating (e.g., see Figure 7.6d and Table 7.13). The loss
of the small angle peak correlated with the enhancement of XRD peaks indicative of
larger particles, suggesting that the original smaller particles were mesostructured until
grown into the more randomised arrangements of larger magnetic nanoparticles.
Presumably these particles could be grown larger and larger as the organic fraction from
the decomposition reaction was evaporated away from the system as myristone and/or
CO2 + water (two days was the longest heating period attempted here).
Interestingly, the samples whose magnetic properties were strongest (as measured with
a strong hand-held magnet) had lost 10-20% of their initial (dry) weight. Magnetic
character is thus sensitive to particle mesostructure. If some particles had formed as
discrete entities early in the syntheses, the possibility that these particles then fused to
form an interconnected labyrinth running through the remaining organic material arises.
An ideal geometry where two congruent labyrinths symmetrically and mutually
interpenetrate is typical of infinite periodic minimal surfaces (e.g., Hyde et al., 1997).
This possibility deserves further study, since the magnetic properties of sponge-like
magnetic materials - at the nanometric scale - will surely be novel, and could be useful
in many ways, particularly if the organics could be extracted without collapsing the
mesostructure.
The possibility of novel magnetic mesostructures is confirmed in some examples. Some
heated soaps were found to be magnetic versions of the hexagonal phase, successfully
trapped at room temperature. This was the case for Femy3, heated at 150˚C for 20 hours
in air, in a glass vial. Its XRD spectrum was typical of the 21-22Å phases reported for
the hexagonal phase (Figure 7.3b), and the soap was quite magnetic. XRD spectra of
Femy2 heated to 120˚C for a few minutes and then cooled, revealed that Femy2 soap
too could be trapped in the same hexagonal phase, although this treatment did not result
in a magnetic material, consistent with the insufficient conversion time. A magnetic
derivative of Femy5 was also trapped in a hexagonal phase after heating for two days at
around 180˚C. The possibility that one dimensional wires of maghemite or magnetite
formed in these systems is considered low, because the particles tend to break up along
the length of each columnar rod. However, ordered areas of such particles may persist if
slow devolatilisation could occur, particularly at lower temperatures where
mesostructure disruption was minimised. This offers a further target for future
investigations.
Volatilisation and weight loss does not necessarily occur, unless the carbon dioxide,
water and myristone generated by the formation of maghemite from iron soap is driven
from the system. Indeed, weight loss was not measured for samples that became
magnetic below the usual decomposition temperature, after extended heating (ca.24
hours). The hybrid organic/inorganic mesostructures formed here prior to weight loss,
and in the structure proposed to be a nematic-like melt phase probably belong to the
class of geometrical structures known as clathrates, in this case where discrete magnetic
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Figure 7.9 A model for the development of the iron oxide particles within the
hexagonal phase and the anisotropic melt phase
A

B

Figure 7.9a represents the possible molecular arrangements in the hexagonal phase of iron soaps.
The discotic trimeric headgroups stack to form cylinders that pack hexagonally. With
decomposition the disc-like headgroups initially condense (shown by arrow) yielding precursor
magnetic particles, somewhat confined by their initial geometry (e.g., see Figure 7.6b). If the
heating is continued through the hexagonal-melt transition, the incipient particles then grow in a
random matrix of degraded hydrocarbon chains yielding a random arrangement like that shown in
Figure 7.9b (see Figure 7.6c)

particles are isolated (enclathrated) within an otherwise continuous three dimensional
labyrinth of organic material. The surprising lack of weight loss in some samples (that
became magnetic) suggests the stability of a possible magnetic mesophase in some
soaps and not others.
The nematic-like liquid phases of the devolatilised soaps, Femy4 and Femy5 were
optically isotropic, but ordered (according to XRD) to some extent, so therefore the
smaller of the magnetic particles too have some higher order structure. This
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superstructuring of the small magnetic particles is supported by the fact that the atomic
scattering factors of iron and oxygen are much higher than carbon and hydrogen, so the
strong XRD peak at d=30Å in the trace of the phase formed when the melt was cooled
was probably exclusively scattered from a mesostructured iron oxide. Additional
support for the idea was found using TEM and electron diffraction (Figure 7.6b). In
this image some isolated areas contained maghemite (or magnetite) in somewhat
ordered mesostructured arrays. The possibility that the decomposition and loss of
volatiles has resulted in disordered sponge-like mesostructures is also supported by the
textures shown in Figure 7.6c.
The fact that decomposition of some soaps occurred at 150˚C (Femy3), suggests that the
slow degradation of these soaps can occur below the temperatures measured by DSC or
TGA if heated for extended periods. This idea is consistent with the fact that iron soaps
are known to be much more catalytically active at higher temperatures (at least when
acting upon drying oils - see the footnote in the introduction to this chapter). This may
imply that autocatalysis is occurring here as the driving mechanism for the degradation
of these soaps when heated slowly, as opposed to pure thermal disruption at higher
temperatures when molecular vibrations become too large for the binding energies. The
alternative interpretation is that the catalytic potency of iron soap at higher temperatures
is due to finely divided maghemite or magnetite generated under such conditions. This
may be the reason for the production of the glassy black material - catalytic conversion
of saturated hydrocarbons to unsaturated ones that subsequently polymerised, yielding
the brittle matrix within which its own nano-particulate catalytic agents were
enclathrated.

7.8 Conclusions
TEM imaging showed that the soaps Femy1 and Femy5 were not comprised of larger
clusters coated in fatty acids. The crystal structures of the iron soaps here were probably
disordered lamellar rotor phases comprised of polymerised or cross-linked trimers (each
trimer having six-chains in the splayed-chain conformation). These trimers likely selfassembled into either sheets or chains via bridging waters (or other anions) or remained
as individual, otherwise unlinked trimers. The various polymeric and partially
polymeric forms, with either anionic or non-ionic headgroups, and with either floating
and/or coordinated/bridging counterions were considered the best candidates for the
molecular/crystal structures of soaps here. An exact match of the various model crystal
structures proposed for the lamellar rotor phase with the observed XRD and electron
diffraction data did not emerge here - not an entirely surprising result given the
stoichiometric and structural variability of liquid crystalline, basic iron soaps. However
the real crystal structure can probably be accounted for entirely by consideration of
hybrid versions of the types of structures proposed here.
The conversion of these soaps via thermal degradation to nanoparticulate maghemite
(probably not magnetite) was successfully carried out at various temperatures. The
process appears to have proceeded via carboxylate cleavage to form volatiles (myristone
+ carbon dioxide + water), yielding maghemite particles. These were initially 20-30Å in
diameter, limited in their growth due to enclathration by former fatty acid chains, and
superstructured into hexagonal and other mesostructures, depending upon their
particular thermal history. Mass loss due to volatilisation of the degradation products of
heated soaps allowed diffusion of smaller magnetic particles over small distances to
form larger particles 70-100Å in diameter, identified in one case as being tetragonal
maghemite (and therefore containing predominantly the Fe(III) species).
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Chapter 8
Synthesis of mesoporous silicates from
kanemite:
aspects of curvature in
folded sheet materials (FSM's)
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 Scope of this chapter
The emphasis of this chapter is upon synthesis and characterisation of ordered
mesoporous silicates from clays, in particular, "FSM" or folded sheet materials (e.g.,
Inagaki, et al., 1996) and their structure. The following sections document how, and
possible reasons why, kanemite (and magadiite) were successfully templated using
mainly single- and double-chain cationic surfactants. XRD, TEM and BET analysis were
used to characterise the products. Parameters dramatically altering the outcome of a
templating experiment were surfactant molecular structure, salinity, pH and
stoichiometry. More than 60 experiments (in 18 grouped runs) yielded four main phase
outcomes resulting from the templating of kanemite and magadiite:
1) no significant change of phase of the silicate; 2) a thermally unstable lamellar
surfactant/silicate complex; 3) a thermally stable mesophase (either with a 2-D hexagonal
or sponge architecture; or 4) a randomly structured surfactant/silicate complex. Examples
of each of these phase types is discussed below, and the possibility of phases other than
lamellar and hexagonal is discussed.
In addition to the FSM syntheses results, a discussion of the geometry and swelling of
FSM phases is given, and a brief theoretical analysis (given in Appendix 8.1) is presented
with a view to distinguishing between 2-D hexagonal and sponge phase FSM's on the
basis of surface area and pore volume measurements.
In Appendix 8.2 the results of a theoretical approach to templating hydrophobic clays
with reverse phase thermotropic liquid crystals is presented. The theory is based on the
spontaneous curvature that is predicted to take place as the clay minerals talc and
pyrophyllite are delaminated. However, spiral disclinations in their respective crystal
structures, and their probable heterogeneous surface interaction with the template
molecules has led to little or no headway in synthesising mesoporous talc or pyrophyllite
- although some tentative success is claimed on the basis of TEM results. The
experimental aspects are briefly summarised, and the discussion is limited in scope
because of the largely negative result.
In Appendix 8.3 a very short summary is given of some templating experiments involving
TEOS and metal soaps leading to some interesting and novel microstructures.
In Appendix 8.4 an example of zeolite synthesis is given. Here the templating is via the
cooperative self-assembly of small quaternary ammonium cations/water/silica.
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8.1.2 What are FSM's?
FSM's are highly porous, high surface area silicates stable up to about 600-900˚C. They
are related to MCM-41 type materials, and other mesoporous oxides (e.g., manganese
oxide - Tian et al., 1997), mesomorphous aluminophosphates (e.g., Cheng et al., 1997),
sulfides (e.g., tin sulfide - Jiang et al. 1995) and zeolites in having accessible internal
spaces for catalysis, confinement, sieving or storage applications. FSM's are synthesised
here from a layered sodium silicate, kanemite. A relatively bulky cationic template, e.g.,
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide, chloride, acetate etc., (i.e., CTAB, CTACl,
CTAAc etc.) in water, is ion exchanged for the (relatively smaller) hydrated sodium
cation in kanemite, yielding an organic/inorganic intercalated complex - CTA-kanemite.
When exchanged for sodium at pH 11-12, the tapered CTA+ template molecules, with
their charged headgroups, self-assemble, and impart curvature to the anionic, silica
kanemite layers yielding warped or folded sheets (e.g., see experimental work of Inagaki
et al., 1996; Cheng, Tzeng and Hsu, 1997; and the differential geometry approach of
Hyde, 1993) with minor conversion of 29Si NMR Q3 to Q4 silica1 (e.g., Fukushima and
Inagaki, 1996). The Si-OH (and Si-O-) bonds condense somewhat more upon lowering
the pH, and in the final calcination stage (commonly at 550˚C), the Q3 peak becomes a
shoulder on the Q4 and the surfactant is thermally disrupted and removed leaving the
porous FSM material. NMR was not used here.
The geometry and topology of these FSM's remains the subject of debate, with many
authors subscribing to the 2-D honeycomb model, (like that proposed for MCM41 - e.g.,
Kresge et al., 1992 - MCM41; Inagaki et al., 1996 - FSM's), where kanemite sheets form
fused tubules, packed hexagonally like a bundle of drinking straws. Hyde (1996) has it
that the porosity is patterned on a 3-D connected network, with an architecture more akin
to a sponge rather than a hexagonal packing of rods. Arguments are presented here based
on XRD, TEM and surface area and pore volume analysis favouring both the sponge-like
and hexagonal rod architectures in thermally stable FSM's.
Another controversial aspect of FSM synthesis is whether the clay bending occurs via
mechanical deformation linked to a cooperative/conformative self-assembly process with
the template or via a dissolution/re-precipitation of the silica into a CTAB/water/silicate
liquid crystalline phase. The synthesis of M41S materials (e.g., MCM-41) is a solution
mediated process more like the latter (e.g., Firouzi et al., 1995), whereas during syntheses
of FSM's, the inorganic fraction is arguably insoluble, and, in contrast to MCM-41
syntheses, folds as a mainly polymerised sheet, either conformally or cooperatively, to the
shape of the new charge density field of the self-assembled template molecules. The pH
conditions that favour FSM syntheses are basic (pH >10-11 for intercalation, and pH 7-9
for condensation), the former conditions are suitable for silica dissolution/re-precipitation.
So a dilemma arises, i.e., how can the clay sheets stay polymerised at high pH? The
answer is that they probably do not. However, complete dissolution of the clay sheets is
thought to be improbable, based on some of the relatively short reaction times observed
here and their successful synthesis at relatively low pH (below pH=10). However if a
condensed, high quality FSM structure is to be ensured, some bond breaking/making
changes must take place in order for cross-linking of the former kanemite sheets (and
accommodation of curvature in sponge architectures).

Q3 and Q4 notations are used to distinguish between Si coordination environments.
Q3 represents (-Si-O)3-29Si-OH; and Q4 represents (-Si-O)4-29Si.
1
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8.1.3 What is understood about the structure of kanemite?
The structure of kanemite is not fully understood. Most recent reports (e.g., Almond,
Harris and Franklin, 1997 and references therein) compare its structure with that of
KHSi2O5. In the KHSi2O5 structure, single layers of polymerised silica tetrahedra
(connected in infinite sheets of six-rings) sandwich K and H cations in their interlayer
space. 29Si NMR spectra for both kanemite and KHSi2O5 show only a single Q3 signal
and no Q4 signal according to Apperley et al. (1995), Deng et al. (1989) - unlike closely
related materials that have either multiple Q3 signals (e.g., makatite - Almond, Harris and
Franklin, 1997) or Q4 signals in addition to the Q3 signals (e.g., octosilicate, magadiite,
kenyaite, EU19 - see Almond, Harris and Franklin, 1997 and references therein).
Interlayer hydrogen bonds observed using 1H NMR, a single cation type (Na), a
pentacoordinate sodium (from 23Na NMR) and three waters per cation lead to a structural
formula of Na2O.4SiO2.7H2O or NaHSi2O5.3H2O. In the more highly polymerised
kenyaite, magadiite and octosilicate, several sheets are fused to give thicker, more
complex (and more rigid) 2-D silica layers than in kanemite. Apperley et al., 1995 gave
the following unit cell data for kanemite: orthorhombic; a=7.287(Å); b=20.50(2)Å;
c=4.151(4)Å.
Amongst the relatives of kanemite only magadiite has been used in experiments here. The
structural formula for magadiite may be written Na2O.14SiO2.10H2O or
NaHSi7O15.4.5H2O. Magadiite is a siliceous mineral originally found in the alkaline
system of Lake Magadi, Kenya. Magadiite readily ion exchanges with cationic surfactants
(e.g., Lagaly, Beneke and Weiss, 1975), but does not apparently bend to form
mesostructures, most likely because of its more rigid (compared with kanemite) multiple
layer structure (e.g., Almond, Harris and Franklin, 1997).
Figure 8.0 Schematic diagrams of kanemite and magadiite
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Top: Kanemite. Bottom: Magadiite. Triangles and tetrahedra represent SiO4 units, circles
are water molecules. Left images are cross sections perpendicular to the layers. Right images
are looking down upon individual layers. These figures were adapted from Almond, Harris
and Franklin (1997).
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8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Materials and Methods
Californian magadiite was obtained from the Geology Department, ANU. Alkyl
ammonium compounds were either synthesised, recrystallised and characterised (NMR,
total element analysis) "in-house" by Marilyn Karaman using appropriate alkylbromides
and alkylamines, or were obtained commercially and used as received. Cobalt cage
surfactants (single and double chain -see below) were obtained from, and synthesised by
Alan Sargeson of the Research School of Chemistry/ Department of Chemistry, ANU. All
other chemicals were either AR grade (or better) commercial stock (i.e., cobalt
sepulchrate, NaCl, NaAcetate, NaOH, acetic acid, HBr, HCl, H2SO4, benzene, octane,
dodecane, dodecanol). All water used in these syntheses was deionised, distilled MilliQ
water.
8.2.2 General synthesis of kanemite
Many routes to the formation of synthetic kanemite may be taken. For example,
appropriate combination of thermal and chemical treatments on magadiite, makatite,
octosilicate, α− and β-sodium silicate, silica of various forms and water glass may yield
kanemite in less than three steps, many in two steps and some in one.
Perhaps the simplest method for preparation of kanemite (after Beneke and Lagaly 1977,
and later Yanagisawa et al. 1990) involves adding sodium silicate solution to chilled
methanol with stirring, filtering and washing the product with water, drying at ambient
temperature, and calcining for approximately 5 hours at 700˚C. The calcined, porous
product is then dispersed in water with stirring, filtered and allowed to dry at ambient
temperature.
Yanagisawa et al. (1990) mixed amorphous silica (dispersed in chilled methanol) with
NaOH (SiO2: NaOH = 1:1) with cooling. The recovered product was then air dried for
two weeks. The air dried powder was heated to 700˚C for 5.5 hours and the product was
dispersed in water and collected after filtration, and air drying.
Beneke and Lagaly (1977) described a general method of kanemite synthesis from other
silicates. The simplest method, as stated in their paper, involves a 1:1 mixture of SiO2 and
NaOH heated to 700˚C and the calcined product being redispersed in water. The
preparation of the gel in methanol and only small amounts of water guarantees the
formation of pure kanemite.
For their experimental work Beneke and Lagaly (1977) used one mole of SiO2 dispersed
in methanol. To this solution, a cold, nearly saturated NaOH solution (one mole NaOH in
35 m l water) was slowly added, with the temperature not allowed to go above room T.
The gel-like slurry was dried at 100˚C, and the opaque material heated to 700˚C for 5.5
hours. After cooling to room T, the product was dispersed in water, and it immediately
transformed into kanemite, which was filtered and air dried. For well crystallised
kanemite, NaOH/SiO2 = 0.8/1 to 1.05/1.
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8.2.3 Kanemite synthesis for this study
The first batch of four syntheses employed here (denoted Kanemite 1 and 2) used 0.5
mole of BDH precipitated silica (30g), 50ml of chilled MeOH and a cold saturated
solution containing 0.5 mole NaOH (20 g) and 17 ml H2O. During the dispersion of silica
in MeOH, a solid cake formed, so I added an extra 50 ml MeOH to form a thick white
creamy slurry. The NaOH solution was cooled below its freezing point. When the
solution was heated to 10˚C it reformed a clear viscous gel-like slurry. The NaOH
solution was slowly added to the SiO2 dispersion. The temperature rose to 35˚C. An
immediate yellowing of the silica dispersion occurred when the NaOH solution was
added. The formed slurry was the same as before addition of NaOH solution, except its
colour. After a minute or so a precipitate was seen to form in the beaker. The solution was
stirred for a minute and transferred to an oven to dry at 100˚C. After 135 minutes the
silica had separated from a yellow liquid. After a few hours the silica had expanded a
little. After a day a lot of the clear liquid had been evaporated, and the silica foam formed
had expanded more than 3 times in volume into a white hemispherically domed mass with
impurities driven to the surface of the expanding froth. Towards the bottom of the beaker,
below the hard shiny dome, were tendrils of gummy, highly NaOH-saturated gel. A piece
from the hard top of the froth was XRD’d, and found to have a very broad low intensity
amorphous silica peak at around 35˚2Θ (see Figure 8.1). The consistency of the sample
was like that of hard toffee, quite glassy when crushed under glass slides. After 100˚C
heating for 3-4 days the sample was removed from the oven and stood at room
temperature overnight. The very hard glassy porous product was removed from the glass
beaker with difficulty and some of the sample was lost because of the fusion with the
beaker wall. 47.44g of the product (probably 95% of that present in the beaker) was
placed into a ceramic crucible and heated to 700˚C for 5.5 hours, allowed to cool to room
temperature after removal from the oven. The product was noted to have expanded
somewhat (20%) during dehydration. The hard frothy precursor material fused to form a
solid mass, with a fresh, open structured pumice texture, slightly brittle to the touch. The
weight of the final product was 38.4g±0.2g. This equates to a 20.1% weight reduction due
to water loss after heating a 700˚C. The product was x-rayed and found to be well
crystallised β or γ -sodium silicate (see Figure 8.1). 1.14 g was crushed and dispersed in
water, immediately forming a cloudy suspension which a small amount of non-dispersed
sediment. The suspension immediately sedimented a finer sediment after agitation for a
few minutes. The solution was filtered and air dried. A sample of the slightly moist
product (Kanemite 1) was x-rayed and found to be consistent with kanemite, with strong
peaks at 10.4, 9.8, 5.17, 4.84, 4.03, 3.67, 3.45, 3.18, 3.11, 2.49 and 2.39Å. The remainder
of the product was stored dry for one month before converting to Kanemite 2.
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Figure 8.1 XRD traces of kanemite precursors and kanemite (Kanemite 3)
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The syntheses of 3 June 1996 (Kanemite 3 - see Figure 8.1) was similar to the previous
run, starting with 60g silica, 100ml MeOH, and 40g of NaOH in 35ml H2O. After the
solutions were mixed the resultant slurry was heated at 105˚C in air for about 2.5 days
and then at 700˚C for 6-7 hours. The latter dehydration step resulted in a weight change
from 51.45g to 43.34g or a 15.8% weight loss. Water was added to the "scoria" like solid.
After 30-60 seconds the precursor structure collapsed, in effervescence to a fine mud
(collected 76g wet), confirmed by XRD to be kanemite.
The Kanemite 4 synthesis were started 30 September 1997 were as for previous runs. 30g
of silica used as the stock. Drying at 110˚C was achieved overnight using a 20cm
diameter pyrex dish. The white pumice-like product after heating at 700˚C weighed
36.09g (a weight loss of 6.66g) or 15.6%. The product after rehydration weighed 80g.
The material was stored wet.
Kanemite 5 was made from about 30g silica stock. The precursor sodium silicate slurry
was dried at 110˚C for several days in a small beaker (10cm diameter) - this gave a more
glassy, less frothy texture than normal. Approximately 18.8% weight loss was recorded
during dehydration at 700˚C, yielding a dry weight of the sodium silicate phase of 14.4g,
giving 26.64g moist kanemite.
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8.2.4 Magadiite and single-chained quaternary ammonium surfactants
Magadiite has been reacted at low temperatures with organo-cations in the past (e.g.,
Lagaly, Beneke and Weiss, 1975). It is worth looking briefly at its reaction with
templating organo-cations such as cetyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), as it
demonstrates the distinction between multilayered and monolayered templating.
To test whether magadiite layers could be deformed into warped sheets I used a 0.1 M
solution of CTAB/Cl in water with a surfactant:silica ratio of 0.8:1, equal to that used to
make MCM-41 (e.g.,Vartuli et al., 1994b ). The reaction of magadiite here took place in a
stirred refluxed vessel for 2.75 hours at 75±5˚C. The magadiite powder was a white fluffy
powder when ground from a mineral specimen showing a lustre typical of fibrous
minerals. 0.26g of magadiite powder was wetted with 53.8ml 0.05M CTACl solution
(Sur/Si=0.8) and stirred in a 100ml round bottom flask topped with a reflux condenser
and heated from below via a water bath.
An instant milky-white dispersion occurred upon addition of the CTACl solution to the
magadiite. Some coarser sediment remained at the bottom of the vessel. Filtering was
quick and was not hampered by blockage of the filter pores. The moist weight after filter
was 0.53g. Another sample was prepared in a similar way but with a Sur/Si ratio of 0.14.
The latter was calcined at 550˚C for 3.5 hours. The calcined product was a fluffy white to
slightly grey powder, with no small angle x-ray diffraction peaks.
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Figure 8.2 XRD traces of magadiite and treated magadiite
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8.2.5 Result of templating magadiite
X-ray diffraction experiments (see Figure 8.2) confirmed that the magadiite was swollen
by the CTAC from about 15.8Å to a lamellar long spacing of 32.4±0.7Å, with peak
heights for the n=1, 2 (001) reflections around five times that of the corresponding (001)
reflexions for either dry CTAC or powdered magadiite. Identical XRD patterns were
obtained from experiments with the high and low Sur/Si ratios. TEM observations
confirmed that the clay-like sheets of magadiite did not undergo warping, and stayed
largely intact. Figure 8.3 clearly shows rigid sheets of magadiite after templating
(surfactant present).
Figure 8.3 TEM image of intercalated magadiite

Upon calcination of the filtered, rinsed product of the lower Sur/Si ratio, a poorly
crystalline material was obtained. Peaks were broad and low intensity relative to the
powdered magadiite and the intercalated, un-calcined CTAC-magadiite complex, and
indicated the complete collapse of the lamellar organic/inorganic composite.
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8.3 Templating kanemite - synthesis of FSM's
8.3.1 Syntheses of FSM and related materials here
Sixty four separate individual templating experiments were run here involving 18
separate groups of experiments - these were designated as FSM1-18, (although some of
the products were not strictly FSM materials). Synthesis of FSM and related materials
were carried out here by dispersing kanemite in various surfactant solutions, followed by
stirred heating, pH adjustment, filtering, washing and air-drying plus or minus
calcination. The pH of solutions were generally monitored with three sets of pH paper
(Whatman "Universal pH 1-11"; BDH "Full-range pH 4-12"; and M&B "Rota -pH 914"). Measurements were generally taken immediately after kanemite/surfactant solution
mixing; and after any period of heating or after any pH adjustment. Experiment FSM17
was monitored using a pH metre (Metrohm 654) calibrated to pH 4 and pH 7 standards.
Early experiments (FSM1-5) were carried out by adjusting the pH to around 8-9 at the
beginning and sometimes in the middle of heating - this pH value invariably climbed
higher (by 1-2 pH units) during the course of the reaction. Experiments FSM7-18 were
initially reacted at the pH achieved simply by mixing the clay and surfactant solutions
(ca. pH=10-11.5 for single chain quaternary ammonium compounds), unless pH was
chosen as a variable in the syntheses. The pH in these experiments was adjusted back to
ca. 8-9 using a mild acid solution (2.2ml concentrated acid in 100ml water) - the acid
generally chosen to match the surfactant counterion (i.e., for CTACl, HCl was used as the
acid; for CTAB, HBr was used as the acid - the exception was during experiment FSM21
and FSM22 - where H2SO4 was used). Table 8.1 gives the data for these experiments.
Details and strategies for each experiment are summarised below.
FSM1-1; FSM1-2
These initial syntheses were performed to obtain a mesoporous material for examination with XRD and
TEM - and to note any counterion effect (chloride versus acetate). Performed in 500ml round bottom flasks
under reflux conditions without stirring.
FSM2-1; FSM2-2
An attempt to improve the crystallinity relative to the products of FSM1-1 and FSM1-2 by using a longer
syntheses. The experiment was started by heating the 500ml round bottom flasks on mantles, but after a day
the flasks were transferred to a water bath for better thermal control and mixing via an agitation mode (ca.
100 cycles per minute). The acid counterion was not matched with the surfactant counterions in this
experiment.
FSM3-1; FSM3-2
Repeat of experiment FSM2, but with matched counterions between the acid and the surfactants, and a
shorter heating time. The pH was adjusted at the start and at the end of this experiment.
FSM4-1-FSM4-6
This experiment was run to see the difference of templating with single and double chain quaternary
ammonium surfactants, and two different anionic surfactants. This was the first experiment where syntheses
were carried out in six identical 100ml flat bottom flasks - the standard container for remaining FSM
experiments here. FSM42 and FSM43 gelled when initial 50ml water was added. Extra water fluidised
these samples. FSM41 was run with a bromide counterion to contrast with FSM3-1 and FSM3-2. The pH
was adjusted at the start and at the end of this experiment.
FSM5-1-FSM5-3
These experiments were run to see how a small quaternary ammonium cation (tetraethyl ammonium)
intercalated into kanemite, in addition to a shorter length (C12) single chain quaternary ammonium
compound than previously tried and an analogue compound except with a wide area headgroup. The pH
was adjusted only at the start of this experiment.
FSM6-1-FSM6-5
Rerun to check if TEABr templated kanemite into an FSM. Also a test to check counterion effects and
headgroup size effects on FSM product. The pH was adjusted at the start and end of this experiment.
FSM7-1-FSM7-6
This was the first run where the syntheses were run without pH adjustment for several hours or days prior to
a second heating phase at reduced pH. All subsequent runs involving quaternary ammonium compounds
were treated this way. The division of the reaction time between the two pH conditions is shown as
4hrs+3hrs in column "Time" of Table 8.1. Headgroup area and addition of oil to the syntheses were
investigated here.
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FSM8-1-FSM8-6
This experiment was performed with surfactants having variable shape (chain-length and headgroup size
was varied). Oil was also included in order to try and swell the product.
FSM9-1; FSM9-2
Investigation of double chain surfactants.
FSM10-1
Investigation of gemini surfactant with kanemite
FSM11-1
Investigation of very large headgroup surfactant with kanemite
FSM12-1-FSM12-2
Investigation of alternative cations for substitution into kanemite- cobalt sepulchrate and a C12 single cage
chain surfactant derivative of the sepulchrate. The latter experiment was performed with low concentration
and in saline solution (150mM) because of limited surfactant availability.
FSM13-1; FSM13-2
Attempts to repeat FSM12-2 result.
FSM14-1
Repeat of FSM12-2
FSM15-1-FSM15-4
Experiments to see effect of varying the surfactant concentration during FSM synthesis.
FSM16-1-FSM16-8
Experiments to see effect of varying the salt concentration during FSM synthesis.
FSM17-1-FSM17-5
Experiments to see effect of varying the pH during FSM synthesis.
FSM18-1-FSM18-6
Experiment to repeat FSM synthesis under ideal conditions; also to intercalate kanemite with single and
double chain cobalt cage surfactants obtained after the end of experiments FSM12, FSM13 and FSM14.
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Table 8.1 Table of syntheses

Column 2 contains the code to the identity of surfactants (and small organic salts) used here for templating.
The subscripts 8-18 refer to the chain length of the saturated paraffinic tailgroups, and the subscripts 1-4
refer to methyl, ethyl, propyl and butyl groups of the quaternary ammonium headgroup. The counterions
appear at the end of the code (e.g., Br, Cl, Ac). The gemini surfactant used in experiment 10-1 is described
in section 8.6.6. The cobalt-containing ions used here are described in section 8.6.7. Surfactants in
experiments 4-4 and 4-5 were saturated, long-chain sulfonates with ammonium and tetramethylammonium
headgroups respectively.
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8.4 Characterisation of reaction products
8.4.1 General characterisation
XRD was performed on the powdered products generally in the range 2-40˚2Θ with a
stepped scan rate of 1 second per step (0.05˚2Θ per step). TEM images were obtained
with a Hitachi 7100 operating at 100kV. Samples for TEM were prepared by dispersing
in ethanol using mild sonication and applying dropwise to formvar and carbon coated
copper TEM grids that were left to evaporate. BET surface areas were determined using
nitrogen adsorption isotherms. The BET surface area of FSM8-3 was evaluated using 8
points in the range 0 to 0.1502 P/P0 (FSM16-3 - 9 points, 0 to 0.2459P/P0; FSM17-1 - 6
points, 0 to 0.1502 P/P0; FSM5-2 - 9 points , 0 to 0.2461 P/P0). Gravimetry was by
calcination at 550˚C and weighing on a four digit balance. IR spectra were obtained on a
Perkin Elmer spectrometer using KBr discs, with a resolution of 4cm-1. HTXRD was run
on a pyrophyllite/aluminium hot stage thermally monitored using a calibrated
thermocouple (checked against ice-water and boiling water).

8.5 Results
TABLE 8.2 Double-chain surfactants yielding lamellar mesostructures
Sample Chain length
d-space (Å) error counter ion
peaks*
Comments
9-2
C12Br
33.5
0.1
Br
1;4m;9
OH in hdgrp
9-1
31.3
2.0
Br
1;4
molten chains
n=2
AvC12Br
32.40
1.60 Br
8-4
C14Br
37.7
0.3
Br
1;4m;9
molten chains
8-1
C15 (C12C18)Br
39.1
0.3
Br
1;4m;9;16vw? molten chains
4-3
C16Cl
31.2
0.5
Cl
1;4m;9
molten
4-2
C16Ac
32.4
0.2
Ac
1;4m;9;16vw? rotor 4.15Å
n=2
AvC16
31.80
0.90 Cl/Ac
4-6
C18Br
49.0
2.0
Br
1;4m;9;16vw
rotor 4.15Å
*peaks were found with d-space ratios of lamellar phases, i.e., 1:√4:√9:√16. These are abbreviated to
1:4:9:16 here. All peaks weak unless otherwise labelled. Peaks corresponding to the first order reflection of
the long spacing (labelled "1") were strong unless otherwise noted; m: medium; w: weak; vw: very weak

Table 8.3 Single-chain surfactant/kanemite complexes - lamellar phases
Sample
Chain length d-space(Å)
8-3
C10
26.8
5-2
C12
27.7
7-2
C12
27.3
7-5
C12
28.6
n=3
AvC12Br
27.90
8-5
C14
28.2
15-2
C14
34.3
15-3
C14
30.0
15-4
C14
32.0
17-2
C14
31.6
17-5
C14
29.9
17-6
C14
29.3
n=7
AvC14
30.8
4-1
C16
29.9
16-3
C16
31.3
16-4
C16
30.0
16-5
C16
28.5
16-6
C16
31.0
16-7
C16
31.9
16-8
C16
30.9
n=8
Av C16
30.5
* see explanation at bottom of Table 8.2.

error
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.6
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.3
2.1
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
1.1

counter ion
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br

peaks*
1
1
1
1

comments
weak sh/pk
strong peak
weak peak
weak shlder

1
1;4m
1
1;4
1;4m;9
1;4m;9
1;4m;9

med. peak
v str. peak
wk shoulder

1;4m
1;4m;9m
1w;4w?
1w;4w?
1;4m;9
1;4m;9

wk peak
md sh/peak
wk shlder
wk shoulder
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Table 8.4 Single-chain surfactants yielding hexagonal mesostructures
Sample
8-3
5-2
6-2
6-1
7-2
n=4
8-5
17-1
17-2
17-3
17-5

chain length
C10
C12

AvC12Br
C14

d-space (Å)
29.1
34.2
34.8
34.1
32.7
33.95
36.31

error
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.89
0.12

counter ion
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br
Br

36.4
35.4
38.3
37.6

0.3
1.0
2.
1.0

Br
Br
Br
Br

peaks*
1
1;3;4;7
1
1
1;3;4;7

Comments†
Calcined-27.9±0.5 1m
Calcined - 32.8±1.0 1;3;4

1;3m;4m;7m Calcined -32.5±0.3
1;3m;4m;7
1;3m;4;7
Calcined-35.2±0.5 1;3m4m
1w/m
Calcined - 35.7±0.5 1;3;4
1w;3?;4?
Condensed at pH 6.7
1w
+lamellar condensed at pH
9.5

n=5
AvC14Br
36.80
1.15 Br
1-1
C16
40.2
0.1
Cl
1;3;4
+H2SO4
1-2
39.9
0.6
Ac
1;3
+H2SO4
2-1
42.3
0.9
Cl
1;3;4;7
2-2
41.8
0.6
Ac
1;3;4;7
3-1
37.3
0.2
Ac
1;3m;4m;7m Calcined-32.8±0.4 1;3;4
3-2
36.9
0.3
Cl
1;3m;4m
Calcined 34.3±0.13 1m;3;4
4-1
39.1
1.4
Br
1;3m;4;7m
Calcined-33.8±1.1 1;3;4
16-2
40.7
0.7
Br
1m;7
+NaCl
16-3
41.0
1.2
Br
1;3;4;7m
Calcined 36.8±0.2 1;3m;7
16-4
41.2
1.0
Br
1m
+NaCl + lamellar
16-5
40.0
1.5
Br
1w
+NaAc + lamellar
16-6
41.1
0.6
Br
1;3?;4?;7
+NaAc + small lamell
16-7
41.7
1.0
Br
1w;3?;4?
+NaAc + lamellar
16-8
42.4
1.0
Br
1m;3?;4?
+NaAc + Lamellar
18-1
40.2
0.5
Cl
1;3m;4m;7m calcined-38.4±0.5 1;3s;4s;7m
1850.1
0.8
Cl
1;3m;4m;7m calcined-44.3±0.2
1m**
;9w
1;3s;4s;7m;9m;13?; 16
n=9
AvC16Br
40.90
1.10 Br
n=3
AvC16Ac
39.70
2.30 Ac
n=4
AcC16Cl
39.90
2.20 Cl
*Peaks were found with d-space ratios of 1:√3:√4:√7:√9. These are abbreviated to 1:3:4:7:9 here. All peaks
weak unless otherwise labelled. Peaks corresponding to the first order reflection of the hexagonal phase
(labelled "1") were strong unless otherwise noted.
s: strong; m: medium; w: weak; vw: very weak.
† Some samples were prepared with added salt (i.e NaCl or Na acetate: NaAc). In some samples the main
phase coexisted with some lamellar phase (+lamellar). H2SO4 was used to adjust pH in noted cases.
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Table 8.5 Single (and double) chain surfactants with large headgroups yielding nonlamellar mesostructures
Sample
5-3

Chain length
C12

d-space (Å)
34.6

error cation
1.0
Br

peaks
comments
1;6? +24Å
cubic?
pk
6-3
C12
33.1
1.0
Br
1;6?;9
calcined - 33.7±1.0; 26.4w sh;
+19Åpk
18.0w cubic?
7-3
C12
34.5
1.0
Br
1;6? + 20cubic?
25Å pk
7-5
C12
33.1
1.0
Br
1
+ Benzene
8-2
C12
33.3
1.0
Br
1;7 +20-25Å cubic?
pk
8-6
C12
38.0
1.0
Br
1:3?;4;7?;9? hex.? calcined - 35.7±1.0 1;4w
9-1
C12
45.0
2.0
Br
1w sh
calcined 47.4±2.0 1m
12-2
C12
37.1
1.0
Cl
1 w sh
cobalt cage surfactant
14-1
C12
37.3
2.0
Cl
1 w sh
Co cage surfactant
18-2
C12
34.7
2.0
Cl
1 w sh
Co cage surfactant
18-4
C12
35.4
2.0
Cl
1 w sh
Co cage surfactant
18-5
C12
41.1
2.0
Cl
1m
Co cage surfactant
18-6
C12
40.1
2.0
Cl
1 w sh
Co cage surfactant
*Peaks were found with various d-space ratios including 1:√3:√4:√6?:√7:√9. These are abbreviated to
1:3:4:6:7:9 here. All peaks weak unless otherwise labelled. Peaks corresponding to the first order reflection
of the hexagonal phase (labelled "1") were strong unless otherwise noted.
w: weak; m: medium; sh: sharp.

Table 8.6 Small cation complexes of kanemite
Sample
FSM4-4

species†
NH4.DS

d-space (Å)
7.71

error
0.2

FSM4-5

TMA.DS

7.76

0.2

FSM5-1
FSM6-4

TEABr
TBABr

10.2
7.66

0.1
0.1

counterion
dodecyl
sulfate-DS
dodecyl
sulfate-DS
Br
Br

FSM6-5
FSM7-1
FSM7-4

TEABr
TEABr
TEABr/
Benzene
TEABr/
Dodecanol
Gemini
11-2-11

7.67
10.3
10.2

0.1
0.1
0.1

Br
Br
Br

13.2Åw;
6.4Ås/m
10.4Åw
6.0w
6.0 w

10.2

0.1

Br

5.9w;12.0w

7.72

0.2

Br

16.5w

0.1

Br

8.1w

0.5

Cl

7.2m br

-

OH

FSM7-6
FSM10-1a

FSM10-1

Gemini
10.2
11-2-11
FSM12-1
Co Sepul19.5
chrate
TPAKAN
TPAOH
* w: weak; m: medium; s: strong; br: broad
† DS: dodecyl sulfate.

other peaks*
10.1Åw

comments

10.1Å w

Did not
swell
Did not
swell
sampled
after 5min
exchange
sampled at
end of exp.

no xrd
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Figure 8.4a Double-chain lamellar phase data and least squares fit
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Data for this plot is given in Table 8.2. The extrapolation cuts the y-axis at ca. 10.8Å consistent with
a layer thickness comprising a single, former kanemite layer plus headgroups.

Figure 8.4b Single-chain lamellar phase data and least squares fit
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Data for this plot is given in Table 8.3. The extrapolation cuts the y-axis at ca. 21.5Å consistent with
a layer thickness double that for lamellar phases synthesised with double-chain surfactants.

Figure 8.4c Hexagonal phase unit cell data and least squares fit
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Unit cell data was calculated from the d-spacings given in Table 8.4 (using a=√3/2*d). Error
bars are exactly those given in Table 8.4. The extrapolations cut the y-axis in the ratio ca.
1:2, consistent with the FSM wall thickness doubling during calcination.
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8.6 Discussion
8.6.1 Making sense of the large number of results - lamellar and hexagonal phases
Lamellar and hexagonal mesostructured silicate/organic complexes were expected (e.g.,
Inagaki et al., 1996; 1993; Yanagisawa et al., 1990) and found in most experiments here.
Unlike previous templating experiments with kanemite, thermally stable mesostructures
were also formed using double chain surfactants and lamellar structures were formed with
single-chain surfactants, without using added oils (e.g., Inagaki et al., 1995) to vary the
effective shape parameter of the templates. These novel results were achieved by varying
the salinity and also by varying the pH and relative concentrations of reactants during
either ion exchange (intercalation) or condensation steps. The effective shape of the
templates was also varied directly, by employing surfactants with variously functionalised
headgroups.
The main products of single-chain templating experiments here were hexagonal (and
possibly other) thermally stable mesophases. Lamellar phases, when found in the singlechain systems, occurred in minor concentrations compared with the hexagonal
mesophases. Exceptions occurred where this was in reverse - i.e., lamellar phases
dominated the XRD spectrum of the product - e.g., in experiments FSM15 (attributed to
low surfactant concentration); some of FSM16-1 to FSM16-8 (probably due to high salt
content); FSM17-2 (due to low pH); FSM17-5,6 - where little and no hexagonal phase
was detected (attributed to low surfactant concentration). The only other outcome for
single-chain templating experiments was the negative result where no peaks in the small
angle region were observed.
The main product of double-chain templating experiments was always lamellar (minor
suspected hexagonal phase was recorded in the XRD spectra of some calcined samples
e.g., FSM9-1).
The main product of small cation intercalation was either a tetra alkyl ammoniumkanemite complex with a ca. 10Å spacing or a phase with a slightly smaller spacing (ca.
7.6Å). Cobalt sepulchrate gave its own intercalate.
Unique results were obtained when templating with cobalt-cage surfactants - little or no
XRD diffraction was obtained from these samples in the small angle region, nor was any
residual 10Å kanemite spacing found - consistent with disordered delaminated
kanemite/surfactant complexes.
8.6.2 Double-chain quaternary ammonium surfactants yielding mainly lamellar
structures
Double-chain quaternary ammonium surfactants with two methyl (C1) groups in the polar
part of the molecule have a surfactant shape parameter "s" (s=V/a.l) (e.g., Israelachvili,
Mitchell and Ninham, 1976; 1977) that allows their self assembly into lamellar structures
in the presence of kanemite. This is because each molecule is approximately cylindrical is
shape, or in other words - the cross-section area of the dimethyl headgroup is the same as
the cross-section area of the twin tails - yielding no taper along its length. In these
experiments, double-chain surfactants with C1 headgroups (and one with an OH in the
headgroup - FSM9-2) gave lamellar organic/silicate complexes (i.e., FSM4-2;4-3;4-6; 8-1
and 8-4; 9-2) - they were generally characterised by strong first and second order XRD
reflections, a medium third order reflection and possibly a weak fourth order peak in
some. A typical lamellar XRD pattern is shown in Figure 8.5a.
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Figure 8.5a XRD trace of FSM9-2 (uncalcined)
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Figure 8.5b XRD traces of FSM9-2 Uncalcined and calcined
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Lamellar complexes (FSM4-2;4-6;8-1;8-4) collapsed during calcination without retaining
their former mesostructure. FSM4-3 was not calcined. FSM9-2 retained a small residual
shoulder, but any mesostructure was otherwise destroyed during calcination (see Figure
8.5b). The small shoulder is consistent with a small amount of non-lamellar
mesostructure. The OH in the headgroup of the double-chain surfactant used for FSM9-2
may have caused a shrinkage of the headgroup due to hydrogen bonding and polar
associations with other molecules leading to formation of some "reverse" micelles and
consequently to minor discontinuous silicate mesostructures. However the effect is small
that it is not discussed further.
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Figure 8.6 XRD traces of as-synthesised, aged and calcined FSM9-1
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In experiment FSM9-1, a double-chain surfactant with a large headgroup (2C3) was used
to template kanemite, in order to see if any persistent mesostructure could be maintained
after templating and calcination. Figure 8.6 shows the predominantly lamellar structure
of the initial uncalcined product - three peaks occur in the ratio of 1:√4:√9 in the aged
sample (only two in the fresh sample indicative of a settling of the structure with time like viscous liquid crystals - see later). In contrast to the powder patterns of other lamellar
phases obtained here (e.g., Figure 8.5b), a shoulder (marked "M" for mesophase in
Figure 8.6), above the normal background, indicated the formation of some additional,
possibly non-lamellar mesostructure. Ageing of the sample showed the stability of the
sample in air with time. Calcination demonstrated that a small amount of poorly
crystalline, but otherwise mesostructured silicate remained. This was probably the
material represented as the shoulder in the XRD patterns of the uncalcined FSM9-1
sample. The implication is that the larger headgroup (relative to C1 double chain
quaternary ammonium surfactants) imparted curvature to the self-assembled surfactant
molecules, in turn curving the compliant thin kanemite sheets to which they were
mechanically/electrostatically coupled.
8.6.3 Single-chain surfactants yielding non-lamellar structures
Tapered surfactants such as single-chain surfactants with two C1 groups in their polar
region can be commonly self-assembled within the interlayer cation space of kanemite
under a range of basic pH's and reactant concentrations to give curved interfaces - the
curvature depending upon the surfactant shape parameter. The hexagonal mesostructured
silicates of Inagaki et al. have been exclusively synthesised using various lengths of
alkyltrimethylammonium bromides or chlorides. Vartuli used an hydroxide/chloride
counterion mixture. The outcome sensitivity to the counterion has shown to be much
smaller than to the shape of the positively charged long-chain cation. The shape
parameter for surfactants in solution is not only governed by their intrinsic molecular
geometry, but by their environmental surrounds such as salinity, pH and other variables
effecting the self-assembly of the chains and headgroups. For example, if the headgroup
charges are screened in solution, the surfactant shape parameter can be altered to reflect
the denser headgroup packing (if the surfactant was single chained then the curved
interface will become flatter). Alternatively, a cosolvent, soluble in the chains, such as a
long-chain alcohol (e.g., hexadecanol - see Inagaki et al., 1995) will change the packing
parameter in a way that reflects the increased tail cross sectional area and volume.
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In the syntheses of mesostructured silicates from soluble sources of silica, and using
various quaternary ammonium surfactants, Stucky et al. (i.e., Huo et al., 1994; 1995;
1996; Schacht et al., 1996; Firouzi, Stucky and Chmelka; 1997; Firouzi et al., 1995) have
explored a range of surfactant shape parameters and shown that the mesostructured
silicate products are sensitive to the shape parameter - they obtained a range of lamellar
through cubic and hexagonal to clathrate-like silicates. Their cooperative models for the
organisation of mesostructured silicates from solution is through direct and mediated
pathways where surfactants, counterions and silicate species form liquid crystalline
phases in ion-pair associations. Manipulation of their effective surfactant/silicate shape
parameters leads to directable control over nucleation, growth and phase transitions. They
achieve this shape parameter control through varying charge density, coordination and
molecular packing considerations such that so-called "silicatropic" liquid crystalline
mesophases possessing long-range order are formed. In contrast to their syntheses, the
syntheses here are not predominantly solution, but dispersion-phase experiments where
the silica source is likely not depolymerised from its sheet-like precursor. Therefore, in
experiments here, the self-assembly of the surfactants are to some degree restricted by the
preformed silica sheet - and in the past this has thought to hinder formation of a full range
of silicate/organic mesophases reflecting a continuum of surfactant packing parameters
(e.g., Inagaki et al., 1995). This has in part been because of a lack of experimental
evidence in FSM systems for any product other than lamellar and hexagonal mesophases.
Figure 8.7 XRD trace of calcined, metamorphosed hexagonal FSM18-1M
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A well-formed hexagonal mesophase formed by dispersing kanemite in a CTACl
solution, followed by metamorphic (hydrothermal) treatment and calcination is shown in
Figure 8.7 (and later in Figure 8.17b) showing at least five peaks. By varying the chainlength of the templating surfactant, a short homologous series of mesophases were
formed as illustrated by the XRD traces of calcined products in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8 XRD traces of calcined hexagonal phases
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The nitrogen adsorption isotherms and BET surface areas for these products are shown in
Figure 8.9, demonstrating the highly porous nature of these mesophases.
Figure 8.9 Nitrogen adsorption isotherms for calcined, mesoporous FSM's
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TEM images (Figure 8.10a-d) of these also demonstrate the porous and perhaps spongelike nature of some of these products. A comparison of these surface areas with those
found by Inagaki et al. (1994) show that the samples here are possibly not as well formed
as theirs - probably due to non-optimised synthesis conditions. The structural equivalence
across the members of this homologous series is not provable because of the small
number of XRD peaks displayed by each phase. Nonetheless the open structure of FSM's
shown in the XRD patterns of Figure 8.8 is well demonstrated. The optimised synthesis
of FSM18-1 is discussed below.
Figure 8.10a TEM micrograph of FSM3-1

Typical mesoporous textures observed in uncalcined FSM3-1.
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Figure 8.10b TEM micrograph of FSM2-1

Globular mesoporous silica observed in uncalcined FSM2-1. These silica spheroids display a radially
symmetric texture, and were also observed in calcined, metamorphosed FSM18-1.
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Figure 8.10c TEM micrographs of various products

Top left: Kanemite templated with a single chain cobalt cage surfactant (FSM 12-2, uncalcined).
This micrograph shows a texture similar to mesoporous silicates. Top right: Rare cubic? texture
(spacings: 4.0nm and 8.5nm) observed in uncalcined FSM2-1 (cf. cubic phase of Lu et al., 1997 with spacings of 3.7nm and 8.0nm). Bottom left: sponge-like texture with distinct 2.7nm spacing
observed in uncalcined FSM5-2. Bottom right: hexagonal texture in uncalcined FSM3-1.
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Figure 8.10d TEM tilt series micrographs of FSM2-1

These TEM micrographs illustrate the relative insensitivity of the somewhat random “cellular”
texture to tilting, consistent with a 3D connected porosity, rather than the 2D expected for a
columnar rod hexagonal mesophase.
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8.6.4 Single-chain surfactants with large headgroups yielding non-lamellar
structures
Templating experiments (FSM5-3,6-3,7-3,7-5,8-2,8-6 and 11-1) using single-chain
surfactants with large headgroups were attempted to see if a correlation occurred between
the headgroup size and cell parameter of the mesostructured silica. In all of these
experiments, the chain length and counterion were held constant, while the headgroup
size was varied. Table 8.5 lists the XRD results for these samples. The samples had a
(100) spacing of between 33.1-34.6Å, almost exactly centred on the average obtained
when the smaller headgroups were used instead (34.0±0.9Å) - thus the use of the larger
headgroups did not significantly alter the final mesostructure size (the reason is discussed
below). A positive determination as to whether these samples were isostructural with the
(hexagonal) products of templating using small headgroup, single-chain surfactants, was
ambiguous, thus leaving open the possibility that some other phase (e.g., cubic) had
formed rather than a hexagonal one. Shoulders (d=20-29Å) were observed on the main
peak assigned to the hexagonal phase in experiments FSM5-3; 6-3;7-5;8-2 supporting
either hexagonal phase coexistence with lamellar structures or possibly another phase.
In two of these large-headgroup experiments (FSM7-5 and 8-6), oils were added to the
syntheses mixtures to attempt swelling of the hydrocarbon portion of the chains. Only in
the latter experiment was any significant effect noted - i.e., a relatively large, ca. 4Å,
increase in the main position. The increase in spacing is consistent with swelling of the
chain region such that the shape parameter of the surfactants became less compatible with
tight curvature at the headgroup interface, thus yielding a larger d-spacing. Alternatively
the oil may have induced a relative phase change, with a concomitant spacing shift (e.g.,
hexagonal-cubic). In any case a real change in the effective shape parameter was
achieved. The slightly polar end of the swelling agent (dodecanol) in experiment FSM8-6
may have acted as a dispersant of the oil in the surfactant/water/kanemite
solution/dispersion, whereas when the more hydrophobic molecule benzene was used
(FSM 7-5) as a swelling agent, no such incorporation nor swelling was observed.
8.6.5 Single-chain surfactants yielding lamellar structures
In several experiments here, lamellar mesostructures were obtained from kanemite/single
chain surfactant systems, but only when syntheses conditions were considerably different
to the favoured conditions for FSM formation used by Inagaki et al. (1994) - i.e., 1000ml
of 0.1M CTACl with ca. 50g dry equivalent of kanemite; pH 12.3 intercalation for 3
hours; pH 8.5 condensation (pH adjusted using 2 mol.dm-3 HCl) for 3 hours.
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Figure 8.11 XRD traces of FSM16-1 to FSM16-8
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In experiments FSM16-1 to FSM16-8 here, the effect of adding salt to a
kanemite/surfactant system showed a dramatic correlation between effective change in
curvature at the headgroup/silica interface and salt concentration. Figure 8.11 shows the
XRD patterns of the products. The experiment was divided into two batches of four (both
batches otherwise run simultaneously), under identical heating and agitation conditions,
and with equivalent amounts of acid used for pH adjustment prior to the condensation
step, and both with the bromide counterion on the original surfactant. The effect of
changing the salt concentration by a step factor of 10 appears to have produced similar
results for both types of added salt at low concentrations. However with large amounts of
salt the ion exchange appears to be unfavourable for the NaCl sample - not too surprising
given that we have tried to replace the sodium with a surfactant in an overwhelming
excess of sodium ions. Unexpectedly, kanemite appears to have been at least delaminated
and probably intercalated in the case of the sample with 5g of added Na acetate. An
explanation comes from considering specific dispersion interactions of ions in solution
near interfaces, rather than just electrostatic interactions as espoused by Ninham and
Yaminsky (1997). They predict contrasting salt effects in similar systems of quaternary
ammonium surfactants and various specific salts and salt pairs. Acetate ions have the
same electron density as water molecules and therefore no dispersion forces occur
between the dimerised or micellar CTA ions in solution and these acetate ions. The
consequence of this lack of electrodynamic (dispersion) force between the acetate and
surfactant ions is that the CTA ions remain highly charged and are therefore readily
exchangeable with the sodium ions in kanemite (despite the very high salt concentrations
of the experiment (FSM16-5). In contrast, chloride ions have a dissimilar electron density
to water, and so have a significant dispersion force attraction to the surfactant aggregates,
leaving these effectively poorly charged and not at all available for ion exchange into
kanemite.
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At lower concentrations the schemes are almost identical for both salt types. Initially
mesostructures mixed with unreacted kanemite are formed - these appear to be nonlamellar phases (FSM16-2 and FSM16-6), and given they are apparently on the other side
(with respect to salt concentration) of the dominantly lamellar phases (FSM16-3, FSM164 and FSM16-7, FSM16-8), are possibly "reverse" hexagonal or micellar phases with
their respective headgroup cross sections smaller than the area of their tail groups.
Calcination of FSM16-3 collapsed the peaks assigned to the lamellar phase, leaving only
the phase shown previously Figure 8.8. It was at first surprising to observe that the
lamellar phase was so strongly diffracting in the patterns corresponding to the samples
with the least salt in both salt series. However, with the added salt of 0.06g and 0.07g in
the chloride and acetate systems respectively, the (molar) ratio of salt to silica was ca.
0.19 and 0.12 respectively - reflecting the relatively high salt concentration, even in these
least saline systems. For systems reacted with very similar conditions, but without salt
e.g., FSM17-1, the hexagonal mesophase was well-formed - suggesting that a hexagonal
to lamellar phase transition occurs on going from standard, non-saline conditions to those
of moderate salinity (as in FSM16-4 and 16-8). The transformation is likely to be an
example where the charges on surfactant headgroups have been screened, densifying the
headgroup packing, with a concomitant change in V/al (or the shape parameter) so that on
average, a more cylindrical molecule resulted in lamellar self-assembly in saline
conditions, rather than an average molecule tapered towards its tail from a relatively
larger headgroup forming a curved (hexagonal) interface
The possibility that the lamellar phase observed in experiment FSM16 was free surfactant
is considered unlikely for a number of reasons. First, the surfactant would be expected to
become more and more "salted out" at the higher salt concentrations, and this is not
observed. Second, the samples were filtered and then washed with water. Free surfactant
was not found in the XRD pattern of 16-1 in which exchange of surfactant for sodium
almost certainly did not take place so it appears that the free surfactant remained soluble
and was washed out. So in the case where some exchange did take place, comparatively
less free surfactant should have been relatively more easily removed during filtering and
washing. Third, the wide-angle region of their spectra showed no detail other than being
consistent with either intercalated surfactant (broad chain packing and "amorphous" silica
peak in 2-30˚2Θ region) or with some free kanemite (marked with a "K"). There was no
sign of the sharp peaks expected for crystalline surfactant. Fourth, in each experiment the
amount of exchangeable cations (i.e., Na sites within the kanemite) was slightly larger
than the amount of available surfactant, and given that a substantial portion of exchange
had taken place at higher salt concentrations (as indicated by the mesophase peaks of
FSM16-2; 16-3; and 16-6) it would seem reasonable that the integrated area under the
(small angle) XRD traces of FSM16-4 and FSM16-7 and 16-8 should be about the same
order as under the trace of FSM16-3 and probably FSM16-6. This is observed. Taken
together, the data are consistent with a lamellar silicate/organic complex rather than a
purely lamellar surfactant phase.
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Therefore it seems that a sequence rather like a liquid-crystalline phase progression has
been demonstrated in this system - ranging from "normal" hexagonal to lamellar and
possibly to a "reverse" mesophase. Coexistence of lamellar and hexagonal phases appears
to have also been demonstrated.
Figure 8.12 XRD traces of as-synthesised, aged and calcined FSM17-2
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Figure 8.12 shows the results of the templating experiment FSM17-2. This XRD
sequence is almost identical to that obtained for FSM9-1 shown in Figure 8.6. The
presence of the lamellar phase here is suspected to have been induced by acidification of
the reacting solution when adjusting pH after intercalation and before silica condensation.
The pH was readjusted back towards the figure given in Table 8.1 with NaOH solution.
In other experiments in this set (i.e., FSM17), lamellar phases were also noted where the
pH was not acidic, nor extra salt added. In those experiments, the only variable that was
altered (relative to FSM17-1, whose product was a well crystalline hexagonal phase) was
the surfactant concentration: it was reduced. The same effect was also seen in an earlier
set of experiments at low surfactant concentration (i.e., FSM15). Thus it appears that at
relatively low surfactant concentrations here (ca. <0.03M for 1g of wet kanemite), the
single-chain alkyltrimethyl ammonium cations exchanged with the sodium of the
kanemite, but may not have induced curvature in the sheets. This result is counterintuitive if we predicted the outcome based on the molecular shape parameter. However
the apparent anomaly is probably due to low surfactant concentration leading to poor ion
exchange and limited surfactant aggregation.
Quantitatively, the structure of these single-chain lamellar intercalates remains unclear Figure 8.4b illustrated that these samples are clearly distinct from the lamellar phases
obtained from the double-chain surfactants, and if the data was not so scattered would
suggest that the repeat unit was a double layer of kanemite (the y-intercept1 of the
1The

y-intercept of the extrapolated best fit to the data represents the layer thickness when the effective
number of carbons in the surfactant chain equals zero (assuming the incremental length per carbon remains
constant when the chain length is varied - which is probably a good first approximation for lamellar phases,
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regression line at ca. 21.5Å indicates a double layer, as opposed to the y-intercept in
Figure 8.4a which indicates a single layer). This double-layering could conceivably
occur, given that in the crystal structure of the related KHSi2O5 (e.g., see Almond et al.,
1997) silanol groups occur on both sides of the sheet, acting as potential sites for sheetsheet condensation. However given the large spread of data, these observations should be
supplemented with further data for such structural conclusions.
In other experiments, lamellar phases were also found to either coexist with the hexagonal
(or other) mesostructures. Table 8.3 lists the samples in which single-chain surfactants
led to peaks most commonly belonging to lamellar phases. Not all of these were
confirmed as lamellar because of the lack of higher order reflections - particularly for
those samples in the top half of the table where only one peak was assigned to a
(possible) lamellar phase. In those cases (FSM8-3;5-2;7-2;7-5;8-5) the accompanying
(stronger) peaks were assigned to thermally stable hexagonal (or other) mesoporous
phases (also see Table 8.4) on the basis of XRD and surface area analysis of their
calcined equivalents and some TEM imaging.
Inagaki et al. (1995) found lamellar phases too, but using an effective double chain
surfactant (i.e., a mixture of significant amounts (they did not state exactly how much) of
long chain alcohols (1-dodecanol and 1-hexadecanol) with hexadecyltrimethyl
ammonium surfactant. Recall that when a long chain alcohol was included in the
synthesis FSM8-6, an effective change in the shape parameter was also noted but not to
such an extent that a lamellar phase resulted.
8.6.6 Short-chain analogues of the longer chain surfactants - their intercalation into
kanemite
Kanemite was dispersed in separate solutions containing ammonium and tetramethyl
ammonium dodecyl sulfate (FSM4-4 and 4-5) and in separate solutions of tetraethyl
ammonium, tetrapropylammonium and tetrabutyl ammonium bromide (FSM6-4;6-5;71;7-4; and 7-6). Table 8.6 gives a summary of the XRD results of these experiments - the
results for intercalation with a twin C11 chained gemini surfactant are included here
because of the similar results obtained.
Table 8.6 clearly shows two main products - the first with a dominant strong peak at
7.71Å, with accompanying peaks near: 4.67(Å)m, 4.04(Å)m, 3.83(Å)w, 3.61(Å)s,
3.54(Å)s, 3.28(Å)m, 2.72Å(m) and 2.45Å(w) - these appeared to be from a distinctly
different phase to kanemite, attributed to intercalation of the quaternary ammonium ions
that may have a smaller radius than an hydrated sodium ion.

but probably not sponges - see section 8.8.1). Therefore the y-intercept gives the thickness of the silica
sheet plus two times the surfactant headgroup diameter (assumed roughly spherical and of the order of 3-4Å
for a trimethyl quaternary ammonium compound).
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The second set corresponded to kanemite peaks, apparently unchanged in position, and
much lower in intensity, suggestive of structure damage and possible ion exchange. In
addition, the peaks in the range ca. d=3-4Å were of the same intensity as the d=10.2Å
spacing consistent with a structural rearrangement. The peaks for these phases occurred
near those for kanemite:
10.2-10.3Å(s), 5.1Å(m), 4.04Å(s), 4.00Å(s), 3.73Å(w), 3.65A(m), 3.44Å(m), 3.15Å(m), 3.08Å(w),
2.48Å(m) and 2.39Å(w).

The second set were mostly prepared by intercalation at a higher pH (ca. 10.5-11) than
those of the former set (ca. 9-10). This pH sensitivity that kanemite showed towards small
cations was not explored further, but suggests that small quaternary ammonium ions were
intercalated into the kanemite structure likely causing structural damage to the former
silica layers.
The gemini surfactant (with two headgroups separated by a spacer, each headgroup with
an identical tail) yielded a product with reflections (e.g., d=7.7Å, 6.44Å, 4.68Å, 4.22Å,
4.07Å, 3.85Å, 3.62Å, 3.54Å, 3.27Å, and 2.99Å - like the former set) after just five
minutes of intercalation at pH 10-10.5. After several hours, pH adjustment and several
more hours on the heat bath, the gemini surfactant yielded a spacing of 10.2Å (like
kanemite). However the peak was broad and so were the other peaks in the wide angle
region near d=3-4Å (only three peaks observed). In addition to the broadening, a very
weak shoulder at higher d-spacing (i.e., 33-38Å) suggests this surfactant was a poor
template - the C2 spacer between the two N atoms probably hindered charge density
matching with kanemite leading to a poorly structured intercalate. Gemini surfactants
were shown to yield a rich phase behaviour in MCM type systems by Huo et al. (1995),
so the lack of success here should not be taken as an indicator that kanemite cannot be
successfully templated with gemini surfactants - more combinations of spacers and chain
lengths may well yield positive templating results.
8.6.7 Cobalt cage surfactants and their exchange with Na in kanemite
Keene, Knowles and Hudson (1996) demonstrated the reversible extraction of the
hexaamine cobalt(III) cation from aqueous solution by kanemite, and its enhanced
extraction in the presence of CTACl. In a similar way a cage structured cobalt sepulchrate
(III) ion has been incorporated into kanemite here. In addition, long-chain functionalised
derivatives of the cobalt sepulchrate (III) moiety were obtained (courtesy of, and
synthesised by Alan Sargeson, Research School of Chemistry). These cobalt "cage"
surfactants were obtained as powders or as solutions. The experiments FSM18-2FSM18-5 were complicated by the poor solubility of the single-chain C12 surfactant
material (estimated 60-90% solubilised). FSM18-6 was performed with a very soluble
forked chain surfactant (the single-chain forked into two C8 chains at a tertiary amine; the
amine group separated from the sepulchrate headgroup by two methyl groups and an
amide group).
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The simplified formulae for these two compounds are:
1) the single C12 chain:
[Sar-(CH2)11CH3]3+.3Cl- and;
2) the forked-double C8 chain
[Sar-NH2.(CH2)2.NH.((CH2)7CH3)2]3+.3Cl-.
where Sar is the cobalt sepulchrate headgroup:
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The intercalated samples were without any significant sharp XRD peaks (other than
residual kanemite peaks due to low surfactant exchange - FSM12-FSM14), only very
broad, weak bumps occurred in their respective XRD spectra in the region d=6-7Å. The
XRD results are given in Table 8.5 and Table 8.6. Otherwise all structure was
obliterated, indicative of at least major kanemite delamination, if not intercalation
yielding a poorly mesostructured product. Only FSM18-5 produced a significant small
angle peak (d=41.1±2Å) - all others experiments yielded shoulders in the small angle.
The significance of the peak is that the triply charged, single-chained cage surfactant has
templated the kanemite into a poor, yet somewhat ordered mesostructure. We might
expect the triply charged headgroup to have been too high in terms of charge density for
any reasonable charge density matching with kanemite (a single surface of kanemite has
approximately 1 exchangeable sodium in every 30Å2) but the charge was spread over a
large headgroup, thus tipping the balance back towards a charge density matched
intercalation.
Unfortunately the structure collapsed when calcined. However this demonstrates, possibly
for the first time, that surfactants other than quaternary ammonium ions are useful in
kanemite templating.
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8.7 Post-synthesis experiments - swelling; high temperature XRD and
hydrothermal treatment to obtain high quality FSM material
8.7.1 Swelling
Figure 8.13 XRD traces of FSM17-5 swelled with octane
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Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14 show the small angle XRD patterns of lamellar phases
described earlier, after swelling in octane. The samples were wetted with octane and
sealed in glass vials and heated for 17 hours at 80˚C. The first of ten vials was opened,
XRD'd immediately, followed by the second, etc., until all were characterised during the
course of about an hour - one sample (SW6) had not been fully sealed, and had no
remaining octane after heating. Two blanks were intentionally run without octane (SW5
and SW10). The first set; SW1-SW4 - all contained 0.11g of air dried FSM17-2 powder
and the second set; SW5-SW9 contained 0.16g of air dried FSM9-2, and were mixed
according to the quantities given in the inset table of Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14.
The diffraction patterns of swelled FSM17-5 showed that the single-chain lamellar phase
swelled to over 40Å in one case, the relative amount of swelling almost inversely
proportional to the amount of oil added. Interestingly, the relative intensity of the samples
followed the same pattern. Three peaks were indexed for each pattern - consistent with
the lamellar structure proposed - recall that this sample also contained a portion of
probable hexagonal mesophase - that may or may not have swelled during heating with
octane (a small peak corresponding to the mesophase is seen on the immediate left of the
large peak near 3.5˚2Θ.
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Figure 8.14 XRD traces of FSM9-2 swelled with octane
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More controlled swelling occurred in the case of FSM9-2. Figure 8.14 shows that the
swelled samples shared the same degree of swelling (independent of added octane) after
about 3-4Å of swelling. SW6, the sample whose octane inadvertently escaped, returned
almost to the non-swelled value showing the reversible nature of the swelling of this
sample.
Interestingly, the blank sample of FSM17-5 - SW5, had a slightly smaller interlayer
spacing than when first precipitated - probably due to relaxation over about a week since
synthesis. FSM9-2 was a little larger than when first precipitated a month earlier. These
two results clearly show that the lamellar phases, either templated via a single or doublechain, swelled in octane, at least by 10-20%.
Excess oil was found on some of the relatively oil rich samples of both samples
suggestive that the swelling limit had been reached in both cases - possibly because of oil
being thrown out of the structure when cooled, or perhaps due to some inherent inability
to swell for structural reasons.
8.7.2 High temperature XRD - FSM4-6 and FSM8-4
High temperature XRD was attempted in order to parallel a liquid crystalline like effect
observed by Lagaly and Weiss (1971). They used in situ XRD while heating
alkylammonium intercalated beidellites (n=12-18 carbons in their chains). They observed
stepped decreases in XRD spacing as kinks in the hydrocarbon chain formed during
temperature elevation from room temperature to about 90-120˚C. Such behaviour can be
classed as liquid crystalline behaviour.
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Figure 8.15 HTXRD traces of FSM4-6
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The same stepped effect was not demonstrated here, but a change in spacing with
temperature was measured for aged, air dried FSM4-6. Figure 8.15 shows the
progression from room temperature to 105˚C. Note that the room temperature spacing had
decreased during the ageing period of the lamellar complex by about 17Å over the 5
months since synthesis. Upon heating to 60˚C the d-spacing quickly returned to within 48Å of its former value (49±2Å). Further heating did not change the spacing significantly.
However a dramatic effect can be seen in the chain packing region of the diffractogram a phase change from a crystalline rotor phase (with chain packing peak at d=4.15-4.20Å)
to a molten chain smectic phase occurs (d=4.45-4.55Å). The room temperature phase is
clearly a well developed liquid crystalline rotor phase.
Therefore initially the silicate/organic complex could be justifiably described as a tilted
smectic (crystalline) rotor phase with a polymerised headgroup region (something like we
might see in other liquid crystalline polymers) - or in the nomenclature of thermotropic
liquid crystals either a smectic G or a smectic J (see Chapter 3.1 regarding thermotropic
liquid crystal nomenclature). Upon heating to 60˚C, not only is the layer spacing
increased, but so is the average chain motion - to such an extent that the chains melt,
yielding what is probably (again using thermotropic nomenclature) a smectic A or
smectic C (depending on the chain tilt). Remarkably when the sample was cooled, the
original lamellar d-spacing is obtained, and the chains take on a certain amount of rotorlike crystalline order again, although not as much as originally This scenario requires
proof that it is in fact the surfactant/silicate complex making the transition as a single
thermotropic entity. Strong evidence that no free surfactant is present is based upon
similar arguments used for experiment FSM16 (see earlier). In addition, litres of water
were used to wash the product (weighing ca. 1-1.5g), with no indication of any free
surfactant being present in the last wash. When this sample was washed - after the first
filtering - a very hydrophobic material was obtained. This fact alone establishes that the
surfactant present was at least attached via its headgroups to the silica, and so is in fact
not free of the silica. Unless some surfactant was occluded, the sample was most likely
100% surfactant/silica lamellar mesophase. A similar experiment with sample FSM8-4
gave no change of spacing and no change of chain arrangement (it was molten to begin
with). The other samples whose room temperature XRD patterns were consistent with
rotor phases are listed in Table 8.2. However these were not subjected to high
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temperature XRD. This liquid crystalline behaviour suggests that the silicate sheet was
free to warp and bend in sympathy or in concert with the thermally agitated chains as they
made their thermotropic transitions. However, little change may have been required as the
area per chain in the plane of the silicate may have been increased by the chain melting,
but decreased by the chain untilting.
In any case the silicate/organic complex appears to have some flexibility with respect to
geometry, and it would be interesting to see if a full phase transition from lamellar to
hexagonal, for example, could be induced thermally at higher temperature.
8.7.3 Hydrothermal or metamorphic optimisation of FSM synthesis
All of the syntheses of hexagonal mesophases up until FSM18-1 gave reasonably formed
silicates upon calcination. The best of these had three or four peaks. Hydrothermal
treatment was used, solely with the purpose of increasing the lattice parameter, and this
was achieved. In addition, peaks became sharper, and more clearly defined, so much so
that up to seven peaks could be picked out above the background, (five without
ambiguity). Figure 8.16 shows the calcined version after hydrothermal treatment of
FSM18-1 (i.e., FSM18-1M55, "M" for metamorphic).
Figure 8.16 High resolution (7.5 hour scan) of calcined, metamorphosed FSM18-1
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The hydrothermal synthesis (metamorphic treatment) was chosen to expand the lattice
parameter of an already excellently formed mesophase. The hydrothermal treatment was
carried out as an afterthought, and the mother liquor was not available - the sample
FSM18-1 was obtained from its mother liquor by filtering and then washing with about
200ml water. The air dried, filtered and washed sample was stored for about a week prior
to hydrothermal treatment. A 50ml capacity stainless steel, unlined bomb was used. In it
was loaded 0.17g of the air-dried FSM18-1 sample with 10ml water. The autoclave was
sealed and heated under autogenous pressure for 51 hours at 150˚C. The bomb was
slowly cooled to room temperature overnight, and the sample removed, filtered and
washed and then XRD'd. The sequence of patterns obtained prior to the slow scan in
Figure 8.16 are shown in Figure 8.17a and Figure 8.17b. The expansion of the
mesostructure was dramatic - by about 10Å or 25% - the difference in crystallinity
between the as-synthesised sample FSM181 and FSM181M was not too much judging
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from XRD, but when calcined, the difference was obvious - an extra peak possibly three
extra, and sharper peaks. The difference between the d-spacings for the calcined,
metamorphosed sample (compared with the was found to be about 6Å.
Figure 8.17a XRD traces of uncalcined FSM18-1 - with and without hydrothermal
treatment
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Figure 8.17b XRD traces of calcined FSM18-1 - with and without hydrothermal
treatment
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This optimisation route has been used by Huo, Margolese and Stucky (1996) as a
relatively low temperature (100˚C) approach to obtain high quality MCM's, but has not
been previously reported for mesostructured silica after kanemite. The hydrothermal or
metamorphic route to increased d-spacing for MCM's was first described by Khushalani
et al. (1995) where the newly formed MCM material was transferred to a sealed bomb, in
the mother liquor from which it was formed.
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Figure 8.18 TEM micrograph and corresponding electron diffraction pattern of
calcined, metamorphosed FSM18-1

8.8 The intrinsic geometry of mesostructured FSM's - swelling laws
The effect of templating kanemite using different chain-length surfactants was attempted
in these experiments - the use of different length chains is akin to swelling the
mesostructure. As Hyde (1995) has shown, the effective swelling of these mesophases
gives a direct measure of the type of structure the sheets are folded into, whether
cylindrical, sponge or discontinuous phases etc. The shape parameter "s" for a particular
architectural geometry is determined using this analysis. For sponges, the value of the
shape parameter determined in the void space "sin" should be approximately equal to 2/3
(or 1/3 for spheres; 1/2 for cylinders and 1 for planes). Hyde theoretically derived the
relationship between porosity, average wall thickness (l) and pore diameter (d),
(parameters that need be independently assessed if nothing is to be assumed) during
swelling, and showed that the power law below was a general result, from which the
slope of a plot of d/l versus porosity directly determines the shape parameter:
φs = k. d/l

(1)

If we assume that the radius of curvature of the FSM material scales linearly with the
surfactant chain length (which is not the case in Hyde's general result - (1)), then
remarkably good fits to the effective swelling data of Inagaki (1994) are obtained. This
can be seen by plotting chain-length versus theoretical surface area (per unit weight) of
the calcined FSM's, and also by plotting chain-length versus theoretical pore volume (per
unit weight) of the calcined FSM's. The surface area plots are shown in Figures 8.19a,b
for two different wall thicknesses, and the volume plot is shown in Figure 8.20.
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Figure 8.19 Calculated surface areas versus chain length for sponges and cylinders
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Figure 8.20 Calculated pore volumes versus chain length for sponges and cylinders
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In this analysis, the incremental length per carbon in the surfactant was held constant - an
assumption that is probably incorrect in reality, but nonetheless simplifies this scheme.
The density of the wall was held constant at 2.2g.cm-3, a figure obtained from fused silica
(e.g., Hyde, 1996 - ex Inagaki, personal communication). A similar density within ±10%
of amorphous silica (ca. 2.2g.cm-3) was obtained by Glinka et al. (1996) who nullified
neutron scattering from MCM41 by filling its pores with a solution of 60%D2O/40%H2O.
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The thickness of the silica layer after calcination was varied around Inagaki et al.'s
reported wall thickness determined from TEM images (ca. 4-6Å). Note that the
uncalcined wall thickness can also be approximated (if we assume a linear relation
between wall thickness and surfactant chain length) by finding the intercept of the upper
regression line (unit cell sizes) shown in Figure 8.4c. Clearly a trend is shown in the data,
strongly supporting a combined double wall plus double headgroup thickness of about
13.1Å. If the headgroups are of the order of 3.5Å diameter, then the (half) wall thickness
is given as 0.5(13.1-2(3.5)) or ca. 3.1Å. The same analysis on a single set of uncalcined
and calcined samples (calcined in the same batch - FSM5-2;8-3;17-1;16-3) gave
intercepts of 16.5Å and 12.2Å or (half) wall thicknesses of 4.8Å and 2.6Å. However with
four samples made in separate syntheses the errors are probably quite high. The average
(half) wall thickness obtained here via this method using all calcined data (for single
chain-surfactants with trimethyl headgroups) was about 7Å. The data for calcined FSM's
of Inagaki et al. (1996a) (with n=8-18 carbons) gives an intercept of 15.4Å, or a (half)
wall thickness of 4.2Å for a headgroup thickness of 3.5Å. This compares favourably with
Inagaki et al. (1996b)'s (half) wall thicknesses determined for calcined samples by XRD
simulation (4±0.5Å), but is less than their N2 adsorption (8±0.5Å) and TEM data (6±1Å).
The sensitivity of the calculations in Appendix 8.1) to the mean wall thickness is apparent
from the shift of the predicted plots relative to the data (Figure 8.19a and Figure 8.19b).
It is thus difficult to distinguish between cylinders and sponges (particularly considering
that the radius of curvature of the FSM material does not in fact scale linearly with the
surfactant chain length, as assumed here). However, it appears that the data are
excellently approximated by theory (assuming either sponges or rods), independent of the
failure to discriminate between geometries simply on the basis of easily determined
experimental parameters (i.e., surface area and pore volume per gram).
The surface area data obtained for samples here were systematically lower than Inagaki's
data, consistent with less pore space in samples here as would be expected from the
observation of relatively fewer peaks in the calcined samples FSM5-2, 8-3, 16-3 and 17-1
compared with Inagaki's samples. Possible lamellar phases in the uncalcined samples
(e.g., FSM5-2, 8-3, 16-3) may have contributed to low surface area measurements here.
Also some unreacted kanemite probably lowered the effective surface are (per unit
weight) in each of these samples (see Figure 8.8). The same relative lowering of the pore
volumes was also found for samples here relative to Inagaki's samples.
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8.9 Conclusions
Experiments here showed that mesostructured FSM materials could be synthesised under
a range of experimental conditions. The curvature of the kanemite sheets probably
underwent warping with minimum dissolution and re-precipitation, because FSM's were
successfully prepared at relatively low pH, a model supported by the unchanging
appearance of the clay dispersion during templating, and the apparent remnant clay
structures sometimes observed using TEM.
With a warped sheet model, a certain degree of charge density matching of the clay-sheet
with the templating molecules must have occurred for preservation of neutrality. The
invariant lattice parameters measured for FSM's made with C12 surfactants, independent
of headgroups, is apparently at odds with the conservation of area per charge at the
headgroup/silicate interface in both systems. However, in the larger headgroup systems,
inclusion of small cations (Na+ possibly H+) in the interstices between surfactants could
easily reconcile this problem. This same argument of partial exchange of alkylammonium
ions for Na in kanemite is probably valid for the FSM obtained via the double chain
template with a large headgroup (FSM9-1).
In the case of lamellar silicate/organic complexes obtained via single-chain surfactant
templating, screening of headgroup charges has probably resulted in denser headgroup
packings and a consequent shift of the shape parameter to one more like a cylinder than a
tapered molecule. In excess salt, this may have caused a complete reversal of the
curvature at the headgroups.
The difference in counterions on the surfactants proved to be of minor concern for the
phase outcome under most conditions studied here. Cl-, Br- and Ac- (and some SO42-)
ions were used with no significant difference in the products detected. The exception to
this was when the salt content was very high in the experiment with added sodium acetate
and sodium chloride.
Other effects that resulted in dramatic changes of phase included surfactant concentration
and pH - but these were not investigated in any detail.
Short-chain tetra-alkyl ammonium ions, cobalt sepulchrate and cobalt cage surfactants
were also shown to exchange into the kanemite structure, resulting in either a small
change in XRD crystallinity, a shift to a slightly smaller structure or in the case of the
long-chain cage surfactants - a poorly ordered mesostructure that collapsed on
calcination.
Arguments for establishing a clear topological demarcation between sponge and cylinder
mesostructures in FSM’s were examined here. This was done using TEM tilt-series
imaging, surface area and volume data, and a theoretical analysis. The images supported
interconnected sponge phases, and hence a hyperbolic interfacial templating route to their
syntheses. However, the surface area/volume data and analysis did not yield a clear
demarcation. Instead, the data fell approximately between what we theoretically predicted
for sponges and cylinders, using reasonable values for wall thicknesses and wall density.
This excellent agreement of the theoretical analysis with experimental data is a
demonstration of the simplicity and power of differential geometry in the study of curved
interfaces in self-assembled template systems.
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Appendix 8.1 Differential geometry for theoretical plots of surface area
and pore volume
Figure A8.1.1 Construction for differential geometric analysis of mesoporous silica
density of wall
l
ρ=2.2g/cm3
c.n

r
The shaded region represents the wall material of a mesoporous silicate, with density, ρ.
A midsurface defined through the silica. The distance “c.n” is the effective length of the
template molecule, with n carbons in the chain, each of an effective length, c. “r” is the
radius of curvature of the midsurface and is equivalent to c.n+l.

For any two-dimensional surface the following hold;
A(l) = A0[1+2H0l+K0l2],
where
A(l) is the area of the surface at distance
l from the mid-surface;
A0 is the area of the mid-surface;
M0 is the mean curvature of the mid-surface;
K0 is the Gaussian curvature of the mid-surface

(1)

and
V(l) = ∫A(l)dl
= A0l[1+H0l+1/3K0l2],
(2)
where
V is the volume of space between the parallel surface out to
distance l from the mid-surface;
The surface area per gram A(l).g-1 is thus determined by rearranging (2) to obtain an
expression for A0, substituting this into (1), and using V(l).g-1 = ρ-1;
A(l).g-1 = 2l--1ρ-1 [1+2H0l+K0l2]/[1+H0l+1/3K0l2],

(3)

the factor of two included to account for the fact that the midsurface has two parallel
surfaces.
Now for cylinders, substitute the following into (3):
H0l =l/2r, and
(4a)
2
K0l =0,
(4b)
where
r is the radius of curvature of the surface.
(4a) and (4b) hold because either of (but not both) k1 or k2 (the principal curvatures) are
zero-valued.
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Whereas for sponges, substitute the following into (3):
H0l =0, and
K0l2=(l/r)2 ,
because k1 = - k2 for homogeneous sponges
The homogeneity index for a surface is given as
H = (A03/2)/[(2πχ)1/2.V]
= (A03/2.<r>)/(A1/2.V)
= A0.<r>/.V
where
χ is the Euler-Poncairé characteristic
<r> is the average radius of curvature

(5a)
(5b)

(6)
(7)

or rearranged,
V= A0<r>/ H
recalling that
V is the total volume on both sides of the mid-surface

(8)

The pore volume is then found by subtracting the volume of the silica walls (2) from the
total volume obtained using (8):
Vpore= V-2V( l), or

(9)

The above analysis is largely taken from Hyde (e.g., Hyde, 1995). Surfactant chains have
length of 1.2Å per carbon; the average radius of curvature <R> is a function of chain
length and wall thickness, here assumed to be a linear function (<R>=c*n+l). The values
of H here was 3/4 for sponges and 1 for cylinders (since is H approximately = 1/2s,
where s is the surfactant packing parameter).
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Appendix 8.2 Swelling of talc and pyrophyllite with liquid crystalline
metallic soaps
Introduction
The curvature found in several clay systems is discussed here in terms of area/charge
matching at interfaces and differential geometry. In some respects these curved clays may
be considered as self-templating since a mismatch of areas the constituent octahedral and
tetrahedral sheets leads directly to curvature induction. In a simplified model, the
template could be considered to be either the polymerised silica sheet or the polymerised
octahedral sheet.
Amongst these layer compounds, curvature is particularly pronounced in the so-called
"poorly ordered" or "primitive precursor" clays. For example curvature has been reported
in natural allophane and imogolite (Wada and Yoshinaga, 1969; van der Gaast et al.,
1985), halloysite (Wada et al., 1988; Robertson and Eggleton, 1991), hisingeriteneotocite, and sturtite (Eggleton et al., 1983), serpentines (chrysotile and antigorite - e.g.,
Whittaker and Zussman, 1971) and endellite (or hydrohalloysite) - a kaolinite group
mineral (Bates, Hildebrand and Swineford, 1950), in the poorly crystalline weathering
products of muscovites, plagioclase and K-feldspars (Tazaki and Fyfe, 1987; Banfield
and Eggleton, 1990), and weathered obsidians (Kawano, Tomita and Kamino et al.,
1993).
Synthetic allophane, imogolite and protoimogolite have been described, for example, by
Wilson et al. (1988); Wada (1987); and Wada, Eto and Wada (1979). Roy and Roy
(1954) described tubular and curved structures obtained from synthetic serpentines
(Mg6Si4O10(OH)4. They related layer misfit to mineral composition experimentally by
substitutions such as Ge for Si, or Ni for Mg. Synthetic layered sulfides have also been
shown to display curvature - e.g., polyhedral, cylindrical and toroidal structures of WS2,
MoS2, VS2, In2S3 (e.g., Tenne et al., 1992; Homoyonfer et al., 1997 and references
therein), and amongst the various polymorphs of elliptic and parabolic sp2 carbon - i.e.,
the closed and cylindrical fullerenes - and their non-carbon analogues (e.g.,
heterofullerenes C59B or elliptic In70 - e.g., Sevov and Corbett, 1993) hypothesised for
the hyperbolic sp2 carbon species schwarzite (e.g., Bursill and Bourgeois, 1995).
Some theory with examples
The layer misfit theory used for explaining curvature in layered minerals was briefly
introduced by Pauling (1930), and discussed by others to explain curvature in serpentine
minerals - e.g., by Roy and Roy (1954), and by Bates, Hildebrand and Swineford (1950)
in relation to chrysotile tubes (although Bates et al., incorrectly referred to Paling’s earlier
paper in the same proceedings). Hyde (1993) presented a simple model for analysis of the
hyperbolic and elliptic warping of these alumino-silicate materials. Hyde based his model
on the same idea of misfits between octahedral and tetrahedral layers mentioned earlier
by Pauling. Hyde described clays in terms of disjoint surfaces (the mid surfaces of the
octahedral and tetrahedral sheets). The separation (t) of the sheets in Hyde's model are
assumed fixed. In a 1:1 clay (i.e., a clay with one tetrahedral and one octahedral sheet per
layer), the surface areas of the clays are found using the parallel surface equation of
differential geometry, ie.,
Atet=Aoct{1±2Hoctt+Koctt2)
The "±" is positive if Atet>Aoct, or negative if Atet<Aoct (see below).
Figure A8.2.1 Octahedral and tetrahedral sheets
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Commonly, the component octahedral layers are stoichiometric entities whose relatives
are the minerals brucite -Mg(OH)2 (CdI2 type); or gibbsite, diaspore or boehmite Al(OH)3; or the synthetic white compound - Fe(OH)2 (CdI2 type). The octahedral Fe(III)
sheets in some clays have no analogue since no true Fe(OH)3 structure is known.
However a tentative structural analogue might be found in either Al(OH)3 with
consideration for the change in ion, or possibly by comparing with feroxyhite FeO(OH), whose hexagonal crystal structure would be compatible with a tetrahedral sheet
made up of six-rings. In any case a well known area per cation can be obtained for Mg in
brucite by simply dividing the area of the projection of the brucite unit cell onto the ab
plane by the number of Mg atoms per unit cell. The area for an octahedral Mg turns out to
be 8.5Å2. Some values for other octahedral atoms are:
Mn(II) - based on Mn(OH)2 - 9.7Å2;
Fe(II) - based on Fe(OH)2 - 9.2Å2;
Ni (II) - based on Ni(OH)2 - 8.4Å;
Co(II) - based on Co(OH)2 - 8.7Å;
Al(III) - based on Al(OH)3 - 10Å2 - (the value used by Hyde, 1993);
Fe(III) based on feroxyhyte - 7.5Å2.
Hyde et al (1993a) showed that the 2D area per tetrahedrally bonded silica (independent
of curvature) was a fixed quantity of 12Å2. Therefore it is immediately obvious that if we
construct, for example, a serpentine mineral -i.e., a 1:1 sheet silicate made up of a
tetrahedral silica layer and an octahedral brucite layer, with Mg:Si=1, we should expect
an area mismatch, and by historical reasoning a curved sheet - as is common in serpentine
minerals. The amount of curvature resulting from a fixed area mismatch is then only
dependent upon the separation of the T- and O- sheets. This can be expressed as follows
(after Hyde, 1993):
Atet=Aoct{1±2<Hoct>t+<Koct>t2}
(1)
where t is the T-O separation, <Hoct> is the average mean curvature and <Koct> is the
average Gaussian curvature. The "±" is positive if Atet>Aoct, or negative if Atet<Aoct.
Recall that if the curvatures vary slowly over the entire surface compared with t, then H
and K can be replaced by their surface averages, <H> and <K> respectively.
Curvature in the sphere-like clay mineral, hisingerite
Consider the following example where theoretical radii of curvature are derived for
hisingerite and neotocite (alteration minerals after iron-and manganese rich silicates).
These minerals form ring and filament-like structures interpreted by Eggleton et al.
(1983) to be closed, hollow spheres, and thus elliptic objects, with radii ranging from 2550Å, with wall thicknesses of the order of 7-30Å, rarely exceeding 20Å. The ratio of
Fe:Si for hisingerite is almost 7:8. Therefore the effective area per Fe(III) (based on
feroxyhite) is 7/8(7.5)Å2, normalised to silica or 6.6Å2.
Now, for spheres, <H>2 = <K> , so substituting this into (1) and simplifying we obtain
the expression:
Atet=Aoct{1+√<Koct>.t}2.
(2)
If we set the T-O separation equivalent to that in talc (see below) of 2.7Å (also the
approximate T-O distance in chlorites, muscovite, kaolinite, serpentines) we find a sphere
radius of 7.8Å, far too small to be realistic. If we take a value of t=3.4Å (as Hyde did in
modelling imogolite), we obtain a sphere radius of 9.8Å, still lower than what was
observed by Eggleton et al. (1983). Clearly the area per iron based on feroxyhite is too
small - even if we vary the stoichiometry to an Fe:Si ratio of 8:7 rather than 7:8 we are
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still 6.4Å short of the minimum observed radius of 25Å. A better estimate of the area per
iron atom at a radius of 25Å using an Fe:Si ratio of 7:8, and t=2.7-3.4Å would be between
8/7(9.8)Å2 and 8/7(9.3)Å2, or 10.6-11.2Å2, closer to the value for Al(OH)3. A qualitative
prediction may also be made about the stoichiometric variation with radius of the
hisingerite spheres if Atet, Aoct and the T-O distance are fixed - i.e., the Fe:Si ratio should
increase towards the outside of the sphere (for Atet > Aoct).
Curvature in serpentine and kaolin minerals
A small list of serpentine/kaolin minerals (with ideal formulas of
M(II/III)3/2Si2O5(OH)4), and their calculated area per cation normalised to silica is given
below:
Mn(II)
14.6Å2
Fe(II)
13.8Å2
Ni(II)
12.6Å2
Co(II)
13.1Å2
Mg(II)
12.8Å2
Al(III)
10.0Å2
Clearly, the theoretical curvature in serpentines are expected to be opposite to kaolin
(recalling that each silica covers 12Å2 of the interface) - in serpentines, the octahedral
layer is predicted to be found on the outside of the curved T-O interface, while in kaolin
or halloysite etc, the tetrahedral layer should be found on the outside. If we assume these
form cylinders (for which <Koct>=0 - true if the octahedra form six-rings), then the mean
radii of curvature, <Roct> for each of octahedral layers within these are as follows:
Mn(II)
15.2Å
Fe(II)
20.7Å
Ni(II)
56.7Å
Co(II)
32.2Å
Mg(II)
43.2Å
Al(III)
13.5Å
Curvature in triple-layered, 2:1 clays - talc and pyrophyllite
In 2:1 sheet silicates like talc - Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 (or expressed to accentuate its 2:1 layer
structure - Si2O5-OH-Mg3-OH-Si2O5) three disjoint layers need be considered, each Tlayer separated from the middle octahedral layer by a fixed distance, t. In talc, the
effective area per cation of the middle octahedral layer are larger than those of the outer
tetrahedral layers thus forcing negative Gaussian curvature to the assembly. So if the
resulting saddle-shaped (hyperbolic) surface is as equally convex as concave at any point,
then <Hoct>=0, and (1) becomes:
Atet=Aoct{1+<Koct>t2},

(3)

For talc, the ratio of Si:Mg at a T-O interface is 2:3. Therefore the area per Mg atom at
the interface (normalised to Si) is 1.5(8.5Å2) = 12.8Å2. A value of t=2.7Å is obtained by
measuring the distance along the c-axis from the plane of Mg atoms to the plane of Si
atoms (after the schematic diagram on pp183 of Perdikatsis and Burzlaff, 1981). Using
this data, we find <Koct>=-0.0092Å-2. Since <Koct>=1/<Roct>2, then we find an average
radius curvature of 10.4Å, a value suggestive that individual talc sheets should have a
tendency for forming sponge-like materials.
Any attempt at the same analysis for pyrophyllite is immediately thwarted by the fact that
the area per octahedral ion is less than the area per tetrahedral ion. This type of area
mismatch can be tolerated by 1:1 clays, but not 2:1 clays. This can be seen by imagining
pyrophyllite (or talc) as analogous to slices of bread that form saddle shapes when
toasted, due to heterogeneous water loss. If the toast is cooked on both sides this leads to
a hyperbolic warping (a saddle), since the shrinkage is more pronounced on the outer
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surfaces than the interior. However, if the interior layer is reduced in area relative to the
outer layers (as for pyrophyllite), the whole assemblage should have a tendency to form a
bubble, perhaps leading to spontaneous delamination, as is observed for pyrophyllite
when heated (e.g. Dana, 1932), possibility involving partial segregation of the
tetrahedral from the octahedral layers. Rotation of the tetrahedra (thus reducing the value
Atet, as in micas e.g., - Apello, 1978) will improve the area mismatch here for
pyrophyllite, but will not help equalise the areas Atet or Aoct in the case of talc. Flattening
of the octahedral layer, with a concomitant increase in lateral dimensions could possibly
take up some of the mismatch in pyrophyllite.
The high degree of curvature predicted for talc sheets on the basis of area mismatch was
the driving idea behind an attempt at guiding natural flat-layered talcs into their predicted
low energy hyperbolically warped state.
The pathway chosen for talc templating was via a thermotropic liquid crystalline route. In
the ideal setting, individual hydrophobic/oleophilic talc sheets would be bound with the
hydrophobic/olefinic tail groups of reverse phase mesomorphic soaps, and the
delamination/curvature process initiated. The radius of curvature of the liquid crystalline
soap phase was designed to approximate the radius of curvature predicted for hyperbolic
talc.
Metallic soaps were chosen as the templates, and were used in experiments with four
distinct types of talc - massive (steatite); granular, fibrous and platey - from 20 locations
around the world. In addition, pyrophyllite (API clay mineral standard, Project 49 from
Robbins, North Carolina), montmorillonite (from Milos, Greece) and synthetic sepiolite
(fluorinated) were also used for comparison. These experiments are summarised in the
tables below.
Table A8.2.1 Talc/soap templating experiments
Soap

Mineral

Srmy1
Srpa1
Srst1
Srst1
Srmy8
Srst2
Srmy2
Srst2
Srst2
Srst2

Steatite
Steatite
Steatite
No mineral
Steatite
Steatite
Pyrophyllite
Pyrophyllite
Ball milled steatite
Steatite

Srmy8
Srst2
Srmy2

Steatite
Steatite
Steatite

Srmy2

Steatite

Cast
Srst3
Srst3
Srmy12
Srmy12

Steatite
Pyrophyllite
Steatite
Steatite
Milos
Montmorillonite
Milos
Montmorillonite
Steatite

Nast
Srmy12

175200200 ˚C 260 ˚C

2
1
1
1

260> 280
280 ˚C ˚C
4
2
2
1

1
4

1

1
1

2
3
2
2
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

Comments
half in bomb; half in vac. oven
""""
""""
in vacuum oven
in vacuum oven
half in bomb; half in vac. oven
vacuum oven
bomb
vacuum oven
Room T + pyridine ->
evaporated to dryness
""""
heated in microwave oven
Room T + EtOH -> evaporated
to dryness
Room T + pyridine ->
evaporated to dryness
bomb/vacuum oven
vacuum oven
vacuum oven
vacuum oven/vacuum vial
vacuum oven
vacuum oven
Room T in ball mill
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Znpa

Steatite

Srmy11
Srmy12
Srst4
Namy
Srst4
Srmy11
Cast
Nast
Nast
Namy
Srst4
Srmy11
Cast
Nast
Namy
Srst5
Srst5
No soap
No soap
Namy
Namy
Namy
Namy
Namy
Namy
Bamy1
Bamy1
Bamy1
Bamy1
Bamy1
Bamy1
Almy6
Almy6
Almy6
Almy6
Allaol
Allaol
Agmy
Agmy
Agmy
Agmy
Agmy
Agmy
Cumy2
Cumy2+
Cumy2tol
Cumypy2
Prmy
Lamy1
Lamy1
Lamy1

Steatite
Steatite
Steatite
Steatite
Ball milled steatite
Pyrophyllite
Pyrophyllite
Steatite
Pyrophyllite
Pyrophyllite
No mineral
No mineral
No mineral
No mineral
No mineral
Steatite
Pyrophyllite
Steatite
Pyrophyllite
Granular Talc
Foliated Talc
Fibrous Talc
Pyrophyllite
F-Sepiolite (syn)
Hydrous Talc
Granular Talc
Foliated Talc
Fibrous Talc
Pyrophyllite
F-Sepiolite (syn)
Hydrous Talc
Granular Talc
Foliated Talc
Fibrous Talc
Pyrophyllite
F-Sepiolite (syn)
Hydrous Talc
Granular Talc
Foliated Talc
Fibrous Talc
Pyrophyllite
F-Sepiolite (syn)
Hydrous Talc
F-Sepiolite (syn)
Hydrous Talc

1
1
1
1

Granular Talc
Granular Talc
F-Sepiolite (syn)
Hydrous Talc
Granular Talc

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

microwave oven as Napa
+ZnCl2+EtOH
vacuum oven/vacuum vials
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
""
vacuum vial
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
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Table A8.2.1 lists talc/soap combinations that gave unsuccessful templating results - the
talc (or in some cases pyrophyllite) peaks were unchanged before and after
experimentation. The procedure involved mixing ground up mineral specimen with
powdered soap and heating into the soap liquid crystalline phase stability regions (see
Chapter 5 on liquid crystalline soaps). The heating took place either in an evacuated
hydrothermal bomb, an evacuated oven, or in evacuated glass vials. The samples shown
in Table A8.2.1 record the experiment types. The amounts used were usually around 0.5g
talc to 1g soap, although some experiments explored different ratios. After the first
heating phase the majority of samples were characterised using XRD. These were then
calcined at 550-650˚C, producing either an oxide, oxycarbonate or carbonate deposit (as
determined using XRD) on the mineral that was removed using a dilute HCl acid bath.
The samples were then filtered, washed and dried. These were again XRD'd and many
were selected for TEM analysis. Often the soap/ mineral products after low temperature
heating were fused to either a spongy mass or into a solid cake (always the case when Na
soap was used). SEM pictures showed that the talc sheets were agglomerated with the
soap, occasionally with some apparent formation of fibrous textures in the talc indicative of some physical effect of the soap on the talc - however at a radius of
curvature of microns, not the nanometres most sort after and predicted. AFM images (not
included here) revealed that after treatment some incipient exfoliation of the sheets
occurred, but TEM showed that the exfoliation was rare and stopped soon after initiation most talc sheets remained flat, and when they were curled (only at their edges), the radius
of curvature was large and produced cylindrical rolls, so aligning the interlayer spacing,
and not yielding saddle shapes. BET analysis showed that when steatite was heated with
Srmy12 and Srst5 (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of the liquid crystallinity of strontium
soaps), calcined and washed with HCl, the surface areas decreased or remained around
the same figure of 10m2.g-1. Pyrophyllite started at around 36m2.g-1, and reduced to
below 10m2.g-1 after the same procedures.
TEM textures indicative of curvature induction by soap were limited to large scale
curvature, e.g., incipient curls at edges, as supported by AFM imaging. XRD peaks
indicative of a mesomorphic lattice were absent. Rarely, new peaks appeared in the XRD
spectra of the treated soaps that were not present beforehand. However, these are
attributed to some induction of turbostratism in the top few layers of the clays leading to
superstructures of the lattices. High BET surface areas were not measured in either treated
or primary samples, and this is really the last nail in the coffin for the idea that these
samples were templated into mesoporous structures at all.
So the question as to why talc does not swell arises. Table A8.2.2 and Table A8.2.3 list
some of the other treatments that were used to delaminate, exfoliate, intercalate, or in any
way alter the XRD lattice pattern of talc.
None of these experiments here showed even the remotest sign that talc could be
delaminated etc. However experience tells us clearly that talc is soft, at least under shear and the explanation is always that the interlayer bonds are van der Waals, and therefore
weak. So why are these bonds so strong perpendicular to the pure shear direction? The
answer is therefore likely to involve something other than weak van der Waals forces
acting against swelling. The failure of all attempts here to swell talc is thus attributed, at
least in part, to some inherent structural defiance by talc. A simple explanation would be
that talc sheets are indeed hyperbolic, winding like flattened, interpenetrating helicoids
through space so that their disclination centres hold a torsional lock on any attempt at
swelling. The radius of curvature required for such spiral defects however is larger than
predicted. Amelinckx and Delavignette (1961) reported TEM observations of dislocations
in talc, involving dissociated dislocations separated by stacking fault ribbons.
Complicated networks resulting from interacting ribbons could be interpreted in terms of
the known structure of talc, according to these authors. Perhaps these interacting ribbons
may be interpretable in terms of a hyperbolic talc.
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Table A8.2.2 Talc/surfactant, talc/oil, talc/brine, talc/acid, talc/alkali experiments
Sample
MCM-talc 1a
MCM-talc 1b
MCM-talc 1c
Al talc
Ni talc
AOT
30%/water-talc
AOT
40%/water-talc
C14C13Br/hex
adecane-talc
2C182C1Br talc
hexadecanetalc
hexadecenetalc
cyclohexanetalc
tetradecanetalc
octane-talc
decane-talc
1-dodecenetalc
trans-2dodecanoic
acid- talc
ZnCl2/palmitic
acid-talc
citral-talc
silicone oil-talc
glycerol-talc
pyridine talc
eucalyptus oiltalc
KCl-talc
HCl-talc
NaOH-talc
acetic acid-talc
sulfuric acidtalc

Procedure
Substitute talc for silica in MCM synthesis A of Beck
et al. 1992
Substitute talc for silica in MCM synthesis B of Beck
et al. 1992
Substitute talc for silica in MCM synthesis B of Beck
et al. 1992 except hotter
Substitute Al for either Si or Mg in presence of
surfactant (2C122C1Br quat.)
As above with Ni instead of Al
Template talc with water/AOT in cubic phase

Comments
Hydrothermal at 150˚C

Template talc with water/AOT in cubic phase

stirred at room T

No water - high concentration intercalation/
delamination/ swelling attempt
"
"

stirred at room T

Hydrothermal at 100˚C
Hydrothermal at 150˚C
Hydrothermal at 180˚C
"
"
stirred at room T

at 150˚C for a few minutes

"

"

at 150˚C for a few minutes

"

"

at 150˚C for a few minutes

"

"

at 150˚C for a few minutes

"

"

at 150˚C for a few minutes

"
"
"

"
"
"

at 150˚C for a few minutes
at 150˚C for a few minutes
at 150˚C for a few minutes

"

"

at 150˚C for a few minutes

"

"

heated in microwave oven

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

at room T
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

KCl solution - delamination/swelling attempt
3 solutions with variable pH
3 solutions with variable pH
3 solutions with variable pH
3 solutions with variable pH

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
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Table A8.2.3 Other talc treatments
Sample
Milled talc

Procedure
Ball milled 5g steatite with 15 balls (125g) for 24
hours

Sonicated
talc

Sonicated steatite at high power in water and sodium
laurate solution

Annealed
talc
He/N2 talc

Steatite heated at1050˚C for 12 hours in air
Norwegian clear green foliated talc - 10mm by 10mm
by 0.25mm single crystal flake subject to 10atm of
He/N2 saturated water for 3 days; and then
depressurised in 5-10seconds to attempt to delaminate
sheets as intercalated He/N2 expanded within layers.
Run simultaneously with a sample of MoS2 (also
showed same behaviour as talc).
the high diffusivity and low viscosity of supercritical
CO2 was used to attempt to intercalate steatite sheets
(lowest pressure was used so SC fluid was at reduced
viscosity)

Supercritical
CO2 /
steatite
(talc)
Superas for above
critical
CO2 / pyrophyllite

Comments
degradation of crystallinity; fourfold increase in BET surface area
from ca. 10-40m2.g-1
No indication of delamination or
other changes indicative of
curvature in sheets
product was ferro-enstatite
Bubbles formed only on the
outer surface after
depressurisation - no XRD or
any other evidence of
delamination or induction of
curvature
No XRD indication of
delamination/intercalation or
induction of curvature

as for above

If talc sheets could be isolated, then the dilemma of how to intercalate, delaminate and
exfoliate natural talcs could be overcome. Two-dimensional talc was claimed to have
been synthesised by Takahashi et al. (1994). Chemical, XRD, IR and TGA data supported
their claim. BET data gave a surface area of 642m2.g-1, quite typical of zeolites,
mesoporous silica and other highly porous materials. The crystallinity of their talc was
low - so low that their interpretation was that of single sheets. They did not report TEM
observations. However, these are exactly the results we have predicted for delaminated
talc - but only after the formerly flat sheets have their chance to adopt the natural
hyperbolic geometry. In the case of Takahashi et al. (1994) this possibility appears to
have been realised through synthesis under 500rpm stirring - enough shearing to stop any
significant lamination. The possibility of synthesising a 2D (i.e., fully delaminated) talc
rather than using natural talcs was investigated, but without success due to a lack of a
stirring autoclave. Synthesis of fluorinated talc was also attempted in order to make a
more hydrophobic/lipophilic clay for talc/soap experiments to improve the
olefinic/hydrophobic surfactant binding - this did not yield fluoro-talc but fluoro-sepiolite
that was used in experiments shown in Table A8.2.1.
No success was achieved in the quest to template talc. However the outlook does seem
promising, given the results achieved for the so called 2-D talc. Another positive line of
templating has appeared in the recent literature where layered Al- and Mgsilsesquioxanes (Ukrainczyk et al., 1997; also see Fukushima et al., 1995) with
remarkably close resemblances to talc and pyrophyllite have been synthesised. Their
layered compounds have a middle octahedral layer and two tetrahedral layers, the latter
being partially bound to the octahedral layer, their remaining bonds linking them to the
surfactant tails. The potential of applying the theories of curvature of liquid crystalline
interfaces to these novel silsesquioxanes for obtaining new types of mesoporous materials
seems obvious in light of the arguments put forward throughout this thesis.
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Table A8.2.4 Reactions of silica and magnesia
Sample
SiMg1

SiMg160
SiMg150stirred
autoclave

Procedure
Attempt at synthetic talc under low P hydrothermal
conditions - 2g SiO2/1.5gMg(OH)2/50ml H2O.
Adjusted to pH ca. 10 with NaOH
Repeat of above except 1gSiO2/0.75gMg(OH)2/10ml
H2O
as above; conducted in stirred autoclave - heated from
below only. Temperature gradient was defined by
150˚C at base of bomb to 115˚C at top of bomb.
Heating was for 5 weeks at between 115-150˚C.

Fluorosepiolite

Plan: 3MgF2 + 4 SiO2 +4 NaOH --> 1F-talc. Actual
amounts used: 3.88g BDH precipitated
SiO2/3.04gMgF2/2.86g NaOH /60ml H2O. Heated in
static autoclave at ca. 190˚C for 10 days. An
adaptation of Michot et al. 1994 (Fluoro-talc
synthesis).

Simg2

1g SiO2/0.75g Mg(OH)2- repeat of Simg stir

Comments
Bad seal dried up. Si:Mg 4:3

In static autoclave for 22 hours
at 160˚C
The result was negative for talc.
No reaction apparently took
place. Interesting product was a
floating scum. The scum was a
thin; transparent; flexible; highly
oriented Mg(OH)2 film.
Product was confirmed as
Fluoro-sepiolite by XRD.
Quantitative EDXA
(elemental%): Mg 19.2±1.4;Si
25.3±2.0;O 48.4±2.2;F
2.3±1.7;Na 4.3±0.2; Al 0.3±0.1;
Fe0.2±0.2 from n=7
measurements. BET (6 points
P/Po = 0.05-0.25) surface area =
191m2.g-1
As for Simg150
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Appendix 8.3 -Templating various types of silica with metallic soaps
Many side experiments were performed during the course of this thesis. The table below
includes some of these, where attempts to template silica using soaps have been used. The
experiments were not followed up, however, the experiments involving TEOS, metal
soaps and pyridine seem particularly promising in light of the fact that the transition metal
soaps dissolve in both pyridine and TEOS, and can show promising structures from quite
"rough" first attempts at templating.
Table A8.3.1 Silica/soap reactions to complement
Sample
Srmycab

Namysil

Namykleb

MgmyCab

CumyTEOS

ComyTEOS

CemyTEOS

Procedure
Heated 0.26g Srmy2 and 0.14g
cabosil at 180˚C for 3days under
autogenous pressure (in a teflon
lined 50ml bomb)
0.5g precipitated silica was added to
a clear solution of 1g
Namy+25mlH2O - this mixture was
heated at 85˚C until dried down.
Klebosol solution + 2g Namy in
100ml H2O solution - gelled
overnight
0.1 g cabosil + 0.4g Mgmy were ball
milled at room Temperature with 510 balls using a ball weight to
charge ratio of 270:1. The mill was
run at 160rpm for 18.5 hours with a
FeNdB magnet underneath to
increase shear motion.
Copper myristate (ca. 0.25-0.5g was
dissolved in ca. 10-20ml TEOS and
10-20ml pyridine while heating
(<50˚C) and allowed to evaporate
overnight yielding a blue/green disk
of a glass like substance whose
XRD pattern was consistent with a
superstructure different to both the
starting materials
As for copper soap but with 0.26g
Comy; 10ml pyridine; 10ml TEOS
heated and stirred, decanted,
evaporated to dryness and XRD'd.

Cemy1 + pyridine + TEOS in
roughly the same proportions as for
ComyTEOS were mixed under mild
heat and left to evaporate over about
a week from a test tube

Comments
No templating of the silica was apparent from
XRD

No mesophase from dried down product.

no apparent mesophase;

An apparent increase in the XRD long spacing
of 3Å occurred during this treatment - the
sample was subjected to no further tests.

XRD gave two broad peaks - d=19Å and d=
3.8Å (silica). An additional sharp peak was
found at d=39Å. The sample was not calcined.

Qualitative EDXA-10-20%silica;60-70%
cobalt. SEM showed silica was templated into
radiating clusters of fine needles, of ca. 50µm
length; 2-3µm wide and very thin (perhaps
500nm-1µm. These sometimes formed nonradiating clusters, where laths were up to
200µm long with the same width and thickness
as the radiating forms. XRD showed two broad
peaks near d=30Å and d=3.8Å. Calcined at
600˚C for 30min to a non-mesomorphous
cobalt silicate with d=3.8Å the only diffraction
maxima.
XRD - showed a rotor phase unexpanded
lamellar Ce soap with long space of
d=39.6±0.1Å . Amorphous silica peak near
d=3.8Å -otherwise no hint of template effect
upon silica
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Appendix 8.4 Low temperature synthesis and characterisation of a
stable colloidal TPA-silicalite-1 suspension
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Chapter 9 Minimal surfaces

Chapter 9
Melanophlogite a study of surface embeddings for
clathrate networks
9.1 Introduction
Finally and again, the concept of “curvature of interfaces” is examined, but now from a
more theoretical point of view than in previous chapters. The primary goal of this
chapter is to report a research project that was started before any research on soaps was
envisaged, and ended after all the previous chapters were completed. This chapter is
focused upon the dimensionality of 3D atom-bond networks and their connection with
2D hyperbolic surfaces. The vehicle is by example and so involves a geometric
existence proof, a novel mapping of a 3D atom-bond network to a 2D surface and the
discovery and description of a probable new triply periodic minimal surface (IPMS).
9.1.1 Konig’s theorem for embedding networks in surfaces
Konig’s theorem in graph theory states that any connected graph (network) may be
embedded in an orientable surface so as to form the vertices and edges of a map (e.g.,
Lindsay, 1959). Therefore any 3D crystal network of atoms and bonds maybe described
in terms of two surface coordinates (say, u and v) instead of three (say, x, y and z) space
coordinates - but only if we can find an appropriate surface (self-intersecting or not)
into which the network can be embedded (e.g., Hyde, 1994).
In section 9.2 of this chapter a proof is offered that any surface into which the clathrasil
melanophlogite (MEP) network maybe embedded is necessarily self-intersecting. Next
(in section 9.3) it is shown that the MEP network may be embedded in the orientable,
self-intersecting WI-10 surface related to the Cr3Si structure type (Fischer and Koch,
1996). In section 9.4 the generation of a genus 25 triply periodic hyperbolic surface
with symmetry of the Im3m space group is described.

9.2 Proof that Type-I & -II clathrate networks do not tesselate
intersection free, triply periodic hyperbolic surfaces
9.2.1 Introduction
By combining variously tiled polyhedra in a finite number of ways, it is easily proved,
using geometrical and combinatorical constructions, that Type-I and -II gas hydrate
clathrate networks do not tesselate triply periodic hyperbolic surfaces (related to 3IPMS) without self-intersection. Thus, the silicate clathrate (clathrasil) - MEP, is shown
to have the lowest framework density of the known quartz polymorphs whose lattice
network maybe described as dense. In contrast, open structured zeolite networks are
known to tessellate self-intersection free 3-IPMS (e.g., Hyde, 1994).
The combinatorical approach presented below for testing whether the MEP network
may be embedded within a triply periodic hyperbolic surface without self intersection is
a general method that may also be applied in a combinatorical way to other networks
(e.g., the Type-II gas hydrate - see below).
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9.2.2 Background
Open structured silicates like the zeolites (and isostructural but chemically distinct
analogues) with crystallographic networks (consisting of vertices -Si atoms; and edges containing oxygen atoms) like the zeolites are known to be embeddable in intersectionfree 3-IPMS or related and topologically equivalent hyperbolic surfaces (eg., analcime can be embedded in the Gyroid; and Linde-A - in the P surface - Andersson et al.
(1988).
The zeolites have low framework density (e.g., Analcime: 18.6 T atoms per 1000 Å3;
Linde A: 12.9 T-atoms per 1000 Å3 - Meier and Olson, 1992). Dense silicates, including
polymorphs such as quartz, cristobalite, keatite (with FD's of 26.6, 23.0 and 25.1 Tatoms per 1000 Å3 respectively) etc., have no obvious tunnel structures and are not
known to be embeddable in any self-intersection free 3-IPMS (e.g., Hyde, 1993;1994).
The MEP clathrasil , which has obvious channels (see Figure 9.1a), is intermediate in
framework density to the zeolites and the denser silicates (18.9 T-atoms per 1000 Å3,
Meier and Olson, 1992). Thus MEP is a borderline case in terms of framework density
and self-intersection - ie., it has intermediate framework density with obvious channel
structures, and does not tesselate a known 3-IPMS.
9.2.3 Overview of the MEP structure
Figure 9.1a Polyhedral arrangement of the type-I clathrate

Figure 9.1b Polyhedral arrangement of the type-II clathrate

Figure 9.1a shows the arrangement of orthogonal non-connected tunnels through the 6rings of the MEP network. Figure 9.1b is discussed in section 9.2.5
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The MEP and type-I gas hydrate networks consist of connected polyhedral cages of two
types (Figure 9.1a - MEP polyhedra);
1. 512 dodecahedra; and
2. 51262 tetrakaidecahedra.
Consider the MEP network. In that case, the vertices of the polyhedra in Figure 9.1a
are corner-connected [SiO4] tetrahedra. The MEP network may be constructed entirely
from the 51262 cages - the 512 cages naturally formed by the interstices of the nonspace-filling assembly of the14-hedrons (Figure 9.1a). According to Gies et al. (1983),
the highest symmetry attained by the MEP network is cubic (Pm3n). The asymmetric
unit for Pm3n given by the International Tables for Crystallography is a square
pyramid. The MEP network contains three unique Si atoms or network vertices that fall
on the boundaries of the asymmetric unit (see section 9.4.3 for details)
A proof is given below, where variously tiled polyhedra are combined in a way as to
demonstrate without exception that the MEP network may not be embedded in a selfintersection-free triply periodic hyperbolic surface.
In other words the MEP net can only be embedded in a self-intersecting surface. In
general, however, this means that the MEP network could be embedded in a number of
self-intersecting surfaces, so this proof is an existence proof and not one that establishes
uniqueness. An example of a non-unique embedding of a network in two surfaces is the
sodalite network: it can be embedded within either the P or the D minimal surface. The
“minimal” embedding refers to the embedding that gives the smallest average surface
ring size, and the smallest characteristic χ (or lowest genus). The average surface ring
size of the sodalite network on the P-surface is 6, whereas for the D-surface it is 4.8.
Here the D-surface is the minimal embedding.
9.2.4 Combinatoric proof of self-intersection of the triply periodic hyperbolic
surface tesselated by the MEP network (type-I clathrate structure)
The rules of application for finding self-intersection free triply periodic hyperbolic
surfaces rest on the (valid) assumption that these can be approximated by connected
tiles of the network.
The rules are:
1. Tiles must completely cover a network ring1;
2. Collar rings or rings through which a tunnel or channel passes must be completely
surrounded by edge-sharing rings that are tiled OR
No two collar rings may share an edge.
3. No greater than two tiles may share one edge - (exclusion of self intersection); and
4. The tiling pattern must repeat every whole number of unit cells in all of the
crystallographic directions of the network (requirement for periodicity).
1

“Rings” refer to connected linkages of atoms through bonds. Two types of rings can decorate surfaces:
“collar” rings and surface “rings”. Surface rings refer to rings of atoms and bonds that lie in a surface. A
surface ring thus defines a patch of a surface (these are shaded in the proofs). Collar rings can be shrunk
to a point on that surface. In contrast, collar rings surround tunnels and are not surface patches, and
cannot be shrunk to a point on a specific surface.
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Figure 9.2 Polyhedral building blocks of the type-I clathrate network
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Consider the polyhedral cage consisting of a single 51262 tetrakaidecahedra. Its
structure can be easily visualised by constructing two identical "cups" (having 6-ring
bases and sides of edge-sharing 5-rings), inverting one and placing it on top of the other
so that their concave domains fuse to a closed shell (three of these are shown in Figure
9.2a).

51262 polyhedra alone can be fused to construct the entire MEP network. The left hand
side of Figure 9.2a shows how two 51262 polyhedra join via a shared 6-ring (face
sharing polyhedra). Any given 51262 polyhedra in the MEP network is joined to two
other 51262 polyhedra, through such an arrangement. In fact, three mutually orthogonal
"chains" of 6-ring joined 51262 polyhedra constitute the entire MEP lattice. A third
polyhedra shown separately in Figure 9.2a illustrates how two chains of 6-ring
connected polyhedra pack with each other by sharing faces (5-rings). Such a triplet of
polyhedra may also be "rolled-out" for visual convenience (see Figure 9.2b and 9.2c,
ignoring the tilings for the moment). Note that key seams are colour coded - the bold
pink edge is the mutual edge of the three polyhedra in each of the diagrams. The bold
black edge is a self-intersection (see below).
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The proof that the MEP network cannot be embedded in an intersection-free triply
periodic hyperbolic surface follows; (the argument is given below with reference to
Figures 9.2b and 9.2c):
Initially tile (or cover) the 6-ring marked 6a (Figure 9.2b). Begin tiling - choose to tile
any one of the 5-rings it shares an edge with, say 5a - the ring marked 6a must share an
edge with at least two other tiled 5-rings, for otherwise rule 2 is contravened. It then
follows that:
The 5-ring marked (c1) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (1) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c2) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (2) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c3) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (3) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c4) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (4) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c5) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (5) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c6) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (6) must be tiled (rule 2).

So the edge shared by the tiled 5-rings marked (1), (5) and (6) is in contravention of
rule 3, and a self-intersection results.
So we have seen that if the 6-ring marked 6a is tiled (or closed), self intersection is
unavoidable. On the other hand, does self intersection occur if it is open?
Initially leave 6-ring marked 6a untiled (or open - Figure 9.2c). It then follows that:
The rings marked (0) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 6-ring marked (c1) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (1) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c2) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (2) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c3) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (3) must be tiled (rule 2).

So the edge shared by the tiled 5-rings marked (0), (3) and (2) is in contravention of
rule 3, and a self-intersection results.
Thus it is proven that the MEP network does not tesselate an intersection-free triply
periodic hyperbolic surface, since only two possibilities exist in the MEP network - ie.,
the 6-ring marked 6a is either closed or it is open - in either case self-intersection
results - no other possibilities exists.
9.2.5 Combinatoric proof of self-intersection of the triply periodic hyperbolic
surface tesselated by the type-II clathrate structure
Consider this second example of the Type-II gas hydrate structure (see Figure 9.1b) - a
structure shared by the synthetic zeolite dodecasil 3C, ZSM-39 and occurs as Si and Ge
frameworks in compounds MxSi or MxGe (O'Keeffe and Hyde, 1996). The Type-II gas
hydrate clathrate structure contains a sub-unit containing three 512 polyhedra (Figure
9.3a) and can be unrolled in a similar fashion to the to 512 cages of MEP (Figure 9.3b).
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Figure 9.3 Polyhedral building blocks of the type-II clathrate network
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The argument for showing that the Type-II network tesselates a self-intersecting triply
periodic hyperbolic surface is similar to that of the Type-I proof. It follows with
reference to Figure 9.3b:
The three polyhedra meet at a common edge (bold pink). Since all polyhedra are
equivalent - arbitrarily choose to leave the ring marked (C0) open as a collar ring (the
two other cases are equivalent). It then follows that:
The rings marked (0) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c1) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (1) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c2) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (2) must be tiled (rule 2).
The 5-ring marked (c3) must be open (rule 3). The rings marked (3) must be tiled (rule 2).

So the edge shared by the tiled 5-rings marked (0), (3) and (2) is in contravention of
rule 3, and a self-intersection results. All other possibilities are identical, so selfintersection is the unavoidable consequence of tiling according to the rules given above.
Given that this subunit of the Type-II clathrate structural network does not tesselate an
intersection free surface, then it is further proven that the entire Type-II clathrate
network does not tesselate an intersection-free triply periodic hyperbolic surface.
Given that the MEP network can only be embedded in a self-intersecting surface, it is
worthwhile considering the following solution where it is shown that the MEP network
may be embedded in the WI-10 minimal surface.

9.3 A self-intersecting, triply periodic hyperbolic surface into which
the MEP net can be embedded
9.3.1 The WI-10 surface and the MEP network
Fischer and Koch (1996) reported two self-intersecting minimal surfaces related to the
Cr3Si structure type. These two triply periodic surfaces, the WI-00 (non-orientable
containing a Moebius strip) and the WI-10 (orientable) have space group symmetry
Pm3n, the same as MEP. The WI-10 surface separates single Si atoms from chains of Cr
atoms in Cr3Si. Similarly, in the MEP structure, chains of 6-ring connected 51262
polyhedra form analogues of the chains of Cr atoms, and isolated 512 polyhedra in MEP
are analogues of the isolated Si atoms in Cr3Si.
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Figure 9.4 Flächenstück for the WI-10 surface

Figure 9.4 shows the Flächenstück for the WI-10 surface (Fischer and Koch, 1996)
with an embedded portion of a silica atom/bond network. Six of these Flächenstück
form a closed polyhedron under the construction rules for building up the whole WI-10
surface using the symmetry generators from the Pm3n space group. The silica network
formed on the outside of this closed polyhedral shell is a 512 closed polyhedra, as found
in MEP. Building up the whole WI-10 surface from these polyhedra resulted in a
simultaneous derivation of the MEP net in full, with the exception of the MEP Si2
atoms at Wykoff position 16i. These are 4-connected in MEP, but 6-connected in the
built up network embedded in the WI-10 surface here. Recall that self-intersection is
related to the bond along the three-fold axis of MEP. By shrinking the eight (Si-O-Si)
bonds along these 3-fold axes joining the central 512 polyhedra to the surrounding 4 512
polyhedra, their vertices maybe fused so that the central 512 polyhedra shares vertices
with its surrounding 512 polyhedra. This leads directly to fusion of 16 tetrahedra to 8
octahedra, which is exactly the same network as produced by building up the atom/bond
decorated Flächenstück in Figure 9.4. This 6-coordinated bond on the WI-10 surface
has Wykoff position 8e (.32), which becomes 16i (.3.) when the octahedra are split into
two tetrahedra (as in MEP):

The topology of the WI-10 surface is exactly the same as the topology of the MEP net
even though the site symmetries differ for Si2. This is because of the self-intersection at
this site - because of this self-intersection we can "split" the site symmetry 8e (.32) on
the WI-10 surface by simply recognising that this site is a (simple) branch point (Fisher
and Koch (1996), which means the surface "wraps" twice through the point, OR, the
continuation of the surface patch around the vertex with symmetry 32 closes up only on
the second return - see Figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.5 Neighbourhood of a branch point with symmetry 32 on a self
intersecting minimal surface (from Fischer and Koch, 1996)

Thus there is no requirement for a physical splitting of the 32 vertex, since we simply
lower the site symmetry to 16i (.3.). This way we have the full symmetry of the MEP
net, having effectively divided the branch points of the IW-10 surface amongst two
tetrahedra on the three fold axes of the MEP net. Interestingly, the apparent tunnel
structure along (100), (010) and (001) of the MEP net is preserved in the fully
embedded network - but the 5- and 6-rings of the 3D MEP net are not preserved in the
embedded network. The surface rings at each of the 46 vertices are Si 1 - {12,4,12,4};
Si 2 - {12,4,12,4,12,4,12,4}; and Si 3 - {4,4,4,4} (the site symmetries of each Si atom
appear below in section 9.4.3). These vertex-rings were determined by inspection. The
average ring size on the surface can then be calculated using (1);
χ/N = 1 - (z/2) + (z/<n>),

(1)

where χ is the Euler-Poncairé characteristic, N is the number of vertices (here 46), z is
the average vertex connectivity, and <n> is the average surface ring size. First we need
to calculate χ. This can be done by first summing the angles in the fundamental circuit
(Σαi ) of the Flächenstück, and substituting (2);
χF= {1- (Σαi)/2π},

(2)

where χF is a the characteristic per Flächenstück. We thus obtain χF = -2/3 for the
Flächenstück, or χ = -8 for the unit cell with 12 Flächenstück, each with 4 (120˚) angles
and 4 (90˚) angles. Therefore the genus per unit cell of the surface appears to be 5 using
this method. However there are 16 branch points of order 1 per unit cell, and for each
one of these, -1 must be added to the characteristic (e.g., Hyde, 1986). This means that
the characteristic χ per unit cell becomes -8 + -16 = -24, or a genus per unit cell, g=13.
Thus using (1) and the average connectivity [z=(24.4 +16.6+6.4)/46 = 108/23], we find
that <n> = 108/19 = 5.68. This quite low value of <n> is consistent with a minimal
embedding (i.e., where the average ring-size is minimised), given that the 3D network
consists of 5- and 6-rings only.
This is the first example of any network being embedded in any self-intersecting
surface. Further study of this precedent case will certainly yield insight into this and
possible embeddings of other networks whose bonding occurs on three-fold axes, such
as diamond, quartz, trydimite etc.
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9.4 Generation of a genus-25 triply periodic surface
9.4.1 Introduction
In this section, the generation of an orientable, triply periodic genus-25 surface is
reported. The construction method is potentially useful for generating triply periodic
infinite minimal surfaces (for convenience - IPMS), or topologically equivalent triply
periodic hyperbolic surfaces in which some crystallographic networks may be
embedded. The method involves the generation of a periodic surface from a basic
surface element. The basic surface element is constructed within a space-group-specific
bounding polyhedra, and cuts through the unique atoms of the crystallographic network.
The concepts of asymmetric units, kaleidoscopic cells, Bashkirov stereohedra,
fundamental curved circuits and symmetry operations were used to relate the
melanophlogite (MEP - Pm3n) crystallographic network to possible non-selfintersecting surface embeddings. Non-self-intersecting embeddings of the MEP network
do not exist (as shown in the previous section). The self-intersection free genus 25
surface derived here was generated by embedding a modified MEP network which
omits all its bonds along three-fold axes.
It appears likely that no triply periodic surface can be constructed with symmetry Pm3n,
without introducing extra symmetry elements or self intersections (although no proof is
offered, no exceptions were found). Subsequently, an extra mirror plane was allowed
into the procedure, shifting the symmetry to a supergroup of Pm3n - Im3m. Several
non-intersecting surfaces were generated under this space group, including the genus-25
surface reported below.
9.4.2 Asymmetric units, unique atoms, Bashkirov stereohedra and Flächenstück
In crystallography, the basic unit from which all atom/bond networks can be constructed
is the asymmetric unit. This is typically a polyhedron with flat faces, that bounds the
unique atoms/bonds. Similarly, in the method for generating triply periodic surfaces, a
fundamental building block is used - a bounding polyhedra called a kaleidoscopic cell
or Bashkirov stereohedron. In contrast to conventional asymmetric units, the
asymmetric units known as Bashkirov stereohedra may have curved faces to break
unwanted mirror planes (for reasons not important here - see Stephen Hyde's thesis,
1986). Asymmetric units and Bashkirov stereohedra contains no fixed point symmetry
elements (rotations, reflections, inversions) within their bounding faces. Instead these
are located on the outer faces or edges. Glide planes and screw axes are exceptions and
can be found within the bounding polyhedra. Space group specific rotation, reflection
and inversions operations (generators) can then be carried out upon the asymmetric unit
or Bashkirov stereohedron to build up the full symmetric arrangement.
The asymmetric surface element within a periodic surface is the Flächenstück - the most
basic surface element of a periodic surface (see Hyde, 1986 and references therein). The
trace of the Flächenstück on its bounding cell is called a fundamental curved circuit (see
below). Here the Flächenstück is constructed so that it cuts through each atom in the
asymmetric unit, and obeys the symmetry elements on the outside of the bounding cell.
In this example, the crystallographic asymmetric unit is also used as the bounding
polyhedron (or kaleidoscopic cell or Bashkirov stereohedron) for the basic surface
element. The generators are then applied simultaneously to both the unique atoms and
the Flächenstück that cuts through each atom, so that when the full unit cell of the MEP
net is constructed, so is a translatable, triply periodic surface that cuts through every
atom in the unit cell.
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9.4.3 The MEP asymmetric unit and unique Si atoms
To generate the full crystallographic unit cell of the example discussed here, i.e., MEP,
the atomic positions of the unique atoms (ie., those not related by rotation, reflection or
inversion symmetries) must be first ascertained. For simplicity, the O atoms are not
considered, nor are the enclathrated gas molecules - only Si atoms - of which there are
three (Gies, 1983; O’Keeffe and Hyde, 1996):
Si 1: (0,0.31,0.11)
Si 2: (0.18,0.18,0.18)
Si 3: (0.25, 0.0, 0.5)

24k (m..)
16i (.3.)
6c (4m.2).

The asymmetric unit for the cubic MEP network is given in the International Tables
under the spacegroup Pm3n - i.e. the square pyramid:
0≤x≤0.5;
0≤y≤0.5;
0≤z≤0.25;
z≤min(x,0.5-x,0.5-y)
Vertices (0,0,0); (0.5,0,0); (0.5,0.5,0); (0,0.5,0); (0.25,0.25,0.25).

Figure 9.6 Asymmetric unit of the Pm3n space group and the fundamental circuit
of the genus 25 surface
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The asymmetric unit is shown in Figure 9.6a. The diagram shows symmetry elements
of the space group, adequate for generating the unit cell. The intersections of symmetry
elements with the edges of the asymmetric unit are highlighted using open circles.
Mirror planes are shown as small meshes, two-fold axes and three-fold axes are shown
using the conventional crystallographic symbology.
The next step in generating the surface was to plot the unique atoms within the
asymmetric unit. This required a shift of the positions given above using symmetry
operations to the new positions:
Si 1: (0.31,0.11,0)
Si 2: (0.18,0.18,0.18)
Si 3: (0.5,0.25,0)

24k (m..)
16i (.3.)
6c (4m.2).
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The three Si atoms are plotted in their approximate positions (black circles) in Figure
9.6b, and a fundamental curved circuit is also shown cutting through each atom. I will
come back to the fundamental curved circuit below. The three Si atoms lie on the
outside of the asymmetric unit. Si 1 on a mirror plane, Si 2 on a three-fold axis, and Si 3
on a high symmetry site with several mirrors and two fold axes and a 4-fold inversion
axis. These correspond to Wykoff positions 24k (m..), 16i (.3.), and 6c (4m.2)
respectively (see the International Tables for Crystallography).
9.4.4 Generating fundamental circuits within the Pm3n asymmetric unit
Generating these circuits for non-self-intersecting triply periodic minimal surfaces was
explained by Hyde (1986). First a continuous circuit is traced out upon the surface of
the Bashkirov stereohedron. This trace represents the intersection of the Flächenstück
and the bounding polyhedron - the Flächenstück cuts the walls of the Bashkirov
stereohedron at 90˚ - and this allows for the smooth continuity of the surface across the
boundaries when built up via generating symmetries. The fundamental curved circuit
consists of sub-circuit elements, each continuously spanning a single face, meeting
another sub-circuit element at an angle defined by the angle between the faces. The
dihedral angle, ai is the complement of this angle, and is not allowed to be 180˚. Note
that an infinite number of closed traces can be drawn upon any polyhedron. Generally,
the smaller the number of faces spanned by a fundamental curved circuit, the lower the
characteristic (genus) of the corresponding surface, and the lower the complexity of the
surface. The characteristic, χ, (per unit cell) is related to the dihedral angles of the
fundamental circuit, α, and N, the number of asymmetric units per unit cell (from Hyde,
1986):
χ = N.{1- (Σαi)/2π}
(1)
For Pm3n, N = 48. The sum of the dihedral angles corresponding to possible circuits on
the asymmetric unit (Figure 9.6a) were necessarily restricted to linear combinations of
A, B and C below because of the desired condition of non-self intersection:
A: 120˚ (the dihedral angle between the inclined faces meeting at the apex)
B: 60˚ (the dihedral angle between any two inclined faces of the pyramid)
C: 135˚ (the dihedral angle between any inclined face and the base of the pyramid).

The next step was to incrementally step through increasingly higher genus values,
plugging these values into (1) and thereby outputting a list of corresponding (Sαi)
values. The range (from g = 6-25; χ = 2-2g) was from the expected lowest genus surface
for MEP to an arbitrarily high cut off. The list of summed angle for each circuit could
then be converted to linear combinations of A, B and C - and some were obviously
impossible solutions, e.g., genus 6; A+3B+C, for at least 2C (if any) are required for a
continuous circuit. Many other circuits were easily ruled out in this fashion. A short list
of possible circuits were found that were both continuous and cut through each of the
atoms Si1-Si3. An alternative method involved drawing all possible simple circuits on
the bounding polyhedron. An infinite number of circuits could be drawn. However a
restriction of two sub-circuit traces per face was used to limit possibilities. Despite the
restriction, quite complex surface traces were generated (e.g., corresponding to genus 35
and genus 43 surfaces). The possibilities were further reduced in number by considering
the symmetry restrictions imposed by the space group.
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9.4.5 Compliance of the fundamental circuits to the Pm3n symmetries.
Next it was necessary to eliminate from this short list those surfaces that did not comply
with the symmetry properties of the asymmetric unit. For example, the presence of
inclined two-fold axes on two faces of the asymmetric unit and Bashkirov stereohedron
meant that the circuit should have mirror symmetry across the two fold axes, or lie in
the two fold axes. Additionally, the circuit should have mirror equivalents on the
inclined faces attached to the inclined 3-fold axes (since these sub-circuits would be
rotated into each other under the 3-fold operation). These two constraints on the four
inclined faces led to the condition of generating an extra mirror plane (x=y) so that
elimination of many remaining circuits was achieved (although with the added
complication of moving from Pm3n to Im3m). The only remaining circuit
(corresponding to a genus 25 surface) is shown in Figure 9.6b. Note that the circuit cuts
through the unique Si atoms (black dots marked 1; 2; and 3) of the MEP structure. The
extra mirror plane is shown as the dotted line in the folded out depiction of the
kaleidoscopic cell in Figure 9.6c. Note that this extra mirror is not valid for the
arrangement of atoms within the asymmetric unit, only the surface trace.
9.4.6 Balanced Circuits
Fundamental curved circuits that are used to generate triply periodic minimal surfaces
should be balanced according to Smyth’s balanced curve criterion (see Hyde, 1986):
∫ n ds = 0,
where n is the surface normal at the boundary of the stereohedron, and the integral is
taken along the fundamental circuit. For example traces such as three curves on the
corner of a cube must be ruled out, for their respective normals do not add to zero, but
are directional. The implication is that an unbalanced circuit can lead to non-minimal
hyperbolic surfaces or closed surfaces. Here Smyth’s balanced curve criterion was not
explicitly tested for, however, the surface circuit could be balanced by choosing
appropriate edge lengths (of the circuit).
9.4.7 The short list
Of all the possibilities, the simplest circuit that could be drawn on the Pm3n asymmetric
unit, while obeying all the symmetry restrictions and cutting through all of the unique
MEP atoms was the circuit corresponding to a genus 25 surface
9.4.8 Generating the Flächenstück from the fundamental circuit
The form of the genus 25 surface was initially determined by dipping a wireframe
model of the fundamental curved circuit into soapy solution. The soap film was stable
and distinctively saddle-shaped. The suspended soap film was then meticulously
duplicated using wire frames and a meshwork of thin strips of adhesive tape. Eight of
these Flächenstück were built, and glued together according to three-fold and two-fold
rotations so that the bounding pyramids formed a cube with an edge length of a/2, as in
Figure 9.6d. This cube represents 1/8 of the unit cell of MEP and of the periodic
surface. The cube is completely bound by mirror planes (shown in the figure as small
meshes.
A CAD package (QikDraw Professional 3D V5.3) was used to repeat the whole process
of building up the MEP network and the genus 25 surface from the asymmetric
unit/Bashkirov stereohedron. The Flächenstück was approximated by a b-spline surface
bound in a square pyramid. Atoms and bonds were plotted in the same asymmetric unit
as the Flächenstück. Symmetry operations were then used to simultaneously build up
the unit cell of both the crystal network and surface. Indeed it was confirmed by
inspection that the crystal network was the MEP network.
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Figure 9.7 B-spline approximation of a unit cell of the genus 25 surface

9.4.9 Representation of the surface using the “Surface Evolver”
The surface was also digitally duplicated using “Surface Evolver” software (Brakke,
1994). This programme was used to define the same boundary circuit as in Figure 9.6b
(in fact only half of the circuit was used because of the extra mirror plane through x=y).
"Surface Evolver" was then used to "evolve" an electronic version of the soap film
made from dipping the wire frame. This was achieved by fixing the subcircuits within
their respective bounding planes, defining three planes that approximated the
Flächenstück and allowing the vertex at (0.18,0.18,0.18) to be free to slide along the
line x=y=z during the evolution. The depth of the saddle was defined as the point at
(0.25,0.25,z) and was also allowed to vary during the run.
Figure 9.8a Flächenstück of the genus 25 surface

The Flächenstück shown here was evolved from six flat planes originally coloured red, yellow
and blue. The three coloured patches in the front of the image here are related to the patches in
the rear of the image (partially hidden) by a mirror plane (as is shown in Figure 9.6c).
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Figure 9.7b A 1/8 portion of a unit cell of the genus 25 surface

1/8 portion of a unit cell obtained using symmetry operations on the Flächenstück shown in
Figure 9.8a. A three-fold axis runs vertically through the centre of the “monkey” saddle (sonamed because of its likeness to a saddle with an extra portion for a monkeys tail). A mirror
plane runs vertically out of the page.

The digital Flächenstück (see Figure 9.8a) was then subjected to symmetry operations
and a 1/8 portion of a unit cell was obtained (shown in Figure 9.8b). The surface was
easily viewed in an animated form using the Geomview (Levy et al., 1996) graphics
software using a Silicon Graphics computer, and was topologically equivalent to the
hand-made surface. The area/energy minimisation process was carried out using the
same software until convergence was achieved at a non-zero area and energy. This
convergence was repeatable even when adjustable numerical parameters were varied
(e.g., number of triangles in surface, shape of triangulation of surface etc.), suggesting
that the surface may be a possible minimal surface, but is not proof of it. The area of the
Flächenstück was found to be 14.3cm2 for an asymmetric unit (square pyramid) with a
basal edge length of 6cm.
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9.4.10 Parametrisation and trigonometric approximations of the surface
An attempt to parametrise the surface was avoided due to the inherently difficult task of
solving the required 12th order Weierstrass polynomial (personal communication A.
Fogden). A simple attempt to find a nodal surface or trigonometric approximation of the
surface was undertaken by visual comparison of the genus 25 surface with
trigonometric surfaces generated using Mathematica, but without obvious success - in
part due to the difficulty of visually recognising such a high genus surface (if it was
reproduced), and possibly because of the need to go to higher order terms in the Fourier
series. A more rigorous approach would incorporate genus calculation and fundamental
circuit assessment of the Mathematica generated surfaces.
The attempt here was based on finding an equivalent equipotential surface, i.e., a triply
periodic Fourier series comprised of the first three irreducible forms obtained from the
(100)-, (111)- and (210)-type frequency terms for a body centred charge distribution
(i.e., a 1+ charge at (0,0,0) and a 1- charge at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) (Fogden and Lidin, 1994).
The equation used was:
{cos(x) + cos(y) + cos(z) +
k1 (cos(x).cos(y).cos(z)) +
k2 [cos(2x).cos(y) + cos(2x).cos(z) + cos(2y).cos(x) +
cos(2y).cos(z) + cos(2z).cos(x) + cos(2x).cos(y)]} = 0

where k1 and k2 were scalar constants that were varied independently to determine
phase boundaries over a range of about -200 to +200. A partial phase diagram of k1
versus k2 was plotted, the phase space being filled with either topological equivalents of
the P-surface, the C(P) (Neovius' surface), P with isolated closed balls, C(P) with
isolated balls and some very complex surfaces that are best described as hybridised
versions of the P and C(P) either with or without balls. The latter hybrid surface (e.g.,
k1=1, k2=1 - see Figure 9.9) did show some of the features of the genus 25 surface
generated here - but the search was not carried out in any further detail.
Figure 9.9 Hybrid P-surface/Neovius surface
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9.5 Conclusions
9.5.1 Embedding the MEP network in the WI-10 surface
The surface embedding of the MEP network has been shown to be self-intersecting by
several methods. Subsequently a self intersecting surface was found (WI-10) with the
same space group symmetry (Pm3n) as the MEP net. The surface contained a simple
branch point, that when split into two lower symmetry points, allowed a complete
embedding of the MEP network. It remains to be proven whether the WI-10 surface is
the minimal embedding of the MEP net. Other examples of nets that are minimally
embedded in self-intersecting surfaces are unknown, and if it can be shown that the WI10 surface is the minimal embedding of the MEP net then the importance of studying
surfaces with branch points will have been demonstrated. Future work should be
directed to finding minimal embeddings of more dense networks.
9.5.2 Generation of a genus 25 surface
A genus 25 periodic surface was generated under the space group Im3m using a
systematic method for finding surfaces in which a crystallographic array of atoms is
embedded. In this case the genus 25 surface cut through all of the atoms of the MEP
network. However, this surface did not contain all of the bonds of the MEP network for if it did it would necessarily be a self-intersecting surface (as shown in the last
section) - and it is not. Therefore the MEP net cannot be fully embedded within this
genus 25 surface.
However, the systematic evaluation of possible fundamental circuits according to the
constraints of symmetry, topology and atom/bond location are considered reasonable
steps for generating non-self-intersecting periodic surfaces through many networks,
particularly those networks without bonds along three-fold axes.
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Appendix 9.1
Figure A9.1a Fundamental circuit of WI-10 surface in asymmetric unit

3

1

2
4

The arrows represent the directional path around the fundamental circuit. Not all paths are
possible, because the circuit must continue on a different face upon meeting an edge. The
reverse path is acceptable.

Figure A9.1b Fundamental circuit of WI-10 surface built up to 1/8 Unit Cell

1/8 of a unit cell built up via the Pm3n symmetry operations from the fundamental circuit
shown in Figure A9.1a. The three cylinders are included to highlight three sets of mutually
orthogonal tunnels, each with a radius of half a cube side length.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
This thesis deals with the use of geometry as a strategic basis for the systematic design
and syntheses of novel mesostructured inorganic materials. The interfaces occurring
within self-assembled amphiphilic materials have been used as mineralisation guides. The
vehicles for arguing this thesis have been drawn from historical, experimental and
theoretical studies.
Recognition of mesomorphism in amphiphilic systems occurred in the mid-1800's,
however the lamellar structure of many long-chain compounds was not deciphered until
around the 1920's using optical and x-ray diffraction methods. The presence of molten
hydrocarbon chains in liquid crystals was slow to be realised by many schools. Thus from
the time of WWII to around 1960, lamellar interfaces in liquid crystals (including micelles
and vesicles) were thought to be the norm, despite evidence to the contrary. After it was
accepted, the concept of molten chains in liquid crystalline amphiphiles, including soaps,
allowed the recognition by Luzzati and coworkers in the late 1960's of non-lamellar
structures, such as mesh, rod and sponge phases predominantly . In the mid 1970's a
theory of self-assembly of amphiphiles (Israelachvili, 1976, 1977) allowed a basic
understanding of the interfacial architectures in amphiphilic systems. This theory used the
concept of a global surfactant packing parameter, s=v/al based on the aggregation of
distinctively shaped individual molecules. Subsequently, from the late 1970's and into the
1990's, the interfaces within many liquid crystals, zeolites, and cell membranes were
recognised as closely related to minimal surfaces, and from this a formalised theory of
interfacial curvature was developed by Hyde et al. using the language of differential
geometry. In the last decade, interfaces within surfactant/water/silica systems have been
used to synthesise mesostructured silica. These silica materials are excellent examples of
artificial biominerals, and their forms are the same shapes found in self-assembled liquid
crystalline systems, zeolites, sea-urchin shells and sponge skeletons. These shapes are best
described using the theory of curvature at interfaces.
A range of distinct metallic soaps have been synthesised for this project and characterised
using multiple characterisation techniques. This has been done in order to document their
molecular and crystal structures and any subtle trends in structure not revealed by
studying single soap systems (using limited characterisation). These experiments have
revealed that metallic soaps are lamellar structures at room temperature, consistent with the
non-tapering shape of their molecular building blocks. The crystallinity of these lamellar
phases has been shown to vary with thermal history. This results from the varying degrees
of rotational disorder which can be trapped in their room temperature structures when
cooled from higher temperature phases. Distinct trends in molecular and crystal structures,
and chemical and physical behaviour occur when the metallic element in the headgroup is
varied. Understanding these trends leads to the identification of various applications of
metallic soaps, including waterproofing and oil-spill clean-up, the structure of greases and
the structure of Langmuir-Blodgett films.
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The systematic syntheses of metallic soaps also provides a basis for studies of their liquid
crystallinity and for an assessment of their potential use as templates in mimicking
biological mineralisation. Multiple methods have been used to systematically document
and explain many aspects of the thermotropic phase behaviour in previously known and
many unknown liquid crystalline metallic soap systems. A hybridised description of these
soap systems is used to document their phase transitions. This hybrid system employs
terminology from each of the distinct languages normally used to describe lipid crystal
structures, lipid polymorphism and thermotropic liquid crystallinity.
Syntheses of templated metal sulfides has been demonstrated in this study. The sulfide
syntheses employ a range of transition metal soaps as templates. Sulfide templating is
described using a general model of templating. This model has been developed here for
explaining many aspects of the formation of metal chalcogenides using soaps and L-B
films as precursors and templates. The basis of the model is an analysis of the crucial
balance of interfacial supply/demand of mineral ingredients. Demand for cations by nuclei
growing in interfacial domains within sulfided soaps and L-B films is shown to outstrip
supply in most cases. This naturally leads to a geometry where nanoparticles become
enclathrated in a fatty acid matrix, consistent with observations in many sulfided soaps and
L-B films.
Models for iron soaps have been discussed in detail. The presence of water molecules in
the headgroups of these iron soaps is indicated, and is crucial to understanding their
structure and decomposition. Liquid crystalline iron soaps were subjected to controlled
thermal decomposition yielding magnetic nanoparticles (ca. 30Å), and possible magnetic
mesostructures.
Systematic silicate templating using cooperatively self-assembled, surfactant/water/silica
templates has been investigated. Charged, polymeric clay sheets are used as a source of
silica. These clay sheets are warped or folded into mesostructures via the bending force
supplied by the template. Amphiphilic cations have been exchanged for interlayer sodium
cations that act as charge balances for the negatively charged clay sheets. The curvature
imparted to the clay sheets during templating is only slightly diminished when the
amphiphile is removed via heating. It is demonstrated that the liquid crystalline
surfactant/water/silica system is sensitive to parameters that effect the charge density, for
example salinity and pH. These effects yield changes in templating outcome that are
predicted from modern ideas of specific ion effects. The geometries of the resulting
mesoporous silicas have been investigated in terms of differential geometry and topology.
Sponge-like architectures are considered to be a likely structure in many of the
mesostructured silica systems usually regarded as packings of hexagonal rods.
An example of a 2D hyperbolic description of a 3D crystalline network is presented. This
is the first time a crystal network has been entirely embedded within a self-intersecting
minimal surface, and so is the precedent for other embeddings within self-intersecting
hyperbolic surfaces. This is conceptually significant, because 2D surface descriptions of
3D networks allows a dimensional simplification of the crystal network, and to date, all
surfaces in which crystal networks could be embedded were without self-intersections.
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Approaches to templating and biomineralisation which do not use the theories of selfassembly and curvature of interfaces as a basis for understanding the shapes in these
systems are bound to be either fruitless and/or overly time and energy consuming. Future
work should be focused upon mimicry of biomineralisation processes using
macromolecular, polymer and protein templates. This will require experimental research
into the cooperative self-assembly of complex molecules and their template minerals.
From a purely theoretical point of view, many surface descriptions of crystal networks
have yet to be discovered, and therein lies a whole area of exciting future research, with the
potential for advancing the fields of geometry, crystallography, biology and material
science.
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